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tions, now, with expressions of deep concern and most profound wisdom, they
THIRTIETH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF Sronounce the case hofieless, and direct
lefriendsto prepare for the ob.eequies.
PHI DELTA THETA,
What evidence do they offer in supAT THE I'RESBVrERIAN CHURCH, WOOSTER, OHIO,
port of this belief? They state two propMAY 2 4 , 1878.
ositions, and they are, first: That the
physical condition of the people is un.ADDRESS,
BY EMMETT TKOMKINS, l.S(>.
healthy ; and second, that the public
morals are diseased. T o maintain the
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:
first
of these, they contrast our ancestors
Is this a progressive age? T h e old but
with
their descendants, endeavoring to
rather pertinent question presents itself
demonstrate
that the men and women of
to-night. D o the signs of the time indicate this to be a progressive age ? Are the present are far inferior to those of
we progressing in the sense that the world earlier times; that by reason of dissipais becoming better, and the condition of tion, both mental and physical, the " Nomankind improving, morally and physi- blest work of G o d " has been shattered
cally, or, as some belieye, have we reached and man made weak and puerile; that
the full expanse of our progress and are this is a " fast age," when life is devoted
to pleasures and the gratification of mornow on the refluent wave ?
Selecting evidence from the mass of bid appetites; thpt our habits have no
facts composing our history to answer I tendency to promote the growth of and
this question affirmatively or negatively strengthen mind and body, but are of
alone, would produce unfair conviction such destructive natures as to produce
or belief It mav not be difficult to mar- weakness and imbecility; that the food
shal an array of testimony which, stand- ; we eat is innutritious, and the liquor we
ing alone and unopposed by other testi- ' drink impure and unhealthy; that, in
mony or reason, would establish, no doubt, manual pursuits, machinery has so far
either the negative or affirmative of the been substituted for the "' arm of brawn "
proposition. W e know the effect of ex- that indu.stry is thereby discouraged and
parte evidence is, often, to impress one ' men made inactive and d^pendciit.
On these foundations they hope to sus
with erroneous ideas, so the fair way to
As to the sectreat all questions and those of public in- \ tain the first proposition
ond,
viz:
that
the
public
morals
are disterest in particular, is to hear both sides
eased,
and
in
proof
of
it,
they
paint
Soof the case before rendering judgment.
ciety
in
most
distressed
and
demoralized
That this is an age of reason, of growth
and invention, we will not now say; that conditions; assert the present religious
this is an age when things are taken for ' creeds, as promulgated from the pulpit,
what they really are, receive their true to be the emanation of impious hearts
They declare
values and called by their right names, and distorted fanciescourts
to
be
but
machines
in
the hands of
we will not now consider; that the world
is striding forward, leaving the shades be- wicked men who manage them to their
hind and pa.ssing through the sun-light, own pro'it only; and, to come nearer
we will not now assert. ' There are men home, they denounce politics as being
who believe it js not such an age, who but rings within rings all to inure to the
believe the day when men reasoned, and benefit of the few; that men high in ofcreated new things, is passed ; that things fice are there for the solitary purpose of
are no longer called by their right nameis advancing their own interests and that of
and given their true values, but that their intimate friends and fuglemen; and,
growth and development have ceased j in short, everything religious, social and
and that fancy values and fictitious names political is in the embrace of Satan, and
they live in daily wonder that the wrath of
are the rule.
Not only is this opinion asserted, but Heaven does not descend to cut them off
men g o farther; and declare that we are in the bloom of their wickedness.
Let the people of the universe agree
retrograding, are drifting backward, and
are becoming, as a race, demoralized and with and conform to the opinions of these
depleted. T h e y believe the world to be cranky, crotchety men, whose cerebral
the "Sick Man," they have visited the developments do not exceed that of a
patient, these grave Doctors, and after bird, and whose souls are enclosed within
having held long and learned consulta- the sphere of a nut shell, and it will not
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be long before everything would assume
the unfavorable and abnormal condition
by them described. These old fossils lift
•their dry hands in pious horror that ministers in the pulpit should presume to
question the existence of a material future punishment, and that deacons and
laymen, and other pillars of the church,
should commit such monstrous grievances in the sight of heaven as to tolerate
card playing, dancing and other popular
pastimes. They believe the church and
society to be given over to the gent with
the three-lined fork; that all is a mockery of tinselry and pomp, men but dapper
dandies, and women gay butterflies of
fashion.
They define our courts of law to be unjust distributors of justice and our courts
of equity impositions on common sense ;
that lawyers are corrupt and juries for
sale like goods in the market place^ and
when the merits of a case, are against
them and the court and jur^ holds, in
whininsT notes they complain of the monstrous wrong impo.sed by perfidious counsel, and, with knowing winks, say they'd
like nothing better than what that jury
got, charge t h e judge with bribery, and
that between the world a n d the foram,
where justice should be meted out, there
is a barrier impassable to all but the chosen few. And while they represent Jus
lice as enthroned, holding in her hands
the pendent scales and her eyes hoodwinked, they leave a rent in the fold of
the bandage through which the goddess
can cast one eye on the Dollar.
As to our literature, they declare it to
be in a most degenerate, dilapidated condition ; that we are no longer pleased to
peruse the pro.?aic and abtrusive writings
of ancient authors, to wade through the
labyrinths of Socratic philosophy, to dig
into the depths of Newtonian theories
or to follow the flights of Ciceroniaa eloquence ; but the people of the present
day cast these aside to find works of fiction and unprofitable narration ; that in
fiction the soul seeks to revel in romance
and feast on nonsense; to read love
stories, thrilling and sparkling, replete
with surprising episodes, aftd, notwithstanding the opposition of stern parents
and numerous friends, invariably terminate in the marriage of the hero and hero- j
ine, that state where twa souls can afford
but a single thought, and two hearts can !
only raise enough beats for one ; that we
read with astonishing relish the expose
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of great social scandals, or dige.st with sprinkled their crowns with ashes and one of them with the determination of
unction t h e report of celebrated trials. girded their loins with sack-cloth; when finding him, and yoij must go into loneIn short, they believe that we have taste the strength, influence, zeal and earnest- ly retreats and out of the way places
for only that which is sensational and ness of ministers were measured by their where the sun never shines and t h e
light, and that t h e children are reading ability and enthusiasm in preaching the breeze of heaven never blows, and when
such a romantic and exciting class of doctrine of eternal punishment, and paint- you find him, you behold an allegory of
stories that they become dissatisfied with ing in horrid coloi's the miseries of the misery, you see a dwarf in body, a dwarf
the tame humdrum of ordinary life and lost, when men and the children of men in heart and soul, a .stooping figure, atlong to emulate the example of fiction's sat in straight-backed pews and on hard tenuated limbs, exceedingly narrow head,
heroes.
They pronounce our poetry benches to hear the gospel preached by long sharp nose and beetle brow, whose
jingling bosh, our prose compiled trash, the pious pastor whose research was stomach is always sour, and his liver in
our philosophy collected errors and our short and whose library contained only chronic torpor. His identity is unmistascience the speculations of fanatics.
the Scriptures and Bunyan's Pilgrim's kable, and it is as unalterable as the face
A n d these men of our own land can Progress ; when good old deacons gazed of the Sphinx. You can tell him among
not denounce too bitterly the condition over their spectacles in admiration at the thousands, for he carries his placard in
of our politics and conduct of politicians. player of the bass viol, but lamented the plain view, and when you spell it, it
All politicians, they believe, are, from the sin and worldiness of him who played reads, "I am a Cynic." H e believes the
force of circumstances, as well as by dis- the violin. They long for the days when world imperfect and ill shaped, because
position, rascals and demagogues; that thought was imprisoned and loaded with it was not made after his designs; he
the management of National and State the chains of dogmas; when reason grew thinks it a disagreeable place to be in;
affairs is composed of concentric circles, dull from desuetude, and man, the- mas- and since he never crosses the threshold
circles with a common center, and that ter-piece of the Infinite, with a mind that of his abiding place, we can not wonder
center accessible only to men whose can reach beyond the stars and extend he finds life dreary and unprofitable.
hearts are filled with corruption and souls its hand to the Almighty to be lifted H e believes everything to be retogradgreedy for gain ; that the time when the higher, man with a soul that knows no ing, because he does not advance himself,
qualified electors could express their bounds, and, untrammeled, can soar to because he shuts himself o u t from the
choice at the ballot-box has gone by, and measureless flights to contemplate the world and active life, and from his narnow we must vote, if vbte at all, for the phenoniinal of nature, sat in gloomy con- row cell he would
nominees of packed conventions, and fines, with superstition and blind ignor"Teach entern.il wisdom how to rule,
Then drop into himself to be a fool."
swallow the dose with all its bitterness; ance for his keepers
that Mammon is king and all the world
But
happily for us the world is not
These are the men who believe society
beside his subjects, and politicians the to be in such a condition as to require made up of such people; and the fewer
most servile slaves.
reconstruction and reorganization (the of them the better, but, like t h e poor,
T o sum it up, they make the one sweep- great source of relief,) but deem it hope- they will be with us always. And it is a
ing, comprehensive asservation that the less. They look longingly for the return singular as well as a lamentable fact,
world is in a state of moral and physical of the days of simplicit\' and crudity, that when they get here they .stay longer
weakne.ss and Ussitude, and for these when blushing belles threaded their way thaii any body else who arrived in the
And notwithstanding they
reasons we are on the down grade, and to church, clothed in linsey woolsey, same party.
these self-constituted, .self-lauded oracles, listening to the flatteries of the gayare continually complaining of aches and
with a bench for a throne and a jack- Adonis who strode beside her, in his pains, and anticipating an early demise,
knife for a wand, sit in summer shades stocks and spotless dickies, when ban- they seem never to reach the stepping
and by winter fires, and with jaundiced quets of pumpkin pie and home-made oft place, but live in their mi.sery, and to
vision presume to scan what the stars cider made tables groan that stood on the misery of every body else, long after
portend. These men, whose ideas are puncheon floors; when society would not the grass has grown greeh over the
loaded with the accumulated mo.ss of tolerate such innovations as silks and graves of their diseased imaginations dug
ages ; these men. whose minds reach not satins and bumpers of wine at banquets, lor them. Although frail in body, they
beyond .the span of their narrow selfish- when the paste buckled, knee breeched, can stand more knocks and bumps than
ness ; these men, whose hearts are in-horse hair wigged, cock hatted coachman the Cardiff giant, endure more hardships
crusted with bitterness and never beat of the present, was a thing their most than a man of steel, defy all manner of
plagues and epidemics, laugh at cholera
from a noble, generous impulse; these distorted fancies never conceived of.
and small-po.x, and while many good
men, to whom life is made burdensome They- long for a return of the days when
people go the way of all earth, they reby self-imposed tasks ; these men, who politicians, in their judgment, bear in
main unscratched, and a monument to
never greet the sunlight of lieaven and mind, were honest; when gerrymandering
the inscrutable ways of Fate. If everyfeel its congenial warmth ; these men, to and filibusterings were strategies unbody were like them the world would,
whom the paths of life are strewn with known; when men aspired to office only indeed, be a place of gloom, into which
thorns and clogged with tangled vines for the good of the commonwealth, and light and warmth never entered, where
because they traverse only the lonely self aggrandizement never put spur t o the sound of pleasure never touched dull
dells and dark retreats of t h o u g h t ; these their energies; when the victors did not ears and the smile of joy illumine sad
men, who never step across the boundary claim all the spoils, but, like magnani- faces, our existence a span ot misery unof their individuality to receive the flood mous conquerors, shared with the van- broken, .and at the end nothing done.
of light and warmth shed by the sun of quished; and they little dream, innocent
But where there is one of this class
reason—these are the men who style this i souls that there was less to complain of
an age of retrogre-ssion and decay. They among politicians then than now, for the there are many noble men and women
look in the world's face to see their own same reason, that black sheep eat less whose impulses and feelings are not narrowed down to self, whose minds are
imperfect forms reflected, but no farther. ; than white sheep.
And they, in the midst of their dis- j W h o are these men who are forever broad, and in their scope immeasureable
pleasure, sigh for the years of " Auld complaining of the world, continuously —men and women, the representatives
Lang Syne/' when Chri.-tians, in the ex comparing the present to the past to the and leaders of the masses, whose vision
emplification of their faith and fear, disparagement of the former? Look for extends above and beyond little things.
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Two Rivers.
and whose_^ souls delight only in the con- the door of his prison swung open on its
templation of the good and beautiful. rusty hinges, and forth he strides from
POEM BY P. W. SEARCH.
Liberal in thought and warm in heart, his dark cell in all his strength and beauthey stoop not in their journey to pick ty. He, with his giant arm, has lifte.l I stood on the bank of a river broad.
roar in silence awed
out the faults and weaknesses of human the cloud that so long hung like a pall Whose turbulent
The soul to unquiet sleep ;
nature and hold them up for the con over the minds of men, and now, unob- And the dashing waves from far and near.
tempt and condemnation of mankind, but structed, the bright sun of intelligence Come leapitig on in their mad career,
We no longer As gathering strength, with plunge and roar.
pass on to higher plains to reach earthly illumines the world.
They rolled o'er the waters but to disapp'ear
perfection. To men of catholic minds, worship the Deity through fear and suFrom the face of the mighty deep.
tnen of energy and strength, this is not perstition, but for his bountiful love and
We know that the And far o'er the billows the tempest raged,
an age of decay and lassitude, but an age infinite kindness.
Struggling and foaming like a monster caged
of growth and progress, for they make it Great Maniton, would have His children
And seeking the forest free ;
so. Because life is a continuous conflict, look to Him as their benefactor in their And the rock-bound banks and black cliffs high
and every day gives birth to new obsta- distress, and in hours of darkness to put Gave back the wild roar in mournful reply.
from deep shadows cast, they echoed the cry
cles for them to contend with, they do their trust in Him. To-day men are As
That arose from the storm to the gloom of the sky
hot abandon the field and yield an un- more free to act and think for themselves
Like the voice of an angry sea.
jfought victory, but it is their pleasure, than ever before. They are unintimiI thought that same river, so deep and wide.
their ambition to meet the enemy where dated by superstition and untrammeled But
With its turbulent roar and billowy tide
We are moving from
they can use the might and main God with dogmas.
Would hush like a weary child ;
Democratic And the dashing waves and blinding spray.
(has given them; and when one battle is lights to greater lights.
Would soon be at rest, like a bright summer d a y ;
gained, they, like Antaeus of old, stand doctrines are being more universally Or
the bird, that tired and spent with its play,
fresh and ready to enter new combats, adopted as the source of growth and Returns from its wanderings and flights far away
T o its nest in the forest wild.
jThey realize that life is not a play sfround, prosperity, and men are accredited with
but that it is an arena in which Greek being men, and allowed the full enjoy- And as tho' from the Master, by divinest will
ment and exercise of the endowments of Even now comes the voice that said, " Peace, be
must meet Greek.
still"
It is the tendency of all institutions to nature.
To the waters of Galilee;''
'give men broad and charitable views; and
In the light of all this, who can truly So the river will hush from its noisy song.
•all statutes are enacted and all ordin- say that this is not a progressive age, And borne on its bosom, the world's "busy throng
ances are pas.sed with the aim to main- that the world has not made unbroken Will float in white ships with its current strong.
it glides along
tain the peace and dignity of the Nation advances, and that still the rapid wheels As calmlyToandjompeacefully
with the dark blue sea.
to which they may belong, to elevate roll on.
And I thought how like life is that fitful stream.
mankind and to protect and encourage
Science, with its mighty arm, has When plunged from the brightness of life's happy
the exercises of all his better qualities. plucked the lightning from the clouds,
dream
Of our own land it can be said, that the curbed it as a steed, to become a swift and
We sink in the gloom of despair;
the hopes of our youth are shattered and fall.
corner stone of the foundation on which noiseless courier.
With equal ease has When
Like the sad autumn leaves or fast crumbling wall.
the nation rests, is Liberty. Freedom of it arrested and combined all the elements And
with only the wreck of the p.ist to recall.
thought, freedom of speech and freedom of sky and earth to make them the effi- We gaze on our ruin and bright treasures,—all
Shattered, and bleeding and bare.
of action are guaranteed to all who will cient servants of man. Philosophy with
abide under the broad wings of our Con- God like-ken has read the marvelous But the cares of the night and the gloom of the day
.stitution. So it is becoming the world phenomina of nature, and now with Soon vanish from sight, and the clouds clear away
As the coming of morning's bright sun ;
over. All republics, kingdoms, empires wonderful simplicity explains all its mysAnd the flowers that are withered reblossom again.
and principalities are lifting the yoke teries to man.
Invention, the gift of And the hope that seemed blasted by the storm and
from the r.ecks of their subjects, that they every creature, has lifted man from his
the rain.
may stand in the image of their Maker, low estate of servitude, and made him Revive, and t h e life which v e thought all dreary
and vain,
'
to breathe the free air, and speak and master of machinery, that with exhaustNow glows in the sunlight, free from sorrow and
think as freemen.
pain,
less strength and tireless motion bears
God blessed and with victory won.
Surely then, the privileges are suffi- his burdens with the ease that the eagle
cient, the opportunities boundless for carries the feather in its wing. And the And the river flows in its course to the sea.
man to use the means endowed by na- great work of enlightening and elevating So life bears us onward, light hearted and free.
With its currrnt so swift and strong;
ture. There i.« plenty of room for growth mankind goes on. Let it alone. It is
And, borne on its bosom, we heed not the roar,
and expansion. There is no crowding, but the crowning of the designs of the Nor startle at sounds as in days long before.
and no insurmountable obstacles; then Supreme Architect. It is for us to re- But, cheered by bright forms and the lights on the
shore.
every question as to his accomplishments ceive in gratitude, and not in questionand peacefully float evermore
rests with the man himself. He alone is ing complaint, the munificence of God. We calmlyLike
the rythm of angels' song.
re.sponsible as to whether he will advance It is only the Cynic and the Egotist who
or retrograde ; and circumstances, let him does this, and to him it might appropriremember, ever combine to assist him ately be said—
F R A T E R N I T Y HISTORY.
who with tireless energy strives to improve himself and make mankind belter. •"Go, wiser thou! and in ihy scale of sense.
Weigh thy opinion against Providence;
And grateful are we that there are many Call imperfection what thou fancy such.
BY A. GWYN FOSTER.
men who realize the existence of, and Say, here he gives too little, there too much;
Brothers of the Fraternity, Ladies and Gentlemen:
appreciate these great opportunities— Destroy all creatures for thy sport or gust,
I purpose in a sketch of the history
many men of warm hearts, of broad Yet say, if man's unhappy, God's unjust;
of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity, to
views, of dash and vigor, men of deter- If man alone engross not Heaven's high care
give you more than brief data of the
mination and resistless strength, who Alone made perfect here, immortal there.
Fraternity, with its date of founding,
push the world forward, and make it Snatch from His hand the balance and the rod.
number of Chapters, its age, and membetter and purer for their having been ia Re-judge His justice, be \.ii^godoi God."
bership, such as, born in 1848 at Oxford,
it. As a result of their work. Reason,
Ohio, numbering 52 chapters, with a
the great teacher, has been unchained,
membership of over two thousand, and

died in that unhealthy, sulphurous atmosphere, in which the moral nature of
man has so degenerated that all that savors of goodness dies a natural death.
Such, undoubtedly, would be exceedingly humorous to those that believe in
brevity, but on scanning the faces of the
audience, I find so lew dancing eyes (not
feet just yet") and merry faces, that a strict
sense of impartial justice, partial inju.stice,
it may be in a few cases, demands that I
transcend the bounds of dull prosy facts
and soar away into the blue ethereal
vault of poesy upon the strong white
wings of love.
Which one of you does not remc=!mber
his first appearance at college?
The
heartle.ss stare of an inquisitive classmate,
the cold scrutiny of the more advanced
student as he "takes in the good point;"
of his unoffending addition, the hearty
shake of hands on the part of other men
that have been separated by a summer
vacation, and the joy others have of
meeting with friends once more, added to
the already too well known facts that
our friends are left with the other precious memories of home, causes the pent
up feelings of brave resolves rendered
more hitter by the knowledge of our
utter .solitude to be almost unbearable.
And when at morning prayers the Faculty stalk slowly by to take their accustomed places on the rostrum, the students seat themselves by clas.ses, the janitor bolts, with a heavy thud, the oaken
door, the choir sings a dirge, the Professor reads a chapter in a hundrum tone,
the President gives the customary scold
ing by way of advice, the proceedings
become almost unbearable to the sensitive, homesick Freshman.
O, what
would he not give to have one friend of
his own age into .whose listening ear he
might pour out the burdening feelings of
his loneliness and receive sympathy to
expel dull melancholy.
Then there is another picture.
It is
that of the mother at home kneeling in
prayer, imploring that her son may be
spafed the terrible temptations so common to students, that he may remain
true as the strong love she bears him,
and that his friends may be to him strong,
generous, noble.
It was to meet such wants as these, to
encourage such motives and to provide
such friends that the Order of the Phi
Delta Theta was organized.
Tyndall affirms that act or effect is
the product of forces that have been
going on for centuries, that the tiee is
not only the effect of assimilation of carbonic acid from the atmosphere, the
soluble ingredients of the soil, the light,
heat and electricity of the sun, the pattering rain and the gentle zephyrs, but
that each of these causes is the result of
a previous cause, and these of still an-

other, and so down the dark ages of the sult and advise with him in regard to his
unknown past to the original first cause true interest, to act as a conservator of
of causes
And so I believe that God his morals, to guard his character from
gave the possibility for men to be joined calumny, to abstain from the commission
in the endearing bonds of brotherhood of crimes and the cultivation of vices, to
when he created man, whether as poten- endeavor each in his own sphere of
tial in the chaotic atoms of Darwin or as action to attain to the highest intellectual
certain in the creation of Adam in the character and cultivate a love of truth
garden of Eden. The direct causes that for its own sake, to seek after it in every
led to the organization of fraternities department of-study, t o endeavor to atdates back to the founding of the first tain a high standard or moral character,
college.
Where there are friends there to make that standard the only infallible
will be circles, and where there are col rule of morality, the Bible, and to admit
leges there will be societies formed to membership no one who did not sustain such a character.
amonsf the students.
Upon such adamantine principles of
A writer tells us that there existed in
right
is superposed a structure that has
the center of Rome the statute of a man
borne
against the frosts of adversity, the
with his arm raised and finger pointing
to the ground, and upon the pedestal tempest of a fraternal war, that almost
was in.scribed the words "dig here." All rent the union and the sunny smile of
who saw the statute were perplexed at enticing prosperity, while beneath its hosthe enigmatical inscription, until one pitable roof have gathered a band of more
ingenious fellow conceived the idea of than two thou.sand, who rejoice in the
digging where the finger indexed.
He name and fame of Phi Delta Theta.
Concerning this Bond our di.stinguished
did so and was rewarded by unearthing
a quantity of golden and silver ve.s.sels. brother, Charles O. Perry, writes, " A
So within the walls of the Miami Uni- people, who would adopt the principles
versity, the Yale of the West, sat a phan- set forth in t h e Bond of the Phi Delta
tom image pointing to the triune inner Theta as their political gospel, would rise
nature of man, the social, the intellectual above, the common station of nations.
and the moral, and invited all to dig for Such a people would enact before God the
hidden treasures.
One day some three drama of mankind in all its grandeur and
decades ago, it occured to a sextel of all its maje.sty."
The honor of drafting this Bond, which
friends to obey the silent injunction of
the specter, to dig for gems of thought as a literary production, is peer to the best,
in the my.slerious rece.s.ses of the mind. belongs to Rev. Robt. Morrison—long
They received their reward. That sextel may his name live and his influence be
of friends are Rev. Robt. Morri.son, J. felt in this broad land!
On the 12th of Oct., 1849. they granted
McM. Wil.«on, Rev. R, T. Drake, Col.
the
first charter to the Indiana University,
Andrew W. Rogers. Ardivan W , Rogers
Upon the venerable
and Joseph Lindley ; of whom Ardivan at Bloomington.
W. Rogeis and J. McM. WiLson have sheepskin that ma 'e its members the
gone to their long la.st rest.
Concerning proud recipients of fraternal love is,
these latter. Dr. Boude, a brother and though grown yellow by the hand of time,
classmate of Gen, Btn. HarrLson and still to be read, the bold signatures of the
Prof, Swing, write.'?, "Wil.son was a man officers of the parent Chapter. Another
who never pa.ssed for his real worth, for .sacred relic that remains in the archives
his quiet retiring disposition and careless of the Indiana Alpha is their fir.st con.stituattire, led many to pa.ss him by, but tion. now so battered and torn t y long u.se
when cnce the acquaintance was made, as to be scarcely legible.
Upon its heels followed other Chapters
he was found to be a genial companion,
and one of the best informed men o.i in rapid succession and by the time of the
almost every subject, whether ancient or late war there were i 5 Chapters di.stribmodern, that it was ever my fortune to [ uted as follows: Four in Ohio, 4 in Inmeet. The name of Ardivan W. Rogers I dianp, 2 in Wisconsin, 2 in Kentuckv, i
bring many plea.sant memorie.-. H e was in Illinois, i in Tennes.see and i in Texas
like a father to us younger members and The tendency of the Fraternity was dehis counsel and advice were sought for I cidedly Southward—another Chapter was
when we were in any difficulty or , ready for chartering in Te.xas, another
trouble. H e was a man of most noble was projected in Tennessee, and still
and generous impulses and had a heart , others were worked up in the surroundas tender as a woman's. He, alas! died ing States. But the war, with its blight
ing breath, invaded even the.se sacred
early and sleeps near Piqua."
These six men entered into a solemn precincts of learning and demanded the
compact of perpetual binding obligation, fairest youths, the flower of the land, to
to treat all as friends and brothers, who fill the vacant ranks of ruthless soldiery.
should accept the Bond of the Phi Delta J Colleges were depopulated, our Chapters
Theta, to perform to each member the .were despoiled, and the Fraternity at one
duties arising from that relation, to con- "fell swoop was threatened with destruc-

THEE saie.oiL.3ii.
" Since revelation first began.
lion. Had our Fraternity been Ea.srern,
To teach the brotherhood of man.
the war would have affected it as little as ;
Has been Jehovah's constant plan.
it did the Eastern Fraternities; but
Wrought out by Evolution ;
situated as it was, the drain was great.
First, love within the tribe, and then
Thy fellow Hebrews—now, love men.
I am told that at the close of the war
Is Jesu^' institution.
but two Chapters survived and their
total attendant membership was only ten.
••To love each other as we ought.
To love as Jesus loved and taught,
In the war as el.sewhere the Phis be.\ task with difficulty Iraught,
haved with their accustomed bravery ;
Demands our best endeavor;
and always hiive I heard them spoken of
To pass beyond the golden gate.
Where joys untold eternal wait,
as reflecting honor on the cloth they
.\nd love liears rule forever.
wore ; were they arrayed in blue or gray, ;
they were ever the same; courteous in i
" Then every bond that serves to bind
The members ol the great mankind.
bearing, hone.st in their convictions,:
In fellowship of heart and mind,
brave in their encounters, aud heroic in
And teach them to be brothers,
their death. Coming, as they did, from :
.So far is on the side of right,
.\nd ca.stin^ in at least a mite
the higher circle of society, they were,
To bless Its own and others.''
appointed to offices of honor and trust,
and never did they blur the character of
May our labors in the pa.st satisphi
the positions, they graced. But the war and gratiphi our friends.
is pa.st. The dead have been buried a"d
May our record terriphi, dephi, and
the dirges have be.-^n sung. Idle mourn- stratiphi our enemies.
ing availeth nothing and though sorrowMay our Fraternity fructiphi, fjrtiphi,
ing deeply in heart for its honored dead. and ediphi.
Phi Delta Theta took up its burden in
May her members beautiphi in characsong and bravely set to work with the ter, magniphi in power, and beatiphi in
other patriots of the nation to reurfiite the friends.
country, not by reason ot might but by
And may the Omnipotent one glororea.son of loVe. Silently, slowly, stead- phi and sactiphi us all forever.
fastly, strongly she wields a far greater
influence for a permanent reconstruction
of the country than the noisy, partisan,
quarrelsome Congress.
Strength of
government lies in willingness of hearts,
and the North and the South, the East A M o n t h l y P a p e r <l<-vol«<I t o t h e i n t e r e s t s o f
t h e P h i D-3'ta T h e t a iPralernify.
and the West, are daily becoming more
closel-y united into a common fellowship
F R A N K L I N , I N D . , S E P T E M B E R 1878.
through the fraternal bonds of love.
With a brave heart our boys set to
work to reconstruct the Fraternity,
THE THIRDVOLUME
breathing fresh vigor into dying ChapIt is with fear and trembling that the
ters, building new ones, and strengthenmanagers
of the SCROLL enter upon the
ing the Fraternity internally.
Such
success has attended them that within task of publishing Vol, III, No. i. Exthe last decade 34 Chapters have been perience has shown that the SCROLL
chartered and many of the old ones re- "does fill a lonsf felt want," that it is a
established. Our banner has been raised
on the Pacific shore, and to-day a golden valuable assistant in chapter work and
cord of sympathy stretches across the exerts a strong influence in binding the
continent. From Virginia to California, chapters together. It goes to the Alumfrom Michigan to Mississippi our colors nis with the warm greeting of a true
are unfurled.
Phi, rekindling the smouldering fire of Phi
Complaints are made that our mem- Deltaism. It goes to the student and
bers allow the fire of fraternal love, which
at college burned so brightly upon the mayhap in an hour of discouragement,
altar of their hearts, to die out in thetelling him of the trials and success of
long distance and time that separates sister chapters, and gives him courage to
them from the happy associates of Alma be up and doing, to put forth still greater
Mater, This is not true. Their ardor effort in the cause of old Phi Delta.
does not die, though it often lies dormant.
The SCROLL is both useful and necesTime and distance may dim and conceal
the sacred flame, but stir up the ashes sary. To every Phi we say, give us your
of their memories and the glowing coals support.
One dollar is not a large
burn with redoubled vigor.
amount to any man; but in the aggre
" No idle visionary scheme—
gale they will make the SCROLL
SubAn airy nothing, aimless dream.
But wrorthy of our song, this theme •
scribe yourself and have every other Phi
The good Phi Delta T h e t a ;
you know, do likewise.
Ordained to aid aspiring youth.
In Love, in Godliness and Truth,
Being published monthly, the SCROLL
Life's great desiderata.

oil.

will furnish the latest fraternity news,
The chapter reports will be fresh and
from their frequency will be accurate indices of the chapters' progress. The
SCROLL will be devoted entirelv to Phi
Delta Theta and to Phi Delta Theta we
look for a generous support.
We send out this month a large number of specimen copies of the .SCROLL to
the brethren, We hope each good. Phi
will find it in his heart to go right down
into his pocket, bring forth a dollar and
send it forthwith to the publisher. Come
boys—young and old—help us and we
will warrant that we will do you a dollars'
worth of good.
SECRET_SOOIET/ES.
We learn that the faculty of the State university
have unanimously agreed to restore the secret societies which were abolished some three years ago.
The tru.stees at the recent commenctment left this
nialter entirely i the hands of the faculty.
Their
resolution is wise, for there are fewer mcentives to
studious habits an 1 general goo I conduct thin those
furnished by the best secret societies. Their restor
alion will work well.

The above is clipped from the Atlanta
Constitution of Aug. i6th, and will be
good news to Phis, The Ga. B. has
been working sub rosa since the Trustees
passed the ordinance forbidding fraternities, but was of course at a great disadvantage. Now, however, we shall expect
great things of it. We understand that
the Trustees of Alabama University have
taken like action.
We are compelled from want of space
to postpone the publication of a most
interesting letter from a prominent member upon the history and present condition of Phi Delta Theta in the South,
Such letters are not only valuable for present reading but also for future reference.
Will not some of the northern brethren
write a similar letter upon the Northern
chapters? Too few of our members know
the history of their own fraternity,
We remind the corresponding secretaries of the chapters that the new constitution makes it their duty to furnish the
chapter reports for the SCROLL. We want
to issue the October number on or about
the lith, and will therefore want the reports by the 5th or before. It is desired
that each chapter will notice the directory
on the last page and forward to us imme';liately the name of its Cor, Sec, if not
already given. Send all chapter reports
&c. to the Editor, M. F. Parrish, Lee,
Athens, Co., Ohio, all busines letters
and subscriptions to the publisher, Geo.
Banta, Franklin, Ind.

T H I E SODEe^OLXj.

ALABAMA

ALPHA.

H E L E N A , A L A . , Sept. 9, 1878.

As the life of the Alabama Alpha was of such short
duration a great p-rt of the Fraternity at large is ignorant of the circumstances which surrounded its
birth and the incidents which aitended its life.
Duiing the latter part of May, 1877, T . H. Spencer received a communication from W. B. Palmer, of
Gebrgia,offering to institute a Phi Delta Theta chapter
at the University of Alabamn, should he be willing to
conduct the arrangements. Brother Spencer accepted and documents were duly forwarded which m.T.de
T. H . Spencer, J. J. Mickle, O. F . Smith, and your
humble writer charter members of Alabima Alphx.
We had no difficulty in securing members, as, owing
to the inimical state of aff.iirs in the school, a new
FrtUernity was hailed with joy by both. Greeks and
"Barbarians," each hoping to secure its co operation.
We were soon joined by Brothers J. C. Smith and
Ernest McCreary. This was our chapter when vacation came and we parted : Mickle, to his home ;
Spencer, lo Mississippi; McCreary, to Howard College, this Stale ; J . C . .Smith, to Vanderliijt Universi
ty, and your writer to face the troubles of this worip
amon'J the coal fields of Alabama. Soon after, we
were notified by circular letters that the Fraternities
woull not be allowed at the University. We had
not time to arrange matters and so the AUabama
Alpha died. But the fr.aternal spirit of its members
did not die and they have ever Lcen watchful of Phi
Delta's interests, Bro. Smith, who went to Vanderbilt. revived the Tennessee Beta, which had died.
McCreary, at Howard, made the most strenuous efforts to found Alabama Beta. H e failed, but honor
is not less due him. But, on the horizon of this
darkened sky a bright star appears. A letter from
Brc. Spencer says that Alabama Alpha will be revived in October next, and, without •itating particulars, says all the arrangements h.ave been made—that
there can be n o lailure. I feel assui-ed that the
Brothers for whom this i.-< written, will join me in
wishing the rising Alpha a "God speed," and also
thanking Bro. Spencer for his indefatigable efforts
in her behalf. We have a fine body of members cc
the Agricultural and Mechanical college of our
State. They have applied for charter, and, should
the Executive Committee see proper to gram it, it
will make a strong auxiliary to the Alpha. Hoping
this letter will make plain the state of affairs of Phi
Del a in Alabama,
I am, fraternally.
T . M . HoBBs.

much I can say; its members are true as steel, hardworking and enthusiastic. "By their works ye shall
know them." T h e Epsilon at the Virginia Military
Institute is our "baby" chapter—hardly a year old,
yet evincing a spirit which will make it not least
among the many jewels which deck the crown of
Phi Delta Theta. This report from the Old Dominion though hastily written and insufficient is nevertheless true, and, with the hope the each of our
chapter may "spoke for derselves somedings" m the
next SCROLL. I am, with love for the Phis,
Fraternally in the Bond,
GEO.

W M . CONE.

student in the University. His average standing
for the four years he was in college is iar above any
other member of the class. Three of the strongest
men in the law class of '78 wore the sword and
shield. T o these men our chapter owes its past success. T h e guardianship of it is now turned over to
the present active members. Its- future success depends upon their energy, ability and willingness to
work for it. I think I am safe in saying that, instead of losing groUKd with their management it will
gain, and I hope to see the Missouri Alpha at a time
not far distant occupying a prominent place among
the most prosperous chapters of our order.
FRED. H . AUSTIN.

TENNESSEE

BETA.

NATIONAL

VANDERBILT UINVES.'TY,
'
N A S H V I L L E , T E N N , Sept. 9, 7 8 .

•)
j

GRAND.

.

L A F A Y E T T E COLLEGE,

EASTO, P A . , Sept. 10, 1878.

\

J

Oar chapter has been fully and promptly organizThe year 1877-78 was a prosperous one for the
ed, ready for work this session. T h e members have Pennsylvania Alpha. A few facts will show this:
come back alter enjoying a quiet time during vaca- At the close of the year we had twenty-eight memtion to make a hard and earnest pull at their text bers, of whom ten were seniors. We were well repbooks, in hopes to win the honors consequent on resented, both on class day and on commencement
such exertions. The majority of the old members day.' Our Brother Yegawa, from Japan, took the
have returned. A meeting was held last Saturday junior mathematical prize, and Brother Jones, the
night and 'hree new members were initiated into the 2d junior orator prize. Then, to crown all, we
bonds of brotherlv union. T h e programme by were made the National Grand Chapter. Financiwhich w expect to work during the coming session ally, we hive been somewhat under a cloud. Howwas roughly sketched out. Our meetings will he ever, wc- have a room and furniture <>f our own, and
held every other Saturday night, and will be devoted a cabinet organ, the gift of Bro. C. W. Bixby, We
to literary and social enjoyment.
We expect to closed up the year with a grand banquet, or, as the
strive our utmost to carry out, .as far as we may, our Phi Kappa Psis say,'a sy;«/().rz«»/, which was well
pledges of mutual aid and assistance--to assist each attended 1* the few Alumni we have. We have a
other in the difficult places which ma-.t be encount- half-duzen'or more Alumni at Union Theological
ered durin^j every ono's college career,—^to become Seminary in New York city, and through them hope
in spirit and deeds tru.', cmsistin*. Phi Delta Thetas. to start a chapter at Columbia college. Our chapter
We expect to get a very elegant .in 1 commodious never was in as good a condition as now. and our
hall in the city for the use of our chapter. This prospects are brig.uer than ever before, and, if the
will add much to the comfort of the phis^" Only coming year can only be m.xde a success, (and there
two departments of" the University are" so far repre- is no reason vvhy it should not,) no one need have
sented in the organizition, namely: the law and any fears for the luture of the N.ational Grand.
literary. T h e Kappa .Sigmas and S. A. E.'s are
W. B. S U L L I V A N .
making desperate efiForts to r ish ahead of us in mem
hership. We are n-t of that stripe. If we can not
get good, intellectual men. we w luld rather stay in
INDIANA
ALPHA.
the rear. But, fortunately, we are not compelled to
do either of these two repugnant things, for we lead
INDIANA U N I V E R S I T Y ,
\
the van in membership and in point of scholarship.
BLOOMINGTON, IND., Sept. 7th, '78.
j
We have and will only take the very first in each deAs this is the first issue of the SCROLL sinje '76, I
partment. Our chapter has sent out one very effi
cient brother, Mr. Walker Joynes, who intends suppose it is best, in reporting the condition of this
At the
sometime during the cominsj session to inaugurate a chapter, to review last year's proceedings.
chapter in the University of Tennessee at Kiioxville. oeginiiing of last year there were but five active
In addition to this
We hope to let you hear from us again soon and ex- members lo commence work.
tend our cordial wishes for the abundant success ol discouragement there was no hall for meeting and
T h e five, howthose chapters which are striving against such dilfi- the chapter was somewh.it in debt.
ever, went to work and soon overcame their ..iflSculculties and obstacles as we are.
ties. A suitable hall was selected and fitter* up at a
cost of nearly %Z0Q, and so well was the work done
J, H. DORTCH.
VIRGINIA
DELTA.
that our hall is acknowledged by all other fraternities here, to be the best Fraternity hall in town. At
MISSOURI
ALPHA.
RICHMOND COLLEGE, R I C H M O N D , V A , \
the same time the "Bully Barbs" were being transformed into first class Phis, and towards the close of
August 28, 1878. J
U M V E S I T Y OF MISSOURI,
the year thiiteen good Phis met it our hall every
D E A R B R E T H R E N •.--As the .SCROLL on its errand
COLUMBIA, Mo., Sept n t h , 1878.
Wednesday night. As the number of members inof love, speeds north, south, east and west, on it?
The Missouri Alpha, I am ple.ised to say, is in creased the debt melted away and it is now a comfirst journey after its long rest, it must bear the greetProsperity again shone upon
in" of Virginia to the Phis who anxiously wait the good running order. K\ the close of the last col- p natively small Sum
messenger. I need not dwell on the fact that we, legiate year it had tei^ active m..ml)ers and will start the old Alpha and it wa.-. datermined to celeorale the
whose homes are in the old State, love Phi Delta out this year with a membership of seven. T h e aniversary of its organization by si lianquet worthy of
Twenty five couples were presTheta—for the very words strike the "responsive past of the Missouri Alpha, although it is situated in -.uch an occasion.
chord" in all our hearts. Nor yet need I say that a climate not conducive to the he.\lth of Greek or- ent and the banquet which was served proved equal
The chapter
we feel closely united to all the members of our or- ders, has been very successful and prosperous. T h e to t h . most sanguine expectations.
der; for, thanks to our Bond, no " bloody chasm" ex- faculty of Missouri University is bitterly opposed to was honored by the- presence of several members
ists 'to disunite us, but those who loved the blue are secret societies. Notwithstanding this, the luture of from the Indiana Gamma and Delta. Our prospects
brothers with those wlio loved the gray. This being our chapter promises to be brighter than its jiast. for the present year are very promising, but as we
true, I am certain the Fraternity will rejoice with us The Alumni members have lost none of their inter- have only just begun our work w . can not report
est in the cause of Phi Delta Theta. They promise much done
Before the next issue ot the SCROLL,
over the prosperity of the order in this State. Our
to stand by the Missouri .Vipha and help it in any however, we hope to »end in a quite full report. We
banner waves in five of our colleges, all of which remanner in which they are able if it needs their aid.
flect credit on the care manifested by the National The Phi Kappi Psis were very strong .Vere a few have four other fraternities to contend against, and
every triumph is gaineil only by hard worii. But the
Grand in the bestowal of charters. Besides these years ago, but the only chapter they had in the State
members are all zealous in the cause of Phi Delta
an Alumni Chapter-is located at Richmond, com "has gone the way of all the cnrlh," and the place
Theta, and it will be strange if the old Alpha dies
posed of men tried and true. Our success last year where they held their sacred (?) meetings is now for want of enthu->iasm.
CH.^S. BANTA.
was very encouraging indeed. Every chapter in the used for a billiard h.all. T h e Zeta Phis are the
State wears its share of the laurels and bears an en- only opposition that we have now. This is a local
viable reputation. T h e Alpha at Roanoke is admit- institution. The chapter her.- is the only one in the
ILLINOIS
EPSIL ON,
ted the best chapter in college. No one of the large United States. T h e members of the Missouri Alpha
number of Greek societies at the University of Vir- during the past year have shown themselves worthy
I. W. U M V K R S I T V ,
1
ginia stands higher than the Virginia Beta. T h e of the badge they wear. T h e valedictorian of the
BLOOMIGTON., I I I . , Sept. 4th, i S ; i .
/•
Gamma at Randolph-Macon is composed of splen- class of '78 (academic,) is a good Phi. He was
The prospects of the Illinos Epsilon are most
did material. T h e Delta at Richmond college I coasidereil one of the strongest men and the lies
flattering.
We are not yet a year old and number
dare not speak of, being my own chapter, but this

. }

T H E ^(OJE^GX^X^.
tion, on Saturday nights, of looking around o i twelve teron, that she might soon attain and hold her zenith
as good friends and whole-souled Phis as you would glory. I do hope every chapter will send a delegate
desire. .\ firm foothold gained each year will strength- to the next National Convention. Go to Indiana), clis
en us. Next session we hope to take a long stride in 1880, that you may form a proper conception of the
forward. T h e promises already given us of additions dignity and grandeur of the fraternity to which you
from other chapters show that our hopes will not be have the honor to belong. Go there that you may
disappointed. N o w , that the fraternity is planting it- lav your hand on the golden cord that encircles the
Self in many Southern colleges, our permanent futui"e Union. Go there to meet brothers from every quarsuccess cannot be a matter of doubt. Heretofore our ter and section of your country. Yes, you will meet
difficulty has been in being compelled to depend en- them there from the rocky bound shores of the Allan
tirely upon the material at the University, which, tic, to the silver crested waves of the Pacific, from the
though excellent, is worked upon by too many frater- limpid Lakes of the North, to the Gulf that washes
J. A. W A K E F I E L D .
nities to permit its being considered a reliable means our Southern coast, divested of the filth and slime of
of perpetuating our chapter. Other clubs are sus- internal factions and national controversies. My colINDIANA
GAMMA.
tained from year to year by receiving recruits from lege days have ended. Warm friends, and the " litstreet are parted with, the last
chapters at other colleges, whereas last year we re- tle girl" up
B U T L E R ' S U N I V E R S I T Y , •>
ceive-1 011^ one such. Next year, however, several " Good bye" and the last wave of a snow-white 'kerIRVINGTON, I D N . , Sept. 19, 1878.
( are expected, and I think a yearly increase in this chief has been heard,, seen, and almost forgotten,
As the Gamma boys, one after another return, the line can be depended on, I am not over sanguine, but—
lamp of the Phi Delia 1 beta grows stronger and when I say no fraternity at the University has bright"Still pulse will throb and heart beat light.
brighter, and sends its radiant beams throughout the er prospects before it than our own.
As faithful memory back shall go,
Butlerian halls and the beautiful village of IrvingR . A. JACKSON.
To view Phi Delta Theta's joys.
ton. We are in good spirits and in'.end to raise the
And those dear scenes of long a g o . "
Chapter to an enviable position.
Our motto is
MONROE MCCLURG.
" H a r d and unceasing work" from now till the June
MISSISSIPPI
ALPHA.
bug of '89 puts in his appearance.
T h e struggle
U N I V K R S I T Y O F .MISSISSIPPI.
I
between us and our brother Frats, the Betas and
OxFoBD, M I S S . , Sept. 14, 1878. )
NORTH CAROLINA
ALPHA,
Sigs, will be desperate. Our forces are already in
That ihe reader may properly appreciate the surthe field, and we are preparing our guns to hurl the
T R I N I T Y COLLEGE, N . C .
\
terrible "Spikes," (Get out of the way Betas and roundings of the Mississippi Alpha, perhaps it would
AUGUST 6, 1878.
/
Sigs; the Phis are coming in their deadly gigs). We not be ami.ss to enter into a brief description of the
M R . EniTOR :—In answer lo your request to write
number 12; distributed as follows. 3 Seniors, 1 institution in which this chapter is established. T h e
Junior, 2 Sophs, 4 Fresh and 2 Specials. Not a sin- institution was founded about the year 1845, ^s the up the history, the standing, the workings, etc., of
gle one is a fiat man, but leave the at off and you University of the State; it is situated at Oxford, a the North Carolina Alpha Chapter, I would say that,
have just what each one is proud to be. We are town in the northern portion of the state, of nearly since our chapter is so young, our history, as a matter
glad the SCROLL is 10 be issued monthly and trust it three thousand inhabitants. Since the organization of course, is not very extensive. Brother Palmer, of
will be a success.
Our prospects are unusually of the University, it has been in active operation, (ex Cal., organized the North Carolina Aipha at Trinity
bright, and I am confident our next report will be cept during the late war between the States, it was College, by correspondence. It was organized through
suspended) under the tuition of a full corps of com Brother Robbins who is now as fervent a Phi Delta
more flattering.
W I L B E R D . CAMPBELL.
Palmer began
petent and efficient professors; in the regular routine Theta as the sun ever shone upon.
of classes—Freshmen, Sophomore, etc., and besides to write for the puruose of organizing our chapter
TEXAS
BETA.
the regular collegiate course, there is a splendid Pre- early last fall, but met with poor success, until he
paratory and Law department connected with it; and wrote to Broth.r Robbins about the first of March.
T R I N I T Y U N I V E R S I T Y , •!
instructions in the art of Telegrajihy, is also one of its Since that time we have held regular meetings,
TEHUACANA, T E X A S , Sept. 16, i8'78. / valuable appurtenances.
though I was not among the first to join. W e are
I have been requested to write a short article, givUnder the auspices of Brother Palmer, of the Geor- now in full running order, and feel that Heaven will
ing a history of the Texas Beta and its present out- gia Gamma, the^Mississippi Alpha Chapter of the pro.sper us. We h.ive on roll ten good, active memlook. This Chapter was oiganized about the first Phi Delta Theta fraternity was established in the bers. Though we are in our infancy, we are strengthof last June, with seven chartered members. Ti.e above men«jned institution, in May, 1877. It was ened by the thought that our beloved Brotherhood
session drew to a close before we got our charter, so near the clo-.e of the session, that the charter mem are ever willing to assist us in any undertaking that
By-Laws, &c., and got regularly to work.
During bers did not accomplish much during that term. At will advance the cause of Phi Delta Theta. Long
vacation our operations were partially suspended, the opening of the session for 1877 '78, five valiant may our noble order wave, and carry high her laurelbut now we find ourselves back again at Trinity Phis arrayed themselves against ten other active fra- covered banner, bravely won by a band of true men.
University, to engage anew in the arduous, but pleas- ternities, to build up their juvenile fraternity, and by May each Phi do his part,* and when we meet " Beant duties of School-life. We have received three their united efforts, true Phi Delta Theta merits be yond the river" we will be a Brotherhood indeed.
new members since this session commenced-, making gan to reward their labor. Thus they " made haste Next to my mother I love old Phi Delta Thetha.
five in all .received, beside the charter members. slowly," always preferring quality to quantity, till Hoping that good news may come to us through
T h e members s-eem to have zeal and energy, and we they had made fifteen additions to the little brother your columns, I am your friend in the
hope to make this Chapter the best of any kind in hood; and I truthfully assert the happiest moments
Myslic Bond of Secrecy,
the University. We consider our outlook very fa- of my college life were spent in our gay meetings.
GEORGE M . B U L L A .
vorable. There are two other Fraternities here, biii Meihinks now I can see a " set of jolly scamps"
they don't seem to be doing much. We have com walking into our old Phi Hall, fully imbued with the
menced in time at least to get the best material for same sense of fraternal love that impregnated the
INDIANA
DELTA.
this session.
We expect, now, to go to work man- hearts of the founders of our beloved order, preservfully a"d do the best we can. As we become more ing with spotless purity and unchallenged fidelily, the
FRANKLIN COLLEGE,
"i
thoroughly imbued with the pjinciples of our order, I same God-like virtues that clothed the mystic chied
F R A N K L I N , I N D . , Sept. 4, 1878.
/
am satisfied we will love it more and more. in truth and beauty the day it bnrsted into existence
Old Indiana Delta rejoices hugely to know that
When we get the SCROLL and learn something we with effulgent splendor at old Miami thirty years the SCROLL is again to be resurrected. We have
will perhaps have more to write.
ago. Its life, like'that of its constituents, has its sun- missed it during its dormant period, for no number
S. E. K E N NGN.
sliine and its rain. Unfortunately, that noted black appeared without some word from us. Since the
sheep crept into our flock ; his color soon betrayed issue of the last SCROLL our chapter (the Delta) has
him, and after losing all hope of rendering him fit for had some rich seasons.
•VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY,
1
The 28th of May, 1877 we celebrated our sevenAugust 26th, 1878. / a claim in the joys of our band, he was quietly exA year ago the response of the Virginia Beta to cluded from our pleasures, and thus lurked about teenth anniversary, by a regular literary exercise,
the call of the SCROLL for a report would have been the campus a " driver" and " candidate," till he conducted by our chapter. But last May we aspired
decidedly discouraging. We were five in numbers made his way into ths confidence of another frater- to si ill great r things. Major George W. Grubbs,
and though each, I think, desired the best wellfare nity, that perhaps had little honor and less dignity, '60, a charter member of the chapter here, and also
of the fraternity, our eflorts were rendered fruitless and was finally expelled from the college. Among a graduate, delivered a fine lecture for us. Subject,
liy the twenty or more rivals by whom we were sur- 471 students, there were II fraternities, and about " Courage." His lecture was very fine. After the
lecture we had a most magnificent banquet. Thirtyrounded and who possessed the advantages of pre- 170 Greeks.
The only delegate that left the University to repre- two couples were present. Several brother Phis from
occupation of the ground, and in many instances
Several
permanent funds with which to sustain their organi- sent his cfiapter in a convention of any kind, went the neighboring chapters were pi-esent.
zations. Our prospects for the college year just like a messenger bearing " good tidings,'' with no toasts, well spiced, were delivered, and good music
passed, were, by all, considered blank. Owing more companion but tne Shield and Dagger, the White enlivened the occasion. N o dancing. We graduto good fortune than to the exertions of the three Phis and Blue, to tell the National Convention, at Woos- ated two good men last year. Brothers J . J. Ballard
who constituted the Virginia Beta at the opening of ter, Ohio, that the Mississippi Alpha was up with her and D . A . Owen. Last year we had thirteen attendlast session two or three first rate men were found dues, in a prosperous condition, and with bright pros- ant members, all jolly good men, and good workers.
who had sufficient sense and good taste to evince a pects of being an.ong the best chapters of the organi- We sent our Brother, James L. Matthews out to
preference for the shield and dagger. Every addi zation. After our delegate returned and reported, Wooster last year, to represent us. T h e Delta T a u ,
tion seemed to give new impetus to our progress, new zeal was added our efforts, and stronger resolu- our only opponents for some years, after growing
and before the close of the year we had the satisfac- tions were made to aggrandize our far off Psi Deii- I stale, and becoming thoroughly putrid, threw up the
sixteen. W e begin our winter campaign with the
numbers and the men, and with a determination to
win. We need but fight with the vigilance and
bravery becoming true soldiers and victory is ours.
Give us your best wishes. We do not intend to be
selfish, but shall work' for ourselves and others. Let us all work in unison, not as a chapter,
not as a state, but as a Fraternity, as a grand harmonious whole, and success will crown our efforts.
" T h e r e is power in Union."
Success to one and
all.
Yours in the Bond,

T H E SOI5/OI-.L.
sponge, turned deadly pale, and gave up their charA. G. Foster, Indiana Alpha, took the philosophiter and collapsed, " never more to rise again." Our cal honor of '78.
prospects for the coming year are good. We will
R. A. Jackson, Virginia Beta, took the debaters'
start with eight good men, and we have an " eye" on
two or three new fellows. That the Phi fraternity at medal of the Washington Society of 'Virginia Unilarge may prosper, and that the SCROLL may find a versity.
welcome into every chapter, and be greeted with deOne of the Missouri Alpha boys took the first
light by every Phi, is the wi.sh of your brother,
CHAS. BOAZ.
honor of '78 in a way that the Zeta Phis despised.
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N . \ T I 0 N . \ 1 . GRAND CHAPTER.—Pennsylvania
Alpha. President, C. J . Reddig, Shippenbburg,
Penn. Secretarv, ,J. <.:. Norris, 131, Peru St., Indianapolis, Ind.' Grand Banker. C. U.;Whitehead. Room
1, Thorp's Block Indianapolis, Ind. Executive Committee C.J Eciidig, President: .l.C.Norrij. Secretary; C D. Whitehead; Geo. »V. Plack. SCROLL Mansigement-Editor, M. F. Parrish. Athens, O,; Business Manager, Geo. Banta, Franklin, Ind.
SECttKTARIES.
Howard Billman, Indiana Beta, was the successINDIANA ALPI-IA.-Chas. Banta, Bloomington, Ind.
RESOLUTIONS.
ful one in the contest for the Baldwin prize for KENTUCKY A L P H A INDIANA BET.V W. K.Predion, Crawfordsville, Ind
Resolutions of the Pennsylvania Beta on the elec- oratory. This prize has been given annually for six INDIANA GAMMA—W- C. Campbell. Irvington Ind.
INDIANA DELTA E 1. Stevenson, Frankliu. Ind.
years
to
the
best
orator
in
the
Senior
class,
and
it
has
tion of J. C. Reddig to the Presidency:
I.VDIANA EPSILON, J E. Taggert, Hanover, Inil.
OHIO
EPSILON
been
taken
by
a
Phi
five
out
of
the
sjj;
years.
PENNSYLVANIA C O L L E G E ,
\
VIRGINIA A L P H A Brother Whitehead was the first one to win it.
GETTYSBURG, J u n e 8, 1878. j
MISSOURt ALPH A—D. B. Kelley, Columbia, Mo.
ILLINOIS D E L T A "WHEREAS, T h e Thirdeth Annual National ConAt the Indiana State Oratorical Contest, Wabash I<'\VA A L P H A vention of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity, convened College was represented by Brother O. A. Penniman, GEORGIA B E T A GEORGIA G A M M A at Wooster. Ohio, May 22d, to 2Sth, in electing our
DEL'ABrotfie.-, C. J . Reddig, president of the order, has and Franklin College by Brother D . A Owen. GEORGIA
OHIO ZET.v-W M. Evans, Woestcr, Ohio.
Brother Penniman won the second prize. It is PENNSYLVAM\^ ALPHA—Cha . G. Evans, 9 Nowconferred upon us a high honor; therefore, be it
kirk Hall, Easton. Penn
Resolved, That we, the members of the Pennsyl- worthy of note that since the inauguration of the con
MICHIGAN B E T A - C , B. Charles, L.ansing, Mich.
vania Beta, tender our thanks for this mark of dis- tests, four years ago, Wabash College has been r e - VIRGISI.-V
BETA—R. A. Jackson, University of Va.
tinction in electing one whom we highly respect as
P . O . Alhi'iniirle county, V.i.
prtsented by a Phi each year, Franklin College has VIRGINIA
GAMMA
a gentleman and love as a Phi.
E T A - A * Steari'S, Akron, Ohio.
That w e recommend to the suppoat of our brothers failed but once—in 1877, ^'^^ Butler University tailed OHIO
NEBRASKA ALPH*
in the Bond, our newly elected President, with the this year for the first year.
PENNSYLVANIV B E T A - M . F . Troxell, Gett.vsassurance that he will make a good executive, and
ijui-g. I'enn
Brother F . M. Senior, Ohio Zeta, was the firs , VIRGINIA DELTA- Lvman Cbalklev. Richmond, Va,
will labor for the best interests of the order.
fENNK.SSKE
BETA-'(Sub R o s a ) - J . H. Dortch
That a copy of these resolutions be sent the Na- honor man of '78 of Wooster University.
Nanlivillc.Tcuii.
P
E
N
N
s
Y
L
V
t
M
A GAMMA—Newton
Donaldson,
tional Grand Chapter, Ohio Zeta, Phi Delta Theta,
Brothor T . W. Kcitt, of Virginia Epsilon, took the
Washington PennSCROLL and Shippen^burg. Pa., News.
MI.SSOURI
BETA
—
highest medal of V. M. I.
I. C. F. Rupp, '78.
MISSI.SSIPPI ALI-H.i—
"
M. F . T R O X E L L , ' 8 0 .
The boys of Virginia Delta took a large per cent, 4LA15AM^ ALPHA—(Sub Rosa)—T. H. Spencur,
TusvaloosM.
Ala.
C. M. E Y S T E R ,
of the medals unto themselves at commencement.
VlR(JlNI.1.El'.Sll,OXCommittee.
CUIOLIX.A. ALPHa—Geu. M Bulla, TriniBrother E d . S. Palmer and Russell- Woods, enier NORTIl
ty Collegi; P. O., N C.
Michigan University next week, and go determined TEXAS BETA- J. II. GiUonpie, Tchu.ioaua, Tu.-t.is.
1LLIN(JIS EPSILON-cl -A. vV iiUelJcl'a, dl:i E. Locust
Resolutions adopted by the Georgia Gamma of the that the fallen banners of Phi Delta Theta shall be
St., Bloomington. IllPhi Delta Theta Fraternity, of Emory College, on the raised and planted once more in Ihe strongest Uni- INDIANA jiLPBA ALUAINI-T C. Doiuiell Fiauklin, Inddeath of Rev. E . W . Woodberry.
versity in the West, Too much importance cannot VIRGINIA ALPHA A L U W N I W H E R E A S , It hath pleased God to remove from
the scenes of earth our friend and brother E . W . be attached to the raising of the Michigan Alpha.
The chapter is not merely " desirable"—it is a positWoodberry, and
W H E R E A S , It becomes us, as brethren, loving and ive necessity, and Brothers Palmer and Woods should
beloved, to give foriiial utterance of oui- grief. Be have the strong support of every Phi and chapter in
l U U I I U L U U UUHV3LUUI)
it Resolved,
1. That in the deaih of brother Woodberry this the United States, morally and financially.
fraternity is deprived of a m'em'Ler whose zeal for
MANUFACTURERS OF
good works was only equalled by his ability to perOTHER
FBATEBNITIES.
form them; whose counsel'and company tended toward the ways of wisdom and peace; whose pure
T h e Sigmd Alpha Epsilon Fraternity is entirely
and pious life leaves the undimmed assurance
that he is now inheriting " the rest that remains for Southern, but we understand that at its last convention the rule forbidding the organization of chapters
the people of God."
2. That we sympathize with his congregation in north of Mason and Dixon's line was repealed. A
the loss of a pastor, whose whole ambition was to
strong effort will be made by them to obtain a footwork the works of Him that sent h i m ; and whose
virtues merit the blessed inscription, " He has fought hold at Ann Arbor as a base for future operations in
the good fight and kept the faith." That we offer to the North.
his parents and family the condolence of hearts that
T h e Beta Theta Pi's at their convention in Indianbeat in unison with theirs; and that cherish with them
the common hope that the ties of affection so ruth- apolis last month, chartered a ehapter at John H o p lessly broken here, will be reunited at the " gathering kins University a Baltimore. Brother Jackson, of
together unto Him of all His at His appearing and Virginia Beta, recently informed us that there were
Goming." And that we commend to them the sweet
six fir seven Phis at John Hopkins last year. Why
consciousness that the son and the brother upon
whom young manhood had scarce left its impress, don't they organize themselves into the Maryland
though surrendered to the grave and to dust, will one Alpha ?
AND ALL OUR WORK IS
day join the shout of victory in the triumph of the
first resurrection.
3. That a copy of these resolutions be furnished
to the SQROLL for publication, and that another copy
be sent the family of our deceased brother,
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T h e boys of the Pennsylvania Beta carried off five
of the six honors given by their college last commencement.
Brother Hugh M. Willett, of Georgia Delta, carried
off the highest honor of Mercer Ur.iversity last com
mencement.
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me glad to know that my labors were not
depreciated. At first I thought I would
OF
not accept this office, but concluded to.
P R E S I D E N T C. B. G A S K I L L
leave it to the Phis of my State, so I consulted the chapters and all the alumni
HEKORE
within my reach, and with one voice all
ngreed that it was my duty to accept and
rilK CDN'VEN'riOX OK 187S.
do the best I could and no complaint
would ari.se.
Brethren of Ihe Nali'iial Phi Delta 'Ihetit :
On the 14th of March, 1877, I sent in
My presence here to-day is enough to my acceptance, and from that day to this
assure you that I appreciate the honor I have felt responsible for the "duties of
the fraternity has done m e ; and to tell the office, and day and night I have layou that I rejoice that it is my privilege, bored to promote alike in every section
to greet you, would be to express my of our broad country the cause of the
feelings only in part. I have come here great National Phi Delta Theta. I have
animated with a love for you akin to a written to almost every chapter in the frasacred flame. There are no subjects ternity, and have never failed to respond
I was engaged actively
dearer to me than those which include when addressed
the interests of the order. It I have failed at work with the Pennsylvania Deta
to illustrate this assertion by word or act when its men gave up theii charter. I
it w.is foreign to my intentions. Soon have been called upon often to write letalter I espoused the cause for which so ters of encouragement to desponding men
many of you contend to promote and and chapters, and this has always been a
hand down in its purity and .sacredness, pleasant duty. No one of you will doubt
I became identified with one wh.^se kind me if I should tell you I understand the
advice and instruction inspired me to be strength and working of the Phi Delta
lieve that I had entered upon an extror- Theta when you learn that I have been
dinary work. Fortunate for me that I engaged in active service for the fraternity
had the aid of this brother, who had the since the 4th of April, 1871, on which
ability to plan, the energy to execute and memorable night I signed the Bond that
the patriotism to endure.
Before many is so dear to us all. At that time the
efforts were made I found myself sur- Phi Delta Theta numbered thirteen chap
rounded by a little hand of Phis, whose ters; now, I am told, she embraces more
strong hearts soon aroused their State. than fifty. What has done this amazing
Then came the sad news that our kind work but the hands of time and patriotic
brother had been forsaken by most all of men? All honor to the glorious Phi
W h o would not
his men, and in return the Georgia Alpha Delta Theta of 1878.
rallied to the assistance of the Virginia rejoice to hold a banner for our noble
Alpha, and from that day she has run band ? Then I call upon you to-d ly,
smoothly and been an honor to our name, my dear brethren, in the name of one
I love to speak of this dear brother, to who has devoted seven years of his life
praise him for his zeal and fidelity and to in studying and defending college secret
rejoice at his successes. There was no societies to bear me witness th it there is
man in our fraternity who felt more grat none superior to our own. Let us make
ified than I did when it was known that our love for each other more binding
the convention of 1876 so wisely called during our thirtieth anniversary than it
this brother to fill its highest office, and has ever been before. We have much to
none regrets more than I that he was J make us feel proud and nothing on our
forced to decline on account of his press- record that we could regret So onward
ing business. A duty then fell upon your let us grow and expand our usefulness
Executive Committee, who after consult- until the blessed influence that we now
ation, forwarded from Indianapolis a no- wield may shed its hallowed light over
tice that I had been appointed to fill the the young men at every seat of learning
vacancy, and I assure you the news fell i". the United States, when the freedom
upon me like a shock, for I had never of students is not trampled upon, and
dreamed of being invited to occupy.such when we can successfully "and honorably
a seat in my fraternity; at the same time combat the prejudices of faculties and
I was the proudest and happiest man you ungenerous trustees.
ever saw, because it placed me in a proper
But this is no time for lengthy remarks.
light before other fraternities, and it made

My grateful thanks are given to the fraternity for the prompt support I have
received while I have made such an unworthy President; and now it is my
pleasant duty to call tne 29th Convention
of the Phi Delta Theta to order.
AN

EXPOSE.

E D I T O R S C R O L L : — I t was all very improper, but as a confession is good for
the soul, I believe I will disclose how the
chapter to which I owe allegiance, rather
by " ways that are dark," obtained an ornamental piece of furniture for its hail.
I will, however, be careful to mention no
names. Suffice it to say that it was or.e
of our Au.stral chapters, and that it was
situated in a small college village.
When T was intiated into the my.stic
rites of Phi Delta Theta I was not overawed with the richness or grandeur of the
hall. T h e fact is the chapter was then
meeting in one of the recitation rooms,
and the only place of privacy it had was
a small closet adjoining, in which between meetings all the furniture and traps
were kept locked up. The sum total of
the property of the chapter then was
three chairs, a round table, a box to put
papers, etc., in, a constitution book, a
Bible, a Webster's Unabridged Dictionary and a student's lamp. Where the
chapter got those chairs and that table is
yet a mystery wrapped'up in the p a s t I
often inquired, but no one ever knew. I
incline to the belief that the chapter inherited them somehow.
I will mention,
however, not meaning to cast any insinuation, but wishing to point out a coincidence, that they were peculiarly similar
to the chairs of one of the literary sociThe President, Secretary and Corresponding Secretary all sat around the table,
which rather crowded things a little, and
if perchance the Secretary let his feet fall
on the President's corns that worthy dignitary would frown severely and mark
down a fine against him. While those
three officials each enjoyed an easy chair
the rest ot us had to sit on the by no
means luxurious wooden-seated recitation
benches.
It was therefore considered
very desirable to be elected one of those
officers.

Arter a while, however, we were granted a splendid room in one of the college
buildings and we began to fit it up. W e
procured a carpet, window shades, stove,
chandeliers and hat-racks ; we h u n g pictures, photographs and emblems on the

THIEl SOI?.OLI-iwalls; and we built three elevated platforms for the officers. In the same building were stored the chairs of the trustees,
in which they were accustomed to sit on
the stage at commencement
Some of
the chairs had broken bottoms and backs,
! and several of us considered they were
too shabby for such public use, but very
good chairs indeed for Phis to sit in, and
so we purloined a few with the intention
of returning them when we should get
better ones.
One thing troubled us considerably—
we wanted something awfully grand for
our President to sit behind. We gave
the subject much thought, but could
think of no suitable kind of stand that
came within our means.
One afternoon a couple of Phis out
walking on the outskirts of the village,
having a fraternal talk, passed by a negro
church that was building. The materials
used had been given by the college authorities, and were from an old chapel
which had been torn down. One of the
brethren by chance espied among the
lumber piles a pulpit and two lamp stands,
and exclaimed, " What an admirable stand
for our President one of those lamp
stands would make." The other bore
testimony to the remark, nnd added that
thsy must have one of them. The thing
was talked over, and when they went
walking in that direction they would
mount the fence with their cigarettes, far
enough off not to be suspected, but each
with one eye taking in the good points of
the lamp stands. They were not sure
the stands were to be used, but having
very accommodating consciencss they
concluded the darkies could just as well
carry on their religious devotions with
one lamp stand less. And so at a mid
night hour four Phis, devoid of principles, including myself, went after that
stand. We were very quiet and stealthy
about it indeed. We lifted the stand over
the fence, but in doing so, found it much
heavier than we had anticipated. Indeed,
it would have been a more suitable load
for four mules than for us four boys. We
had to carry it on cross sticks, and it was
a mile and a half to our hall. All of us
also were laughing so hard we could not
use our strength. About half way every
one of us swore we would have to abandon the undertaking and leave the stand
in the street, or procure some other
means of carrying it. So one went off,
and after hunting around, found the running-gear of a buggy in fi-ont of a wagon
shop. This was just the thing, and
when the stand had been put on it, two
of us got to the shafts and two behind,
and we then traveled at a smart trot, except only while passing a boarding-house,
where some boys ol another fraternity
were sitting up late. We would have
found it difficult to have given an explan-

ation had we been accosted. We got the
stand in our hall though, and then left
the buggy on the foot-bridge to the college, with the shafts and front wheels
hanging over the railing, which caused a
great deal of comment next morning, but
no suspicions as to the authors. The
stand was shortened a little and painted
white and blue, with a badge on the front
panel. The pious members shook their
heads some when they saw it, but they
admired it, like the good old deacons
spoken of by Bro. Emmett Tompkins in
his Convention address, that " gazed over
their spectacles in admiration at the player
of the bass viol, but lamented the sin and
worldliness of him who played the violin."
And now, Mr, Editor, the cat has slipped the bag, and all is told. We think
" a wrong confessed, is half redres.sed,"
but we do not recommend any other
good chapter to try to procure a President's stand in the way we did.
CEDIPUS.
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tial, and all errors will be of the head, not of the
heart. Wishing God speed to each and all I remain
Fraternally yours in the Bond.
CLARENCE J . R E D D I G ,

President Phi Delta Theta.

OTHER

FRATERNITIES.

Sixteen Iraternities ho d the fort at the University
of Virginia.
T h e ' illustrious society which bears the name of
" Black Badge " we .ascertain is presided over by a
local chapter situated at Lynchburg, Va.
The Phi Gamma Delta catalogue of 1870 numbers
eleven hundred members, which number is probably
increased to two thousand by this time.
T w o separate and. distinct frats. bear the cognomen of Kappa Alpha. One. the aged one, whose
home is in ttie North, has but a slim list of chapters;
the other, whicti is confined to the South, is just in
its teens, and plasters about ten stars on its flag.
The domain »f Beta Theta Pi is di -ided into districts, each having its own chiel. The fraternity has
about thirty-three active chapters. New chapters
have recentlv been organized at Butler University,
Indianapolis, and John Hopkins University, Baltimore. Among the " b i g g u n s " the fraternity
claims are Schuyler Colfax, Supreme Judge Harlan,
O . P. Morton (dec ), A. G. Porter, Isaac West, late
Republican candidate for Governor of Ohio, John
Coburn, ex-M. C , Thomis H. Siney, D. D.. Presi.
dent University of the Pacific; in the. last House,
Springer and Hanna; in the last Sen.ate, Booth,
Hardin, McDonald, Stanley Matthews and Voorhees.
Doubtless some of these are " honorary" m mbers.

The Alpha chapter of Phi G i m m i Delta was
founded at Jefferson College, Cannonsburg, Pa., in
Brothers pj the Phi Delta Theta :
May, 1848. Among its early members are Judge
OH every hand comes the echo of the opening of Pershin^j, of P.i., and Bishop of Lirens. of the Dioour colleges for the collegiate year of 1878-9, and cese of III. The ch.ipters take thiir nimes from the
with it the question, " What is being done for the letters of the Greek alphabet, and Xi Denteron has
Phi Delta T n e t a ? "
been re.iched, the last chapter being located at WesAlready encouraging reports have been rec ;ived tern Reserve College, Hudson, Ohio. About ten
in regard to an increase of members : but alas! the years ago the Grand Chapter wis moved from Canfact that our new constitution is not in the hands of nonsburg, Pennsylvania to New York City, and it is
every chapter brings to your President many unhap- now composed
of graduate members of Uppy letters, taxing to the utmost his ability to e ideavor silon Chapter (College of the City of York) and
to explain the validity and necessity of certain parts Omega Chapter (Columbia CoUegi). The constitu
of our new constitution as understood by our Gr.md tion was revised in 1870 by a committee, of which
B inker and SCROLL editors.
Bishop Larens was ch.iirm.m.
General conventions
T h e fr.rternity claims as memOur old constitution h id become so amended th it are held annually.
the convention at Wooster, O lio; May 22, 23, 24, bers Gov. Vance, of North Cirolina, Gen. Wallace,
1878, in its wisdom saw 6t to transform the heavy, of Indiana, Ridpath, the historian, and Edward Egcumbersome constitution to one of almost perfect gleston, the "Hoosier" novelist.
construction, exhibiting wi^e legislation among unselfish noble spirits which characterizes the members
PERSONALS.
of our noble order. The lack of funds has prevent
ed the publication of said constitution.
Until that has been done and a copy is in every
Bro. W. B. Palmer is a law student in Vanderbilt
chapter, I call on all Phi Delta Theta's, wherever University.
they may be, " to act well their part." Let not perC B. Giskill, Georgia A., is City Treasurer of
sonal views overshadow the great aims for which we
we are banded together.
Act for the best good of Chattanooga, Tenn.
the greatest number, and in a few short months you
President Reddig is engaged m mercantile purwill experience the great benefits of our new con- suits at Shippensburg, Pa.
stitution.
C. M. Beckwilh, Georgia B., is stil. Professor in
As President of the Executive Committee I submit the following plan for our work : All communi Southern University, Tenn.
cations, accoo-panied t-y the proper application, cataBro. Geo N . Luccock, Ohio Z . '78, is at Allelogues, etc., to be sent to me direct, upon the receip gheny, Pa., in the Theological department.
of which the opinion of each member of the ExecBros. G. M. Lambertson and L. W. Billingsley,
utive Committee will be obtained and the official
both of Indiana Delta, are leading lawyers of L i n decision forwarded lo the applicant.
coln, Nebraska.
The great delay occasioned by writing to each
Bro. F. M. Senior, Ohio Z., of '78, is at Princemember of the committee will be avoided, and the
decision will be known to be official, and the report ton Theological Seminary. There are ten Phis at
of the Executive Committee, to be reported at our Princeton this year.
next meeting, will be uniform.
Bro. S. L. Brooks, Illinois Delta, is a law student
I would ask that the members of the Executive at Galesburg, 111., in the firm which prosecuted the
Committee be prompt in their reply, and I will notorious Frank Rande.
pledge the order that they will receive prompt anBro. Jonas Parrett, of Indiana E., is in Asbury
swers to all communications,
I ask the heprty co-operation of each and every University. We expect great things of Bro. Parrett
in regard to Indiana Eta.
chapter in the Union. Personal letters are earnestly
desired, stating the condition of chapters and the
J. R . Patterson, Ohio A., is in business in Cincinprospect for others.
nati. H e was recently traveling in Alabama, and
My decisions will in all cases be strictly impar of course was discovered by Bro. Hobbs.
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expedie it, I wrote to a young lady of Oxford,
Mississippi, whose name I saw in the catalogue of a
Tennessee female college, politely requesting her to
T h e Fraternity was introduced in Georgia in 1871
send me the name of the best non-fraternity student
by our well known brother, Charles B. Gaskill T h e
student at the university of her acquaintance. She
Alpha was short lived, owing to the suspension of
kindly replied, giving the name of E . A. Enochs.
the institution, but it did not cease before establishThe Chancellor of the University was then written
ing the Beta, Gamma and Delta at the other three
to, and he gave Mr. Enochs a high reputaiion. A
prominent institutions of the State. T h e Beta made
proposition was forthwith made to Enochs to organa fine record from the first. I t had for opponents
ize a chapter, and he was agreeable, and thought he
Chi Phi, Kappa Alpha and S. A. E . Tl e Kappa
could. By a judicious choice of men, the chapter
Alpha is confined to the South, and is distinct, and
soon waxed strong, although it had Delta Kappa
always has been distinct, from the Northern fraterEpsilon, Phi Gamma Delta, Sigma Chi, Delta Psi,
nity of the same name.
I think it was founded at
Alpha Kappa Phi (!), Sigma Epsilon (!), Rainbow
La Gratfge College, Ala., in 1844. S. A. E. is an
(!) and Mystic (!) to contend against. Several of the
insignificant affair with a few Chapters.
Three
members have won university and literary honors.
years ago the board of trustees of the university put
During the latter part of 1877, the chapter had some
its foot down upon Iriiternities. The Chi Phi and
trouble- J . L. Harris, ' 8 1 , one of the first members,
S. A. E . succumbed, but our Chapter, as well as the
was expelled, and R . C. Lee '81 resigned. But
Kapp.i .•\lpha, stood up nobly, though of course it
the chapter is now in a healthy condition. It has a
was not as prosperous as before.
Lately it has been
good hall, and celebrated Us anniversary this year
very evident that the law against fraternities h.\s been
with a grand banquet. It made quite a good show
inj-aring the University, and the press of the Sta'e
Phi Delta Theta entered Tennessee as earlv as in the new catalogue to have been established so redemanded its repeal. The trustees at their late meet
1852. The records of the Alpha Chapter are lost, cently, and it sent a delegate to the convention. I
ing discussed the matter, and finally turned it over
and the name of but one of its members is in the new
hear that my fair correspondent is the organist in
to the faculty, who have unanimously decided to catalogue
The law school of Cumberland Unver
place no restrictions upon the fraternities in the fu- sity is one ol the most celebrated in the South. It the Baptist church at Oxford, and a very accomp^
ture. So the Beta next year will enter upon a new would be a credit to our fraternity to re-establish the lished young lady. Alabama Alpha was organized
era of prosperity and doubtless become one of our chapter, and efforts will be put forth in that direc- soon after Missssissippi Alpha, T . H . Spencer was
strongest chapters. The Chi Phi and S. .V. E. will tion The fraternities now there are Phi Gimnia the fir.st man written to. By the following comti7 to organize again. T h e university has an en- Delta, Phi Kappa P.,i, Alphi G i m n i (!) an 1 Djlta mencement the chapter numbered nine members, indowment yielding jjSag.ooD per year. The Gamma Alpha (!)
T h e Tennessee Beta was started by cluding Ihe irrepressible Hobbs and Smith, one of
when first organized had much opposition from its Brother Lytton Taylor, who was initiated at the the reorganizers of Tennessee Beta, Phi Gamma
opponents, Chi Phi and Kappa Alpha, established D inviUe Convention. The faculty does not counte- Delta, Sigma Chi, Alpha Gamma (!), and Sigma
two years previously but it MOW leads tne college. nance fraternities, and Brother Taylor did not suc- Nu (!) were arrayed against our chapter. At the
It begins the year with 7 of ' 7 9 , 5 o f ' 8 0 and 3 o f ' 8 1 , ceed in building up a chapter, so that at the begin commencement, however, the faculty put a crusher
a total of 15. Chi Phi will have i5 and K i p p . Al- ning of the year 1877-78 the chapter did not exist. on fraternitief, and Alabama Alpha has lain dorpha 16. The Gamma mourns the recent death of At that time Brothers J. B. Reed, ol K-intucky mant during the past ye.ir. But the trustees have
Rev. E . W. Woodbury, an " honor man " of the '76 Alpha, and J C. Smith, of Alabama Alpha, entered recently chaiii^ed three of the faculty, including the
class, and one of the chapter's best members. This the University, and by assiduous work reorgaijized President, who was the worst opponent of fraterniis the only one of the 62 members of the Gamma the chap er, which now has a large membership. ties, and Brothers Hobbs and Spencer are now quite
The members are enthusiastic, and they meet in a sure the chapter can be organized, and have got
who has been called lo his last home.
The chapter has a beautifully fitted up hall in one splendid room of the Maxwell House, in Nashville, some splendid men to undertake it. T h e other fraof the college buildings. E nory college is at pres- one of the finest hotels in the .South. The chapter ternities will probably also try to organize. A move
ent one of the most prosperous in the State. The has no opponents. Vanderbilt has a permanent en was made during the past spring by Brother Hobbs
Delta is in a city of about 15,000 inhabitants. T h e dowment of J5oo,ooo and full literary, scientific, to establish .<• chapter at Agricultural and Mechanichapter is flourishing, and on its list of active mem- law, medical and theological departme'nts. Profes- cal college at Auburn, but whether anything came of
sors, 57 ; instructors, 8 ; students last year, 405, rep- it I do not know.
bers are men from the first families of the State.
resenting 19 states.
The N . C. Alpha, at Trinity College, Trinity, is at
Mercer University probably his the finest buildings
present the infant chapter of Phi Delta Theta, but it
of any institution in Georgia. Chi Phi, Kappa AlKentucky Alpha, the only Southern ante bellum is kicking lively. W. H . Robbins was written to
pha and S. A. E. are also there.
chapter now active, is understood to be prbsperous. last spring, and joining with him several students a
Phi Delta Theta entered the " Old Dominion " in
It has seveial opponents, among which is Beta Theta chp.pter wai soon formed, which was chiriered as
1869. the Virginia Alpha having been established by
Pi. Prof. Salvador De Soto L L . D., Ph. D , of the the Delta Triteron by the last convention. Chi
that acknowledged champion chapter founder of the
'50 class, and the first graduate of the chapter, fills Phi, Alpha Tau Omega and Kappa Sigma were esorder, D. Bittle Floyd. The chapter is now doing
the chair of Greek in Centre College. It would tablished at Trinity previously. T h e boys of our
finely, and took honors thick at commencement. Its
hardly be advisable to try to reorganize the Ken- chapter took a prominent part in jhe last commenceopponents are Phi Gamma Delta, Sigma Chi and
tucky Beta, as it is very doubtful whether a faternity ment. The chapter begins the year with I of '79, 2
Black Badge. Alpha Tan Omega also had a chap
can. live at the Kentucky Military Institute. Chi of '80, 5 of '81, and I of '82, total, 9. T h e Chi Phi
ter at Roanoke ewo years ago, but there was a row
Phi had a chapter there since the war, but it went will have 10; Alpha Tau Omega 12 and Kappa Sigin its camp and it lost its charter. Rev. Wm. B.
to the wall. I am sorry to learn that Kentucky ma 10. T h e faculty has given our chapter a permaYonce, '52 of Ohi Gamma, is a professor in the colGamma is about to give up the struggle, owing to the nent hall in one of the college buildings, and the
lege. The Virginia Beta at the beginning of last
small number of students at the college and the lack members have begun to fit it UD handsomely. Trin
year had only two members, but Bros. L. L. Bristow,
of opponents to create a healthy rivalry. This, ity college has preparatory, collegiate, law, and theof Kentucky Gamma, and Richard Jackson, of Earlhowever, is the only weak ch pter in the south. Ii ological departments.
ham College, Indiana, goiiig there soon built up a
would probably be an advantage.to the fraternity to
Efforts have been made to establish' chapters at
chapter able to hold its own against its rivals, which
have a chapter at Kentucky University at Lexington,
other institutions in the " O l d Nortl. State,'' but
are Delta Kappa Epsilon, Beta Theta Pi, Chi Phi,
which is fine large institution.
narrow-minded faculties stand in the w a y .
Kappa Alpha, Sigma Chi, Phi Kappa Psi, Kappa
In the new catalogue appear the names of only
Arkansas, Louisiana and Florida have no i n Sigma and a number of others. The Beta will begin
It would
the year with some good men, and Phi Delta TBeta five members of the Texas Alpha, established in institutions worthy of Phi Delta Theta.
next year will rank high at the noble old University 1852. It would not be wise to start the chapter likely be well for the fraternity to have a chapter at
of Virginia, founded by the immortal Jefferson, and again, as the institution is small. During the past Wofford College, Spartanburg, S. C , where the Chi
spring Brother George Banta, of Indiana Alpha has Phi, Kappa Alpha and S. A, E . are now. T h e
now the leading institution in the South.
Virginia G.xmma is prosperous, tliough several ol organized a good chapter at Trinity College. Tehu- proud old University of South Carolina, at Columits best members graduated at the last commence- acana, Texas, probably the most prosperous institu- bia, produced many distinguished men before the
ment, taking high honors. It has several opponents, tion in the " Lone .Star State." H e got Brother war, but during reoonstruction days it was thrown
McCoy, an old 's6er of Indiana Alpha at Dallas, open to negroes, and now most of its patrons are of
among which is Sigma Chi.
Randolph-Macon College has lately suffered a Texas, to write to a professor at Trinity who was an the African race, which, of course, debars Phi Delta
great loss in the fieath of its President, Dr. Duncan, old friend at Bloomington, Indiana. The professor Theta from having a chapter there.
replied, recommending S. E . Kennon, who was
The patriotic Phis of Atlanta, Georgia, of whom
beloved by every one.
then written to, and with five others agreed to start there are a considerable number, will certainly orVirginia Delta is in fine working order and has a
the chapter, which was chartered as the Texas Beta, ganize an Alumni Chapter soon, and one will probdozen or more live, energetic members. It took
by the last convention. By the end of the terra it ably be organized at Macon, Georgia.
three honors and two medals at commencement- It
had enrolled two of '78, six of '79 and one of '80.
There are sufficient Phis in Louisville to form a
has Beta Theta Pi and Kappa Alpha for opponents.
It has as rivals Beta Theta Pi and Alpha Gamma. very fine Alumni chapter. T h e chapters south of
It has a neatly carpeted and furnished hall. Through
Trinity College has a collegiate and law department. Mason and Dixon's line are ever on the alert to prothe efforts of Bros. G. W. Cone, of that chapter, and
Prof. R . P . Decherd, '55, of Ohio Alpha,fillsthe mote the interests of the fraternity, and they warn
T. M. Hobbs, ot Alabama Alpha, the Virginis Epsichair of mathematics.
their sister chapters of the North to look well to
lon was organized last spring. T h e negotiations
were carried on through T . W. Keitt, who gradu
In the opening of 1877 the Mississippi Alpha was their laurels. In the work of the future Southern
ated at commencement, taking the highest medal organized at the State University, an old established chapteis and Phis will do their part.
given by the institution. T h e chapter, although institution of high reputation. Being anxious for a
W. B. PALMKR,
jroung, has six members, and at "rushing time" this chapter to be started there, and ready to adopt any
Marysville, Cal., Oct. 1878.
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fall will make a strong fight with its rivals, which are
Beta Theta Pi, 1 1 ; Alpha Tau Omega. 17; Kappa
Alpha, 14; Sigma Chi, 16; Kappa Sigma Kappa (?)
7, the appended numerals showing the number of
members each had last year. Chi Phi and Kappa
Sigma also had chapters at the institution last year,
but they kicked the bucket.
Our chapter intends to
put in a chapter next year at Washington and Lee
University in the same town, and where Beta Theta
Pi, Alpha Tau Omega, Sigma Chi, Kappa Sigma
Kappa, Chi Phi, and one other Fraternity is established. The resident Phis of Richmond have re
cently formed an Alumni Chapter and take great interest in it.
Perhaps we shall wish to establish a
chapter ac H.ampden-Sidney and one at William and
Mary, the second oldest college in America, some"
time in the future, when the prosperity of those in
stitutions justify it. The authorities at Emory and
Henry are down upon fraternities.
Virginia is now
a grand Phi State, and rivals even Indiana, each
having five collegiate an-l one alumni cha iter.

THIE
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long ere its granting, been christened John H., and
he for a number of years bestowed his genial grins
an his brother Phi Deltas and their happy meetings.
In the early part of its career this chapter en
(onntered much opposition from its two strong opponents, the Beta Theta Pi and the Delta Tau IDelta
chapters, which at that time were in a very flourishing condition; but the most serious obstacle to
power and prosperity was internal dissensions. T h e
M. F . P A R R I S H , E D I T O R ,
LEE, OHIO.
latter ultimately succeeded in disbanding the chapter,
WHAT OF THE SCROLL ?
G E O . B A N T A , PUBLISHER,
FRANKLIN, IND.
the members having agreed to dissolve their connection and surrender their charter. These were dark
The SCROLL, as our fraternity organ, has a great days in the winter and spring of 1869, but owing to
F R A N K L I N , I N D . , O C T O B E R 1878.
work to do, for it is through it mainly that we may their fidelity and determination two of the members,
W. H. Hall and Ira C. Adams, who appreciated
All communications for publication should be sent hope to work up an interest in the Phi Delta Theta the benefits to be derived from the associat'on, desuch
as
has
never
been
known
before.
Without
the
to the Editor by the 5th of each month. Business
cided, unknown to the other meml)ers, not to surrencorrespondence should be a 'dressed to the Publi'lier. SCROLL we know hut very little of even our neigh- der the charter, but to retain it and return in the sucboring chapters, and vastly less of distant ones. The ceeding fall and reorganize, which they did. They
Chapter editors will confer a favor by reporting only way we can know of them without the SCROLL were the "forlorn hope.;" but, with a zeil thit
promptly each month the pioceedings of the chapter. is by private correspondence, and this is carried on never lessened, and with a persevereance t h ' t never
T h e report should reach us by the sth. of the month by such a few that it might be counted nothing. Bit grew lax, they succeeded in revivifying the dead
chapter, placing it on a stronger foundation thin it
in order to secure its publication in the ensuing issue. through the instrumentality of the SCROLL we are ever before had, and impirting to it a vigor that has
Write legibly, on one side of the paper only, and you able to know of the prosperity of the fraternity in all endured to this day in full bloo n of health, and
will save the editor much work in deciphering and parts of the country; and nothing can stimulate indi- with a prospect before it of a \onr and u.eful life;
and when, in its old age, it does die, its pirting
copying.
vidual chapters more than to know that we are pros- breath will blow the dust from a thoLis.in.l monuperous everywhere. WV /eel warranted in saying; ments of its former triumphs and glory.
CHAPTER
REPORTS—Vi'HAT
THEY
that every Phi in existence is anxious to get hold of
After the re organization^ the membership grew
SHOULD
CONTAIN.
the SCROLL, and to see how the fraternity is prosper- very rapidly. Amon;T the first initiated were W. E .
ing. And again, by means of the SCROLL we hope Williams, W. H. Brown, E- Tompkins and V. C.
The object of the chapter reports we conceive t') to arouse to action the Alumni Phis. This undoubt- Stiers, and at the college commencement of 1870
there were nineteen Phis to bid each other good bve.
be at least three-fold .—First, to effect a general dif- edly can be accomplished only in this way. No
The chapter at this time was not only numericilly
fusion of knowledge among the chapters and alumni doubt that many men ihit were good frat. men when strong, but inlellectually and morally so, havinj;
members of the prosperity or adversity, success or they were in college have apparently lost interest in among its members the leading men in college. Its
failure of our order in its multifold branches.
Sec- fraternity inatters, but this is only because they have sudden growth from the dual embryo to a flower of
such bloom and vigor is somethin.^ remarkable. We
ondly, to take the place of, but not entirely to dis nothing to keep them ii remembrance of it, nothing know not to w'^at else to attribute it than the indeplace, the system of laborious personal correspond- to tell them whether it is alive or dead.
lali^able zeal and labor of the pion-'ers, A lams an 1
Hall and a propitious fate.
ence that must necessarily be maintained in order to
Now, how is the SCROLL to be supporLed? T h e
Our chapter in the spring of 1870 stood at the
afford any adequate general conception of the proConvention says that '• Each member shall be taxed head of the fraternities at this college, which p isigress and workings of the fraternity. Thirdly, to
one dollar per capita each year for the SCROLL." tian it has been able to retiin. This rank was sestrengthen the weak, to steady the faltering, to raise
Now if the different chapters will respond promptly cured by the ability, and has been miintained by the
up and reassure the dovvnfallen; to instruct the there will be no difficulty in running our paper. WK influence of these nineteen members. They were
newly initiated; to enthuse, quicken and animate have men hold of it now that are energetic, and such men as would give tone and respectabili("v to
a society anywhere, and that influence is still felt
our beloved order in all its mystical ramifications, money is all we need, and we can only hope that our very sensibly here. The ambitious student emulates
and cement it into one grand, harmonious whole— brothers will see to it that all remittances are sent in them. Their names are remembered with pride and
admiration, and are often reverted to bv ihe present
an organization bound in sacred compait by thepromptly.
We can not as a fraternity afford to do
grandest principles of true fraternity—one which without the SCROLL. If we want life, harmony and members of this chapter- Their example encouraged us to struggle on when days grew darkplaces the cultivation of the intellect second in im- prosperity we must have the .SCROLL.
Thoughts of them nei'er fail to win Phi Delta zeil.
C.
portance only to the Divine power which creates and
In later yeais the tide of prosperity has fl iwii so
A private communication from President Reddig peacefully and smoothly that little noticeable his
directs intellect.
This threefold object should be kept in view in informs us that charters have been issued to the occurred; yet at no time, even for a single term,
have we occupied the second place of honor in the
writing reports. The chapters generally will be more Michigan Alpha at the Michigan University and the insutution. Occasionally we have had to mourn ;
or less interested in what concerns the individual Alabama Beta at the State Polytechnic University .sometimes because a member has become unworthy
chapter. T h e character and frequency of meetings ; of Alabama. Chapters are requested to bear in mind of our brotherhood, and sometimes be-eause they
the nature of literary exercises (if any) ; the weight that the Michigan Alpha is siib rosa at present, and who wore the honor -most worthily have have ceased
tofeeamong us and all earthly forever.
and nature pf opposition from sister fraternities; the will remain so until the publication ol the Palladium.
Joseph W. Shinn, one of the charter members,
victories gained; the losses sustained; the honors
Mississippi University has not yet opened, owing leit college in 1868, and since that time we have
won; the attitude of the college authorities to frato the yellow fever. The Secretary of the Missis- heard nothing-Irom htm.
I'homas L- Hughes, another of the charter memternities in general and to ours in particular; these,
sippi Alpha has fallen a victim lo the plague, and bers, graduated here in 1869. H e graduated at
and perhaps many other subjects, should be treated
chapters are requested to address all communica- Princeton in 1871 ; studied law at Jackson, Ohio,
in a chapter report. And then if a correspondent is
tions for Mississippi Alpha to Monroe McClurg, and there was admitted to the bar and began the
bubbling up and boiling over with Phi Delta enthupractice of law in partnership with Judge Hastings,
Vaiden, Miss., for the present.
but not finding it congenial to his tastes and inclinasiasm let him unburden himself on a short sail, on
• -•
tions he abandoned it and began preparing himself
aquiline pinions, across the oratorical sky. He may
HISTORY OF OHIO EPSILON.
for the ministry, at which he is now engaged. H e
be sure he will awaken active response in many t rue
resides at Portsmouth, Ohio.
In the spring of 1868 there were attending colPhi Delta breasts.
Ed. O. Miesse, the other charter member, gradulege at the O . U. three young men who made appliSuggestions for the general good of the fraternity
cation, dated March 24, 1868, to the Grand Alpha ated here in 1869. He never studied for a professshould be incorporated in the report. A hint drop- of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity for a charter to ion. He engaged in the book and stationery busiped in this way might develop into one of the most organize a chapter at said university, which was ness at his home, Chillicothe, Ohio, and has continued it up to this time.
important features of the organization. Ideas are granted, and accordingly a chapter was established
We have lamented the death of. four of our most
before the close of said session of college, and there
the germs from which spring our most flourishing
being no Ohio Beta in existence at the time it re- respected members and co workers in the interests
institutions. T h e most gigantic enterprises once lay ceived that name.
In reviewing the history of our of the fraternity, namely: William Howard, of
couched in embryo in some active brain. But unap- chapter we notice a peculiar instance of the energy Batavia, Ohio; Moses J. Morgan, of Jackson, Ohio;
Not content with one W. B. Selby, of i ortsmouth, Ohio, and Sanford E .
plied thought avails notning, and the thinker is little and enterprise of our order.
charter, application was made for another, which Kendall, of Scott P. O..Ohio. These, without e x better for having entertained it. The practical part
likewise was granted. We thus aspired to and ob- ception, were by us and all who knew them highly
of life is executed thought. If you have ideas, then, tained two charters, neither of which has been for- esteemed, both for character and talent, and their
upon fraternal extension, or upon development of feited or surrendered. But the last mentioned had. fate was universally lamented. We wore for them

feature for the good of the order at large, give them
an airing through the SCROLL. It will do you good
and will set the entire fraternity to thinking on the
subject, and with all at work for the best interests of
A monthly Paper devoted to the interests of Phi Delta Theta we will soon make her the emulaIhe Phi Delta Theta Fraternity.
tion of all similar organizations, a fraternity without
a peer in harmonv, strength and intelligence.
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THE
the usual badge of mourning with a full and true
sense ol its purpose.
B. F. Whitman, having become so dissipated and
vicious after his connection with us : s to no longer
be worthy of being called a brother by our honorable
body, was expelled from the benefits and immunities
of the order.
E. C. DeSteigner and C. A. Wilson withdrew.
J. A. Robinson, of Greenfield, Ohio, moved from
here to the O. W. U., and after remaining a short
time he became dissatisfied and withdrew from our
chapter there.

SOI?.OXJ31.
INDIANA

BETA.

WABASH COLLEGE,
C R A W F O R D S V I L L E , I N D . , Oct. 3, 1878.
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if we even set our little foot on them they will spread
out like butter; and we will do that very thing if
they come.
Our chapter has its badges draped in mourning on
account of the death of one of the Indiana Alpha
boys, Bro. Charles Gallion.
W e dseply sympathize
with our bereaved brothers of the Alnha.
Wishing success to the fraternity everywhere, I
remain as ardent a Phi Delta as ever I was, in the

We gladly welcome the SCROLL to our desk.
Upon reading the encouraging and enthusiastic r e ports from abroad, I must acknowledge that I have
been inspired with a greater love and zeal for the
shield and dagger, with which we propose to fight
FRANK B . D A Y .
and expect to win : for we believe our armor is the mystic tie.
most complete. Let us know something more of the
noble bands scattered all over our country endeavorPENNSILVANIA
BETA.
ing to build up an excellent manhood. Our chapter
[This brings the history of the Ohio Epsilon HOW is smaller in numbers than it has been for many
PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE,
"I
(formerly called the Ohio Beta) up to the spring ot years, owing to the fact that several will not return
GETTYSBURG, P A . , Oct. 5, 1878.
j
'77. For present condition of chapter see report.— to college. All, however, are earnest and faithful
Pennsylvania Beta Chapter sends greeting to the
En.J
members. We number ten, hiving received two ac- SCROLL with the hope that its visits will be regulacessions this term. We have four fraternities with and certain.
Long may it wave ! Pennsylvania
which to contend, and every victory is gained only Beta was born in May, 1875. Early in 1876, while
by a struggle. W e propose, nevertheless, to main yet a mere,baby, our chapter was expurgated. Sevtain the standard of our chapter, which, for solid everal bad pills have been swallowed at intervals
work, has unquestionably been first. Last year, out since its birth, and these proved finally to be very
INDIAN4
ALPHA.
of twenty-four honor places given in the college and nauseating. When the infant could no longer stand
preparatory departments, we had eleven, the re-the doses there w.is a fearful internal commotion,
maining four fraterniltes seven, and we took the and the result was that several immoral felINDIANA UNivERsirv,
)
first prize in college and the first i 1 the prepara- lows were thrown up. Then we began to live, and
BLOOMINGTON, I N U . , Oct. 16, 1878. j
We also took second at the State ibe then infant is now a healthy, chubby and lively
We again appear in the Scroll this month, but tory department.
while we only had promises lo offer in our last letter oratorical contest. What we shall do this year re- boy. As an instance of this, we took this year of '78
this time we can talk of the solid successes of the mains to be seen. If our opponents beat us they first, second, and third honors, half the P'reshman
past month. As was said in our last letter the num- must work. I love Phi Delta Theta because of the prize, honorable mention for Junior Tobin medal,and
ber in our chapter at the beginning of this year was •.ioble principles inculcated; because of the dear honorable mention for Senior prize essay. " More
was only six, while the other fraternities had almost and lasting friendships she engenders, and for the to follow" next year. • We have taken in three
without exception more than double that number. incentives she gives lor hard and lasting work.
capital fellows this term, Beall and Withers of
Yours in the Bond.
The Phi Kappa Psis were the strongest at the start,
Maryland, and Scott of Peiinsylvania. At our next
haviiig at that time fourteen men. They considered
W. K . PRESTON.
neeting we will have two more to badge with the
"ur fraternity as entirely beneath their notice, because
old shield and sword. But more anon. List comof our small number. We soon, however, got to
INDIANA
GAMMA.
mencement we badged Col. A. K. McClure, 1 hila.
work and tackled two men. About ihe same time
delphia Times, when he was here addressing literary
the Sigma Chis took a fancy to one of them and the
BUTLER UNIVERSITY,
societies, and also gave him a banquet at which t o o
Phi Kappas to the other, but both went in with us.
IRVINGTON, I N D . , October 5,1878,
were present. There were a score or more of
The Sigs subsided, but the Phi Psis, feeling certain
The " noble G r e e k s " are on the war path this ladies. Our i orrespondiiig member, C . J . Reddig,
of success, could hardly believe their senses when term in Butler University. T h e " s p i k e s " from the presided at banquet. H e can do it, you know.
they found that their man was going with us. In artillery of Phi Delta Theta have been doing bloody'
Yours in the Bond.
order that they might display their character in its execution. T w ofinefellows have been added to our
M. F . T R O X E L L .
true light they turned out on the night of the initia- band of twelve, and we are sure ol others. We
tion to stop the proceetiings.
It was eleven o'clock take none but the best. T h e male fraternities of the
when we started to our Hall. A small squad sur- University stand as follows: Phi Delta Theta 14
PENNSYLVANIA
GAMMA.
rounded the door as we were taking our man uu, and (always at the head); Sigma Chi. 11 ; Beta Theta Pi,
one of them, that he might outcheek every former 7 ; Delta Tau Delta. 6. At our last regular meeting
WASHINGTON AND JEFFERSON COLLEGE,
\
act, stepped up and informed our brother-elect that we made an assessment to pay our little debt of $2.
WASHINGTON, P A . , Oct. 2, 1878.
j
he •• didn't know what he was getting into," and Everything is loveiy.
Not dead, but sleeping ! W e have been passing
T h e boys are highly pleased
" h a d better keep his eyes open." The latter ex- with our future outlook.
through deep waters, but they did not overflow
A. F. ARMSTRONG.
pressioh has since become a by-word with us. It
us. For several reasons our chapter did but little
was midnight when we were through with the initiawork during the last year.
We were in the midst
INDIANA
DELTA.
tion and started to our rooms, yet those truly marof difficulties weich we thought would be most
velous specimens of cheek, the Phi Psis, went to our
easily removed by lying quiet. Four of our brethnew brother's boarding house, alU r he had retired
ren left us with the class of '78. One of them, W .
F R A N K L I N COLLEGE,
\
for the night, and endeavored to get him up to talk
C. Gault, won the honor as essayist last contest. W e
FR.^NKI.I.N, IND., October 16, 1878 /
to him. But that is not all. Next day they again
The Indiana Delia still lives and prospers. We were well represented on commencement day. These
surrounded him and told him, among other things, started out 'his year with eight active members and going out, the chapter was left in a feeble condition,
that he " better get right out as quick as he could." we have increased our number by adding to ouronly two, A. C. Good and myself, both of '79. But
About that time, however, they began to compre- brotherhood Bro. Will Kemp. We have elected and we were determined that the Pennsylvania Gamma
hend that they were badly sold, and stopped. Since " s p i k e d " four others, all of whom have signified .should not perish in our bans. T h e other fraterni
then we have taken in three who were "spiked" by their intention of becoming members, and in the ties regarded our chapter as dead. We were altothe Phi Psis They haye taken in only three this next issue of the Scroll we hope to be able to report gether willing to let them think so. Nothing was
year, while our total increase is seven.
their names, and not only their names but the names done during vacation. When we returned at the beBro. A. G. Foster has been with us for several of two or three others whom we have an " eye on." ginning of this term we found our brother and classweeks.
We intend to celebrate our anniversary ou tne 28th mate J. A. Langfelt with us, rea-dy to lake his place
T h e n t h of this month being our twenty-ninth of -May, 1879, on as grand a scale as we did last in our class, and full of zeal for our vieler. In the
anniversary we determined to celebrate our success year, Our plan is to have some good brother lec- course of a few days we discovered mirabile dictu, a
by a sociable at our Hall and an oyster supper at a ture for us publicly, and then we all retire to the worthy Phi Delia Theta among the motley freshmen.
restaurant near by. Every fellow turned out, either place designated for the banquet. We think some of He had come " from wanderings abroad," having
with his own or some one else's girl, and had a good our Indiana Alpha brothers, can testify as t J our abil been a sub rosa member of the Ohio Zeta-in '77. His
lime till about half-past two in the morning. We ity as regards to making banquets successful. I am name is J. P. Anderson. Our number was then u n had several alumni present, whose sobriety helped instructed to write to the Hon. Wm. S. Holman and expectedly doubled. We began work at once quietballast the youthful gayely of some of the younger if possible obtain him as our lecturer for next year's ly ; our rivals regarding the chapter as dead, gave
us no opposition. We have initiated five new men,
members.
banquet.
We graduate two exceedingly fine men this year— and expect to open the eyes of another lo the mysBut while fortune has smiled on us yet we have
We meet once a
lately been reminded that we know not what the Bro. James L. Matthews and Calvin McCormick. teries of Phi Deltism to-night.
morrow will bring forth, for while we were almost on We shall endeavor to send one of them to the State week, have literary and social exercises. T h e boys
are all in deep earnest and determined to make the
the eve of our anniversary the sad news reached us oratorical contest as a candidate for " the honor."
Pennsylvania Ciamma wax so strong that she will
that Bro. Charles M. Gallion, who was with us last
Another thing we wish to speak of, Mr. Editor, is
year, was dead.
His sudden death occurred in a n - our Phi society in this city. Wc think on ihis point never wane again. T h e SCROLL has reached us, and
other part of the State, but four of our boys went to we surpass any chapter in the State. Unquestiona- is gladly welcomed by all our brethren. T h e questhe funeral, that if they might do anything, to leave bly the very finest ladies in town are Phis in spirit tion of subscribing will be considered this evening.
nothing undone that would lighten the sorrow of the and in truth, and they hesitate not to put on the May it find its place in the heart of every Phis.
When once established it will be its own advocate.
bereaved family.
" shield and dagger."
It is to our order what the blood is to the body, a
T h e past month has been quite eventful, and in
It is strongly rumored that a Delta Tau Delta circulating medium, carrying heat and life and vigor
looking back over it we heartily wish every chapter chapter is so be started here very soon, but you can
to every part. Let it be pure but rich and warm !
our successes without our misfortunes.
depend on our chapter; she will cause it to go " the We admit none but the best of men, and with our
C H A S BANTA.
way of all the world." In fact they are so soft that

Chapter Gonespondence.

.}

THIEl
I

present force, are not afraid of the future. Our
rivals are Alpha Gamma Beta, Phi Kappa P.si, Delta
T a u Delta, Phi Delta Kappa, and the Skulls. You
see we have something to contend with. But this
only nerves us for the fight, having worthy rivals.
W e congratulate the Indiana Delta on her victory
over the Taus. Let her like Alexander, sit down
and weep, having tio more fraternities to conquer.
W e expect to send some of the Greek orders, as represented here, to the " happy hunting grounds" before many years, and to invite all of them to the rear
before long.
Now, let the Phis
T o honor rise.
Take every prize
From Sigma Chi's,
And Kappa Psi's,
And Beta Pi's
Whoever vies
With noble Phis,
Or ever tries
To skim our skies ;
Defeated lies
Before our eyes.
Do not despi.se.
His plaintive cries,
But bid him rise.
And being wise,
If he but tries
One of his size.
H e may surprise
T h e very Phis,
Before he dies.
-^NEWT.

OHIO

DONALDSON.

EPSILON.

O H I O UNIVERSITY,
1
A T H E N S , O H I O , O . , Oct. 15, 1878. /

We are pleased to knaw that there is a medium
through which we can communicate with our brethren in many pai-ts of the country.
The reports in the issue of the Scroll of Isist
month delight us as our eyes fal upon them. It is
pleasing to know where our fraternity is represented
and how well. Our chapter is in a prosperous condition. There are nine responses at each meeting to
the honorable roll. At the opening of this term there
were but six. Our chapter stands prominent in number among the fraternities of the college, and we believe in a m o r a l and intellectual view.
The Beta
Theta Pis and Delta Tau Deltas are lamenting her
success and also her reputation this town.
Get out of the way, Betas and Deltas, the Phi
missiles are flying rapidly. The boys are agitating
the badge question greatly.
And no doubtthe jeweler will be pleased to furnish them and the girls r e joiced to wear them.
Hoping to have the pleasure of reading another
copy of the Scroll soon I desist.
Your brother,

&<DTIC>1LJ1L,-

N . Lnccock, was the hero of our chapter and the
leader of our best literary society. Should the members see his slender (?) foi-n" rise to discuss a question
of debate, the half-shut eyes would open more widely and the inattentive ear, amid breathless silence,
would listen to the powerful language of the champion of Irving Society. At present we have three
seniors, and at east one of these can rejoice that he
is the father of a youngster who, at some future day,
may become a Phi, and the others console t h e m selves with the expectation of becoming '• pa " too.
Two juniors, one ot whom, familharly known as
" Bow-legged Pappoose," is really the only ladies'
man among us, and he spends seven nights m the
week " s p a r k i n ' ; " one sopli,, wh» is too numerous to
mention, and four freshies; one. Brother Gilmore,
whose father is now one of the Supreme Judges of
Ohio, was snatched from Beta Theta Pi and initiated
last meeting.
We have two more very good men to
be initiated next Thursday evening, who, too, by the
way, were bid by the Betas; but our boys, always on
the alert, took them also from their greedy but feeble
grasp. We have four or five other men in pri)spect,
and on the wtiole flatter ourselves with future beam
ing before us as it never did before.
In conclusion,
Ohio Zeta extends her warmest and most sincere af
fection to the brethren of Phi Delta Theta.
W I L L FREMO.NT H A R N

OHIO

ETA

BUCHTEL COLLEGE,
1
A K R O N , 0 - , Oct. 3, 1878. /

Ohio Eta welcomes the arisen Scroll and offers
her hearty cooperation. Our chapter is a good one ;
its present relations are eminently prosperous,its future
prospects bright. Its member.ship includes four seniors, yet the fact furnishes no grounds for apprehension. Many a promising sapling in our college undergrowth will doubtless graduate into the Phi Delta
Theta fold, if we may be permitted to use two rather
incongruous metaphorH. Three initiations have been
solemnized during the present term, and there is
abundant hope that more will speedily follow. By
the way, has any general move been made among
our cnapters in the line of an improved initiatory
programme ? If not, we would state that the experience of our chapter has been highly successful.
Now, we honor the brother who drafted that order
of initiation; no word of ours shall ever detract one
iota from his fame; we bow before his superior intelligence and reverence his transcendent genius.
Yet, after all, isn't this literary masterpiece of his a
little flat ? Doesn't it inspire m the mind of the
new-fledged Phi a feeling akin to disappointment
and a vague sense of having been made the victim
of a monstrous joke ? We confess that such were
the sentiments awakened in our manly bosom. Do
not think that we have thrown aside the established
form, for such is not the case.
Its features are all
preserved, and whatever we have seen fit to add,
might, with propriety, be called embellishments. We
await with interest the o-:inions of other chapters.
Fraternally,

C. B. W R I G H T .

^»«««^

T. M. R I C K E T T S .

GEORGIA
OHIO

ZETA.

UNIVERSITY O F WOOSTER,
\
WOOSTER, O . , Oct. 3, 1878. /

It is with pleasure, though in haste, that I address
these iew lines to the brethren of the Phi Delta
Theta to give you an idea, however vague it may be,
of the doings and progress of the Ohio Zeta. Long
shall the remembTances of the late convention remain deeply impressed in the inmost recesses of our
hearts, and PS we cast our eyes back to the memorable days of last May it seems to us but a day, nay,
hardly an hour, since we formed the acquaintance of
so many Phis who, we are sure, are worthy to constitute a fraternity which does and shall rival all other fraternities of America.
But as to the condition of our chapter, I would
state th?t at the end of ast t ;rm we had 14 members.
T w o of these graduated last June, one of v?hom,
Bro. Senior, not only graduated with the highest
honors, and that, too, far above the level of the other
members of his class, but also was one of the best
literary men of the college
T h e other, Brother G.

GAMMA.

EMORY COLLEGE,
O X F O R D , GEORGIA, October 7, 1878.

|
)

As corresponding secretary of the Georgia Gamma,
I take pleasure in reporting our chapter in a most
prosperous condition. The college opened on last
Wednesday with a csnsiderable increase in students,
and a consequent increase in Phis. We lost some
sterling men in the last graduating class, but we that
are left are determined to carry our fraternity to the
foremost ranks, if indefatigable labor and constant
attention to her interests will lead us to s iccess. We
haye the Chi Phi, and Kappa Alpha societies to contend with, and for some time their opposition was
formidable, but in our present condition, instead of
fearing them, we strike them with terror. We have
fifteen active members, four of whom have been rece itly received, and others will be coming in fiom
time to time. Numerically we are behind the Chi
Phis, but we are more select in getting our men. We
always know something of a man's character before
we receive him. We have recently carpeted our
hall and improved it generally. We fear no opposi-

tion. We are marching on to startling achievements.
We extend a hearty greeting to all Phi Delta T h e tas, and wish them the most abundant prosperity.
Yea, wherever "a band of brothers is united in the
common effort to overcome the strong phalanx of
enemies which oppose their progress, we pray that
victory, grand and glorious, may perch upon their
standard.

W. W. SKALS.

MICHIGAN

BETA.

A G R I C U L T U R A L COLLEGE,
LANSING, M I C H . , Oct. 5, 1878.

\
/

DEAR B R E T H R E N : — M i c h i g a n Beta send.s" greeting to her si-ter chapters. Her success, during the
past year, has been all that we could wish, and she
earnestly hopes that eacli individual chapter of our
beloved order has met with the same degree of prosperity. The banners of the old Phi Delta Theta is
in safe hands here, and we intend to do our part toward keeping it afloat and floating in the breeze.
When the college opened last March, after its long
winter vacation, it lequired a struggle lo keep our
chapter above the waves. We then numbered but
eight, and it was extremely doubtful, for two weeks,
whether all of them could return. An event soon
occurred, however, which put our chapter on a firm
basis, and awakened an enthusiasm for our noble
cause, which even the terrible heat of July and
August could not subdue. It was no less than the
dedication of our beautiful rooms as the permanent
home of all Phis, and especially of Michigan Beta.
The programme for this occasion had been prepared
during Winter, and it was fine, indeed. .Several of
the corresponding and honorary members were with
us, who added greatly to the enjoyment of the occasion. I doubt whether a band of Phis ever had a
much better time than had we ou this memorable
evening in our history, especially when we adjourned to our large room to sit down to a table laden
with the good things that sustain the inner man.
I wish that all the brother Phis who read the
Scroll could take a look at our rooms. I can not
even attempt to describe them in my limited space.
They were presented by the State Boar<l of Agri
culture to our chapter and designed for our special
use. We use the smaller one of the two for our
regular exercises, and will throw open the large
folding doors of the other whenever we give .semipublic entertainments. Over t-.vo hundred dollars
have already been expended in fitting them to correspond with the elegant gifts of some of the Phis,
the most important of which is o piano from Bro.
Kedzie, a chandelier from Bros. Richard and Oirin
Gulley, and an album from Bro. Owen. While seek
ing to make our rooms as attractive as possible, the
brothers were on the alert to discover Phi-like qu.il
ilies in members of the new class. They recognized the fact that it was the personal worth of each
individual Phi, and not our fine surroundings, by
which we would be judged, and by which we would
be able to attain the object of our order.
We have
but one Greek society with which we contend, and
so we're in no haste. Profiting by one mistake of
our own and by the many of oiy rivals, we became
thoroughly acquainted with the character of each
person before we invited him to take a seat in our
midst. We now have seventeen active members and
expect soon to initiate another, who is a men ber of
the sophomore class. Although the number that v/e
may havn is not limited it is quite probable that we
will never go beyond eighteen, as five will soon leave
us to take their place in the ranks of the corresponding members, and whose places we despair of ever
filling.
On the whole, as we read of the trials and discouragements which some of our sister chapters have
so nobly met and so successfully overcome, we, as a
chapter, feel that our path has been a comparatively
smooth one, and that we have no cause for complaint.
With the Faculty secretly kaning in our favor, and
two of its number honorary members of our chapter;
with but little opposition, and «ith a fine hall, and
eighteen working, whole-souled Phis, we think that
our piospects never were brighter than they are at
the present time. We hope to form ever one of the
strongest pillars of the noble str^ucture which the
Phis in all parts of oar Union have erected.
HOWARD M . HOLMES.

THE SO:R.OI-.I_,
Their last addition was Brother Will.
Taking everything into consideration I think we November.
S. Johnson, of '82, of Steubenville, Ohio. T h e
have done exceedingly well.
We received our constitution yesterday ; we have members are full of zeal, and the chapteir is in good
'••
••
VANDKRBILT. UNIVERSITY,
]
ordered the requisite implements and will be ready hands. Brother Ed. S. Palmer has promised us an
N A S H V I L L E , l E N X , O c t . •> I, 1878.)'
article on the importance of maintaining a chapter at
It was with much pleasure that our chapter hailed for our next candidate.
Michigan University, which we hope to present to
Yours in the Bond,
the reception of the SCROLL.
We felt, as we read
our readers next month.
, P H I L . HOLLAND, J R .
the encouraging notices Irom our -sisier chapters that
The Alabama Beta, though chartered within the
we have formed a new bond of union, and we know
last two weeks is over a year old, and numbers ten
TEXAS
BETA.
that through this medium we will be drawn into
members.
They have several fraternities to oppose
closer fellowship with e.acK other. This monthly
them. T h e Alabama Beta is another leather in
T R I N I T Y UNIVERSITY,
1
communion will strengthen us for our duties, and enBrother Hobb's cap.
TEHUACANA, TEXAS,. Oct. 4, 1878. (
able us belter to struggle against adversity, knowing
We have just received thefirstcopy of the Scroll The Virginia Delta began the year with six men.
that our many friends are giving us such cordial
I l l s a neat, clean little sheet
The Virginia Beta numbers ten or more men, and
wishes for our prosperity. That mystic chain, in our eyes ever beheld.
whose links are woven those beloved words " Phi and spicy as well as clean. It comes to us a« a wel- is in good condition. A postal card from Brother
Delta Theta," is o( greater strength and of more en- come messenger from the "far distant land''—North- B. W. Waters, ol Virginia Gamma, informs us that
during beauty than most of us " n e w ones" have west- It will no doubt be a herald between many the prospects for the chapter are very bright.
imagined, an-1 we felt as we have read the history hearts that beat in unison through the " Bond of
T h e Virginia Epsilon enrolled six members at the
and accounts from various chapters that our allegi- Union." We welcome it, inasmuch as it is a source beginning of the term, and has probably made seveance has not been bestowed upon an unworthy ob- of encouragement and brings us much needed Intel ral additions by this time.
ject. A slight history of the " Phi's" at the Vander- ligence. The articles in it are good, and they show
The Illinois Epsilon is fighting the Phi Gamma
bill may not be unint^esiing, though I presume it that ihere at least some of the Phis who have intelBrother Wakefield,
will bear a suriking resemblance to strugglesof other lects as well as hearts. I have thus written for two Delta, Delta Tau Delta bravely.
chapters which have been compelled to work sub reason: first, because I have nothing else to write; the founder, is teaching near Bloomington,and gives
rosa. Some time during the year 1876, soon after and secondly, because. we Phis .away off here in the boys the light of his countenance frequently.

TENNESSEE

BETA.

the organization of t h e University, Mi. Lytton Taylor, of the law department, went to Danville, Ky.
H e was there made a Phi, given a charter and commissioiied to start a chapter here. H e returned, sanguine of success, but his incipient efforts were cut
short by the Faculty, whc gained some knowledge of
his intentions. H e was thus compelled to. desist,
and hence, things remained in statu quo until some
lime in November, 187.6, when" Brother Taylor, a
promising lawyer of the city tnen and now, again
made another effort, which this lime was successful.
T h e Tennessee Beta was then organized by Brothers
Taylor. J > C . Smith, of Alabama .\lpha, and J. B
Reed, of Kentucky Alpha. During the year Messrs.
B a n s , Calchings, Lewis, Hobson, Gardner and m y self were added to the roll. At the end of the session
we took in three or four, making a total of eleven
for the year. During last session we had no regular
meetings, for being outlawe'' by the University,
weak and few in numbers :. e deemed it prudent not
to make a .thorough organization. Our meetings
then were held in ihe rooms of some member who
w&s fortunate not to Iiave a curious room-mate or
fellow boarder.
But this year we have entered on
the wiork wiih true and willing hearts—hearts that
throb and beat for each other. Our membership
now consists of thirteen, with flattering prospects of
making an increase in their number. Our chapter
will let you hear from it regularly, and we hope each
time to report .some advancement upon last month's
work. Extending a cordial hand to our brothers,
and esjiecially—with a fellow feeling—to those
sut> rosa, we remain ever in the true bonds of the
• ' P h i Delta Theta."
J H . DORTCH.

ALABAMA

ALPHA.

U S I V K K S I T Y OF .\LABAMA

We have no meetings now, as the laws and regulations of the University forbid it, and also make us
take a pledge that we will have nothing to do with
any secret fraternity. There is only one member of
the Phi Delta Theta at the University''now, and that
is myself. 1 tried lo initiate some of the boys before the school opened, but unluckily, the boys I
wanted to join were not here until after I had taken
Ihe pledge. 1 think that after commenceinent I can
get six or seven good men to join. I think ihat if
vig can work ithe thing in this way for a year or so
they will allow the fraternities to exist after that
time. I will do all ihat I can, and any information,
will be gladly accepted.
Yours in the Bond

NORTH

CAROLINA

R. KNOX.

ALPHA-

T R I N I T Y COLLEGE,

;erm.

S. E. K E N N O N .

NATIONAL

GRAND.

L A F A Y E T T E COLLEGE,

(

E A S T O N , P A . . Oct. i5, \>r,^.\

We have received the Scroll and mean to give it
our best support. It has been truly gratilying lo
read the spirited accounts from other chapters. How
such good news will electrify the order, invigorate
the discouragea and brighten with hope tl.e whole
future. National Grand desires at present only a
very modest account of itsell; we have twenty members, three Irom the freshman class, all solid men.
Have also several other good men in tow. Oar new
duties and relations are yet somewhat strange lo us.
Our experience is small, but we are studious and
earnest and anxious to qualify ourselves for faithful
and intelligent work ; we have powerful rivals, but
are al>le lo make them jealous and wide awake. We
hope lo be able Irom lime to lime to send the Scroll
some interestidg accounts of the National Grand and
and her work. Our record shall find assurance of
praise in our ver) earnestness and love for'lhe good
cau-e.
Pennsylvania Alpha salutes the whole
brotherhood, whose be.st interests she has at heart
and means to promote.
G. W. PLACK.

,(

TLSCALOOSA, A L A . , O c t . 14. 1878.)

M.

Texas feel rather lonesome. Our chapter, however,
is doing as well as could reasonably be expected;
we have learned to sit alone and are now beginning
to crawl.
Our number has increased four this session, and the prospects are still good. The Alpha
Gammas in the university seem to be about dead,
and the Beta Theta Pi's not much better, though I
think ihey will ge; 10 work soon
Not many of
their members have returned this session, therefore
we have the axlvaniage of them, at least for this

1

RANDOLPH C O . , N . C , Oct. 18,'78. j

We have eleven attendant members and think we
will have two others soon, the first distinction men
of the freshman and sophomore classes. Bro Bulla is our President now and we are doing w e l t ; we
have one badge that belongs to the chapter, and I
have one and some of the others will get pins soon.

NOTES

FROM

UNREPORTED
TERS.

CHAP-

OBITUARY.
CHARLES M. G A L L I O N .
H A L L OF THE I N D I A N A A L P H A , !
INDIANA ST.^TE UNIVERSITY. >

BLOOMINGTON, I N D . , Oct. 7, 1878.S
All things with God.
Cut off in the bloom of youth, a life warm in its
sympathies, noble in its generosity, genial in its
friendships has been taken away in the inscrutable
plan of a mysterious Providence; and we mourn.
Then WHEREAS, we are bereft of one who has endeared himsell to us by his pleasing manners and
correct deportment during his stay with us, one who
was faithful in ^-his duties, earnest in his efforts and
universally beloved for his noble qualities of mind
and heart; therefore be it
Resolved, That- we who were united with him in
the Bond of Phi Delta Theta have .sustained an irreparpble loss in the death of our brother Charlie M.
Gallion ; and be it
Resolvedf That we tender our heartfelt sympathy
to the family of the deceased in this their sad bereavement, and as a mark of our esteem that we
wear a badge of mourning for thirty days^ and -be it
further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be inscribed in the minutes, a ccpy-be transmitted lo the
family of the deceased, and th.it they be furnished
the Brookville papers, Indianapolis Journal and the
.Scroll for publication.
A. G. FOSTER,
TER, 1
TLER, J-«
A . W. BUTLER,
\ Committee.
NTA,
C H A S . BANT

j

EXTENSION.

Three members ol the Sophomore claiss of Amherst College have consented to idrntify themselves
Brother Alveron S. Hough, of Georgia Gamma, with Phi Delta Thela, and the prospects for a chapwrites of the Ga. Beta, that that chapter is prosperous. ter is good. ' T h e Massachusetts Alpha will be a
Now that they arc free lo work oienly, they are decided step towards a foothold in the New England.
doing better work than ever before. The chapter
T h e Tennessee Gamma is in embjyo at Tennessee
numbers eighteen men good and true. The State University, Knoxville.
Brother Walker Joynes, a
has considerably increa.sed the endowment fund of former student of Vanderbilt University is the orthe University.
The Georgia Gamma has drafted a ganizer.
series of resolutions thanking the Faculty of the
Brother A. M. Shuey is organizing the Minnesota
Georgia University lor iheir action regarding fraterAlpha at Minnesota University, situated at Minneapnities.
Nothing direct has been heard Irom the Indiana olis. The catalogue of the institutien for 1878 shows
Ep-silon, but Brother .A.. W. Butler, ot Indiana Alpha, a Faculty of nineteen piofessors, and a t o t i l enrollinforms us that the Epsilon boys are doing well, and ment of 371 students.
T h e Phi Chi is the only Iratemity represented in
bringing good men into the Phi Delia fold.
The Iowa Alpha begins the year with the men, the University.
and will, as usual, keep the lead in I. W. U. T h e
Cannot some of the Virginia brethren look after
Beta Thet^ Pi is their only rival, the. Delta Tau Phi Delta interests at John Hopkins University?
Delta having bitten the dust. T h e Phi's are not There are Phis in the University now, who ought to
fully at work yet. It was rumored at the convention be brought lo a realizing sense of their d u t y L e t
that the Iowa Alpha would this winter find lor itsell some patriotic Phi see to i t .
a sister, in the shape of the Iowa Beta, at Iowa
City.
Brother J . M. Barrs, of Tennessee Beta, is of the
T h e Michigan Alpha numbers five members, and opinion that it will not b e wise to reorganize t h e
will doubtless be able to send in a long report in Tennessee Alpha.

T H E SOie^OLILiPERSONALS.

P H I D E L T A T H E T A DIRECTORY.

The Delta Tau Delta's are publishing a monthly
paper called the Crescent. I t is a neat, 16 page
N A T I O N A L G R A N D CHAPTER—Pennsylva- paper, well gotten up, and well edited. I t is not
J. H . Gilmore, Ohio Alpha, '75, is in Columbus,
sub rosa.
nia Alpha.
Ohio.
O. J'. Richards, Ohio Delta, '76, is teaching at
Ripley, Ohio.
W. D . Shipman, Ohio Eta, is tutoring in Buchtel College.
D. A. Pottinger, Ohio Alpha, '75, is practicing law
in Cincinnati.
«
Rev. J. M. Brant, Ohio Delta '72, is preaching at
Oberlin, Ohio.
Rev. J. F . Coffman, Ohio Delta, '75, is preaching
at Denver, Col.
W . C. Jones. California Alpha, is tutor in California University.
Cyrus Hulings, Ohio Delta, '78, is teaching at
Marysville, Ohio.
Geo. Patterson, Ohio Zeta, '75, is practicing law
at New Castle, Pa.
Professor W. G. Ballanline, Indiana Beta, is pro
fessor at Oberlin, Ohio.
A. M. Shuey, Ohio Alpha, is in a railroad office,
at Minneapolis, Minn.
J . " Brick " Pomeroy, Ohio Zeta, '77, is al Union
Theological Seminary.
Edwin Brown, Ohio Zeta, '76, is attending Union
Theological Seminary.
A. H . McCuUough, Ohio Zeta, '76, is practicing
medicine in Mansfield, O.
Brother Harry E. Wishard, I n d i a n a Delta, is attending school in Chicago.
Brother Cas. Byfield, Indiana Delta, '60, is a prominent lawyer of Indianapolis.
Brother D . A. McCaslin, In diana Epsilon, '75, is
preaching at Muncie, Indiana.
Brother John C. Kelly, Indiana Delta, '78, is telegraphing al Washington Indiana.
A. B. Clark, Ohio Zeta, class of 80, is traveling in
Wyoming Territory, for his health.
Brother Thomas E . Taylor, Indiana Delta, '78, is
teaching at Morganfield, Kentucky.
Brother Lon. Rogers, Indiana Alpha, '78, wields
the rod near Bloomington, Indiana.
Brother Charles W.Sheldon, Michigan Beta.faims
near Burr Oak, St. Joseph county, Michigan.
J. B. Elam, Indiana Gamma, was recently elected
prosecuting attorney of Marion county, Indiana.
Bros. Clement Hall and J. R. Edwards, Indiana
Delta, '77, are at Chicago Theological Seminary.
G. H . G. McGrew, Indiana Gamma, ' 9 3 . is Professor of Modern Languages in Buchtel College.
Brother Samuel Richards, Indiana Delta, is fast
attaining celebrity as a portrait painter. He is at
Anderson, Indiana.
,
Brother A. B. Armstrong, Indiana Gamma, has
been elected President of the Oratorical Association
of Butler University,
Brother Fred H . Austin, Missouri Alpha, '80, is
studying with a view to hanging out his legal shingle
at Hamilton, Mis.souri.
Brother S. C. Dodds, Ind. A l p h a , ' 7 5 , was married to Miss Nellie Winters, at Bloomington, Indiana,
on last Thursday evening.
Hon W . S . Holman, Indiana Delta, was the
democratic candidate for Congress in the Fifth District of Indiana, at the election of October.

IndiaHapolis seems to be the city of Fraternity
conventions. First, the Ph. Kappa Psi's held forth
President—C. J. Reddig, Shippensburg, Pa.
in August, followed within a week by the Beta Theta
Secretary—^James C. Norris, 231 Peru street, Pi's.
The Phi Gamma Delta's have just adjourned
Indianapolis, Ind.
to be followed by the Sigmi Chi's In a few days.
Grand Banker—C.
D . Whitehead, Room i, The Phi's will make a filling climax in 1880.
Thorpe's Block, Indianapolis, Ind.
Exeattive Committee—C. J. Reddig, President;
James Norris, Secretary; C. D . Whitehead, George
Wanted.
W. Plack.
Any member having a copy of the Phi Delta
Scroll Managers—Editor,
M. F P.-.rrish, Athens,
Ohio; Business Manager, George Banta, Franklin, Thela Catalogue lor 1871, and willing to dispose ol
the same, will please communicate with me.
Indiana.
GEO. BANTA^

NATIONAL

CHAPTER

OFFICERS.

SECRETARIES.

I N D I A N A ALPHA—Charies Banta, Bloomington, Ind.
KENTUCKY A L P H A I N D I A N A B E T A — W . K. Preston, Crawfordsvil e, Ind.
I N D I A N A GAMMA—W. C. Campbell, livington, Ind.
MICHIGAN A L P H A — E d . S. Palm r. Box 2099
Ann Arbor, Mich.
I N D L \ N A DELTA—Frank 15 Day, Franklin.
Indiana.
I N D I A N A E P S I L O N — J . E. Taggart, Hanover,
Inrtiana.
O H I O E P S I L O N — T . M. Rickets, .Aihens. Ohio.
V I R G I N I A A L P H A — B . Gerard Munday, Salem, Va.
MISSOURI . \ L P H A — D . IS. Kelley, Columbia,
Missouri.
ILLINOIS D E L T A IOWA ALPHA—John R. Koulks, Mt. Pleasant.
Iowa.
G E O R G I A B E T A — T . C. Dupont, Athens, Ga.
G E O R G I A GAMMA—Willie Hoyt, Oxford, Ga.
G E O R G I A D E L T A — W . T . Spading, Macon,
Georgia.
O H I O ZETA.—Will F. Harn, Wooster, Ohio.
P E N N S Y L V A N I A ALPHA—Charies G. Evans,
9 Newkirk Hall, Easton, Pa.
M I C H I G A N B E T A — H . M. Holmes, Lansing,
Michigan.
V I R G I N I A BET.V—R A. Jackson, University
of Virginia Postoffice, Albemarle County, Va.
VIRGINI.A GAMMA —B. W. Waters, Ashland,
Virginia.
O H I O E T A - - A .\. Stearns, Akron, ().
NEBRASKA A L P H A P E N N S Y L V A N I A BETA—M . F . Troxell, Gettysburg, Pa.
V I R G I N f ^ D E L T A — J . J. Clopton, Richmond,
Virginia.
T E N N E S S E E BETA—(Sub rosa) J . H . Dortch,
Nashville, l e n n .
P E N N S Y L V A N I A GAMMA—Newton Donaldson, Washington, Pa.
MISSOUKI B E T A MISSISSIPPI A L P H A ALABAMA ALPHA—(Sub rosa) M. R. Knox,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
VIRGINIA EPSILON—
N O R T H C A R O L I N A ALPHA—George M.
Bulla, Trinity College Postoffice, North Carolina.
T E X A S BE FA—C. H. Munger,Tehuacana, Tex.
I L L I N O I S EPSILON—C. C.Lear,Old University Building, Bloomington, 111.
ALABAMA B E T A — R L, Thornton, Auburn,
Lee County, Ala.
I N D I A N A A L P H A A L U M N I — T . C. Donnell,
Franklin, Inc..
VIRGINIA ALPHA ALUMNI—

For catalogues address the Grand Banker. Every
Bro G. M. Overstreet, Indiana A-, was married brother should have a copy. Price, bound in paper,
last spring to Miss Ida Riker, of Frankhn. H e is a
prosperous lawyer of Franklin, and is m partnership $1; bound in cloth, $\,io.
with Bro S. L. Overstreet, of Indiana Delta.
The
Bro Morris Kirby, Ohio Gamma, is principal of
the High School at Henderson, Kentucky, and the of the
Democratic candidate lor Superintendent of Public copies
Instruction for the State of Kentucky. H e is one ol
Grand
the foremost educators in Kentucky.

Phi Delta Thela Song Book is in the hands
Executive Committee, and brothers wishing
can obtain them by enclosing 75 cents to the
Banker.

CHAS. COOK,
OFFICIAL JEWELER
FOR THK

Phi Delta Theta Fraternity,
MAXUFACTUKES

BADGES, RINGS, STUDS, W A T C H
CHAINS, CHARMS, &c.
.\lso price (or Budges, rings, i&c., of :»nv description furnislied upon application. Send for illusti.-ited
catalogue of our Phi Delta Theta badges, &c. Kor
further iuformatioii, address.
C'. COOK.
t'ilth and Smith .Sfs. Clnciiiii.-iti, <J.
Sept., 1878.—nl-ly.
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No 10 Plain Street,
Sept., 1878.—nimo6
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V O L U M E III.
AD DIDONEM

PIUS

Too true. Dido, really my bride, 'ough
You did the courting as
All widows try to.
T a , la. Dido, yonder comes the tide, O
Say, let my dog alone—
Come along, Fid».
Nonsense, Dido, what could ever I do
With you on board? Go
Oif and d i e ; do.
Don't cry. Dido—very countryfied too.
Where am I sailing to ?
Really I'dno.
Shut up. Dido ; your first husband I.idonian Lychseus would
Not let you cry so.

[A peroration to an address delivered before the
Georgia Gamma, Nov. 21 si, 1878.]

COLLEGE AND OXFORD
TROPHISED*.

N U M B E R 3.

WHAT ARE WE WORKING FOR? AND onward course to belong strictly to the
HOW ARE WE
ACCOMPLISHING
second class. O u r c h a p t e r s , in Missouri,
OUR
OBJECT?
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky and

JENEAS.

Dido, Dido, sitting by thy side, O
How can I bear to cut
Up such a dido ?

EMORY

12, O S .A.

APOS-

BY A. U. MEANS, D. D., LL. n .

Member of the Chapter, and Trustee and Professor
Emeritus in Emory College.
Then hail! ye old halls in whose sylvan retreat
The young ol the land all in harmony meet!
A college of Christians, where God is enthroned.
And " free love" and folly are scorned and disowned.
These nurselings, tfcat cling to thy bosom to night,
And imbibe from tby paps intellectual might.
Will, in lorthcoraing years, when enlaureled by
Fame,
Their old Alma Mater with plaudits proclaim.
Dear Oxford thy shady recesses invite
To build up the soul and to crown it with light;
From thy pure, hallowed, houses vulgar vices are
driven,
And woman, sweet woman, allures us to heaven.
*From " .\ Cluster of Poems for the Home and
Heart," by Dr. .\. Means, lately published by E . J.
Hale & Son, New York- Price, tx.^^o

— A n Indiana editor recently reading
in one ot his exchanges that a gentleman
had been objected to as a judge of an oratorical contest on the ground that he
"belonged fo a great fraternity," in his
next issue wanted to know " W h a l ^ n d e r
the canopy a fraternity was, anyhow ?"
and " was it one of those secieties that
gave a boy authority to wear a gold pin
with Greek letters on it, and look as
t h o u g h he were holding up one corner ot
this eternal earth ?" That editor is a Barbarian.

Everything resulting from human agencies and human labor is more or less incomplete. And to insure a successful
completion of the objects for which we
may be laboring, there must be a constant watchfulness against dangers which
may be lurking beneath the surface of
even trivial matters, and also ceaseless
endeavors towards overcoming all hidden
obstacles. These form the key which
unlocks the door leading into that mysterious room filled with the sought for
treasures, and over the door of which is
plainly carved " Success."
The same
rule is as applicable to our fraternity work
as to our business pursuits. But ju.st
what do we mean by success as referring to
our fraternity work ? This is a question
that has puzzled more than one. I take
it for granted that a fraternity to gain position and prominence in the fraternity
world at" large must not only have prominent and notable men enrolled among
its members, but it must have some characteristic feature as to the location of its
chapters.
This characteristic must- be
marked, and can only be divided into
three classes. First, great exclusiveness
in organizing chapters, for example the
Skull and Bones, being merely local
organizations restricted by their constitutions to Yale College. Under this cla.ss
might also come the Sigma Phi, its number of chapters being limited by its constitution to six, and they are located at
Williams, Union, Hamilton, Hobart,
University of Virginia and University of
Michigan.
Second, a centering of the fraternity
chapters around one central point, thus
for example any of the prominent eastern
fraternities.
Third, extending the number of chapters, so as to include all the prominent institutions in Ihe country, east and we.st,
north and south alike. It is needless to say
that no example can be given of any college fraternity worthy of being classed
under this head, and the reason may be
found in the fact that many are incapable
of rising above their present level, and
what IS more despicable, they are contented to remain almost where found at the
time of incubation. By our constitution
we are lifted out of a local organization
into a fraternity of chapters. By the
labors of many earnest, faithful workers
wc are already too far advanced in our

Tennessee, may be called Western, but
then what becomes of those in Texas,
Georgia and Alabama, or those in Wisconsin arid Michigan, or those in Pennsylvania and Virginia ? T h e fraternity can
not belong to any one class as it is with
these chapters, and it can not and will
not get along without them. And I am
heartily glad of it, for if we did belong
strictly to a single class.our zenith would be
reached and nothing remain to spur us
to greater endeavors and future conquests.
Hence, as we can not belong to either
the first or second class ot fraternities, as
given above, our real object is to enter
into the only remaining division.
And I take it for granted that the ambition of every brother in the Phi Delta
Theta has been, and is still, to do all in
his power to advance the interests of the
fraternity in this direction.
My great
desire, connected with the interests of the
fraternity, is that I may be permitted to
see the day which shall announce our
final success, when a band of earnest
faithful brothers may be found at work
within the walls of every prominent college pnd university in the United States.
At our convention held at Wooster,
Ohio, last May, it was thought by the
convention that this could and should be
accomplished, and great stress was laid
upon the importance of adding to our
eastern acquisitions as rapidly as possible. T o aid this work our Grand Alpha
was moved to Easton, P a , so as to encourage and strengthen the eastern chapters, for they are capable of being most
i^fificient in organizing other eastern chapters, and need all the support the fraternity can give to encourage and aid them
in their labors.
Hence, in answer to the first part of the
question at the head of this article as to
what we, as a fraternity, are working for,
I would say that it is for the express purpose of making a National Fraternity,
having a chapter composed of the best
men, mentally and morally, in every college and university in the United States
deserving such an honor.
But unintentionally this article has
been drawn out while being written until
it resembles a telegraph wire—all length
and no thickness. Will try and present
the remaining answer to the headline
question in a more acceptable manner.
E, S. .P.

THE SOI^OLI-.
GEN.

THOMAS

J. MORGAN,

D. D.

General T h o m a s J. Morgan is of Welsh
descent.
His ancestors four generations
ago came from Wales and settled in Virginia
General Morgan, of Revolutionary fame, was of the family. His father,
Rev. Lewis Morgan, was bor" in Tennessee and removed to Indiana in 1816. H e
was a member of the Indiana Legislature,
was one of the founders of Franklin College, and was widely and favorably known
as an able preacher and an earnest advocate of temperance, Sunday-schools, missions and edacation, at an early day when
those causes were not as popular as now.
His brother, Hon. Amaziah-Morgan, was
a Major General of Militia thirteen years
in succession, a member of the Indiana
Senate and held important and responsible positions under the government.
T h e subject of the present sketch was
born in Franklin, Indiana, August 17th,
1839. A t 13 years of age he was left an
orphan and penniless. His father, \vho
had by reverses lest his fortune, impressed
upon his son's mind the desire for an
education so strongly that nothing daunted him, so that by his own energy he
worked his way through college, graduating under the late Silas Bailey, D. D.,
at Franklin, Indiana, in i 8 6 i , at the age
of 22. H e received from his Alma Matc;r
the degrees of A . B„ and A . M.; also,
from'Wabash College, the honorary degree of A . M.
In April, 1861, when Sumpter was fired
upon, he enlisted for three months as a
private soldier, and, in the 7th Indiana
Volunteer Infantry, served through the
rough campaign in West Virginia, participating in the battle at "Carrick's Ford."
A t the expiration of his time of enlistment he was discharged and accepted a
position as principal of the public schools
(5 teachers and 300 scholars) in the city
of Atlanta, Illinoi.->. H e handled the
school with marked success and was so
licited to remain another year. But the
call for troops was too strong and he reenlisted for "three years of the war." H e
was made ist Lieutenant Company I, 70th
Indiana Volunteer Infantry, commanded
by General Benjamin
Harrison, H e
.served through the war, resigning in
September, 1865, at.the age of 26, with
the rank of Colonel and Bervet Brigadier
General. H e participated in numerous
engagements, had one horse shot under
him at Adair.sville, Georgia, and another
at Nashville, Tennessee, A t
Decatur,
Alabama, he charged and captured a battery, and at Nashville, Tennessee, in command of his brigade, he opened the great
battle in such a manner as to secure the
highest praise of his superiors. H e was
a favorite with the great soldier. General
George H . Thomas. H e served for a
time as volunteer aid on the staff of Gen,
O O Howard, commanding the 4th army

corps, and participated with him in the
bloody battle of Buzzard's Roost, Resacca
and Dallas, and received from him on
taking leave to return to his own command, a letter in which General Howard
said, "You have been tireless on the
march and fendess in battle." H e was
one of the first to enter the colored service and was entrusted with the responsible duty of organizing colored troops.
H e organized the 14th, 42d and 44th regiments of United States Colored Infantry,
and organized and commanded the first
colored brigade of the army of the Cumberland, H e commanded at different
times nearly 6,000 colored troops, including the 14th, i6th, 17th, i8th, 42.1 and
44th regiments U . S. C. T. At Decatur,
he had under his command the 68th Indiana Infantry, and at Nashville, a brigade
of Ohio troops, commanded by General
Grosvenor. His army record was tirilliant
and memorable with no help but his intelligence, energy, faithfulness and bravery, he rose from the rank of private to
that ot General, being one of the youngest
men who attained so high a grade.
In September, 1865, less than a month
after quitting the service, he entered the
Rochester Theological Seminary and
graduated in 1868. While a student he
served two year^ as chaplain in the West
ern House ot Refuge, located in Rochester. He was ordained at Rochester, N.
Y., in 1868. On graduating, he was
tendered the position of "Secretary of the
New York Union for Ministerial Education." H e rendered efficient service for
three years, when he resigned to accept a
pastorate in Nebraska. In 1870, he married a daughte"- of Hon. Frederick Starr,
one of the most prominent citizens of
Rochester, a lady of talent and culture.
In 1872, he accepted the twice offered
Presidency of the Nebraska State Normal
School, and administered the affairs of
the in-^titution with sucli ability as to win
the highest honor from his students, the
Board of Education, the superintendent
of public instruction and the Governor of
the State. By his addresses before the
legislature, his lec:ures at teachers's institutes and associations as well as by his
pen, he exerted an influence upon the
entire State
In 1874, he was appointed
by President Grant a member of the Board
of Visitors of the Military Academy at
West Point. During the same year he
received from the University of Chicago
a degree of D. D., and was made a member of the Northwestern Advisory Committee of the American Baptist Educa~
tional Commission. In June, 1874. he
was elected Professor of Homilectics in
Chicago Baptist Theological Seminary,
H e is now Professor of Church History,
For two years he served as Secretary of
the Board of Trustees, and, in addition to
his regular duties in the seminary, has
taught special clases in logic, rhetoric.

and metaphysics. In 1873, he was a
delegate to the National Educational
Convention in Brooklyn, in 1876, a delegate to the National Convention of Social
Union in Philadelphia, and in 1878 a
member of the Board of Examination for
the Roche.ster Theological Seminary.
H e also delivered the address that year
before the Alumni of that institution, He_
has fine administration abilities, which
have been recognized in every work he
has undertaken. H e is versatile in study
and work, and able to turn his hand to
almost anything. H e is a fine scholar, a
forcible writer, and a fluent speaker; has
much acquaintance with and knowledge
of men, and tact in dealing with them.
Was an army officer of position and
reputation, and has been and is a successful educator. H e is young, vigorous,
full of enthusiasm, and ambitious of
success. Has no hesitation in bearing
responsibility, but, with self reliance,
combines judgment and discretion. He
has been a student of Drs. Robinson,
Anderson, Hendrick and Nortlirup ; a
colleague and co-worker with Drs. Northrup, Boice, Smith and Moss; has enjoyed the friendship and confidence of all,
and derived particular benefit from each.
H e was a charter member of the Indiana
Delta, and delivered the address before
the annual convention of Phi Delta Theta
in 1872, at Danville, Kentucky.
./

CARD.

M R . E D I T O R : — I n the last issue of the
SCROLL a correspondent of some chapter

carps at the new form of initiation. Such
words as, "we bow before the superior intelligence, and reverence the transcendent
genius of the brother who drafted that
order of initiation," are simply balderdash.
But I wish to "rise to explain."
Over a year ago a prominent Phi and
my.self were discussing in our correspondence some improvements in the constitution. It was universally acknowledged
that our constitution was very defective,
and particularly the ritual part. I revised
the constitution,making the initiation very
much like that of another fraternity, and
sent my revision to my correspondent for
him to make emendations. My ideas as
to improvements were then very crude,
but I studied the subject for several
months after, and sent to the convention
a revision of the constitution which I
thought was superior. T o my great disappointment it did not reach the convention, owing to a delay in the mails, but
the old revision that I had sent my correspondent was brought before the convention and madQ the basis of the new
constitution. Now, I disclaim the authorship of the new initiation. A s l said, it is
aUnost precisely the same as the initiation
of another fraternity with our old initiation
incorporated in i t But the present order

T H I E SOIE^/OHiILiW. D. Shipman, Ohio Eta, is Professor of Latin folloyying is a complete list of chapters, with the tota{
of initiation was passed by the constituGreek in the preparatory department of Buchle! number of members, in each, as shown in the cataltional committee at the convention and and
College, Akron, Ohio. He look unto himself a bet- ogue, of 1875.
afterwards by the convention itself
Alpha, Union CoMege, founded 1827, numbers
ter half recently and says he is "now learning to ap136; Beta, Brown University, founded 1838, numAnother form of initiation has been for- preciate the unequalled pleasures of wedded life."
144 ; Gamma, Union, New York city, founded
warded to the National Grand by one *f Three true-hearted Phi's from the Virginia Delta, bers
1841, numbers 211 ; Delta, Columbia College,
are
at
the
Southern
Baptist
Theological
Seminary,
at
our chapters to be sent out to the chapfounded 1842, numbers 2 2 7 ; Epsilon, Rutgers colLouisville, Kentucky, Bros, Hugh C. Smith, J. I . E . lege, founded 1845, numbers 168 ; Zeta, Harvard,
ters for adoption. If two thirds of theThornhill
and W. F . Harris. Wd»i't Hugh give T H E
1845, numbers 2 0 ; Eta, University of
chapters adopt it, it will become a part of SCROLL the benefit of his pen, and won't all see to founded
Pennsylvania, founded, 1849, numbers 151 ; Theta,
the constitution instead of the form in the it that an alumni chapter is established at Louisville? College of New Jersey, founded 1854, numbers 109;
Iota, University of Michigan, founded 1853, numbers
printed constitution lately i.ssued. Pos109; Kappa, University of South Carolina, founded
OTHER
FRATERNITIES.
sibly our brother may like it better.
1853, numbers 37 ; Lambda, Rennselaer Collegiate

GREEK,

The Southern Kappa Alpha is making strenuous Institute, founded 1864. numbers 68 ; Mu, Madison
efforts to establish a paper devoted to thle interests ol University, founded 1874, numbers 68, Total, twelve
that order
chapters; number of members, 1,592. The cataThe Pharmaceutists of Michigan University own logue of 1868 contained 1,261 names.
The Harvard c^aapter lived but three years. T h e
and operate a local fraternity known as Phi Chi. The
PERSONALS.
pill-making Greeks sport a very pretty mondgram chapter of the University of Pennsylvania, died after
E . H . Baker, Ohio Epsilon, is attending ths Cin badge.
a long existence ol more than 22 years, having been
cinnati Law School.
Kappa Alpha Theta is, perhaps, the strongest most fio'irishmg during a large part of that period.
It was established in 1870, at The Kappa was killed by the war, and the Iota ex
Bro. J. L. Kibber, Virginia Gamma, is preaching ladies' fraternity.
Asbury University in Inaiana, and has since been pired in 1875, its rivals at last proving too strong for
at Annapolis, Maryland.
gradually increasing the number of its chapters. It it. Of the eight surviving chapters those at ColumA. B. Kirkpatrick, Indiana Gamma, '78, is now in has ever maintained the most friendly attitude toward bia and Union are foremost. The existence of the
fraternity at Princeton (the College of New Jersey)
Indianapolis studying law.
the Phi's.
IS quite unknown to the Faculty of the institution
The Delta Kappa Epsilon held its convention in and to the students generally.
C. S Welch, Ohio Epsilon, is practicing law quite
the city of New York, on Wednesday and Thursday,
successfully in Athens, Ohio,
23d, and 24th of October, twenty-six colleges being
OUR
CATALOGUE.
Bro. R. I . Haskins, Virginia Epsilon, is teaching represented.
Kn. open meeting was held at the
in Shenandoah County, Virginia.
Academy of Music Thursday evening, at which
E D . OF T H E SCROLL.-—Dear Sir—No
doubt
W . A. Black, Indiana Gamma, has charge of a Whitelaw Reed presided, and Dr. A. H . Winchell
when
our
catalogue
appeared
many
anxious
hearts
made an address.
thriving school near Gallaudet, Indiana.
Sigma Phi is fifty-one years old. She celebrated were satisfied, but I have reason to believe that to
Brother D . A. Owen, Indiana Delta, '78, is foreher semi-centennial anniversary last year, March 2d, many it was a disappointment. Some, no doubt, had
man of the educational mills at Salem, Indiana.
at Schenectady, N . Y., Governor Hartranft, of very vague ideas as to what they might expect, while
S. M. Sheppard, Ohio Epsilon, will attend medical Pennsylvania, ex-Governor John T . Hoffman, the
others knew pretty nearly what was coming. And I
lectures at Columbus, Ohio, the ensuing winter.
Hon. Charles E Fitch, of Rochester, Judge Hibhard,
hope I do not venture too much when I say that
of
Chicago,
and
many
others
of
note,
are
among
her
W. A. Ripley, Indiana Beta, '73, was married
probably those who had the least idea of the labor
recently to Miss Emily Meigs, of Romnay, Indiana. membership.
1 si Upsilon was founded at Union College, in and patience required to collect and arrange the maBrother J. Walter Wallace, Indiana Delta, '78, is November, 1833. It has now seventeen chapters,
terial for such a catalogue were the most disappointed
superintendent of t h . graded schools at Walesboro, of which ten were established in the decade followwhen our catalogue appeared. We do not mean to
Indiana,
ing its founding. A member of this organization
say that the present catalogue is the best that can b e
Bro. W. H . Haynie, Texas Beta, '78, is at Ander- was, some time since, preparing a history of college
son, Texas, reading m-jdicine with his father prepar- fraternities, at Detroit, Mich. We have no recent published of our fraternity. No. far from that. F o r
information in regard to this work.
there are many and some very gross inaccuracies in
atory to attending lectures.
it; but we do not mean to say that better could
The
Alpha
Tau
Omega
chapter,
a"
Virginia
M
1
Bro. J . A. Storey, Texas Beta, '78, is at Cotton
Gin, Texas'. H e intends going to Virginia shortly to tary Institute, is its National Grand. In l86q. n fe v have been done under the circumstances and for the
years after its foundation, the Sigma Nu started un- first time. Those who were anticipating a catalogue
take a course in Civil Erigineering.
der the name of''Whitefeet," in opposition to the
V. C. Stiers, Ohio Epsilon, is practicing law in Alpha Tau Omega, or "Blackfeet."
At first the accurate and perfect in all respects were antici, ating
Jackson, Ohio. H e was, in October, elected prose- Sigma Nu was a band of fellows who bo-and them- 00 much. Publishing a catalogue of a fraternity
cuting attorney for his county for the second term.
selves lo oppose the "Blackfeet." They at first cut whose members are scattered over the territory which
J . J. Ballard. Indiana Delta, '78, is at his home at badges out of tin, merely for iun, but afterwards es- our beloved Phi Delta Theta justly claim, is not so
Worlhington, Indiana, endeavoring to regain his tablished themselves as a Fraternity.
easily done. I . is altogether unlike publishing a
health, which was seriously impaired by the heat of
The thirty-second annual convention of the Delta catalogue of a college or other organization whose
last July.
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, closed a two-day's session
members are at the editor's finger's end. I , for one,
H o n . A. E . Stevenson, Kentucky Alpha, ' 6 0 , was in New York City, on the evening of October 24th,
am
unwilling to leave the present one rest unimprovby
a
public
entertainment
at
the
Academy
of
Music
recently elected to congress by the democrats of the
13th district of Illinois. H e is a prominent lawyer of and a fraternity banquet at Delmonico's. Whitelaw ed. I am in favor of publishing another and better
Reed, of the class of '56, Kappa chapter, presided one at no far distant day. From the present one I
Bloomington.
at the public exercises nnd banquet. Dr. Alexander
Jas. M. Tripp, Ohio Epsilon, '78, was married soon Winchell, of Syracuse University, delivsred the ora- hiive gathered the following tacts which may b e of
after his graduation lo Miss Emma Miller, and he tion on "Modernized Education." Among the toasts interest to some of the readers of T H E SCROLL :
will soon enter the law practice in his native town, at the banquet was one on " T h e first chapter in our We have, according lo our catalogue, fortyJackson, Ohio.
volume," responded to by the representative from. eight chapters, thirty-two of which are in good
H . E . Dickason, Ohio Epsilon, '78, is in business Yale College, where the Fraternity originated; working condition. We have an active memberin Jackson, Ohio. Madam Rumor hath it that he which was followed by one an " T h e last chapter in ship of 431, a correspondent membership of 1,390,
will soon become entangled in matrimonial webs our volume," responded to by B. P. Wall, of the an honorary membership of 13, and deceased 89.
with a fair maid of Athens, the seat of his alma University of California. The latter person is a base We have therefore a living membership, including
apostate Irom oar California Alpha.
mater.
honorary, of 1,821. Of these 160 are in the ministry
The Delta Phi fraternity, like most of the Eastern of the Gospel, and 27 of these have the title D . D., 6
Bros. C. M. Shields, Virginia Alpha, W . A . Carot Union Col- D. D , L. L. D., II L. L. D . , and 339 are lawyers
rington, Virginia Beta, C. H . Chalkley, W . R . Sav college socie.ies, was formed
age and W. Gordon^ Virginia Delta, are at the Vir- lege, Schenectady, N . Y.; established November and 70 M D's. From this v/e see that we have a
ginia Medical College, at Richmond. All are firm 18, 1827 ; it ranks as one of the very oldest of these good representation in the professional work of life.
organizations, Sigma Phi preceding it by but a few Moreover, any one giving careful attention to the
in the faith.
months, and Kappa Alpha by a few years only.
catalogue in reference lo those as yet unaccounted
William M. Croan, associate editor of the AnderThe founders at Union were ten in number, of for will find them(aImost without exception) engaged
son Democrat, was married on Wednesday evening whom perhaps the most noted were the late Hon. in highly honorable business. This speaks remarkof last week, to Miss Josie Myers, a sister of the Hon. Joseph G. Masteii, of Buffalo, N . Y., and the late ably * e l l for our beloved Phi Delta Theta. BrothWilliam R . Myers.—Anderson {Ind.)
Democrat, R e v . William Wilson, D . D., L L . D., of Cincinnati, ers, let us make the future bespeak still better things
Ohio. Samuel J. Lawrison, U. S. N., is the only one for our noble order.
October 24.
That must b e Brother Will Croan, of Indiana of the ten now living.
Very truly yours in the Bond,
Delta Phi was in no great haste to become estabGamma '77. Shake, Will, and accept the congratulaJ. C. JACOBY,
lished in other colleges, eleven years passing before
tions of T H E SCROLL,
Pennsylvania Beta, Gettysburg, Pa.
the Beta was established at Brown University. T h e

Nov. lolh, 1878.
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A Slontbly Paper devoted to the interests of
the Pbl Delta Tbeta Fraternity.
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PARRISH, EDITOR.

L E E , OHIO.

BUSINESS MANAGERS, I ^ ^ O - \ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' F>^anklin, Ind.
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C H A S . BOAZ,

"

F R A N K L I N , I N D . , N O V E M B E R 1878.
All communications for publication should be sent
to the Editor by the 5th of each month. Business
correspondence should be addressed to the Publisher.
Let every Phi remember that he is hereby appointed associate editor for the purpose of sending us per4 sonal items.
If each chapter editor will attach lo his monthly
report three or four personal notices of Alumni m e m bers of his chapter, we will gladly publish thegi.
We wish the brethren
us their college papers.
paper of special interest
to us. If not, send the

of each chapter would send
If there is anything in your
to the Phi's, mark it and send
paper along anyhow.
»

•

We desire to devote a small space in each issue to
other fraternities. Members having interesting information at hand will please forward to us, and we
will make such use of it as our judgment .suggests.
" A d Didonem Pius E n e a s ' ' is the spontaneous
effusion of a Western Phi, too.
He says he d'dn't try to
Cut up such a dido.
W e would like to tell his name, but he has strictly
forbidden that.
We desire to call attention lo the amendment p r o posed to the new constitution by the National Grand.
An early vote by the chapters is desired. As we
have not had the privilege of examining the new constitution, we are not prepared to speak advisedly as
to the propriety of the change.

A VERY

OBEDIENT

LODGE.

A "respectable jo-jrnal" is responsible for the following, which \h^Masonic Review thinks must therefore be true, though it " smells rather fishy." While
we recommend good discipline in the chapters and
faithful obediflice to law, we will be sorry to hear ol
its duplication in the Phi Delta Theta fraternity:
" A lodge in Indiana was presided over by a Master
who had an exaggerated notion of discipline. One
night he had met his lodge in called meeting (not a
member absent) lo instruct them in the work. Teaching them the use of the gavel, he had just called
them up with three knocks, when he leined too far
back, fell against the window that was behind him,
fell through, fell to the ground four stories, and broke
his neck. Picked up next morning, he was buried
decently, but not a Mason came to the funeral.
More strange still, not a Mason appeared any more in
that village. It was inexplicable. Forty women
left widows, two hundred and twenty children left
orphans, eighty-four merchants left in the lurch with
unpaid bills.
" Twenty years after that, somebody went up in
that fourth story, broke open the door, and beheld
the lodge—a lodge of skeletons! Strange, but true;
they had rigidly obeyed the orders of the W. M., and
waiting for the knock to seat them, had starved to
death. Each was standing in an attitude of respectful attention, " looking to the East," and had not the
pitying citizens taken them down and tenderly removed them, they would have been standing there
yet. Such is life."

GEORGIA

BETA.

We welcome her Once more into the fold. Her
persecution would have crushed the life from a
chapter with less vigor and vitality. But when
thought dead she was only sleeping. T h e infamous
law that so oppressed her was no sooner removed
than she sprang into new life. She wears the new
garb of freedom with more grace than she did the
coils of tyranny. T h e spirit that endured the most
bitter persecution will now build up a chapter that
will honor the power that oppressed it, and the entire
fraternity which it represents. T h e private letter
from Mr. Charlton Du Pont, of the Georgia Beta,
will convey more accurately an idea of their past sufferings and future prospects.

during the last five years has been rapid, our numbers
almost quadrupling in that time, it has been healthy.
It is not abnormal. There are manifested no signs
of disease. On the other hand we think the indie atkins of health and strength evident and conclusive.
Our conventions are characterized by the wisdom of
age and experience, and the vigor and enthusiasm of
youth. In literary contests, East and West, our men
obtain a fair, sometimes a lion's share of the honors.
Hence we infer, and we think reasonably, that our
real strength lies not in our numbers atone, but in
sterling intellectual worth.
Upon this auspicious outlook we heartily congratulate the members of the fraternity. We have a keen appreciation of the onerous responsibilities resting
upon us. But it shall constantly be our aim to search
for the wants of the fraternity and thus to satisfy
those wants by furnishing the proper literary pabulum. If we can have the hearty co-operation of the
whole fraternity, our task will be lightened, and the
ultimate success of T H E SCROLL insured. We hope
then, and trust that our associations will be pleasant
and fruitful.that we will mutually appreciate our noble
fraternity, and that ours will be a strong, earnest,
united effort to bring to a more glorious consummation the worthy objects contemplated in our Bond
andConstiliution.

The tardiness with which chapter reports have
come in for this issue of T H E SCROLL compels us to
urge again upon chapter editors the necessity of
promptness in transmitting their monthly reports.
Neglect or delay in this matter will defeat the most
interesting and important feature, and so materially
hamper the managers in their work as to render iheir
task an irksome and onerous one, and make it impossible either to satisfy tbe demands of the fraternity at large or to carry out the fundamental idea ol
the convention in providing increased facilities for
the diffusion of Iraternity news. Now we ask for
HISTOR Y OF THE INDIANA DEL TA.
your reports, and insist that they be sent by the fifth
of each month. If you have but a line, send it
The records of the Indiana Delta prior to 1868,
promptly, and always send something, if it be no more are irretrievably lost, and anything beyond a. tradithan your monthly greeting.
tional history of the chapter before that time is an
impossibility. In the spring of i860. Judge D. D .
Banta, of the Indiana Alpha, class of '55, then a
We gladly give place in this issue to a communi
young lawyer of Fianklin, conceived the idea of
cation from the Alumni Phi's of Princeton Theologi- founding a chapter at Franklin college.
H e comcal Seminary. We welcome it because we are ever municated the facts concerning the college and the
glad to hear from a Phi, but chiefly because it is so prospects for a chapter to the Alpha, sending the
full of genuine Phi Delta enthusiasm that it must name of Cas. Byfield, a member ol the senior class,
as one well worthy to assist in the work of organ-'^
awaken in every Alumni breast a kindred feeling. It izing the future Delta. T h e Alpha, after due conis most gratilying and encouraging lo a weak and sideration, authorized Bro. Banta to proceed, elect^
struggling chapter to be assured that all over this ing Byfield.
In the meantime, W. T . Sfott, '61 and G. W . :
lair land are hundreds of warm hearts which beat in
Grubbs '61 had consented to bring the Delta into
active sympathy with their every interest; hundreds
being, and upon the arrival of the constitution, the
of willing hands ready lo assist in every extremity; three charter members were initiated and immedihundreds of true and faithful Phi's who know, by a ate application for a charter was made. T h e charfruitful experience, the many intricate and sinuous ter was granted on the 28th of May, and the Indiana
paths by which a juvenile knight of the shield and Delta took her place in the ranks of Phi Delta with
bright prospects. But the w-ar came, and with it,
dagger reaches the full glory of his knighthood. We fell the Indiana Delta.
T h e brothers of nineteen
trust that we shall again hear from Brother Senior years ago tell us that in the spring of '61, there Were
and his companions, and that the Alumni in gen- but two students left in the college,, and one of these
eral will follow their example, and we can then was a cripple. The chapter had during the one year
of its existence enrolled a large membership, but
make our Alumni department one of the most interwhen the call for soldiers was made the Phi's promptesting features of T H E SCROLL.
ly responded. The chapter was dissolved and at
commencement the college suspended.
In the confusion incident to the breaking up of the chapter the
OUR GROWTH AND
STRENGTH.
records were all lost, and with them, the names of
several members.
The number and character of the reports published
The war coming to an end, and peace being es
in the two previous issues of T H E SCROLL give a tablished, the Baptist, of Indiana agaiii turned theil
truer conception of the magnitude and strength of attention to their college, and in September 1869, it
was reopened with Prof. W. T. Stott, (one of the
our organization than could well be gathered from
original charter members, of the Delta) as acting
any cursory account we might give in the space President. The prospects of the college were bright,
which we humbly appropriate to ourselves. Our nearly two hundred students being enrolled, and.
conviction is that we, as a fraternity, were never in a Bro. Banta, again organized the chapter with C. H .
Hall, Wm. R. Wycoff and G. M. Lambertson as
better working condition than we are to-day, and, in
charter members. In 1870, Dr. Wayland was electfact not nearly so good. Chapters which have been ed President of the college. Under his administrastruggling for a year to maintain a pitiable existence tion the college went down, and in February 1872,
Again the Indiana Delta was
are now firmly on their feet, and stand equal, and in again suspended.
down, and it was a gloomy hour when the boys met
many instances superior to the best chapters of other
that dark February afternoon in the chapel and held
fraternities in their respective colleges. Our stand- their last meeting.
ard is higher, our laws more reasonable and just,
. But Prof. Stott was not the man to see' the colour powers better centralized, our facilities for com- lege fall, and a new Board taking the management of
affairs, the college again opened IR September, 1872
munications greater, our financial condition more
with Prof. Stott as President.
T h o u g h greatly
prosperous than ever before.
While our growth crippled by its former failures^ this time it rose to

TSIE SOie^OLL,
fall no more. Since that time, it has steadily grown have h a d their eyes opened to the truths of Phi j not in a very flourishing condition.
They d o not
in strength and influence, and though the number Deltaism. Bro. W . G, Day joined within two 1 seem to thrive well on the hardy fare of the noble
of students, has at no time been large, they have weeks after the dissolution of the Delta Tau's. Bro. I Phi's. They claim lo b e carrying everything, but
bom a high reputation among Indiana students.
Ed. S. Palmer joined in April last, and, with Bro. ! then we are unable to see anything upon which they
With the return of the students in September, 1872, Russell Wood, one of our boys, is doing good work \ could base such an assertio '.. There is an increasI ing idea among the students that there are secret
the Delta sprang into life and commenced the work in the cause of Michigan Alpha.
of civilizing the barbarians. About this time a r e - W e have had our reverses, but our faith has never I societies in the University, and for this reason, we
W e are
markable element was arrayed against Phi Delta wavered, and, with the inspiration drawn from the are compelled to work very carefully.
Theta. Among the students were three Betas, who Bond of Union, old Indiana Delta will continue I standing on a mine which may explode a t any time
though, without a chapter, successfully opposed the to shine in Phi Delta's constellation for many j but regardless of all this, it is our firm intention to
BlANCus. j stand by the gallant .old flag of the Phi Delta
Phi's for a few months. I n the spring of '73 a rival a year to come.
; Theta "nlil she sinks beneath the mighty waves
fraternity, the Delta T a u Delta, put a chapter in the
roused by out most worthy Chancelor; such a calamity
college, and the Phi's being taken unawares, they
we all hope may never fall, and if we can prevent
secured several good men.
it, all in our power will be done. Thankful to each
Then began a bitter war between the rival chapother, faithfulness to the Bonds, faithfulness to our
ters. It was a w a r d extermination for there was
own chapter and faithfulness to the whole order of
not room for two large chapters in the college. T h e
Phi Delta Theta is our watchword.
We love* oar
MICHIGAN
ALPHA.
Delta Tau's had, unfortunately for themselves, soon
order, and we intend lo cling to it with all the fervor
after their establishment, got their men mixed. Men
of true Phi's.
J . H . DoRTCH.
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY,
\
of different temperaments and tastes had been taken

Chapter Correspondence.

into the three-cornered fold and they were anything
but harmonious. Every year added a larger percentage of unworthy men to their ranks, while the
Phi's, though not always fortunate in the selection of
men, had secured the reputation of having a much
higher standard than their rivals.
In the winter of '74—5, a barbarian organization
composed of sore-headed barbs, (and subs of both
fraternities,) dubbed the O. P . G., made an effort to
crush the Greeks.
But disagreement crept into
their ranks, part of them made an abortive attempt to
obtain a Beta Theta Pi charter, and finding that the
fraternities were, by some mysterious means kept
posted in all of their doings, they ingloriously busted
up.
In the spring of 1875, the Delta Tau's showed
the first positive signs of breaking up. They resolved
to throw up their charter and secure one from the
Betas. Delegates were sent to Bloomington for this
purpose, but it resulted in nothing. I n the fall of
'77, it was evident that their end was nigh, and
when, early in October they announced that they
were no longer a chaptei, n o one w-as suiprised.
Since then they have professed principles violently
anti-Greek, and have formed a literary society which
admits nc Greeks 10 membership.
I n '75 the Sigma Chis attempted to enter Franklin
college, but failed, owing lo the fact that they accidently communicated with a Phi instead ol a Barbarian.
So much for our opposition.
T h e war has been
waged; the foe has been exterminated and the dead
Delta Tan chapter has been gently ia.d away to rest
in a dishonored grave.
During all the ninetee;! years of Its existence, the
Great Reaper has not invaded the chanued circle.
We have mourned, but not because a loved biolber
had been taken from us to his eternal home. God
grant that the day may be far distant when our fraternal band shall he broken by the hand of death.
E. C. McClain, ' 7 8 , becoming.too unworthy, was
expelled in 1874. John D. Fisher, '78, finding that
the feeling against him, among the members was
very strong, resigned in May '75, aftar being five
m ; n t h s a Phi.
I . H . Caramack,'77, made up his mind that it
was wick-ed t o belong to a fraternity and resigned.
Bro. W. T . Sellers, '76, was transfered to the Indiana Gamma. Bro's R. A . and Malcolm Jpckson
were translerred lo the Virginia Beta in August, '75.
Chas. Banta, '81 was transfered to the Indiana A.,
last month, a n J S. B. Eccles, '81 to the Indiana B . ,
at the same time.
Rev. W . T . Stott, D . D . , one of the original
charter members, is President of Franklin college. H o n , Cas. Byfield is a prominent legal light
of Indianapolis, and recently a candidate far Judge of
the Superior Court of Marion county, on the democratic ticket. Major Geo. W . Grubbs is a fine l a w yer of Martinsville and is Stale Senator for Morgan county. H e delivered a very fine address before
the chapter in honor of their last anniversary
Prof. C, H . Hall is professor of Latin in Franklin college- Prof. J . W . Moncrief fills the chair of
Greek.
It would be impossible to speak ol all the Indiana
Delta Phi's who have gone out into the world and
made name and fame, for my letter is already too
long.
T w o members of the dead Delta Tau chapter

A N N ARBOR, Mich,, Nov. 6th, 1878. J

BORN.
In this city on the 29lh day of October, the Phi
Delta Theta fraternity was presented with a fine
bouncing boy baby, which will hereafter b e known
as Michigan Alpha. ' There were present on this
occasion, Mason W. Gray and A . B. Simonson, ot
Michigan Beta; R. O. Wood and E . S. Palmer, of
Indiana Delta; and W. F . Johnson.
T h e infant is doing ivell, has bright prospects,
plenty of room to grow in, weighs only five pounds,
but liable to gain a couple of pounds before this
week is over.
Congratulations are now in order.
Hastily, but nevertheless truly,

GEORGIA

BETA.

ATHENS, GEORGIA,

\

November 17,1878. (
I see from the September number of the SCROLL,
a clipping firom the Atlanta Constitution, on secret
societies at the University of Ga.
You can judge
from that, what a galling yoke we have been laboring under, and this does not express half we have
endured. All the students on their entering college had to sign a pledge that thry would join no
secret society while connected with the University,
and even the old members when they met had to
seek some secluded spot, and were then in fear of
the Professors; but they at last awoke lo the fact
E D . S . PAL-MER.
that the University was going down and would soon
have no scholars. In that three years that they were
abolished, it decreased from over 200 to 100.
After
PENNSYLVANIA
BETA.
hard work at the last meeting of Trustees they left
it with the Prolessors, who readily acceeded to our
GETTYSBURG, P E N N . ,
1
request and abolished that infamous law that kept us
November, 6th, 1878. /
We are glad to report progress in the noble cause in subjection. We have started, as you might say,
of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity. Since our last a new life, and are advancing on our way lo p r o s report to ihe SCROLL, notifying you of the initiation perity.
of three noble lads into the mysteries of Phi Delta
We have a chapter here consisting of 18 memThetaism we have had lour capital fellows "ride the bers of the best boys al the University. All are
goat;" the names of whom are H . B. Walter, J. F . good workers and will take a splendid stand in their
Herman, J. B.Johnson and C. M. Mussulman, and class and will lead the mo=t of them.
We will get
still more "on deck." We are enjoying more pros- both anniversarians this year as we did last, and
perity than we expected. Our sisier fraternities r e - four champion debators out of six. W e took four
garded us as well as "gone up." True, things did b e - gold med Is last year out of six.
gin to look a little blue around here, as far as m e m You will see from the above that we are not as far
bers were concerned. We numbered but four a c tive members at the beginning of this term, but now. behind as one might suppose.
Send me a few copies of the SCROLL.
W e will
we are eleven first class fellows. Our inscre..se nas
consisted not only in members, but a n e w spirit has all subscribe in a few days. I will send the money
come among us; new and warmer fraternity blood at our next meeting. With regards, I am.
Your Bro. in the Bond,
has been instilled into our veins; we all seem lo pull
T. CHARLTON D U PONT.
in the same direction, and to-day we stand ahead
in all that is praiseworthy and noble. May the
Pennsylvania Beta and all the chapters of the Phi
MICHIGAN
BETA,
Delta Theta fraternity, ever enjoy such prosperous
and halcyon days, and w-e remain as ever "true
AGRicuLTUR.iL C O L L E G E ,
\
blue" in the myslic Bond.
C. M. EYSTER.
L A N S I N G . M I C H . , O c t o b e r 5, 1878.)
Our college closed fur its long vacation on the l8th
inst., and Michigan Beta will not again have the
TENNESSEE
BETA.
pleasure of communicating with her sister chapters,
through the SCROLL, until the March number of
VANDERBILT LAIVERSITY, NASHVILLE, TENN., 1
1879. Although our eighteen Phi's will be scattered
November 3d, 1888.
/
over the State, they will be as eager as ever to hear
Owing to press of business our report for this month of the success of our cause in other parts of the couumust of necessity be very brief. T h e last meeting try.
of the chapter was held on Saturday night. We are
As we saperate at the ead of this term, we will go
now very comfortably located in o-iir new hall, and : lo our respective homes well satisfied with the work
the pleasure of the Phi's thereby much enhanced. I of the past year. I n my last report I gave you some
Our new constitution was hailed with delight by I idea of what we have accomplished in that t i a e . We
all. T h e initiatory ceremony is particularly impres I are' confident that old Phi Delta Theta stands at the
sive. No one regretted the discarding of the old front in the Agricultural College of Michigan, and if
ceremonials. We did not initiate any one into the s u t h a thing is possible, we are determined to keep
Bonds, but have the promise of two who will at our her ahead. T h e graduating class of this year will
next meeting unite themselves with us in the sacred take five of our number from us—Bros, Owen, S e s Bonds of the Phi Delta Thela.
T h e membership sions, McNaughton, Gulley and Shilling. T h e day
of this chapter now consists of seventeen regular of their departure will be a sad one for Michigan
active Phi's, together with four correspondents. Our Beta.
success, we think, is assumed, and we do not intend
On the 19th u l t we gave a semi-public entertainlo permit the Tennessee Beta to fall in the rear of ment, to which the members of the Faculty, their
any chapter in the United Stales, either in number ladies, and a few of our particular friends among
or ability. There is a great disadvantage in work- the students, were invited.
T h e history of our
ing sub rosa, but we hope before long to be able chapter was read by Bro, Charles; Bro. Osbom
to surmount even this obstacle.
From all I can read an essay entitled, " W h a t W e N e e d ; " Bro.
gather, the other fraternities at the University are Hubbert, a poem—" Tribute to William Cullen
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Bryant;" Bro. Richard Gulley delivered the oration,
" S o c i e t y W o r k ; " and Bro. Bailey read a Prophecy.
This was interspersed with music—flute solo, quartette, and new society songs. T h e programme was
short, and each class was represented, which was an
agreeable departure from the custom of the other societies. After the exercises were completed, the
guests were invited to remain and unite with us in a
social gathering.
On the 9th inst. w e will celebrate our fifth anniversary, and expect to have a very enjoyable occasion.
Yours fraternally,

NORTH

CAROLINA

ALPHA.

T R I N I T Y COLLEGE, N . C ,

)

campus. H e r motto is, " Quality, not quantity," and
she would rather give up her charter than her motto.
The Alpha Tau Omega has started at Richmond
College, but I don't Ikink it will last longer than this
session. T h e Virginia Delta has to contend with the
Beta Theta Pi and Kappa Alpha.
We are all very anxious to see the new constitution. I noticed in T H E SCROLL a request that some
Virginia Phi should try to organize a chapter at the
John Hopkins University in Baltimore. I will very
gladly make the attempt if some brother will send me
the name of a Phi there. I hope that some brother
will do so immediately, if he can. T h e Virginia
Alumni Alpha sends love to all the Phi's and wishes
great success for T H E SCROLL.

November 4, 1 8 7 8 . /
T h e second number of T H E SCROLL to hand. We
are still pleased with its Phi-like face. Our chapter
is still in a flourishing condition. I think one thing
that our chapter owes its progress to is the correspondence that it keeps up with other chapters. We havthree " Greek enemies" to fight agaiiist, viz ; Alpha
Tau Omega, Kappa Sigma and Chi Phi. But we are
all friendly and do not have the disputes and differences incident to such opposition. Will some Brother
HOWARD M . HOLMES.
be kind enough to let me know, through the columns
ol T H E SCROLL, the whereabouts of some Brothers
OHIO ETA.
from Greensboro, N. C ? Their name is "Whaling."
CHAS. H . CHALKLEY.
In the catalogue their address is Greensboro, N. C ,
BUCHTEL COLLEGE,
1
but upon inquiry we find that no one knows them.
PENNSYLVANIA
GAMMA.
A K R O N , O . , N o v . 5, 1878. j
Prospects excellent; increase of o n e ; three Phi's, God bless our cause.
Yours in the mystic order,
two Seniors and one Junior, winning laurels as
Washington and Jefferson College,
"I
W, D . BROWNE.
mathematical instructors/A-O tern. Shipman married;
Washington, Pa., Nov. 4, 1878. j
consequent probability that the Phi's may be augTne SCROLL for October was heartily welcomed
NATIONAL
GRAND.
mented through other than collegiate channels.
by our boys. We have not made any additions to
Chapter pleasantly quartered in the parlors of the
our number during the last month. Our rivals are
L A F A Y E T T E COLLEGE,
)
Empire H o u s e ; piano, Brussels carpet, lace (?) curnot doing much. T h e Phi Kappa Psi's initiated a
EASTON, P A . , N o v . 3, 1878. /
tains, &c., balcocy from which we can respond when
pretty good man last week; but they needed him,
W e have no special report this time, but expect to having lost two men by expulsion Irom college in the
serenaded by delegations of leading citizens; balcony
have a good account at our next meeting. We granted last year. T h e Beta's are in the passive voice at
unused as yet.
a charter to Michigan Alpha, and may possibly be present, being acted upon by the faculty; one of them
Fraternally,
applied to in three or four other cases soon. If Mas- was expelled from college this term. At society,
C. B . W R I G H T .
sachusetts Alpha asks for a'charter, we shall, accord- last Friday night, the Phi Kappa Psi's tried to elect
ing to their request, send them a man to instruct them their new man select orator for next contest. He was
MISSISSIPPI
ALPHA.
and see them rightly started.
the worst beaten man " in seventeen counties." There
National Grand proposes the following amendment are three of our Alumni al the Western Theological
STATE UNIVERSITY,
1
to the constitution, and desires from every chapter a Seminary, Allegheny, viz: Helm, Gault and McO X F O R D , M I S S . , NOV. I , 1878. J
Comb, who never lost a debate while at college.
A few days ago I received a private communica- prompt answer and vote .
" That all of section 3 and section i of article x i , There are eight Phi's at the Western Theological
tion from Bro. George Banta, in which he inquired
" How is the Mississippi Alpha?" This reminded me except the part relating to the second entrance of the Seminay. We have sent an order to the jeweler,
that perhaps other good old Phi's' were making the initiate, be modified or changed to suit each chapter which will soon be filled.
Success to the SCROLL, and greetings to ail Phi's.
same inquiries; so, on the principle of " killing two concerned.
This amendment in no way alters the force and
N E W T . DONALDSON.
birds with one stone," I take the liberty to answer,
completeness of our new constitution, but simply
through the medium of the SCROLL.
VIRGINIA
GAMMA.
The University would have opened at her regular grants a convenience and liberty which is fair-minded
time, September 27lh, but owing to the prevalence of and just,
R, M. College,
1
G. W . P L A C K .
the yellow fever throughout our State and the surAshland, Va., Nov. 11,1878. )
rounding States, the opening was deferred until the
Our chapter here might well be ranked with ihe
TEXAS
BETA.
31st of October; but as the fever had abated very
inactive chapters of the order of Phi Delta T h e t a ; for
little, in fact at that time was raging in a very maligTRINITY UNIVERSITY,
I
although we are four in number, yet the surrounding
nant form at Holly Springs, just above, and Water
TEHUACANA, T E X A S , NOV. I , 1878. /
circumstances are such as to prevent our increasing
Valley and Grenada, just below Oxford, the opening
In behalf of the Texas Beta we would say that the that number. ' 1 ° mention all hindrances seems to
was again postponed until the 21st of this month, at
which time, I have no doubt, the regular collegiate dear sentiments ol the bond are its true and only mo- me to be useless. I will, however, mention one thit
business will be resumed, and you will get official tives of action. Considering the circumstances under has, we tnink, worked against us more than any
reports from the Mississippi Alpha till the close of which it has been organized, we, the Texas Beta, other, hoping, at the same time, that o.her chapters,
the term. W e anticipate a grand success during congratulate ourselves with its present acme, and seeing the evils that result lo the fraternity as a whole
cling to our brotherhood with hopes of an equal, if on account of the dishonorable acts of one Phi, may
'78-9.
not greater prosperity, and a more universal name in take warnifig and let their deeds be just before God
I am, Phiternally, your Brother,
the future.
and man. I have heard that a Phi al one of our
MONROE M C C L U R G .
This chapter numbers seven regular and six cor- chapters bored a hole from our side of the wall into
responding members; two of the latter graduated last an opposition fraternity room to walch their proceedJune, and three of the former will graduate in the ings. This report, whether it be true or false, has
VIRGINrA
EPSILON.
ensuing June. All are A. B.'s T h e meetings are worked against us'; for several, after promising to
strictly constitutional; the last one, as usual, was filled join -lis, have begged off and joined other fraternities.
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE, \
with manifestations of the deepest interest, the whole It has also spread among the fraternities throughout
October 4, 1S78.
/
Onr chapter, the Virginia Epsilon, was planted band seeming, as it were, to collect as one, and ring the State, and will, I fear, injure us elsewhere.
Thinking the SCROLL one of the principal means
here last spring by Bro. Geo. W m . Cone, of the Vir- with literary duty.
One of our number, Mr. C. W. Daniel, is superin- by which a fraternity as widely spread as ours can
ginia Delta, who initiated Bro. Keitt by correspondence, and requested him to get two more and apply tendent of the Sunday School and president of the be firmly held together, and regretting that through it
for a charter. Brother Haskins and your humble Y. M. C. A. at this place. Have heard it said of an- we cannot greet you, as others do, with cheerful news
writer were the two chosen, and, on application, we other that he is the best preacher going to school. of our future prospects, we remain.
Yours in the mystic bond,
obtained our charier, February 9th, 1878. Brother Would say more of other members, but will not now,
J. C. T E R R I L L .
Lake, of the Virginia Alpha, next joined our ranks, as I think I will have cau.se to mention them in my
next correspondence.
and with the additifOn of Bro, J. L . Gill, we parted,
With a true Phi Delta's wish for his fraternity,
Bros. Haskins and Keitt graduating very high in
PRINCETON
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARYI remain, fraternally,
their class. Brother Lake remained in camp throughC.
H.,.MUNGER.
out the summer, and when we returned, we found
October 30, 1878.
that he and Bro. Chalkley, of the Virginia Delta,
Dear Brothers of the Phi Delta Theta:
VIRGINIA
ALUMNI
ALPHA.
then on a visit here, had gotten two excellent men,
Your brethi%n of the Theological Seminary at
and that Bro. Keitt occupied the honorable position
Princeton send you greeting, and why should they
R I C H M O N D , V A . , Oct. 28, 1878.
of a professor in our institute. Five more excellent
not ? Although no longer " active" members of our
The Virginia Alumni Alpha consists at present of noble order in the technical sense of the term, yet we
men have since taken up the shield and dagger, and
in this year's work we have far excelled all other fra- seven staunch Phi's and is in a flourishing condition. still are, and ever shall continue to be, active memWe are always glad to see T H E SCROLL, for it is bers at heart, ever feeling a deep interest in the sucternities at this place.
I am glad to announce to my brothers that " the always full of interesting matter, and encourages us cess of Phi Delta Theta, ever seeking to promote her
baby is grown," and I think that the other fraterni- by its news of the success of our beloved Phi Delta wellare, ever sympathizing with her in her sorrows,
ties could tell you that it has cut its teeth. I hope Theta. T h e Virginia Delta being situated in our and ever rejoicing with her in her victories. It was
soon to announce that our mother has given birth to college here, affords us an opportunity every fortnight to assure you of this feeling of love which we still
her sixth Virginia chapter, the Virginia Zeta, at of reviving old times. AH of us take great interest in cherish for our order, that the Phi's at Princeton d e her and attend her meetings. H e r prospects were sired me to write, believing that Phi Delta Theta still
Washington and Lee University.
With the best wishes of success to all our brothers, very gloomy about the first of the session, but, I am feels an interest in her members, wherever they are,
happy to report, the tide has changed and within the whether at college or ac the professional school.
I remain, yours in the bond,
last week two new Phi's have appeared upon the
J. B. B E V E R L E Y .
The Phi Delta Theta at Princeton are eight in

T H E SOI^^OLL,
number. Their names and colleges represented are
as follows; Bros. Rice, Park and Williamson, from
Lafayette, P a . ; Bros. Finley and Thornton, from
Monmouth, III.; Bro. Potter, from Hanover, I n d . ;
Bro. Porter and myself, from Wooster, Ohio. Bros.
Rice, Park, Finley and Thornton, are in the Senior
class, Bros. Potter and Porter are Middler«, while
Bro. Williamson and your humble servant still "hold
the fort" in the Junior class.
In order to draw still closer the ties of brotherhood and to keep warm in our hearts the remembrance of days of "Auld Lang Syne," every few
weeks we are accustomed to hold an informal meeting at some kind Brother's room. At these meetings
many a delicious "Jersey" melon has mysteriously
disappeared, many a harmless joke has been cracked,
many a pleasant tale of college days has been told,
and many a hair-breadth escape with Sigma Chi or
Beta, with Phi K a p . or D . K. E. has been tragically
narrated.
T h e SCROLL is a welcome visitor at Princeton.
Every month we eagerly devour its contents and
greedily cry for more. We congratulate the order
upon having such a live, energetic and efficient paper devoted to their interests, and believe that it is
the interest of every true Phi to see that it is liberally
supported. Founded as it is upon the immutable
principles of virtue and truth, which, we trust, ever
have been and ever shall be jealously maintained, our
glorious order cannot help but succd d,and in furthering its success, rest assured that you will have the
sympathy and co operation of your Theological breth
ren at Princeton.
F.

M.

SENIOR,

Class '78, Wooster University.

TENNESSEE

BETA.

I do not wish to infringe on ihe province of our
capable Corresponding Secretary, but would like to
give a short letter al)Out this chapter. T h e fraternity
is a secret fraternity indeed, here, for the chapter is
strictly sub rosa. The Barbarians do not know who
the members are, or when or where t h i meetings are
held.- The chapter is in a very prosperous condition
and the members take great interest in the fraternity.
The rival fraternities are Sigma Alpha Epsilon and
Kappa Sigma. They each h.ave about a half dozen
and are doing but little, if anything.
We have eighteen members, and will initiate four
at the next meeting. We get the pick of the literary
and law students. T h e " theologs" are too scrupulous about breaking the regulations to unite with the
fraternities, and, in their barbarian ignorance, they
imagine the fraternities are organized to kill out the
theological department.
We badly need one, at
least in our chapter, though, to conduct the devotion
al exercises, for in initiation our chaplain has to fa 1
back on the Lord's Prayer, and has to read it at that.
We tried to get two " medic" students, but they said
they were so busy at night cutting up " stiffs" that
they could not find time to attend our meetings. W^e
shall make more efforts among the " medics." howover.
Until recently the meetings were held in Brother
Lytton Taylor's law office, but he has lately moved
his office, and they are now held in a hall of the
Knights of Honor, which is beautifully furnished.
The rent is $12.50 per quarter. We have bought a
coffin that would make itlrs. Toodles proud, with
which to initiate those fellows at the next meeting.
T h e law students are not nnder the same restrictions
as the other students, and we are thinking of trying
to get the law professors lo countenance the law students joining the frateraities. With the wedge entered in that way, we may get the trustees to allow
all students to join the fraternities, as it is said that
but one of the faculty is opposed to fraternities.
Tennessee Beta will, I think, become our strongest
Soiithern chapter, as Vanderbilt is such a large University and we have such weak rivals. Bro. P. W.
Gardner, of last year's law class, will practice in the
city. Probably in a year there will be enough Phi
graduates in Nashville to organize an Alumni chapter. T h e SCROLL is highly appreci^ed.
All praise to our enterprising publisher. Under
his management the catalogue,. SCROLL, and constitution have been issued, and his great energy deserves the hearty supix)rt of the whole fraternity.
W.

B. P A L M E R .

INDIANA

DELTA.

T h e report from the Virginia Gamma is not as
cheerful as we could wish. Such acts as the one
F R A N K L I N COLLEGE,
\
mentioned in the report aje worthy of the most rigid
Franklin, Ind., Nov. l o , 1878. J
T h e Indiana Delta comes to the front this month discipline. A private letter from the Gamma says
with every promise which she made in our last re- that the life of the chapter is not in dangei;, but that
port fulfilled. We have in the last month added to affairs will of necessity remain in statu quo for a time.
our brotherhood four excellent men—splendid students. We stated that we had taken in Bro. K e m p ;
Brother Wakefield, of Illinois Epsilon, sends a
that was on the Mowday preceding the date of the cherry letter to us, but, unfortunately, it is sot to the
writing of our October report. On the following
Wednesday, Bros. Eugene Hall and C. M. Carter editorial " w e . " H e reports the Epsilon as kicking
were admitted into the " B o n d . " The next Monday lively, with twelve earnest Phis to keep things boilBros. Ed. F . White and Alfred Moss Jelleff knocked ing. Crawford Elliott, of that chapter, has withand gained entrance. Bro, Jelleff is a member of the drawn from the chapter. Otherwise, they have had
Senior class of our city schools, and intends to take a
collegiate course either at the State University at plain sailing. Bro, Wakefield, don't fail to send us
Bloomington or at Hanover College. The above a good long report for the December SCROLL.
make the requisite "four" promised, but, in addition,
T h e Alabama Phi's are lively boys. The Alpha is
we will say that on last Monday night Bro. W . W.
Smith "found a beau," mounted "Willismi T e c u m - united and determined. Including the preps and
seh" (that's the name of our initiating animal,) and laws with the lits, the chapter has a total enrollnow we (all him brother. H e is the ''baby Phi." ment of one member—Bro, M. L. Knox. In fact,
Our memory reaches back lo the time when we were he is the chapter, the whole chapter, and nothing but
called the " baby Phi."
the chapter. H e writes that he has six or seven good
The old Delta is a prolific mother, and by the men in tow whom he feels confident of converting al
time of our December report we hope to be able lo commencement. Stick to the ship, Bro. Knox.
state that she is the mother of two more good and Never a night so dark that day did not dawn. It
true Phi Delta Theta's, which makes her entire brood has come to the Georgia Beta and will come to the
number sixteen.
Alabama Alpha and Tennessee Beta.
We are working vigorously on a member of the
collapsed Delta Tau chapter at this college, and with
The Ohio Epsilon boys writes us a letter enclosing
every prospect of success.
several personal notes, but say that as they had two
There is some prospect that we will have a social reports in the October SCROLL, they do not think it
soon. It will be held at the residence of some of our necessary that they should send in a report this issue.
good Phi sisters. We have an abundance of them in
Mighty bad logic, brethren. We want to hear from
the burg. All the above mentioned member are sub
rosa, but in two or three weeks we intend them to every chapter each montn. We know that as lively
don the badge. We verily believe that in the aggre- a chapter as the Ohio Epsilon has not stood still
gate size of the feet our chapter excels any one in the during the last month and we all want to know what
United St tes, not excepting the one to which our yon have done. T h e personals were acceptable.
Grand Banker belongs. In fact, brethren, we are a Send us more. In answer to the question asked, we
big ihing. Bro. Thomas' pedestrial organs, as far as answer : Yes, address Bowen & Stewart, 18 West
the is concerned, go just a little bit ahead of any- Washington Street, Indianapolis, Indiana. For necsiaing we have ever seen in that line.
es,sary certificates, address the President. A similar
In the bond,
arrangement was made with Robert Clai^te, of CinFRANK B . DAY.
cinnati, which we suppose is still in force. T h e arrangement is strictly sub rosa.

NOTES.

The Amherst Sophs; who were expecting to organNoveu^bet 21st ize the Massachusetts Alpha, seem to have gotten
into some sort of a wrangle and let the scheihe drop.
They returned the Bond unopened, saying that the
The authorities of Tennessee University forbid the
President of the College had discouraged them, from
organization of chapters in the institution.
making the attempt. But we judge that the colored
President Reddig goes to Baltimore November man in the Amherst wood-pile was really an entirely
30th, to look up Phi interests at John Hopkins' Uni- different one from the one they introduce us to. A
few days before the Bond was sent to them one of
versity,
Ihein wrote us that a certain gentleman, who had
And yet one of the students of that University been writing to us from Amherst was not wanted by
shot a fellow-student-dead about eight months ago in the rest. From this we judge that they had fallen
a quarrel over a lady. Why don't those astute pro- out among themselves. I t w a s very fortunate for Phi
Delta Theta that they "busted u p " before they were
fessors abolish the ladies too?
initiated. But they were honorable gentlemen as
A student entering Alabama University is required their returning the Bond unopened shows. Vale,
to take the following cast iron oath :
iVmherst!
*
*
•* *
And I do further pledge myself,
All Phis should get some of the Phi Delta Theta
on hottor, that I will not join, or form any connection with, either directly or indirectly, any secret pieces of music. Bro. P. W . Search, of Marion,
club, society, fraternity, or other organization, com- Ohio, is author and publisher of " Onondaga Waltz "
posed in whole or part, of students of the University, and '.'Grand March of a Hundred Years," both dedior attend the meetings of, or wear the badge of any
cated lo the Fraternity, and very fine, the former
such secret organizations.
piece 40 els., and the latter 50 cts. John Church &
We are sorry we cannot report progress as to the Co., of Cincinnati.publish an excellent " P h i Delta
proposed Minnesota Alpha. We have written many Theta March, by Mrs. Wells, dedicated to the I n d i pathetic appeals on postal cards to Bro. Shuey, but ana E{)silon; price, 40 cts. Bro. A . M, Shuey, of
our thirst for knowledge remains unquenched. We Minneapolis, Minnesota, is author and publisher of
will use up another deck of cards (postal cards,) on a beautiful " P h i Delta Theta March," embellished
Brother Shuey, and, if he don't answer them, we will with a large coat of arms of the Fraternity; price,
pawn our personal properly, and take the G. T . R. 40 cts. M. Gray, San Francisco, California, nublish
a really grand "Phi Delta Theta March," by ' N . E .
R. (General Tramp Rail Road) for Minneapolis and
Wilson, of California A l p h a ; price, 75 cts. Let
wrestle with Bro. S. on tbe subject of the Minnesota
every Phi procure some of these pieces, and, if not
Alpha in particular and Christian duty towards cor- musica 1 himself, give them to his inamorata.
It will
respondents in general. However, we think that if make her a staunch friend of the Fraternity, For
he knew what it means for us to bombard him with Song Boots send to the Grand Banker j price, 75 cts.
postal-cards he would immediately write.
each.
University of Mississippi opens
1878.
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Phi Delta Tlieta Fraternity,
MANUFACTURES

Badges, Rings, Studs, Watch Chains, Charms,
Etc.
Also, prices for Badges, Rings, etc., of any description, furnished upon application. Send for i l lustrated catalogue of our Phi Delta Pheta K.idges, etc. For farther information address C. CODK, Fifth
and Smith Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sept. 1878-nl-yr.

PERSONALS,
Victor M. Hatfield, Ohio Zeta, '82, is at Ossian,
Indiana.
Geo. H. Gifford, Indiana Gamma,
law al Tipton, I n d .

M

'72, practices
MAXUFACTURKRS OF

E. Marsh, Indiana Eta, '70, is Clerk of Hancock county, Indiana.
Hon. Jas. L. Mason, Indiana Alpha, '56, is a lawyer at Greenfield, Ind.
Bro. S. B. Ricketts, Ohio Epsilon, '78, is preaching at Amesville, Ohio.
W. B. Sullivan, Pennsylvania Alpha, '78, is reading law at Dayton, Ohio.
John E. Coffin, Indiana Delta, is attending school
at Haverford college, Penn.

COLLEGE FEATEEHin

]$A^€:e$«

Bro. E. H . Baker, Ohio Epsilon, '77, is attending
law school in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bro. T; W . Keitt, '78, Virginia Epsilon, is subprofessor at Virginia Military Institute.
J. H . Charter, Ohio Epsilon, '77, has charge of
public schools in Parkersburg, West Va.
Rev. T . J . Morgan, D . D . , Indiana Delta, ' 6 1 ,
is a Professor in Chicago Theological Seminary.
Bro. J. M. Monroe,'71. Indiana Gamma,is president of a prosperous college in Downie city, Cal.

MAKE

ONLY

FIRST CLASS GOODS,

R. M, Thomas, Indiana Delta,'82, doses out the
birch to Decatur county, Indiana youngsters. H i s
address is Alert.

AND ALL OUK WORK IS

Hon. Wm. F . Vilas, Wisconsin Alpha, '58, delivered an addresson the occasion of the re union ol the
army of Tennessee, at Indianapolis, I n d . , three
weeks apo.

Guaraxiteed.

Phi Delta Theta will be represented in the next
Congress by Geo. A. Bicknell, ol Indiana, A . E .
Stephenson, ol Illinois and J. C. Blackburn, of
Kentucky. Grand Banker please note.

PRICES AHE REDUCED.

Bro. F . N . Barker, '76, Georgia Gamma, who
For catalogues address the Grand Banker. Every
was married last winter to one of Oxford's lairest
brother should have a copy. Price, bound in paper, daughters, Miss Dora Lovejoy, is now professor of
mathematics in Moore's Business college, Atlanta,
$1; bound in cloth, ;j!i,So.
Georgia.
T h e Phi Delta Theta Song Book is in the hands
of the Executive Committee, and brothers wishing
copies can obtain them by enclosing 75 cents to the
Grand Banker.

L. G. mm m i co

Brother Frank E . Hunter, a Senior of Indiana
Alpha, is a composer of no mean pretensions. W e
had the pleasure receenlly of listening to the execution of a waltz composed by him and can testify that
it is good.

No 1 0 Plain Street,
«

^LB^nSTY,
Sept., 1878.—nimo6
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OETTYSBURG, PA., D E C E M B E R , 1878.

[The following exquisite poem, from The Sun^
ny South of March 17tb, 1877, is from the pen
of an honored member of the Georgia Gamma,
who rendered important services when the question as to whether the Fraternity should be recognized by the College was considered by the
Trustees:]

AU ShaU Be Well.
BY BET. ALEXANDER MEANS, D. D.

Dark, dark is the night, and the fierce winds are
howling.
And red stunning thunderbolts leap from the
sky ;
The ocean is boiling, the heavens are scowling,
And Nature weeps crystalline tears from on
high.
But wait, only wait, and the future shall tell
That God rules the tempest, and all shall be well.
The morning is coming, the storm-god is flying
And leaves in his rear all the spoils he lias won;
Aurora is smiling, her chariot is nighins:.
And soft golden cloudlets now herald the sun
Then wait, only wart, and the future shall tell
That God rules the sunbeams^ and all shall be
well.
But again heaven darkens — the rain-floods are
pouring.
And torrentsjcareering, roll wasting and wide;
The meadows are deluged, the rivers are roaring.
And flocks, herds and houses are 'tomb'd in
the tide.
But wait, only wait, and the future shall tell
T h a t God rules the delug&, and all shall be well.
The wild inundation has calmly subsided—
The streams to their channels submissive recoil;
A fertile alluvian thus is provided,
And husbandmen reap richer fruits from the
soil.
Then wait, only wait, and the future shall tell
That Godrules the/mrvesf, and all slwll be w^ell.
The cholera rages—an infant is sleeping—
A gay, godless mother has rock'd it to sleep ;
But Heav'n claims the cherub—the mother is
weeping,
Asnd bows to her God with a spirit noblest.
Still wait only wait, and the future sliall lell
That God rules in sorrow, and all shall be well.
The chamber is hallow'd, with angels attending
Where childhood was budding, lo bloom in
the skies ;
That mother has yielded.—her prayers are ascending—^
Resign'd and submissive, peace beams from
her eyes. ...
.....
Then wait, only wait, and the future shall tell
That God rules in mercy, and all shall be well.
Thus, Providence rules o'er the works of creation.
And turns all the darkness of earth into light
From sorrow, educes the hope of salvation.
And crowns wiih its triessings misfortune and
blight.
Then wait, only wait, and the future shall tell
That God rules FOREVEK, and ALI, SUAI.I. BE WELL.

Oxford, Ga., March 4, 1877.

Opposition to Greek Fraternities.
Seemingly, the day of prophets is not
a thing of the past. However, there is

NUMBER 4 .

a very great difference in the mission But of that class, who know nothing
of the prophets of the olden time and of the grand truths we uphold ; who
those of to-day. The dissimilarity can like the Pharisee in the temple, stand
he written in a very few words, viz., the oft' and pity us poor publicans, thankful
new and the old, the false and the true. that they are not such as we, and boldI suppose as long as this world is ly declaring that they are praying to
peopled with frail humanity, there will save others from such a ruinous road ;
exist a class of people, who give exhi- upon their heads our "righteous indigtions of the meanest spirit that can be nation" rests. Of them it has already
shown—that, of continually opposing been written, "Woe unto you Pharisees,
and prophesying evil of every under- hypocrites!"
taking, especially if it pertains in any
Of the second class, who oppose us
way to the good of mankind, and, if from an indignant standpoint, we see
failure should come, exultantly ready the old spirit of Judaism clamoring for
with the most despisable sentence pen the life blood of our dearly loved fiaever wrote, or tongue ever uttered, " I ternities. They who have belonged to
told you so."
dissolved chapters prove every now and
I suppose, there never has been and then by donning the "insignia of their
never will be, any good work but what order," that their anti-Greek notions
has, and will suffer, in a measure, irom are all a sham. If their objections
this class of people, who if they cannot were as plain to other students as to us
declare such undertakings to be an ab- Greeks we should have no farther trousolute curse, will still argue that they ble with this class of opposers. Then
if there is any thing more contemptido not amount to anything.
We, who are Greeks understand how ble and more deserving of punishment
much we unjustly suffer from such peo- than spite-ioork,we do not know what it
ple. In the first place we are opposed is. Seemingly, any influence a "lifted"
by the Faculty, but in the second place, Greek could possibly have ought to be
it is the opposition from three classes of very worthless indeed, and yet we have
students, that most concerns us. 1. to defeat such influence.
Those who oppose us from a so-called
It is hardly necessary to notice the
religious point of view. 2. Those who third class. They oppose us and at the
have once, either belonged to dissolved very same time are trying to become
chapters, or have been "lifted." 3. Those "one of us."
who are so nearly idiots, that fraterniAgainst these three different classes
ties will not have them as members.
of students we must wage continued
Of the first class it is difficult to warfare, and you who have been longest
write because we are commanded to marching in Phi Delta Theta ranks,
"judge nob lest ye be judged." A know best that more victories are gainnian's religious views are sacred to him- ed by strategy than fwrcer-'Thelaw-of
self alone, and if there ever should ex- kindness ought to rule the world, much
ist a man who is governed hy neither more should it govern us who are fightprejudice nor caprice; who has been an ing for tlie good, the true and the beauearnest faithful Greek, capable of deci- tiful.
DELTA GAMM.\.
ding and understanding whereof he
sjieaks; who has carefully and prayer"Hoosier Phi Orators."
fully decided ufion conscientious i)rinIndiana, taking quite a prominent
ciples and can show from the Book of part in the organization of the i^orth
books a "thus saith the Lord," of him, Western Oratorical Association, was
we have nothing to say. Indeed we awarded the First Inter-State Contest.
doubt the existence of such a prodigy.
Phi Delta Theta representing the larg-

o

est fraternity element in the State, received due honors. The State contest
of 1.S75, was held at Bloomington and
represented by seven Colleges. Of these
Bros. S. J. Tcmilinson represented N.
W. Christian Umw; Jas. B. Swing, a
son of Pr<yf Swing, of Chicago, Hanover College; G. H. Elgin, Franklin College, and Jas. P. Roth, Wabash College.
Asbury Univ., was represented by a
Phi Gamini Delta; State Univ., by a
Phi Kappi Psi, and Earlharm by a
barb. The Earlham gentleman was
solicited by the Sigs, Deltas and Betas
for membership but he told them he.
preferred his solitary state. Phi Delta
Theta received the 2nd, 3rd, 5th and
6th places.
The second State contest was held at
Asbury Univ. in the spring of 1876.
There were five college represented;
thj-ee by Phis, one by a Phi Kap and
one by a Sig. Hanover College was
kept out through dissensions but had
it been represented it would have been
by a Phi Orator. Bros. John R. Edwards represented Franklin, J. R.
Woodward, Butler Univ.; P. S. Hurlbert, Wabash College. The Phis received the 1st, 2nd and 3rd places'* in
the order named. They tell a good
joke of the Phi Kap, who made the remark that he was not afraid of being
beaten by any but the Sig. The Phi
Kap received the fourth and the Sig
the last place. At the interstate contest the speakers from Missouri, Illinois and Indiana were Phis, Wisconsin
was represented by a Phi Psi, and the
contestants from Ohio and Iowa were
ladies.
The judges awarded the first place to
Missouri and the second to Illinois.
This year Phi Delta Theta was eminently successful and took the prizes
whicli she deserved. The Third State
Contest took place at Indianapolis on
March 23rd, 1877. The representative
from Butler was a Phi, Asbury a Phi
Kap, State Univ. Phi Gamma, Hanover a Sigma Chi, Franklin a Delta
Tau.
A t the Franklin contest the
judges declared a Phi to be the victor
and the result was published in the
papers. A day or so afterwards one of
the judges who was partial to the Delta
Tau reversed his marks in such a manner tliat when the averages were counted
the Delta Tau won. Wabash was to
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haye been represented by a P h i ; but
owing to a determined, opposition by
the other fraternities the faculty vetoed
the primary contest, but allowed delegates to be sent to the convention. Jno.
T. Burton of the Ind. Gamma received
the third position and it was shameful
that he did not get a higher place. The
audience was quite indignant about it.
At the convention of the association
quite a war was carried on against our
fraternity. The prevalent cry was anything to beat Phi Delta Theta, and it
took a combination of all the rest to do
it. In the paper the next day they
bragged of how all the other fraternities defeated the Phi Delta Theta. We
were greatly elated over our defeat for
it was more of an honor to cause such a
powerful resistance and it is but a straw
showing the current of jiower in favor
of Phi Delta Theta.
The Fourth State Contest took place
in the latter part of March of the present year. Five Colleges were represented of which Franklin was by Bro.
D. A. Owen, Wabash by Bro. H. Billman, State Univ., by a Phi Kap, Butler
by a Sig, and Hanover by a Delta Tau.
At the convention all the fraternities
except the Betas again combined against
our men and through considerable wire
pulling succeeding in defeating our candidates. To recapitulate out of the 22
Contestants 10 have been Phis, 2 Phi
Gamma Deltas, 4 Phi Psis, 3 Sigs, 2
Delta Taus, 1 Barb and no Betas.
Phis, Peltas, Psis, Sigs, Taus, Barh, Total,
Contests, 1 4
1
1
1 7
" 2 3
1 1
5
" 3 1 1
1 1 1
5
" 4 2
1 1 1
.5
10

2

4

3

2

1

22

This is a specimen of the literary
work of the Indiana Phis. Our literary work can not be too well attended.
While it is not our wish to devote the
fraternity work entirely to oratorical drill yet it would aid us as individuals to take hold of this matter. So far
Indiana claims the Palm for Phi Oratory—let us hear from our sister States.
In the Bond,
A. GWYN FOSTER.

Our Badges.
In the offset of-this article we wish
to disclaim any intention to parade our
personal preferences as regards the
badge of our order. But whether we

accomplish the desired end or not it
shall be our purpose to make some suggestions to the fraternit}', at least worthy of notice.
It is a well known fact that many a
sneering remark and many a haf™less
blow has been aimed by our pretended
rivals at the lack of uniformity in the
form and character of the shield and
dagger so dear to all who are worthy
the distinguishing emblem, and while
we should and do eonsid-er their envious thrusts far beneath our notice still
we must not be blind to the truth that
in this particular case their point is well
taken. Our badges undoubtedly lack
the qniformity they should by all means
possess in order to successfully fill the
office for which they were created and
intended.
In the chapter to which I had the
honor to belong there were perhaps
eight or ten badges, and as well as I can
remember, no two were alike. It is
true they possessed the same general appearance and'all might have been recognized as the badge of our order, yet
they were of different sizes and shapes,
and to the mind of the writer were not
as similar as the emblem of a bond thkt
makes men brothers should be.
To me one of the most pleasing, yes,
one of the grandest features of Phi
Delta Theta is the oneness of purpose
and unity of action of its members, and
this thought leads me to ask the question—why then should not the symbols
of our connection with the mystic brotherhood possess M.n% ? The answer will
come from every Phi who has the good
of his fraternity at heart that they
should.
It is known to us all that the bado-es
displayed at the beginning of a collegiate year have much to do with the
idoa.s of the fraternity which occupy
the mind of the unsophisticated ba,rbarians. Then as the design of our
badges compares so favorably with any
"Other, and possesses so many elements
of beauty, let us see that it possesses
unity, that we wear no "new style"
shield and no dagger that would be
mistaken for a cross, but let us "keep
forever in sight" the shield t h a t has
blessed many a noble Phi who has
gone from our brotherhood to an everlasting fountain of fraternal love, let us
be sure that w§ never wear the shield
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without the dagger. Let both be of
the usual size—not like a policeman's,
covering space enough for a dozen
badges far i.iore tasty.
Remember we do not disparage ornamentation, for the handsomer a badge
the better, but let us by all means have
unity and that we can have by simply
doing as we should and abiding strictly
by the constitution of our order.
*

A Phi of Noble Ancestry.
A correspondent of the Cincinnati (inzctte,
of the 22d ult., speaking of the presidential
prospects of 1880, says :
"But in 1880, unless Indiana is accorded
the flist place on the national ticket, it will
claim the second place for Gen. Ben. Harrison. 'What's in a name:' History answers, 'power, influence, strength.' Who is
Ben. Harrison? The grandson of President
William Henry Harrison, who inherits the
old General's coolness, nerve, bravery, simplicity, and strength of character. " That
ought to be introduction enough to the
American iieople. If more were need( d, it
could be added that he is the great-grandson
of Benjamin Hanison, who served on the
Virginia Committee of Vigilance in 1773;
who was a Counselor of State when Patrick
Henry was Governor ; who was a delegate to
the first Continental Congress ; who was presiding officer of the Congress that adopted
the Declaration of Independence, and who
afterward became a signer of that immortal
document.
Were still more needed, one
might summon the latter's great-grandfather,
who sat in the House of Commons and steadfastly voted for the death of an English tyrant, King Charles I. Thus, look where we
may, the family of Ben. Harrison will be
found striking for liberty and the maintenance of good government. In 1649 one of
them risked his neck for English liberty ; in
1776 another hazarded all for American librtty ; in 1812 another did as much to hold in
check a foreign foe ; and in 1861 still another
was found, ready at the first call, to aid in
preserving the country which his fathers had
helped to establish and maintain.
How
bravely he fouglit, let the story of Resaca,
and Cassville, and New Hope Church, and
Lost Mountain, and Kenesaw Mountain, and
Marietta, and Peach Tree Creek, and the
siege of Atlanta, answer in history. Such a
man, in this decade, certainly needs no introduction to the loyal people of the country.

cating the date when the cliapters were
founded. Their membership numbers from
twenty-five to fifty.
The class Fraternity system is in vogue at
Yale. A student takes an active part in his
Fraternity only for one year. The Junior
year Fraternities are Delta Kappa Epsilon
and Psi Upsilon, which were founded at
Yale, and are the only general Fraternities
there.
The Sophomore Fraternities are
yclept Kappa Sigma Epsilon, Delta Kappa,
Iota Nu, but they are all local affairs.
The last catalogue of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity was published in 1877 at
the Yeoman office, Frankfort, Ky., the total
number of .active chapters is twelve. The
system of naming the chapters is peciiliar,
and is a thing that "no fellah can find out."
Two were expelled in 1871; both by Grand
Chapter, which is the Chi at Military Institute, Farradale, Kentucky. The most prominent members are W. S. Brown and A. A.
Lipscomb, both of Beta, University of Ga.,
Athens, Ga., and both now Professors in
Vanderbilt University ; and L. Q. C. Lamar,
of Gamma Chapter, University of Mississijipi, Oxford, Miss. The two former, howe.ver, graduated long before Beta was founded
in 1866 and can therefore be but honorary
members. The latter was certainly a member of the "Crescent" secret society, which
before the war, existed at Emory College,
where he graduated, and therefore Mr. Lamar is hardly more than an honorary member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. The catalogue
was issued by the Grand Chapter, Robert H.
Wildberger and Benjamin T. Farmer being
the editors.

Notes and Queries.
A private letter from a member of the
Georgia Gamma, dated Dec. 12, contains the
following :
"The Ga. Gamma has nineteen members
and is doing finely. The next commencement debaters are De Jamett, Chi P h i ;
Wright, Kappa Alpha; and Wardlaw, outsider, from one of the literary societies ; and
Dunbar, Chi Phi ; Hoyt, Phi Delta Theta
and Monroe, Phi Delta Theta from the other.
W. W. Scales, Phi Delta Theta is Anniversarian of our Society. No one has been elected Anniversarian from the other, but Howren, Phi Delta Theta, will be. T. B. Walker,
Phi Delta Theta, is February Orator on
Washington's birthday, and W. R. Hoyt,
Phi Delta Theta, represents the other Society
on the occasion. The other two Fraternities
have combined against Phi Delta Theta, but
the number of orators Phi Delta Theta has
will give you some idea of which is getting
the best of it."
EDITOR OF SCROLL,

Other Fraternities.
The last convention of the Alpha Tau
Omega, lield at Richmond, Va.. is said to
have been one of the slimmest affairs ever attempted by any body of "Greeks."
i The Southern Kappa Alphas are responsible
for tbe base slander referred to by the correspondent of the Va. Gamma in the November
SCROLL. We know it to be FALSE FHOM TIIK
BEGINNING, and are authorized to deny it as
an unprincipled LIE designed to injure, not
only a member but- onr order. The Ka])pa
Alphas instead of raising their standard to
the level of that of nobler orders endeavor to
pull down others to theirs. Let the Phi's
stand up for the trutli.
The Fraternities at Amherst, are Aljiha
Kappa Phi, 1836; Psi Upsilon, 1841; Delta
Kappa Epsilon, 1848; Chi Phi, 1^73 ; and
Chi Psi ; besides the non-secret society called
Delta Upsilon, the appended numerals indi-

Dear Sir: Won't you oblige a Phi by answering the following questions in next
ScuoLL or if you are unable to do so, refer
them to some subscriber who can.
1. Why have the minutes of the Wooster
Convention and also the new constitution
never been published ?
2. Does the Kentucky Alpha live ?
3. What is the condition of the Nebraska
Alpha?
Fraternall:,
CURIOUS.
[Will some Bro. who is posted in these matters give information in nextScROLL?—ED.]
Paper and envelopes printed with the Coat
of Arms of the Fraternitv, may be obtained
of Beeler and Curry, 208 W. Fourth' Street,
Cincinnati, O. The firm can also furnish
plates for jirinting the arms.
Just as we go to press a rumor reaches us
that Sigma Chi and Sigma Alpha Ejjsilon are
going to unite, adopting the Sig constitution
and the S. A. E. pin. Does any one know
anything about it V

Personals.
Hon. John AV. Foster, Minister to Mexico
and a noble Phi, recently gave a magnificent
banquet and SOIREE at which the State officials of Mexico were present.
J. C. Frank Rupp, of Penna Beta, who was
nearly fatally injured on the railroad several
months ago, is as good as new again.
Harry B. Walter, the big member of Penna.
Beta, has left College to follow -.Esculapius.
Address the Doctor at Greencastle, Pa.
Our Hon. J. C. Blackburn lias shaken
hands across the table with Blaine. So the
papers say.
It was at the supper given
McCullough, the actor. The bump of forgiveness must be near the stomach.
Holmes Dysinger of Penna. Beta is teaching the young ideas how to shoot as first tutor in Preparatory Department, Pennsylvania
College.
^ W. J. Alexander, of Penna. Alpha, who
was at Union Seminary last year is now at
home in West Pennsylvania.
George Banta, late Business Manager of
the SCROLL, has resigned. Success attend
him everywhere. M. F. Troxell of Penna.
Beta takes his place as Publisher.
*
Wm. T. Hutchings, Va. Delta, a Phi tried
and true and a good fellow generally as all
Phis are, is in the Law office of E. E. Bouldin, Danville, Va.
R. E. Scott, Va. Delta, one of the truest
and best of all the noble Phis, is teaching at
The Plains, Va. He never forgets his allegiance to the order.
C. A. Ritter, M. D., Indiana Alpha, graduating from Ind. Med. (Jol. '77, with first
honors, is serving his second year as Resident
Physician and Surgeon at City Hospital, Indianapolis, Ind.
J. H. Baker, Ind. Alpha, a graduate of
Jefferson Med. Col. is practicing his profession
at Stockwell, Indiana.
Bro. Geo. S. Pleasants, Ohio Eta, is practicing law at Vevay, Indiana.
Bro. Jos. Hidy, Ohio Eta, is practicing at
Washington C. H., Ohio.
Bro. C. Cranston, Ohio Eta, has a lawshingle out at Columbus, Ohio.
Bro. A. M. Ralston, Ohio Eta, is teaching
at Cheshire, Ohio.
Bro. Holloway, Ohio Eta, is superintendent
of the Akron Iron Works in Athens Co., O.
Bro. D. Glessner, Ohio Eta, is associate
editor of the Hancock Courier, Findley, Ohio.
Stake, brother!
D. A. Walker and S. M. Walker, '78, Georgia Gamma, are now limbs of the law and
have hung out their shingle at Dalton, Ga.
J. D. Bunky, North Carolina Alpha, '78,
is teaching school in Laurinburg, N. C.
A. S. Hough, who rejjresented the Georgia
Gamma in the last convention, has been elected alderman of the city of Oxford. He also
practices law.
R. I. Munroe of the Georgia Gamma is interpreting Blackstcme in Quincy, Fla.
S. M. Mathews of the Georgia Gamma is
now in the drug business-at Fort Valley, Ga.
Bro. W. B. Palmer of Tennessee Beta, has
lieen elected anniversary orator of the Philosophic Literary Society of Vanderbilt University, for its annual celebration on Feb.
22nd, '1879.
Bros. Percy W. Gardner and Lytton Taylor of Tennessee Beta, have formed a partnership for the practice of law in Nashville,
Tenn. They are i)romising young lawyers,
graduates of Vanderbilt Law School, and
have abundant prospects of success. Bro.
Taylor was engaged some weeks since in a
prominent murder case in an adjoining town,
where his speech won him many high encomiums in the daily American.
Bro. J. B. Reed, B. L. of Vanderbilt is now
attending a course of lectures in the St.
Louis Law School.
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GETTYSBURG, PA., DECEMBER, 1878.
We present to our readers this month an
article from the pen of "Delta Gamma," a
sister under the same rose tree with us. It
is well worth the careful reading of every.
Phi, for who does not immediately recall individuals belonging to all three of the classes
mentioned.
We call attention to the advertisement of
H. F. Griffin, the College engraver, found in
this issue. He is undoubtedly one ot"finest
engravers in the country and it gives us
pleasure to testify to the merit of his artistic
work. Phi Delta Theta work entrusted to
him will be promptly and elegantly executed.

in justice to his private interests, to resign
his position. The executive committee then
urged the undersigned to accept the position of Publisher and Business Editor.
In taking up the mantle that Bro. Banta
has let fall from his shoulders, the present
Publisher earnestly asks the substantial support of the Fraternity in the West, the South,
the East, the North. The duties are onerous. The position is responsible, yea of vital
importance to the Fraternity. T H E SCROLL
is become a necessity to successful work
among the chapters. It can be made a success only by MUTUAL WORK and MUTUAL
LOVE. Letters of hearty sympathy and cooperation from the President, Grand Banker,
Bro. Banta, and the Editor, lie on the Publisher's table. Thanks. The watchword of
the new management is PROMPTNESS.
Fraternally,
M. F. TROXELL, BUS.

Man.

Late Issue.
Just here the Publisher desires to say that
the December number could not possibly be
out on time. The appointment was not made
until after the middle of December. The
material and instructions had to be gotten
from the West. Prior holiday work kept our
printer busy for a few days. We will not
lose a number however. Without making
any promi-ses the Publisher would ask that
judgment be withheld until we get into running order.

We have received a few anonymous comtounications, which, although apparently
genuine, we must decline. While it is customary to require names as evidence of good
faith and genuineness, it is rendered doubly
necessary in the case of T H E SCROLL by the
peculiar character of its matter and the SUB
Ourselves.
KOSA nature of the sheet. Chapter editors
The Fraternity, at the Wooster Convention
and other contributors will please remember in providing for T H E SCROLL, very kindly
this and always give name to the editor.
also made some provision for the Publishers.
We are. permitted to solicit advertisements,
The many friends and admirers of Bro. and subscriptions from alumni members. We
Lytton Taylor will be glad to know that the presume sufficiently on the liberality of Phis
readers of T H E SCROLL are to be favored to appropriate this small portion of T H E
with an article from his pen at no far distant SCROLL'S precious space to the advancement
of our personal interests. We want every
day.
old Phi to send us one dollar with his name
Read This.
and address and receive T H E SCROLL for one
A private letter from the Grand Banker year. If there lurks only a spark of the orig"informs us that the treasury is about dry. It inal fire in his breast the enthusiastic reports
is surely not neces,sary to call attention to of the active members, that are i)rinted in
the fact that money is needed at headquarters every number, will fan it into a living flame;
for national purposes of the Fraternity to and if the cares and vicissitudes of business
insure the squaring up ot accounts with life have strangled the remembrance of his
Chapters. It is unpleasant to dun and to be college associations we will reanimate the
dunned. Chapters will please send to Grand body of his atfections and infuse in his cliillBanker at once all amounts due him.
ed veins the new and warm blood of living
N. B.—He will cheerfully give information fraternal love. Send on your names then
if Chapters do not understand how to square and learn what your enthusiastic successors
accounts.
are doing for the grand old fraternity.
The active members can do much for us
- -^
? A Word' Here.
by a solicitation among the alumni and corIn assuming the position of Business Man- responding members of their respective cliapager of the national organ of the Fraternity ters. THK StROLL will awaken and enthuse
a word here may not be out of place. The them and thus quicken and animate the enpublication of T H E SCROLL has ever been a tire fraternity. An active, and interested
laborious undertaking, and it is safe to say body of alumni will give our order stability,
it has never paid financially. Heretofore the strength, character and dignity. Tiien let
Phis of the West have had the burden upon us arouse them. While you are working for
their shoulders almost entirely. .The late us you are at ^ e same time working for the
Business Manager found it necessary for him. good of the fi^peniity at large.

The Scroll Act.
We have received inquiries which involve
an explanation of a part of the report of the
Committee on the SCROLL at the Wooster
Convention. We give our interpretation and
if wrong in any respect beg to be corrected.
Section second of the report instructs the
Grand Banker "to levy an annual tax of one
dollar per capita for every active member of
the Fraternity, on the 10th of September,
and to pay the necessary part of the same to
the publishers of T H E SCROLL in monthly
payments in advance, the first payment to be
made on the 10th of September of each year."
Section fourth says : "Every active member
of the Fraternity shall be entitled to a copy
of T H E SCROLL without further expense."
Section fifth reads as follows: "Each chapter sliall elect a Sub-Editor whose duty it
shall be : (a) To make a full report of the
condition and standing of his chapter for
each issue of T H E SCROLL ; (b) To solicit
and forward to the Editor-in-Chief literary
articles, discussions of questions of interest
to the Fraternity, and any items he may
think of interest to the Fraternity; (c) He
shall be required to send to the publisliers the
number of active members in his chapter,
and shall notify them of every new addition."
The grouud of inquiry is covered by the
question : "How many SCROLLS should each
chapter receive ?" As the tax is laid on the
active members on the 10th of September the
amount of the tax will evidently depend
upon the numerical condition of the chapters
at that time, and it would seem that each
chapter should receive as many copies as it
pays dollars of tax. But this evidently was
not the design as the succeeding sections
conclusively show. " E V E R Y ACTIVE MEMB E R " is, the language of section fourth, and
that the publishers may know the exact nunl«- ber of active members, section fifth provides
that they shall be apprised of every addition
to the chapters. Each chapter, then, is entitled to as many SCROLLS as it has active
members at any time. This is evidently correct and in accordance with the design of the
framers of the report. The SCROLL is no
longer an individual enterprise but is a fraternity organ, provided for by the statutes of
the order, and sustained by direct tax upon
the active members of the fraternity at a
specified time. Every chapter then should
receive as many copies of T H E SCROLL as it
hfis (ic/ivc mcmhbrs, and if this is not the
case, as some complaints seem to indicate, it
is no doubt attributable to the failure of,the
Sub-Editor to comply with the conditions of
the SCROLL

Act.

Another item of this report, though not
pertinent to this question, is of interest to
the fraternity at large and especially to the
Editor. It is division (b) of section fifth •,—
cidc .supra. If not only each Sub-Editor but
each member of the Fraternity would exert
himsejf to furnish meritorious and appropriate literary articles and to gather such
news items and personal notices as would be
of interest to every Phi, he would be an im-
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portant factor in the advanceinerit and unification of the Fraternity and would especially be a favorite in the editorial department.
Send in your reports, then, brothers, and
with them all other matter that you can collect that you think suitable for publication,
and we will receive them with gratitude, and
make such use of them as we may be able.
Let each member of each chapter consider
it his solemn duty to send Personals and
Notes to the SCROLL. This will make our
organ brighter, crisper and more useful to
the Fraternity at large.

Indiana Alpha.
INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY.

Bloomington, Ind., Dec. 13, I.S78.

We were unable to"seud in our rei)ort last
month so will report the jiroceedings of the
past two months at once. At the beginning
of thetilSt month two of our members were
called home leaving us eleven men. The
mere matter of losing the influence of two
men of course would not discourage us but
we soon found we had initiated one, Mr. J.
S. Murray, who was altogether unworthy of
the rights, privileges and immunities of Phi
Delta Theta. He not only neglected his college duties to such an extent as to bring discredit upon the Fraternity, but had created
discord in the Chapter. Three of the members then brought these charges against him
and he was tried according to the method
laid down in the Constitution, found guilty
and expelled. Affairs rapidly improved from
that time on and we ended this term's work
by taking in Mr. L. W. Bradfute at our last
meeting. During the trouble caused by the
conduct of Murray, the other fraternities
thought we were going to "bust up" and
commenced discussing the advisability of
lifting the entire chapter, or at least parts of
it. Four of the Sigs were over-heard setting
forth their plans to dejirive us of three of onr
men, by one of the men whom they were to
trike. They decided it not advisable to make
the attempt however. But those ever cheeky
•Phi Kaps went to one of our men and informed him that Phi Delta Theta was a miserable one-horse affair, and that he had better
leave and go into that noble (V) institution,
the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity. He didn't go.
The chapter is on a good footing now, and
we hope to accomplish much more next term
than we have dime this, though we liave
done very well this term considering the disadvantages under which we started.
CH.iS. BAKTA.

have in the Faculty, Bro. H. R. Thompson,
Professor of Chemistry, and Bro. Jno. S.
Watson, '78, Tutor. The position of Tutor
for the following year is given to the best
scholar of the graduating class. It was decidedly justly bestowed in this case. Bro. A.
O. Penniman, our senior, has two large elocution classes in College, and is meeting with
good success. He is manager and plays the
principal character of a dramatic entertainment soon to be given in the city, which will
be undoubtedly liberally patronized. As a
Chapter we have not encountered the illwill
of the Faculty, nor of the Greek or barbarian
elements. We now number eleven, and have
a good prospect for one more. By the end of
the year, we shall have our accustomed number. Last week I had the good fortune to
visit Indiana Gamma at Butler University.
There the lamp of Phi Delta Theta burns
brightly. A more worthy, a more genial
and whole-hearted class of young men you
seldom find anywhere, and I am proud of the
fact that I can call them brothers.
Indiana Gamma has material which at no
far distant day will do honor to our beloved
Fraternity. A glorious future to you, boys !
Wishing the SCROLL unlimited success in its
mission of infusing life, unity and zeal into
our noble Brotherhood, I remain,
Yours in the Bond,
W. K. PRESTON.

Indiana Gamma.
BUTLER UNIVERSITY, Dec. 14, 1878.

A short paragraph-on- the experience of
this chapter, is all that I have to offer this
month. Among other experiences, are our
literary exercises in chapter meetings. These
have received more attention with us this
term than usual, particularly extemporaneous addresses. Sometimes the most enjoyable part of the evening, is that in which certain members deliver impromptu speeches
upon subjects assigned at the time. Of
course our struggles with other fraternities,
demand a place in this sketch. We have
been obliged to cope with three other fraternities in literary societies, college classes and
in every other way that "greek meets greek."
The results of these conflicts this term have
been in no wise disparaging. Our fraternity
is the strongest in this college, and the boys
are all hopeful and are working together
with the unity of one man for the prosperity
of the fraternity. We have also experienced
a trial of the new form of initiation. Swords
and open coffins are impressive things, but
we are reminded that "it is only a step from
the sublime to the ridiculous." This chapter sends a Christmas greeting to all good
Piiis and awaits with anxiety the next
SCROLL.
Yours in the Bond,
A. F. ARMSTRONG.

Indiana Delta.
FRANKLIN COLLEGE, FiMnklin, Ind., Dec. 12. '78.

Indiana Beta.
WABASH COLLEGE,

CrawCordsviUe, JnJ.. Dec. b. 1878.

Since onr last report there have been developments in fraternity circles of great interest to lis. An anti-fraternity was organized
here some time last year, but did not come
to light till a few weeks ago. They are
strong in numbers, and bitter in their opjiosition. This comes from the fact that they
think they have been slighted by the Greeks.
The opposition, however, does not extend beyond these "soreheads."
Tlie Faculty and Trustees have not as yet
thrown out any discouragements whatever.
We are on the best of terms with them, and
anticipate no danger from that direction.
Now a word in regard to our chajiter. We

Every Phi Delta Theta of the Delta realizes that the SCROLL is a positive necessity
to the welfare of the Fraternity - t h e noblest
one "orbi terrarum." We have done much
this term to make us feel pnmd and nothing
that we regret. We lack (uily one in order
that we will have doubled our membersiiip
of September. Our last addition to the Bond
was Bro. Robt. A. Brown whom we initiated
November 18th. It was an occasion wliich
will continue dear to the memory of every
Piii 1 resent. Such a glorious time !—and all
on account of four pounds of iieanuts and
four visiting brethren and good spirits—(I
mean the spirit of Phi Delta Thetaism).
When the adjournment for Holidays comes,
fifteen good and true Phis will have a farewell
meeting in our hall, and then -tears, bitter
tears ! Next that awful, awfuta|rip, and final-

ly comes the departing kiss, ugh ! We only
wish there were some Phis of the feminine
persuasion. But I wander to a front door
.scene—time 10.30 P. M !
One of the pleasantest socials held in this
city for quite a while was given under the
auspices of our chapter. It was held Nov.
27th, at the most popular i-estaurant in the
city.
Twentj'-one couples were present.
Excellent music was furnished by Misses
Katie O. Gibson and Martha M. Palmer of
our city and Miss Carrie S. Davis of Thorntown, Ind. Mr. Edward Stevenson also
favored us with one of his "cha'ming" solos.
He was ardently fanned during the performance by two zealous Phi sisters and humanity sympathizers. The social festivities did
not cease until about half past eleven, and
everybody felt a secret desire in his heart
that the occasion would soon be repeated.
It would have done good to every Phi to
liave «een fourteen eyes the personal property
of seven members of the "collapsed" staring
and gawking at our "subs" appearing in
chapel with badges placed on a very prominent portion of their personages. Terrible
was the consternation produced ! Too horrible to write about.
Our most enterprising publisher of the
SCROLL, has lately taken one more step upwards on the "ladder of fame." B e is now
editing a daily paper in this city. To what
heights a Phi, and especially a member of the
Delta, can attain, is quite beyond our comprehension.
About one month ago there was a rumor
prevalent that the Phis would have Prof.
John M. Coulter, of Hanover College, lecture
for them. This held out about two'weeks when
the citizens of Franklin awoke to find the
beauty of every available "thing" marred by
a Phi Delta Tneta bill fully corroborating the
above rumor, and it furthermore set the date
as Dec. 17th. On whicir night a large audience assembled in the Baptist church to -be
highly edified by Prof. C.'s lecture. He had
chosen as his subject, "The National Park."
The Prof, accompanied Haydeii in his U. S.
Geological survey of 1872, and was thoroughly
familiar with the minutest portions of the
Park, and how could his lecture be otherwise
tlian edifying.;'
Everybody was pleased.
We realized about seventeen dollars from the
proceeds, which will be used for re-furnishing
our hall.
Wishing every brother a merry Cliristmas,,
and New Year, we remain loyal to every Phi
in existence.
Ever in the Bond,
FRANK B . DAY.

Ohio Epsilon.
OHIO UNIVERSITY, Athens. Ohio, Dee fi, 1878.

We again find it necessary to send a contribution to our ever-welcome friend—the
SCROLL, and to give some account of ourselves and our "doings." Our fraternity is
in a most thriving condition. Nine hearty,
whole-souled Phis resiiond to the call of the
Warden. We pride ourselves that we are as
good-looking as any crowd of boys in the
college.
At our meeting last night we had the extreme iileasiire of listening to some enlightening and soul-inspiring remarks from one of
our old Phis. Of course it is useless to say
that these remarks abounded in the flights of
oratory and effusions of brilliant thoughts
which thrilled us "per ima ossa."
This brotlier Phi just spoken of teaches
school at some distance from the O. U., but,,
about once in two weeks his affection for a
certain fair damsel abiding here, conquers
the difficulties of the way, and we behold
him riding into town on a cream-colored
mule or something.
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I'HE

One of our brothers attained the highest
grade of scholarship in college last term. We
feel proud of him.
Our fraternity is as strong as any in college. The Delta Tau Deltas are extremely
quiet, and so far as we know are not doing
anything. There are only a few here now
and they will continue to be few so long as
the "Old Reliable" Phi.Delta Theta has any
selections to make for her own happy band.
Yours truly in Bond,
J N O . F . LAIRD.

Ohio Zeta.
UNIVERSITY OP WOOSTER,

Wooster, 0., Dec, 2, 18 "8.

SCROLL.

communication which appeared in the October issue of the SCROLL, and to which he
takes exceptions well founded when viewed
from his own standpoint, was written by a
degenerate Phi who didn't know what he was
talking about.
Not having examined tlie minutes of the
Wooster Convention or tlie revised constitution of the Order, it was supposed that no
action had been taken on the subject and our
letter was framed accordingly. Tliis being
known, "Greek" will readily see that the article can in no way be construed into a criticism of the ritual adopted by the bite Convention. It refers solely to the antiquated
form which he, too, condemns, and if occasion required would be emphatically reiterated, balderdash and all. We have just
examined the newly adopted form and have
no comments fayorable or otherwise ; indeed,
we should be the last to ridicule any ritual
which even approximated to our personal
views of fitness and propriety, and your correspondent's closing sentence, "Possibly our
brother may like it better," has a tinge of
sarcasm which we feel certain our true feelings in the matter do not warrant.
Six of our chapter i)articipated in the dedicatory festivities at Wooster, ou the evening
of the twenty-seventh. To state that they
had a most enjoyable time, would, of course,
be entirely superfluous. The air is still tilled
with praises of our Wooster brethren and
their fair allies of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Yours,

The future of which we spoke in our last
is now the past and our expectations were
realized to the greatest degree. We have
initiated four new members since our last
letter. We have tbe gratification to know
that all had received bids from the other
fraternities, but selected Plii Delta Theta in
preference to all the rest. In order that our
condition, temptations, and victories may be
fully understood we would like to mention a
little episode that took place with the Phi
Kappa Psis which is the strongest in 'numbers and oldest of the fraternities at this
college.
The Phi Kaps presented a bid to two of
our SUB i:osA members, but were politely
told that they were Phi Deltas and were
much better pleased with their present condition, than they would be if connected with
the Piii Kappa Psis. Not satisfied with this
C. B. W R I G H T .
bluff they went so far as to ask them to resign
the Phi Delta Theta and go into their flock
Tennessee Beta.
(of sinners). But even the temptation of
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY, Nashville Tenn.,
this incarnate devil did not induce them to
December 2,1878.
eat the forbidden fruit of these men who seek
Our progress up to the present time has
to elevate their fraternity by such mean, low,
contemptible means. One of their new more than transcended our hopes and wishes.
members, whose two brothers -dve also mem- At the beginning of the present terrn we
bers of that fraternity, remarked at that time could hardly be called a chapter, but we have
that he had received a bid from every frater- increased to such an extent that our hopes
nity in the college except from the Phi Delta are now raised that we will soon be the banTbeta, and that, had he received oue from ner chapter of the South at least. Though
them, he would have joined them, and told we are working SUB ROSA yet we do not deshis brothers to "go to thunder." Such is the pair of accomplishing our aim. The Tennesopinion of Phi Delta Theta as expressed not see Beta now has enrolled upon its books
by our own members but by those who are twenty-two members, with the promise of
three more at our next meeting. Have we
interested in other fraternities:
On last Wednesday evening we 'had the not cause to be hopeful of a proud and sucpleasure of meeting six of our ever welcome cessful future ? The other fraternities, are
brethren of the Ohio Eta, who came down to not doing much, and are woefully mistaken
spend Thanksgiving with us. Having assem- as to the real strength of the grand old Phi
bled in our recently furnished hall, speeches Delta Theta. In the two other chapters here
were made by the members of the two chap- there is only one man whom we would like to
ters, after which we retired to Faber's Hall have ; but then we have plenty as good as he
for refreshments. On Thanksgiving eve, the is. They will soon come to their senses and
excellent ladies of the Kappa Kappa Gamma find they cannot contend with the noble
fraternity held a reception for the Phis at Phis. They have failed to get men, whom
the residence of Judge Parsons, and there the we now have enrolled ; and they complain
night and early morn was spent in revelry that the men are too "squeamish" at the
and dance, the star dancers being Messrs. University. But we have not found them so.
Only one man whom we asked has refused
Reisinger and Evans.
There are two questions that interest us to join us. I think tliat the abundant sucvery much and we would like to know some- cess of our chapter is now secured beyond ,i
thing about them. First, have the minutes doubt, and if we can keep our august Faculty
of the last Convention been published V If in blissful ignorance of its existence we are
they have, it is time we would get them. all right.
Our membership consists of ten lawyers
Second, has the committee on badges done
anything V Now is the time the badge ques- and the rest literary students. We have as
tion should be settled, for now is the time yet not siic-ceeded in gaining a footiiold in
when most badges are bought. If we are to tiie Theological Dept., tiiougii we are very
derive any benefit from having only one sanguine of success in that direction.
We have a good joke upon the S. .\. E's.
official jeweler, this benefit should begin beThey elected one of our men .to membership
fore all have ])urchased badges.
in that high and mighty body, and were so
Yours in the Bond,
confident of getting liiin to join, tiiat the
W I L L . FREMONT H A R N .
Treasurer called on him to pay his initiation
fee.
He politely told them that he was not
Ohio Eta.
quite ready to pay it yet.
BUCHTEL OOLLEGE, Akron, 0 . Dee. 3. 1878.
As to the honors in the Literary Societies,
Your correspondent, "Greek," has "risen we have a fair show. In the Philosophic, the
to explain ;" a counter explanation will President and Vice President, Corresponding
doubtless adjust matters satisfactorily The Secretary and Librarian are Pliis. In the

Dialectic we have Vice President and Corresponding Secretary. In the IJAW Class, we
now have one of the Moot Court Judges who
is also President of our chapter, and the
other two Judges have agreed to join us. We
also have the clerk of the Moot Court. I
think we now have good reason for saying
that our chapter has most decidedly picked
the University in the selection of its mambe rs. It has ever been our constant endeavor
to get only such men as would now, and
hereafter in life, do credit to our pure brotherhood. We take no one for whom we have
to make excuses, but let him and his actions
staid showing what he is and what he can
be. We are working slowly and carefully,
not feeling so much the necessity of numbsrs,
but always looking out for a man as soon as
he proves himself worthy of entering the
mystic brotherhood of the Phi Delta Theta.
We send our greeting to all sister chapters
and wish them much success in their endeavors to advance the glorious old cause.
J. H. DORTCH.

Virginia Beta
UNIVERSITY OP V A . , Albemarle County,
Nov. 29. 1878.

There was no report from the Va. Beta in
the last number of the SCROLL, but we know
that all the brothers will be glad to hear of
our success. The chapter was organized
with eight members and is firmly established
here now. It now numbers thirteen, four
law, eight academic and one. Brother
Starnes, divinity student, and is one of the
leading fraternities. All are deeply interested, not only in their own chapter, but in the
success of the whole order.
Nearly all the other fraternities are represented here either by chapters or single members.
Brother Reed has kindly furnished us with
Brother Search's song-iiook and nowa gre.iter
charm is added to our meetings by the fine
bass and tenor voices of Brothers Bristow and
Vanmeter. The former you will doubtless
recognize as our handsome delegate to last
year's convention. Mr. Vanmeter has been
severely ill from close application, but is now
able to be out again. The presidential office
is gracefully filled by Mr. J. Chenault. We
cannot forbear mentioning the genial Blackstone, the Phi Delta Theta representative in
the social circles of Albemarle, who to his,
other numerous attractions has added a fine
mustache.
The disgraceful act mentioned by your
Raiidolph-Macon corresponddnt was unknown
to us until it appeared in tbe SCROLL.
While it may work against one or two chapters, yet we are confident it will not injure
the order at large. We know it has not been
hearl of here. It may perhaps bs a mistake.
The Piii's maintain their reputation in the
leeture-rooins and will doubtless receive their
share of the honors. We are all well pleased
with tha new constitution, and hope that under it, as under the old, our order iniy continue to prosper and spread its good work.
Yours fratfrriially,
T. R. PlIISTER.

North Carolina Alpha.
TRINITY COLLEGE, N C. Dec. 5 1878.

Again we feel it our duty to report the
standing of the North Carolina Alpha through
the columns of the SCROLL. We have had
soni" trouble in regard to procuring a ro un
to meet in ; that is, one that we might "call
our own," but now we are preparing to move
into a splendid room that we purpose furnishing as a Phi Delta Theta Hall should be. We
have initiated three men this session and in
proportion to the number in College, we think
we have done well. We are fixing to "knock
things" next January. Extending to the
Phi Delta Theta fraternity our best wi-shes

T H E SCROLL.
for a merry Christmas and a happy New Hefner, and J. R. Bell; who we trust will
Year, we remain,
some day be an honor to our beloved order.
Yours in the Mystic Bond,
The Beta Theta's have commenced work
W I L L I). BROWN, Cor. Sec.
with one new member, increasing their number to flve while we have ten regulars. They
are going to have a sociable during the holiGeorgia Gamma.
days.
EMORY COLLEGE, O.^ford, (Je'>.. Dec. 12, 1878.
' On Thanksgiving Eve we had a supper at
Georgia Gamma again sends her greetnigs. the residence of Dr. S. T. Anderson, (PrinciOur progress is still unchecked. We have pal of the Chair of Mathematics) which was
initiated six "most noble youths" into the enjoyed hugely by all. Mucli is due to the
mystic bonds of Phi Delta Theta this session. pleasant lady of the house for the general
Our active membership now numbers eighteen merriment. The boys say they will get ahead
(18) with a prospect for more soon. We have of us Christmas, but the girls say " w e will
for the past few years been working hard, stick to and love the Phis till we die." One
and have surmounted every obstacle, and to- of the brothers who heard this expression is
day the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity stands gradually oonvalescing.
emphatically " A No. 1" at Emory College.
Saven of our boys are out as honor men at
We anxiously look for every issue of the the debate celebrations in January. What
SCROLL.
other chapter can say as much '?
Yours in the Bond,
C. H. M U N G B R .
J. B. G R E E N E .

Pennsylvania Beta.
EMORY COLLEGE, Deo.

19,

1878.

I will give you a nut-shell account of what
the Phi Delta Theta is doing here. There is
probably no chapter in the order in a more
healthy condition than the Ga. Gamma. Our
men are the pick of the college in mind and
morals, and they are full of patriotism and
watchfulness for the interests of our beloved
fraternity. The trustees here are liberalminded enough to encourage secret societies;
and we have a roomy hall in one of the college buildiugs, which we occupy free of rent.
When we first set to housekeeping, like most
beginners in that happy employment, we were
wanting in household goods. If my recollection serves me right, two or three chairs, a
pine table, and an empty flour barrel composed our "stock and store." The bare floor
and plastered walls seemed naked as a dessrt,
and they beckoned us on to liberality and sacrifice, "^hen our meetings took place on a
chilly night and we met with numb fingers
and aching toes, it was hard to tell whether
patriotism or a sense of comfort had most to
do with the many schemes that were put on
foot for bettering our condition. Be that as
it may, those plans were successful. Our
hall is now elegantly furnished. A rich carpet covers the floor, costly pictures and works
of art adorn the walls, to say nothing of
chandeliers, patent hat-racks, stove, desks,
arm chairs, rostrum, and-so-forth. Now,
Bro. Editor, don't you feel like giving us your
hand on that ? Let others who begin poorly
take courage.
If my nut-shell (?) isn't already too full, I
can add some personals from tlie Ga. G.imina.
Carter and Greene, besides standing high in
college are reported to be the two handsomest
men in the State. Seals is a poet of no mean
ability; though still in his teens, his contributions are published in some of the best periodicals in the country. Hoyt and Carney
are our prodigies in debate, and indeed it is
about conceded that they are the Corinliei of
the.college when it comes to measuring
strength and testing steel th the proud
polemic art.
Will send several subscriptions to the
SJIIOLL, when I write again.
H. D. H O W R E N .

Texas Beta.
TEHUACANA, TE.XAS, Dec.

PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE,

Gettysbur?, Pa... Dec llth. 1878.

Since our' laist report, Pennsylvania Beta
has been pursuing the even tenor of her way
with good feeling and independence as her
watch words. No new Thetas have been
born but several are held in PROSPECTU for
next term. Our last meeting was one of the
best of the term. We passed the amendment
submitted by the National Grand. Read and
talked up pretty thoroughly the new constitution. Debated the question as to whether
animals have reason, and also discussed the
question, "the study of Chemistry.'" Had
a good essay, talked about SCROLL, about
chapter correspondence, and had several letters read. The last SCROLL was best number
under the new regime. An ardent Junior
member of our chapter has sent for several
pieces of the Theta music noticed in November SC'ROLL for his,—well, you know who.
[Must tell no tales out of school.]
Pennsylvania Beta has several of the prettiest pins in our institution. Our boys have
quite a mania for handsome badges just now
and a very commendable mania it is too.
About chajiter correspondence—it seems to
ma that much interest can be aroused in
having more correspondence among the individuals of the different chapters. We are
trying to work up this matter here and if anybody wants live correspondents at this end of
the route, let them .send a line to the undersigned. Satisfaction is guaranteed.
It is to be hoped that Pi'esident Reddig can
firmly plant the Maryland Alpha banner in
John Hopkins University, Baltimore. It is a
magnificently endowed institution and ranks
high. Three clieers and a tiger for Princeton
Seminary boys and their letter to the SCROLL.
Do it some more. Cannot Union Theologue,
New York, turn us out a stunning letter too?
May prosperity attend those Who have worn
the sword and shield.
Truly in the Bond,
M. F. T R O X E L L .

Alabama Beta.
ALABAMA A. AND M

COLLEGE.

Aulinrn Abi.. Dee. 111. 11578.

Biographies of the members of the ".Via.
Beta of Phi Delta Theta."
R. L. THORNTON.

15,

1878.

The grip seems to be the principal manifestation of friendship between our inambers ;
while questions and compliments show their
growing interest in the fraternity at large.
We are well jileased with the new constitution. It is quite an improvement on the old
one.
In the last month we have initiated three
good members—brothers J. H. Walker, T. J.

Son of Dr. Thornton. Was born at Tuskegee, -Macon Co., .Via., in the year 1856. En.tered the .\la. A. and .M. College, in the
Spring of 1875 as a member of the Freshman
class. Bore off the honors of said class at
the following commencement for declamation. Was the founder and originator of the
Fraternity. Now holds a prominent position
as Prof, in the Barton Academy of Mobile,
Ala.

J. A. LANTER,

Son of B. C. Lanier, A. M. Was born at
Huntsville, Madison Co., Ala., in the year
18.57. iintered the Preparatory Department
of the Ala. A. and M. College in the Fall
of 1873, was also an honored graduate of the
class of '78. Was the first man initiated into
the Fraternity by Bro. Thornton. Now holds
a Professorship in the Barton Academy of
Mobile, Ala.
S. B. CANTEY,

Sec. of ^ . A. 0. son of Gen. James Cahtey, was born at Fort Mitchell, Russel Co.,
Ala., 31st day of .T'lly, 1861, now resides at
place of birth. Kntered the Ala. A. and M.
College, Feb. 1877. Now a member of the
Junior class. Holds tbe Sen. office of his
class in the capacity of a '2nd Lieut.
C. A. L. SANFORD,

Chaplain. Son of Col. Wm. F. Sanford,
LL. D., and brother of Col. Wm. J. Sanford,
Congressman from the 3d district of Ala.,
1878. Was born at Tuskegee, ilacon Co.,
Ala., Dec. 17th, 1857. Resided at place of
birth for six months, from there moved to Oak
Bowery, Chambers Co., Ala., lived there six
years and -then moved to Auburn, Lee Co.,
Ala., where now resides. Entered the A. and
M. Oollege at the age of 17. And now a
member of the Sophomore class, joined the
<&. /I. &. in '77. Now holds rank of Sergeant in the Corps of Cadets.
,TOHN CANTEY,

Son Gen. James Cantey, was born at Fort
Mitchell, Russell Co., Ala., on the 19th of
March, 1866. Still living at his place of
birth. Entered the A. and M. College in
Feb. '77. Is now a member of the Junior
class, and a first Sergeant in Corps of Cadets.
A. riTZPATRICK,

fcor. Sec. ^ . J . 0 . Son of B. H. Fitzpatrick and grandson of Gov. Fitzpatrick of
Ala., was born at Nutchel Station, Bullock
Co., Ala., Oct. 9, 1859. Now resides at
Montgomery,* Ala. Entered Ala. A. and M.
College, Feb. 1875, and is now a member of
the Junior class occupying the 2d highest
military rank in. his class. Bore off ;'the
honors for declamation, Sophomore class of
1878.
J. A. CRAWFORD,

Pres. ^ . A. Q. Son of Hon. Dr. Crawford. Was born at Rockford, Coosa county,
Ala., Dec. 20th, 1857, now resides at the
place of birth, -entered the Ala. A. and M.
College, March 1st, 1875. Now a member of
Senior class, and holds the office of first Captain. Will graduate witli the highest honors
in Corps of Cadets.
T. D. M'GOUOH,

Warden <?^. Z/. 0 . Son of JohnMcGough,
was born at Columbus, Ga., July 1st, 1859,
lived there 3 years, then moved near Eufawla, Ala., and remained there one year and
then^moved to Glencenville, Ala. There he
now residesr Entered the Ala. A. and M.
College in Sept. 1877 as a member of Freshman class5. Is now a member of the Sophomore class and ranks as a Corporal.
E. A. PRICE.

Historian <5. A. C-). Son of Rav. G. W. F.
Price, A. M., Pres. of Huntsville Female
College. Was born at Tuskegee, Macon Co.,
Ala., June 13, 1860. Lived in said place until "72. When he moved to Huntsville, Madison Co., Ala., wliere he now resides. Entered the .\la. .\. and if. College in fall of
1876, as a member of tlie Freshman class.
Bore off honors for declamation in said class.
Now a member of the Junior class of '78.
Holds the rank of Color Bearer Sergeant in
the Corps of Cadets.
•
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Silence.

In silence mighty things are wrought,
Silently bnilded thought on thought.
Truth's temple greets the sky ;
And, like a citadel with towers,,
The soul, with its subservient powers.
Is strengthened silently.
Soundless as chariots on the snow,
The saplings of the forest grow
To trees of mighty girth :
Each mighty star in silence burns,
And every day in silence turns
The axle of the earth.
The silent frost, with mighty hand.
Fetters the river and the land
With universal chain ;
And, smitten by the silent sun.
The chain is loosed, the rivers run,
The lands are free again.

After "Hiawatha."
"Never stoops the soaring vulture,
On his quarry in the desert.
On the sick and wonnded Bison,
But another vulture, watching
From his high aerial look out.
Sees the downward plunge and follows,
And a third pursues the second,
Coming from th' invisible ether.
First a speck and then a vulture
Till the air is dark with pinions.
So disasters come not singly,
But as if they watched and waited
Scanning one another's motions.
When the first descends, the others
Follow, follow, gathering flockwise
Round their victim, sick and wounded.
First a shadow, then a sorrow,
Till the air is dark with anguish."
LONGFKI.LOW.

But the vultures, coming many,
Coming quickly, tarry briefly
And they fly away together,
'I'hongh their visits seem untimely,
Cruel to their wounded victim,
Yet the earth is benefited,
Yet the air is sweeter, purer.
And disease, restrained, aside stands.
So disasters, watching for us
When one comes and many follow,
Quickly do their tasks allotted,
Quickly altogether leave us.
Though our hearts be e'en most broken,
Shadowed o'er with many sorrows.
After these their presence taking,
We are filled with brighter musings,
Having hearts well versed in anguish,
Hearts that happiness can value.
A. G. w .

Secrecy in Relation to Societies.
B Y J. H. D O R T C H .

The charm of secrecy is almost irresistible. This singular fascination has
its seat in the very depths of our nature and is "bone of our bone and tiesh
of our flesh." Its peculiar force is felt
more deeply in early life, than, perhaps
at any other period. There is a hidden

power in mystery that draws us to it
with the silent force of the magnet.
Men of ripe years and with hoary
beards are not disenthralled from its
fascinating influence. It is the carrying out and following up of this desire
and impulse of nature that has been the
mainspring of all the great secret organizations that have spread over the
world.
Man loves that which is veiled,
mysterious, unknown.
He wanders
through the realms of nature, and traverses the wide domain of mind, and
finds that mystery reign,8 every v/here.
He delights in it. He lov^s that which
has the robes of the mysterious hanging about it, and hence he has organized great associations and all under
the garb of secrecy. These, though,
they hide their workings from the gaze
of the world, under it all seek to inculcate some principle of high morality.
They only throw over all the curtain of
secrecy to gratify that which is inherent in the breasts of all men, and
thus accomplish a double purpose.
Because these organizations are secret
they are decried. Many people think
that they ought to throw their doors
wide, and let in the full light of investigation upon the hidden treasures.
Thej'^ fail to recognize that man loves
the mysterious and is urged through
love of it to promote good aims. They
think that under the robe of-secrecy
deeds of iniquity are being enacted.
These carpers should remember that our
Bible tells us to be secret in our good
works.
The majority of secret associations,
whose influence is of wide extent, and
some whose sphere is narrower, are organized for the promotion and furtlierance of great moral truths. To illustrate our point, the ^.A. 0 . Fraternity,
will answer our purpose. In this organization, spreading its sinews out
over the U. S., and fed by the intellectual and moral strength of the best colleges in our land, we find a body of
young men banded together for the
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promotion of good \vill and friendship
towards each. They give to each other
their mutual pledges that they will assist and support each other in the hard
and difiicult places that lie in every
boj^'s college career. They engage to
be friends to eiich other in every sense
of the word. Friendship — t h e key
stone in the arch of Virtues—they seek
to inculcate. This is the purest and
holiest of theVirtues. It is only another
name for Love or Charity. An inspired writer in the Holy Bible tells us of
"Faith, Hope and Charitj', but the
greatest of these is Charity." In this
Fraternity then they have brought together the two great principles of man's
nature. The cardinal virtue is placed
as the mighty foundation stone, upon
which is reared a vast temple, in whose
hallowed sanctuary, the noble youth of
our colleges may find a pure home, and
over all is hung the curtain of secrecy,
to prevent the vulgar eyes of those not
worthy to enter, from gazing upon the
delightful retreat which friends have
fashioned for themselves.
Vanderbilt University, Ded. 20, 1878.

From Tennessee.
EDITOR OF THE SCROLL.

Your kind communication of late date
has just been re-read. I was not conscious of the distinguished honor until
I found myself seriouslj- thinking of
the dear old fraternity. In asking me
to write occasionally you do an injustice to some of our members of the
south whose ability is not doubted, and
who are, to use a word that is expressive, "gifted." I do not mean by- this
to say all ape not men of ability, for
they are, and this is one of the requisites to become a Phi.
The oration at Danville was one of
the most practical and best that I ever
read. To use the orator's words, "waiving that higher value which these gatherings have as an appointed means to
develop the objects of our body, they
are useful in another view, especially to
those of us who have gone out from
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you to the wider sphere of an active • member thereof who has not been forbusiness life. They help to mark the tunate enough to be one of our numyears which we Have traveled; recalling ber, possessed of an odious spirit better
the past they point also to the future, pleased to detect a fault than commend
into which with the same pace we all a virtue, eagerly seize at the slightest
are moving."
mistake or trifling fault, and in the
If successful in sho\ving to any Phi | "dignity of ignorance" most solemnly
the benefit in after life of our fraterni- declare secret societies dangerous to_-the
ty, my object will be accomplished. It safetv and welfare—of the ignorant, inmay seem a little strange at first blush dolent and imbecile.
how any fraternity can claim or present
It is sad to think that any class of
ties more binding than those of friend- men would forget themselves so far, as
ship. It has been the experience of to prohibit what they know not of, or
nearly every one to form associations that they will blindly say this or that
most dear, yet in how many cases may when neither is based on reason or
it truly be said "out of sight out of right. I seriously hope that others
mind," and more—forgotten forever, will imitate the example of the Tenn.
even the name. In our dear old frater- Beta as she has in turn initiated, and
nity, "once a Phi always a Phi." Years driven out this opposition. Let not this
may pass by but never will the rela- deter any man from working where
tions we bear to others be forgotten, societies are prohibited.
There is
and no longer will the thought be—I am nothing in our constitution or by-laws,
unknown, except in the little circle in but an angel would say Amen to.
which I move. Think not thus there is While others remain in darkness forone Eye alone, that watches you. That give them for they know not what they
Being has taught us, we are as a band do.
of brothers, and with true love every
Tiie members of the south send
Eye is watching you. If this be not greetings to our brothers through the
enough in itself to stimulate a man SCROLL throughout the Union. To the
there is little in that man. Man was reader of this, if at college, believe one
made for society.
His Maker has who speaks from experience, that nothfailed in the task, if that being can be ing is of more importance to you than
so little as to live, move and have his your fraternity. Your misfortunes are
being without knowing or desiring to ours; your prosperity, our joy.
know, others than himself. In nearly
After your school life into whatever
every part of the Union, (the members profession you enter you will find what
of this fraternity may well flatter them- is here written literally true. Those
selves) we have good and true men, and out in the world bid you welcome and
if any member will take the trouble gladly will they share your burden.
of procuring a catalogue and map of
One word. Be true to our cause. We
the States and will look at this and are known and respected, and let our
that name, and the town or village fraternity be as it always was and is
opposite the name on the map, he will and as we say it shall be—the first.
surely appreciate this and be consoled
L. T.
by the fact that they are true friends
College Fraternities,
and those you may rely upon.
Some time since a writer in one of
In the south secret societies meet
with much more opposition than in the our college papers, in treating the above
north and perhaps the most satisfactory subject, said:
"Every few weeks some zealous pareason is that of woman—just because.
I t is to be hoped that this is dying tron of daylight bubbles over and
out, but as an explanation rather than smites college fraternities and other sea reason, it may be suggested, as is well cret organizations from "Dan even to
known, all fraternities are not based on Beersheba." The instances of evil done
the same pure and grand basis that by them are served up in different
styles again and again and brought beours is.
Because'we have always so vpell suc- fore the public as a new dish. They
ceeded and proved the best, others, and have been rehashed, in fact, till they
in nearly every case some faculty or have lost all their charm for the appe-

tite. The anti-fraternity writers v^'ould
do well to get a fresh supply of illustrations before sallying forth again.
As for a sufiiciency of abstract arguments they need feel no uneasiness.
There are enough of them which, by a
careful observance of the law of permutations, can be made to assume an almost
infinite variety of forms. These kaleidoscopic views of their arguments deserve c-redit for variety if for nothing
else.
For the last fifty years secret organizations have been denounced by the
over-scrupulous as relies of barbarism,
but all the while secret societies have
been on the increase. No one, surely,
is willino; to believe that the world is
growing worse. No one is less esteemed by his friend who has joined a secret
society, than he was before, unless it be
from other causes. But notwithstanding this, false prophets still prophesy
evil.
It is not our purpose to offer any argument in favor of fraternities. If they
accomplish any good, they are worthy
of its reward; if they create evil, it is
sure to recoil upon themselves. While
we believe fraternities strengthen the
bond of friendship among their members, we do not believe that they make
their members less regardful of those
who are without the mystic circle. It
is not that they "love Csesar less but
Rome more."
Of late years college fraternities have
become quite numerous. Many able
writers have set themselves against
them. Some colleges forbid the formation of such societies among their students, but with all this opposition fraternities only increase. But evil has not
increased proportionally. There are just
as many good and useful men sent out
from colleges which tolerate secret societies as from those which do not, and
we venture the assertion that there are
as few tricksters. I t is. natural for everybody to have his intimate friends,
and if he wishes to meet them alone to
the exclusion of all others, and seeks to
accomplish his purpose by' means of
signs, grips, knocks or pass-words, we
fail to see why it should be any ground
of oftense to others. Even among the
opponents of secret societies, there is as
much exclusiveness between them and
those of a little different rank socially,
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as b e t w e e n those w i t h i n a n d those outside t h e " r e a l m of secrecy."
W e a r e a w a r e t h a t little dissensions
often arise, ostensibly on account of
these societies, b u t if t h e societies h a d
n o t existed t h e r e would h a v e been differences j u s t t h e same. I t is q u i t e a
homely s a y i n g t h a t ,
"Birds of a feather
Flock together,"
b u t h o m e l y a s i t is, i t expresses a n und o u b t e d t r u t h . Since i t is true,if they
choose t o m a k e t h e i r "flock" specifically d i s t i n g u i s h e d , i t is n o t h i n g more
t h a n j a s t t o t h e m t h a t others should be
satisfied t o "leave t h e m alone in t h e i r
glory."

m
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The Delta Gamma Fraternity (ladies) of
Oxford, Miss., have established in the past
month, a chapter at Franklin. Ind. The
existence of the new chapter is to be for a
time, sub rosa, to all but the Phis. The organization will be ot great assistance to the
Indiana Delta. The Delta Gamma is a southern fraternity and the Franklin chapter is
the firet to be organized in the North. The
Grand Chapter at Oxford, is endeavoring to
establish chapters in Northern colleges, thus
linking together ladies of the North and
South, bj' ties that are tender and true—bonds
of sisterhood that can never fail to exist, and
golden chains of love that can never be riven.
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Notes and Queries.

A RE(EXICORXTER EXPLAXATIOX.
M R . EDITOR :
Please allow me space in the SCROLL

H. Ki Shaner, Penna. Gamma, is principal of Witherspoon Institute, Butler, Pa.
W. V. Catehings, Tennessee Beta, is practicing law at Vicksburg, Miss.
O. H. Anderson, Penn'a. Gamma, is residing on his farm near Six Points, Butler Co.,
Pa.
F. D. Cook, Tennessee Beta, is a limb of
the law in San Francisco, Cal.
A query. Who will tell us what has become of Brother Hogg, formerly of Penna.
Gamma ?
<
Junius Brutus (?) Hobson, Tenn. Beta, is
conducting the "Falcon" in Summerville,
Tenn.
Bro. Hamilton, of Lebanon,;Tenn., has settled in Xashville to practice law and wiU attend the meetings of Tenn. & t a . Good!
C. M. Fleming, Penna. Gamma, died of typhoid fever in July, "78. at Elk City, Pa.
Y. C. Lowry, the •silvery tongued" orator
of the Ohio University, is Principal of the
Mai-shfleld schools.
Ask "Dick,"" of the Ohio Epsilon, how
many halves lie lias. Or Coultrap what his
experience is concerning femininity.
T. Loge White. X". C. Alpha. "81. is in
charge of a line school at Red Cross, X. C ,
and we hear is "doing the subject justice."
G. .M. Lambertson, Ind. Delta, "72. has been
appointed District Attorney for the District

to
state that since the counter explanation of
the Ohio Eta correspondent in regard to the
initiation ceremony has appeared, I desire to
withdraw everything contained in my card
published in the Xovember SCROLL. I was
honestly mistaken as to the import of the
communication to which my card referred.
Other Fraternities.
The brother will understand, I hope, that the
The Beta Theta Pis are having a terrible reason I wrote anonymously was to avoid a
time in the endeavor to get out a catalogue. show of egoism..
GREEK.
Funfls are lacking and it seems the attempt
OT ^^ pV)T*JlslcJl
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is growing monotonous to the Fraternity.
Bro. S. B.' Eccles, Ind. Beta, '81, is the
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having been in progress several years.
WASHINGTON-, L A . . Dec. 19, 1878. "honor man"" of the Sophomore class of Wa. Alpha Tau Omega has started a chapter at To the Executive Committee and Fraternity bash College.
The mortality among the Democratic ConBichmond College, Ya. They say they don't
at large :
care for the quality of the men selected for
Wliereas, The work of L. G. Burgess" Son & giessmen at Washington is terrible for the
founders, all they want is a good number. Co., of Albany, X.-T., is equal in quality and three Phi Congressmen who are all Democrats.
Thanks to our Bond, Phi Delta Theta is com- workmanship to any that we have examined Congi-essmen Tom Brown and Godlove Orth,
pelled to look to the men.
and is cheaper in price, and as we have tried of Indiana, are members of the Delta Tau Delthe work of said firm for years and know it ta Fraternity.
Bro. R. H. Hamilton, "77, Mo. Beta, is
The Sigma Alpha Epsilons, an exclusively to be good and reliable, and as there are many
southemf raternity have but twelve chapters badges of their work distributed among the practicing law at Xashville, Tenn., in the
same office with Bros. Taylor and Gardner.
in correspondence with the Grand Alpha, chapters and uniformity is a desired end:
What has become of jf. W. Boyd, orator
which is situated at the Ky. MU. Institute,
Therefore we would advise and urge our
Farmdale, Ky. There are Tf)4 names in their executive committee, that they appoint and ladies man of the Yirginia Delta. It is
catalogue. Perhaps their strongest ehapter Messrs. L. G. Burgess' Son &: Co., official a shame that Jim does not give the SCROLL
is at Vanderbilt University, 5fash ville, Tenn. jewelers of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity. the benefit of his i)en.
P. F . Jacobs. Ohio Epsilon, is eagerly look'
where they manifest an unlimited amount of
A. GwYX FOSTER,
ing forward to the time when be will receive
cheek, but can scarcely cope with the Phis in
AV. B. SrLLiv.vx.
his "sheep-skin :" then to bask in the sunpopularity. A Phi was recently elected a
A. S. HoFon,
shine of happiness, he thinks.
member of that order and invited to join.
Com.
W o n t some brother inform us as to the
They were so sure of getting him that their
. \ X S W E R TO • • C U R I O r S . ••
whereabouts of J. B. McCabe, "\'a. Gamma ?
treasurer asked him for his initiation fee. EDITOR OF .SCROLL:
He has been a very enthusiastic Phi, and
But he thought the demand a little premaDear Bro: In obedience to tbe request in should be yet.
ture. He has not paid it yet.
the last SCROLL, I take it upon myself to anJno. S. Kline, class of 77, Iowa Wes.
For the benefit of those who possess no list swer the questions of 'CURiors."
Univ.. and delegate to Danville Con. from
1.
The
minutes
of
the
convention
of
'78
of Fraternities, we give below the name,
Iowa Alpha, is juacticing medicine in Kanplace, and date of organization of nearly all were i)rinted three or four months ago and sas.
can lie obtained of Bro. .T. C. Xorris, 2.31 Jno. W. Palm, Iowa Alpha, of class "76, T.
of the College secret orders:
Peru St.. Indianapolis, Ind. The new conPhi Beta. Kappa
William &= M.iry....i7j6 stitution was printed in September and any W. U. is Co.. Supt. in Mt. Pleasant, Iowa,
Kappa Alpha {north) Union
1823 brother or chapter can obtain a copy of the is also Ed. of '.Journal,'" and like Bro. Palm
Chi Phi.
Princeton
1824 undersigned by enclosing a sufiicient number he runs both institutions with perfect satisfaction.
Sigma Phi.
Union
1827 of stamps to pay for registering the same.
L. E. Bentley, Ya. Delta, yarrer and vocalDelta Phi
Union
1S2J
2. The only way any one can find out any- ist, can be found at Loretto, Ya. He has
Alpha Delti Phi.
(.?)
1832 thing about the Ky. A., is to go to Danville
Psi Upsilon
(.?)
183s and see for himself. If the chapter is living, added a flourishing mustache to his numerous
Mystic Seven
Genesee
183J the members have eitlier failed to receive irresistibles.
Dr. W. E. Williams, Ohio Epsilon, says
BetJi Theta PL
Miami.
i83g my heart-rending appeals for light upon this
that <J. A. (-). is by no means the least thing
Chi Psi.
Union
?
1S41 very subject, or else neglected to answer.
Delta Kappa Epsilon Yale
1844 '?>. The Xebiaska Alpha is a busted com-in his mind, while C. A. Atkinson and .J. M.
Theti Delta Chi..
Union
1844 munity. Want of opposition killed it. But Tripp, both rising young lawyers at .Jackson,
Delta Psi.
Columbia
1847 ju.st wait until Bro. Ed. Palmer of Michi- Ohio, carry law and Phi Delta Thetaism in
Zeta Psi.
Union, X. Y.
" gan Alpha, liangs out his legal shingle in Lin- conjunction with—a baby.
Phi Delta Tluta
MLimi
1S48 coln next spring. About that time the dry Captain T. W. Keitt." the initiate of the
Phi Gamma Delta... Jefferson
" liones of the Xebraska Alpha will have some Yirginia Epsilon, sends his subscripton and
Phi Kappa Sgma
Univ. Pa
1850 life breatlied into them.
is a sub-Profiessor in the Yirginia Military InPhi Kappi Psi.
Jefferson
1852
stitute. His enthusiasm still lives, and every
Truly in the Bond,
Sigma Chi.
Miami
1855
GEO. BAXTA. Franklin. Ind. Phi finds in him a friend and brother.
Kappa Sigma
Baltimore
1857
Wliat Chapter claims Rev. David Bittle
Delta Tau Delta. ... Bethany
i8s9
Floyd ? He has done good work in the FraPersonals.
Black Badge
Roanoke
"
ternity and oiiarat to be heard from through
Alpha Tau Omega.... Va. Military Inst 1865
X. R. Richardson. 81. X. C. Alpha, is the SCROLL. He may be called the father of
Kappa Alpha (south) Wash. &= Lee Unli'.iSds teaching at Earpsboro, X. ('.
Penna. Beta. Bro. Davy Bittle is now blowSigma Xu
Va. Mil. Institate....iS6g
C. II. Welch, Ohio Epsilon. is practicing ing the gospel bugle in Uniontown, Md. Let
Pi Kappa Alpha
Uni'i'.of Vr
i86g law at Athens. Ohio.
us hear from vou. Brother.

T H E SCROLL.
The Ohio Epsilon correspondent breaks out
in a most extravagant apostrophe to somet h i n g whose approach is hailed with as much
rejoicing as a college vacation. Xow F r a n k ,
A Monthly Paper Devoted to the interests of the Phi Delta Theta
if it is the SCROLL you mean, why t h a t ' s all
Fraternity.
right and perfectly proper, but if you were
. . Lee, Ohio. thinking of your Dulcinea, we should think
M. F . PARRISH, Editor, .
Gettysburg, Pa. so wide a publication of your private feelings
M . F . TROXELL, BUS. Man.,
and interests would be scarcely excusable.
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All commiiniciitions for piiblicalian should be sent lo Ihe Eililor hy the Isl of each month. Business correspondence shmilil
be addressed lo the I'ublisher.

G E T T Y S B U R G , P A . , J A X U A U V , 1879.
Tbe article on our first page from Bro. J.
H . Dortch, is well worth a careful reading.
Who will not agree with the writer in regard
to the vein of the mysterious r u n n i n g through
our n a t u r e V

W e are compelled to leave out some important m a t t e r from this issue. Our columns
are somewhat crowded. The omitted matter
will appear in our next number. I t is highly
gratifying to have sufficient subject m a t t e r
and we hope our brothers will not be impatient for publication of articles, as all will appear in due time. J u s t here, however, we
must ask the sub-Editors to shorten chapter
reports. W e have had to leave out several of
these from this issue on account of length.
Make all reports spicy and to the point.

If compliments were salable, a n d if we
felt disposed to sell, the S C R O L L would be
rich in a week by disposing of them at a
Our Latest Born.
penny a dozen. F o r all good wishes and enHail to the Phi Delta Tiieta infant! We
couragements—thanks. Let the good works
follow, and our brothers will never be sorry. have just received intelligence of the birth
of the South Carolina Alpha at Wofford ColWe publish in this issue an interesting and lege, Spartanburg, S. C. I t was founded on
instructive article from Bro. L y t t o n Taylor. the 18th inst., by Bro. T. C. Du Pont, of the
Read it and be convinced t h a t the benefits of Georgia Beta, and has T. J. Rogers, W. D.
fraternity do not cease with college life.
Simpson and R. C. Rembert as charter members. The Georgia Beta characterizes these
" T h e r e ' s music in the a i r . " Read Bro.
as three "splendid, solid fellows," and the
Search's column on our last page and delight
second named is a son of the present Gov" s o m e b o d y " by procuring for t h e m some
ernor Simpson, of South Carolina. W e are
choice music. W e hope all the Phis will pawithout further particulars now but will
tronize our own family circle by sending to
give a full account of our baby in our next
Bro. P . W. for all the music they want, parissue. For the present we can only extend a
ticularly in view of the liberal discount offermost hearty welcome.
ed bv him to his brothers in Phi Delta Theta.
A Phi sends us a selection from Longfellow's " H i a w a t h a " with some similarly metered lines of his own t h a t do not perceptibly
pale in lustre when brought in juxtaposition
with the lines of the great bard. We gladly
give them a place.
There are more t h a n twice as many Phis in
t h e Tenn. Beta as there are members in both
the other fraternity chapters at t h a t place.
I t should be remembered t h a t they are sub
rosa.
W e again call attention to the advertisement of I I . F . Griffin, the college engraver.
His engraved cards are models of beauty and
should be in the hands of every student who
makes any pretensions to "style."'
The Yirginia Delta boys come up with a
report in this number—the first one, by the
way, since the September issue. The difficulties in their way to prosperity are numerous,
but they have surmounted most of them and
are now strong in unity and fraternal love, if
not in numbers. They are t r u e workers and
we confidently expect to hear of their future
growth and prosperity. F r o w n upon everyt h i n g unmanly or un-Philike in your members
and you will soon win the favor and esteem
of all worthy to be associated with you.

A Lively Corpse
J u s t as we had properly composed ourselves
to write an obituary notice of the Tennessee
Beta, having of course assumed a solemn cast
of countenance becoming the gravity of the
subject, we received a lively report from t h a t
chapter, which at once dissipated our ideas
of annihilation. We had understood from
reliable sources t h a t the " g a m e was u p , " t h a t
the faculty had learned of their existence
and had taken measures to exterminate them
and t h a t they had surrendered their charter.
From the report it seems t h a t they were in
great danger at one time and were induced
to give up their charter but subsequently took
it back and are now doing well with a membership of about thirty. We can only counsel extreme caution and care. Avoid haste
and make no unnecessary exposure.
Private Correspondence.
We fear the active members of the fraternity do no not fully appreciate the advantages to be derived from individual correspondence.
Many, we apprehend, will rely
almost exclusively upon T H E SCROLL for
t h e i r fraternity news. Our idea of our fraternity publication has always been t h a t it
should be distinctively a news gatherer and
promulgator, but a total reliance upon it in
this capacity will certainly beget a fraternal

lassitude which is evidently antagonistic t o
the best interests of the order. Individual
correspondence will bring with it a more general knowledge of the personal character, and
worth of the members of the f r a t e r n i t y ; it
will disclose the a c t u a t i n g a n i m u s of individual members of the brotherhood ; it will be-get warm personal friendship between residents of remotely situated localities and With
all these will evidently cause unity, strength
and harmony throughout the entire order.
Our conventions would be characterized by
the wisdom of m a t u r e deliberation and
the enthusiasm of a body of personal friends.
The mistakes would be fewer and less grave.
The fraternity machinery would be less complicated and the fraternity itself would become an undivided unit in the advancement
of the interests and principles of our beloved
order. The history of the past will bear us
out in these statements and we feel justified
in making them because we have already attained a high degree of excellence in these
respects, and much of this result, we are sure,
must be attributed to the system of individual correspondence t h a t has been kept up
among some of the most active and efficient
members of the Fraternity. Association of
similarly inclined minds begets thoughts andthese thoughts by comparison a n d careful
pruning are soon shorn of their incipient
crudity and t h u s the work of advancement
goes on. The record of the past is not an unenviable one, but let us make the future more
productive of fruit and give to it a - m o r e
glorious Histofy. A prtiper use of the columns of T H E ScROiiL and a well sustained
system of individual correspondence will be
powerful factors in our future work.
This insertion will cost you nothing and
niay do a vast amount of good for yourself
and the F r a t e r n i t y . Who wants a correspondent.
Xow in order to s t a r t the ball rolling, we
propose to make T H E SCROLL an agent. We
will devote a small space to the names and
addresses of those who desire correspondents
in the fraternity. You may insert a line
stating in what State or in what part of the
country you would prefer your correspondent.
Many promises of sympathy and support
have come from both active and alumni members, for all of which we are duly thankful.
We trust, however, t h a t these promises and
compliments are only the precursors of the
more substantial assistance t h a t will soon
follow. Give us a live, active and enthusiastic fraternity at our backs and we will send
you out every month a sheet brim-full of news,
wit, wisdom and Phi Delta enthusiasm. We
want to waken up the whole fraternity, and
every active member ought to be an agent
in advancing the good work by helping to
stir up the alumni. Get them to take T H E
S C R O L L , and you will t h u s get them interested in the prosperity of the fraternity, and w e '
as a body can have the value of their influence.
A number have promised already
to send us subscriptions and no doubt many
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othere are able to do so. We have adopted
cal students, and the rumor that the Faculty
Ohio Eta.
had become certain of oiu" existence, and
the cash plan to avoid all trouble in collectBUCHTEL COLLBGB, Akron, 0., Jan. 8 1379.
ing by mail, and the dollar must invariably
The new year has opened auspiciously for determined to extinguish us. We have initiated eight members, and now number thirty
accompany the name. T H E SCROLL is not the Phis. At the annual contest of Buchtel of the "unspotted of the flock."' At our
College
branch,
Ohio
Collegiate
Association,
only a fixed fact but it is an indispensable
held in the College Chapel last Friday even- next meeting we expect four or five more.
factor in the future progress of the fraterni- ing, we certainly had no cause to complain. We seem to "flourish and prevail" under the
ty. There was a time, perhaps, when its ne- Bro. Wm. H. Jones received the tiis; place in rose, and would scarcely wish the restriction
removed, so enticing it is to "eat fruit in
cessity was not so sensibly felt but that day our interesting and fairly fought struggle, secret." It is true that in daj'light we could
is past ; now the fraternity must have it. i Bro. Herman A. Kelley. alternate. The ef- have the pleasure of showing with pride our
fort of Bro. Pleasants was most creditable; a
Every month, then, as provided in the SCROLL I veritable "victory of tlie vaiuiuislied." in strength : but the consciousness of thriving
ACT, will we send out a number of our little I fact. Our Delta participated, but the conun- under the same frown that withers our opponents, is almost as pleasant.
sheet and tliere need be no apprehension j drum of "where, oh where is lie":" is mournA rumor spread some weeks ago, that we
fully
echoed
back
as
an
unsolved
mystery.
about its failure; // •tuUlcome. So send along
were absolutely "spotted"" by the Faculty, '
We
have
really
no
news
to
offer.
All
are
your dollai-s, Brothers, and spend a short i well and, we believe, happy. Resolutions of and our new boys, unaccustomed to "moving
time each month in reviewing the most pleas- condolence might, with propriety, be extend- accidents"" and "hair-breadth 'scapes," perant hours of your lives.
ed to our opponents. Their solitary recruit suaded us to resign our charter. The scare
of the past six months, that beau ideal of col- is over and we resume our meetings Saturday
lege chivalry, the "gallant, gifted, glorious" night. During the scare trouble three of our
Baker, has decided to swell the rank of the boys got out the report, honorably, of course
^Escnlapians, and is lost for aye. It is quite —for "they are all honorable men'—that
too awfully sad to contemplate, but we must they had organized a fraternity, called the
have doctors. The SCROLL looks well in its " G a m m a s , " they, or one of them, belonging
National Grand.
new dress, and it is a pity that the literary to that section in our chapter; aud the " S .
excellence of the coming number should be A. E ' s , " knowing their standing, offered to
EASTON, Pa, Jan. l l t h , 1879.
man-ed by such a communication as the pres- take them in if tliey would break up, and
Comments have not yet been fully passed ent. As was remarked before, however, we also the other members on reputation. Our
Phis refused, of coia"se, declaring their
on the changed appearance of the SCROLL. really have no news to offer.
"Gamma" was not a/oca/affair, but was well
However they can scarcely be otherwise than
Y'oure, &C.,
able to co|)e with the "S. A. E's."' They had
favorable, or else the writer's pleased taste is
C. B. W R I G H T .
two chapters. Others of our men have had
dreamy and vacant. Our brotherly ranks are
the honor of being elected to that honorable
not yet full and braced for work, but we are
Virginia Delta.
body, but also the greater honor of spurning
slowly ci-eeping back to our places. From
RICHMOND COLLEGE, Richmond, Va., J a n . 15,1879 the proposal.
vacation and home to college and study, is a
sleepy waking, a rubbing of drowsy eyes, but D E A R BRO. EDITOR :
Two of our best members have withdrawn
Although I feel rather ashamed to write from the L'uiversity—J. H. Dortch our bea warm Phi grip and the earnest words of a
brother quicken the good old life of love and to the SCROLL at this late day, still believing loved Cor. Sec, and J. C. Smith, who, in
enjoyment. We expect to do prompt aud en- in that old proverb, "Better late than never" connection with J. B. Reed, planted the acorn
ergetic action as a chapter. The term is fa- I do so. I don't suppose there is a single which has become a mountain oak. We miss
vorable in every respect, and our hopes are chapter in the whole fraternity that has work- them very much ; but the plant they nourishjustly bright. Financially we are getting a ed harder than has our"s this session. We ed has become thrifty and well able to stand
healtliy color, heightened 'tis true occasion- have met regularly and have elected and unsupported, except by its remaining roots.
asked to join us nine or ten men. Out of I see by the late SCROLL, with which we
ally by an honest blush at neglected duty.
which number only three have consented to are all highly pleased by the way. that each
Before I close I must add another generali- become
Phis and have been initiated.
chapter is entitled to as many papers as it has
ty, which is in brotherly praise of our Pies..
There are several things that have worked active members. We therefore desire twentyBro. Reddig, whose self-sacrifice, enthusiasm against
But none so much as the report eight (28) copies.
and systematic work for the Fraternity enti- that theus.
Betas
and K. A s have spread, to
Wishing every chapter in our order the suctle him to bis honors. Eyes have seen, ears the effect that one
of our last years members cess which attends our own, we remain fraheard and it lias thus entei-ed into an admir- was caught several times
attempting to listen ternally and eternally.
ing heart to speak. Let the Frat. recognize to their proceeding^. Five
good meu who
Yours in the Bond,
the fact and give credit and cheer.
said they would join us but for this, have
M. S. SAMS.
gone over to the other frateruities.
G. W. PLACK.
At this college the Betas have fifteen men,
Indiana Delta.
the
K. A s seventeen, the Alpha Taus four,
FsANKLix COLLEGE, Franklin, Ind., J a n . '78.
Ohio Zeta.
and last but far from least the Phis eight.
The SCROLL "arrived in"' safely and to say
UNITERSITV OP WOOSTEB,
Phi Delta Theta is represented at the Medi- that it was appreciated by Franklin's twentyWooster, 0., Jan., 15, 1879. .
cal
College,
in
the
city,
by
four
young
SawBro. Grco. E. Patterson, au alumnus of this j bones, who in a little while expect to be mak- five or thirty zealous Phi Delta Thetas is
scarcely sufficient. We thought it was simchapter, now studying law at X'ewcastle, Pa.. '•ing
rounds with Mis. Winslows Syrup ply immense and if there are fifteen Phi's in
was in the city during thg holidays visiting a j and the
Tarrant's
Seltzer
Aperient
in
either
young person whose name for courtesy to | liand. There are several Pliis here and at the United States that wisli the SCROLL more
"Pat."' we will not mention for fear ic might i the University of Va., who in a few yeai-s prosperity than the Deltas of Indiana do,
will you jilease send us a group picture of
he mis^given. Our Junior, H(o\v) AVi'eei and Iexpect
to be thundering away as ornanaents them and receive one of oui-s in return? And
and L(ovely) f?i is again before the public as of the bar,
at
the
Police
Court.
in your letter informing us that you have
making the startling announcement that he |
At the last election in the Mu Sigma RHio mailed said "photo'" will you add a P. S.,
thinks no man is justifiable in badging a girl
unless he has already given his hand and heart literary society here, one K. A., one Alpha' and teU us the size of boots each one weai"S "?
to that young lady. But in a few days the Tau, no Betas, and three Phis were elected to Anything in the world to low'cr Bro. Thomas'
still more startling announcemeiit was made i offices. "We are little, but we are loud.''I opinion of his feet. Since we mentioned the
that this gentleman"s badge was seen dang- Rest assured that, though we are small in fact that he was no "Cinderella," in Novem
ling on the breast of an L;ovely) L(ittle) number, we are as thoroughly imbued with ber ScnoLL, he can scarcely contain himself.
Wiomau) of tbe Junior class. We will per- the spirit of our motto as any chapter in the •We need sympathy. What chapter will be
mit you to draw your own conclusion, but; land and that our zeal and love for dear, old ithe first to offer?
would like to state that if any of you are in Phi Delta Tiieta never abates for a moment.
But as to our work, our prospects, i!te.
the least bashful, you should use the same •• We happy few, we band of brothers.''
Since
my last report we liave elected two felEver youi-s in the Bond.
method.
lows whom we would like very much to call
JAS. T . DICKIXSOX.
Bros, and \ve are working on them diligently,
Our .Sophomore still persists in going to'.
not without the desired effect either. I can
Ashland by the same Rhotis. and oo-asioiial-1
Tennessee Beta.
safely assert that when we "[lop the question"
ly stops by the wa.vside to lish for Minnies, of
"to be or not to be"" la Phi) we shall be jriatVASDEBBILT
U.NiVEP.siTV, Nashville Tenn ,
which sport he is very fond. In fact w.' do
ifled with an affirmative answer. This will
January 16,1879.
not know what will liecoma of liiin and have
i augment the number of the "Delta" to sevgiven up all hope. More anon.
, DE.VR EDITOR OF SCROLL :
Since our last report, the Tennessee Beta enteen and considering that there are only
Yours in the Bind,
I has been in a most flourishing condition not- about fifty students in college, we think we
W I L L . FREMONT H.VRX. i withstanding the opposition by the Theologi-! have done something big. Think of it. Over
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a third of the whole number of students ac- Theta fraternity, which our University occu- the session 1878-79. Thirteen, they say, is
tive members of our chapterl Is there one pies among American institutions of learn- an unlucky number. If so our bad luck is
other chapter that can say as much? If so, ing. It has been our aim thus far to confer still before us for up to the present moment
the shield and dagger on those only of whose prosperity and success have been our constant
we want its photo and the size of its feet.
Yet while we glory in this, we, deep down ability and manhood we were confident. Our companions. We have taken in altogether
in our hearts, feel very much humiliated that policy has been pursued it is true at the ex- this year four men — Jones, of Yirginia,
our hall is not what it should be. But I am pense of mere number but it has accomplished Starnes, of Georgia and Phister, and Lewis,
pleased to inform the SCKOLL that we have the far more important result of giving a sig- of Kentucky. If we are always as fortunate
been awakened to such a realizing sense of nificance to the possession of our badge in our choice you will have none but favoraour position that is/e are going to make out of which attaches to few others in theUiiiversity. ble reports from the Beta.
Those who were at the last convention and
our common hall as fine a one as there is in We wish always to jireserve the standard we
the State. The flame of Phi Delta Theta's have established. While this will depend met our delegate Bristow, will regret to learn
noble lamp has glimmered lonir enough in that primarily on our own exertions, it will depend that hard study has deranged his mind. Dr.
part of our work—hereafter it shall glow also indirectly on all the Soutliern chapters. Fletcher says it is only temporary and we
brilliantly. We intend to raise the money by The University of V^irginia is the Harvard of hope by our next report to chronicle his resubscription partly, but mostly by having lec- the South and receives every session large turn among us. We sadly miss his familiar
tures. Our first "lecture I mentioned in my members of students from other Southern face and cheery voice at our club meetings.
Geo. Wash. Blackstone still preserves the
last. The second will be a very prominent Colleges. Therefore if our fraternity in sishumorist of Cincinnati, A. Minor Griswold, ter colleges ever forgets to require the highest reputation of Phi Delta Theta among the
more familiarly known as the "Fat Contrib- qualifications in the candidate for admission young ladies of Charlottsville and we have
and receives men of an ordinary stamp, it the pleasure every Sunday of seeing the pretutor."
Our chapter is quite well "badged," having will violate the spirit of our Bond, not only tiest young lady in town wear the prettiest
four very fine jeweled badges besides numer- to the detriment of its own i)artieular Chap- badge in the University to Church. "Black"
ous plain ones. We hardly agree with the ter, but will send in upon us ill-chosen broth- himself isn't by any means an Adonis, but he
brother that advocated uniformity in badges ers to tarnish the lustre of what bids fair to is a first class judge of beauty. Rumor, alexcept in one particular, viz., that no Phi rank foremost among # . A. &. chapters. ways rife, says beauty and brains will soon
should allow himself to be seen wearing what We have not yet experienced any of the evil unite.
Bro. Starnes, the dark eyed, poetic Georis termed a "new style" shield. They are consequences which we deprecate and so far
unauthorized. I came near omitting to state as we know every chapter in the South is gian, with the Roman name and Grecian
to the fraternity at large and especially to the worthy of its charter. We therefore have profile, joined a serenading party the other
Southern brother that it was "Walter B. Pal- spoken candidly knowing that there is no night who went down to Charlottesville and
mer that advocated and participated in the particular reference in our remarks. We let their souls ascend in song under the winstealing of that Pulpit from the poor, discon- have been induced to refer to the subject by dows of sundry sleeping beauties. When
solate, but true worshiping Negro congrega- observing the disaster brought on one or two they got ready for their first song the seretion ; nevertheless a Phi is a privileged char- other fraternities in the University who have naders found they had a quartette without
acter and can overlook one of the command- have been cast into ill repute by unwelcome Yalerius. He afterwards remarked that he
ments. "What did you soiy" Bro. Palmer? additions from other colleges in the State. "felt like a little nigger following around a
Again allow me to express my admiration We have not' felt but we have seen the prac- brass band."'
I would like to tell you something about
for the SCROLL and for our glorious frater- tical evils of spreading the branches of a fraternity in all directions and we consider the our hall and its fittings, which owes its rich
nity.
In the Bond,
vainest boast that can be made is number— furniture and handsome ornaments chiefly
FRANK B . DAY.
unless it be coupled with quality. We at to the liberality of our Kentucky Croesus—
present are firmly founded and our success is little Joe. Chenault, but I fear I already have
Ohio Epsilon.
not a question unless at is rendered so by in- exceeded the just limits^ of a report to the
OHIO UNIVERSITY, Athens, Ohio, Jan'. 11, 1879.
indiscriminate and unwise scattering of chap- SCROLL. With best wishes for the SCROLL'S
Oh, thou soul-inspiring and ever-welcome ters through Yirginia and the South, sacrifi- future,
"ray of light," coming to us in the cold and cing strength to size. Such a course would
Y'ours in the Bond.
dreary winter; diffusing warmth and broth- add a few little twigs to the sturdy Phi Delta
R. A. JACKSON.
erly love through our inmost b(mes, with Theta oak but at the same time lop off a
what eagerness do we await thy coining? As strong and vigorous limb.
North Carolina Alpha.
we look forward to tbe college vacation, so
We wish to express our approbation of the
do we await thee. Our holidays ended with views of your contributor on the subject of
TRINITY COLLEGE, N C , J a n . J3, 1879.
the 6th inst., and we can earnestly say that "Our Badges." We regard the diversity exThe December number of the SCROLL is
we enjoyed ourselves "hugely;" in fact we hibited in Phi Delta Theta badges as a mat- before us and we are highly pleased with it
had a "boss" time ; dancing, sleighing, par- ter needing prompt remedy. We think some and think the improvement is worthy of the
ties and the like. We still hold the fortress. definite style should be adopted and that there commendation of every Phi. The N. C. AlWhat a noble band we are! Judging from should be a prohibition of any deviation pha is still in a flourishing condition and
the columns of the SCROLL, we are truly an therefrom. If we admit and sanction every have hopes that we will one day rank among
Appollian baud, captivatiug the hearts of the modification which the taste of the jeweller the brightest stars in the Phi Delta Theta
"fair sex" and winning laurels generally. or caprice of the student may suggest, constellation. At our last meeting we initiaWishing you all! success, and hoping you will I though we may continue ONE in the inner ted W. S. Tyson into the mysteries of the
not forget to indicate your letters "1879," I 1 structure of our fraternity yet to the world fraternity. We use. the ritual for opening,
remain.
I we will appear MANY. AS we present our closing and initiatory ceremonies, gotten up
Yours truly, in the Bond,
order to the college world as a rival of others by Bro. W. B. Palmer, and think it a great
for its preference, the consciousness that we improvement on the order of proceeding laid
F. J. STERNBERHER.
are forever the same Phi Delta Theta within, down in the new'constitution. T h e ^ . p .
Virginia Beta.
should not make us indifferent to Vw opin- ,\lplia can boast of some as bright intellects
ion of those who are without, for in the good as inay be found anywhere. We have Bro.
UNIVERSITY OP VA., Albemarle County,
opinion
of others lies our future iirosperity. G. T. Sikes, '80, who is taking the Sophomore
Jan. 12, 1879.
Our
new
badge with its novel shape and jew- and Junior course at the same time and it reEDITOR OF SCROLL:
joices our iiearts to see his immense effort
The ^Miginia Beta heartily congratulates eled to]) and short little dagger is very handwith such brilliant success. Bro.
the Editor and the publishers of the SCROLL isome but it is not the old familiar shield crowned
S. Tyson, '82, bids fair to take an honor
on the success of the December number. It and sword which was dear to thein that orig- W.
is excellent in quality and appearance. With inated our glorious fraternity, and if they to in bis class. In the Literary Societies we
each new issue we find ourselves growing whom we owe so many pleasant hours in our hold a good hand, as the majority of officers
more and more attached to our fraternity college life and sucii dear associations could in botii were filled by Phis last quarter and
liaiier. Judging from the quickening inflii,- be consulted, I imagine they would emjihati- still we have officers in each. Bro. Bulla has
ences its arrival always exercises on our in- cally negative the new desire for novelty in especially been favored in the Hesperian Soterest ill Phi Delta Theta matters, we recog- what should be ever sacredly exchanged. We ciety and our hearts have been rejoiced oftennize that the SCROLL must henceforth be as should respect their wishes. As great a de- times to see him holding the highest offices
much a part ot our order as is its badge. We parture from the new badge as the new badge that either the school or society could give
were particularly jdeased to read of tbe gen- is from the old would (dace it beyond recog- him. In the Columbian Society, Bros. Holeral prosperity of the Southern Chapters, for nition by Phis of ten years ago. Let us have land and Sikes are the two most prominent
from them we hope ^''irginia Beta will re- one constitution, one jnirimse and one badge. contestants for the debater's medal, and the
ceive year by year numerous recruits, whose
Since our last report the Virginia Beta has beauty of the whole thing is, that neither
efforts, uniting with ours, will advance the remained in statu quo and it has probably cares to which one it is awarded ; both are
Beta chapter to the position in the Phi Delta reached its maximum of membership for given ir.) to be among the best if not alto-
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decidedly "the top of the pot." Our men
Phi Delta Theta Directory.
are all good students. You can put us down
for the Valedictory. We are unrivalled for
NATIONAL GRAND CHAPTER^Pennthat honor. Promising that our next shall sylvania Alpha.
be a more extensive and comprehensive report, I humbly ask your indulgence for this
NATIONAL
OFFICERS.
poor effort.
C. L. THURMOND, J R .
President—C. J. Reddig, Shippensburg, Pa.
Secretary—James C. Norris, 2.31 Peru street,
Pennsylvania Gamma.
Indianapolis, Ind.
WASHIXGTII.V. P c n n ' a , Jan. 11, 1879.
Grand Banker—0. D. Whitehead, Room 1,
T H E SCROLL in its new dre.ss has come to Thorpe's Block, Indianapolis, Ind.
Wash, and Jeff. We are all pleased with her
Executive Committee—C. J. Reddig, Presiappearance. May all Phis fall more deeply in dent ; James Norris, Secretary ; C. D. Whitelove with her and cherish her more than ever head, George W. Plack.
before. Out present term opened on the Sth
Scroll Managers—Kditor, M. F. Parrish,
inst. Our brothers have not all returned, Lee,
Ohio.; Business Manager., M.' F. Troxell,
but their "reports" as far as heard from for
last term compare favorably with thost of Gettysburg, Pa.
others in their several classes. <To give our
CHAPTER
SECRETARIES.
sister chapters a faint idea of the work done
W I L L D . BKOW^NE.
INDIANA
ALPHA—Charles
Banta, Bloom-,
I by brother Phis in Wa.sh. and Jeff., I give
I the rank of some of our first men. The ington, Ind.
Georgia Gamma.
KENTUCKY A L P H A ; Senior class numbers thirty-four. The first
INDIANA BETA—W. K. Preston, CrawEMORY C U L L E G E , Oxford, Ga..
man is a "barb ;" the second an Alpha GauiJanuary 1:1. IS79ma,the third a Phi Delta Theta; the fourth an fordsville, Ind.
INDIANA GAMMA—W. C. Campbell, IrvSince our last report we have made one ad- Alpha Gamma ; the fifth a Phi Delta Theta,
,
dition to our ranks. We now number twen- &c. In the Junior class. Phi Delta Kappa, ington, Ind.
MICHIGAN ALPHA—Ed. S. Palmer, Box
ty. They are, as our sub-Editor told you, first; Phi Kappa Psi, second; Phi Delta
the pick of college in mirid and morals. We Theta, third, &c. In the Sophomore class, 2099, Ann Arbor, Mich.
INDIANA DELTA-Frank B. Day, Frankhave planted our banner above every other Phi Delta Theta, first; Alpha Gamma, sechere and we intend to stand by it. We can ond ; " b a r b , " third, &c. In the Freshman lin, Indiana.
INDIANA EPSILON—J. E. Taggart, Hanboast of having the LONGEST man in the class. Delta Tau Delta, first; Phi Delta
Freshman class and the SHORTEST man in the Theta, second, &c. We are holding our own over. Indiana.
OHIO EPSILON—Jno. F. Laird, Athens,
Senior class. By a strange coincidence these and that against worthy men.
two men stand at the head of their respective
The Pres. of Wash, and Jeff. College, Rev. Ohio.
VIRGINIA ALPHA—U. L.Thurmond, Jr.,
classes.
Geo. P. Hays, D. D., has resigned. He is
Salem.
Va.
As our honored sub-Editor indulged in a going into other business for the good of the
MISSOURI ALPHA—A. S. Johnson, Colfew personals in his last letter he will no college. His resignation has not been accepted by the Trustees and it is probable that umbia, Missouri.
doubt pardon me if I follow suit.
ILLINOIS D E L T A We can boast of a King among us who is in- he will resume the duties of his office in a
IOWA ALPHA—John R. Foulks, Mt. Pleasdeed a KING in the musical art. We can also year or two. Arrangements have been made ant,
Iowa.
boast of an highly honored member who is by which his educational and executive duties
GEORGIA
BETA--Geo. S.Johnson, Athens,
are
faithfully
aud
competently
discharged.
conceded to be the tfnest speaker in Emory
Georgia.
College. He came from the swamps of Flor- The college will not suffer from his absence,
GEORGIA GAMMA—Willie Hoyt, Oxford,
ida and just to look at him you would not but we miss him very much indeed. I sent a Georgia.
think that he was MUCH. But in a debate he report for the Dec. number of T H E SCROLL
GEORGIA DELTA—W.T. Spalding, Macon,
proves himself a giant indeed. He probably to Chas. Boaz, who formerly had charge of Georgia.
does more work and exerts more influence for the correspondence with chapters, but we see
OHIO ZETA- Will. F. Harn, Wooster, Ohio.
Phi Delta Theta here, than any other single that it did not appear. Wishing our new
PENNSYLVANIA A LPHA—Chas. G. Evans,
member. Our honored sub-Editor, for some Publisher abundant success. I remain a sin- 9 Newkirk
Hall, Easton, Pa.
N E W T . DONALDSON.
reason, failed to mention him in his jierson- cere Phi.
MICHIGAN BETA—H. M. Holmes, Lanals. Can you not guess why, Bro. Editor ?
sing, Michigan.
We hailed withTcnewed delight the advent
Mississippi Gamma.
VIRGINIA BETA—R. A. Jackson, Univerof the Dec. SCROLL in its new dress. We
U.NiVKRSiTY (,F Miss , Uxfotil, MilS-.,
sity of Virginia PostofiBce, Albermarle County,
may well feel proud of it. Long may it
Jiiuiiary 2d, 1879.
Va.
wave is the prayer of all true Phis.
Our University opened on 22d Nov. 1878,
VIRGINIA GAMMA—B. W. Waters, AshFraternally Yours,
with five of the Phis present to carry on the land, Virginia.
J. B. G R E E N E , Cor. Sec.
good work of the fraternity, and with their
OHIO ETA—A. A. Stearns, Akron, O.
characteristic zeal under whatever circumNEBRASKA A L P H A Virginia Alpha.
stances they may be placed, they have been
PENNSYLVANIA BETA—J. F. Herman,
earnestly engaged in advancing the interests Gettysburg. Pa.
ROANOKE COLLEGE, SALEM, VA.
of onr band, and the consequence is they
VIRGINIA DELTA—J. T. Dickinson, RiciiJanuary, 1879.
We have not felt a desire to report the con- have added five new names to their list, mond, Virginia.
TENNESSEE BETA—(Sub rosa) M. S.
dition of our chapter, on account of our among whom was the writer. We expect at
small membership, this session. We have our next meeting to initiate another mem- Sams. Nashville, Tenn.
PENNSYLVANIA GAMMA—Newton Dononly five members. Last session our number ber. So with two of the old members who
was much larger, averaging, during the ses- have lately returned we number one whole aldson, Washington, Pa.
MISSOURI B E T A sion, about twelve zealous and iiatriotic dozen. By earnest work and ])atieiice we are
MISSISSIPPI ALPHA—W. H. Magruder,
brothers. Many of our old members failed to rising by degrees, and ere long we hope to
return after the holidays ; and we have made surpass the opposing fraternities, which have Oxford, Miss.
ALABAMA ALPHA—(Sub rosi) M. R.
no accessions from new students. In fact, •such a decided advantage in i-espect to age,
there is scarcely any one in college whom we some of them having been in operation here Knox, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
VIRGINIA EPSILON—J. B.Beverley, Lexwould care to have as a member of our broth- f(U- many years. We have received the new
erliood. - Other fraternities here have shared constitution and all of our members are ington. Va.
NORTH CAROLINA ALPHA—George M.
in our misfortunes in not getting new mem- plea.sed with it—willingly giving it the place
Bulla, Trinity College Postoffice, N. Carolina.
bers. Only one man could pass our RIGID of the old.
TEXAS BE'J'A—C. H. Munger, Tehuacana,
Gen. A. P. Stuart. Chancellor of our tlniPRELIMIXAI-.Y INSPECTION, but we failed to
initiate this one. The college is absolutely versity, gives us the benefit of his influence Texas.
ILLINOIS EPSILON—C. C. Lear, Old Unidestitute of material upon which to operate. which is no small consideration to a chapter
But although it is our ambition to make the striving to gain a reputation second to none. versity Building, Bloomington, 111.
ALABA.MA BETA—R. L. Thornton, Auburn,
AVitli a happy greeting to the brother Phis
Ya.Alpha as good as any of our sister chapters still, we can not speak altogether dis- everywhere, and wishing them a happy New- Lee County, Ala.
INDIANA ALPHA ALUMNI--T. C. Donparagingly of our present condition; for we Year, I remain yours.
nell, Franklin, Ind.
Fraternally,
are fdiead of any other fraternity at Roanoke.
R. C. REDUS.
VIRGINIA ALPHA ALUMNI—C. H. ChalkWe have now one member more than any of
Cor. Sec. pro tem.
les, 219 Governor St., Richmond, Ya.
onr rival chapters; and in material we are

gether superior to any member of the society.
At our next meeting we propose to initiate
an '82 man, who has been and is still being
ardently solicited by the Chi Phi and the Alpha Tau Omega, but he has decided to wear
the shield and dagger and cast his lot with
us. Our place of meeting is a splendid room
on the third floor of the college building,
free entirely from all eaves-droppers, &c.
Our chapter has a much stronger hold here
by far, than has any other fraternity. Our
chapter was organized only last winter and
the chapters of the other fraternities were
organized in 1870 and '71. Three of our boys
bid us a long farewell just before Christmas
and it v\-as with sad hearts we shook the
hands of Bros. Bell, Richardson and Pair;
than whom nol ler Phis never lived. Hoping
to see good news in the next number of the
SCROLL, we remain as ever, in the Bond ,"
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CHARLES COOK,

FOFULAR MUSIC
Published by

P . W . S E A R C H &:Co.,
iltnsit publishers $<> IDcalcrs,

No. 1 S t u d , e x a c t s i z e .

M A R I O N , O.
The Harp Girl.
New sonK aOil cborue hy P. W. Search, price .35 cts.
"Of all the songs by this author, 'The Harp Girl'
is the most beautiful.
*
*
We predict great
popularity for this song."^Marion Independent.

jVo. 4 Stndg, e x a c t size.

My Home in the Dell.

O i d s t y l e size Alo.O P i n

By the same author, price 40 cts.
"A most beautiful song by P. W. Search. I t is
charmini. The closing refrain is very fine."—Holmes
County Republican.
"Search's 'Home in the Dell' is gaining great popularity."—Cincinnati Oazette

The Dying Soldier's Farewell.
The latest and best song by P. W. S. Issued Jan.
1st, 1879. Price .35 eta.

Sweet Voides of Long Ago.
Song and chorus by the same author.
Very popu1;<r. A remembrance of bj-gone days.
Price 40 cents.

Lord of the Ocean.
Bass solo by the same P. W. S. A jolly, rollicking
song of the sea. Price 35 cents.

OFFICIAL JEWELER FOR THE
IVeiv S t y l e .

PHI DELTA THETA FRATERNITY,
MANUFACTURES

^

iatrges, Sings, §tttbs, ^atci^ feains, Marms, fet.

Also, prices for Badges, Rings, etc, of any description, furnished upon application. Send for illustrated catalogue of our Phi Delta Theta Badges, etc. For further infurmiition address C. COOK, Fifth and Smith
Streets, Cincinnati. Ohio.
Sept. 1878-nl-yr.

EDGAR
$.§.§urgess'iSon0^o.,

Attorney at Law and Notary Public,

Little Bessie.
Song and chorus by J . M. Barringer.
The great temperance song ot America. Immensely
popular. Price 40 cts.
"We have heard it sung en costume till there was
not a dry eye in the audience; and actually so carried
away have hearers been with the true-to-life words,
that the hat has been started for ragged, bare-footed
'Bessie.' "—Mr*. H. C. McCabe. President W. C. T. U.
of Ohio.

MANUFACT'JEERS OF

COLLEGE FRATERNITY

Withered Flowers.

41 Clark St., [Room 8) CHICAGO

luld send for a beauCopper-plate and

MM STUDENT:,',:'

on receipt of $1 50. former price fS.OU.

Grand March of a Hundred Years.

H. F . GRIFFIN,
College Engraver 4 Printer.
49-Temple Plice, Boston, Mass.

By the author of "My Home in the D e l l ' ' Dedicated
to the "Fair Women and Brave Men" of the Phi Delta
Tbeta. This piece is arranged for Piano, Organ, or
Brass Band. Price 50 cts.

Onondaga Waltz.

Send for DKSIG.NS nnd PRICES of College In-

A very good waltz by Theron B. Prentice, by whom
ft is dedicated to the Phis. Price 40 cents.

vitation work.

Price 35 cents.

Phi Delta Theta March.
By Mrs. Wells.

Phi Delta Theta March.
Price 40 cents

Phi Delta Theta March.

FIRST CLASS GOODS

For Catalogues address t h e G r a n d
Every

AND ALL OUR V.'ORK IS

GUARANTEED.

b r o t h e r should h a v e a copy.

Banker.
Price,

bound in paper, $1 ; bound in cloth, $1.50.

SPECIAL REDUCTION
and will send post-pail the above music, or any other
pieces published, for

SONG BOOK.
The Phi Delta Theta Song Book is in the

Price Y5 cents.

To all members of the Phi Delta Theta we will make a

30

CATALOGUES.

Price 40 cents.

By Bro. A. W. Shuey.

3y J . N. S. Wilson.

d 7mo.

MAKE ONLY

Grand March of the Knights of Pythias.
The above are our special copyright publications.
We also keep a stock of the leading music and books
published in AMEKICA and EUROPE, for which we
will gladly fill orders. Also constantly on hand an
assortment of all the Fraternity Music, including

ILLINOIS

Engraved Pack of VISITING CARDS. Sent by mail

Song and chorus by Julia Belle Harkey. Price 35 cts.

By C. E. Vardon.

M. W I L S O N ,

PRICES ARE REDUCED.

hands of the Executive Committee, and brothers wishing copies can obtain them by enclosing
75 cents to the Grand Banker.

PER CE.NT LESS THAN MABKED PHICE.

Send for our descriptive catalogue.
All members of tbe Phi Delta Theta will please address all orders and other correspondence to
P. W. SEARCH,
Supt. Public Sehoolp, West Liberty, 0 .

No.

10 Plain Street.

J^lL,lBJ^lSr^>r,
Sept., IS78.—nlmoO

1ST. "2^.

SPACE.
Send to the Business Manager/or advertising
rates of this column. A limited number of lawyers cards, etc., will be received. Send at once.

'^j:r-,/-'-cayi>

SUB
VOLUME H I .

I

ROSA.

G E T T Y S B U R G , PA., F E B R U A R Y , 1879.
My Mother.

My mother, when thou watched with anxions
•care
The bright beginnin<r of a life of fear.
When oft above my sleeping pillow smiled.
And stooped to kiss thy little fair haired cliild ;
Or pressed me to thy own matet'nal heart,
Didst then thon think that we would ever part?
Bat such it was. When told the dreadful truth
How vanished all the happy dreams of youth !
>ly heart, all broken 'neath the cruel blow,
Suuk crushed forever in its bitter woe.
Bereft of hope, even bereft of peace,
It bled, nor would the deepening anguish cease.
For I had fondly dreamed that nought should
tear
Me from the one that was so doubly dear.
Too. vainly thought, tho' grief and pains betide,
To linger still aud love by mother's side.

Conscientious Scruples Against
Fraternities.

That conscience is a moral guide is
almost universally admitted by moral
scientists and philosophers. It is not
therefore our purpose to detain our
readers with any arguments in proof
of this point; we consider it sufficiently
well established to answer our present
purpose. As such a guide, its office is
to judge right from wrong—^to decide
between good and evil. When, therefore, men conscientiously decide against
fraternities, oae of two things must be
They tell me I shall soon be used to this;
true: either fraternities are morally
That I shall soon forget the hours of bliss.
Which I have spent in childhood round thy wrong—inherently evil, or those who
knee ;
claim to have conscientious scruples
That I shall cease to think of home and thee.
against them are mistaken. For unless
They know not filial love or anguish deep
Who thus would lull my sorrowing soul to sleep. there exists an actual, inherent evil in
Be friends and all that's dear forgot,
them, conscience has no part in the
But never could I once forget the spot,
Where every nook, and each familiar place.
matter. Let us see what is the true
Is sweetly hallowed by a mother's face.
state of the case.

The' lost to view, yet still in dreams I see
Thy smiling face, which oft hath beamed on me.
Still on my head thine own dear hands are laid.
That once were wont to bless me while I prayed;
When tripping to thy side, and kneeling there,
I lowly lisped to God my evening prayer ;
And thy sweet hands would cool my fevered
brow—
Oh ! as I felt them then I feel them now !—*
And still in troubled dreams I seek thy breast
And nestle like a frightened bird to rest.
There, oft besought, confess some childish grief;
Still sure to find in thee a sweet relief;
For in thy heart's own placid depths I know
Is balm for every wound, comfort for every woe.

W e ask therefore:
1. Is there anything inherently evil
in the secrecy of the fraternities ? Certainly no evil can be found.
For
what is thereabout us that is not robed
in secrecy? Secrecy is a part of our nature; it forms a part of our every-day
life. I presume those who are most
zealous in denouncing fraternities would
be slow to admit that there is any evil
in secrecy. Many of them belong to
And still I feel thy loving arms entwine,
That drew my throbbing heart so close to tliine ; literary or other associations in which
And still I feel the kiss, the quick embrace,
they are bound to keep such secrets as
Still see the stifled anguish in thy face;
may be deemed expedient. If thereAnd still the dreary parting word I hear.
Within thine eye still see the heart-sent tear;— fore there is any inherent evil in secrecy
Still hear the hopeless sob I heard that day.
When, wrung with grief, I slowly turned away. they are inconsistent with themselves.
In order to be consistent they must deOh ! linger yet, ye pleasant memories, ye,
nounce all these as evil. Besides these
Who oft consoled, oh ! stay an4: comfort me !
Still let me sigh my si-cret woe along.
we can only mention the family circle,
Till heart, and hope, and life, and all is gone!
personal friends, &c., all having their
Still let me shed tJie pure, the filial tear
With none to scorn, or none to pity near.
secrecies. Hence we presume ali will
admit
that the evil does not consist in
But we shall meet again, my mother, thou,
the
secrecy.
And I shall see thee as in fancy now.

NUMBER 6.

bility taken as many pledges as we.
In some institutions, (e. g., a CoUegiate
institution,) they pledge their word
and honor that they will live in accordance with the rules and regulations of
the institutions. When this is not the
case they take a similar pledge upon
their admission to a literary society.
Or probably some of them have taken
a legal oath before a j udge at the bar.
Now fraternity pledges are no more
binding than any of thesCi The same
principle pervades them all. Hence if
a pledge or oath ia wronger inherently
evil in one case it must be in all. Were
the evil existing here our "conscientious friends would again be found to
be inconsistent.
3. Is there anything in tbe general
working of the fraternities that looks
like fostering evil ?
The general object of fraternities is
the higher attainment of intellectual
culture, the development of our social
faculties, friendship, "Brotherly Love,"
&c.
All these are in harmony with our
general college work and with the
teachings of the "Book of Books."
As a band of brothers we endeavor to
render mutual aid in the attainment of
these objects. In all this there is nothing that interferes with our religion or
our general work. Hence there can be
nothing morally wrong in the general
workincjs of fraternities.

What then is the matter? If there
is nothing morall}' wrong, if there is
no inherent evil to be discovered, what
has conscience to do with deciding
either for or against fraternities? Those
who claim to be c'onscientiouslj' opposed
to fraternities confound conscience with
rea.son. By a certain process of reasoning they concludethat fraternities are an
Once more thou 'It greet thy wanderer with a
2. Can there be any evil in the unprofitable organization. It therefore
kiss,
And welcome him .to thee, and home, and bliss! pledge or form of initiation ?
becomes a matter of reason and j'ulifSTA.VNY S.\M.S.
Vanderbilt University,
Here again we can meet our "con- raent, and not of conscience.
Jan. 18th 1879.
scientious" friends on their own ground.
We feel sorry therefore for those men
True greatness is to make the world We pledge ourselves to do this and to who recently withdrew from one of
better for having lived iu it.
do t h a t ; but tlie}' have in all proba- bur Western chapters, in oljedience to

;«
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the dictates of conscience. W e hope turning to the scholarship of the counthey will ever after this be equally obe- try. Wherever ignorance is found,
dient to the same.
there prevail superstition, crime, want
In conclusion it will suffice to say and all the long train of evils that folthat all such as thus think they have a low in its wake. Not the education of
call from a'•'•tender conscience" and ouo-ht the few but the enlightenment of the
to obey it, when they are moved by masses will avail to turn the tide of
reason, or, probably more properly popular sentiment into the proper chanspeaking, are moved by a personal, self- nel. Educators should exert themselves
ish prejudice, a,re unworthy of a home to give the common people an adequate
knowledge of History, Political Econoin our beloved P h i Delta Theta.
my aijd the Constitution with the ba^saj,
J. c. J.
principles of go\,'ernraent, rather than
Relation of Fraternity to Country. the classics and sciences and philosophies to the few. When we have a
E D . SCROLL:
A few weeks ago a prominent and practical realization of th^s, demaonce active member of our fraternity gogues will be without employment;
in the South, remarked in a communi- unscrupulous place hunters will attempt
cation relating to fraternity, matters in vain to prostitute the very raaiihood
that his principal object in joining the of an independent suffragist with a
fraternity, was to cultivate acquaint- bribe; the purity of the ballot will be
ances and friendships outside of his sturdily maintained as the strong bulown circumscribed section and espec- wark of American liberty, and injusially to extend his knowledge of men tice will scarcely dare to raise her craand motives into the North. The re- ven head.
mark contains hidden in it the germ'
from which I have developed the appended thoughts.
Onr obligations to our Creator are
panamountjtaevery other; next to tbese
a-re our duties to our country. Citizenship in suoH a country as ours is a Godgiven boon. B u t ignorance, crime and
corruptions would beget anarchj', and
citizenship would theii be a disgrace.
There is a grave responsibility' then
resting on some one to maintain the
moraj dignity of our institutions; to
uphold the time honored and bed-rock
principles of universal freedom and
equality, to insure not merely an automatic enunciation of these principles
but an honest and impartial carrying
of them to their practical and legitimate results. On whom does this responsibility rest? Can we trust it to
the ignorant? There is already too
mtich power exercised hy the illiterate;
Experience, judgment, knowledge of
men and facts, all the requisites to success are wanting. Shall political demagogues administer these sacred trusts ?
Must principle be sacrificed to selfish
motive and our noble institutions
to personal aggrandizement? I think
every honest P h i will cry out against
this. Where then shall we go? W e
almost instinctively turn, as the
o-reat mass of American oiti^seus are

to the reports of corruption in high
places,.impurity of the ballot andothfer
disgraceful abuses of the principles of
true government that daily fill the columns of our political press in all parts
of the country, every Phi Delta can
assert with positive assurance that there
are men scattered all over this fair laud
of ours who frown upon all such demonstrations as hostile to, national peace'
and prosperity; who guard our vener^,
able iustitutipns.with a-zeai()us#ye9{i4;
who give not only their influence bufei
their more substantial aid to the main^i
tenance of honesty and purity. He
knows it because they have been, educated in a school whose fundarnental
principle is pure and eternar as truth.'
The Bond of the P h i Delta Theta fraternity imposes obligations to noble and
honest living so sacred that they are
not easily broken.
,

I would, saj'in conclusion that we
should not wait to be carried iuto governmental aifairs. The great demand
But I must hasten to my application. of the country is for educated, honesty ;
Fraternity represents scholarship. The honest legislators, honest executives,
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity is sending' honest j udges. Duty tp country shou Id
out into the world every j'ear perhaps impel us. This thought has been so
only a few men, but they are. men tof beai}.ti.fully expressed.,|)y,,.,giaKiuel,:K*'
scholarly attainments, men accustomed Huiit, in an address on the "Claims of
to organized thought, men whose opin- Country on the Scholarship of the
ions command respect atid attention. Land" that I append this ;extract:
"Citizenship is only somethin.g when
The guarded counsel of this favored
country
is something. Scholarship can
few is more potent than i h e unthoughtnot att'ord to assume a dignity greater
ed prate of the illiterate many. They than the nation. Scholarship cannot
mould public sentiment. They make afEbrd to wait to be invited to public
themselves felt wherever they go. The life; it must go from a grander impulse
countiy must eventually stand or fall than self. I t should not reserve .itself
by the influence of just such. But fra- for t h e mere stately occasions which
are periodical, nor should it act alone
ternity represents more than scholar- in the more critical emergencies of soship.
Educated fraternity accom- ciety which are but temporary. Cinplishes more than scholarship alone cinnatus left his plow and only returned
can accomplish. If based upon princi- when he had rendered full service to
ples as ennobling and eternal as those his country. Nothing is unworthy o f
the best thought in science or literature
which underlie our beloved order, fraor law which may contribute in any way
ternity must extend sympathy and aid to the welfare of man and the safety of
to the advancement of everything ele- the Republic^ When the politician
vating and purifying in its tendency; was silent, and the press muffled, and
it must lend its strong arm to the main- and even the pulpit held its tongue, the
tenance of justice; it must labor unit- scholar of Massachusetts was eloqiient
over the barbarism of slavery.
It
edly and harmoniously for the accom- would be a calamity, hardly less terriplishment of one grand purpose. Edu- ble in its consequences than civilwar
cated fraternity men have ati advantage itself, if the men of letters should,
over educated ndri-fraternity men iri vol untarily or involuntarily, be divorced
that they know the motives and appre- from all active sympathy with their
political and social, institutions. The
ciate the eflbrts of their brothers aim of all generous scholarship should
wherever they may labor. While we •be toward creating and keeping alive
may be compelled to give some credence a sound public opinion upon all subjects
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of morality, philosophy, of science and
politics.
I n a Republic where t h e
whole people legislate a n d public sentim e n t is t h e supreme law, t h e intellectual and moral culture of t h e nation
should be elevated to a r i g h t conception of justice. I t was written in one
of the old E g y p t i a n temples, " K n o w
ye t h a t govern t h a t God hates injustice." There is b u t one means to render a g o v e r n m e n t firm, and t h a t is by
justice, said Carnot, w h e n t h e question
w a s debated w h e t h e r t h e Imperial
Crown should be oft'ered'^to Napbleon
in order to retider t h e g o v e r n m e n t stable. T h e great D r a m a t i s t s a y s :
Corruption wins not more than honesty ;
Still in thy right hand carry gentle peace,
To silence envious tongues. Be just and fear
not;
Let all the ends thou aimest at be thy country's,
Thy God's, and truth's."
ALUMNUS.

Other Fraternities.
The Kappa Sigmas have lost their charter
at Virginia Military Institute, Lexington,
Va.
•
In the Black Badge Fraternity a Barbarian
is admitted on a two-thirds vote. This perhaps accounts for some of the material composing chapters of the B. B. within, our
knowledge.
Beta Theta Pi has removed from his enviable position the official Jeweler at New
Haven, Coim., and settled on a party in New
York.
A third style of badge is added to
the two designs already extant.
It is reported that the Phi Chis are endeavoring to "hold a fort" in Alabama A. and M.
College. But there are not men enough
there to man it.
The Gamma Chi Beta of Gettysburg, Pa.,
is the youngest frateraity of which we know
and for its age is right lively. It was founded in February, 1878. Recently they held
their first anniversary in their fine hall, following up literary exercises with a banquet.
The whole affair passed off pleasantly. Our
President Reddig acknowledges receipt of
an invitation.
Beta Theta Pi has thirty-two livin?: chapters, divided into five districts. Very many of
the chapters are located in Colleees which
though once in a flourishing eonditio;i have
now decayed and can barely hold their heads
above water, such as Centre College, Ky.,
William and Mary, Va., Bethany, W.Va., and
some others. We have a complete list of the
chapteis of this fraternity with place of location which with some other items of interest pertaining to the fraternity we will give
next month. The following is an item from
their paper:
" A noble "dorg" is to be sacrificed to
WooGLiN in two weeks. All members stopping in the city are invited to be present and
assist in the sacred rite."
The Alpha Tau Omegas were organiced by
a man by the name of Terrill, in Rockbridge
county, VH. Their first chapter was planted
at Va. Military Institute, about the year
18-50. Their first charter member was Pacfket
Glazebrook, now a inember of the Episcopal
ministry. Tlieir first meeting was beneath a
rock in the vicinity of the Institute. They
have a symbolical alphabet in which they
correspond and a uniform and regalia which
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W. J. Alexander, I'enna. Alpha, in a prospectus announces himself Principal of an
Academy to be opened April 1st, at Saltsburg,
Pa.
S. J. Tomlinson, '75, Indi Gamma, is now
Pastor of Olive Branch, Christian Church,
Indianapolis, Ind., and is meeting with success.
A. B. Thrasher, Ind. Gamma, who was one
of the former Editors of the SCROLL, is now
attending Medical School at Cincinnati,
Ohio.
F. A. Lewter's address is Scotland Neck.
N. C. He was initiated into the Va. Delta the
first year of its existence aud has always remained loyal to the cause.
Bros. F. W. Winter and Al. C. Jennis,'76,
Iowa Wes. Univ., will soon graduate in the
Med. Dept. of Iowa State Univ., at Iowa
City.
Bro. J. T. Burton, '77, Ind. Gamma., is
now principal of the Irvington Public Schools.
This is his second year in that position. He
is giving good satisfaction.
V. C. Stiers, Ohio Epsilon, '74, is one of
the most successful farmers and fine stock
raisers in southern Ohio. He lives in Hocking county, near Logan.
Geo. O. Roper, Va. Delta, can usually be
found at Bowling Green, Va. There is some
hope of him gladdfening the hearts of the
Richmond College Phis, by his presence next
year.
H. W. Coultrap, Ohio Epsilon, has, after a
few years of successful effort, firmly established himself in the good will of the people
and consequently in a lucrative practice of
the law at McxVrthur, Ohio.
General T. J. Morgan, D. D., Indiana
Delta, 1861, Professor in Chicago Theological
Seminary, has a leave of absence and is going
with his family . across the water. T H E
SCROLL wishes the Doctor and his family
bon voyagey& pleasant visit and a safe return.
We are sure that all Phis will echo the kindly sentiment expressed in the following clipped frpm a late issue of The Standard, of
Chicago :
"It is with a kind of sorry-glad feeling
that we announce the fact that Dr. T. J.
Morgan, of the. Theological Seminary, has
taken passage for himself and family in the
Ethiopia, of the Anchor Line of steamers,
for Glasgow, to sail on the 8th of March.
We are glad for \nxa and them, sorry for the
left-behind ones, including especially ourselves. No man has better earned this opportunity for travel and study than Dr. Morgan, and no man could use it better than he
will. He expects to return. We believe,
about the opening of the next seminary year.
Personals.
His wife and son will remain abroad for
B. C. Voorhees, Ohio Epsilon, is attending another year, when he is to go back for them.
the Ohio Medical College, at Cincinnati.
However the wind may set in other respects,
Wm. Williams, Ohio Epsilon, is a success- there will be a perfect gale of good wishes
blowing fair and free for them over the sea.
ful medical practitioner at Jackson, Ohio.
Dr. ^ o r g a u expects to spend most of his
' IBi-o. L. H. Reynolds, '77, Ind. Gamma, is time, while absent, at Leipsic, Germany.
now studying law in Indianapolis.
Bro. John R. Woodward, '76, Ind. Gamma
Notes.
is practicing law at New Castle, Ind.
Tennessee Beta has over one-half ComMonroe McClurg, Miss. Alpha, has taken mencement speakers this year.
B. L. degree and is behind a law shingle in
On the Spring Exhibition of the PythonVaiden, Miss.
ian Society of Butler University, the first and
Jas. M. Tripp, '77, Ohio Epsilon, wants all second orators, and first essayist, are Phis.
his friends to know that he is papa. We beThe Annual Commencement of the Virlieve ' i t " is of the male persuasion.
ginia Medical College, takes place in Mozart
Bro. W, T. Mason, '76, Ind. Gamma, is Hall, Richmond, on March 1st, 1879. Bro.
Pastor of the Christian Church at Fort Wm. S. Gordon is Valedictorian, and Bros.
Wayne, Ind. He delivered the anniversary C. II. Chalkley and W. R. Savage are on the
address before the Philokurian Society of Reception Committee. All three are Alumni
Butler University last term.
of the Va. Delta.

they wear in meetings. Their latest extent
sion is at Johns Hopkins University where
they have established a chapter.
The following is a list of the Chapters of
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity, taken
from its 1877 catalogue :
Alumni Chapter, Alpha, Atlanta, Ga.,
founded 1872, members 11. Ky. Alpha, Forest Academy, Anchorage, Ky., founded 1877,
members 6. Beta, Univer. of Ga., Athens,
Ga., founded 1866, members 122. Beta, beta,
Howard College, Marion, Ala., founded 1870,
suspended 1872, members 20. Gamma, Univer. of Miss., Oxford, Miss., founded 186.5,
suspended 1869, members 33. Epsilon, East
La. State Seminary Baton, KjOuge, La.,founded 1867, members 24. Zeta, Miss, College,
Clinton, Miss., founded 1871, suspended 1871,
members 9. Eta, Oglethrope Univer., Midway, Ga., founded 1860, suspended 1861, members 12. Tenn. Eta, West Tenn. College,
{now Southern Baptist Univer.) Jackson,
Tenn., founded 1867, members 31. Theta,
Baylor Univer., Independence, Tex., founded
1859, suspended 1861, members 9. Va. Tbeta, Va. Mil. Inst., Lexington, Va., founded
1873, suspended 1874, members 5. Iota,
Bethel College, Russellville, Ky., founded
1858, suspended 1861, members 17. Kappa,
William and Mary College, Williamsburg,
Va., founded 1858, suspended 1861, members
9. Lambda, Cumberland Univer., Lebanon,
Tenn., founded 1859, suspended 1861, revived
1868, suspended 1870, members 31. Mu, Univer. of Ala., Tuscaloosa, Ala., founded 1856,
suspended 1860, members 8. Nu, Univer. of
Nashville, (now Vanderbilt Univer.) Nashville, Tenn., founded 18.57, suspended 1861,
revived 1870, members 63. Xi, Univer., of
N. C , Chapel Hill, N. C , founded 1857, suspended 1862, members 25. Omicron, Univer.
of Va., Charlottesville, Va., founded 1858,
suspended 1861, revived 1865, members 85.
Pi, Ga. Mil. Inst., Marietta, Ga., founded
1859, suspended 1861, revived J.873, suspended
1874, members 29. Rho, Columbia College,
Washington, D. C , founded 1858, suspended
1862, revived 1867, suspended 1867, members
28. Rho, rho, N. C. Mil. Inst., Charlotte, N.
C , founded 1877, members 11. Sigma, Washington and Lee LTniver.. Lexington, Va.,
founded 1877, members 46. Phi, Furman
Univ., Greenville, S. C , founded 1869, members 47. Chi, (Grand Chapter) Ky. Mil. Inst.,
Farmdale, Ky., founded 1858, suspended 1861,
revived 1868, members 68. Psi, Mercer Univer., Macon, Ga., founded 1870, members 46.
Omega, Union Univer., Murfreesbovo', Ky.,
founded 1859, suspended 1861, revived 1871,
suspended 1873, members 21. Total number
of members 794.

T H E SCROLL.
Art. Y. .pertains to New Chapters,, which;
from the proper authorities io proceed, Mr.
Rogers w^ent cautiously to work to procure may be organized' on the petition *of six or
associates. Bro. Paltner then wrote the Ga. more alumni Phis to their State Alumni
Beta, asking them, as they were the nearest Grand, or to the National Alumni Gran^, acA Monthly Paper Devatect \o the interests of the Phi Delta Theta chapter, to send a delegate to Woiford. With cording to Form " G " of Constitution.
Fraternity.
Art. VI. pertains to SCKpLL Reports, etc.
characteristic readiness to advance the interests of the fraternity, the Ga. Beta sent, at Each alumni chapter shall be required to reM. F. PARRISH, Editor, .
. . Lee, Ohio.
her own expense, Bro. T. C. Du Pont to estab- port to SCROLL, and shall be subject,to same
M.F. TR0XELiu,'Bns. Man.,
Gettysburg, Pa.
lish the chapter. On Jan. 18th he initiated penalties as active chapters in case of delinAll cornmuiiications for publication sliould be sent to the Ed- in the Spartanburg Hotel Messrs. Thos. I. quency. Each chapter shall be entitled to
itor by the 1st of each luontli. Uusiness correspondence should Rogers, '80, W. D. Simpson, '82, and Rob't one delegate in National Conventions of the
be addressed lo the I'ublisher.
.
Rembert, "83. These three young men are Fraternity.
ijtien
of
ability
and
merit,
and
are
full
of
.
A
r
t
.
VII.
pertains
to
Organization.
The
GETTYSBURG, PA., FEBRUARY, 1879.
pluck and enthuBiasm. We'<confldentl-y exf* aiumiil chapt^^at Franklin, fediaiiay shall;
In accoiFdance with oiir proposition in our pect to hear soon of an increase in the triad. be tlie National Grand iA.lvimB'i Chapter^ 'aiid
last issue we will publish names and addresses Their rivals are Kappa Alpha, Chi Phi and shall have power to grant charters, to^ annul
of all Phis who.desire to open correspondence Chi Psi. WoflEord College is a "Methodist in- any charter granted by it, and to decide all
with brother Phis.. We present the first can- stitution, founded in 1853, with $100,000 appeals brought to it by other chapters,, but
didate this month.
worth of property and an endowment of any brother not satisfied with its decision
Bro. L, D. Rogers, Indiana Alpha, Ind. $60,000. I t has eight professors and one may ajppeal to the National Grand at Easton,
State University, Bloomington, Ind., desires hundred and twenty-five students. This is Pennsylvania.
:
'
ta, open correspondence. East or South is the only place in the State where fraternities
Art. VIII. relates to Punishments. Each'
are allowed, but is also the only place where chapter shall have power to censure, suspend,
preferred. Next I
we want a chapter. This fills out nicely the or expeil any member violating Bond or
There seen^s to be considerable trouble southern list, and now Phi Delta Theta is Constitution, by proceeding according to
about securing funds owed the Grand Banker. without doubt the fraternity in the South.
proper articles and sections in Constitution
This has caused a very gi:eat amount of trouAll honor is due Bro. Palmer for his active of the Order.
ble and vexation, to the Business Manager of interest in this matter and to Bro. Du Pont
Art. IX. pertains to Literary BKercises and
the SCROLL, and has also entailed upon him and Ga. Beta for their noble and ready re- Art. X. pertains to By-Laws.
•
'
a great dealQf work not properly belonging sponse to the call. And may the South CarOflcial Jeweler.
to his position. The trouble lies either with olina Alpha, now so young and numerically
the G. B. or the chapters owing the G. B. ; weak, grow strong with age and • wise with The report of the committee appointed at
with which is not exactly known to the Busi- experience, andbecome one of the most bril- the Wooster Convention, on Official Jeweler,
has been adopted by the Executive Commitness Manager. Th^re are times when for- liant luminaries in the southern constella- tee. We hope and expect that good will re^
bearance ceases to be a virtue, and unless tion of Phi Delta Theta.,
suit from the change, as we now have a Jewr
,j
eler pledged to .uniformity in .styk of ,bai(Jgea>
there is some remedy there will be some^plain
Who-will make the nexi score?
-'.'-f
We append the action of the Executive Com- ,
words in next issue of the. SCROLL. Chapmittee and strongly endorse their report.
ters know their duty, and knowing it there is
Alumni Chapters.
We give the report in full:
b\it one thing to do and .that to fulfil it. I t
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE, Shippensburgj Pa., •
We have received for publication a copy of
Febfoary 13, 1879.
is to be haped that a word is sufficient.
the Constitution of Alumni Chapters of Phi Brothers of the Phi Delta Theta:
Your Executive Committee accept the reThere are some chapters that have sent us Delta Theta, "as ratified by the National
port of the Com. on National Jeweler, as
n'o report since the re-issuing of the SCROLL Grand, Nov. gth, 1876." Inasmuch as its found in January SCROLL, and having notibegan. The Business Manager sends out publication would occupy several columns of fied Messrs. L. G. Burgess' Son .& Co., of
cards monthly to all chapters asking for re- our space, we do not feel at liberty to print their appointment, received the following in
.
ports to be sent promptly to the Editor, but the whole Constitution unless there is urgent reply:
AT-BANT, N. Y., F e b . l l t h , 1879.
some of our chapters never acknowledge re- necessity for so doing. We give below, as
Mr. C. J. REDDIG, P R E S . ,
' ,
'
ceipt of card, papers, or any thing else. This briefly as possible, a synopsis showing the
Dear Sir.- Your favor has been received,
principal
features,
of
a
more
general
nature,
is wrang. After this issue the Business Manand we can assure you that the information
ager desires to know from EACH CHAPTER if and will furnish further information at the it conveyed gave us much pleasure.
We shall make it our aim to maintain a
the number of SCROLLS sent is correct. If written request of Alumni Phis.
uniformity both in the design and quality of
Article
I.
pertains
to
Organization
of
Chapsilent chapters persist in remaining dumb,
our Badges.
they may find themselves without the month- ters. A Charter will .be granted to not less
We have so reduced the price of our Badges
than
six
Phis
residing
in
same
vicinity.
from what they were formerly that we can
ly visit of our journal. It is highly important
that this matter receive attention, and we Chapters shall be numbered in same manner scarcely afford to inake a further one, but
will make tl'iis exception. On orders for
kindly beg of the Sub-Editors a speedy reply as active chapters with "Alumni" before let- three
Badges and upwards, will allowfiveper
ter
denoting
number.
to this squib.
cent, and will So inform the chapters in-our
Art. I I . pertains to Membership. Any correspondence^
J
••
•' Fraternity ExtensioBi.
alumnus to become a member of alumni chapWith thanks for your kind wishes, we are,
In November last Bro. Walter B; Palmer, ter must present petition in accordance with
Yours Respectfully,
L. G. BURGESS' SON & Co.
of the Tenn. Beta, opened a correspondence Form " G " as appended to the Constitution
Having,
therefore,'
appointed a National
with Mr. T. I. Rogers, of Wofford College, of the order. Pledges of secercy are equally
Jeweler and received special terms, we urge .
Spartanburg, S. C , in regard to establishing binding with alumni and active chapters.
upon each member the necessity of possessa chapter of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity
Art. III. pertains to Officers. Of these ing a Badge and of purchasing it only from
at that place. Mr. Rogers "proved himself to there shall be President, Recorder, Warden one National Jeweler.
A price list will be furnished on applicabe a gentleman of as sterling worth as he and Historian. The sections of this Art.
tion to the Jeweler, and all orders must be
had been represented, and favoring the prop- give duties of officers, etc. Elections shall endorsed by the chapter Secretary.
osition of Bro. Palmer, thought a chapter be held twice each year at regular meetings
0. J. REDDIG,
J. C. NORRIS,
would be started. Most of the good material only.
C. D. W H I T E H E A D ,
had been taken, but some of the best still reArt. IV. pertains to Meetings, which shall
GEO. W . PLACK.
mained. Permission having been obtained be held at least once every six weeks.
Exec. Com.
I J i-i-i •:« U L U J i x n

T H E SCROLL.
The spring term of this session opened last young Midshipman and another recruit from
Monday, the 20th inst., with as prosperous Anna-pohs are exi)ected soon.
and encouraging an outlook as any we have
Ohio Eta's star is in its zenith and we feel
ever known. It has brought with it quite a like betting that there isn't abetter chapter
National Grand.
number of good looking and intelligent boys, in the country.
H. A. K E L L E Y .
EASTON, Pa, Feb. l l t b , 1879.
and the Phis seem to be wide-awake as to their
What about the "National Grand" now ? interests, and will' lose no time in securing
Indiana Epsilon.
Have we whereof to commiserate, expostulate such as seem worthy of the honor of becomHANOVER COLLEGE, Hanover, Ind.,
and congratulate ? Listen I
ing one of our number.
January 30, 1879.
We are in debt. H o t ! Sweating ! Hungry
Bro. W. J. Johnson, who has been absent Our chapter is progressing nicely. Owing
flies! And what is sardonically amiable we from us for some time past, honored us by to the paucity of students in our College our
have had repeated revelations made to us his appearance at our last meeting, and wa number is small. At present we have five
that we are actually in debt. Who has not are glad to announce that he will remain members. Two of our boys left last fall, one
heard of Prometheus and the Vultures ? So with us this spring.
owing to sickness the other to teach school.
we, bound, taunted and torn, commiserate
The Literary Societies of old Trinity have We have one man spiked, and there are two
"Mongst horrid dens, and stares and plagues had their celebrations, in which the Piiis others whom we will spike soon. To some
unseemly." J{n addition we.Jhavebeen sub- were largely represented and acquitted tliemV of the chapters our number may seem smnll,
jected to the tender mercies of G. B. There selves as well as could be expected, better yet our numbers compare favorably with
is however this much comfort that we have even than any Beta Thetas or Alpha Gammas. those in the other fraternities, and in equalpaid our " S C R O L L " tax (put that in italics)
We were somewhat alarmed at our last ity, I think I may say, we surpass all of them.
and have our room rent considerably reduced meeting upon catching a notorious character Our men are all good students, and in one
for the coming year. We expostulate against eavesdropping, but whom we soon cleared thing particularly do we leave the other frathe lack of business interest and enterprise away, as we, after some little resistance on ternities in the dark, viz., in attention to the
in the fraternity, having seen the beam in his part, managed to capture him and then ladies.
Fraternally,
our own eye. Are we rightly alive to ourturned him over to the President of the UniJ. E. TAGGART.
interests ? No encouragement, suggestion or versity. The young lad assaulted us with
help comes to us from any of the chapters. some very violent threats. We are all up
Indiana Delta.
Our efficiency must essentially depend on the and about as to our interests, ,and never fail
FRANKLIN COLLEGE, Franklin, Ind.,
campaign spirit of the fraternity at large. to congratulate and speak words of encourFebruary 12, 1879.
Rally brothers ! Our watchword and motto agement to our members.
Probably
the
most
important
event since
deserve to be the language of Phis yet unVery truly yours in the Bond.
my last report was the initiation of asfinea
born.
E. F. EDWARDS.
student as dwells within the halls, yea
We congratulate ourselves on our sweepclassic halls, of old Franklin. . At least he
ing success in "Class Day Elections." Bros.
took the honors of all his classes, notwithNorth Carolina Alpha.
McCauley, Dietzler and Plack, respectively,
standing his. heels were trod upon by a reTBINITY COLLEGE, N . C , Feb. 7, 1879.
Salutatorian, Historian and Prophet-^all to
served force of noble Phis. I refer to Bro.
We
are
progressing
finely,
situated
in
our
the bitter aggravation of other less favored
Chesley Holmes. The initiation occured the
new
hall,
where
we
are
free
from
all
Greek
fraternities. < In fact we are going to shine
3d inst. It was real amusing to see the grin
right through commencement. Jones and and barbarian aggression, and where a broth- on our chaplain's countenance when he ober
(Sikes)
becomes
eloquent
when
he
looks
Tegawo (familiarly known as our "Jap")
served that some of the wicked portion of
will more than likely take speeches. How is around at the fine works of art that grace our band had placed within the sides of that
that? Especially when set off with dark scowls our walls, and the lace that floats in folds mystic and awe-striking burial affair, the
and brooding jealousies. Only keeping up from our sacred windows. Another lovely following articles, to wit: three overcoats,
ornament is our banners which were worked
our past reputation.
in blue and white silk by a sister I'hi for us. one hat and one pair of shoes. (It might be
G. W. PLACK.
Thus you see we have sisters in our noble or- well to remark that but one pair of such
der.
We also have the Pope but he can't rule "things" as the Delta boys wear could be
Ohio Epsilon.
every Bodie, a Bull(a) who likes Browne and placed in that mystic and awe strik—&c.).
Oaio UNITERSITT, Athens Ohio,
will permit Robbins to come near him with- They were arranged so as to present the appear. February U , 1879-' out molestation, and soon we will put our ance of a man. Expect Bro. Holmes thought
we had committed the ghoulish crime of
In order that you may know that a spark grain in our Garner and all take a trip to
grave-robbing,
but we didn't. Anyway Bro.
of Phi Deltaism yet remains, and is being
HOLLAND, ( P H I L . J R . ) Mc. finished reading the Psalm. You may
gently fanned into a glowing coal, we submit
add one more SCROLL to your apportionment
the following.
for Franklin.
Ohio. Eta.
At our last meeting it was decided to have
If at any time in the future any Phis hapa "blow-out," a term which M'e trust is
BDCHTEL OOLLEGE, Akron, 0., Feb. 4,1879.
pen to pass through our beautiful little city,
quite familiar with our Editor : as we think
Metaphorically speaking "we are full."
we can see him of old, making a conspicuous Excessive prosperity and want of opposition stop off, walk over toward the college, but
mind you, keep a sharp look out. If perfigure at our table, and trying to hide behind are making us lazy.
chance an elegant two-story brown stone
a "mountain" of peanut hulls.
The Delta Tau Delta's have two or three
with the following inscription over the
We need only to say that peanuts, candies, fair men, but as a chapter, they are a hetero- front
large
doors, "Phi Delta Tiieta Hall,
figs, sardines, &c., were among the luxuries. geneous crowd of Freshmen and Sophomores, 1879" double
meets
your
view, don't get alarmed,
In other words it was a "Phi bum" of the the limit of whose ambition is to be "good
walk right in, pass up the broad richly
first order. [Should like to have been with little boys" and to perfect that method of but
carpeted stairs, turn to the left and give the
you Phil. Eo.]
rapid transit around corners and across established Phi Delta Theta rap and enter.
The other Frats. here are not very flourish- streets commonly called the "girl escape."
There beiiold the beautiful and tasty ornaing. The Betas are few in number, but have
Our chapter consists of thirteen men, one
fine lace curtains, almost priceless
some good men. The Deltas number eight of whom, a Junior, was initiated at last ments,
carpetings,
superb chairs, &c., &c., and then
or nine, but they consist of poor material. meeting. Two Freshmen, one fried and the regret that the
chapter to which you belonged
Their aim is members, not men. If they fail other boiled, will constitue the bill of fare
not have the energy that we have. The
to get men of the flrst water, they are con- for' next meeting, and then we are done. did
will probably give an idea of what the
tent to take them from the second, and often Fifteen are all we want. It lias always been above
the
Delta
has in contemplation. O, what a
from the third or fourth.
a matter of some wonder to us, how an en- fertile and sublime imagination has this
But rather than have men from any except tirely harmonious and brotherly feeling can chapter.
the first class, we feel content t o wait for a be cultivated with an attendant membership
Bro. Geo. Banta, who represented the Inman who we think is worthy to take a place exceeding twenty.
Will Tennessee Bita diana Alumni last spring, at Wooster, pleads
with us and help us battle for the right. May please explain ?
his first case next AV'ednesday. Long before
success attend you all.
Tiie Kappa Kappa Gammas are dozing. We this piece of information reaches the SCROLL
Yours in the Bond,
fear that chapter Lambda will Sleep itself to readers, carpenters will be at work collecting,
P H I L A N D E R JACOBS.
death. Will not some Plii Delta admirer of repairing and reiilacing the numerous fragKappa Alpha Theta or Delta Gamma suggest ments of the Court-house roof.
to one of those sisterhoods ihe plan of startTexas BetaHaving already occupied too much of your
ing a chapter here? There is plenty of good space, we will refrain from further scribbling.
TRINITY- COLLEGE, Tehuacana, Texas.
material and Kappa Kappa Gamma will taint But we always were jealous of a place in the
January 27th, 1879.
if somebody doesn't appear with a bucket of SCROLL. Success ever to our dear paper.
EDITOR SCROLL :
Truly in the Bond,
The fraternity at this place, has begun the ice water.
Newly married professors are the style. A
work of a new and we trust a prosperous era.
FRANKLIX B . DAY.

ttt ^otresponbcnce.

THE

SCROLL.

College is our first in South Carolina, and if
it is a success, as I have every reason now tp
WASHINGTON, Penn'a., Feb. 1,-1879.
WOFFORD COLLEGE, Spartanburg, S. C ,
believe, (for we have three n6bl:e Phis for a
February 12th, '79.
We received the January SCROLL to-day. foundation), we will be beyond doubt one of
M R . EDITOR :
As usual it gladdens our hearts and raises the flrst if not the first of the fi-aternities in
The copy of the last number of the SCROLL our hopes for the future of our dear old fra- the South. ' .
• .
. •
was received with mingled pleasure and de- ternity. Two weeks ago we had the pleasure
Bro. Palmer, of Vanderbilt University, delight, and now I must give you a short his- of entertaining two of the OHIO ZETA'S serves the credit of making the arrangements
tory of your infant boy. Three months since worthy theological alumni, Bros. Eggert and necessary for the establishing of the new
I received a letter from Bro. W. B. Palmer, McClelland. They arrived at the good old chapter. He has worked for it over a year.
of Tenn. Beta, proposing that I would asso- town of Washington, on Friday about noon, We being the nearest chapter cheerfully sent.
ciate with me several other students, and or- •loyfully we hailed them, for they are "hand- a delegate.
ganize a Chapter of Phi Delta Theta at some" as the girls say. They will doubtless
Scarcely had I left Wofford College before
Wofford. I responded by propounding to be honored men in their profession. The envy
malice against us commenced.
him several queries, I confess with little in- GEORGIA GAMMA may boast of her tall man Some and
malicious rascal wrote an anonymous
tention of taking him up. However his but if he is taller than Bro. McClelland, he letter to
Chi Psis defaming their members
prompt and explicit answers gave me new had better make ^stronomy l>p specialty. We and s^id the
that
were;flouria^ing apd wpwld
viiBWS and inspired Ihe with admiration for held a social meeting on.Friday evening in Combine i n t hTO
^ future with any other -fraterPhi Delta Theta. I began to work immedi-. which with our visitors we'discussed, ques- nity
defeat them in the coming elections.
ately, and on the 16th of January, Bro. T. C. tions pertaining to our fraternity. Nothing This and
communication
signed Phi Delta
Du Pont came "over from Athens, Ga., and benefits a chapter more than to receive visits Theta. We are doingwas
our
best to find out
'twas then that W. D. Simpson, R. C. Rem- from sister chapters. Can we not have more who wrote the letter, and when
we do will bert and myself were born into the beautiful personal intercourse between chapters ? Our make
him repent. None but one devoid of
mysteries of Phi Delta Theta. We have our next commencement day will be July 2nd. all feelings
Charter, and shall endeavor to prove worthy Commencement will be past in most of our such an act.of a gentleman would be guilty of
of it. We have our Constitution, and shall colleges before this. Why then cannot some of
The Georgia Beta is flourishing. We will
stand by it. We have our Fraternity, and our brothers come and see us at that time ?
get
a new man at our next meeting. More
shall ever love it 1
. Our chapter is making an earnest effort to
We are, .as yet, like rude settlers in a west- raise money to square our account with the anon.
T. CHARLTON DIT PONT.
ern forest, being without any of the comforts G. B. We think some of the charges against
we read of in the SCROLL. We have, not us are utterly unjust, for where is the justice
Indiana Gamma. even a hall but meet here and there, wherever in taxing a man for what he never received ?
IRVINGTON, INO., J a n . 18, '79.
convenient. We are crawling now, but will No man in this chapter oyer saw a copy of
BRO. EDITOR :—The Fates are propitious,
walk before long. Time is all we ask for; we T H E SCROLL till this year, yet there is a
shall work to make South Carolina Alpha rival "Scroll Tax" of twelve dollars against us. the Barbs suspicious, and .the girls delicious.
any chapter, and in so doing shall endeavor This, in our humble opinion, is no good way The latter assertion is based upon the opinion
to forget there is such a word as fail. In our to foster young, struggling chapters. How- of Bro. Goodwin. We begin tTie new year,
informal way (necessary to our nude state), ever if our executive committee think there with zeal and cheerful prespec:ts. We look
we initiated into our bond Bro. Frank-Pegues is nothing wron.g about it,.we shall try to back upon the past with pride* and to the
on last Saturday night. Will, take in two "raise the stamps." But we would recoin- future with joy. We are encouraged ,by the
others in a few days. There are three other mend honest dealing toward all and most es- 'flattering reports that monthly appear in the
fraternities established here, and they are pecially baby chapters. We are the baby of SCROLL. They give us assurance that within
each in full force ; so -we have a good deal to Pennsylvania and were seriously threatened the last year there has been what might be
contend with. But if at length wfe are ovei:- with croup, but the child has grown anc^ is cajled.a iiew birth or pew awakening of fra- ,
poWered, we shall emulate the example of fast increasing in s1?rength and in the S^Voi: tetnit;^ interest-. W^aT|fe"^lad to "wilnessthii, >
, noble ones who have gone before us and pre-^ of man. There are two "new styled shields" revival and promise to lend a helping hand
serve hope and vigor until the last glimmer in our chapter. We think them very pretty and sincere heart. The Barbs, one by one
of the taper is extinguished, and then store but are in favor of uniformity in style of desert their ranks. One' who yesterday
walked a Barb, shall do so no more forever.
away in memory's sacred shrine the lost cause badges.
for which we struggled.
As long as BRO. THOMAS don't "work his He was transformed into a Greek of the noWith fraternal greetings to all Phis,,I am toes" the INDIANA D E L T A should not slan- blest type, and now marches under the victorious banner of Phi Delta Theta. Now
der his "feet."
Your's in the Bond,
I close with the language of Dr, Elliot a there, is rejoicing in the camp of Indiana
T. I R B Y ROGERS.
Seventeen valiant hearts beat
worthy member of our chapter, " Jam satis Gamma.
strong in the Phi Delta Theta faith, excluest."
In the Bond,
Alabama Beta.
sive of the many tender hearts that often .
NEAVT. DONALDSON.
.arive ^forth the sentiment, (a good, one) "The
ALABAMA A. and M. COLLEGE,
Phis are the boys we love." Would that
January 16th, 1879.
Alabama Beta.
there were more of u s ! We are in good
D E A R BROTHER :
ATHENS, Ga., J a n . 24th, '79.
working condition and hope to reap golden
Full fledged and unbroken stand we to reD E A R SCROLL:—On the 17th inst., with harvests. Our opposing forces are the Sigs,
sist the stringent authorities of an able Fac. ulty, whose condemnation for secret organi- all the requisites available of our order for Betas, and Tau Deltas. . The Sigs are next to
initiation, and with several copies of the us in strength, haying 14 men. They are
zations is poignant in the extreme.
Though sub rosa is our motto, none the less SCROLL, I boarded the train bound for Spar- likely to carry the contest. Laughlin, the
dear is the name of Phi Delta Theta, forever- tanburg, S. C. On the train I met an old man who represented Butler last year is likemore. Misfortune may enshroud us in Cim- Phi, and we had a joyous time talking about ly.to do so again. After this year we will be
merian gloom, yet the voice of the unseen our Fraternity until we reached Spartanburg. all O. K. as far as contest is concerned. The
I found him to be still loyal to our noble or- Betas have only six men this term.. Three of
fairy whispers
der.
them graduate this year. Next year we hope
"Be still sad Phis and cease repining.
At Spartanburg three noble boys, anxious to crush the egotistical asses to the earth.
Beyond the cloud the sun 's still shining.".
to be initiated into the mysteries of our Fra- The Delta Tausj. amount to but little,-exceptWill send other orders for SCROLL soon. ternity, met and conducted me to the hotel. in numbers. .They have eight or nine men,
On Saturday morning they took vows of one or two of whom are passable.
Its ai-rival is always hailed with ecstatic joy,
by each and all of us. Through its columns fidelity to our Fraternity, and in my room
During vacation Bro. Goodwin and myself
we trust ever to assure our distant bfothei-s that morning I initiated Bros. Rogers, Simp- had the good Jortune of spending a few days
son,
and
Rembert.
They
are
only,
three
'-uid
that we are loyal to the great cause entrusted.
in Louisville. Some of Louisville's leading
Oft timfis we spend the "wee small hours of will have to cope with the Chi Psis, Chi'Phis. I men are Phis ; such as Dr. Stuart Robinson,
the night" consulting as to how we can ad- and Kappa Alphas. The latter have about Hon. Thos. W. Bullitt, Hon. Geo. Simrall.
vance the interest of the fraternity and med- 2-5 men, and are the strongest Fraternity at We also had the pleasure of rtieeting two of
itating upon great and profound truths con- Wofford College. The Chi Psis have about th<^ boys from Richmond,Virginia; Bros. Hartained in that bonrl that binds our common 16 men. Our boys have set out with a deter- ris and Thornhill. They are genial and enbrotherhood. To this brotherhood we desire mination" to succeed, and I am confident they thusiastic southerners. The Richmond chapwill do so. All our chapters should write letto prove faithful
may be proud of them. I would be unters of encouragement, and if the ardor of ter
if I did not mention Little Brad, of New
"As long as Albany, with feeble hand,
•
our new Brothers should ever waver encour- just
Albany.
He met us with a smile on his lip
Holds borrowed truncheon of command."
age them, to stand firm for they will have and a badge
on his breast. Brad, you a r e a
to battle against foes of every kind.
Yours Fraternally,
jollv fellow. We are much pleased with DeThe Alpha Chapter established at WofEord cember SCROLL. Thanks to Bro. Foster for
A L V A FITZPATRICK.

South Carolina Alpha.

Pennsylvania Gamma.

THE

SCROLL.

t h e "Hoosier P h i O r a t o r s . " I t shows a rec- passed among t h e first five who are designaord of which P h i Delta T h e t a may truly be ted " s t a r s " in their resjjective classes, a n d
proud. May the Oratorical Star of I n d i a n a two others took single " s t a r s , " (that is,
among the first five in one particular s t u d y ) ;
P h i s continue to grow brighter.
T h e other day a rival Greek told me our the rest, with a few exceptions, doing very
catalogue w a s spoken of very disparagingly well. This is more t h a n any other frat. here
by a fraternity periodical. This deserves our can b o a s t ; a n d if Bro. Lake h a d remained,
a t t e n t i o n . I n all due respect t o the brothers one more star would have studded our crown.
who got up t h e catalogue, I say it is not what We expect t o t a k e in one more man soon.
P h i Delta T h e t a merits. L e t t h e m a t t e r be Hoping success t o all other P h i chapters, I
agitated a n d a n e w catalogue be compiled. remain.
W e notice with pleasure t h e compliment
Y o u r s in t h e Bond,
passed upon u s by t h e correspondent of t h e
J . B. B E V E R L E Y .
I n d i a n a Beta, and in r e t u r n congratulate the
B e t a upon i t s enthusiastic and handsome corIndiana Beta.
respondent.
WABASH CeLLEOK, Jan. 20, '79,
T h e Sigs no longer cry alouid, " T h e Phis
The subject of liew pins has been claiming
are d e a d , " b u t a r e sorry to know t h a t we a r e
our attention for some time. A n d none too
ahead.
Lively corpses we a r e ; n o t yet resoon, for a t t h e beginning of t h e year there
duced t o Skull a n d Bones. I now lay down
was b u t one in t h e entire chapter. However
my plumous implement a n d patiently wait
we lost none of t h e Phi spirit, a n d now have
for t h e J a n u a r y S C R O L L . L e t t h e present
several, b u t here is t h e r u b , only t w o are
year be one of unprecedented success in t h e
alike. When we began to correspond with
cause of P h i Delta T h e t a .
our numerous "Official J e w e l e r s " we wereYours,
confused with t h e multiplicity of .styles, deW I L B U R D . CAMPBELL.
signs, prices, &c. Happily we escaped t h e
" n e w s t y l e " shield (?) and in our variety we
Georgia Beta.
have a few pins acknowledged by all to be the
finest among t h e Greeks. W e heartily enUNIVEBSITT OF GEORGIA,
dorse t h e article on " O u r Badges" in last
Athens, Ga., Jan. 19, '79.
Chapter Beta, of t h e University of Geor- issue, and think something should be done in
gia, is now moving steadily forward t o pros- order t h a t there may be more unity in size
perity. I t is almost like s t a r t i n g over again and style of o u r badges. During t h e holion account of past oppression which you, Mr. days Bro, Warren McBroom, Principal of
Editor, understand.
Tell me of another Covington city schools, was married t o Miss
chapter j u s t emerged from bondage sending Watkins of this city.
a m a n three 'hundred miles t o establish a
We wish t o correct t h e statement in last
chapter. A t o u r last meeting we delegated SCROLL t h a t Wabash was represented a t tlje
our worthy President, Bro. D u P o n t , to go State contest by Mr, Billman,—he is no longer
t o Spartanburg, S. C , a n d organize a n d a Brother, being expelled last year, Wabash
establish S. C. Alpha a t Wofford College,
was represented by Bro, A, O, P e n n i m a n of
T h i s chapter still sustains her well-earned '79,
reputation in t h e t w o literary societies of
Our chapter is in an excellent condition.
tbisltifstltutiorr, t h e P h i ' K a p p a a n d t h e De- Expect t w o new additions by next report.
mosthenian. Bros. D u P o n t a n d Chapman S C R O L L is improving.
have been elected t o serve as anniversarians.
I n the Bond,
Bro. D u P o n t from t h e . P h i K a p p a ; Bro.
LYMAN E . OTT.
Chapman from t h e Demdsthenian society.
These a r e t h e only honors awarded afe yet,
Pennsylvania Beta.
b u t whenever there is another distribution of
PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE,
honors of any kind, o u r chapter will n o t be
Gettysburg, Pa., Jan. 24, '79.
found behind.
Since
our
last
report
we have been working
T h e Alpha T a u Omega has been instituted
here. I t h i n k i t s chances for success are not hard to get a few new men, b u t so far no one
has been added t o our number this term, alvery good, b u t may be mistaken.
W e received t h e December number of t h e though some have promised us if they join
S C R O L L last Saturday. All have examined it any fraternity it will be P h i Delta Theta.
a n d are m u c h pleased with i t s neat appear- Our last meeting was very interesting. T h e
question of the evening was, "Should Minisance.
ters of t h e Gospel engage in P o l i t i c s , " a n d
A t our n e x t meeting we will probably take
it was well argued, pro and con, by Brothers
some action w i t h regard t o our part of t h e
Lentz and Dysinger. Through a private letsupport of o u r organ.
ter t o our " P u b l i s h e r , " we learn t h a t Bro. A .
Y o u r s fraternally,
A. Stearns, of Akron, Ohio, visited GettysGEO. S. JOHNSON.
burg, during last vacation a n d searched t h e
whole place for a P h i . T h e catalogue puts
^Virginia Epsilon.
all our members down as residents of this
place when just t h e opposite is t r u e , of all
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE,
those a t least who belonged when t h e cataJan. sth, 1874.
D E A R B R O S . — O n c e more I e5ctend the best logue was published. This is one of t h e sevwishes of t h e V a . Epsilon t o all Phis. Since eral errors in the catalogue. If Bro. Stearns
you last heard from me, we have lost one man comes again, or if any other Brother ever
and gained one. Bro. W . H . Lake, of Mem- visits G., let him drop a line t o one of our
phis, T e n n . , on account of his father's death, boys about i t and he will receive a most hearhad t o leave us, a n d sorely have we missed ty welcome. Gettysburg is a charming place
him a n d regretted his a b s e n c e ; for a more to visit for more reasons t h a n t h a t the Penna.
a r d e n t P h i , or t r u e r man, I never m e t ; a n d Beta is flourishing here. We have 10 active
I request t h e first of my readers who meets members, and they are among t h e best in Colhim, t o give him the hearty old grip for me. lege, both in learning and beauty. We have
W e have n o w one m a n a t Washington a n d also a t t h e Theological Seminary, half a mile
Lee University—Bro. Scratchy of Lexington, from College, seven as good Phis as are found
V a . , b u t there a r e no more to be had there, any where. W e will close by sending our
t h i s year. However, we are confident of two, greetings to all chapters a n d wishing t h e m
if not three, who are coming there next year, much success in their endeavors t o advance
and a r e well enough k n o w n t o i n i t i a t e t h e the sword and shield.
day they arrive.
Y o u r s in the Bond,
I n t h e late examination, three of o u r men
J. F . H E R M A N .
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CHA^RLES COOK,

POPULAR MUSIC
Published bv

P . W . S E A R C H & Co.,
illitsic publishers ^ ^Dealers,

So. 1 S^nd, e x a c t s i z e .

M A R I O N , O,
The Harp Girl.
H e * Sub;: nml ohoruf by P . W. Search, price .35 cts.
_, "Of all the songs by this author, -The Harp Girl'
is the most beaatiful,
*
*
We predict great
popularitjj ior tliiJB song."—Marion Independent.

•^^

No. 4 Stndg, e x a c t alze.

"#My Home in the Dell.

Old Mlfle alze M0< 0 P i n

By the fame author, price 40 cts.
"A most beautiful song by P. W. Search. I t is
charminir. The closing refrain is very fine."—Holmes
County Republican.
"Search's "Home in the Dell' is gaining great popularity."—Cincinnati Gazette.

The Dying Soldier's Farewell.
The latest and best song by P. W. S. Issued Jan.
1st, 1879. Price .35 cts.

Sweet Voices of Long Ago.

OFFICIAL JEWELER FOR THE
New S t y l e .

PHI DELTA THETA FRATERNITY,
MANUFACTURES

^

atrges, Jings, §ttttrs, ^attl^ &a^itts, Sl^arms, fet.

.\Iso, prices for Badges, Ring.«, etc., of any description, furnished upon application. Send for illustrated cat
alogue of our Phi Delta Theta Badges, etc. For further information address C. COOK, Fifth and Smith
Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sept. 1878-nl-yr.

Song and chorus by the same author.
Very popular. A remembrance of by-gone days.
Price 40 cents.

Lord of the Ocean.
Bass solo by the same P. W. S. A joliy, rollicking
song of the sea. Price 35 cents.

g.§.§urgess'(Son^(go., E D G A R

Attorney at Law and Notary Public,

Little Bessie.
Song and chorus by J . M. Barringer.
The great temperance song ol America. Immensely
popular. Price 40 cts.
'•M'e have heard it sung en costume till there was
not a dry eye in the audience; and actually so carried
away have hearers been with the true-to-life words,
that the hat has been started for ragged, bure-footed
'jfrMgiB.' "~Nti.
B. C. Mtfetfilfrr PresUfflit W. 0. T. U.
of Ohio.

Withered Flowers.

41 Clark SL, {Room 8] CHIC A GO

MANUFACTURERS O F

COLLEGE FRATERNITY
/ • » » « ; » • ' . . . .

>

Grand March of a Hundred Years.

H. F , GRIFFIN,
College Engraver &, Printer,
49 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.

Onondaga Waltz.

By C. E. Vardon.

Phi Delta Theta March.

d 7mo.

MAKE ONLY
CATALOGUES.

FIRST CLASS GOODS

For Catalogues address t h e G r a n d
Every

AND ALL OUR WORK I S

b r o t h e r should h a v e a copj-.

Banker,
Price,

bound in paper, $1 ; bound in cloth, $1.50.

Price 40 cents.

Phi Delta Theta March.
By Bro. A. W. Shuey.

Price 40 cents

Phi Delta Theta March.
By J . N. E. Wilson.

^®*Send for DESIGNS and PRICES of College I n -

vitation work,

Price 35 cents.

-The above are our special copyright publications.
We also keep a stock of the leading music and books
published in AMEKICA and EUROPE, for which we
will gladly fill orders. Also constantly on hand an
assortment of all the Fraternity Music, including

By Mrs. Wells.

I P I I I J ' D V C T T T n i P M T BbnnJd e e i J for a beauM h m
0 t U \ j m 1 -f-; i'^oppuV-pUte and

on receipt of $1.50, former price $3.00.

By the author of "My Home in the Dell " Dedicated
to tbe " F i i r Women and Brave Men" of the Phi Delta
Theta. This piece is arranged for Piano, Organ, or
Brass Band. Price 50 cts.

Grand March of the Knights of Pythias.

ILLINOIS

Engraved Pack of V I S I T I N 8 CARDS. Sent by mail

Song and chorus by Julia Belle Harkey. Price 35 cts.

A very good waltz by Theron B. Prentice, by whom
it is dediciiteii to the Phis. Price 40 cents.

M, WILSON,

GUARANTEED.

The Phi Delta Theta Song Book is in the

Price 75 cents.

To all members of the Phi Delta Theta we will make a
SPECIAL REDUCTION
and will send post-paii the above music, or any other
pieces published, for

SONG BOOK.
hiuids of tlie Executive Committee, and broth-

PRICES ARE REDUCED.

ers wishing copies can obtain thein by enclosing
75 cents to the Grand Banker.

30 PER CENT LESS THAN MARKED PRICE.

Send for our descriptive catalogue.
All members of the Phi Delta Theta will please address all orders and other correspondence to
P. W. SEARCH,
Supt. Public Schools, West Liberty, 0.

No. 10 Plain Street.

Sept.. 1878.—nlmo6

SPACE.
Send to the Business Manager for advertising
riitps of this column. A limited number of lawyers curds, etc., will be received. Send at once.

m m iTi i m nn-ti

• • . • • m-wrnwm

j-T^jy-^i-'zisn)

SUB
VOLUME H I .

ROSA.

G E T T Y S B U R G , PA., M A R C H , 1879.

[When you read tlie following, reflect that
Geshoo is a P h i who has acquired the knowledge of his subject from actual experience.]

Between Two.
What's in a kiss
From a sweet Miss?
The height of bliss
Is there, I wis.
A clasp of hand
Ere we disband,
Is—well—most graiid
I understand.
A warm embrace
With face to face,
Nought can displace
For better grace.
A kisis, a hand,
A warm embrace.
Sways every land,
Kuies every race.
GESHOO.

Professor—Nothing More,
To a Prep there came a tapping as of soifle one
gently rapping,
' And his answer was quite plain for teasing boys
had rapped before.
" W h o is there," he cried with splutter (and his
heart was in a flutter.
So he only spoke with stutter,) "rapping at my
chamber d o o r ? "
" I t is I , " a gruff voice answered firmly at the
chamber door.
Only '•!" and nothing more.
Startled at the stillness broken by reply so aptly spoken,
"Doubtless," said he, "what you utter is your
only stock and store.
One word only shall I utter, If your ribs are fat
as butter,
Come ye in and I'll not m u t t e r ; cross the
threshold of my doov ;
But if leanness be upon you, lift your hoofs and
leave my door."
Only this and nothing more.
To his dreaming soon returning, all his soul
within him burning.
Lest some stern and firm professor had- been
driven from his door.
Came again surcease of napping, for again there
came a tapping
As of some one gently rapping, something
louder than before-;
And his heart was still a moment as he, opening quick the door,
Saw Professor, nothing more.

Friction!

vidual chapters, which might be the
means of removing some of the roughness that may cause unnecessary friction.'
The constitution of tbe human soul
is so varied that no number of persons
can assemble socially without a manifest tendency to disagreement in sentiments, likes and so forth. This occasions sometimes no little hinderance to
progress and unity in the home circle.
This should not be, some may say ; but
it will and must occur, and is the order
of nature notwithstanding bondorname,
contract or conojenialitv. When two of
the opposite sexes agree to live together
and to love each other for life, and the
agreement is solemnly witnessed, what
are the probabilities in their favor, that
they will adhere thoroughly to the contract? Let him who reads, answer.
So under a bond Of brotherhood such
as we are under, it is natural to expect,
strictly speaking, ofl'ences of various degrees of flagrancy.
In all assemblies according to tbe
number of persons in each, we find a
few or more, who possess a strong instinctive tendenc\- to be active and useful. This certainly is not wrong, for it
is one's duty to be a live member, if a
member at all, of any society or body.
But sometimes a love of display, dictation, power, and the like, manifests itself and betrays grounds for suspicion
as to motives; and when this is the
case, the person subject to such tendencies becomes, to a varying extent, a
hinderance to harmonious action and
general good feeling. There are some
who are not very sensitive to tendencies
like these, who are satisfied if one or
two monopolize the management of
aifairs, and who even yield with calm
submission to the domineering disposition of an apparently determined mind.
If there are such members of Fraternity as are somewhat disposed to be easi-

The SCROLL in its renovated form
looks first rate and its subject-matter
especially as to its chapter reports, is
always of a lively, hopeful and gay character. This is as it should be. But ly controlled by those of more ambitious
permit me to speak of a few things natures, such sluggish ones should be
pertaining to the machinery of indi- wrought upon in such a manner as

NUMBER 7.

w()uld tend to make them more active
and interested in the chapter and fraternity at large. Excessive officiousness and undue propensity to govern
must be guarded against, as well as tendencies iu the other direction. In a
chapter, whether large or small, there is
scarcely room for a few who are opinionated, unreasonable, self-willed, and
infatuated by the idea that they constitute the motive power of tiie establishment. To some of the Phis such a
paragraph as this may seem visionary ;
yet are there not causes of hinderances
to a chapter's prosperity, arising from the
action of members who fail to interpret
and practice the spirit of our inestimable Bond ? The object of the Bond
should be carefully kept in view in all
things and at all times, and then the
sphere of our action would be high indeed, morally, socially and intellectually.
Our aims are high ; and if we work
unitedly, keeping ever before us the
grand principles of our order, we shall
not fail in the accomplishment of great
good. The machinery of each chapter
will run without harsh and grating
sound. Let him whose natural inclinations to haughtiness, dogmatism, and
officiousness are strong, restrain them
by the constant observance of his pledge
and the Golden Rule: let him who is
sluggish and deficient in real and active
duty, rouse himself and shake ofl:" his
indisposition, and having become interested in the work he will be and
feel himself a ten-fold better Phi. Finally, let us all be brethren of co-operative spirit.
^
OMEGA. •
For the SCROLL.]

Our Catalogue.
We do not write this article for the
as a criticism ou the Catalogue,
although we intend to point out what
we deem some grave errors in it. But
we write to incite an interchange of
views among members of the Fraternity as to the feasibility of publishing another.
SCROLL

THE
If the membership will take up and
carefully examine our Catologue until
the meeting of the next convention,
and there decide whether this last or
any other issue fully comes up to the
merited standard of the Fraternity—
whether we can afford to let our last
issue remain as the best that we can
do—the objective point of this article
will be attained.
W e have now been in existence for
30 3'^ears without a Catalogue fit to be
seen. This was one reason, no doubt^
that the issue of former years had Sub
Sosa conspicuously printed on the cover.
And it seems to us, that, if the last issue
would have borne the same motto, and
scrupulously been adhered to, it would
have been better for the Fraternity.
But we have now the strength, numerically, pecuniarily and intellectually in
our brotherhood, to compete with the
most powerful Fraternities in this country. Then let us have a Catalogue of
which we need not be ashamed. Let
us come out from under the rose bush,
and show the Barbarians and others,
who and what we are. It is a great
mistake to shut ourselves up in our domicil, so that others cannot feel our influence. W e have nothing to gain, but
all to lose by keeping the contents of
our Catalogues a secret, and yet, we
have never had one, to our knowledge,
that was profitable to us to show. Most
of the great Fraternities have Catalogues that are in keeping with their
brotherhood. The members gladly show
them, because it is to their advantage to
do so. But we would reluctantly put
any issue of our Catalogue into the
hands of students who have Catalogues
of other Fraternities with which to compare it. The last issue of the Sigma
Chi Catalogue is a model of neatness
and accuracy without its objectionable
costly binding. Have we not ample
room for improvement in this direction?
We hear the cry of reform coming from
different quarters, and certainly the
movement should begin where it is
most needed. In t)ur humble opinion,
the greatest need of reform, just now,
is in the Catalogue. Can we not issue
a good, large, accurate one ?
What are some of the objectionable
features in the last issue? It seems to
us that in this great age of book making
an index, or at least, a table of contents

SCROLL.

is indispensably necessary to any book.
In our Catalogue we have neither an
index nor table of contents, unless the
Editors intend that we should consider
"Chapters of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity" to be an index. But an index
without giving the page on which the
subject in a book may be found is as
good as nothing. Even in this "List of
Chapters," which does not refer to the
pages of subjects, the Pa, Beta is assigned to the "University of Pa. at
Gettysburg," We all know—Editors
too—that this worthy Chapter is not established at the University, and the
University is not located at Gettysburg,
It is also a very grave omission in this
book, that the location of Chapters is
not given on the page where the "List
of members" may be found. For instance, on page 123, the "Georgia Gamma" should have in addition to its "List
of members," ihe name of the institution
at which it is established, also the date
of the mouth and year. The name of
the College or University where any of
the Chapters are located, should be
given, with the date of their organization, on the same page with the enrollment of names. It is certainly very inconvenient and perplexing to be compelled to refer back to the "List of
Chapters" to find out where and when
a Chapter has been established.
Those Roman numerals placed at the
head of the list of every half dozen
names or so, are ambiguous. Do they
refer to the year of their graduation
from College?
"Explanation" says
that these numerals designate the latter.
But with regard to the case of some
members, as we happen to know, these
numerals are anachronisms. As an example, we find in one Chapter, that three
names are enrolled under MDCCCLXIX
One of the trio graduated from the College in the 3'ear that these numerals indicate, another (and we know whereof
we affirm) entered the Fraternity and
College that same year, and did not
take his degree until the year 1872,
and the third name, we have every
reason to believe, is a myth. No man
by that name was at that College in
1869, no man by that name was known
in the town assigned in the Catalogue
as his residence, no man by that name
was ever known to have entered the
Fraternity, lived, or died. And in an-

other Chapter, nine names are enrolled
under MDCCCLXXV, yet only one out
of the nine graduated in the year
which these numerals indicate. Of
course, the I'ditors received the data
from the Chapters, and published just
what each individual Chapter chose to
send them. But we are not finding
fault either with the editors or chapters.
It is the Catalogue that we seriously object to.
The designation of the year by Roman numerals is an objection. W h y
do we discard the convenient symbols
which all Christendom uses, and return
to the barbarous age of Rome for characters in the computation of time?
What earthly use is there in saying
MDCCCLXXIX instead of 1879? It
neither adds to the appearance nor convenience.
On the very face of the title page
the Catalogue declares itself in beautiful, convenient, English symbols, to be
up with the times, and yet some of the
correspondent members, whose occupations are variously set down as students
of law, medicine, divinity (true per-*
haps, at one time) took their degrees
four or five years ago—long before this
last issue was thought of^—and are growing old in their respective professions.
The residences of the attendant
members are not given with any thing
like accuracy. Who can believe that
every member of the Georgia Beta lives
at Athens, Ga. ? Such a thing is possible, but not, by any means, probable.
All the members, except three, of Pa.
Beta, attendant and correspondent,
are enrolled in the Catalogue as citizens of Gettysburg, Your sidereal correspondent, in the liumber of THE SCROLL
for December, sounded the proper note
when he struck the key of uniformity.
But it is not the badge, in our opinion,
that calls for reform, it is the Catalogue that calls—calls loudly. Uniformity is what we want. But in the
case of the residences of the members
in these two last chapters mentioned,
we have a little too much of the good
thiflg. In the make up of reports,
each chapter seems to have taken just
any view—or none at all—of what the
Editors wanted ; and the Editors seemed
to have depended too largely upon the
stale catalogues of former years for
information. The bitter consequence
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is that the publication lacks method,
symmetry," accuracy. Perhaps those
geographical names at the right hand
of the column were not intended for
the residences of the membership, but
pray, what are they there for? I t is
understood by all, without insertion in
the Catalogue, that attendant members,
during the academic years of their
student life, have a temporary residence
iu the town or city at which their respective colleges are located. But to
insert these college towns and cities in
the catalogue as the permanent residences ot all these students is a misstatement of the fact.
MARYLAND.

Other Fraternities.

year :—President, Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, Jr.,
D. D.; vice presidents, Wm, Astor, Colonel
Silas W, Burt, David H, Cochran, LL. D.,
Hugh L. Cole, Elbridge T. Gerry, Robert
Earl; secretary, Samuel P. Blagden ; treasurer, Frederick D. Tappan. Among the
prominent men, besides the officers, present
were :—Professor C. A. Seelye, Professor D.
G, Eaton, Charles E, White, Dr. Vedder, Dr.
John Shrady, H. M. Ruggles, F. T. Garrettson.
After the preliminary business meeting
the Alumni adjourned to the dining room,
where toasts were responded to by Drs. Cochran and Kcrapshall, Samuel P. Blagden,
Julian M. Elliott, F, W, Whitridge and
many others. The exercises were interspersed with college and society songs, pleasant
reminders of the days that are past.
—We give below a complete list of the living chapters of Beta Theta Pi. In several
instances the name of the Institution is not
known, and only the name of the place is
given. The chapters are divided into districts.
DISTRICT I.

Zeta, Hampden-Sidney, Va.; Omicron, Va.
University ; Rho, Lexington, Va.; Psi, Bethany College, W. Va.; Alpha Theta, Lexington, Va.; Alpha Kappa, Richmond, Va.; Alpha Xi, Ashland, Va.; Alpha Tau, Williamsburg, Va.; Alpha Phi, Blacksburg, Va.;
Alpha Chi, .Johns Hopkins, Baltimore, Md.

—Sigma Chi has according to one of their
own members twenty-seven living chapters,
—If any Brother knows the number of
chapters which Phi Gamma Delta and Phi
Kappa Psi have please let the SCROLL know
it,
DISTRICT II.
—Beta Theta Pi has reappeared at Ann
Epsilon,
Danville,
Ky. Centre College;
Arbor, In 1865 the chapter there went over
solid to the Psi Upsilon, At Western Re- Theta, Delaware, Ohio; Kappa, Athens, O.;
serve College in 1868 their chapter bolted to Gamma, Washington, Pa.; Alpha Gamma,
Springfield, Ohio; Alpha Lambda, Wooster
the Delta Kappa Epsilon.
University, Ohio ; Alpha Sigma, Carlisle, Pa.;
—A Sigma Chi informs us that there is truth Alpha Upsilon, Boston, Mass.
--in the coalition of the Alpha Sigma Chi with
DISTRICT III.
the Sigma Chi. The latter is going to comDelta, Asbury University, Ind.; Iota, Hanpletely swallow the former according to our
over College, Ind.; Pi, S. University, Bloominformant,
ington ; Tau, Wabash College, Ind,; Alpha
—The Omicron chapter of Delta Kappa Ep- Psi, Butler University, Ind,
silon is building a chapter-hall in Ann Arbor,
DISTRICT I V ,
—Phi Beta Kappa is the oldest, Delta Beta
Lambda,
Ann
Arbor, Mich.; Chi, Beloit,
Phi the youngest Greek Letter society. The
former was founded at William and Mary in Wis.; Alpha Pi, Madison, Wis.; Alpha Rho,
Evanston, 111.
1776, the latter at Cornell in 1878.
DISTRICT V .
—"The Volante" (University of Chicago)"
Alpha Delta, Fulton, Mo.; Alpha Epsilon,
of last month was mistaken in the name of Mt, Pleasant, Iowa; Alpha Iota, St, Louis,
the new fraternity about to make its appear- Mo,; Alpha Omicron, Trinity College, Texas ;
ance in our midst. It should' have been Alpha Nn, Lawrence, Kansas,
Delta Kappa Psi, instead of Delta Psi. As
Of this fraternity Bro, C. L. Goodwin, of
all catalogues of college fraternili.^s with- Indiana Gamma, says:
in reach omit this one, it is probably the
"This was once a strong fraternity and has
initial chapter."—Volante,
many eminent men among its alumni mem—A College journal recently published the bers, but from what I have heard and seen of
them, and that is not inconsiderable, they
following note :
" I t is proposed at the University of Vir- show great degeneracy and decay. They have
ginia to issue once during each session a evidently passed their meridian and are sinkmagazine in the interests of the secret frat- ing slowly but steadily toward their setting.
eniities. A committee, reiu'esenting the In my own State, Indiana, their chapter at
Delta Psi, Sigma Chi, and Phi Kappa Psi Hanover can hardly be said to be alive, there
Fraternities, has been appointed to make being but four or five men in it, and they of
a very inferior class. Their chapter at Wiinecessary arrangements."
We wi'l believe the above when some Plii bash College has eight or ten inferior men the
at the University informs us of its correct- height of whose ambition seems to be to dress
ness. As neither of the fraternities men- stylishly and be popular with the ladies.
tioned has a publication of any kind there This is the disease that appears to be affecting the majority of their chapters. The one
may be something in it.
at Asbury College is of about the same char—The following fraternity journals are acter, as the one at Wabash. I have heard
published, besides our own. The Diimond the character of tlieir Virginia chapters, or
by Psi Upsilon ; Phi Gammi Delta (size about at least part of them, is much the same.
6x8, 12 pages) at Delaware, Ohio ; Beta Tneta
Their chapter here, Butler University,
Pi, Delaware, Ohio; Chi Phi Quarterly, from present indications, will hardly survive
Monroe, N. C.; The Crescent, Delta Tau Delta the coming year.
at Meadville, Pa. All are monthlies except
Among all the twenty-two representatives
the Chi Phi journal which is quarterly.
of the different Colleges in the State Orator—The regular annual reunion of the Chi ical Contests, out of which ten have been
Psi Alumni Association of Xew York city Phi Deltas; four Phi Psis; four Phi Gammas;
was held at the Union League Club. The two Sigs ; one Delta Tau ; and one "barb,"
following officers were elected for the ensuing there has never been one solitary Beta."

Personals.
Hon. A. C. Harris, Indiana Gamma, is
State Senator from Marion county, Indiana,
A, D. Pair, Ga. Gamma, is "biling" bones
in Baltimore. Success to you, Ick.
Bro, Kent O, Foltz,|Ohio Eta, is engaged
in the drug business at Akron,
Bro, C. S. Ticknor, Ohio Eta, is Assistant
Postmaster at Conueautville, Pa.
Ricketts, the ex-Sec. Ohio Epsilon, is noted
for going to Chinch and going home with
the girls.
Bro. George Banta, late publishing editor,
was duly admitted to the bar at Franklin,
Ind., in October.
Bro. A. J. Findley, Ohio Eta, is city Editor of the Akron Daily Beacon, and is a regular attendant of Chapter meetings.
They say that Frank II. Terrill, M. D.,
Va. Gamma, is one of the most popular and
efficient surgeons in the United States Navy.
Frank, the Ohio Epsilon correspondent of
Jan. says : "Who'd a thunk that the Editor
would a thunk that I meant my "Dulcinea."
Jas. P. Maxwell, Wis. B., '59, ably presided
over the Republican State Convention of
Colorado, Aug. 7th, 1878.
Eugene Field, Mo. A., '73, is an editor of
the St. Louis Journal-Timers a paper lately
formed, by the consolidation of the St. Louis
Journal and the Evening Times."
Prof. David Swing, Ohio Beta,- the eloquent preacher and original thinker of Chicago, has just written a new book called "Motives of Life,"
Rev. Bro. Davy Bittle Floyd has been heard
from. It contained a years subscription aud
a promise to call and see the Penn'a Beta
boys. Call soon. Brother.
Amos W. Butler, Ind. A., '81, is Secretary and Treasurer of the Butler Ice Company, formed last month with a capital of
$40,000. Ame is immense.
George C. Powers, Va. Delta, rolls pills for
R. W. Powers & Co., Richmond, Va. He is
a good Phi and therefore should be forgiven
if he does grumble about "fate" now and
then.
Cyrus K. Drew, Ky. B. '60, was appointed
receiver of the Evansville Opera House, and
he has refitted it and brought new companies
there much to the pleasure of the Evansvillians.
A. Gwynn Foster, Ind. A., '77, has been
employed during the past winter with the
State Engineers Corps of Louisiana, and is
now brushing the rust off his manners among
the bon tons of Xew Orleans.
Geo. Wm. Cone, Va. Delta, is hard at work
at Riverton. Va.
He is one of the most
zealous Phis of whom the SCROLL knows and
the best that we can say of him is that his
morals are as good as ever.
Dr. Edwin Walker, Ind. E, '73, a Professor
of the Medical College of Evansville, is at
present continuing his studies in New York.
The Evansville Journal speaks of him as
"one of the most successful and gifted physicians of the State,"
The New Orleans Democrat, in a recent
editorial, speaks in the most flattering terms
of Bro, Blackburn, of Kentucky,
We
quote: "Throughout his entire course iu
Congress, Mr. B. has commended himself to
the affection and the admiration of all true
men of the South. Equally conspicuous for
sagacity, courage and indomitable w-ill, he
has shown himself eminently qualified as a
leader of men."
Phis will make their mark in the world.

T H E SCROLL.
true that the whole body fraternal is affected
by each individual accessions to its numbers,
and that the character of our order will be
estimated by the character of its individual
members. If we would give it the dignity of
intellectual worth and potential energy, we
must seek not necessarily men of present
power, but those who have the germ of power
and with it a strongly developed element of
All communications for publication should be sent to the EdThe Exe utive Committee.
progression—we want men that will develop
itor by the 1st of each month. Business correspondence should
An
"Address
to
the
Phi
Delta
Theta
Fratheir power. Every student of ordinary exbe addressed lo the Publisher.
ternity" lies before us. It is not the annual perience and ability can point out his proGETTYSBURG, P A ! , MARCH, 1879.
address we presume for it does not so call gressive fellows, also those whose Sisyphean
itself nor is it complete enoaigh for that. It efforts bring them no nearer the realization of
Wanted.
is a plain, sensible statement of the financial their vain ambitions. If we would be strong
A correspondent from Georgia Delta, and
side of the Fraternity. In three things this we must avoid the latter and select the other.
Tenn. Beta,
P H I L A N D E R JACOBS,
address is hardly explicit enough. These The sturdy young oaks of a vigorous forest,
Ohio Epsilon.
Athens, O.
three
things are the change in the SCROLL close-set against the sweeping storms, whose
A correspondent from Texas Beta,
management, which is taken for granted but symmetrical branches reach out far and still
J. F. L A I R D ,
Ohio Epsilon.
Athens, O.
not stated ; the suppression of the amount of farther into the ether blue of heaven, and
We are glad to insert the name of the Sec- indebtedness of, as well as of the amount whose roots extend deep into a nourishing
retary of Kentucky Alpha and hope to have a owed to the Fratei-nity ; and the mention of soil must, in the lapse of years, develop into
report by our next issue. Remember the the permanent fund. The first of these is of "green-robed senators of the mighty wood,"
Bond, Brothers, and that strength is in little consequence, but we would wish the admired for their stately dignity and valued
two latter to be distinctly understood by ev- for their practical utility. So would we have
unity.
ery Chapter,
They are matters that can our noble fraternity: a band of vigorous,
The Indiana Eta has again found a way to scarcely be brought too often before the Far- progressive, undwarfed minds, strongly unithe front. The Eta has sent out some noble ternity, nev.er too forcibly.
ted by the sacred ties of friendship; deepmen and this alone should be a source of inWe need to learn the lesson that our debts rooted in the immutable principles of our
spiration for stout efforts now. The other must be paid just as any other debt is to be, Bond and drawing thence wholesome and nuIndiana chapters, as may be seen from re- paid, that our transactions are not to beput off tritious pabulum for an active and out-reachports in this issue, all desire to see the Eta to suit our own whims and fancies, but are ing intellect, and ever looking to Divine proflourishing and promise hearty assistance. business transactions.
We are engaged tection for succour and encouragement in all
We hope for a progressive report by next in no childs-play, but are seeking to be laudable undertakings,
month.
come fitted for successfully battling in the
Bro, Jackson's principles are correct—we
We call the attention of those about pur- great, busy world. This, at least, if we fol- only wish to generalize them. It is not only
chasing badges, to the fact that the work of low the true intent and purpose of our Bond, for the southern chapters to be careful as to
Chas. Cook, of Cincinnati, is 18k fine as re- Thus reflecting is it not amazing that the the character and ability of men introduced,
quired by the Athens Convention, that he has Grand Banker presents such statements as but it is for the chapters at the east and west
been for four years Frateraity Jeweler, and are in the address before us ? There has and north as well, in order that the entire
has for fifteen years manufactured our badges been gross, criminal neglect. There is no use body may be kept pure and intact and grow'in even trying to deny the fact. This must by ing to that moral and mental worth that
and always given satisfaction.
every means be remedied and at once. Bet- commands the respect and admiration of the
We get word this month, indirectly, from ter prospects are before us than ever before. world.
Missouri Beta. The notice came through It remains for every Phi to do his part in
Tennessee Beta and will be found in the re- whatever position he may be in the great
Notes.
, port of that chapter. She is progressing fine- work we have assumed. Every man, then,
—On Spring Exhibition of Mathesian Soly with about ten members, some of the best to Ills place. Let every Phi read the address ciety of Butler University, Irvington, Ind.,
in college. We will expect to hear from her of the Committee. We quote the closing the first orator and second declaimer are
Phis,
next month.
paragraph:
—Randolph-Macon College of Virginia has
"The very rapid and substantial growth of begun the publication of a very creditable
If some nice young Phi who prides himself
Phi Delta Theta in the past year is a matter monthly paper. We notice the name of Bro.
on the beauty of his name finds it shorn of of which we all may feel justly proud. We
all its romance and poetry by a horrible-typo- have not only increased the number of our Waters in the Corps of Editors.
—We return thanks to Bro. J. T, Dickingraphical' contortion, he must pour out the chapters, but have largely increased our inof Virginia Delta for a copy of the Richphials of his wrath upon the head of the SUB- fluence. We are to-day in nearly all the lirst- son
cjass institutions in the middle, southern mond College Messenger and congratulate Bro,
ED. who reports for him. We will not be re- and western States, and the day is fast ap- D. on his entrance into the Editorial Sancsponsible for the translation of some of the proaching when we will vie with the olde.st tum. The Messenger seems to be well conhieroglyphics that find their way to our table. fraternities, for honors, in the best institu- ducted. The March number has a good account of the banquet given the Delta by the
In intricacy of design aud perplexing tortu- tions of learning in the land."
son of Col. Wm. E. Tanner, of Richmond.
ousness they surpass a Chinese tea-box. Our
Of Bro. T. the journal says that this "is only
Accessions.
one of the many proofs he has given of his
reporters could save us much trouble if they
The report of Bro. Jackson, of the Va. Be- affection for his fraternity."
would exercise a little more care in the prep- ta, in January SCROLL, contains principles
aration of reports and would only write on one and cautions which, although he discusses ^ W e acknowledge the receipt of invitations
side of the paper.
them as affecting his own chapter, are equally to attend the Spring Exercises of the Literary Societies of Emory College, Oxford, Ga.
The many complimentary notices which we applicable to the whole fraternity. While it Bro. A. S. Hough informs us that the orators
have received from correspondents encour- is true that the University of Virginia re- of both Societies are Phis, as are also the chairages us to renew our efforts and to try to ceives many editions principally from south- men of committees on invitation. One of
the Societies celebrated Washington's birthmake the SCROLL not only an appreciated ern chapters, and that our chapter there will day and the orator on that occasion was also
and welcome visitor, but to make it absolute- be materially weakened or strengthened as a Phi. Cannot the Ga. Gamma enter into a
ly indispensable to the fraternity. There is these additions are weak or strong, it is also contract to run things down there ?
a want which it must satisfy and by the counsel and aid of the fraternity at large we hope
to be able to make the SCROLL fill that want.
A Monthly Paper Devoted t o the interests of the Phi Delta Theta We have no cause of complaint and only ask
Fraternity.
a continuance of that generous assistance,
brotherly sympathy and thoughtful promptM. F. PARRISH, Editor, .
. . Lee, Ohio. ness that have marked our mutual intercourse
M.F. TROXELL, Bus.
Man.,
Gettysburg, Pa. heretofore.
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we think worthy of mention in the SCROLL. Phi Delta Theta so dead that they cannot be
Having learned only a few days before his scared into loyalty, let the ex. com. revoke
President Angell, of Michigan University, departure that one of our senior brothers charters until we can just see how many good
is about to give six lectures on International was compelled to leave college, we deter- loyal chapters we have. The Chapter which
Law at the National State University.
mined to make him a presentation. We has a tendency to keep in debt is better out
Harvard, for an extra fee of S3, provides decided upon a charm in shape of a Delta. of existence.
In the! c.ntre was engraven Phi Delta Theta,
I wish some Brother who is posted, would
an instructor in vocal music.
and in the margin the Latin inscription, "We give us an article on the foundation and orThe University of Michigan has 1,353love him still," As we could not obtain the ganization of our fraternity. I refer to the
students, Wooster, 400, Ohio Wesleyan, 470, design in town, we sent Bro, Geo, W. Ste- fraternity at large. Have we ever been inIowa State, 275 and Oberlin 1,015,
vens, one of the noblest of Phis, a distance of corporated so that we stand on a business
The Auburn Theological Seminary, within one hundred and sixty miles to make the pur- basis ? Also give us some definite idea of our
a few years, has received endowments amount- chase. He performed his mission quickly financial standing—the original and the presand satisfactorily, and the night after his re- ent design of our permanent fund. Since
ing to $300,000,
turn we met to extend our "Triste Vale" to any one pei-son is in college only a few years,
Lessons in millinery are to be given at Bro. Crawford, A "sorrowing circle" was our whole membership is constantly changLasell Seminary.
formed in a mystic recess of the huge college ing, and if these thirds are not occasionally
Boston University had during the past year building where pathetic and laconic addresses brought forward, the majority of our mem667 students, 171 being young women. Two were made. These were followed by the bership must work in the dark and of course
graceful presentation by President (Janty, lose interest in the Frateniity.
of the four new trustees were women.
Bro, C. accepted it with gratefulness and eloLYMAX E . O T T .
General Saigo the .Japanese Minister of quence, after which the "Mystics" plodded
Education, has presented to Roanoke College their weary way realizing "How pleasant it
Indiana Belta.
thirty Japanese books, and nine boxes of is for brothers to dwell together in unity."
FRANKLIN COLLEGE, Franklin, Ind,,
minerals from the Royal Museum,
Yours in the Bond,
March 12, 1879.
Mr. Tennyson has written a new dramatic
A. FITZPATRICK.
The "Delta" has been enjoying quite a repoem, called "Becket," whicli is considered
freshing repose for the last three weeks, owextremely good.
ing to the fact that we have precious little
Ohio Eta.
work to do. We have sowed reaped and garCoimbra, the only University of Portugal
BUCHTEL COLLEGE, Akron, 0., March 10,1879. nered and are now growing corpulent. We
is 589 years old ; has 70 instructors and 1,100
But once during the past month has the have our years's work done, unless perchance,
students.
equilibrium of Ohio Etaic affairs been disThere are over 7000 Americans studying in turbed. Last Tuesday it was discovered that some good material comes in next term for
German schools, and they spend annually the dome of the college was on fire and im- us to select from.
I mentioned in Jan. SCROLL, that A. Miner
over Si, 500,000.
mediately the heroic blood of our brother- Griswold, (a Delta Kappa Ep, fiom HamilGermany's 10,000 authors produced in 1877 hood was raised to temperature 212° F.
ton College, X. Y.,) was our next lecturer.
Trunks, girls, tooth-brushes, tables and He arrived in the city yesterday, and at night
14,000 new books containing 20,000 volumes.
The total number of copies was 2,400,000. boots were hastily removed and piled in con- lectured to a large and appreciative audience
in every mud puddle on the campus. in the Baptist Church, It proved an immense
Italy will erect 2,000 new school houses fusion
By the time all articles of value were safely success and kept the audience for one hour
and make education compulsory. There was thrown
of the windows, the fire depart- and a half in an exceedingly happy state of
in 1875 one convict in their prisons for every ment hadout
the flames under control.
mind. We realized twenty four dollars.
twenty-six pupils in their schools.
Everybody's back instantly became lame, If there are any.earthly devils, Franklin Coland it required several days of steady work lege possesses a few of them, in the shape of
to repair the damages of a few minutes over anti-Greeks (ex-membere of the Delta Tan
pressure of heroism,
Deltas). Having found out long since that
Xow we are serene once more. Loss only we were their masters in every sense of the
$6000, fully covered by insurance.
word, and having exhausted all fair means by
Ohio Zeta.
Tlie question of another ladies fraternity which to destroy us AS a chapter they now,
WOOSTER, Ohio, March 12tb, 1879.
is being strongly agitated and it is hoped that in the following manner, use foul and insultThe darkne.ss of last Wednesday night we shall have a chapter of Delta Gamma or ing
ones in order that we would get angiy—
ushered iuto existence a new-born Phi, and Kappa Alpha Theta before commencement. raise a row and hence give the faculty a
thus placed another star on the banner of Ohio
We are very sorry to notice a negligence on ground upon which it could base a decision
Zeta. His name is not Greenlee, as might be the part of some chapters in preparing to the effect that the Delta should exist no
supposed, but A. M. Crisler, formerly of the SCROLL reports. In the last SCROLL only six- more. Firstly, they procured brass buttons,
Ohio Agricultural College, Columbus, (Jhio. teen chapter reports appeared, whereas there yarn strings and darning needles, to imitate
Youi-s in the Bond,
should have been thirty-five. To us this respectively our shield, chain and dagger;
W I L L FREMOXT H A R N .
chapter correspondence is the most interest- these they wore in chapel aud recitation I'ooms
ing department of our paper and we hope to for two or three days. Then elevating( ?) their
see more promptness in the future.
Fexmsylvania Beta.
morality to a still higher pitch, they made
H. A. K E L L E Y .
wooden daggers and tipped the points in red
Pey.'tsTLTAsrA COLLEGE,
ink, typical that they had pierced our vital
Gettysburg, Pa., March irth, ]8?9.
parts. These they wore four days, forsooth,
D E A R SCROLL : I t is my duty once again
Indiana Beta.
insulting in the highest degree, not only to
to prepare a report for your columns, and as
WABASH COLLEGE, March 12, 1879.
our Chapter, but to the fraternity at large.
the space is almost all taken up, yon cannot
Since our last report we have been prosper- During this time we held three meetings and
expect much from me this month. Since our
last report we have had the initiation of a noble ing well. One addition to our number—Bro. decided every time to keep silent. The Fayoung man, whom I suppose if .some of you J. F. McCulloch, of Xew Albany, Ind, You culty seeing plainly that we were treating
were to see, you would think him a muscle- may now send us fourteen copies of the them in a gentlemanly manner and that they
were not so treating us—very quietly went to
man, and you would think exactly right, for SCROLL,
We omitted to report elections in our last them and told them to either shed their ornahis name is J, Elmer Musselman, This is
the second Musselman we have initiated this report. Bro. L. H. Rogers is our Secretary. ments or leave Franklin College. They
).iast week we received a very interesting chose the former. Thus ended the affair—
year, and now we all agree that we have more
communication from the Grand Banker— we honored; they, dishonored. Let this be
muscle than "any other chapter.
about the sixth dun for SCROLL tax. Fear- an example to all other chapters when placed
Yours in the Bond,
ing for our charter, we immediately heeded in circumstances similar to onr own. It is
.L F . H E R M VN.
his call, and now hold a "receipt in full." unnecessary to add that our city undertakei-s
How many chapters can send in a like report? would have had a "good r u n " if the Faculty
Alabama Beta.
We have been in debt to the G. B. for a long had not acted when it did. Ita postquam,
time, and in all probability would have put qui similia susceperunt.
ALABAMA A. and M. COLLEGE.
March 8tb, 1879.
off squaring our account longer, had it not Several enterprising and accomplished
D E A R BROTHER : All quiet along the been for instructions of the executive com- young ladies have lately organized a Kappa
lines of the Ala. Beta, and every thing moves mittee to revoke charters of delinquent chap- Kappa Gamma Chapter at this place. We
"merrily as a marriage bell." There are fif- ters. We hope more of the chapters will congratulate the Kappa Kappa Gammas that
teen of us gathered safe within the "mystic have a little loyalty scared iuto them and they have placed their banner in the hands of
pay up. If they do not let them suffer the such truly admirable ladies as comprise the
fold."
An incident recently transpired which consequences. For if there are chapters in above chapter. Long and prosperous may
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her life be ! We love e'm. They are all Phi minds of the Alpha boys at present, and that some of his productions before long, Samuel
sisters. We prophesy from the tone of the is the establishment of the Indiana Eta. We Garland Daniel, (the X. C. A's cub) of Hal"Ohio Eta Report" that Bro. Wright has a have a Phi attending college there and three ifax county, X, C , is a youth that we may
Kappa girl at Wooster, and Bro, Kelley has other Chapters, the Alp'ia, Bat-.i and Gamma well be proud of; he sports the shield and
not, Bro, Wright is a sensible man for ob- are near and ready to lend a helping hand. dagger with a peculiar pride.
vious reasons. The Franklin Kappas are no We thiuk that with work on the part of these
Yours in the Bond,
sleepy heads ; they will set up with a fellow chapters and especially the Phi at Asbury,
PHILEMON HOLLAND, Jr,
until eleven. What better can you ask ? the Indiana Eta can be restored to her old
The SCROLL is a success and we will now place among the living chapters of the fraterOhio Zeta.
take a recess.
nity.
CHAS. B.VNTA.
WOOSTER, Ohio, Feb. I5th, 1879,
Ever in the Bond,
One more heathen has been converted—one
FRANK B . DAY.
Georgia Gamma.
more " D r , " initiated into the mystic bonds
EMORY COLLEGE, Oxford, Ga., March, 1879.
of the Phi Delta Theta, On Monday night,
Virginia Delta.
We failed to make a report the last number Feb, 3, Mr, H. T. Patrick, another one of ye
of the SJROLL, from the simple fact that we great medicine men of ye wonderful FreshRICHMOND COLLEGE, Kichmond. Va.,
March 2d, 1879. had nothing of special interest to report. man class, with phantoms of fiendish furies
I t affords me great pleasure to again send Another month has rolled by and finds us in flying frantically around his feverish face and
you the report for our Chapter. We want to the "same fix ;" we can only say "everything with a trembling foot-step that shook the
lovely, et cetera." The single event of
tell all the Phis that we are just as happy as is
interest since our last reiiort, is the initiation very earth from pole to pole, advanced to
we can be about Phi Delta Theta here.
as flue a specimen of humanity as Texas take the solemn vow of secrecy. XotwithThe principal source of our delectation of
can
He was recently matriculated at ing his fears and gloomy forebodings, he was
is the recollection of a supper given us Old afford.
Emory, and has pushed his way into the able to answer the questions by a "yes" and
last week by Bro. Tanner. Last Monday foremost ranks of the Junior class and bids not give way to emotions, because lie knew
night we held our regular meeting, by invi- fair to graduate with high honors. The Kap- he "didn't Darrsay no.''
tation, at the residence of Bro. T's. father, pa Alphas and Chi Phis brought all their
In Irving Society our Chapter stands on an
Col. Wm. E. Tanner. Aftar the meeting forces to bear upon him, but mindful of his equal footing with the Phi Kappa Psis, alwas over, we adjourned to the dining room Sunday School training, he said unto them though they have a membership of about
where .was to be seen a magnificent array of "Get thee behind me Satan," and turned his thirty, while we have only fifteen. The foleatables and drinkables. You may be sure foot-steps to the open arms of Phi Delta lowing will show that we are at least twice
justice was done to them ; and by the way, I Theta, and now sports the shield and dagger as strong as they, if the number of their
never saw a Phi yet that did not lia%'e a big with the most exquisite grace. His name is members be taken into consideration : for
appetite. After the supper, fraternity songs Walter A. Pitts. There are now twenty- 22ud Entertainment, Phi Kaps 1, Phi Delts
were sung, toasts were drunk, "And all went three of us.
1; Annual Entertainment, Phi Kaps 2, and
merry as a marriage bell."
alumnus orator. Betas 1, Phi Delts 2, and
The
Literary
Societies
here
celebi-ated
Several members of the Va. Alpha Alumni
alumiuis alternate; Officers in Society, Phi
were present and added to the zest and en- Washington's Birthday with speeches by Bros. Kaps 2, Betas 1, Phi Delts,3.
Walker
and
Hoyt,
both
noble
Phis.
Bro.
joyment of the occasion.
Bro. C. T. Jamison, one of the most enWalker had just recovered from an attack of
Bro. Tanner is one of the truest and best the
thusiastic Phis that ever belonged to Ohio
measles,
but,
under
the
influence
of
Phis the Delta has ever had, and she may"Beautiful Isle of the Sea," he fully sustain- Zeta, has purchased an interest in the Urbe well proud of his devotion for her. Since ed his reputation as an orator. The Phi bana; Ohio, Citizen and Gazette, and this Chapour last report we have taken in one man— Gamma Society celebrates its Anniversary on ter would like to express the hope that he
Bro. Frank Puryear, son of the Chairman of the 8th of March, with an address by another will prosper in his new enterprise and be
the Faculty of the College. He is a first-class worthy Phi Delta Theta, Bro. W. AV, Seals,
blessed with an abundance of fame.
man and will make a true Phi, We have reBro. Sam. McLellan 1 See with what reverFraternally Yours,
cently purchased a handsome set of arm
ence he approaches his post-olHce box ! and
J,
B,
G
R
E
E
N
E
,
chairs for our hall, which latter, as soon as
lo! there cometh a letter from the Dead Letwe have it papered, will look quite "nobbj',"
ter office at Washington—his heart is lighter,
Xorth
Carolina
Alpha.
The Betas have taken in two men lately,
his face much brighter, for in his haste to
TRINITY COLLEGE, N C , March 5, 1879.
making their number here eighteen. Alpha
We gladly send our Spring greetings to the send his best to a fair young friend he forgot
Tau has onl'' four, and seems to be about to Phis,
inasmuch as we are upon a firm basis. to address the envelope !
"kick the bucket."
Our Junior—no, I must refrain. "Why perSaturday
night we made up our "Bakers dozCant' somebody tell us how we are to get en" and now
stand far ahead of any frater- secutest thou me ?"
the new constitution and form of initiation? nity at this place, and what is very remarkaBro, Hermps McLain says there is nothing
Love to all the Phis and tell them the Va. ble, Bro. Bulla is our President, Pres, of the like //arpersnch
nice dress-patterns -and a
Delta is as happy as a big sun-flower, as uni- Hesperian Society, Literary Society, and also lovely picture seven times a week I More
ted and stuck together as a bottle of muci- Pres. of the Theological Society. We do not anon.
lage, and as lively as a Texas mule.
Yours in the Bond.
stand in want of College' honors. We are
Yonrs in the Bond,
W I L L . FREMONT H A R N .
well represented in all the societies and all
JAS. T . DICKINSON.
persons seeking college honors are anxious
first to make friends with the Pliis. When
Virginia Beta.
Indiana Alpha.
election for commencement speakers conies
UNIVERSITY OP V A . , Feb 14th, 1879.
off we will be well represented. Some of our j It has become my pleasant and also painful
INDIANA UsiVERSiTy, Bloomington, In'I.,
March Sth, 1879. boys are corresponding with parties at Capi- duty to forward the Va. Beta's monthly acThe Indiana Alpha has been delinquent in tol Hill (the University of our State) and 11count to the SCROLL. Pleasant, because :
we will soon be able to apply to the
her SCROLL reports for several months past, think
Grand for a charter for the X. C.
"'Tis pleaaing sure to see one's name in print,
principally for the reason that there was Xational
For a name's a name, tho' there be nothing in't."
B.
We
are
glad
to
greet
the
S.
C.
A.,
and
nothing to report. But lest other Cliapters sincerely trust that she may take a leading
may think we are dead or otherwise unre- part in Wofford College. Slie has a good Painful, because I feel a profound embarrassportable, this report is sent. The work done man at her helm. I'll now give a biographi- ment in having any production of a poor
in the second term, though full of interest to cal sketch of some of our m'^mbers whom I "divinity student," before such an august
the various Chapters is not of general inter- did not mention iu my last communication. body of critics, as I know the Phi Brotherest. Our literary exercises, our hopes and Xuma Fletcher Iteid Loftin, was born in hood to be.
We still claim the banner Fraternity of the
plans, "bums"—all, and especially the last, are Thomasville, Davidson county, X. C. When
of great interest locally, but they don't lend he was quite a small boy, and long before his University, and will endeavor to maintain
much assistance toward making up a good tiny (?) feet were taught to move, he had that position in spite of Kappa Alpha, Beta
letter for the SCROLL.
In speaking of something on his upper lip that resembled a Theta or "any other man."
We have five embryo A. M's—Bros. Lewis,
"bums" I might say that occasionally our phosphorous mark on a black-board, but I've
alumnus Bro., Lou Rogers comes up to our since learned it was a protuberance of red Lancaster, Phister, Fletcher, and Patterson,
meetings and in response to our call, makes hair. James Samuel Garner, of Darlington and a perfect "Rupert of debate," in the
us good speeches, well stored with words of county, S. C , is decidedly the "prettiest" person of our doughty Indianian, Bro. Jackwisdom and advice, ending with the cheering boy that the Palmetto State ever produced. son. Six feet two in his socks, massive in
intelligence that he has a treat for the Chap- David Everett William Cates, is supposed to person, iron pointed, supple sinewed, with a
ter, whereupon the Chapter tumultuously ad- have been borned somewhere in Borneo and is brow Socrates might have envied and an eye
journs for fifteen minutes refreshments of a fine sample of his race, and is a decided that e'en Xapoleon would have quailed before,
apples, oranges or peanuts as the case maybe. poetical genius. The SCROLL may look for he stands a very Saul amongst his fellows—
and feet! such feet! ! Don't talk to us about
There is one thing which is agitating the
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t h e feet of Bro. Thomas of the I n d i a n a Del- occupied, and rented a K n i g h t s of Honor
t a ! They are nowhere. If any one doubts hall, over the F o u r t h National Bank. I t got
this assertion, the Chapter is prepared (having too liot for us at our old place, as it was too
contributed a dollar apiece to pay freightage) near tiie University, and we were in danger
t o send one of Bro. J ' s . shoes to^Franklin and of being detected. We were puzzled how to
prove by ocular demonstration t h a t Indiana get our coffin transferred to the new hall.
everywhere maintains her superiority in the F o u r iiall-bearers were appointed to serve,
growth of pedal extremities, as well as hogs but they declined and hired a drag. Aproand Presidents.
pos, on the Monday morning after getting in
The painful duty also devolves upon me of our new hall, Bro. Lytton Taylor had rather
having to chronicle the cruel deeds of one of an unexpected visit from the Chief of Police
our members—the festive Phister.
Every of Xashville. H e was sitting in his ofiice
Sunday night T o m says to himself : "So will longing for clients, when in walked the poI arise and dyke and go into the town of liceman, to whom he showed his suavest manCharlottsville, which lyeth over against the ners.
temple of learning, which goeth by the name
"Good morning c a p t a i n , " he said, inwardof University, and lay siege to the heart of ly speculating as to the object of the visit.
some fair maiden until it b r e a k . "
And
The policeman said, " M r . Taylor, the porstraightway he dyketli and goeth on his way ter saw a coffin carried up into the room
and besiegeth the heart of the aforesaid above last Saturday night after dark ; what
maiden 'till it h a t h broken, and then Thomas does it mean ? "
saith " L o what an insinuating young m a n I
" I t was j u s t an empty coffin belonging to a
am to be s u r e ! " A n d there is weeping, and society."
wailing, and gnashing of teeth within the
" Y e s , I've been around there to see it, and
precincts of the city of C. while he goeth on there is a sword and dark lantern in it. "They
his way rejoicing. Selah!
look mighty suspicious. The bank officers
Allow an old school-mate to extend the don't like it. They think t h a t there is some
hand of fellowship to Bro. Seals of the Ga., scheme up to rob the bank, or t h a t medical
Gamma, and to congratulate him upon his students mean to dissect bodies up there, and
rising reputation as a poet. Go it old fellow! if so tbe officers don't want them up t h e r e . "
I predicted in those bright fall days of '73, a t
" B u t those t h i n g s , " responded Bro. Taylor,
Richmond Academy, t h a t some day you would " a r e only used by a society in initiating
make a Chaucer, a Spencer, or a Martin F . members—I wouldn't like t o tell you how,
Tui)per.
but no robbery on the bank at all is intended,
We all t a k e a deep interest i p the S C R O L L , and the society never dissects anybody."
as in fact we do in every thing which bears
"Well I d i d n ' t understand it, and the bank
the three.mystic letters ip. A. <•-). on its faceofficers insisted I should see you, as they said
and givfs forth t h e ring of the royal metal you were the man t h a t rented the h a l l . "
which composes our glorious old sword and
Bro. Taylor then fully explained the matshield.
ter to him, and he went away satisfied.
A club is being made up of about t w e n t y
Yours in the Bond.
to send off for badges soon. The outsiders
V. S T A R N E S .
will be amazed when twenty Phis appear
badged. The 8. A. E. has " b u s t e d " at this
Mississippi Alpha.
University, and we wore a mourning badge
OXFORD, Miss., Feb. 21st, 1879.
of black crape on our coats for three days in
Mississippi Alpha has been trying to get its memory. Kappa Sigma cannot hold out
straight into the harness ever since its first much longer, and we will soon be left alone
organization, and I can say now, with a in our glory.
We are almost pining for
proud heart, t h a t it has reached tlie zenith of some respectable rivals.
Of the competiits ambition.
What reports you have re- tion for the commencement medals, one
ceived from us, were sent by first one and Plii out of the four was elected from our
another. I was elected corresponding secre- Literary Societies ; and three Phis out of the
tary last fall, and before I could send a re- four from the other Society. A stock comport I was taken sick, and last night was the pany has been organized to publish a paper at
first meeting t h a t I have attended in two the University. T h e elections were held yesmo'iths. After this I will send my report terday ; and of the six editors four, incluregularly. We took measures last night to ding the Chief, are Phis ; and of the six mancarry out all of the initiation as prescribed by agers two, including the Chairman, are Phis.
t h e new constitution.
It will be seen from these d a t a how strong
Since our last report, a new Phi has been Phi Delta T h e t a is at Vanderbilt. The facborn. I think we will announce the birth of ulty do not much favor having a paper pubanother in our next report. We have just lished at the University, but if all goes w e l t
twelve members now and all full blooded the first number will be issued early in March.
We are now trying to elet^t our man for We are arranging to have about commenceanniversarian next year and I hope we will be ment a grand banquet and sociable at the
able to announce his election,
finest restaurant in the city.
Everything
I t h i n k the Sigma Chis will get t h a t office will be in s t y l e ; invitations will be |)rinted,
this year, and 1 expect we will meet with and we will have the girls. Bro. R. H. H a m very strong opposition from the Alpha Kappa ilton, now practicing law in the city, visited
P h i s next year.
just befiive Christmas his Alma Mater, CenWishing success to all Phis, I am always tral College, Fayette, ]\Io., where our ]Mo.
Y o u r s Fraternally,
Beta is situated. I have long thought the
J. M. C A T C U T X G .
Chapter dead. Bro. Hamilton says it did die
down once, but the College changed Presidents and though fraternities are not favored,
Tennessee Beta.
and have to be run sub rosa, still the new
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY,
President is not near so hard on them as the
Nashville, Tenn. Feb, 16th, 1S79.
former. Our chapter there now is in a very
TIlis Chapter has unretarded i)rosi)erity. flourishing condition having no rivals. It
I t now has fourteen in the Literary D^jiart- has nine or ten of the very best men in the
ment,seven in the Law School, and five from College, and on the occasion of Bro. Hamilt h e State X o r m a l College, which is an Insti- t o n ' s visit they gave liini an elegant recept u t i o n in another part of the city. The rep- tion a t tlie city hotel. Xow let the Mn. Beta
resentation from the different States is as Phis speak out for themselves.
follows: Tennessee 7 ; Ga. 6 ; Ky. 3 ; Va.
I n the Bond,
2 ; La. 2 ; Texas 2 ; Miss. 2 ; Ala. 1 ; Fla. 1.
W. B. P A L M E R .
W e have recently left t h e hall we formerly
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The Death of Queen Elizabeth.
She is dying, England, dying !
Fast her life-blood ebbs away,
And the dark'sepulchral shadows
Gather round her closing ,day.
There, she lies upon her pillows,
-Stretched upon her dying bed !
There within that royal palace,
Dies the Sovereign; softly tread !"
There she lies who once vvas mighty.
Who t)'er England once held sway ;
At whose bidding, strong and queenly,
Fell each foe, resentnient's prey.
Once she was a queen most royal,
Sitting on a regal throne,
Wedded' only to her kingdom,—
All her subjects were her own.
Now she's dying; England, dying !
Dying on the palace floor !
Now she 's laying down her sceptre,
Nfears the dark Plutonian shore.
Ah ! that bridal ring is severed,,
Which the "Virgin Queen" had worn
As an emblem of her marriage
T.o "Old England"—from her torn.
See you yet the pride, th' ambition,
Shining from her lustrous eye ?
See you now that cold re.sentment,
Which for Essex cast the die ?
Mark you yet that'jeallous hatred
That sent Mary to her grave ?
That caprice a n d love commingled,
Which made subje_ct fawning, slave ?
Y e a ; you see.her ancient vigor.
Beaming from her glist'ning eye.
But a melancholy picture
She presents, about to die.
All her ancient glory's fading
Into darkness; and the gloom,
Nearing she the Stygian river,
Shrouds in terror glory's tomb.
There we see remorse and passion ;—
All her faculties aglow—
As caprice gives way to sorrow,
Ambition to the wail of woe.
Now when nobles would desert her,
Leave her "all alonie, forlorn,
She, her ancient vigor rousing.
Turns to them with bitter scorn :

ROSA.

Or, shall execration follow
Every act of good 'Queen Bess ?'
But I'm dying, England, dying !
Fare you well, May God you bless!"
Yes ; she 's dying, England, dying !
And her nobles far away,
Waiting on their future Sovereign,
At whose feet they homage pay.
Thus neglected, she is dying,
Welcomes gladly death's ernbrace ;
Dying, England,-and deserted,
The last sovereign of her race.
HOLMES DYSINGER.

Pa. College, Jan. 6, iSjg.

Poem,
Read at the Celebration of the Third Anniversary of the Penna. Beta, Phi Delta Theta,
May 4th, 1878.
I.

Aglow with memories glad, this festal hour,
Fraternal hearts and kindred minds and souls
Are knit in friendship's holy bond, with power.
By slow degrees the historic page unrolls;
Then, see the well-formed bud, the comely germ,
And hear the mystic oath, so solemn, firm,
On this eventful, gladsome Fifth of May,
My well-beloved chapter's natal day.
II.

But now, behold the flowers, the full-blown
flowers,
That point to harvests in the far-off years.
And when the 5un dark, threat'ning clouds conceal,
Or when its radiant glow we cannot feel,
'Tis ours to tend, with watchful care, the tree,
That, as the sturdy forest oak will be,
On .other, future, happier Fifths of May,—
My well-beloved Beta's natal day.
III.

When years on years in endless floods have
flown, I
And ripe 's the fruit of seed so long since sown ;
The past again recall, the era done, ~
And give to.God, the Lord, the one begun.
Thus other better years will speed away,
And nobler lips than ours these tributes pay,
On more eventful, joyous Fifths of May,—
Rho Deuteron's proud and happy natal day.
J. C. F R A N K RUPP.

"Haste, ye nobles, has'e to Scotia,
Bow before your fu'ure lord!
Swear allegiance to his sceptre,
And defend it with your sword !
You have long a king desired ;
You have wished me out the way ;
To his standard pro.ve ye loyal:
Welcome in the longed for day !
"Haste ! the 'Virgin Queen' is dying 1
And a king alone shall reign !
Who can be a queen's successor,
But possess a royal name ?
Let him be from Caledoria,
Who shall in my palace dwell.
Haste, ye nobles, fawning vassals,^
Haste to Scotia! Fare you well!
"But shall all my greatness perish, . ,
When I'm lowered rn the grave ?
Shall this age, replete wjth greatness,
"Thus be sunk 'neath Lethe's wave ?
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Correspondeince between Chapters.
There is nothing so beneficial to our
order as correspondence between individual members of different chapters
At first sight it would appear that the
SCROLL reports of the respective chapters would answer all purposes; but in
the reports we cannot give in detail every little incident of the great struggle,
this can be done only by correspondence
among ourselves. Thus only can we
learn everything about our co-workers,
their doubts and fears, their hopes and

8.

intentions, their success or failure; all
so interesting when their cause and also
their object is the same as ours. I t is
both encouraging and instructive to
watch thus the manner of operation
and progress of our fellow-laborers in
the great harvest. Competition is also
excited between chapters in the desire
to excel each other in the high attainment of success. We learn by observation as well as experience, and we desire to use this knowledge in excelling
others in a good cause.
I can assert with confidence that at
least one ' half of the articles nnder
"Other Frateruities" are derived in this,
way. Almost every one has some little
grain of information, insignificant so
long as it is isolated ; but by correspondence they are gathered into a single
lump, worthy of exhibition. Besides
we learn thus the conditions of our rival
fraternities in other colleges, whether
prosperous or not, their characteristics
and their rank, and above all, in every
case, we learn our own superiority. Not
only should this correspondence be carried on during the session, but also
throughout vacation. Many of us have
friends who are going ott" for the first
time to college, men whom we know to
be worthy of itiitiation into our order,
and if we would just take the trouble
to write to some member of the chapter
at the collejre which our friend will
attend, the Fraternity would gain a
good man, and the friend would be
saved from the jaws of those greedy
grasping frateruittes known as "snapping-turtles." It will not do to wait
until the session commences, for in
many cases by the time our letter arrives our friend has been clutched.
A "BABY"

^

PHI.

The Chaplain.

Those brothers who attended the convention at Wooster, will probably recollect the discussion elicited when the
subject of a ritual for the use of our
chaplains came up for considaration.

I Hj,

9
While no form was adopted by the con
vention, yet any chaplain may make
use of any suitable forms he sees fit.
I t was the custom of the Druids to open
and close their bardic circles with a
beautiful formula of prayer, the words
of which have been preserved and
which might very appropriately be
adopted by the chaplains of our order.
The prayer is as follows:

THE

SCROLL.

an hour after the caucus had sat upon
their hopes. His face was bright with
smiles, and his pride of bearing seemed
even a nearer approach to haughtiness
than usual. But he paused to shake
hands with the group of which we
were members, and chatted wittily of
his discomfiture. Young Alston was
presented. The face of the great southerner suddenly changed at the name,
and taking the young man's hand in
his, he spoke so earnestly and eloquently of the lamented dead, in a very few
low words—by Jove! I don't believe
there was a dry eye in the circle! There
was no parade, no time for the man to
think, but it came welling right up
from the southern breast, and thrilled
every hearer.

Fraternity to unworthy institutions,
we cannot afford to halt now. Activity is the watchword of our success.

The SCROLL, since its revival, has created an enthusiasm among our members. The constitution and ritual have
been improved. The plan and polity of
our Order are well understood and its
condition well known. This then appears to be a favorable time for a general movement to widen the domain of
" 0 God, grant us thy protection ; and
with protection, strength; and with
the Fraternity.
strength, discretion; aud with discreI t is a surprising fact that the six or
tion, justice; and with justice, love; and
eight
most recently established chapters
with love, the love of God; and with
were organized by correspondence. Aud
the love of God^ the love (rf all living
things*"
c***.
yet every year Phis go to institutions
where we greatly need chapters, but
make no ettbrt to start them.
About a Fhi<
Fraternity Extension.
It is no easy matter to start a chapA corl-espondent of the Indianapolis
An old friend of mine is in the habit
ter.
Experience has taught me that it
Saturday Herald pays the following of saying that, "the time to push a
is very difficult. The founder of a
tribute to a distinguished P h i ;
thing is when it is prosperous." Now
chapter deserves the highest credit and
that our Fraternity is in good working
J . C. G. BLACKBURN.
praise from the Fraternity.
When
t never saw a man of the dash and order, we should make strenuous efforts
brilliancy, the personal magnetism, the towards extension. Some Fraternities chapters are started by correspondence,
grace of manner, and at the same time have only a few chapters located at communications have to be made with
combining the elements of intellectual prominent institutions, and do not en- uninitiated persons at a distance of sevstrength of this southerner. Men I
eral hundreds of miles. But under
have seen possessing one of these qual- deavor to establish others. Such Fra- these disadvantages have our new chapities, or even two, in more or less perfec- ternities will be very high-toned and
tion, but never such an apparently exclusive, but their influence will be ters been founded. How much less
happy combination.
To simply see limited. It is not, however, the policy labor and risk it is for a Phi attendant
him is to see a very ordinary man, of our Fraternity to restrict our chap- on an institution, and acquainted with
rather homely, if anything, of medium
all the students, to start a chapterl
stature and slightly round-shouldered. ters to the present number. Were we Have the members of the Fraternity
To hear him speak is to hear an orator to make no further efforts toward the
attending institutions where Phi Delta
whose lips seem to burn with impassion- extension of the Fraternity, it most
ed fire; all nerve; his broad chest heav- surely would begin to wane and decay. Theta is not established done their duty
ing with a deep and resonant voice, and The Phi Delta Theta is not designed to in this matter? I t takes energy and
language that flows like a mighty river,
persistent ettbrt to build up a strong
he seems to bear down all before him. be sectional. We should ever haye it chapter, but it is a Phi's bounden aud
The
His utterance is clear and words sharp in view to make it national.
Bonded duty to promote, in every way
cut from the tongue. There is nothing growth of the Fraternity during the
stilted or sophomoric either in his style past few years has been rapid, but it possible, the interests of the Fraternity.
or language. Both are incisive, pun- has not grown too fast, nor has there We now have members in eastern Colgent. There is a certain grandeur in
leges, and next fall others will go. Our
his utterance of the most commonplace been any thing abnormal in its growth. men who go east are generally excepthings. And when he chooses to do so, The Phi Delta Theta was never more tionally good students. It may be said
his first words enchain the undivided prosperous than it is to-day. It is now
attention of the body of which he is the foremost Fraternity in the West to be impossible to establish the Fraterthe most interesting figure. Mr. Black- and South, and its good standing in nity at the large New England Colleges
by means of correspondence, but it is in
burn is not more charming to listen to
Pennsylvania ought to bring about the
from the galleries than he is in the prithe power of our members attending
vate circle.
When you have taken organization of other chapters in the them to plant the Phi Delta Theta
him by the hand you quit the hold of northern and eastern,Colleges, In the
one whose every tone and glance and Middle and New England States there firmly in Plymouth soil. During the
most minute gesture impre.ss you in the is a large missionary field for the Phi coming collegiate year an advancement
indefinable way of a superior man. To Delta Theta, and even in the West should be made all along the line. Let
be able to s^y the right thing in the
each Phi remember his obligation to
right place, and not too much of it, is a there are institutions of high character the Fraternity; let each one improve
gift as rare as Blackburns. In company where the Fraternity has never been
every opportunity to benefit it, and
with young Alston, a son of the unhap- established, and still others where it
py Bob Alston, murdered at Atlanta, once flourished, but now to our dis- during the year Phi Delta Theta will
Ga., last week, I met Mr, Blackburn in grace, does not exist. While we should be wonderfully increased in strength
the Willard lobby. He was surroundand importance.
w. B. P.
ed bv a troop of friends. It was: but carefully guard against admitting the

T H E SCROLL.
Our Catalogue.

Other Fraternities.

Fersonals.

Among the many important points spoken
of by "Maryland" in the March SCROLL, I
would call attention to the simple fact that
the incorrect address of so many of our membei-s is one of the greatest drawbacks we experience in establishing chapters.
For example, I wrote to Bowdoin College
for a catalogue, and examining the list of
students, found several residents of New
York State and living in places where our catalogue states that we have members.
I immediately wrote to our Phi boys, asking for information concerning such persons
attending Bowdoin. Of course I received a
letter in return, but it was the same one I
had sent with a request "to be returned if
not called for." It was not called for, hecause our catalogue was incorrect and wc
had no members there.
I call attention to this fact simply to show
how great is the delay experienced in our endeavors to obtain a foothold in new Colleges.
To remedy this present evil, I would earnestly request that each and every chapter,and
every alumnus who sees this notice, forward
to me at once a correct list of all active and
alumni members, giving correct name, address, profession, and occupation.
This will partly remedy one of our present
hindrances to our prosperity.
We need a new catalogue but it should not
be published until after our next convention,
when the convention can elect a board of
publication and the chapters can send in a
correct and revised list of their members after the opening of the Fall term.
Let those who see this please forward to
my address the above information and the result will be an increase in our prosperity.
Yours Fraternally,
C. J. REDDIO, Pres.
Shippensburg, Pa., April 12th, 1879.

Phi Gamma Delta has twenty-three living
chapters.
Phi Kappa Psi has twenty-seven chapters
now in existence.
Sigma Chi we stated last month had twenty-seven chapters. It has but twenty-two.
Phi Kappa Psi holds its next convention at
Washington. Beta Theta Pi at Cincinnati.
Kappa Kappa Gamma (ladies) has founded
a chapter at Fianklin College recently. O to
be an Indiana Delta boy !
Beta Theta Pi is discussing the admissability of making public its constitution. It is
strongly urged by many prominent Betas but
meets with some hearty disapprobation. We
cannot see any object in taking the proposed
step.
The Kappa Alphas have started a fraternity organ at Richmond College, Va., with a
Mr. 'Turner as Editor. It is not sub rosa and
depends principally on outside support for its
maintenance. Success to it.
A catalogue of Psi Upsilon, edited by C.
W. Smiley, has been published. According
to the New York Tribune it is a very handsome and complete affair. "A History of Psi
Upsilon," by Prof. Willard Fiske, will be
published in about two years. This fraternity has some eminent men on its lists.
"American College Fraternities, a Descriptive Analysis of the Society System in the
Colleges of the United States, with a Detached Account of each Fraternity," by
Wm. Raimond Baird, is to be published soon.
Mr. Baird graduated last summer from the
Stevens Institute, Hoboken, New Jersey, and
is a member of the Alpha Sigma Chi. The
author has collected facts from nearly 150
different Greek letter societies. The price of
the book is not to exceed $1.50, and several
hundred have already been subscribed for.
Delta Tau Delta has twenty-two living
chapters, many of them in a precarious condition. In Indiana their chapters are composed of material for which other fraternities have no desire and it is rather a slur on a
man to say that he belongs to Delta Tau Delta. Their members have large feelings and
little to back them. Their chapter at Asbury University, Irvington, Ind., has only
three members.
By a reference to the list of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon chapters published recently in the
SCROLL, which list was taken from their 1877
catalogue, it will be seen that they have only
fourteen living chapters, one of which is
Alumni, a very insignificant affair indeed.
Their membership according to same catalogue is 820.
The March number of the Crescent (the organ of Delta Tau Delta) has a lengthy article on the harm done their fraternity by the
withdrawals and resignations of the dissatisfied. All this seems curious to the Phis who
are not troubled by such a state of affairs.
The same number of the Crescent hurls a harmless dart at Plii Delta Theta, which we deem
unworthy of notice.

J. M. McComb, '77, Pa. Gamma, is teaching at Six Points, Pa.
Newt. Donaldson, '79, Pa. Gamma, is
teaching at Cross Creek, Pa., and A. C.
Good, '79, at Worthington, Pa.
J. H. Barton, '81, Pa. Gamma, will teach
an Academy at Canonsburg, Pa., during the
coming summer.
H. K. Shaner, '77, Pa. Gamma, is the happy father of a daughter, which will doubtless
Le beautiful some day. This is the first baby
born to a brother in the Pa. Gamma.
S. C. Dodds, '75, Ind. Alpha, is the popular and successful Book Merchant of Bloomington, Ind.
Prof. A. A. Wylie, Ind. A., Professor of
Natural Sciences of Ind. State University, is
considered the best and most popular Prof,
by both students and graduates.
Rev. M, C. Hobbs, '56, Ind. Alpha, is in the
lecture business. He has a finished lecture
entitled "The Dedication of Solomon's Temple." Should like to hear it.
Harry B. Walter, Pa. Beta, reads medicine
and gladly welcomes Phis at 1103 N. Third
St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Harry contains as
much geniality as any six-feet-two Plii in the
land.
W. T. Buckner, Va. Gamma, has left Randolph-Macon, and is attending Military Institute at West Point. Phis fight for fame
and fortune.
Chas. W. Tanner, Va. Delta, is the popular organist of the second Baptist Church,
Richmond, Va. He often cheers the Delta
boys by his presence. "Rings on his fingers,
bells on his toes," etc.
Chas. M. Shield, Va. Alpha, who recently
graduated with distinction at the Virginia
Medical College, has been appointed physician
at the Richmond alms-house. We hope he
may never be aught else there.
Geo. C. Powers, Va. Delta, is in business
with his father in Richmond. George is a
true Phi and by the Powers ! but he's a good
fellow any way you take him.
Joseph L, Armstrong, Va. Gamma, can be
addressed at 66 Edmonston St., Baltimore.
Joe, all Phi Delta Thetas join us in begging
you to work at Johns Hopkins. Can you resist an appeal from such a source ?
C. C. Cody, of the Georgia Gamma, has
been elected to a professorship in South Western University, Georgetown, Texas.
S. T. Quick, Ind. Alpha, the only Phi Delta whose name begins with a Q, is prospering
as a physician at Edinburg, Ind.
The famous "Grubbs Libel Law" about
which all of the Indiana papers are howling,
is fathered by Senator G. W. Grubbs of the
Ind. Delta, '61.
Rev. D. B. Banta, '74, Ind. Epsilon, is at
home near Franklin, Ind.. in very poor
health.
Bro. Guthrie, the only Phi Delta in Purdue
University, Indiana, was recently honored
by being elected one of the delegates to the
State oratorical association.
Prof. W. G. Ballantine, '69, Ind. Beta, was
elected Prof, of Greek, in the Ind. State University by its board of trustees, but he declined. At present he is filling a chair in one
of the Theological Seminaries of the east.
Col. Wm. H. Vilas, '78, Wis. Alpha, delivered the annual address at the twelfth Reunion of the Army of the Tennessee, at Indianapolis, Wednesday evening, Oct. 30th,
1878. It was an able effort and elicited the
laudations of the press. Bro. Vilas is one of
the rising men of Wisconsin.

College and Educational.
The Maine Legislature discusses the expediency of abolishing the free high schools of
the State.
The number of South Carolinians in colleges
in the State last year was 334; outside the
State, 133.
The meeting of the American Institute of
Instruction, will be held in the White Mountains this year.
Ohio has 1,027,248 children of school-age ;
$21,.329,864 worth of school property, and 23,
391 employed teacliers.
Of the 60,000 thousand students in the Colleges of the United States, only 2.5,000 are
professing Christians and fewer than 8,000
are engaged in active Christian work.
"Cramming" iu the public schools has recently received some severe adverse discmsion.
Its practice in our colleges is equally as common and injurious and should be discouraged.
The Regents of the University of Michigan have asked the Legislature to give them
a new hospital; .?2,500 a year for the library ;
a tire-proof building for the museum and library ; steam-heating apparatus for all the
buildings, and about $26,000 to be divided
among the departments.

The Pi Kappa .\lpha was founded at Va.
University in 1868. It has founded in all
eight chapters distributed as follows : Alpha,
Va. University, 1868 ; Beta, Davidson College, N. C , 1869, (dead); Gamma, W. and
M. Col. Va., 1871 ; Delta, Southern Univ.,
Ala,, 1871; Epsilon, Va. Ag'l Col, 1874;
Zeta, E. Tenn. Univ., 1874; Eta, Louisiana
University, 1878 ; Theta, S, W. P, University, 1879. Their badge is a lozenge with the
letters 77. K. A., and from its sides hang
triangular figures each bearing a Greek letter.
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Shall it sink or swim?

Read what the G. B. says about things.
Our poems on "Spring" have been tabled
indefinitely.
The article of President Reddig, on third
page, is to the point and should claim attention. The list of members Bro. R. proposes
to make will be exceedingly valuable to the
future Catalogue maker.
A card from the G. S. A. of Delta Tau
Delta, states that the Crescent v;o\i\d be happy
to exchange with the SCROLL, "if Phi Delta
Theta is willing." Is Barkis willin' ? That's
the point yet to be decided. We have an
opinion but it is not flattering to Delta Tau
Delta.
We have received the Vanderbilt Austral, a
new college paper, published at Vanderbilt
University. It is ably edited by Bro. W. B.
Palmer, of Tennessee Beta. We trust that
it will continue to find its way to our table.
It may not be out of place to put in a word
of reminder here that the SCROLL is sent out
sub rosa, and that therefore it dare not be
shown to those in no way connected with our
fraternity. There is great danger of carelessness in this regard and particularly among
alumni members. It is carelessness not wilful but forgetful, but it is against our law all
the same. - We trust that all Phis, active and
alumni, will carefully keep the SCROLL under cover and out of sight of those without
the Bond. This may seem a superfluous precaution, but recent assurances impel us to
utter it.
It is with the deepest regret that we publish in this issue the intelligence of the death
of Bro. Mouzor of South Carolina Alpha.
His loss is greatly to be regretted at this time
not only because he was a worthy Phi Delta
and gave promise of a useful and honorable
life, but because his presence is needed to
support the young chapter which is bereaved
and weakened by his death. We trust, however, that this disheartening circumstance
will not overcome the praiseworthy zeal of
this young chapter, but that they will find
not one alone, but many worthy to take his
place and wear the shield and dagger. Losses of this kind frequently unite and strengthen, and while the dispensations of Providence
seem very severe they may result in a more

perfect union and if possible, a more earnest expressions of opinion on the subject until
and zealous endeavor to build up tlieir own our next issue. We think the June number
cannot afford to be lost to tlie Fraternity.
chapter and with it the entire fraternity.
Meanwhile we shall expect to hear encouraging news from Bro. Whitehead.
.
Our Finances.
As
to
the
construction
put
upon
the
article
We present in this issue a somewhat extended account of our finances from the pen of ' The SCROLL Act" in our December issue,
the Grand Banker. Consideri^ag the fact that we by no means agree with the G. B. The
there has been much misunderstanding in fact that subscriptions are to be paid in Septhis direction the account is given none too tember by no means excludes payment after
soon ; neither can such a statement be given that date. It would be absurd for any sensitoo plainly. The statements of the G. B. are ble person to imagine that he is entitled to
clear and easily understood and it would the ScROLL/r^^ because he joined the fraterhave been better for all concerned had some nity after September. Subscriptions are paysuch statement appeared three months ago. able at any time, but the current year with
Since we now have it the fraternity at large the SCROLL begins in September. Of course
is made acquainted with the true state of our the G. B. has no claim on those who have
finances and we must endeavor to better the graduated.
The Grand Banker states that his own
condition of the exchequer at once. Whether or not there may have been inaccuracies business prevents him from writing long and
and failures of notice in the past does not en- numerous letters. Surely he cannot afford
ter into the solution of the problem now at to let fraternity business suffer. That needs
hand. There is half a thousand dollars due great attention, and our G. B. must have
the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity from its time to guide it clear of rocks and shoals
chapters. It is clearly and unmistakably the when there is an open channel. There is no
duty of chapters indebted to pay their debts need of long and numerous letters, but there
The first debt paid should be to the National is need of clear, business statements and
Organization. Is it asked how is the money wise management of the fraternity's funds.
to be raised 'j" For shame! Let no chapter of Common courtesy is never lost, and business
Phi Delta Theta pause long before answering tact and energy are always recognized.
this question. Let it be raised by special tax,
Extension.
by increase in dues, by subscriptions, by borThe
founding
of
Penna. Epsilon is in the
rowing at suitable discount,—in any honorhands
of
Rev.
Bro.
A.
Z. McGogney, of Ohio
able, way let it be raised and sent at once to
the Grand Banker. This must be done if we Zeta. We are unable to give more than a
desire to stand in our present rank and to go place in the Directory this month. A card
still higher. It is acknowledged that we are from Bro. McG., just as we go to press, inthe first fraternity in the South, that we are forms us that he will send full report at once.
the equal of any in the West, that we are rap- Full report in our next.
idly growing in the East, and that our condiWe desire to publish and mail the June
tion is far better than ever before. Let us
number
of the SCIEOLL sufficiently early that
with united action and honest effort attest
it
may
reach
the chapters before they disband
nobly and well these acknowledgments.
for summer vacation. To do this we must
To return to the statements of the G. B.
send out May numbers by the 12th and June
The large number of catalogues should at
by the 5tli of these months respectively.
once be lessened. Notwithstanding its imChapter Editors will please report for next
perfections, our last catalogue is by far the
month not later than the 5th, and for the June
best we have and is worthy a place among our
number the reports must reach us by the first.
Phi literature. While the small sum of fifty
Please be prompt, Brothers, and send your
cents is extremely low for a publication of
reports to the Editor.
its character and importance.
But the SCROLL. This indeed seems to be
Notes.
the most troublesome affair of all, perhaps
—Bro. Search's last song, "The Dying Solbecause of its importance. We are rather
dier's Farewell," is a splendid hit, and bids fair
surprised that only about one-half the active to
be one of the most popular songs of the day.
members of the fraternity have paid their It is a graphic picture of a soldier, who, dying
year's subscrii)tion.
Is it because the upon the battle-field, recounts to his comrades
SCROLL is not wanted? We have received gathered around, the happy scenes of his farencouragements, compliments, and good away home, and tells of loved ones there anxiously waiting his return. Thousands of homes
wishes almost numberless. Have these all in the North and South will find, in this song, a
been mere words, idle words'? We do not, story that will awaken the tenderest emotions
cannot believe it. We believe that the neg- for the brave boys who went forth never to relect in the payment of subscriptions is due to turn. The chorus by his comrades, as they lay
him down to rest, is very touching :
carlessness and the thought that the money
"Tread softly, comrades, softly, as we lay him
was not needed. Now that it is needed let
down to rest.
there be prompt remittances. Surely the He is dying, and some loving heart will broken
be to-night;
management, in addition to its onerous burdens, should not be vexed and harassed for Beneath this waving cypress, with its leaves so
and bright,
the want of funds. Shall the June number Wegreen
will lay him down to sleep and rest, sleep
be omitted as the G. B. suggests ? We await
and rest."

THE
—Penna. Beta was recently .stirred up by a
visit from its father in the person of Rev. David
Bittle Floyd, of Uniontown, Md. Bro. F . is an
alumnus of Va. Alpha, and has done some noble work for the fraternity. It is a very high
compliment to say that he is as much interested
in Phi Delta Theta as ever, and his excellent
lady gives him encouragement by wearing his
badge.

Finances.
DEAR EDITOR :

There has very properly been some anxiety
about the condition of the treasury. This anxiety is a good omen. Heretofore very little interest has been exhibited upon this subject. The
work in this department has fallen entirely upon
me. It is due to the fraternity at large that I
give some facts to correct some misunderstandings.
Complaints have been made that I have not
given the chapters proper notices of their assessments. I have given notice to every chapter of
the several assessments as they have been levied, and some much oftener. I have been unable to ascertain the name of secretaries of many
chapters before the publication of the list in the
SCROLL. When I had no name I sent the notice to "The Sec'y, &c.," giving College and
town. These may have failed to reach the
chapters, but I never got any of them returned
through the dead letter office.
Another complaint of which I have had an
intimation, is that the "30 days" notice is much
too short a time. To this I say, that if the thirty
days given in last notice had been the only notice given it would be too brief. But the report
of delinquencies in detail was given in the minutes of the last convention. These minutes the
Secretary, Bro. Norris, tells me were sent to
every chapter in numbers sufficient to supply
the entire membership. This of itself made a
very substantial notice. But some Brother says
we had nothing but the thirty day notice, that
our charter would be withdrawn in default of
payment of delinquent account. In that the
Brother is again mistaken. On page 18 of minutes of last convention, the record reads as follows :
"On motion of Brother Hough, the Executive
Committee was instructed to withdraw the charters of all chapters which do not pay up all
moneys due, initiation fees, and convention expenses, within ten months after the adjournment
of this convention."
This action was had by a full delegation, and
was another rather public notice. These delegates did not do their duty if they did not notify
their chapter of this important action upon their
return.
But this further notice is given through the
printed minutes of the convention and came to
"the hand of every member some time in August
or September last. After all this has been done
I do not see where the ground is for complaint
on account of failure to give notice of assessments.
When I made my report in the convention, 1
showed that I had received for the publication
of the catalogue ^257.30. This sum came to
my hands in early part of 1876, and it was
thought by Brothers Bates, Norris and myself to
be sufficient to pay for printing the catalogue.
The manuscript for the catalogue was not ready
for some time after the money had been provided, and to pay some old debts of the fraternity
left by my predecessor Bro. C. O. Perry, and to
save the fraternitv from disgrace, I borrowed
from the catalogue fund ^92.97.
This was paid back at the last convention to
the catalogue fund, and was applied since the
convention to pay on the note. I gave for the
balance due for printing the catalogue. By
way of parenthesis 1 will say the catalogue cost
us ^400.30, and the fraternity owes a balance of
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$140.00 and interest and the postage spent to
transmit copies to the several chapters.
To raise this sum there are in my hands about
300 copies of the catalogue which if we can get
into the hands of members at a cost of 50 cts,
per copy will just pay the balance due. 1 am
authorized by Executive Committee to so offer
them, and 1 am in hopes that every man who
has not received a copy will vsoite to me at once
for one sending me 50, cts.
Now a word about the SCROLL.
I have received on account of SCROLL $210,88
Paid out
$205,50
Leaving balance
$5,38
This is all I have on hand for this purpose.
There are three numbers yet to be issued. There
will no doubt be some more paid in a few
days from Illinois Epsilon, and ought to be
from ^ v e r a l other chapters, certainly enough to
pay for April number. If delinquent payments
are not made the May and June numbers will
have to be paid for by private subscription.
We could probably cut off one number, without
serious results to the SCROLL, or its management.
This shortage in funds is largely attributable
to the construction put upon "The SCROLL Act" in
the December Number. That construction allows the payment of $1.00 per capita upon all
the members in attendance on Sept. loth, of
each year. Every one knows that the 10 day of
Sept. is a time when the students have just returned to college and before any new accessions
have been made. By this means the assessment fails to reach the graduate members or
those who fail to return early in the term, as
well as all the new men.
This is not just and equitable and does not afford sufficient revenue especially when several
chapters fail to pay their proportion. On account of this construction of the SCROLL act I
have been compelled to make reduction sufficient if collected to have taken us through the
year.
1 hope to hear some suggestions as to how we
shall make up the deficiency, in case payments
are not made to carry the SCROLL through the
year.
1 also hope that chapters that know themselves indebted to this fund will pay in at once
without awaiting a formal invitation from me,
i have my own business to attend to and cannot write long and numerous letters. There
ai-e other matters about which 1 will communicate in your next.
Yours in the Phi Delta Theta Bond,
C. D. W H I T E H E A D ,

Ohio Epsilon.
ATHENS, Ohio, April 10, i8T9.
Since our return from vacation we have
girded on the armor for the Greek warfare.
We see about the campus some new students,
who we t h i n k possess the talent and stamina
which are characteristic of the Phis.
A t our first meeting this term we elected
our officers for the ensuing term. Our exPres., Bro. W r i g h t , is not with us this term.
Our coffin has been procured and the boys
are anxious to see the victim buried, and we
lioi)e by the next report to give in detail tbe
mystic proceedings. Ohio Epsilon sends regards to all the chapters.
I have the honor of being fraternally
yours,
PHILANDER

JACOBS.

ing of a n affaire de coeur, our corresponding
Secretary's t i m e is so much employed, t h a t
the Beta would be omitted from t h e chapter
reports, did not some of us give an account
of its doings in his stead. A s just hinted,
Jackson is in love, and it affects him seriously. H e writes page after page of sentiment a l poetry, sends daily long missives to t h e
fair dulcinea, and finds comfort in reading
nothing but Tom Moore. Only t h e other
night he w^as seen a t 1 2 | A. M., t a k i n g an affectionate farewell on the door-steps whilst
he softly m u r m u r e d :
" G o o d - n i g h t ! Good-night! and is it so ?
A n d must I from my Rosa go ?
Oh Rosa, say 'good-night' once more,
A n d I'll repeat it o'er and o^er,
Till the first glance of dawning light
Shall find us saying still 'Good-night.' "
The Chapter is in a fine condition, and the
interest continues unabated^ Charles Search
Reed fills the office of President with due dignity.
H i s address upon being installed,
though lengthy, was full of sound thought,
and will do the chapter much good. Our
Hall is a marvel of eleganca. L i t t l e Joe Chenault talks of adding a handsome chandelier.
V a n Meter has consented to donate his fine
oil painting " L a Shorte H o r r n e . " We will
then challenge the fraternity to show a finer
Hall, V a n has developed into quite a "Calic o i s t " and is never more " a t his e a s e " t h a n
when in the presence of the gentler sex. T h e
genial Blackstone still maintains his enviable
position among the Charlottesville girls. He
swears by " t h e delegation,," (being piously
inclined, he never swears otherwise,) and industriously applies himself to the cultivation
of a moustache ; but you are too young for
t h a t . Black, too young, Fletcher says he
agrees with Ik. Marvel t h a t "Coquetry is
like the t h o r n which guards t h e Rose, easily
rubbed off when once plucked," and admits
that he is " s o r t e r " t h i n k i n g about plucking
t h e aforesaid flower one of these days. L a n caster, through the restraining influence of
our pious Bro. Starnes, has laid aside his bad
habits and is one of the best students in the
Univ. We fear his health will not permit
him to meet with success in his a t t e m p t to
make A. M. this year. Patterson is now
suffering from an a t t a c k of fever. The Doctor says it is not dangerous, and pronounces
it of the " S p r i n g " species. Lewis has an unusually hard ticket, consisting of J u n i o r
French and J u n i o r Gymnasium. H e bears
up under it well, though he is not applying in
either class. He will r e t u r n next year to
complete the course. The festive Phister
having finished his heart-breaking operations
in Charlottesville, sighs like Alexander, for
more worlds to conquer.
We are glad to
report t h a t Bro. Jones who went home on account of bad health, will return next year to
get his B, L. I have mentioned all the members save one, and he would beg leave to defend himself against an impression which
seems to have been conveyed to the fraternity
in a former report to the S C R O L L . He believes
t h a t his "loss ot m i n d " never existed elsewhere than in the fertile brain of Bro. J a c k son. If really non compos he consoles himself with the reflection :
" G r e a t wits are sure to madness near allied,
And t h i n partitions do their bounds d i v i d e . "
In the Bond,
L. L.

BRISTOW.

Indiana Delta.
FKAN'KLIN, IND., April 2<i, 1879.

Virginia Beta.

The Delta is still alive and has been the recipient of a number of visits from members
U N I Y E E S I T V OP V l E G I M A .
of sister chapters and also from some old
April 9, 1879.
Between his many duties as student, "re- Phis who are graduated from our college.
porter for a western p a p e r , " &c., to say noth- W e first had Bro. D. A, Owen, class of '78,
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•who is now teaching in the Salem, Ind. High course, would have been an honor to the fra- much better than those at first. Perhaps I
School. While he was here Bro. L .D. Camp- ternit}'. What more can I say in regard to am speaking egotistically, but I think it
bell of the Ind. Gamma came and remained our well beloved brother ? Suffice it to say, would be difficult to find a society, of whattwo days. The train that carried Campbell he was a Christian and an honor ou earth, ever name, that would equal us in brotherly
feeling and in the interest which is taken by
away brought Bro. A. O. Penniman of the and he is now an angel in Heaven.
Ind. Beta who gave us a public reading in the
We are now but four in nunibei', but soon all the brothers in society work. AVith our
Baptist Church. Mrs. Dainty has been here expect to be increased by three or four. We best wishes for the welfare of all other chapthis winter, but people who have heard-both are determined to initiate only those who are ters and the happines and prosperity of all
her and Penniman, pronounce Penniman the worthy : and we shall one day stand unequal- brothers, we remain with you in the Bond.
W I L L B . OSBORN.
better. We feel proud of him and congratu- ed by any chapter in the State. As we startlate the Wabash chapter on the possession of ed out late, we oan do but very little this
such a member. He will be back in May and session, but next session, God willing, we
Virginia Delta.
we will have a crowded house. At the close shall swell our little band ten fold.
RiCHMO.ND COLLEGE Fichmond, Va..
of the reading, two of our best and most We are constantly receiving communications
March 31st, 1879.
zealous Phi sisters. Misses Eva and Jennie from other chapters, congratulating us in
Nothing has occurred since our last report
Payne, gave him a reception at their home, the good work we have begun and encouragwhich was attended and enjoyed by every Phi ing us to be of good cheer, and I assure you to interest the Phis, except the commenceand his girl. Next Bro. Banta of the Ind. each missive inspires us with new zeal. Bro. ment of the Va. Med. College, in which the
Alpha was with us and promised to send me T. I. Rogers, our President, is a young man Virginia Alpha Alumni boys figured a good
a catalogue of Bloomington but I guess by of sterling worth and if I am not mistaken deal. Bros. Shields, Carrington and Gordon
mistake mailed it to some fair damsel. Char- in my judgment will one day make a fluent graduated with high honors. Bro. Shields
lie is "some" on the girl question and we did lawyer. He is first affirmative on Annual was first in the class and Bro. Gordon made
not see much of him. While he was here Debate and from all appearances will take the the Valedictory address, the first ever made
Bro. J. R. Edwards, '77, now of the Chicago medal. Our men are all flrst class and we are in that College. Every person I have heard
speak of his speech, said it was one of the
Theological School paid us a visit. Next determined to succeed.
finest they ever heard.
came Johnson of the Ind. Beta and Preston
With friendly greetings for all Phis, I reWe have just received a copy of the new
of the same chapter came too, and finally main, yours in the Bond,
constitution,
which is the best I ever saw;
Bro. Eccles from the Beta. Our primary
F R A N K PEGUES.
but very long. One brother has been copycontest came off last evening and to our chaing it for a week and has not finished it yet.
grin Bro. McCormick our representative was
Georgia Belta
Can any one tell me what is meant by Regalia
beaten, but we think we will get the delein the form of initiation? I do not think the
MEHCER UKIVEESITY, Macon. 6a.,
gates from here. The contest was attended
constitution mentions it any where else, and I
Mhrch 31st, 1879.
by Bro. Eccles and Bros. Campbell and Fitznever heard of it before in our fraternity.
patrick of Ind. Gamma. Bro. McC. was D E A R BUGS. :
While two brethren were in the hall some
beaten by an ex-Delta Tau, but the grade ' It affords us much pleasure^ to report the
differed only one per cent, and the decision fine, prosperous condition of our Chapter. We time ago, some girls came to the door and
was universally condemned. Since the last have a good fraternity, consisting of 2 Se- tried it. One of them was heard to say, " I
report a new Phi has been born and Bro. niors, 5 Juniors, 4 Sophs, 2 Freshmen ; in all wonder if this is the Kappa Alpha hall, they
Holmes is no longer the baby Phi. S. H. numbering thirteen. Notwithstanding we must keep the goat in here."
The Alpha Tau Omega chapter can hardly
Thompson is our new man and the other side have three fraternities to contend with:
worked hard for him. We have also lost one Kappa Alphas, Chi Phis, Sigma Alpha Epsi- live after this year, as both men they have
as Bro. James William Daugherty is not in lon, we seldom fail to get the man whom we initiated intend to leave college this sesCollege this term.
Our anniversary May solicit. We are generally victorious in every sion.
We have the acknowledged best base-ball
30th promises to be a grand affair and we ex- contest for office in our literary societies. We
pect about sixty couples to be present; the have elected a Theta to represent the Phi players in college, and as for our artist, no
Literary part will be in a church, the Ban- Delta society as Anniversarian for several one dares even to compare his work with Bro.
past. In short our Chapter is a success; Frank Puryear's.
quet at Smith's Hotel and the Social in the years
that makes every Theta feel honored to
Bro. Currie, onr babie, who is only three
Odd Fellow's Hall. Some improvements this one
a member of Ga., Delta, in Mercer Uni- feet and a half high, was walking down the
month : J. B. Thompson with the aid of a be
Will we stay back in the shade and street a day or two ago, when a little boy
jack plane, has carved his feet down to a No. versity.
remain silent in regard to the interest of the eight or nine years old came up and said,
11 boot and Bro. Day has been taken in hand SCROLL ? No ! We unanimously look to it
by a "Paynes" taking young lady, who prom- as the star of our cause and will rally to its "Hello! Babie."
The Kappa Aljihas have started a paper
ises to make a man of him.
support.
here with Mr. Turner as editor. It is not
In the Bond,
sub rosa, but depends u])on outside subscripYours in the Bond,
ALFRED M. JELLEFF.
tions mostly for its support.
S. D. SMITH.
Fraternally,
Sonth Carolina Alpha.
liYMAN C H A L K L E Y .
Michigan Beta.
WoPFORD COLLEGE, Spartanhnrg, S. 0 ,
April K-t 1879.
D E A R BROTHER :

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, Landing, Mich ,

Kentucky Alpha.
April 1-t, 1879.
CKNTRE OHLLEGE, Danville, Ky.
You may have wondered what has become
My last communication being too late for
March 24tb, 1879.
the March SCROLL, I write another princi- of the Michigan Beta. I will tell you that we
Have just received the Feb. and March
pally to tell you of the sad bereavement are still alive, but a little backward with our
which has happened to our Chapter. To- correspondence in the Spring, on account of numbers of the SCROLL. These are the first
nighti Si o'clock, will be one month since we the Winter vacation. A majority of Phis numbers I have seen of the edition.
I am very sorry to have to report the Ky.
initiated our beloved friend and Bro. Frank and. other students of the College are enMouzor. But he has never since been per- gaged in teaching during this term, and are Alpha's condition as being very bad. I hold
mitted to meet with us. He was taken sick necessarily two or three weeks late at the be- in my hand a card of honorable dismission
three days before our regular meeting, and ginning of the Spring term ; we also have from the cliai)ter. I love our fraternity and
never again arose from his bed. After suffer- been watching the new comers and selecting am always ready and willing to do anything
ing for two weeks with typhoid fever, he de- those who we think would be worthy broth- in my power for its advancement. I leave
parted this life exactly twelve hours before ers and an honor to the fraternity. At our in the chapter three gentlemen, all good
the month of his living in the peace and last meeting, we added one to our number, men. They are T. B. Andrews, Seth Botts
friendship of the glorious Piii Delta Theta making in all a bakers dozen of active mem- and H. P. Dudley. Mr. D. willtake Sechad expired, leaving behind him many friends bers. We have one or tvi'o more in view who retary's place. He will work if the other
and fellow students to mo urn his loss. We will probably join us in a week or more. We two will. I thought that by withdrawing the
are wearing the badge of mourning for him, have to work against three other societies, others would work better. Let the brethren
as the last thing we could do for him on earth. each of whicli is stronger in number than we; generally write to these three, encouraging
I regret very much to state that we did not but we have the inside track, however, be- them in every way.
Bro. Andrews and myself represented our
get his name to the Bond. I regret also to cause all of our boys are gentlemen and rank
say that he never knew any of his brothers first or among the first in their respective society on 22nd February. The ladies of the
in the Bond after he was taken sick, indeed classes ; also the faculty hold our .society in a town presented me with an elegant Phi
he knew not even his parents. Truly, "Heav- higher estimation than any other at the Col- banner on that day. I notice in the Feb.
en gives no joy like that it takes away." lege. We have nicely furnislied rooms and number this notice : "Very many of the
Our deceased Bro. was a joung man of flue stand financially speaking, about square with chapters (Beta Theta Pi) are located in Col"The latest numbers of T H Eleges, which, though once in a flourishing
talents, of high standing in society, and the world.
could he have lived to complete his college SCROLL are decidedly improved and please us condition have now decayed, and can barley
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H e is a good man every way you take him.
One of t h e meanest men in College came up
to him and drawing his coat open in front,
said, " T h e y say you have joined t h e d — d 'Sisters of C h a r i t y . " B u t about t h a t time t h e
new " S i s t e r " became an avenging angel and
struck t h e " b a r b " a blow a t t h e root of the
ear which sent him whirling across t h e pavement a n d converted his sweariug into praying and his contempt into apologizing. He
is since t h a t as meek as a kitten. Our new
hero's name is Lobough. Our Chapter is almost out of debt and will soon be free from
ing t h e S C R O L L and t h e F r a t e r n i t y God all such w'eights. W i t h best wishes for t h e
success of S C R O L L and our fraternity a t
speed,
I am yours Fraternally,
large, I a m still a sincere Phi.
W. R. W O R R A L L .

hold their heads above water, such as Centre
College, K y . , " &c. N o w please omit, by correction. Centre College. Our College is in a
better condition now t h a n she has been since
the war, and a glance a t her Catalogue will
show t h a t "Old C e n t r e " is a very lively College. W e have here four frats.. Beta T h e t a
Pi, Sigma Chi, Delta Kappa and our own.
Unless t h e boys do something soon, t h e chapter will die out this year, as they are all Seniors. I shall always work for and with our
Chapter in all t h a t it does, and ever try t o
sustain t h e reputation of a loyal P h i . Wish-

N. DONALDSON.

Indiana Gamma.
IRVINGTON, IND., April 3d, 1879.

P. S.—Bros. O. H . Anderson, '76 and J. M.
McComb, '77 visited us this weeK.

BRO. EDITOR :

Eighteen we are who wear t h e shield
I n College hall, and lovely field.
Eighteen we are good, noble Phis
W h o 'wait t h e S C R O L L with longing eyes.
Our meeting last was one of cheer ;
T h e best we've had t h e entire year.
A worthy Freshman on t h a t night
W a s made a P h i of promise bright.
Elder Roberts of seventy-one
Beheld t h e G a m m a ' s new-made son.
" J u d g e " Kirkpatrick of seventy-eight
Made a speech of power and weight.
Brother Carter, a F r a n k l i n boy.
Joined u s in our hour of joy.
T h e man who last was made a P h i
W a s " s p i k e d " by Beta T h e t a P i .
A n o t h e r one, J o h n K u h n s by name
The Sigs felt sure would be their game ;
Asked he was by th^'Delta T a u s
To join them in their noble (?) cause.
Beset by tempters all around
H e did not move from off P h i ground.
L a s t week we sent for badges three
To Burgess a n d Son of Albany.
F o r once we're square with onr G. B.
A n d hope aU, others soon will be.
W e gladly greet t h e Hoosier E t a
Working again for P h i Delta Theta.
Be careful in your choice of men.
And write t o S C R O L L with careful pen.
W h a t Maryland said in last months S C R O L L
Should fall with force on every soul.
Our Catalogue is not indeed
W h a t we deserve, or what we need.
E r e long I t r u s t t h a t all dear Phis
T h e t r u t h of this shall realize.
N o w let all Phis throughout t h e land
W o r k together, hand in hand ;
T h u s united we shall stand
A bold a n d strong fraternal band.
In t h e South we hold t h e sway ;
Our Order West grows day by day.
E a s t w a r d we go, b u t rather slow,
"Slow b u t s u r e " is t h e best you know.
Our prospects bright where'er we view ;
W i t h this, dear Phis, I bid adieu.
Yours truly,
WILBUR D . CAMPBELL.

Pennsylvania Gamma
WASHINGTON, PA., March 27th, 1879
D E A R SCROLL :

I t is my painful d u t y t o write t h e report of t h e Penna. Gamma "for de last time."
N o t b u t t h a t t h e G a m m a will still live and
flourish and re))ort, b u t t h e time for my dep a r t u r e from Washington is a t hand. Is hall
be o u t of college next term, teaching, and
another will discharge t h e duties of my office
much better t h a n I have been able to perform
t h e m . 'The G a m m a is prospering. O u r enemies or r a t h e r a few of t h e most insignificant
and harmless of them, call us t h e , " S i s t e r s of
Charity."
We initiated a new man last
Thursday evening. We badged him and sent
him o u t t o meet his examinations on Friday.

Texas Beta.
TEBUACANA, March 31, 1879.

A s I thought some of our boys would like
to have their names in t h e SCROLL as a correspondent, I did not write for t h e February
and March issues; b u t requested t h e m t o
perform t h e duty for me.
This Chapter still leads a prosperous life,
having' lately opened her doors, and revealed
the mystic Bond to one we now term a noble
Phi, F . N . Drain. H i s most suitable description is: a young man, quiet in public assemblies, attentive to his books, a n d in every respect, properly adjusted t o make a man. W e
have also subjected another t o t h e test and
declared him suitable for membership, H e
will doubtless be our last for this session as
he is t h e only one remaining we now deem
worthy.
I n t h e celebration of t h e literary societies
during Commencement in J u n e , t h e Phis
number W. J. Johnson and your humble
writer. P r e s i d e n t s ; S. E. Kennon a n d W . H .
Cowen, orators, and W. J . Lackey, valedictorian.
While t h e Beta Thetas haye only
two, and t h e Alpha Gammas one such honor
men.
The Sunday and Church choristers a t this
place a r e both members of our order. These
with other singers make such songs as " P h i s
are t h e boys we love," etc., add no little interest and melody to our meetings.
The Song Book and SCROLL are creditably
gotten up and can justly be called an honor
to t h e Fraternity.
A s ever in t h e Bond,
C. H . M T J N G E R .

Texas Beta.*
Febru.nry iOth, 1879.
Our fraternity is still looking up ; and we
t h i n k it probable t h a t we will increase our
number soon, for we have two very nice
young men in anticipation. One says he will
join soon, t h e other has not been elected yet.
As for our regular members they are all
doing very well. Three of them are officers
in t h e Ratio Xenie, and one in t h e Philosophronian literary society here. There are two
other Greek societies h e r e : t h e Alpha (Jammas and t h e Beta Thetas, b u t they are not
doing much.
Our School is quite flush this session ; tlieie
will be twelve graduates, flve of t h a t number '
are Piii Delta Thetas.
|
Some of our corresponding members seem
to have t h e disease t h a t some Texaiis call t h e
" g a l on t h e b r a i n . " I t perhaps will be the
same way with some of us when we get
through school. W e are in t h e wide, wide
West, b u t we are all tame boys yet.
Y o u r s in t h e Bond,
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ILLINOIS EPSILON—C. C. Lear, Old University Building,,Bloomington, 111.
ALABAMA BETA—Alva Fitzpatrick, Auburn,
Lee County, Ala.
INDIANA ALPHA ALUMNI—T. C. Donnell,
Franklin, Ind.
VIRGINIA ALPHA ALUMNI—C.H.Chalkles,
219 Governor St., Richmond, Va.
SOUTH CAROLINA ALPHA—T. Irby Rogers,
W. J. L A C K E Y .
Spartanburg, S. C.
* This report of Tex is Bet i was unavoidably de- PENNA. EPSILON—E. A. Nelson, Allegheny
College, Meadville, Pa.
layed until this issje—Bus. MAN.
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FOFULAR MUSIC
Published by

SCROLL.

CH:A.RLES COOK.

P.W.SEARCH&Co.,
illustc Publi0l)er0 ^ IDealcra,

No. 1 S t u d , e x a c t s i z e .

M A R I O N , O.
The Harp Girl.
New song anil chorus by P . W. Search, price 35 cts.
"Of all the songs by this author, 'The Harp Girl'
is the most beautiful.
*
*
We predict great
popularity for this song."—Marion Independent.

No. 4 S t n d s , e x a c t size.

My Home in the Dell.
By the same author, price 40 cts.
"A most heautiful song by P. W. Search. I t is
charming. The closing refrain is very fine."—Holmes
County Republican.
"Search's'Home in the Dell' is gaining great popularity."—Cincinnati Gazette

The Dying Soldier's Farewell.
The latest and best song by P. W. S. Issued Jan.
lat, 1879. Price 35 cts.

Sweet Voices of Long Ago.
Song and chorus by tbe same author.
Very popular. A remembrance of by.-gone days.
Price 40 cents.

Lord of the Ocean.
Bass solo by the same P. W. S. A jolly, rollicking
song of the sea. Price 35 cents.

Little Bessie.
Song and chorus by J . M. Barringer.
The great temperance song ot America. Immensely
popular. Price 40 cts.
"We have heard it sung en costume till there was
not a dry eye in the audience; and actually so carried
away have hearers been with the trne-to-life words,
that tbe hat has been started for ragged, bare-footed
'Bessie.'"—Mr«. H. C. McCabe President W. C. T. U.
of Ohio.

Withered Flowers.
Song and chorus by Julia Belle Harkey. Price 35 c<s.

O l d s t } l e size No.O P i n

FOKMER OFFICIAL JEWELER FOR THE
New S t y l e .

PHI DELTA THETA FRATERNITY,
MANUFACTURES

ings, mttbs, ^atrl^ H^JW^,ffil^arms,fett.
.ilso, prices for Badges, Tiing.», etc , of any description, furnished upon application. Send for illustrated cat
alogue of our Phi Delta Theta Badges etc. For further information address C. COOK, Fifth and Smith
Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sept. 1878-nl-yr.

A R M. W I L S O N ,
g.§.§urgess'(Son^§o.,E D GAttorney
at Law and Notary Public,
Official Jewelers to the Phi Delta Theta 41 Clark St., (Room 8) CHICA GO
Fraternity, from February, 1879,
MANUFACTURERS O F

COLLEGE FRATERNITY

^ ^ " S e n d for DESIGNS and PRICES of College I n -

vitation work.

Onondaga Waltz.

MAKE ONLY

The above are our special copyright publications.
We also keep a .°tock nf the leading music and biioks
published in AMERICA and EUROPE, for which we
will gladly fill orders. Also constantly on hand an
assortment of all the Fraternity Music, including

Phi Delta Theta March.
By Mr.". Wells.

Price 40 cents.

Phi Delta Theta March.
By Bro. A. W. Shuey.

Price 40 cents.

FIRST CLASS GOODS

Price 75 cents.

CATALOGUES.
every P h i , t h e E x e c u t i v e C o m m i t t e e h a s a u thorized t h e G r a n d B a n k e r t o furnish t h e m a t
t h e following r a t e s :

AND ALL OUR V/ORK I S

GUARANTEED.
No. IO Plain Street.

Phi Delta Theta March.
By J . N. E. Wilson.

il 7mo.

In order t o place t h e Catalogne in t h e h a n d s of

Grand March of the Knights of Pythias.
Price fi5 cents.

on receipt of $1.50, former price $3,00.
H. F . GRIFFIN,
College Engraver <t Printer.
49 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.

By the author of "My Home in the Dell " Dedicated
to the "Fair Women and Brave Men" of the Phi Delta
Tbeta. This piece is arranged for Piano, Organ, or
Brass Band. Price 50 cts.

By C. E. Vardon.

uld seiid for a beautiful Copper-plate and

EVERY STUDENT .t:

Engraved Pack of VISITING CARDS. Sent by mail

Grand March of a Hundred Years.

A very good waltz by Theron B. Prentice, by whom
it is dedicated to the Phis. Price 40 cents.

ILLINOIS

Sept.. 1878.—nlrao6

W i t h Paper Cover,

50 c e n t s .

W i t h L i n e n Cover,

75

"

Send orders a t once t o
C. D. WHITEHEAD,
Grand
Banker,
1 & 3 T h o r p e ' s Block, I n d i a n a p o l i s , I n d .

SONG BOOK.
T h e P h i Delta T h e t a S o n g Book is in t h e

To all members of the Phi Delta Theta we will make a
h a n d s of t h e E x e c u t i v e C o m m i t t e e , a n d b r o t h Coats of A r m s .
SPECIAL REDUCTION
ers
wishing copies can obtain t h e m by enclosing
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and will send post-paii the above music, or any other
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75 c e n t s t o t h e Grand Banker.
pieces published, fur
Coat of A r m s . T h e impression is on heavy
3 0 F E B CENT LESS THAN MARKRH PRICE.
paper suitable for framing.
Copies will be sent
Send for our descriptive catalogue.
by mail a t t h e r a t e of twenty-five cents p e r
SPACE.
All members o( the Phi Delta Theta will please addozen. S a m p l e sent for t h r e e cent s t a m p .
Send to the Business Manager for advertising
dress all orders and other correspondence to
Address all orders t o
rates of this column. A limited number of lawP. W. SEARCH,
G. W. M c S H E R R Y , G e t t y s b u r g , P a . yers cards, etc., will be received. Send at once.
Supt. Public Schools, West Libarty, 0 .

C!_rMK>-<VQ_3

r'Z(j:r~-..i^-'zo^

SUB
VOLUME H I .

On Leaving School.
A few short weeks, and books and I
Shall part—forever part;
I'll fling them by without a sigh.
Without one pang at heart.
Nor ever long to pore again
O'er "Livy's pictured pages,"
Nor strive 'till morning comes, in vain.
To fathom ancient sages.
The lofty hopes of youthful hours
Have passed as Spring-time dream's,
Or faded as the morning flames
Beneath the mid-day beams.
And new for me the vast, vast sea
Of real earnest life !
And may it be forever free
From danger, gloom, and strife !
The loves of childhood and of youth,—
My heart asks—' where are they ?"
A h ; they were transient, as in truth,
Which flashes to—decay!
But why provoke the buried Past
To cast a gloom o'er pleasure ?
I'll let the sorrows vanish fast.
And brightest mem'ries treasure!
ITiere's not a heart, whose kindly beat
Would quicken at my name ;
Nor cheek a blush would ever greet
To mantle into flame !
So then for me, the vast,, vast sea
Of real, earnest life I
And may it be forever free
From dangers, gloom, and strife.
M. STANNY SAMS.

Vanderbilt University, April 28th, i87g.

Choice of Members.
I t is a matter of almost vital importance to our Fraternity, that we shall
select the right kind of men for its
members. And this becomes all the
more evident, when we consider that
the active portion of our membcFship is
constantly changing from year to year,
and that each man has so short a time
to work for the Fraternity, that we
cannot afford to have that time employed by inferior men.
In considering whether a man is
worthy of our Order, we shall first consider whether he is a man that will
keep the Bond. This ought to be the
chief test of his worthiness. I t is our
duty, both to ourselves and to them
that we are considering, not to take in
any whose past character shows that
they would not be likely to conform to
tbe Bond. For what says the Bond on
the subject ? A careful perusal of that
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unerring guide—and members should
make themselves thoroughly familiar
with it—will show that we are not to
admit to fellow-ship persons who are
not up to its own rigid tests of morality
and manhood. It seems unnecessary to
call attention to this, but in our eagerness to secure persons that are otherwise agreeable and congenial to us, we
may forget this point and have cause-to
regret it when it is too late. After the
point has been decided, it rema'ns to
consider whether he is a man of ability,
one that will benefit the Fraternity, and
be congenial to its members. But the
main question should \ie'-'-Will he-keep
the Bond?" If we find a man that will
do this, he is very apt to be, '\\\ other
respects too, the man we want. ,,
Now as to the time of choosing rflSnibers. I suppose we initiate more men
during the earlier part of the collegiate
year. And, indeed, it is natural sO to
do, as we generally have an influx of
new men at that time to choose from.
But we should be exceedingly careful
in selecting members from the new men
during the first few months of the session, for, as a general thing they sire
known only to a few, if to any of our
members when they come, and it taj<os
some time in a large college for a wh4!le
chapter to become well acquainted with
a man. But some may say that it is
not necessary for the whole chapter lo
know him, that those who do not know
him ousrht to trust to the recoinmendation given him by those of the chapter
who do know him.
Although we
should be guided to a certain extent by
the opinion of our brothers, I maintain
that weshould not trust entirely to their
opinion, we ought to know the man ourselves. The whole Chapter ought at
least to be acquainted with him, and
the greater part ought to know him
well. For a man may be very congenial to some of us, and at the same time
otKers may not like him.
I have
known it to be the case. A t one time
we had under consideration a man, who

was a very great friend of one of our
members. And that member supposed
that none of the others would object to
him aftgi- 'thfey had made his acquaintance.
B & t ' i t was'found when the
matter wa*=t)r(!)tight lip that ott* member did obje'c't fd'hilh.' NlAw>feW{)pose
he had been taken in simply*dW'the
recommendation of two or three'6f us,
would it have turned out well ? No,
it is a mistake to take in men hastily.
Wait till we have worked side by side
with them in the harness and have associated with them in the campus;
then we will know what they are made
of. Why, there is a chapter of a fraternity here, at the University of Va.,
vvlVich seems to be characterized, as far
a4'l can see, by taking in men after the
first year. And they have a sufficiently large ehapter aud, what is better; it
is made up of good men.
Let us, then, consider our man well
before we lay hold of him, and remeinber that we had better lose a good man
than take iu a bad one.
J. A. L.

" ' The Permanent Fimd.
The recent startling announcements
ol" our Grand Banker, touching as they
do one of the most vital interests of our
order, the maintenance of the SCROLL,
should engage the earnest attention of
all wh<? feel an interest in the preservatign of our org-anization.
Th,e agitat.ion of the question brings to
mind a movement made by a few chapters at tbe.Wooster convention to abol" :

I"

'M'

'

ish the "Permanent, F(ind." ,
It will be remembered that one chapter (Mich. Beta) gave notice that not
another dollar of her initiation fees
should go to increase the "whited sepulchre;" and fromthe information wehave
since received, it has become evident
that not one-half of our chapters are
reporting initiations and "dollars" to
the Grand Banker. Furthermore, if
the true character and necessary tendency of this "hoarding" system, were
understood, it seems impossible that it

a
should long continue one of our laws.
A permanent fund formed by voluntary subscription is of course unobjectionable ; it is this system of indirect
taxation which is so odious to the rebellious chapters.
The objections to the initiation fee
tax and the permanent fund as supported thereby, are many, but may be
condensed under the two following
heads.
1. W e are opposed to the laborious
accumulation of wealth for the support
of future laziness. "Brains and vigor
are generally in the inverse ratio of the
amount of money left to the heir"— a
rule which will apply to future generations of Phis, as well as to the children
of wealth.
As the fraternity becomes older and
larger, it will be better able to bear its
own burdens than we are to bear ours,
and surely better than we are, not only
to bear our own, but part of theirs also.
2. I t has been the universal experience of all fraternities who have tried
the experiment, that such a fund sooner
or later proves disastrous to their prosperity by reason of corruption which ia
liable to creep into the financial management as the organization becomes
larger and more complicated in its
workings.
W e are prepared to furnish instances
of these calamitous consequences, but
they are too numerous for the narrow
limits of this article.
It is easy to pull down a house, but
once demolished, it must be rebuilt.
How would the abolition of taxation
to support the permanent fund, relieve
the distressed finances of the fraternity ?
The following is substantially the
plan proposed and matured after nearly a year of private correspondence
amongst the dissatisfied chapters.
1. Continue the permanent fund, but
support it entirely by voluntary contributions.
2. Continue tbe tax of $1 per capita
upon all initiations, but make it tributary to the General Fund, instead of
the permanent fund.
The benefits of the above reform will
become evident upon a little reflection.
W e have at present thirty-five active
chapters. During each year the average number of initiations in each chapter would be at least five, which would
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yield a corresponding income of $175
per annum or a biennial income of $350,
which, added to the $50 interest on the
present permanent fund, would nearly
defray the expenses of our biennial conventions and thus lighten the direct
and dreaded heavy "convention tax" to
a small fraction of its former amount.
W e would recommend this plan to
the earnest consideration of the fraternity at large and would propose it as
a constitutional amendment. It would
not only lighten our present heavy taxation, and give ample opportunity for
the exercise of generosity on the part
of wealthy brothers, but would allow
each Chapter to use its funds for its
own immediate advantage, and also remove the possibility of the hard earnings of individual chapters being swept
from us at some future time by a black
sheep almost certain to find his way
into the midst of our fold.
H. A. K.

Mass Meeting of the Phi Delta Thetas of
Indiana.
REUT HOUSE PARLORS. NOS. 18, 19 & 20,

iDdianapolis, Ind., April 17tb, 1879, 12 M.
About one month before the meeting of the
Oratorical Association of Indiana, it was thought
that the day on which the above association met
would be an admirable time to have a mass
meeting of the Indiana Phis. This thought,
after being fostered with tender care for a short
time was eventually divulged to the several
chapters of the State and on the night of the
17th inst. (or more properly the morning of the
I Sth), there followed a result that reached so far
beyond our expectations that we came to the
conclusion that we did not have any expectations at all.
A primary meeting was held in Parlor No. 18
at 3 P. M. in order to select officers and arrange
a programme for the night. A committee consisting of Bros. Banta, Goodwin and IIoss was
appointed for this purpose. Their report was as
follows:
That the following gentlemen serve as officers
for the evening,—Bro. Adolphus Ogapew Penniman, President, the undersigned, Secreta y,
Bro. Markillo Brown, Warden, and Bro. James
Buck Thomas, Chaplain.
PROGRAMME.

1st. Initiation of candidate, Gilfred Spenser,
of Purdue University, by Indiana Beta.
2d. Resolution in regard to a Sta*e Association, to be drawn up by Bros. Banta and Penniman.
3d. Resolution in regard to the subject and
cultivation of orators to be introduced by Bro.
Kilpatrick.
4th. Hints for the general good of the order.
5th. The "farewell (.•') kiss" of the order,—'he
grip,—adjournment.
G E O . BANTA.
C. E L L I E GOODWIN.
TIMOTHY HOSS.

On motion their report was accepted.
About half past eleven the youths of the
"shield and dagger" began to assemble and by
midnight there were between thirty and forty
male representatives of our fraternity present.
The assembly was promptly called to order by
the President, who showed great managing ability throughout the entire evening; and it requires

uncommon skill to preside over such a happy
crowd of boys,
The Betas then proceeded to initiate Mr.
Spenser into their chapter according to a form
neither old ror new, but one peculiar to mass
meetings. Next the report of the committee on
permarent o-ganization of the Indiana Phis was
heard and adopted, after which we immediately
proceeded to elect officers for the ensuing year.
Result as follows: Pres., Bro. Ot, of Wabash
College ; Vice Pres., Bro. Brown, of Butler University ; S e c , Bro. Butler, of State University;
Treas., Bro. Montgomery, of Hanover College ;
Cor. S e c , Bro. Banta, of State University;
Chap., Bro. Thomas, of Franklin College;
Warden, Bro. Christian, of Butler University.
On motion a committee of three was appointed
to draw up articles of association and present
them to the convention to be held at Franklin,
Ind., May 30th, '79—Bros. Banta, Hunter and
McGill.
Then the report of the committee on oratory
was read and accepted, the substance of which
report was that it devolves on each chapter to
apply just as much of their time as they consistently can whereby in the future we may have at
least one Phi representative in all oratorical contests for the State Honor.
On motion it was decided that it was the sense
of this meeting that the "National Executive
Committee" should grant a charter to the Purdue University Phis whenever said charter shall
be applied for.
Bro. Norris, Grand Sec'y, and Bros. Morris
and Bates, of the editorial staff of the Indianapolis Daily Journal being present, made some
very timely and instructive remarks.
After
these, numerous others indulged in flights of oratory that not only have never been excelled but
have not as yet been equalled. But Mr. Ed.
this is not surprising; the enthusiasm of the ^
meeting was simply unbounded, and of course*
was sufficient to make Clays, Calhouns and
Websters out of us for the time being.
On motion the following resolution was adopted—
Resolved, That a copy of the proceedings of
this meeting be prepared by the Secretary and
sent to the SCROLL for publication.
Adjourned to meet in Franklin, May 30th,
1879.
A. OGAPEW PENNIMAN,

Pres.

F. BENNIDO DAY, Sec'y.

Abstract ,froni the Minutes of the First
Phi Delta Theta Convention.
WALNUT ST. HOUSE, Cincinnati. Ohio,

Deo. 30 [h, 1856.
In pursuance of a notice previously given by
the Ohio Alpha of the Phi Delta Theta to the
Alpha chapters of Indiana and Kentucky, calling
a general convention of the order at Cincinnati
on above date, delegates from the Ohio, Indiana
and Kentucky Alphas assembled at the Walnut St. House at the appointed time. Owing to
some mistake in sending the notices to the Beta
chapters the representation was not as large as
was anticipated, but the enthusiasm and devotion of those present compensated in some degree for the absence of numbers. Bro. J. W.
Foster was made Piesident and Joel Tuttle Secretary. The President stated the object of the
meeting to be to advise and consult concerning
the prosperity and perpetuity of the Phi Delta
Theta. A somewhat promiscuous discussion of
vavious topics pertaining to the interests of the
organization ensued. All constitutional amendments were referred to a committee consisting of
Messrs. Dulaney, Scott and Tuttle. At the next
session, 9.30 A. M., Dec. 31st, Bro. Dulaney
moved that the proposition to transfer the Grand
Chapter to the Kentucky Alpha, be referred to
all the chapters of the order for their approval.
The motion was debated at some length for the
purpose of determining the legitimate relations
and responsibilities of the several chapters.
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Many gentlemen expressed the opinion that not
the Grand Chapter should answer for the fate of
the whole order, but the responsibility rested on
each and every one, and especially the Alpha
of each State. The motion was finally lost.
By motion of Bro. Banta semi-annual conventions were provided for, time being subject to
the decision of the chapter where the convention
was to be held; some member of the order to
deliver an address on the occasion. First convention to be held at Danville, Ky., Centre
College, on the occasion of their next annual
Commencement. The publication of a catalogue was deemed impracticable at present.
Messrs. Foster and Peck were chosen a committee to determine definitely the size and shape of
the badge and to make arrangements ^ith the
engravers to have them made uniform hereafter.
At next session, 3 P. M. same day, Mr. Spellman, delegate from Ind. Beta, was introduced.
The report of the committee on amendments to
Constitution was unanimously adopted. The
subject of establishing new chapters was debated
and prornises were elicited from each one in behalf of his chapter to make every reasonable
exertion to introduce the order into all respectable literaj-y institutions throughout the West.
The business being finished, the Convention adjourned with brighter hopes for the future and
with the consciousness of having labored together in one noble, common cause.
J. W. FOSTER,

P,es.

J. TOTTLE, Sec'y.

Other Fraternities.
Beta Theta Pi's National Grand is now located at Butler University, Ind.
Tbe Kappa Alpha Theta (Ladies) held their
convention at Bloomington, Ind., May Sth
and 9th.
We hear from a reliable source that Sigma
Chi will try to start a ehaptej at Tyjchmond
College, next session.
"Phi Gamma Delta has undoubtedly run
behind." So stated a prominent member of
that order to a Phi, a few days since.
The number of students at William and
Mary College, Va., where the first College
fraternity was established, is so small that
the Greeks have a serious time keeping alive.
The 32d Annual Convention of the Zeta
Psi Fraternity was held at Troy, ]!f. Y., Jan.
3d and 4th, 1879, nearly all of the chapters being represented. Severe snow storms prevented a few of the delegates from coming
further than Buffalo, and on this account important business was necessarily carried over
to the next convention, which will be held
with the Sigma Chapter at Philadelphia.
The Southern Kappa Alpha was organized
at Washington and Lee LTniversity, in 1865.
It is pm-ely a southern affair, as no chapter
has yet been established north of Mason and
Dixon's line. A twenty dollar medal is award- ed by evsry convention of the order, for the
best essay submitted, on any subject. A
quarterly magazine, the K. A. Journal devoted to the interests of frat., is published at
Richmond, Va., is not sub rosa and costs one
dollar per year. The last medalist of Kappa
Alpha was totally eclipsed by a Phi in an
essay contest at Richmond College, and Jim
Dickinson's "angel" to-day wears the emblem
of the victoi-y over K. A.
Reliable information from Mich. Beta has
been received, to the effect that the braggant
clamor in a recent Crescent, the Delta Tau
Delta organ,'of jtheir standing in Mich. Ag.
Coll. Faculty, is as false as it is boastful.
They have four members in the Faculty, and
not six as it is stated three times in one issue
of their paper. These are so disgusted with
their chapter at that place, that it is thoiight
it will be eliminated from the institution if
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—Bro. Search's song, "My Home in the
it does not die a natural death soon •, which
seems quite probable as they can now get only Dell," is the story of an old man turning fi-om
seond rate men by charging no initiation fee. the busy cares of life to wander again amid the
happy scenes of his far away but never-to-beThe ninth edition of the Psi Upsilon cata- forgotten home. Each verse has a rich stirring
logue has just been published. It is a large chorus, and the piece concludes with a second
volurue of nearly 500 pages, and is edited by chorus through which runs a beautiful baritone
Charles W. Smiley,'74, of Wesleyan, who gave solo. Read Brp. Search's ad.
two years to its compilation. It is a complete
—Bro. Chas. B.-Gaskill, Atlanta, Ga., has the
record of the growth of the fraterniity since
its organization at Union College, in 1843. true Phi zeal. He desires to firmly establish
It contains a list of all members by chapters Kentucky Alpha, and in a private letter says
and classes, with a sketch of their lives, hon- that two Phis have pledged themselves to rouse
ors, appointments and writings. Following the Alpha boys "and if there is a spark of
each name and resideuce are certain mystic fire among them you will hear of the Phi
fraternity syijabols. In the second division of Delta Theta fire burning before we stop applythe book the names of all members are re- ing our torches. They have given us Blackpeated according to geographical distribution, burn, tbe able representative in Congress, and he
being alphabetically arranged by towns and is not the only distinguished man they have sent
States. By this scheme a travelling Psi Up- out." Bro. G. has a noble work in hand. We
silon can, when stopping at a strange city, hope to hear of his sure success.
(ind the address of all the resident Psi Upsi—"American College Fraternities," by Wm.
lon's by a glance at his catalogue. A list is Raimond Baird, is a work now near completion,
also giyen of sixty cities and towns accredit- and which will be issued by August or Septemed with ten or more mem, ten of which cities ber, by Lippincott. The work will contain a
claim more than fifty each. Other summa- record of the origin and progress of Fraternities
rise divide the membership according to pro- from 1776 until 1879, a general description of
fession or business and church connections, organizations, badges, chapters, etc., a directory
and a table of relationship shows how many of colleges and chapters, and a list of college
sons have succeed their fathers in the frater- and fraternity colors and publications, together
nity.
The membership of the fraternity with a review of arguments for and against the
which in 1870 was 3,525, now numbers 4,928. existence of Fraternities. There will be acThe order of arrangement of this catalogue counts in the work of 150 societies. The book will
ought to be of interest to the person who contain about 250 pages, i2mo. cloth, gilt, price
compiles our next catalogue.
$1.50. Phis should certainly have the work.
Those desiring to subscribe will forward names at
once to the Editor. See ad. on last page. InforNotes.
maation concerning Phi Delta Theta was fur—We return thanks to Bro. Dickinson, Va. nished by Bros. Reddig and Banta.
Delta, for Literary Society invitations.
Personals.
—Information is wanted of Bro. Palmer of
Lee P. Viley, '76, Ky. Gamm a, Is farming
the Michigan Alpha.
Scott Co.. Ky. What's the latest from "the
—^Who can tell when the change «tas made in
South," eh, Lee ?
from semi-annual conventions to annual ?
T. P. Cothran, '78, Va. Beta, is a member
—Penna. Beta has taken first honor again this of the able Law firm of Perry & Cothran,
year in the person of W. K. Hill of Schenley, Abbeville, S. C. They say he is soon to take
Pa. He is the only Phi among the graduates, another partner—of t'other sex I
and took first honor with an average of 99.
Frank Milburn,'77, and J. J. Burchenel,'78,
.—A list and account of the fraternities in the are at their respective homes, Memphis,
United States has been published in Detroit, Tenn., and Richmond, Ind. They will reMichigan, by A. P. Jacoljs, Psi Upsilon, under turn to the University of Va. next year.
the title of "The Greek Letter Societies." From
Geo. W. Cleveland, '76, Ky. Gamma, is a
this book we see that Phi Delta Theta has more
successful hardware merchant, in Georgechapters than any other fraternity.
town, Ky. He has one of the handsomest
—We desire to call the attention of Phis to wives in the "Blue Grass" State.
our page of advertisements. Considerable
John Rogers, '78, Ky. Gamma, is farming
change was made in our last page in the March
number, but want of space compelled us to at Harroddsburg, Ky. John will go to the
omit any special notice then. The ads., speak University of Va. next year, to attend Law
for themselves, and it will pay to let them lectures and help swell the number of the
Beta.
speak. Read!
C. B. Charles, a present active member of
^Would it not be a paying investment for the
Mich.
Beta, was chosen delegate to represent
Princeton Phis to take an alumni charter ?
There will always be enough Phis there in the his district at the recent Mich. State RepubTheological department to maintain such an or- lican convention. This convention was callganization, and it could not fail to be beneficial to ed for tlie purpose of nominating regents of
the Michigan University and a Supreme
all concerned. Princeton to the front!
Judge.
—A letter from the genial correspondent of
We have a letter from Bro. J. B. Thomas
Texas Beta informs us that the Delta Gamma of the Ind. Delta defending himself against
proposes to organize a chapter among the ladies Bro. Day's attacks on his big feet. He
in Tehuacana. The aforesaid correspondent claims a misrepresentation, and refers to the
compliments the ladies very highly, and there Faculty of Franklin. He thanks "Bro.
must be something up. It looks suspicious to Starnes, Va. Beta, for his honorable mention,
say the least. There are three ladies literary and Bro. Donaldson, Pa. Gamma, for his
societies in Tehuacana.
sympathetic admonition."
—Bro. A. H. Shuey, in a letter to the ex-BusWe have from some source received the
iness Manager, writes that he has six young men information that Bro. Day, of the Ind. Delta,
of Minnesota University about ready to embrace "has soft white hair, a ponderous nose, a masPhi Delta Theta. So that Bro. Shuey will prob- sive brow and a winding blade walk," besides
ably make the next score.
other eccentricities, and that he is with it
The Delta Kappa Epsilon is also trying to ob- all a "jolly good fellow and very destructive
tain a foot-hold in Minnesota University. "Com- to the plastic hearts of the fair ones." Now
petition is the life of trade."
'fess, Bro. Day.
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Au revoir.
Every Phi should use his best endeavors to
do vacation work for the fraternity.
We hope the members will write us through
vacation ;—we are always glad to hear from
a Phi.
We will expect every Phi returning next
year to make special provision for SCROLL
tax when he furnishes his exchequer.
There seems to be considerable dissatisfaction about our Permanent Fund. We print
in this issue an article suggestive of change,
not that we think this the best plan that can
be devised, but hoping to draw out some honest and earnest discussion on the subject between this and next Convention. Through
the medium of the SCROLL and private correspondence important subjects of this kind
ought to be^thoroughly discussed previous to
Convention. Then the action of that body
would be more frequently characterized by
judgment and wisdom.
We believe that Phis are universally wideawake ; that to excite wonder and inquiry is
necessary to their happiness. If not so by
nature they soon acquire the spirit from contact with the old wheel horses of the fraternity. Their dreams would be unpleasant if
they had not in some way during the day attracted the attention of the unsophisticated
and uninitiated public. They have many
ways of accomplishing this and are never at
a loss for fuel to create a flame. Bro. A. G.
Foster, in a private letter, records one instance which perhaps will serve as a fair illustration of this Phi peculiarity.
"The Indiana delegation of fifteen, sustained the severe dignity of their respective
chapters on their way to the late convention
at Wooster. While on the cars they plaintively and feelingly rendered Sankey's songs,
in their own inimitable way. Noticing their
rigid decorum and listening to their dulcet
strains, the conductor, train boy and brakeman, entered into a consultation as to the
character of the delegation. The conductor
was unanimous that the party was on the way
to a Sunday School convention. While the
train boy who had seen more of life decided
it was a base ball club and our noble G. B.
was short stop. As they could reach no decision they left it to the crowd to decide and
we got off by treating the crowd."

eral interest to the Fraternity should be kept
Pennsylvania Epsilon.
Another infant has been brought forth and up. And in the fall, when college opens, let
baptized. The organization of Pennsylvania us have from every chapter in the land a
Epsilon, Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa., short, accurate and interesting report of its
has been completed by Rev. Bro. A. Z. Mc- actual condition, the number of members,
Gogney of Ohio Zeta. We have no official and the prospects for the year. Do not forget;
report from the chapter as yet, but a private do not delay. And when the Grand Banker's
letter from Bro. McG., dated May 2d, gives levy for SCROLL tax makes its appearance
so concise an account of the healthy addition we trust that not a chapter will hesitate or
that we quote parts of it. He says : "We waver, but that every one, with the promptcompleted the organization of Penna. Epsi- ness that ought to characterize true Phi Dellon last night with 12 members, all good men ta zeal, will remit at once. Start right and
and each one had been asked to unite with then we will be right all the year. Then to
other " F r a t s . " We will get in good running every Phi we wish a season of rest from
order by Commencement. Hope the boys books unalloyed by any disturbing influence ;
will all get badges, take the SCROLL and be but let us all keep the interests of the dear
brave boys in our noble cause. My duties as old Fraternity near the heart until we meet
a minister of the gospel have kept me back again.
in an earlier organization of the chapter. * *
The Next Convention.
Greeting to all from Penna. E . "
. The twelve are all charter members. Pres- It is not too soon to agitate the subject of
ident is E. A. Nelson, and Cor. Sec. is W. our next convention. Why should it not be
Bowser. The new chapter begins to live un- held in the East ? The West and South are
der most favorable auspices. Their rivals strong and we must open a way into the Eastare Delta Tau Delta, Phi Gamma Delta, and ern and Northern Colleges. The only way in
Phi Kappa Psi. The SCROLL extends hearty which to do this is to bring the reputation we
congratulations to the Keystone Epsilon and bear in the West and South to the notice of
the East through the influential metropolitan
hopes to hear from it shortly.
press. A convention held in one of the East"Until We Meet Again."
ern cities would be an able means of doing
It was our intention and desire to issue a this. The West and South will haye a maJune number of the SCROLL, but we are jority of officers and speakers and would
forced to omit it. If it were a private enter- show well in the Convention. At any rate
prise we would feel personally responsible for let us have an interchange of opinion on the
the appearance of every number according to subject.
the contract. But it is the Fraternity's orState Organizations.
gan and its existence for a single day depends
We print in another column the report of
entirely upon the votes and support of the
active members. If we could perform our a state meeting of Phis held in Indiana.
work, feeling confident that the necessary From the report it is evident that a good
funds for the adjustment of all claims were time was the order of the evening in which
subject to our draft it would be a pleasure. the meeting was held. We regard this state
But the anxiety and care are worse than the reunion as a good omen for future work in
physical labor. We wish, then, to be entire- the same direction. Our Conventions are
ly absolved from any dereliction of duty in biennial, and in the off year there might
the failure to issue the June number—the easily be a meeting held in each State where
Fraternity would not or did not furnish the the number of active and alumni Phis would
money, and we could not be expected to ad- justify the movement. There is no reason
vance it. Those chapters which owe SCROLL why there should not be state organizations.
tax are responsible—we do not know which The conventions and meetings implied in
they are—but each one should have an abid- such organizations would extend tlie influence
ing sense of having neglected, slighted one of Phi Delta Theta, would knit more closely
of the most important and vital institutions ties of brotherly love, would cause healthy
correspondence and interchange of ideas conof the Fraternity.
For the present, then, we must part. In cerning fraternity work, would carry more of
many respects our labor has been pleasant. interest and matured thought into our naWe have formed an epistolary acquaintance tional conventions, and would awaken new
with many noble hearted Phis whom we would zeal and cause more activity in our whole
gladly meet and greet with brotherly affec- work. Indiana has made the start, and we
tion, and whose spicy reports we will read, hope to hear of other organizations being efwe trust, at the opening of next college year. fected ere long. Our columns are open to
In the meantime let us be wide awake and correspondence on the subject. It might be
active to the Fraternity's interests. Much well, in case of a small number of Phis in cerlabor can be done through the vacation by an tain States, for two or even three States to
active correspondence among the members. join together in organizing. While the exThose who do not expect to return should penses w^ould be slightly increased the benegive information in regard to any new stu- fit to be derived from personal contact and
dent whom they may think worthy to become increased personal acquaintance and free exa Phi, so that when college opens he may be change of ideas would more than repay the
put under surveillance. Discussions of gen- outlay incurred.
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Michigan Beta>

EDITORS SCROLL :

STATE AGRTCULTURAL COLLEGE,

It is with profound regret that I note the
fact that my numerous requests for remittances have met with but few responses. It
is a, great pity that we should be disgraced by
inattention to finances. The publishers of
the catalogue got desperate and carded the
chapters by an open circular. This I did not
approve but as all my attempts proved futile,
I gave my consent that it might be sent out,
but did not know that they intended sending
an unsealed circular. For some time now, I
have offered the catalogue, paper bound, for
50 cents and the cloth bonnd for 75 cents. I
have received TWO orders. There are enough
on hand to pay all that is due the publishers
if taken at the low price named above. I
hope they will be ordered by the chapters
before the college year closes.
It is not likely that the June number of the
SCROLL can be issued on account of funds, I
therefore take this opportunity of notifying
all chapters to pay in any initiation fees
taken iu during the year, before the year
closes. Also, that we want the remittances
for next year's SCROLL on or before the 10th
day of September, 1879, and on the initiation
of new men,one dollar each should be forwarded for the SCROLL. I hope we will be able to
clean up all the old indebtedness both from
chapters and the fi'aternity at large, before
the convention in 1880. We will have nothing else to do next year but to square up and
I feel sure that it will be done.
There were a number of song books sent to
the executive committee and put in my hands
for distribution. Only a very few of them
have been taken. Send in your orders.
Truly in the Bond,
C. D. W H I T E H E A D , G. B .

Lansing, Mich., May 9, 1879.
DEAR BROS:

It gives us pleasure to report that our
Chapter is in a fine, prosperous condition.
Yes, "Phis are the boys we love" and our
Chapter has added one more to the "noble
band" since our last communication to the
SCROLL.

Bro. Bloodgood, '77, was with us at our
last meeting. He is a member of the Medical Department at the Mich. University, but
is now away from there, as that Department
is having its summer vacation.
The second term of our school year closes
May 20. We then have a vacation of one
week. Many of the Bros, look forward to
this time of rest and recreation with quite
glowing anticipations ; some will remain at
the college; others will visit relatives and
friends ; while a particular few will make it
a special point to fan some of their "dyingfiames" or get some new "flame" to fan.
Bro. Bailey, our botanist, would go without
his meals for a whoje day, if by so doing he
could go botanizing with a company of girls.
It is rather curious what a particular liking
some Phis have for the girls. Bro. Charles
says: "If there is anything I like to look
upon in this wide, wide world, it is the face
of a pretty girl." It is all right to like the
girls, but let it not interfere with other matters that are quite as important. We are getting ready for a Phi reunion, which is to take
place the latter part of next term. We expect to have a grand time, and will let you
know something of it in some future number
of the SCROLL.

Success to the fraternity and the SCROLL,
is the earnest wish of a brother in the Bond.
W I L L B . OSBORNE.

|]^»pter ^orr^sponbence.

Pennsylvania ^Beta.

PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE, May 17, 1879.
We desire chapter reports for our next isGettysburg is slow to catch anything. But
sue to reach us by September 10th next. Subeven walking matches walked in here and we
Eds, will please be prompt.
had an interesting contest for the championship-of Penn'a College. C. M. Eyster and H.
Indiana Beta.
D. Withers of the Penn'a Beta were among the
WABASH CoLLtGE, May 12th, 1879.
contestants. Both made good records. WithI feel almost incapable to perform the task ers taking the flrst prize and champion belt.
•which falls upon me by being elected C. S. of By the rules, the belt is open to challenge, but
Indiana Beta. But I feel it to be a pleasant Withers' victory was so decisive, that it is
duty to address the SCROLL. Each issue is thought no one will venture another contest
looked forward to by our members with in- with him.
creased interest.
A lively scene occurred here recently, reI believe that a fraternity paper is a valua- sulting from revelations of a member expelled
ble and necessary element to the progress of from the Sigma Chi fraternity. He confessed
a brotherhood such as ours. In its columns that several members of the Sigs with an
the "Indiana Alpha" and the "Georgia Gam- " a n t i " had entered the halls of the Phi Kappa
m a " meet and shake hands, and the "N. Car- Psi and Phi Gamma Delta fraternities on sevolina Alpha"and "Ohio Zeta'exchange greet- eral occasions by means of keys, models of
ings. The thought strikes me now that we which had been surreptitously secured.
have an organized "monthly convention," a
The guilty " a n t i " was called into joint
convention of words, in which all chapters meeting of the two chapters, confessed his
come together and exchange a hearty "how guilt and gave up the keys. The intruders
are you." Bros. Campbell, Kuhns, Goodin had simply gratified their curiosity, having
and Brown were over from Indiana Gamma obtained no information of the least imporand were present at our regular meeting, tance. Much gasconading resulted, nothing
Saturday, May 10th. They are all good base- more serious, and affairs now move on as
ball players and played with the Butler nine usual.
in a match game against our nine. We had
The final examination of the Senior class
a good game, but they beat us one run—score occurs next week. We have but one repre8 to 7, ten innings. We were very much sentative ; his average is 98.6 under close
pleased with their visit and we all feel proud notation, thus giving us the best record in
proud that we can call these young men the class. The Beta members can walk with
"brothers."
the intellect as well as on a "tan path.
We are to test their "Phi solidity" again
Bro. J. B. Johnson was recently called
next Saturday in another game of ball.
home on the saddest of missions, the burial
Bros. Preston and McCulloch are absent of his mother. He is again in our midst, rethis term.
ceiving our sympathy, appreciating our affecYours in the Bond,
tion and nobly meeting his duties.

L. H.

ROGERS.

Three members of the graduating class
in theology this year, are members of our
fraternity. They have carefully heeded all
instruction, even the advice they received to
select wives before entering upon their active
work. They are enthusiastic over their matrimonial prospects, we, in addition, are enthusiastic over their moral and literary attainments, and predict for them more than
an average amount of success. I heartily
wish that some of the correspondents who
are disposed to write about large feet, great
eaters or smokers, fast walkers or talkers, or
any other such eccentric things ; about late
callers, early risers, faithful lovers, or any
other such unusual things; Phi girls, new
pins. Freshman caps or any other such beautiful things, would visit this celebrated place
once ; we would make some astonishing revelations to them.
Keep honor bright, and let every Phi be
active.
Yours in the Bond,
H. M A X . L E N T Z , Sec. pro

tem.

Ohio Zeta.
WOOSTER, 0., May 6th,

1879.

We are happy to announce that Ohio Zeta is
still alive and is soaring higher and higher till
now she is in a condition almost unequaled in
the history of the Chapter. Slowly but surely
we gather into our fold the members of College
while the Phi Kaps, Betas and Sigs look on
in wonder and amazement.
Silently and
stealthily do they watch our movements and
patiently wait to .see their prospects wiped
out of existence before their eyes.
Though we have been silent in the SCROLL
for a month, we have not been so in college.
Mr. H. W. Thayer, a gentleman who has
been honored with a performance first in rank
in the public entertainment of Athensean society, was initiated in the latter part of
March.
Bros. Eggert and McLelland, alumni members of this Chapter, now of the Allegheny
Seminary, were in the city during vacation,
spending a few days with their friends. John
and Sam. have been at the Presbyterian
^ynod, getting licenses to preach (or to marry(?) and are now happy that they can soon
discourse on now and hereafter.
Mr. J. M. Scott, a Phi from Lafayette College, was here expecting to enter the Junior
class, but becoming dissatisfied returned to
Easton.
Crisler, our unwashed, has the reputation
of attending the Parsonage seven nights in
the week, and "Common Fame" says that his
visits are increasing.
Yours in the Bond,
W I L L . FREMONT H A R N .

Sonth Carolina Alpha.
WoFFORB COLLEGE, Spartanburg, S. C ,
May let, 1879.
D E A R BROTHERS :

It gives me pleasure to again give you a
limited account of your infant chapter. Our
last report was sad, this one gives good tidings. Another babe has been born to our
glorious fraternity. Saturday night last we
had the pleasure of initiating Bro. W. H.
Major, of whom we shall be proud, for lie is
one who will spare no exertions in building
up the Alpha.
Our sad bereavement some weeks since has,
I hope, strengthened instead of weakened
us. We mourn the loss but shall not permit
it to discourage us. We have begun a good
work and have determined to succeed or die
in the attempt.
We most earnestly ask
those older in the mystic Phi Delta Theta to
advise us as to the best course in our work.
By thus receiving encouragement we will be
better able to carry out our fixed determination.
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We soon expect to have another brother,
then our work is done for this session in that
direction. We expect to purchase several
Badges next session, and then our chapter
will begin to show externally.
By the way, our last-found brother was considerably afraid of "suthin" turning up
when he was initiated. He now says he
would give flve dollars to see another fellow
"ride the goat." Our dignified warden did
his duty as best he could, but enormously
large boots impeded his movements somewhat. Our financier is a highly perfumed
Freshman, who seems to count his steps
when he walks. We can say nothing bad of
our executive but tha:t he is a good fellow
and in—love. We hope to be excusetl from
saying anything about the scribe, as he is trying to be a good boy and cannot say anything
for himself at all, except that he is doing his
best for Phi Delta Theta,
Sincerely in the Bond,
F R A N K PEGUES.

Pennsylvania Alpha.
EASTDN, P A . , May Itt, 1879..

D E A R BRO ;

The National Grand can again report itself
as in fine condition ; and with the aid, and
co-operation of the other chapters ready to do
effective work in its official capacity. We
now number twenty-two, as fine fellows as
are to be found. All of tliem loyal and true.
We are numerically and individually strong,
and there is no reason why we sliould not
spread as a goodly tree to the east aud west,
the north and south, and exert such an influence for good that our name will become
synonymous with all that is high and noble.
We recently had the pleasure of a visit
from Bro. Murray Olyphant, of New York
City. He seemed to be as much pleased with
us as we were with him, and w ehope that on
brother who can possibly call, will ever neglect to do so and put our boasted hospitality
to the test.
As we expect a//to mourn with us in our sorrow, we now call on all to rejoice with us that
one of our men, Bro. "Billy" Olyphant, has
taken the remarkably high grade of 98.40 in
the preceding term. We also have great hopes
that Bro. Beers will take the first prize in the
coming Junior Oratorical contest.
As your patience is doubtless nearly exhausted, I vVill now subside.
In the Bond,
M . GllAHAM T U L L .

Indiana Gamma.
IRVINGTON, May Sth, 1879-

" Joe we're scooped."
The above words were uttered by a badly
beaten Beta to a Brother who entered the
room of the first on hearing a noise. The
latter Beta found his Bro. in a sad and disconsolate mood and, at the same time, beheld
another man in a different temper. The other man was Marshall, now a Phi Delta'Theta.
He came here a few weeks ago, having formerly attended college at Delaware, Ohio.
On his arrival the Betas formed his acquaintance and became very generous, offering to
post him on fraternity matters at Butler and
give him advice on things in general. After
they had spiked him for about a week, we
asked him to unite with our chapter. After
considering the mattei' for a week, he gave us
a favorable answei'. Just before the time set
apart for the initiation, he repaired to the
room of the above Beta for the purpose of
procuring a catalogue which was in the possession of the Betas. The Beta, on Mr. Marshall's request, brought forth the desired document; and, as soon as Marshall got his
hands on it, by some unaccountable causethe
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catalogue disappeared through a window to
the ground below, where a Phi was stationed.
The Beta, somewhat astonished, asked what
that meant, and received the curt reply "we
want our Catalogue." Just then the other
Beta entered, to whom his brother, with great
brotherly feeling, exclaimed in the deepest
agony: "Joe we're scooped." These words
sank deep into the Bro's heart. Wooglin no
doubt is extremely angered, and purp after
purp will have to be sacrificed to make reparation for the Beta's loss. We had a season of
real rejoicing at that initiation both over the
man we got and the restoration of our stolen
property. The Betas, like babies, complained
to the President about the catalogue matter^
but the President as"sured us that he will not
interfere. Since the fracas witli the Betas,
fraternity matters at Butler have assumed a
different aspect. And I am glad to say all
the better for the Gamma Chapter, for such
skirmishes unite more strongly the members
and awaken additional enthusiasm.
We now number 19. Probably a man will
be added before the college year closes. Our
Palladium The .5«//fr, appeared last week.
In this the Phi Delta Theta takes the lead as
she does in everything pertaining to college
life at Butler, excepting the burning of outhouses, &c.' This business devolves on others more fit. We have received an invitation
from the Ind. Delta to attend their Chapter
anniversary. May 30th. We thank them for
the invitation, and as many as possible ;will
be present on that occasion. We are anxious
to hear about the chapter just started at
Meadville, and presume, at least hope, some
information will be given in the coming
SCROLL.

Yours Truly,
W I L B U R D . CAMPBELL.

Alabama Beta> - - . ,
ALA. A . & M. COLLEGE,

May Sth, 1879.
ED,'SCROLL :

troduction, will l)e found our objections and
suggestions in regard to this very important
subject.
With respect to the catalogue, we regard
the recent un-business like circulars of Baker
& Randolph sent to chapters which have always been prompt and faithful in meeting all
obligations, as a magnificent manifestation of
cheek on the part of somebody. Such a circular should, however, shame delinquent
chapters into a prompt payment of their just
dues.
Hoping to hear more prosperous reports,
from the G. B. ^nd less wild shooting at the'
sound financial bull's eye.
Yours in the BoDifJ,
;": '" ""' H. A. S^LLEXli ,
Indiana Delta.
FRANKLIN, IND, May 4th, 1879.

Since the last report we have had one addition to our number, in the form of Bro. Williams, who was initiated into our Mystic
Brotherhood, April 16. A number of our
boys attended the State contest, and -while
there made arrangements for a convention,
to be held in our town, May 30th, 1879, and
that being our anniversary day too, we expect a grand time and have secured an elegant hall for the use of the convention. We
hope to see every Hoosier Phi here and many
from other States too. Hope the SCROLL
managers will be on hand. Franklin boasts
of lots of pretty girls and they are Phi "sistern" too.
On Tuesday May 6th, our Wabash Phi,
Bro. Penniman, will be with us again and
after his entertainment will assist us in something fine. We are jubilant over what will
oc&ur at a Phi meeting after the Reading
and as the immortal Sairy Gamp says "words,
cannot exprege our feelinks." ' Full particulars next month.
The Kappas are doing finely and work in
harmony with us.
Will be able to give a full report of annivei'sai'y, etc., next month. In concluding let
me urge upon every Phi in the State to come
to the convention. The expense will be very
little and the enjoyment very great.
Fraternally,

Nothing new since our last report except
the initiation of a new man worthy of the
proud title—Phi. I refer to Brother Thomas
whom we initiated at a recent meeting. He
seems delighted at his conversion from the
rude state of "Barbarism," and the Beta
with pride numbers him with the "mystics."
ALFRED M. JELLEFF.
At a recent Public Debate (of the two Literary Societies of A. & M. C.,) three of the
four disputants were Phis.
North Carolina Alpha.
Our Fraternity will be well represented in
TRiNiTy
COLLEGE, N . C , April 26, 1879.
the exercises of the approaching commenceEDITOR OF SCROLL :
ment.
Success to the SCROLL, and in the language
We have only a few short weeks to "remain
of Rip, "may she live long and prosper."
here with each other, then we will bid fareIn the Bond,
well, perhaps some of us never to meet, on
A. FITZPATRICK.
earth. Bro. Bulla will graduate with first
honor, get his A. B. and leave us to enter one
of the finest Law-schools in the South. His
Ohio Eta.
success is sure, provided he does not take the
AKRON, OHIS, May 5, 1879.
Perry i)lous journey that his visits to High
Once again ;ill we can I'eport is undimin- Point seems to indicate, though I think it
ished prosperity. Our number, which is at will only be a Mina(or) affair. We swelled our
present fifteeii, will soon be augmented by the number' to fifteen at our last meeting by iniaddition of another man, with whom the tiating Bro. Redding. We are progressing
Delta Taus have been laboring all this term. finely and bid fair to be the banner chapter of
We are pained to hear the depleted condi- the South. Our prospects for next year are
tion of our "National Treasury," and the fine. The S. C. A. has our iirofound sympathy
gloomy forebodings of sickness or death, in their bereavement and we trust that their
which consumed so much space in the last loss will be to their spiritual benefit.
Yours in the Bond,
number of the SCROLL.
No chapter feels a deeper interest in the
P H I L . HOLLAND, J R .
welfare of our fraternity organ, and, we
think it safe to say without boasting, no
Mississippi Alpha.
chapter has more promptly met the levies of
our Grand Banker than Ohio Eta, but we
OXFORD, Miss., May 4tb, 1879.
maintain as we did at the last convention
We of the Miss. Alpha send greetings to
that our financial system, as it exists, never every true and noble Phi and hope you will
has been, never will be a success. In another excuse the negligence of the Corresponding
column, if the Editor finds spcae for its in- Secretary for not sending in his last report

T H E SCROLL.
last month soon enough for publication, I
am glad to say that we are still on the path
that leads to prosperity. We can comi)ete
with the best of tlie other fraternities here in
any way, and far outstrip the most of them.
We are now fourteen in all: 1 Senior, 4 Sophomores, 7 Freshmen, 1 Preparatory student
and 1 dignified r.^wyer. The trial declamation for Freshmen speakers at commencement came off not long since, and I am glad
to state that no other single club will furnish
more speakers on that occasion. We have
the new order of exercises, but have not been
able to procure all the necessary accompaniments yet, as required in the initiation of
officers.
I am glad to say that our boys all come forward promptly when they are on duty, and
in tliat way make our literary exercises very
interesting. Last night we installed our new
President. He made a very fine speech upon
taking the chair. Tbe one retiring also made
a very fine exaugural address, giving the past
history of our Chapter, and concluded by
giving some very good advice to act upon in
the future. I think we bid fair to be the first
among fi'aternities everywhere, if I am allowed to judge our chapters at others places
by our own standard.
Hoping to be able to impart something else
of news to the readers of the SCROLL in my
next correspondence, allow me to subscribe
myself.
Yours fraternally,
J. M. CATCHING.

Virginia Delta.
RiCBHOND COLLEGE, Ricbmond, Va.,
April 29lh, 1879.
At 8i P. M., Monday, April 14th, a fine
baby was born into the Va. Delta. Six feet,
brown eyes, black hair and trying very hard
to raise a moustache. W. A. Vaughan was
his name. He swells the number of active
members to nine in all.
A few months ago, something was said in
the SCROLL about Pres. Reddig going to Baltimore, to start a Chapter of Phi Delta Theta
at Johns Hopkins University, and nothing
has been said of it since. I wmild like very
much to know if he went, as the members of
this Chapter have been trying all this session
to start a chapter there, without any success.
One of them has written to Bro. Wilbur F.
Smith twice about i t ; but he has not answered either of the letters. There are one or
two members of this fraternity there now, I
believe. Can't they be gotten at in some
way ? The Va. Delta will do anything in its
power to start this Chapter.
While two of our boys were looking at
banners, &c., several days ago, the storekeepers showed them some regalia, and said he was
making it for the Alpha Tau Omega chapter
at Bichmond College, and also a how of red,
white and blue ribbon with Ijove, Truth,
Virtue painted on it in gold. Do you suppose that is their motto ?
I think there is a misunderstanding here
about the initiation fee and SCROLL tax also.
Most of our boys think that the part of initiation fee sent to the G. B. comprises the
SCROLL tax also. Is this so ? Or does each
Bro. have to pay one dollar SCROLL tax also
when he is initiated ?
Both the Beta Theta Pi and Kappa Alpha
chapters at Washington and Lee Univ., have
"busted." Each has one man, I think.
In the Bond,
LYMAN CHALKLEY.

Tennessee Beta.
VANDERBILT UNITBRSITY, Nashville,

Tenn ,
May l3t, 1879.
This Chapter is as prosperous as ever. The
meetings are full of interest and the members are zealous and united. One member
has been initiated since our last report, and

we expect to get a number of others before
commencement, which occurs the last of
May. Several also will unite with us during
commencement week, who dislike to join us
now, because of the regulation against fraternities. Notwithstanding the faculty opposition, the three law professors, Thos. H.
Malone, Wm. B. Reese and Ed. Baxter, have
been elected honary members by Tennessee
Beta and have accepted. The Chapter has
procured ten song books, which are often
used at each meeting, and it is surprising how
much the singing adds to the exercises. In
accordance with a Constitutional provision,
each member of the Chapter is assigned some
other Chapter of the fraternity, with which
he shall carry on a correspondence. Tennessee Beta owes nothing to the Grand Banker
for the SCROLL. Those in the Chapter last
September paid for the whole year, and those
who joined subsequently, paid proportionally
from the time of initiation. The Ex. Com.
allowed us to do this. The Chapter owes
some from initiation fees towards the permanent fund, but will settle that shortly. Most
of our members will return next year. During vacation, address Chapter correspondence
to me as I shall be in Nashville during the
summer. Bro. R. H. Marr, of New Orleans,
who has relatives in Tuscaloosa, Ala., will
stop for some time on his way home at the
latter place, and help Bro. Knox strengthen
the Alabama Alpha. During tbe commencement at the University of Alabama, doubtless
many will unite with the Fraternity who
heretofore would not on account of the
strong faculty opposition. Bro. Smedes of
Vicksburg also will probably stop over with
Bro. Marr, at Tuscaloosa. Bro. J. A. Noyes
of the Tennessee Normal College has relatives at Hanover, N. H., and will likely go to
Dartmouth College at that place next fall to
remain two years. If so, he is determined to
start a Chapter. Bro. B. H. Hamilton, formerly of Missouri Beta, now a lawyer in this
city, says that Chapter has about a dozen
members and gives me the following as some
of their names: R. J. Coleman, A. M., Tutor in Central College ; Nathan Swetland,
'79; T. Dines, '79; R. H. Payne,'79; Virgil
Dilin, '81;
Lindsley, '81; Eddie Ball,
'80. Bro. Hamilton also says Missouri Alpha has lately completed a fine brick hall of
its own. We are very glad indeed to see that
Indiana Eta has been revived, and we extend
a hearty welcome to the new Chapter, Pennsylvania Epsilon. We think the SCROLL should
be kept subrosa and not exchange with other
Fraternity papers. We hope the SCROLL
will be published for June. By the way, is it
not about time for some of the SCROLL Chapter correspondents to let up on tlie subject of
the size of the feet of their members ?
In the Bond,
W. B. PALME n.

Indiana Alpha.
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Executive Committee—C. J. Reddig, President;
James Norris, Secretary; C. D. Whitehead,
George W. Plack.
Scroll Managers—Editor, M. F. Parrish, Lee,
Ohio; Business Manager, M. F. Troxell, Gettysburg, Pa.
CHAPTER
SECRETARIES.
INDIANA ALPHA—Charles Banta, Bloomington, Ind.
KENTUCKY ALPHA=-H. P. Dudley, Danville, Ky.
INDIANA BETA—L. H. Rogers, Crawfordsville, Ind.
INDIANA GAMMA—W. C. Campbell, Irvington, Ind.
MICHIGAN ALPHA —Ed. S. Palmer, Box
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INDIANA EPSILON—J. E. Taggart, Hanover,
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OHIO EPSILON—Jno. F. Laird, Athens, Ohio.
VIRGINIA ALPHA—C. L. Thurmond, Jr., Salem, Va.
MISSOURI ALPHA—A. S. Johnson, Columbia, Mo.
ILLINOIS D E L T A IOWA ALPHA—John R. Foulks, Mt. Pleasant,
Iowa.
GEORGIA BETA—George S. Johnson, Athens,
Ga.
GEORGIA GAMMA—Willie Hoyt, Oxford, Ga.
GEORGIA DELTA—S. D. Smith, Macon, Ga.
OHIO ZETA—Will. F. Han, Wooster, Ohio.
PENNA. ALPHA—M. G. Tull, Easton, Pa.
MICHIGAN BETA—Will B. Osborn, Lansing,
Michigan.
VIRGINIA BETA—V. Starnes, University of
Virginia Postoffice, Albemarle Co., Va.
VIRGINIA GAMMA—B. W. Waters, Ashland,
Virginia.
OHIO ETA—H. A. Kelley. Akron, O.
NEBRASKA ALPHA—
PENNA. BETA—H. Max. Lentz, Gettysb'g, Pa.
VIRGINIA DELTA—J. T. Dickinson. Richmond, Va.
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T u SC 3.1 OOS3. A.I3.
April 17th, 1S79.
Indiana Alpha reports progress.
Bro. VIRGINIA EPSILON—J. B. Beverly, Lexington, Va.
Fred. H. Ogle is our last addition and reNORTH CAROLINA ALPHA—Phil. Holland,
quires an extra SCROLL.
Jr., Trinity College Postoffice, N. Carohna.
The Phi Psi's, who were our worst enemies
at the beginning of the year, are now in a TEXAS BETA—C. H. Munger, Tehuacana,
Texas.
fair way to become extinct. Four of their
men left at the last meeting and there is gen- ILLINOIS EPSILON—C. C. Lear. Old University Building, Bloomington, 111.
eral discontent. They don't seem to have
any provision for redeeming their badges, for ALABAMA BETA—Alva Fitzpatrick, Auburn,
Lee County, Ala.
three of the ex-Phi Kaps have exposed their
badges for sale in the show window of one INDIANA ALPHA ALUMNI—T. C. Donnell,
Frankhn, Ind.
of our jewelers. The combined value of the
badges is placed at $31.50. Of course the VIRGINIA ALPHA ALUMNI—C.H.Chalkles'
219 Governor St., Richmond, Va.
Phi Psis will be able to do nothing more this
year, and as three of their best men graduate SOUTH CAROLINA ALPHA—T. Irby Rogers,
Spartanburg, S. C.
they will have a poor show next fall.
PENNA. EPSILON—E. A. Nelson, Allegheny
In the Bond,
College, Meadville, Pa.
CHAS. BANTA.
INDIANA UNITERSITT,
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VOLUME IV.
[From Acta Columhiana

A College Window.
What, been in the city all summer,
And grinding away on your Greek ?
Well, well! You'll excuse me, old fellow,
But really, you are getting weak !
- Conditioned ! What of it ? I'm always
• Conditioned—a regular stack ;
But I work them off somehow or other.
And keep myself straight with the Fac.
Wl-.y of course, Tom, you ought to have cut it,
And gone off with me and St. Clair;
No end of nice girls and salt water,
And lots of our fellows down there.
If you want any "points" on Nantucket,
Or my adventures to hear,
Just call for them ad infinitum,
While Fritz has gone after the beer.
Any snab ? Well, you'd think so to see them !
Every girl was a regular belle ;
All the tone of New Haven and Boston,
And other ones equally swell.
But one of them, Tom, was a stunner:
She brought down her game on the wing,
For in less than six hours, by Jingo,
She had every man on a string !
Pretty ? Rather ! Her teeth were like pearls, sir,
Peeping out between coraline b a r s :
And her eyes, when she smiled on a fellow.
Just twinkled like midnight cigars !
She captured our whole delegation,
A Trinity junior (a swell).
Two cheeky sub-freshmen fi-om Harvard,
And a couple of sophs from Cornell.
Well, we used to walk out in the evening,
To watch the moon's crescent arise ;
And some of us thought of the landscape,
But the rest of us thought of her eyes.
And when, on the murmuring water,
The silvery light was aglow,
It appeared like a vision of Eden,
(To the freshmen especially so !)
Such is life ; here, I'll show you the locket
She gave me at parting ; and Will
Has a bangle of hers in his pocket,
We keep them for a memorabil.
As for me, though, I wasn't enraptured.
In spite of the rose tint and pearl,
Fpr somehow, I'm never contented
With only the tenth of a girl.
And she's not very young, let me tell you—
Ten years since they shipped her from school;
And I don't think she'll ever get married.
She can't find a big enough fool.
Her name ? Miss Van Arsdel, of Brooklyn.
You met her, you say, in July ?
You're engaged to her, Tom ? O, the dickens !
Beg par—, I — well, hang it—good by !

Men not Numbers.
A maxim has long been existent in the
fraternity that our needs call for "Men
not Numbers." While this is strictly
true, and while it is the imperative
duty of each one to watch that no un-

worthy man finds refuge with our raystie Alma Mater, a sentiment of exclusiveness has grown from that maxim.
It is to guard against what is becoming
an unhealthy precedent that this article is indited. The fosterinsr of this
sentiment has ruined for us enough
good chapters to start a flourishing fraternity. Once imbued with this spirit
a chapter finds no new comers worthy
of membership, so none are. initiated,
and when its attendant members leave,
the charter is returned with the old
tale that the standing of the college
does not warrant the continuance of the
chapter. No doubt the standing of the
college is reduced below their requisite
grade; but is it not strange that a half
dozen flourishing chapters should find
support there?
Whether or not it is best and right
to be exclusive, the tendency of our
fraternity is too far in the contrary condition to check the movement. W e
have this fact to cheer us, that we are
not alone in our doctrine, but that the
strongest fraternities West and East
have adopted it and even our exclusive
sisters of New England find that to be
abreast with the times, their organization must be extended and they are
reaching for a western foothold. Any
institution of high and well established
reputation is entitled to a chapter of
Phi Delta Theta so our pati'es conscripti
decided ; and to what they in their,
wisdom ordained we have loweied our
heads and said "Amen."
Our strongest chapters are our largest ; than the small ones, they have more
harmony, pleasanter njeetings, greater
influence and better success. Here is a
concise history of many chapters—perhaps you have been a member of such
an one. The^^ start out at the beginning of the session with, say five sturdy,
maybe brilliant men ; but they are indolent, the new student does not imprets
them as a good man and neglecting
his acquaintance they are ignorant of
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his strength. In November the Junior
falls sick and returns home ; in Spring
the Sophomore's father becomes bankrupt or is otherwise unfortunate and
the chapter is deprived of another
member; the two Seniors graduate and
the last man feels so lonely that he finds
companionship elsewhere. No doubt
"iu union there is strength" but one
man, no matter how unanimous he may
be on all conflicting points, does not
make union. We want our chapters
strong enough to stand the adversities
of ill health,ignorant outsidersand jaundiced faculties. Let 15 be our minimum
number .and if a college cannot support
such a chapter, the charter should be
withdrawn. If our chapters were larger
they would not grow dormant or dead,
they would inspire the uninitiated with
the grandeur of their power, they would
be numerically strong enough to fight
their college battles and they would
have a much more salutary influence
on their own members.
A. a. P.

Our Literary Taste.
This is a progressive age—an age in
which everything which has not stamped upon it progress, is doomed to become
insignificant and must soon pass entirely from public notice. During the past
year the SCROLL has made progress. I t
accomplished a good work ; and still
there is room for improvement. All
thoughtful readers of the SCROLL have
no doubt been impressed with the fact
that an air of boyish frivolity characterizes our chapter reports. We can
greatly improve in this department.
Many of our chapter reports thus far
have been written as though the reporters had no other end in view than
to say someth'uig funny—.something "to
make the boys laugh." If saying foolish things, and glowing accounts of
some good brother's ^'•big feet," &c., &c.,
is the object of these reports,, then it
might be advisable for the Editor to
change the heading "Chapter Reports"

THE
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to something else. But I do not un- splendid school of science, and a good Butler University in the Indiana State
derstand this to be the object of the law scliool. There are now there about Oratorical contest and was awarded the
space thus given to chapters reports. I six hundred students and three frater- Second Honors.
While in College he was regarded a
understand its object to be to give cor- nities. Beta Theta Pi has a splendid
rect statements of facts as to the work chapter and Phi Kappa Psi a poor chap- student of rare ability. After completof the different chapters of our frater- ter. Chi Psi has a good chapler organ- ing his collegiate education, he studied
nity. From these chapter reports we ized last year. Phi Kappa Sigma, Del- law in Indianapolis and after passing a
may learn what the fraternity at large ta Kappa Epsilon, and Sigma Phi, are very creditable examination was adis doing. Hence at least three things all going to try to get in next year. mitted to practice in the United States
should characterize t h e m ; accuracy in Such a Phi as Judge Vilas can give Court.
the statement of facts, brevity, and Phi Delta Theta a fair start when the
About one year ago he removed to
good literary taste.
prospects warrant.
New Castle, Indiana, and there continUnless these facts are accurately givLawrence University,—A fairly good ued the practice of law until his death.
The Indiana Gamma, of which Bro.
en the reports are of little or no avail. institution with ninety-one students.
"One of the first essentials of a history," The faculty is hostile to fraternities. Woodward was a member, adojited the
says one, "is an accurate statement of Plii Kappa Sigma was there but went following resolutions in regard to his
the facts." Just so with these chapter under before a charter was granted.
death:
Whereas, It has pleased an all-wise
reports. W e read them to gather facts
Wittenberg.—Has one hundred and
Providence
to remove from our midst
—good, reliable information as to the eight students and is rapidly gaining a
John R. Woodward, and
general work of our fraternity. Hence reputation as a mathematical college.
Whereas, Brother Woodward was a
they ought to be given correctly.
Beta Theta Pi has a splendid chapter faithful and active member of the Phi
These reports should not be unneces- there ; it is their Presiding chaiiter for Delta Theta fraternity, ever vigilant in
sarily long because if our chapters re- this year. Phi Kappa Psi has a good promoting the interests of the Order;
therefore be it
port as regularly as they ought there is chapter also.
Resolved, That in the death of Bro.
not space enough to contain lengthy reBeloit and Racine. -Both strong anti- Woodward not only the chapter but
ports from all. I have frequently read fraternity but good colleges. Beta the fraternity at large has lost an effichapter reports of more than half a Theta Pi is at Beloit and Phi Kappa cient laborer and a beloved brother—
column's length which could have been Psi was at Racine. A good chapter Society a valuable member and the
condensed to one-fourth the space and probably could not be started at either State a useful citizen.
Resolved, 'T\\?it we tender to the relagiven all matters of interest. I t would place. The Beta alumni keep their
tives and friends of our deceased Brothbe well therefore for our Cor. Secretar- chapter alive and initiate about two er our heartfelt sympathies.
ies to be less verbose in their reports.
men from each class.
Resolved, That a copy of these reso}/^estminster.—A good college with lutions be published in the Phi Delta
And then while giving these reports
accurately and briefly, why not write one hundred and fifty students. Beta Theta SCROLL and that they be entered
on the records of this (Indiana Gamma)
them in good style? One of the ob- Theta Pi has a splendid chapter and chapter. L. H. REYNOLDS,
)
jects of Phi Delta Theta is to aid in would probably help another fraternity
A. B. KIRKPATRICK, ^ Com.
literary attainments. In writing these establish there.
W. D. CAMPBELL.
)
University of Iowa.—-A splendid colchapter reports our Cor. See's have an
One of the great objects of a frateropportunity to improve and cultivate lege but anti-fraternity. Phi Kappa
nity
and the avowed mission of this
their literary talents. Tlieir improve- Psi is there hut sub ro.sa and it is doubtpnblic-ation
is the renewal and perpetuament in this direction will be a mutual ful whether the (jood men would join a
sain. Both writers and readers will fraternity now. Beta Theta Pi was tion of those ties of friendship formed
acquire a more refined literary taste and there but disbanded when the laws in college but too often sundered at the
Delta Tau Delta was going forth from the college gates. W e
the literary standard of the SCROLL will were passed.
all resolve that it shall not be thus in
w. B. P.
be elevated. Therefore let our Cor. there also.
owr case, that frequent visits, letters and
Sec, give us their reports accurately,
messages of love shall keep the flame
briefly and in good style and the SCROLL
burning brightly. The visits cease, the
I
n
Memoriam.
will have made another progressive
letters, while still breathing the old afJohn R. Woodward died at his home
step.
J. c. J.
fection become few and brief, and we
in New Castle, Indiana, on the 15th
awake
to find that he who seemed
Fraternity Extension.
day of June, 1879.
once a part of our very soul has become
He came from Kentucky University
The following data concerning some
a comparative stranger. This is the
to
Butler University and pursued his way of the world, and he who seeks its
northern institutions were obtained
lately from one who has particularly studies in the latter college until his work and rewards must bear its burdens
good means of getting information of graduation in the year 1876, receiving too. To a rational mind the ever soundthe degreee of A. B. and the following ing '•'•vale, vale, vale," must ultimately
the kind.
year
took a post-graduate course, re- bring a great longing for that state
Wisconsin University.—In ten years
ceiving the degree A. M.
where those who love need never part
it will be superior to Michigan UniverDuring
his
Senior
year
he
represented
but be joined in fraternity forever.
sity. I t has a fair literary school, a
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—Frank Hunter, '79, Ind. Alpha, is studOther Fraternities.
Fersonals.
ying law at Bloomigton, Ind., and the boys
—The Delta Tau Delta Chapter at Ohio
—T. M. Hobbs, Ind. Alpha, is planting at do say that he has developed a remarkable
Wesleyan University has been reorganized.
Athens, Alabama.
taste for "Ptid'n;" (For explanation of the
—Alpha Sigma Chi did not surrender to
—Is Benj. F. Taylor, the author and nov- above "goak" address the Secretary of Ind.
Sigma Chi but to Beta Theta Pi at the lat- elist, the B. F. T. of 111. Beta ?
Alpha) •
ter's convention in Cincinnati.
—W. Kuhns Hill, first honor man of '79,
—The Mich. Alpha will have a staunch
—The Psi cliapter of Delta Tau Delta, at Penna. Beta, is at his home in Schenley, Pa. supporter in I. W. Christian, '81, Ind..GamWabash College, Indiana, threw up its char—Hon. J. L. Moore, Ohio Alpha, '6t), was ma, who enters Michigan University this fall.
ter last June and went over to Theta Delta elected Judge U. S. Dist. Court of Kentucky
—Prof. G. E. Bailey, Ind. Delta, last year
Chi.
recently.
a professor in Franklin College, will attend
—G. W. Plack, Penna. Alpha, '79, our ex- the Theological Seminary at Rochester this
—Phi Gamma Delta has stepped down and
out of Washington and Lee University, Va., ecutive man of the N. G., is at Union Theo- year.
logical Seminary, New York city. Tell us
and Phi Kappa Psi has but two members.
—Hon. John W. Foster, Ind. Alpha, '55,
U. S. Minister to Mexico, has lately underta—According to good authority Phi Kappa about the Phis there. Brother P.
—Dr. Edwin Walker, Ind. Epsilon, '71, ken the inspection of the consulates along
Psi is meeting with heavy reverses everyowns the badge that has been worn by the the Pacific coast and Northern Mexican
Mhere.
most popular lady in Evansville for the last States. He travels in state and has a body
—The motto of Beta Theta Pi is (iot'jdsia four years.
guard of 50 soldiers.
(mutual assistance] Oeoopia (a searching for
—Amos W. Butler, Ind. Alpha, '81, will
—Prof. David Swing, D. D., Ohio Beta,
—wisdom) niatii (faithfulness).
spend the winter in Mexico collecting speci- '52, will read the poem at Grant's reception of
—The last living chapter of the Alpha mens, seeing the country and recuperating. the Army of the Tennessee at Chicago* Prof.
Kappa Phi, at Oxford, Miss., was absorbed
—A.- Gwyn Foster, Ind. Alpha, '78, will Swing's last book has been very favorably
by Beta Theta Pi at that piace last session. spend the winter in Mexico with his uncle, criticised.
— "The biography of James Buchanan,
—W. E. Baird, the author of the proposed Hon. J. W. Foster. Address care United
book on "American College Fraternities, "ne- States Legation, City of Mexico. Cannot which was flrst intrusted to the late Wm. B.
gotiated and gave over his own fraternity Bro. Gwyn tell us if there were any Phis Reed, is now to be written by Mr. Geo. Tick(AlphaSigmaClii) into the hands of Beta The- among the Aztecs ?
nor Curtis who is particularly qualified for
—Harry H. Weber, Penna. B., '82, had a the t'd.%\.''''—Harpers.
ta Pi at their Cincinnati convention. Baird
claims to possess constitutions of forty dif- share in Freshman Prize last year.
—Hon. Ed. R. Hatfield, Ind. Alpha, '58, is
—llarrj B. W^alter, Penna. B., has gone to one of the most eloquent men in his State.
ferent fraternities.
With his partner he cleared a man indicted
—Alpha Delta Phi and Delta Kappa Epsi- Jefferson Medical College, Pliiladelphia.
—Rev. J. C. Jacoby, Penna. B., '7(3, .has for murder althougli everything seemed
lon have recently founded chapters at Haraccepted a call to Zanesville, Wells Co., Ind. against them, and the opposition comprised
vard.
"J. C. J . " is a Hoosier by birth and bringing
best lawyers at the bar. During brother
—Zeta Psi entered University College, Tor- up, and the Hoosier boys will find in him an the
H.'s speech he had the jury and the audience
onto, Canada, last spring.
ardent worker. Do not forget Penna. B., in tears. He is from Evansville and was the
—Delta Kappa Epsilon has a new catalogue Bro. J. C.
defeated nominee for Congress in his district.
in preSs. All previous editions have been
—Benj. F. C^irter, '79, Georgia Gamma,
—George William Cone, Va. Delta, '79, has
thoroughly revised and brought up to date. has entered the Harvard Law School.
gone to Galveston, Texas, to fill a place in
—Bros. Chalkley and Powers, Va. Delta, the Secretary's office of one of the principal
—The anti-fraternity laws at University of
N. C. are likely to be repealed. Chi Psi and have gone to University of Virginia.
Railroad's there. We congratulate the R. R.
—J. B. Beverley, Va. Epsilon, is tiiking a and hope that brother C. will send us Phi
Alpha Tau Omega are there now.
news and "copy" from the Lone Star State.
—The Kappa Kappa Gamma fraternity who tour in Europe.
—T. M. Keitt, Va. Epsilon, has gone to
—Bro. Cal. McCormick, Ind. Delta, Frankorganized a chapter at Franklin, Indiana
made a happy selection of ladies. They are Columbia College, N. Y., as medical student. lin College, '78, is wielding the birch in the
—R. W. Freeman, B. S. Tenn. Beta, '79, swamps of Sugar Creek Bottom at present.
the most enterprising and accomplished ladies
Mc. takes a course in the scientific departof the College at that place, and have made is studying law in Senoria, Ga.
—Bro. Merrick, Tenn. Beta, '80, is reading ment of Yale beginning next year.
their chapter the finest oue in the State.
law with his father in New Orleans, La.
—Rev. G. H. Elgin, Ind. Delta, Franklin
—Anti- fraternity laws have been passed
—Dr. H. J. Hall, Ind. Delta, '73, will spend College, '75, and Rochester Theological Semat the Univ. of Cal., but the frats. seeiu dis- the coming winter at Bellevue Hospital, New inary, '79, is at present preaching to the conposed to flght it out. The Zetas have secured York city.
gregation of the 1st Baptist Church of Inan injunction from the state courts. They
—Dick Speck, Ind Alpha, '77, is in the
Ind.
have a house and claim that the abolition of General Ticket Otfice of Kansas Pacific—and dianapolis,
—J.
R.
Edwards
and Clement Hall, Ind. Delfraternities would be a confiscation of their is a Gould man.
ta, both of '77, Franklin College, will obtain
property. But fraternities had run down
—Rev. M. C. Hobbs, Ind. Alpha, has been
sheepskins from the Chicago Theologthere before the laws were passed. At pres- returned the third time to the Mt. Vernon their
ical
Seminary
in '80. Bro. Edwards will deent the status is as follows : Zeta Psi 5, Clii charge by the M. E. Conference South of In- liver the lecture
at the annual celebration
Phi 7, Delta Kappa Epsilon 8, and Beta The- diana.
and banquet of the above chapter on May
ta Pi 9. Alpha Tau Omega had 2 men but
—Julian Kendrick, Va. Epsilon, is teachwithdrew charter last month, having a very ing mathematics in a boarding school at Fort 28th, 1880.
short life there.
Notes.
Defiance, Augusta Co., Va. Have a care,
—Beta Theta Pi has entered University of brother, lest your heart go olf on a tangent.
—Kentucky Alpha alumni are making arMississippi, assimilating the Alpha Kappa
—David Ellison, Ind. Alpha, '78, is prac- rangements foraKy. Alpha Alumni chapter.
Phi and Rainbow, two local fraternities. It ticing law at Bedford, Ind. He does not It will probably be established in a month.
united last summer with Alpha Sigma Chi believe it good for man to be alone. 'Q\'& first —Ky. Alpha is the oldest of onr living
having chapters at Cornell, Columbia, Rut- will make a lawyer's wife some day.
chapters and Avas the third one established
gers, Stevens Institute, St. Lawrence Uni—George C. Jones, Tenn. Beta, is roughing in order. It has had a checkered career but
versity, and Maine Agricultural College. It it on his farm for two years. Then he will is now on a firm foundation.
will publish its constitution to all the world follow literary pursuits. Success be yours,
—Our South Carolina Alpha starts out this
soon. It will take a voyage up the classic brother.
year with six good men and a strong deterstream of Salt River next. It held its con—Cyrus K. Drew, Ky. Beta, is secretary mination. We look for a good report for our
vention in September, in Cincinnati, under of the Citizens Insurance Co. of Evansville, next issue from there.
the auspices of its Alumni Chapter. A Rit- Indiana.
—Bro. J. F. Herman, Penna. Beta, is havual was adopted. A Miami alumnus, in re—Hon. Benj. F. Harrison, Ohio Alpha, '.52, ing our coat of arms finely engraved in steel
sponse to a toast, said Miami was not dead entertained President Hayes and party dur- by Dfeka, of Philadelphia. The cut will be
but'sleeping, and that in ten years it would ing their visit to Indianapolis recently.
au inch and a half in diameter. The idea^is
be as prosperous as ever. Last spring Beta
—Walter S. Bradfute, an attendant mem- to furnish paper and envelopes to the boys at
Theta Pi entered University of California, ber Ind. Alpha, has for three years conducted a low rate. Look for advertisement^ next
but got only four members who were the butt a weekly paper at Bloomington, Ind. Bro. month.
of the University. Tliey were dubbed "pie- B. is a born editor and bids fair to be at the
—Bro. E. E. Stevenson,, Ind. D., attended
biters" and their badges called "pie-dishes" head of his profession.
the commencement exercises of Knox College
by the students' paper. The summer of the
—D. A. Owen, '78, Ind. Delta, has been at Galesburg, 111., last June and reports that
California Betas was very short, however, as elected tutor in Franklin College.
he was there pounced upon by a number of
the University has now passed anti-fraterni—-J. L. Matthews, '79, Ind. Delta, is at- loyal Phis. The boys are making a strong
ty laws.
tending Theological Seminary at Chicago.
fight at Knox but are of course sub rosa.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • n
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GETTYSBURG, PA., OCTOBER, 1879.
WANTED—Correspondent from Texas Beta.
GEO. B . THOMAS.

Ky. Alpha.
The Grand Banker's call for SCROLL tax
has no doubt been received by every cha-pter
and we trust that before this number of the
ScKOLL is read by the members every chapter
will have met the call.promptly. If this has
not already been done let there be no loss of
time, but let every chapter immediately transmit the amount due, and we can then go on
confidently with our work knowing that the
funds are at hand to meet the necessary expense.

immediate disaster to our beloved cause.
There are many essential points to be looked
after, the first of which is of vital importance
to the life and prosperity of the individual
chapter, that is, securing the ablest and most
worthy additions to the old returning members. A part of that work has already been
done no doubt, and we believe well done.
Some students develop slowly, however, and
it is well to keep a close watch on all to ascertain if a jewel has been overlooked or if
perchance an intellectual genius has required
the force of peculiar circumstances to make
manifest his hidden power.
The interests of the Fraternity at large require special attention and should not be
overlooked by a single member. Fraternity
extension involves much labor and responsibility. Not only the character of the charter members should be carefully and rigidly
scrutinized but the standing of the instiution is a matter to be carefully looked after.
Chapters should be planted in none but first
class institutions.
The financial question is almost as important to us as to the government—that is our
own finances,, and perhaps we have as many
and conflicting ideas as are expressed on that
subject. Honest and intelligent discussion
of this subject may result in great good to
our order.
Lastly, the SCROLL should be kept constantly in mind as one of the most valuable
adjuncts to the Fraternity's usefulness. It
should be the endeavor of every member to
Use his utmost eiforts to build up our organ
and make it a woi-thy and faithful exponent
of the great organization w-hich it represents.
Now, Brothers, while the omens are bright,
let us enter into the contest with a hearty
earnestness and a spirit of determination
that will insure success. We have only to
labor for it and it is ours. No idle waiting
or sluggish inactivity on our part should be
allowed to work defeat in a single instance.

To All, Greeting.
We heartily enter into the feeling of joy
and gladness which has been manifested by
so many Phis in their opening reports at the
prospect of again communicating with the
brothers in all parts of the country through
the medium of the SCROLL. This spirit of
almost boyish delight which, by the way, can
not be aught but agreeable to us, seems, too,
to be but the surface manifestation of a deep
seated enthusiasm—a united, harmonious determination on the part of every chapter to
make this the most successful year that our
Fraternity has ever known. Every report
and every private letter bears to us evidence
of a willingness to work and a confident anticipation of the legitimate rewards of honest
labor. Herein is the grand secret of sucFacts and Figures.
cess ; here must reside the reason of our sanguine hope. And already the record of more
It is not necessary to say that we begin the
than one victory has been made. Our workers year a month late. There is only one reason
have not been idle in the field, neither have why the September number was not issued—
they entered the contest without a careful the money was not forthcoming, and besides
survey of the ground to be gone over or a the Business Manager has had to carry t1ie
clear perception of the importance of that debt of two issues since last spring. We
cautious movement and skillful management thank the printer tor his indulgence and say
that would ensure success. Since these in justice to him that he would cheerfully have
glowing i:eports come from all sources, from issued the September number at our consent.'
the highest official to the humblest private in But the management agree perfectly that we
the ranks, we feel justified in heartily con- can succeed in establishing the SCROLL only
gratulating the Fiaternity upon the most on the cash basis. Now, our last year's bills
auspicious opening for the year within the are paid, and we have a handsome amount to
history of our connection with the organiza- run us through this year, an amount amply
tion. Neither do we believe this to be an sufficient to cover all expenses, provided that
abnormal or unhealthy condition, but a clear the chapters report taxes promptly.
and honest issue of the untiring effort that
To prove that we do not overstate we give
was made all through last year to bring a few flgures. The cost of pi'inting and
about this very result, and we believe it to be mailing the SCROLL since in the hands of
permanent, far-reaching and important.
the present management has been less than
( But we must not imagine that our labors $25.00 per month including all expenses.
are over and that we are entering upon a sea- Say that it costs 125.00 per month. Then by
son of rest. This theory would work almost easy multiplication a year's expenses, ten

numbers, will cost f 250.00. This is the maximum cost to the fraternity and is low because on a cash basis. Now to the chapters
we send out, according to number of members received from the Secretaries, more than
300 copies (nearly 400) per month. Giving
these facts and figtu'es we come to the conclusion that there should not be any trouble
as regards our financial basis. The B. M,
guarantees regular, prompt issues so long as
the funds are not to be begged for by him.
A tax of ten dollars on each chapter would
cover a year's expenses with a hundred dollars to spare. Many of our chapters have
twice ten membei'S, few have less than six or
eight. I t then resolves itself into a matter
for the chapters to settle as to whether or
not our issues shall be prompt and regular.
We ask no salary but decidedly can assume
no debt.
Extension.
In this progressive age to stand still is to
sink away .from the notice of men. We
should not then stand still, for human nature
impels every man to make a favorable impression on his fellows. We are gratified to
note our own progress. We do it briefly.
On the second Thursday of October President Reddig in person established the Vermont Alpha at the University of Vermont,
Burlington. There are ten charter members
and two men have already been added. The
chapter has wealth and brains, and we hear
also that "the members are all men fully up
to the rigid tests of the Phi Delta Theta."
The meu were all asked to join other fraternities, there being chapters of Sigma Phi, Delta
Psi—local, and Lamda Iota—local. Bro.
Reddig writes : " I feel gratified with the result and Phi Delta Theta will I am sure feel
proud of her New England chapter, as they
intend to work with earnestness and have already a furnished room." The secretary
Bro. Harrie M. Woods writes: "Thechapter
must I think succeed, and that it does succeed should, it seems to me, be of deep interest to the fraternity at large. * * * The
prospects are then if we succeed in making
this chapter the best one here, that we can
establish at Dartmouth, Union and Middleburg." These are ringing, noble words and
we heartily endorse them and extend to the
new chapter the warmest of Phi welcomes.
We also gladly record the re-founding of the
Kentucky Alpha, Centre College, Danville,
and of the Ohio Delta, Ohio Wesleyan, Delaware. We give a full account of the former in
chapter reports. The latter chapter started
with three men and have already doubled
their number. The work was done by a
member of Indiana Gamma. Thus the work
goes on. Our President, Bro. C. J. Reddig,
is untiring in his efforts in furthering and
extending our interests and writes us just as
we go to press that he has yet greater things
in store. Let the good work go on !
In this connection we would say that we
have reports from several chapters that have
been crowded out of Ithis issue. All will appear in good time. Several chapters have
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T H E SCROLL.
not reported as yet this year. We would condition. During our last vacation I had
urge upon all to give a report if only a few the pleasure of meeting quite a number of
lines. Tills is required and will be the means Phis, and the knowledge that we have such
of arousing all chapters to do their utmost an exceptionably noble band truly thrills my
soul with pride and joy. Hoping to keep you
in the interests of Phi Delta Theta.
regularly informed as to our doings I am,
Yours Fraternally,

5
0.

We are to please God in joy, in sorrow.
We are to please God to-day, to-morrow.
We are to please God in our every breath.
We are to please God ever until death.
If to our motto, by us, an active heed be given.
Then bright on earth our bliss, but brighter
tec ffiocwsponbcnce.
J. K. BATTLE.
still in heaven.
Kentucky Alpha.
The feast broke up at 2.30 A. M. and the
Indiana Alpha Alumni.
CENTRE COLLEGE, DanviUe. Ky.,
boys escorted Prof. De Soto home, making
FRANKLIN, IND., Sept. 17th, IS'9.
Sept. 13th, 1879.
the morning ring with the jolliest of jolly
At our last meeting last night, a charter
D
E
A
R
S
C
R
O
L
L
:
college songs.
was granted to the Alumni Phis of IndianapKentucky Alpjia once more comes to the Hail now, all ye Greeks ! Be it known to
olis, under the title of Indiana Beta Alumni.
Among the petitioners were the names of front with a report which is entirely different all the world that Ky. Alpha is again on her
Hon. Ben. Harrison, Senator Harris, J. B. from the one published in the April number. "pins," the best fraternity in Centre College.
Elam, Prosecuting Attorney of Marion, Co., At that time our chapter was indeed in a very May she always be such !
Hon. Cas. Byfield, Judge Elliott, and ex-precarious condition, as all the members, exYours in the Bond,
mayor Mitchell. We hope to soon report the cepting one who went into the Beta, would
GEO. B . THOMAS.
graduate
with
the
class
of
'79.
At
present
organization of Alumni chapters at Danville
every thing is just the reverse, and, instead
Pennsylvania Beta.
and Louisville, Ky.
In the Bond,
of being the weakest fraternity in college, tis
'PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE, Gettysburg, l*a.,
T . C . DOXNELL.
we then were, we are one of the strongest.
Oct. 24, 1879.
Georgia Delta.
Our membership now amounts to nine, toBack at college again. Here we find the
MERCER USIVER.'SITY. Macon, Ga.. Oct. 10th, 1879 night it will be ten, and before this is pubsame quiet halls, the same aversion to laughI am sorry to say that only once before in lished we hope that it will be greater.
ter, the same devotion to books alone that is
quite a long while has the voice of the GeorAs it will perhaps be of some interest to ever found where young Americans are
gia Delta been heard welcoming and congrat- the other chapters to know by what means brought together.
Ten-pins, music, fire^
ulating her sister chapters through the col- their sister chapter has been raised from a crackers, foot ball, salutation of visitors,
umns of T H E SCROLL. But her negligence condition so bad to one so prosperous, we courtesies to ladies, are the main exhibits of
certainly did not result from any lack of in- will explain. For about fifteen years there the side show. With all this, in proper proterest in the welfare of the Fraternity at has been at this college what was generally portion, there is much good work done.
large, but rather from the laziness of her considered the Delta Kappa fraternity, but
With pleasure we report that the gains to
former Corresponding Secretaries.
Lazy which in truth was nothing more nor less the chapter thus far have compensated for the
Secretaries have now gone out of fashion with than a literary society, founded at Yale for losses of last year. M. C. Remsburg, Middleour chapter. Our college opened on the 1st the benefit of freshmen ; the chapter at Yale, tow-n, Md., J. B. Fox, Lincolnton, Ni C , H.
of October with something more than a hun- one at Dartmouth, and the one here, being H. Weber, Baltimore, Md., bring us to the
dred students, which I think is doing first the only ones living in 1878-9. Last session usual number.
Everything is moving on
rate, especially when we consider that Mercer our boys, becoming dissatisfied with the so-successfully and harmoniously. Brother J.
is a denominational College, at least, it is called frateruity, decided to change it into F. Herman is showing quite a spirit of enterunder the control of the Baptists. The new some well-known and time-honored fraterni- prise in having engraved at his own expense
boys this year, taken as a wOiole, are the ty. After discussing several different fra- a coat of arms; so that he will soon have stahardest looking cases I ever saw, but out of ternities, vve at last decided upon the Phi tionery for all who desire something elegant.
the exceptions to that "whole," we have Delta Theta, and now, through the kindness
Our Juniors (2) have, at present, a keen apbadged two men who bid fair to be among and energy of brothers Phister and Lewis of preciation of the poetical. One quotes Shakes'the very foremost in the ranks of Phi Delta Va. Beta, we claim the rights, privileges and peare quite freely, the other gives promi-'
Thetaism. We have solicited three others, immunities in one of the best fraternities in nence in his library to Tennyson and "The
but strange to say their parents object to the land. The Delta Kappas when they came Language of Flowers," while rumor says
.secret Fraternities ; but we have the pi-om- to the Phis, did not come empty handed, but that he is very anxious for his ha.ce'ci,-laure-a.te
ises of the young men that should their par- brought with them a very elegantly furnished degree. Of course we do not comment on
ents turn "from the error of their way," they hall, which is the handsomest fraternity hall such vagaries among seniors. They "ramWould certainly wear the sword and shield. in Danville. Wednesday night, September ble," read many novels, come in,at all sorts
At our last Commencement five out of the 3d, seven Delta Kappas aud one new student of strange hours, and things of that kind,
ten Junior speakers were Phis. Bro. W. T. were gathered together in their hall for the some Of which can be imagined better than
Cheney, now of the Ga. Beta, bore off the purpose of being initiated into the Phi Delta described in their details, or realized more
Junior medal for composition, although hotly Theta Fraternity and in a short time were fully if practiced than talked about. One
pursued by a Chi Phi; while to brother Nun- transformed into full fledged Phi Delta The- has decided to write letters "three times a
nally was awarded one of the Sophomore tas. Friday night following, another "bar- week until my boys we are through." These
medals for declamation.
barian," whom the Betas coveted ' muchty," men are a law unto themselves. We anxiousHeretofore the societies have been almost was numbered with our noble band and he ly await the SCROLL. Success seems lo be
entirely under the the control of the secret now wears the shield and sword much to crowning our order iu every quarter. Let the
Fraternities. In fact so great was the influ- their discomfiture.
work go on.
ence exercised by the frats. that the Trustees
There were present at our initiation beYours in the Bond,
of Mercer threatened to abolish them ou the sides our active members Dr. H. P. Bosley,
H. M A X . L E N T Z .
plea that their existence was injurious to the who joined the Phis in 1853, Prof. De Soto,
Literary Societies. But I think we have Prof, of Greek in Centre College, who joined
Michigan Beta.
nothing to fear from that source, as our in 1850, Logan McKee, 1866, C. R. Anderson,
MICH. STATE AG. COLLEGE, Lansing, Mich^,
boys have on foot a plan which I think will 1871, and T. B. Andrews, 1875. After we
Sept. 11, 1879.
break up the combinations of the secret soci- adjourned we had a grand banquet, which
eties, besides both of our Literary Societies was a very elegant affair. Several -brothers D E A R BROTHERS :
are now in excellent condition.
made very good speeches, especially Prof. De It is with pleasure that we are able to reOur rival Fraternities here are the Sigma Soto and brother Phister. In the midst of port that Mich. Beta is in splendid condition
Alpha Epsilon, the Chi Phi and the Kappa the feast Prof. De Soto suddenly exclaimed and that our prospects for the future never
Alpha, but we have by far the best men iu that he was poetically inspired at that mo- looked brighter than at in-esent.
We are able to report three members inicollege. Both the Sigma Epsilon and Chi ment and I'elieved himself of a very beautiPhi have some good men, while the Kappa ful little poem on our motto. I here give it. tiated since our last report and can truly say
that they come fully.upto our motto "BrothAlpha brings up the rear most manfully. A
0.
rumor is current among the boys that the Chi We are to love mankind with Christian love, ers not numbers."
Our chapter had a reunion last month, and
Phi chapter at Mercer had disorganized, hut With a love that's purest like that above ;
1 cannot vouch for the truth of the report as We must love still more our own brotherhood. with a good majority of our correspondent
members present we made a night of it, not
there is no way of finding out anything defi- Seek to promote and do each other good.
adjourning until the cock had crowed several
nite. " I am certain that they have not taken
times. I t w'ould have done you all good to
A.
in any new members this term, and that of
itself looks suspicious. It matters not with Through study and thought we are to acquire hear those charter members relate the trials
That wisdom to which our minds should and tribulations of the early history of our
us whether they be or not be.
chapter. And you would have enjoyed a
aspire.
While on my way back to College I had
of our banquet for 'twas made doubly
the pleasure of meeting Bro. Houser of the Which amid life's tempest will bring a calm, share
delicious
by the joy of our graduates at findIn
afflictions
despair
a
healing
balm.
Ga. Beta, who reports his chapter in a fine
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number of new students this year is large, not each chapter search its archives for them ?
yet perhaps the quality is not so good as here- Indiana Gamma ought to have the minutes of
In the Bond,
tofore. However, we have four or five good 1871.
men in prospect aud by our next report may
W. B. PALMER.
be able to announce the initiation of all. Bro.
Findley of Ohio Eta has entered the Junior
Indiana Alpha.
class and expects to complete his course here.
INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, Bloomington, Ind.,
Bro. John McClarran, '77, this week goes to
Sept 12, 1879.
the Boston Law school. By the way, John
is a Greenbacker and has been requested to
The Ali)ha starts out this year with a
run for the legislature ou that ticket but his brighter prospect than has usually been her
many other duties compelled him to refuse lot. All but four of last year's members rethe nomination. Bro. C. E. McBride has turned and two of these being Seniors were
C. B. CHARLES,
left college and is now reading law at Mans- of coursejiot expected. Both of these brothfield, O., and is also enjoying the pleasures, ers aspire to distinguish themselves in the
Virginia Delta.
trials, temptations and restraints of married legal profession and no doubt they will, at
life. Mac, hope you will send us up a little any rate they have the good wishes of the enRICHMOND, V A . Oct. lat, 1879.
D E A R SCROLL ;
Phi Delta Theta soon.
tire chapter. Since there has been no SCROLL
It is with feelings of great pleasure that I Bros. Evans,Greenlee and McClelland are at since May, perhaps it would be well to go
forward you the report of our chapter for the the Seminary, Allegheny, Pa. Bro. Thayer back to last June and give an account of ourfirst month of the scholastic year 1879-80. is principal of the Canal Dover High School. selves from that time to the present. A few
We have a fine start this session—the Ijest Bro. Jim Gaston has gone into business at evenings before commenceinent day, the Phis
that our chapter has ever in her four years Steubenville, O. Bro. Hermps McClain is in company with ladies assembled at their
career been blessed with. At the opening of studying Pharmacy with his brother at Ur- hall to enjoy themselves socially and to listen
the college we had seven tried and true Phis bana, preparatory to going to the Philadelphia to Bro. Ilawley's farewell address to the Seniors which was eloquently responded to by
back to work for our noble cause at this in- College of Pharmacy.
stitution. Since then we have taken in two Hoping that the Fraternity at large will them. The remainder of the evening was
very good men—brothers J. H. Nelnis and C. prosper more than ever tliis year and that the spent in promenading, dancing, ice cream,etc.
H. .Jones. These are both men of excellent number of Ohio Zetas may be at least in the Of course both Seniors, Bros. Hunter and
McCluskey, covered themselves with glory on
parts and will doubtless gain honors for them- teens, we remain yours.
commencement day. Bro. McCluskey spoke
selves and the fraternity to which they should
In the Bond,
forcibly on "Limitation of Suffrage" and
be proud to belong.
W I L L . FREMONT H A R N .
Bro. Hunter brought the house down with a
The Betas have four men here, the K. A's
humorous oration on "Slang."
six and the Alpha Tau two. We are far
Tennessee Beta.
ahead of all the fraternities here, both as reBut returning to the present. We now
VANDERBILT UNIV., Nashville, Tenn..
gards quality and quantity. To every chapSept. 20, 1879. have fifteen men; two of these, Bros. Shirk
ter of our fraternity the Va. Delta sends her
Thirteen of last year's members returned a Junior and Foster a Freshie, were not in
hearty greeting. Let us all work harder this this year, and H. D. Phillips was received last year. We have initiated four men so far
session for dear old Phi Delta Theta than from Georgia Gamma. The rule against fra- this year. These are Bros. T. W. Wilson,
ever before. With hearts swelling with love ternities has been made more strict, but not John G. Smalley, Wallace C. Palmer and W.
for her, with souls thoroughly imbued with so severe it cannot be evaded. We have ini- Randall. Our prospects are at present fine.
the sentiments of the Bond and with elbows tiated one man and will get others. We have We have two or I might say three men that
touching all along the line, let us raise Phi recently had visits from Bros. Catehings, we are almost certain of and have the lines
Delta Theta high above all other fraternities. Ivie, and Dortch. Bro. Smedes took the set for a good many more. All are enthusiNow is the time when much can be done to- summer law course at University of Vir- astic and hard at work so we anticipate sucwards getting new members. Once more up ginia, but has returned here. The Normal cess. So far we have taken the lead of the
to the breach, dear friends. "To your tents, O College opens Oct. 1st, and we expect addi- other fraternities in work and we are not gotions from there. The medical scliool opens ing to let it go now.
Israel." Ever yours in the Bond,
/
at the same time, and this year we intend to
JAS. T . DICKINSON.
Last May at the State Convention, one of
get a delegation from it. Bro. Foster of Ind. the Alpha boys during a discussion concernAlpha was here during the summer and met ing the offices of that organization, basely
our.resident Phis during vacation.
Ohio Eta.
slandered his chapter by saying that it could
I have the pleasure of reporting another not produce a chaplain.
The outrageous
BUCHTEL OOLLEGE, Akron, 0.,
southern chapter. During the summer I character of this slander has been lately
Sept. 11, 1879.
that two fraternities had entered the proven by the election of Bro. John C. Shirk
The College opens the tenth year of its ex- learned
University of Tennessee at Knoxville. Hav- as chaplain of the chapter. Bro. Shirk is a
istence with a large attendance, and we have ing
previously tried and failed there, I was good Baptist, but is undecided as yet whethalready welcomed eleven of our old brothers under
the impression that fraternities were not er he shall be a minister, a politician or a
back into the fold. Two more are expected allowed.
But I at once wrote to all tiie Phis tight rope walker.
this w.eek, which will give us a membership in Tennessee
living at places where UniverWe claim to be the banner chapter in retruly surprising to our friends, the Deltas, sity of Tennessee
resided. Our best gard to finances and if we are setting up our
who based wild predictions of our dissolution chance proved tostudents
at Cha|;tanooga. Bro. claims on false grounds we would like to
upon the fact that we graduated five men last Clinton R. Gaskill be
living there took an inter- know what chapter is beating us. At the
commencement.
est in the movement, and when the Bond,
Our roll for the opening of this term will Constitution, etc., were sent him, initiated beginning of last year our chapter debt was
be as follows : Post Graduates—W. H. Jones, F. A. Vincent, A. S. Ragsdale and C. T. $125, now our debt including the SCROLL tax
H. A. Kelley; Seniors—\\sm?, Tomlinson, V. Hicks. The three have returned to Knox- and the initiation fees incurred this year is
The treasurer will send away our
E. Tomlinson, J. H. Aydelott, C. B. Wriglit, ville and are now at work. They are taking 126.
J. A. Guthrie ; Sophomores—Chas. Pleasants, steps to procure a hall. Their application for SCROLL tax tomorrow. What other chapter
Geo. E. Smith, F . M. Tallman, L. B. Buck- charter I forwarded several days ago. The can report better than Indiana Alpha ?
CHAS. BANTA.
ingham ; Freshmen—Geo. W. Crofoot, Sam. other fraternities which are or have been at
Thompson.
University of Tennessee are Alpha Tau OmA brighter prospect was never spread out ega 1872-3 ; Pi Kappa Alpha 1874-76; Sigma
Indiana Beta.
before Ohio Eta and we hope by a few well Alpha Epsilon 1879; Alpha Gamma 1879.
selected additions to place our chapter nu- The University of Tennessee is equal to any
WABASH COLLEGE, Crawfordsville, Ind ,
merically, intellectually and socially in the Institution in the South, excepting VanderSept. 16. 1879.
right number of an equation with any other bilt and University of Virginia. It has a College opened lively on the 10th, and quite
in the fraternity.
very large faculty and number of students a number of new students have come in, but
With many wishes for the success of the for a Southern Institution. I hope all the so far we have not become sufficiently acchapters will write letters of encouragement quainted with their abilities in the classSCROLL.
Yours in the Bond,
and advice to these young Phis. As I am room to justify us in getting out our spiking
H. A. K E L L E Y .
trying to furnish the SCROLL with the un- machine.
published minutes of former conventions, I
Ohio Zeta.
The Phis have had two meetings this term
would be greatly obliged if any Phi having
WOOSTER, 0., Sept 25, 1879.
them would send the MS. minutes of the which show'ed three absentees. Bro. PenniOhio Zeta opens the campaign this fall with Chicago convention, May 1869, and of the man of '79 goes to N. Y. Theological, Bro.
nine members and so far the prospects for her Indianapolis convention, May 1871. Will Baugh of '81 to Seminary at Allegheny City,
Pa. He reports six Phis in the seminary,
future are very flattering. Although the

ing Mich. Beta in her enviable position at
this college.
Bro. Owen, '78, is here trying to teach the
class in History that "Napoleon built the
pyramids," and also has the class in Practical
Horticulture ; brother John Taylor has found
the idol of his heart out in Kansas. "He has
gone and done i t . " Two of the three Phi
Seniors have received class literary olfices,
while the seven Delta Tau Delta Seniors did
not get any. Throw up your hats for us !
In the bond,

TME SCROLL.
quite enough t o s t a r t an alumni chapter. B r o .
Rogers of '83 is still a t home near St. Louis,
b u t we expect him back in a few weeks.
Would speak of t h e meeting a u d banquet
at F r a n k l i n last May, b u t know I n d . Delta
will not lack in those who will give merited
praise.
Will probably have more t o report next
time.

LYMAN E . Orr.

Indiana Gamma.
BUTLER OOLLEGE, Irvington, Ind.,

Sept 12, 1879.
D E A R E D I T O R SCROLL :

intent, have circulated a certain rumor t o t h e
effect t h a t t h e literary society, t o which most
of t h e Delta boys belong, a n d our chapter
were essentially one and t h e same thing. This
rumor caused us t o lose one or t w o men, a n d
we thought best not to verify their statements,
i. e. make an appatent verification t o them.
"We suppose every chapter received her apportionment of " T H E S C R O L L , J R . , " containing the minutes of t h e State Convention,
reports from the several chapters of t h e State
and t h e State Constitution. W e would be
pleased t o hear comments through t h e
S C R O L L on our effort.

L a s t night we initiated Dr. Homer J . Hall,
After t h e intermission of a few m o n t h s we
are again liappy t o assume t h e duties, as a (not a new student), a gentleman who enjoys
chapter, of our worthy a n d esteemed organi- as large a practice as he can conveniently a t zation. D u r i n g t h e vacation we were com- tend to. T h e Dr., now brother, is a graduate
pletely isolated from most of t h e members of Edinboro, P e n n ' a . , where, in t h e class of
and chaptei-s of our order. B u t we are t h a n k - '73 he took t h e degree of A . B. H e then studful t h a t t h e time is a t hand when we shall be- ied medicine a n d graduated a t t h e Louiscome acquainted with t h e prospects of one an- ville Medical College in '77 a n d thence removed t o our town and immediately began
other through t h e columns of t h e S C R O L L .
We hope t h e vacation has proved beneficial t h e p:actice of his profession. H e is quite a
to t h e physical and mental powei-s of all those young m a n t o be so talented a n d n o t being
t h a t shall again enter t h e campaign in t h e satisfied with his present knowledge of pills,
interests of P h i Delta Theta. College open- he is going t o s t a r t t o New Y o r k City on
ed auspiciously last Wednesday, Sept. 10th. next Friday and there, a t Bellevue Hospital
Many new students have p u t in appearance take another course of lectures. W e wish
a n d have been t h e recipients of t h e kindest Bro. Hall a safe journey and heartily recoma t t e n t i o n s on t h e part of all fraternities. We mend him t o a n y brothers with whom he
are n o t sleeping. We have four orfivemem- should chance t o meet. -Thus one more star
bere in contemplation, who from outward is added t o our constellation.
After this, Bro. E . E. Stevenson Will corappearances are first-class men. A t t h e present writing it is impossible t o tell what will res) ond with t h e SCROLL. T O h i s fellow
be our success. However we are in t h e best scribblers we cordially introduce him.
I n t h e Bond,
of spirits a n d are consoled by s t a r t i n g with
FRANK B .DAY.
a larger number t h a n a n y other fraternity.
^\'e n u m b e r t e n , exclusive of t w o graduates
Indiana Epsilon.
who a r e t u t o r s in their Alma Mater. We
gladly welcome among ns W. M. Floyd of
HANOVER COLLEGE, Hanover, Ind.,
I n d . Alpha, a n d hope his sojourn with t h e
Sept. 16, 1879.
G a m m a boys will prove agreeable and profit- D E A R B R O T H E R S :
able. W e had a short meeting to-day a t
We hail with delight t h e news t h a t t h e
which our S C R O L L t a x was raised. W e s h a l l S C R O L L is t o begin again with t h e college
forward i t in due t i m e , a n d t r u s t all other year.
chapters will fall in line. L e t us all work for
Our work is scarcely begun, so we have
the improvement of the S C R O L L a s a frater- little t o report except t h a t we expect prospernity paper.
W. D . C A M P B E L L .
ity in t h e future. W e could wish for a much
larger chapter t h a n we are likely t o have, yet
we prefer men t o numbers. W e deplore t h e
Indiana Delta.
fact t h a t we a r e too far away from other
FRANKLIN COLLEGE, Franklin, Ind , Sept. 16 1S79. chapters t o enjoy t h e pleasure a n d profit of
T h e banquet of May 30th, 1879, iu connec- mingling often with our brothers, but t h a n k s
tion with t h e State Convention of t h e I n - to t h e SCROLL for bringing us new's from
diana P h i s a t this place, was regarded by all them all. Our plans for t h e year are simply
as a propitious omen for this chapter. Their these—to strengthen our chapter, meet regupredictions have been fully verified for never larly, make o u r meetings a t t r a c t i v e and evin t h e existence of o u r chapter has she been ery t w o weeks t o meet together with o u r
in such a prosperous condition a n d with such lady friends for social improvement.
In t h e Bond,
splendid prospects. O u r condition is briefly
H . C. M O N T G O M E R Y .
about a s follows: W e have sixteen active
members t o commence with a n d about ten
inactive ones who readily respond t o any of
Pennsylvania Gamma.
our needs. Tliere are about nine new stuWASH,
AND JEFF. COLL., Sept 12, 1879.
d e n t s whom we will positively initiate in a
After
a
silence
of a few m o n t h s we hail
few weeks with a reserve of three or four
probable ones. W e have a few dollars in t h e with pleasure t h e privilege of t h u s pleasantly
treasury a n d a r e not a cent in debt. We talking together through t h e means of t h e
man a u d control one of t h e finest literary so- S C R O L L .
I hope every P h i has had a jolly, rollicking
cieties in t h e State. W e have a I'etinue of
some forty or fifty ladies who strive long and time during vacation and means business for
zealously for t!ie noble cause of P h i Delta the n e x t year. T h e regular college year a t
T h e t a , whom we a t t e m p t t o reward b u t fail. W. & J . began Sept. 3 and since three noble
Y e t they have our t h a n k s . W e have a fur- Phis were in t h e class of '79 of course they
nished hall and t h e necessary equipments for do not r e t u r n , b u t t h e i r places a r e filled by
t h e new form of Initiation. We have a class some who have been out for some time.
Can report b u t one addition since our last
of boys who preach t h a t familiar, yet eminently t r u e adage, " Q u i perstat. v i n c i t , " communication, b u t we d o n ' t mean i t shall
A s you know Phis a r e
and they practice what they preach. Some always be thus.
of t h e above may seem boastful, b u t wa t h i n k choice of their company ; we t h i n k i t wise t o
t h e facts n o t in t h e least misrepresented. test our new men ere we act, lest we i n i t i a t e
T h e S C R O L L need n o t be surprised if no ini- a lot of apes a n d mummies. W i t h our very
t i a t i o n s a r e reported for t h e course of a best wishes for t h e S C R O L L a n d all t h e boys
m o n t h , a n d all because some persons who in t h e Bond, w^e are
t h i n k i t wick-ed t o belong t o a secret organY o u r s in t r u t h ,
ization, falsely, maliciously a n d with libelous
M. A . D E N M A N .

/
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FOFULAR

(DH^RLES COOK,

MUSIC

Published by

P.W.SEARCH&Co.,
illusic |3nbltehcv5 $<> Scalers,

]Vo. 1 S t u d , e x a c t s i z e .

M A K I O N , OThe Harp Girl.
New song and ehoruB by P. W. Search, price 35 cts.
"Of all the songs by this author, 'The Harp Girl'
is the most beautiful.
*
*
We predict great
popularity for this song."—Marion Independent.

No. 4 S t u d s , e x a c t size.

^.

My Home in the Dell.
By the same author, price 40 cts.
"A most beautiful song by P. W. Search. I t is
charming. The closing refrain is very fine."—Holmes
County Republican.
"Search's 'Home in the Dell' is gaining great popularity."—Cincinnati Gazette.

The Dying Soldier's Farewell.
The latest and best song by P. W. S. Issued Jan.
1st, 1879. Price 35 cts.

Sweet Voices of Long Ago.
Song and chorus by the same author.
Very popular. A remembrance of by-gone days.
Price 40 cents.

Lord of the Ocean.
Bass solo by the same P. W. S. A jolly, rollicking
song of the sea. Price 35 cents.

O l d s t ] le size No.O P i n

FOEMER OFFICIAL JEWELER FOR THE
Neiv S t y l e .

PHI DELTA THETA FRATERNITY,
MANUFACTURES

Batrges, Jjngs, Stubs, m^Ul^ Mains,Marm$, mc
.41so, prices for Badges, Ring.», etc., of any description, furnisheil upon application. Send for illustrate I catalogue of our Phi Delta Theta Badges, etc. For further information address C. COOK, Fifth and Smith
Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sept. 1878-nl-yr.

E D G A R M. W I L S O N ,

g.§.§urgess'(Son0(§o.,

Little Bessie.
Song and chorus by J . M- Barringer.
The great temperance song ol America. Immensely
popular. Price 40 cts.
"We have heard it sung en costume till there was
not a dry eye in the audience; and actually so carried
away have hearers been with the true-to-life words,
• tha^'tke-b»t. has -been stRSted forvi«gged^~4^«,Te,^a«iied
'Bessie.' "—Mrs. H. C. McCabe. President W. C. T. 0 .
of Ohio.

Withered Flowers.
Song and chorus by Julia Belle Harkey. Price 35 cts.

41 Clark St., (Rooms)

Official Jewelers to the Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity, from February, 1879,
MANUF-ACTFEERS OF

-••••.'--J

COLLEGE FRATERNITY

Phi Delta Theta March.
By Mrs. Wells.

Price 40 cents.

Phi Delta Theta March.
By Bro. A. W. Shuey.

Price 40 cents.

Price 75 cents.

A work now in preparation containing an accoutit-of all tlie'•
^i-^•- *-

in the United Statess, their badges,
periodicals and histories.

customs,

Price $1,50.

FIRST CLASS GOODS

In order to place the Catalogne in the hands of

CATALOGUES.
every P h i . tho Executive Committee has au-

AND ALL OUR WORK I S

thorized the Grand Banker to furnish them at
the following rales :

GUARANTEED.

With Paper Cover,

50 cents.

With Linen Cover,

75

"

Send orders at once to
No. fO Plain Street.

Phi Delta Theta March.
By J . N. E. Wilson.

fraternities.

MAKE ONLY

Grand March of the Knigh's of Pythias.
The above are our special copyright publications.
We also keep a .=tock of the leadine music and buoks
published in AMERICA and EUROPE, for which we
will gladly fill orders. Also constantly on hnnd an
assortment of all the Fraternity Music, including

ILLINOIS

To be Issued by September, 1879, by J . B.
Lippincott & Co. Phil idelphia.
'J'hose desiring the work send names at once
to the author,
WM. RAYMOND BAIRD,
Box 655 New York City.
2I.3t. m79.

Onondaga Waltz.

Price 35 cents.

imtncnn kolltQt

One volume, cloth, gilt.

By the author of "My Home in the Dell " Dedicated
to the "Fair Women and Brave Men" of the Phi l>clta
Tneta. This piece is arranged for Piano, Organ, or
Brass Band. Price 50 cts.

By C. E. Vardon.

CHICAGO

Greek Letter Fraternities

Grand March of a Hundred Years.

A very good waltz by Theron B. Prentice, by whom
it is dedicated to the Phis. Price 40 cents.

Attorney at Law and Notary Public,

C D. WHITEHEAD,
Grand
Banker,
1 & 3 Thorpe's Block. Indianapolis, hid.

Sept., 1878.—nlrao6

SONG BOOK.

To all members of the Phi Delta Theta we will make a
beauThe Plii Delta Theta Song Book is in the
SPECIAL REDUCTION
ate and
hands of the Executive Committee, and brothand will send post-pail the above music, or any other
Engraved Pack of VISITING CARDS. Sent hy mail ers wishing copies can obtain them by enclosing
pieces published, for
on receipt of $1 50, former price $3.00.
75 cents to the Grand Banker.
3 0 PER CENT, LESS THAN MARKED PRICE.

EVERY STUDENT

^Z:::<.

H. P. GRIFFIN,
Send for our descriptive catalogue.
College Engraver & Printer.
All members of the Phi Delta Theta will please ad49 Temple Place, Boston, Ma.ss.
dress all orders and other correspondence to
Send to the Business Manager for advertising
P. W. SEARCH,
^Z^~Send for DESIGNS and PRICES of College In- rates of this column. A limited number of lawd 7mo.
Supt. Public Schools, West Liberty, 0 . vitation work.
yers cards, etc., will be rectived. Send at once.

SPACE.

(;_n-^>rtTwKQ_5

r~ccP~'*ii>'-'coyi>

SUB
VOLUME IV.

ROSA.

G E T T Y S B U R G , PA., N O V E M B E R , 1 8 7 9 .
A Trio.

A la Pinafore

Proverbs.

Frats are seldom what they seem,
On statistics Betas dream.
Big paste diamonds make a show
Like our gods we men do grow.
Beta's god
Is a dog.
Greenies dwell in every fold,
Sigma Chi with moss grows old.
Blue and yellow green do make,
On wiry schemes they sometimes break.
Over keen
To get green.
Drop their wind, then stop their mill
Phi Kaps oft times do instill.
Men are chosen for their grease,
And in members they increase.
Very true
So they do.
Oh ! our Grand Banker's shoes.
Are as big as his dues,
Which, he sendeth for collection once cr twice.
They were once at Wooster town,
In that 'ere meet of our'n,
And declared to be the biggest thing on ice.
They were cocked upon his desk—
A reporting com. perplexed
W a s relieved from unnecessary talking—
For they slipped—slap,
Like a thunder clap,
And suggested from fatality—a coffin.
GESHOO.

Convention of 1860.
Abstract frojn the Miftutes of the National Convention of the Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity. Session of i860.
Accordin:^ to appointment the convention met on Tuesday, June 26th, 1860, in
the hall of the Chamberlain Literary Society of Centre College, Danville, Ky.
Only two chapters were directly represented. Ed. O. Guerrant, '60, was the
delegate from Ky. Alpha, Jacob S. Broadwell, '60, as delegate from the Grand
Chapter (Ind. Alpha) had been appointed
by a majority of the other chapters to
cast their votes. Jas. B. Bullitt, '60, of
Ky. Alpha, was called to the chair, and
Jas. H. Lapsley, '61, of Ky. Alpha, was
appointed Secretary. The main object
of the convention having been stated to
be to take into consideration the expediency of e'stablishing the Grand Chapter of the Fraternity permanently at
some place, a lengthy discussion of the
subject ensued. The correspondent members present by invitation participated.

Bro. Broadwell was able to present a
most favorable report of the progress of
the Fraternity during the two years the
Ind. Alpha had been the Grand Chapter,
during which time five new chapters had
been organized, viz.: 111. Alpha, N. W.
University; Ind. Gamma, Butler University; Ind. Delta, Franklin College; Wis.
Beta, Lawrence University; and Ohio
Delta, Ohio Wesleyan University. Bro.
Guerrant presented the claims of the Ky.
Alpha for the Grand Chapter, expressing
her willingness and desire to receive the
same and to do all in her power to advance the interests of the Order generally. It was finally resolved that the
Grand Chapter should be transferred permanently to the Ky. Alpha.
On motion, it was resolved that a uniform size of badge be adopted—a medium size between the two then worn.
J. E. Warring. '60, of Ky. Alpha, was requested to make arrangements with
Messrs. Beggs & Smith, of Cincinnati,
for the manufacture of them.
The subject of electing honorary members was presented, and after a warm discussion, laid over for the consideration of
next convention, as this one was qnable
to come to any agreement on the subject.
A report concerning the new catalogue,
just issued, was presented and received,
and on motion, the surplus funds were
handed over to the treasurer of the Ky.
Alpha. Copies of the catalogue were
presented to the convention and chapters; and on motion, a vote of thanks
was tendered Robert Morrison, '49, of
Ohio Alpha, for the trouble and care he
had bestowed in preparing it for the
press.
It was agreed that the convention
should be held every two years, leaving
the place of meeting to be determined by
the chapters. It was resolved that a convention be held two years from the date
of the present one, at such time and
place as might be determined during the
next year, on which occasion a poem and
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oration should be delivered by members
selected from the fraternity. The convention then adjourned. In the evening
an address was delivered before the convention and chapter by Rev. Samuel
Hibben, '53, Ohio Epsilon, of Peoria,
III, which was an honor to the speaker
and worthy of the fraternity's praise.
J. B. BULLITT, Pres.,
J. H. LAPSLEY, Sec.

Fraternity Songs.
It is to be feared that our different
chapters do not highly enough appreciate
singing. It can be made one of the most
enlivening and entertaining features of
their meetings. Singing in the chapters
only needs to be tried to show its good
effects. A chapter now in mind recently procured a number of Bro. Search's
song book, and they have worked a
charm. All the members join in and
much life and animation has been thrown
into the meetings. One reason it is
feared that singing is not generally practiced among the chapters is that Bro.
Search's song book has not sold rapidly.
It is now very cheap,'and all chapters
should supply themselves/ It has some
songs that are poor, but the most breathe
the spirit of true Phi Delta Theta patriotism. When the supply is exhausted
the Fraternity should have a new song
book. One should be issued creditable
typographically and with notes. The
poor songs should be discarded and new
ones added. Phi Delta Theta should
have a song book in which all its members would take pride and which would
equal the song book of any Fraternity.
The object in writing this besides being to recommend singing in chapter
meetings is to urge our ihembers to compose some stirring Fraternity songs with
a view to their publication in our next
song book. We need some jolly, rollicking songs, and some pathetic and patriotic. We want some convivial ones—
about the "bums" we have, the Phi Delta
Theta Goat, the Grand Banker's Shoes,

THE
or something funny or traditional that
all will join in and enjoy, Let our poet
Phis now court the muse, and give us
some stirring songs. Those who are
musicians as well should compose accompanying music also, but those who are
not should adapt their pieces to popular
college airs. "Carmina Collegensia" contains many airs, such as "Son of a Gambolier" and "My Last Cigar," which are
now sung in every college of the country. It is to be hoped that many will respond to this plea for fraternity songs,
and send to the SCROLL for publication,
original songs that will ring all along our
lines.
w. B. P.

Re-establishment of Dead Chapters.
There seems to have been a tendency
among certain members of our fraternity
in the last decade, to establish chapters
where we could. It made little difference
whether they lived or died, just so that
they were once added to our list. We
have been taught by chilling experience,
that such a state of affairs resulted only
to the detriment of our order. This
looseness was even carried so far as to almost threaten the dissolution of our fraternity. But now "the ropes have been
tightened" and we are approaching a new
era—^an era in which our ideal fraternity
is assuming a practical form. We have
only to glance at our catalogue, to see
there, a huge imperfection, in the form
of chapters now defunct. Would that
they were numbered among the living!
Let us now do away with the establishing of chapters with very little effort and
still less honor to us, and attempt so far
as possible, to resuscitate those chapters
now dead. I do not desire to disapprove
of the establishment of a single chapter
under the wisdom of our present exd'cutive committee. They have done nobly.
They have marked out our pathway more
clearly. They have established some of
our best chapters, and have refused to establish as many more because they knew
they would be a dishonor to us. Why
do we boast of sixty chapters when we
have but thirty. Who in our brotherhood would not rather see the efforts of
our men expended upon these fallen
chapters, than upon our western academies ? I ask you to reflect upon these
institutions where we were once established, viz.: Cumberland University,
University of Wisconsin, North Western
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University, Chicago University, University of Michigan, Asbury University and
the University of Nebraska. Our chapters were in these Universities at one
time. Will they ever again be there?
Let these chapters no longer be published in our catalogue as dead. Let every
brother do all in his power to see that a
chapter of Phi Delta Theta shall again
honor these classic halls. It is with
shame that we are compelled to say that
our chapter in these universities are extinct. As a fraternity, we have shown
within the past year that we can accomplish anything upon which we set our
minds to work. We may justly be proud
of our leaders. They are of the best
possible material. Under their guidance
our dear old fraternity has been extended, enlarged and honored. We can do
no greater good to our fraternity than to
do all in our power to reestablish these
fallen chapters. If we do this, we abolish forever the precedent of chapters
sending in their charters over the most
insignificant little trouble. We would
strengthen ourselves in every respect.
Once established on this basis Eastern
colleges would receive our charters gladly and the power and influence of the
fraternity would be greatly increased.
H. w. L.

The Greek Fraternity in Colleges.
An Oration delivered before the Ind. Delta, on the evening of their igth Anniversary, May joth, iSjg. By Charles
Boaz, '80.
All nature is veiled in mystery.
Around us every where are wonders
that bafifle the investigation of men. All
matter is robed so heavily, that we
know confessedly nothing of its origin or
essential elements. Life has been the all
absorbing topic of scientists of every age.
The origin of sin has closed the mouths
of the greatest theologians of the world.
Death partakes of the elements of the
unknowable, while God, the centre of all
things, is beyond the comprehension of
man.
Man loves mystery. He seeks for it
in every avenue of life. He cannot be
satisfied without it. He would condemn
the Bible as an ingeniously wrought tale,
if he could understand it all. The stories and prophecies told by the prophets,
would be inferior to the fiction of the
present day to him. The characters of

the Old Testament would lack the charm
that a Shakespeare's character demands;
while Christ, the God-man, would be
classed as a mythical Zeus, and all his
followers as miserable dupes.
Secret organizations of some kind have
been in existence for centuries. Masonry
hundreds of years ago arose in the orient
like a beautiful star, and coursing its way
along through the lapse the of ages, it has
now thousands of admirers and almost
countless thousands of advocates until
to-day it is known around the globe.
Scarcely less brilliant is the career of Odd
Fellows, while for the last two decades
the Knights of Pythias have risen from
a clouded dawn to the full blaze of a noonday sun. Everywhere secret organizations have been fostered by the ablest
men and most conscientious Christians.
Since the day students first congregated for study until the present, secret organizations have been in existence among
them. But it is more especially the
Greek fraternities of our American Colleges that we wish now to consider.
Many have been the objections of men
against them, men who claim to be conscientious, but who confound conscience
with ignorance and prejudice.
The
secret fraternity is but the necessary outgrowth of human nature. It is as impossible to kill it as it is to kill one of the
elements of our body. Dr. Noah Porter,
one of the finest scholars of America,
says : "These societies are common to all
colleges and universities of America. It
is not surprising that in our American
colleges, animated with the practical and
independent spirit of the country, and
sympathizing most warmly with every
public movement whether political or
literary, these associations should have
assumed great prominence, and should
have exercised a powerful educating influence.
The social tendencies must
necessarily lead to associations for other
than exclusively literary purposes. The
clannish tendencies which result from
their ardent likings, as well as their newly developed feelings of independence,
would tend to make these societies exclusively secret. The love of secrecy
and reserve is too strong in human nature to be easily thwarted." And finally
he says "We doubt the expediency, because we disbelieve in the possibility of
destroying or preventing secret societies."
The grand objects of the Phi Delta

T H E
T h e t a fraternity are to cultivate a feeling
. of brotherhood and to develop each other
socially, intellectually, and religiously.
This is the highest aim of any organization upon the face of the globe.
Our
. colleges are deficient to a great degree in
developing the social nature, and where
the college stops in this particular, there
the fraternity begins. Take away the
•fraternity, and you will strike a vital blow
at college social life. If the fraternity
can fit a man in any degree to enter society, it is a blessed thing. It not only
fits him to enter society, but to act his
part. Holland tells us that "one of the
first things a young man should do, is to
see that he is acting his part in society.
T h e earlier this is begun the better. I
think," says the learned critic," that the
opponents of secret societies in college
have failed to estimate the benefit which
it must be to every member to be obliged
to contribute to the support of his particular organization, and to assume personal care and responsibility as a member. If these societies have a tendency
to teach the lessons of w'nich I spea':,
they are a blessed thing." In the fraternity a brotherhood is germinated and
cultivated that could not exist without it.
T h e Phi Delta Theta seeks only the best
men in morals and intellect, and he who
wears the Shield and Dagger strives to
improve not only himself, but the whole
brotherhood. And wherever he meets
one with the glittering gem of our order
upon him, he knows he is a man worthy of
confidence. T h e vast army of more than
three thousand noble men of our fraternity are bound together by the golden
links of love, revering the sword of justice and anchoring upon the solid rock—
the Bible. W h e n a brotherhood exists
among individuals. States or nations,
peace sits upon them as beautiful as the
rose of Sharon's Valley, but where it
does not exist, republics and empires are
rent in twain and man is not satisfied
until the life blood of his fellow man shall
follow the murderous steel as it quits his
body, and until desolation like the dark
spirit of the storm shall brood over the
whole land. T h e brotherhood that arise?
from the union of students in college ii
stronger and more enduring than any
other. Unions of trade men formed for
material interests, lack the elements of
moral power. Political clubs have ambition in view and hence are wholly selfish,
even where they look to mutual protection. Not so the connection of young
men in colle::je. They are actuated by
generous, unselfish and pure motives.
No other aims prompt them, no other
aims urge them, no other purpose except enjoying the society of each other,
and rendering assistance in the great
problems of life common to all. Here
then the strongest friendships of life are
formed, and many look back to these as-
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sociations as the brightest which have than others. And Phi Delta Theta, the
gilded their experience since childhood. loveliest star of all the train, shines out
Prof Cooper of Rutgers college s a y s : more brilliantly than all others that stud
Built upon the
"The friction of diverse characters thus the clustered galaxy.
closely united in secret societies, educates enduring and eternal truths of the Bible,
more than all the teaching from the pro- let her principles continiie to be perpetufessor's chair. F o r while the latter is the ated until the heavens shall be rolled togreat means of didactic instruction, and gether as a scroll, and the sound of the
the real nucleus of college culture, still trumpet of the Archangel sounding
what is learned ex cathedra, is by the in- through immensity shall declare that
tercourse of the students together, digest- time shall be no more.
ed and assimilated so as to produce the
growth of education. The closer and
Personals.
—S. B. Hunt, Ind. B., '78, is teaching at
more confidential this intercourse may be
the better does it effect the purpose of Clinton, 111.
—W. E. Morey, Ind. B., '76, is mixing
growth." Such has been the evidence of drugs at Clinton, Ind.
one of our best scholars and professors.
—R. E. Scott, Va. D., '79, is training the
Many have been the objections raised by young idea, etc., at Warrenton, Va.
—G. D. McCullough, Ind. B.,'76, is preachgrave professors and uninformed parents
ing
at Paw Paw Grove, Ind.
—objections almost bordering upon the
—W. O. Lamprecht, formerly of '80 Ohio
ridiculous. But a few common sense re- W. Univ., is in a bank at Clevelandj O.
flections, when reason is allowed to guide,
—John Watson, Ind. B., '78, is tutor, and
must convince that these secret societies H. R. Thompson, Ind. B., B. '68, is Professor
are not the dangerous fire-brands that of Chemistry in Wabash College.
—P. S. Hurlbert, Ind. B., '76, is preachinga morbid imagination would picture in New York, with salary of $1200 a year.
them.' How can persons believe that Better than being an Editor.
—James V. Logan, Ky. A., '54, is a Prohonorable and pious young men leave behind them all their integrity, honor and fessor of Moral Philosophy in Central University, Richmond, Ky.
p'ety when they enter the "mystic cas—Emmett E. Phillips, Ky, A., '77, whose
tle hall," that the few mottoes, signs and father, ex-M. C. from Missouri, was a Phi bepass words have in them any thing of fore him, is at Columbia Law School.
—Hon. John F. Phillips, Ky. A., '55,
mortal sin? Is it to be supposed that
whose son is a Phi after him, has a case.in
the pure minded, if these societies are the
courts of St. Louis which if gained will
such as fancy paints, would remain mem- net him the handsome fee of $5000.
bers after the discovery of the deception
—W. D. Campbell, Ind, G.," '80, is out this
practiced upon them? T h a t they would year on account of health. A good opportudefend the society through a long course nity to study up fraternity work and give us
the result in the form of "copy."
of study, and refer to them in after life
—A. B. Simonson, Mich. B., '77, has receivwith a remarkable degreeof enthusiasm ? ed a $1200 position in the Lake Superior Iron
Mines. He is Doctor, Book-keeper, and genIt is true, without scarcely an excep- eral
"Boss" of a whole town on the Lake
tion, that the men who would answer Shore.
these questions in the affirmative and who
—Hon. Thos. W. Bullitt, Ky. A., '58, is
would not only object to secret societ'es one of the most prominent lawyers in Kenin colleges but to all others, know but tucky. He is at present chief lawyer for the
plaintiff in the Green-Hargis case which is
little about secret organizations. The creating so much excitement in that state.
students make the societies. There is no
—J. M. Roseberry has charge of the schools
magnetic power in the name or the sim- at Trafalgeo, Ind.
—J. J. Ballard, Ind. D., '77, is- spending
ple and usual rites which make up the
most of his time on the farm.
paraphernalia of the secret order to make
—Bro. Geo. Banta, (our Geo.), is doing a
a transformation of character. Frater- rushing business in law. He promises much.
—Maj. Geo. Grubbs, charter member of
nities do not make the .students what they
are, but are good or bad according to the Ind. D., and author of Grubbs Libel law,
lecture before the Alumni of Franklin
membership for the t'me being. But will
College next year.
s'lould these orders become the apparent
—Bro. T. J. Morgan, of Chicago Theo.
nurseries of mischief and vice, they are Sem., gave the Ind. I), a lecture on "German
only the barometer which shows the mor- Universities" a short time ago. Hehasbeen
al atmosphere, and do not create it aiiy to Europe during the past year and made
i notes.
more than the mercury in the tube makes
—Frank Annis, Mich. B., '75, is Professor
the weather.
of Chemistry in the new Colorado AgriculReasons when not dimmed by ignor- tural College.
—Rev. S. E. Smith, Penn'a. B., '76, lately
ance, or swayed by policy, sanctions the received
and accepted a call to a Lutheran
secret organizations in our colleges, I mission church, Hays city, Kansas.
mean reason that can understand the
—P. W. Search, Ohio Z., '76, is now editor
wants of the human soul, reason that can and proprietor of the West Liberty, Ohio,
look beyond self and fathom, human na- Gazette. We hope his quill will always be
shari).
ture, reason that can encourage young
—Rev. Ed. N: Thompson, Ind. B., '64, is
men and women to make themselves accounted one of the ablest ministers of
thoroughly fitted for society. And this Piqua, Ohio. Phis are good in any field.
—Dr. G. Volney Dorsey, Ohio A., '.50, repthe Greek Fraternities are aiining to do.
resented
his county in the late constitutional
Some are accomplishing more of this convention
of his State.
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scribe for their fraternity paper. Our pay
comes through advertisements and alumni
subscribers, aud while we are as willing as
any to work for the fraternity and will sacrifice as much for her interests, we do not feel
it to be our duty to take this responsible and
laborious position in addition to other labors
already sufficiently arduous without some
compensation. Our pay last year was virtually nil, and we would certainly like enough
remuneration this time to lubricate the machinery. It would make us feel better and
work better, and hence we could send out a
better, livelier paper. We trust that every
one will use his utmost endeavors to circulate
the SCROLL among alumni. Send in the
names and accompany each one by a dollar—
terms invariably in advance.

diir Prospects and Wants.
The present condition of Phi Delta Theta
Richtnond College, Richmond, Va. is flattering so far as the number of chapters is concerned. From "American College
Our Pennsylvania Epsilon seems to have Fraternities," just published and received
some trouble about its name. We do not too late for review in this issue, we learn that
know where it applied for the privilege of Beta Theta Pi had the largest number of
changing its baptized and chartered name, chapters when the book was written. The
but it persists in calling itself the Delta. tabular list gives that fraternity 36 chapters.
Penna. Delta was chartered in 1876 at Lehigh Next on the list is Phi Delta Theta, having
University, and if we understand correctly 35 living chapters. This list does not include
no other chapter can usurp its title even if it Tenn. Gamma, Ohio Delta, Vermont Alpha,
is'dead. If so what would the deceased do nor Ind. Beta Alumni. Further than this,
If resurrected some day ? If Pa. Epsilon has 111. Delta is put down as dead while recent
good proofs to show that it is the Delta let us letters from Galesburg (Lombard University)
have them. Otherwise we must call it by its give the cheering information that the Delta
original name.
is alive and has initiated seven new men this
year. Summing up we find we have 40 living
We publish in this issue again some more chapters. This is a larger number than any
fraternity history in the shape of minutes of other fraternity in the United States. Our
old conventions. We think it would be well chapters nearly to a unit evince a lively interto exhume some of our old laws as a means est in the work and prosperity of the fraterof ascertaining the history of the order more nity at large. In order to hold our position
accurately ; and perhaps some of our modern this interest must not flag, and in order to
Solons might find food for reflection in these advance still further there must be renewed
mouldering statutes. If it meet with the zeal, strong energy, and the spirit of sacri
approbation of the order we will continue to fice. This sacrifice will be shared by every
give these abstracts occasionally throughout member when every member is willing to do
the year.
his share of work and to discharge his duty
conscientiously, without petty strife and
The history of the Delta Kappa, the Centre
without finding fault.
College chapter of which has been merged inIn thinking of our needs we hesitate. But
to Ky. Alpha, is as follows : It was started
we do not hesitate long. Looking about us
as a freshman society at Yale in 1845, and
we think that we need not more chapters but
has continued there since under the peculiar
strong chapters. Our present standing vinll
laws of Yale. It has also a chapter at Dartwarrant a halt in order to nourish and
mouth as a freshman society. Its memberstrengthen those secured in the conquests
ship is confined to the freshman class in each
that have been made. Many of our chapters
case, and members join other fraternities. It
are ignorant of some parts of our work.
formerly had chapters at Amherst, N. C. U.,
These should be enlightened. Some of our
Va. U., and Miss. Univ. There had been no
chapters are struggling to get out of difficulcommunication between the Yale and Centre
ties and these should be encouraged. It
College chapters since 1870 until 1876, when
should now be our aim to build up individual
the latter returned its charter and papers to
chapters and to more strongly bind all tothe former. The Centre College chapter has
gether. Not that the work of establishing
since been running on its own merits. The
should stop do we mean this, but that we do
Yale men now do not know even what Delta
not need to extend at this time so much as we
Kappa means.
need to make strong. If chapters can be
We appeal to every Phi who receives the established in our first-rank institutions let
SCROLL, to use his influence among the alum- it be done by all means. But let us pay parni of his acquaintance to induce them to sub- ticular attention to the rank and file.
C. H. JONES, Va.

D.

Xotes.
—South Carolina Alpha is doing well.
Keep at it.
—The authorities of Trinity College, North
Carolina, have issued an edict banishing fraternities. Some things will not be banished.
—Chas. Cook, our former official jeweler,
has designed a fine looking watch charm.
See cut and his advertisement on last page.
Also notice Bro. Herman's announcement.
The stationery is fine.
—We have received a neatly printed "Tribute of Respect" in memory of Bro. John T.
Parr, late of Indiana Delta, gotten up by the
chapter to which our deceased brother belonged. As a member of our common brotherhood we mourn his loss.
^ O n account of great press of matter we
are compelled to crowd out other fraternity
news as well as some few interesting reports.
All will appear in due time.
—We are glad to give place to an advertisement of Dreka, Phila., Pa. In his business he
is well established and needs no word of recommendation, being known to most lovers
of the beautiful in artistic designs and fine
printing. Our Phis may be sure of satisfaction when orders are filled by Dreka.
—A voice from Indiana sounds forth that
Indiana Alpha is the oldest living chapter
and not Ky. Alpha as stated in our last issue.
The latter is next oldest. "Honor to whom
honor," and we cheerfully make the correction.
—We call attention to the new advertise.ment in this issue of Burgess' Son & Co., who
are our official jewelers and are prepared to fill
orders promptly to entire satisfaction. Their
work is well executed and- very handsome in
appearance.
—President Reddig has in u.se a copying
arrangement with which he sends out bulletins of special fraternity news. The first,
dated President's office, Oct. 21st, 1879, is before us. It is neat, terse, and contains three
items of interest. A good move in the right
direction.

From G. B.
Indianapolis, Nov. 7th, 1879.
EDITOR OF THE SCROLL :

Allow me to say to the order, through the
that "I am still on hand at 'the old
stand" to receive the assessments of several
chapters yet for the supv)ort of the SCROLL.
But a very small portion of the chapters have
yet met this assessment. Many doubtless
suppose other chapters will send in enough to
keep the paper going, and they will send in
their quota before the money is actually needed. This is bad reasoning and if chapters are
not careful will cause a delay in the issue of
the SCROLL sometime in the future, which
will be unjust to the members who have i)aid
their full share. I know when your attention
is called to it you will not delay the matter
longer.
There is a Permanent Fund to which is due
•fl, from each member initiated. A large
portion of the chapters remit this sum to me
without any urging, but there are others who
either do not know the requirements in this
regard or they neglect to remit. I cannot
well send a bill for each initiation, and thus
call attention to this matter. I have sent
blanks to the chapters for their reports to me
of initiations in accordance with a resolution
passed at the convention of "75, (see July
SCROLL,

SCROLL, '75, p. 128).

To those desiring information as to this
fund, its establishment, &c., I refer them to
Minutes of Conventions of '73, p. 9, and '74,
p. 35. Those not having these minutes can
get them by sending to me, with or without
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stamps enclosed. There are quite a number j be publisbed, but which contains a good many
on hand, and I am determined to send them things they would not like to have known.
to any one who cares enough for them to The "legend of Wooglin" will not be pubdrop me a line. To those who want to pay lished and by quoting from it the Betas may
cost of sending, I will say that it costs about be eifectually silenced. We gladly welcome
six cents to pay the postage on a single copy our new brothers from Vermont and Tennesof minutes of '74, and three cents on '73. see and extend the right hand of fellowship to
The minutes of '78 are i» the hands of Bro. them with the best wishes for their success;
J. ('. Norris I will also get a supply of them the same^lso to the Delaware, O., Phis.
Yours ever in the Bond,
and fill any orders.

o

so far attained such brilliant and encouraging success. It gives me much pleasure to be
able to report S. C. Alpha in a more prosperous condition than she has ever been, and to
say with sincerity and delight that our prospects for the future were never brighter.
We are now able to report three additions
to our number: Bros. W! A. Parrott from
North Carolina Alpha, M. Pegues and
Mabey, each of whom I assure you comes up
GEO. B . THOJIAS.
to our motto "men not numbers," though I
C. D. WHITEHE.\^D.
fully agree with "A. G. F . " in his article.
"We have now one Senior and one Sophomore,
Indiana Beta
four Freshmen and one Introductory. We
CKAWPOBDSTILLE N o v . lOtb, X879initiating three or four more ere
The long looked for SCROLL came at last, anticipate
our
next
report
comes out and then we will
.[Oar purpose is t o issue the Deceuiber number n o t neat, spicy, but the reports rather out of date.
be on a solid basis for two years, as far as
later than tbe I3tb, and we wish t o mail each issue We have not much to say this time, and have
thereafter un t h e 10th of the month
Chapter Editors done but little in the way of taking in new members and men are concerned. We are
will please send reports accordingly without further men ; only initiated one, Mr. Stewart, from not yet fully organized but in a few weeks we
notice on or before the first day of each month.
to be permanently settled or organized.
ni., and "spiked" another. In numbers we intend
Promptness in this matter is desir.ible. —B. M.]
The SCROLL made its appearance on Saturare as large as any fraternity here, eleven re- day,
Nov. 1st, and a more welcome and enKentucky Alpha.
sponding at roll call. Four of that number tertaining
never came to Wofford ColH A L L OF T H E K y . .ALPHA, N O V . 12th, 1879.
are Seniors, three of whom have positions on lege since avisitor
chapter of Phi Delta Theta has
DEAR SCROLL:
class-day. The Phi Gammas have one and been established
here. With friendly greet- Ky. Alpha is still "booming" although the the Theta Delta Chis one, leaving the Betas
ings to all Phis, I am
boys are sad over the departure of one of our and Phi Kappas out in the cold.
Yours in the Bond,
best men, who left us this morning for his disAt the beginning of the year we were put
F R A N K PEGUES.
tant home in Montana, thereby reducing our to the painful necessity of asking ^Ir. Presmembership to a dozen. Ed. Knight is one ton, '80, to resign. He did so. His resignaPennsylvania Epsilonof the most whole-souled fellows on earth, tion was unanimously accepted, so that he is
oue of the most popular boys iu college, and no longer a Phi. Although compelled to
A L L E G B E N V COLLEGE, Meadville, P a . ,
is noted for having the sweetest of conversa- take the action we did, still we harbor no
Oct. 25tb, 1879.
tional voices. We will miss him much. desire to do the gentleman injury, but we The baby has begun to kick and spread
This is the second man who has left us, as rather sought to benefit the fraternity.
itself and take an interest in passing events.
Poyntz, whom the Betas coveted "muchly,"
Bro. Rogers, '83, has returned bringing his In other words, our new chapter has really
left us for the U. of Va., and after gracing melodious voice to enliven our meetings. and earnestly begun life. After our grand
the Va. Beta for a short time left for home. We send our SCROLL Tax to the G. B. this symposium and commencement banquet, and
We have decided to initiate all of the week.
all the pleasant events connected with-the
- In the Bond,
alumni of Delta Kappa who desire it and have
close of our first college year as a fraternity,
L. E. O T T .
already initiated five and will soon initiate
having graduated two solid men, and after
more. Among them was Dick King, son of
enjoying our summer vacation, we have come
Alabama Beta.
the cattle king of Texas, and we advise the
back each with a firm resolve to make our
Texas Beta to make his acquaintance. He
ALA
A . & M. COLLEGE, Oct. 22d, 1879young chapter a success. We are "all right
is a loyal Phi and a good fellow any way you D E A R SCROLL :
up to the present time." Our prospects are
take him.
Doubtless you think the Ala. Beta has bright, and we propose to keep our reputation
We are now busily at work improving the slumbered too long and in her' 'deep sleep" has unblemished by initiating none but first
appearance of our already handsome hall and forgotten her relationship and become insen- class men.
therefore the Betas are wild with jealousy.
Bro. Nelson, '79, is pursuing the study of
sible to other obligations to the common
We received a handsome cabinet photo of Brotherhood.
Theology at Allegheny Seminary, while BowHon. J. C. S. Blackburn a few days since and
Upon "awakening" from this profound ser and his newly married wife are making
we win soon have our walls decorated with lethargy, allow a few words in vindication. their wedding tour on the broad Atlantic.
the photos of such, of our alumni as Rev. The faculty is at last cognizant of our exis- Tiie latter was ordained at the last session of
Stuart Robinson, Col. Phillips, etc.
tence and we have been "working and watch- the Erie Annual Conference and transferred
Our hall has the reputation of so far out- ing" what course they would pursue to pre- to the South India Conference, where he goes
shining the Betas that they, not liking oth- vent our continuation. Notiiing more than as a missionary. AVe were sorry to part with
ers to observe the contrast, have passed a their disapproval of such is evident, and him, for he is a royal gentleman, a fine schollaw that none but the "sous of Wooglin" they have taken no measures to impair our ar, a man entirely devoted to his calling,
shall tread tbe sacred precints of their pantry. progress.
Therefore we assume a "bold and a star in the diadem of Phi Delta Theta.
They think themselves to be infallible and front," though sub rosa be yet our motto,
We have at present eleven members, and a
win not own that their men can do wrong. and exclaim: Phi Delta Theta, Unity and good prosi)ect for more. Our rooms are eleSome time since the telegraph operator asked Brotherly Ju)ve, now and forever.
gantly furnished apartments in the Commer- one of the Betas if he would hand a telegram
Eight of us have returned after our col- cial Hotel, where we can have a jolly coipvivto our corresponding secretary who waslege respite and we have one or two men in ium on short notice. It is conceded by all
boarding at the same house. He took it and prospectu.
that we have the finest pins of any worn in
read it and told its contents to his fraternity
The S. A. E's. have a flourishing order this institution. The other fraternities repmen and it raised a big stir among them as here and it is our hope and intention to out- resented here are the Delta Tau Delta, Phi
it was about a new student they had In tow. rival them, though they have prominent and Kappa Psi and Phi Gamma Delta. These
We asked for an explanation and they all experienced members (citizens) as "chief ad- bear no enmity against us, all seeming to
stuck to it that it was not dishonorable in the visors." AVe are all tyros and earnestly so- agree that there is plenty of room and materleast, but they were very anxious to keep the licit all the aid our more enlightened brethren ial for us. We send cordial greeting to all
matter quiet.
brothers in the mystic bond of Phi Delta
can extend us.
A young lady who has heretofore been a
Our Treasurer has forwarded subscription Theta, hoping that we may hear from you all
most enthusiastic Beta, volunteered to make list for SCROLL to Grand Banker. Wishing throng!) the columns of the SCROLL. We
a table cover for our hall, and the Betas hear- it unbounded success, as doubtless it will en- are proud to be considered.
ing of the matter went to her and asked her joy, being the organ of so grand a cause, I am,
Yours in the Bond,
not to do so. She told them she would do as
W. G. W A R N E R .
Yours Fraternally,
she pleased and we get the cover. We artA L V A FITZPATRICK.
fast gaining p.);)ularity and the Betas are fast
Vermont Alpha.
losing ground in that direction.
South
Carolina
Alpha.
Bi-RLi-SGTON.
V T . NOV. U t b 1879.
There is also a chapter of Sigma Chi here
EDITOR SCROLL :
WOFFORD OOLLEGE, Spartanburg. S. C ,
but we have no trouble vvitii them as they are
Our chapter has been established something
N O V . 5, 1879.
all quiet, reliu:ious and studious, but are not
over a month. In its success the Phi Delta
DEAR SCROLL:
very congenial.
South Carolina Alpha once more comes to Theta has made a gigantic stride. Thus far
If anv of our chapters have any troabl;
with the Betas and want to keep them quiet the front with her banner unfurled while the success has crowned every effort, and the Vt.
just write to us, and we will send the consti- wild zephyrs of success hold them out to pub- Alpha is destined to be the most powerful
tution of 1876, which is not the one that will lic view, and make her feel proud that she has fraternitv at the U. \ . M.
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In justice to these new Green Mountain nicely carpeted. A very convenient ante- his persuasive tongue, formed by nature to
Phis, and for the benefit of the readers of room is connected with it. We have ordered voice the merits of Phi Delta Theta, that we
our SCROLL, it is befitting that I should give our badges but have not yet received them. owe most of Our recent accessions.
Our meetings are becoming noted for their
a description of the chapter and how" it came Through the kindness of Ohio Zeta in lendto be organized.
ing us pins, we succeeded in "badging out" long and loud debates. And the effect is
A few years since, a number of worthy before another fraternity which has recently showing itself in the literary societies. We
students here, sacrificing the good opinion of been reorganized here came to the surface. furnish the principal debators for both societheir fellow comrades made vigorous, efforts Our rivals are Sigma Chi, Beta Theta Pi, ties. The October issue of the SCROLL was
for a chapter of Alpha Delta Phi but failed, Phi Kappa Psi, Chi Phi, Phi Gamma Delta, duly received. With best wishes for its consignally, through the mismanagement of the and Delta Tau Delta. The ladies have a fra- tinued success, I remain,
Sec, pro tem., and the steady opposition of ternity, a local affair. Delta Chi Alpha. Our
Yours in the Bond,
the other societies.
However, nothing boys have been enjoying the fun of seeing a
H. C. C A R N E Y .
daunted, they sought the arms of Delta Kap- sub rosa Phi Delta run hotly by the Chi Phis.
pa Epsilon, and here would have found refuge
I should, perhaps, state that this is the
Virginia Alpha.
but for the inborn hatred which one chapter, third time Phi Delta Theta has set up her alROANOKE COLLEGE, Salem. Va.,
that of Dartmouth, bears toward the stu- tars at the Ohio Wesleyan University, having
Oct. 3d, 1879.
dents of this University. After the refusal been first organized here in 1861, running till EDITOR SCROLL :
of the convention of 1878 to grant a chapter 1871; a second time in 1875, continuing two
to your request^ we beg to subhere, several letters were written—promising yearsr However, we feel confident of suc- mitAgreeable
the
following:
to reconsider the question at the next conven- cess, hoping that we shall be able to steer our
to the rough material that entered
tion, but no petition was sent in. The spirit ghapter clear of those rocks upon which she as Owing
students last year, we failed to initiate
of rebellion was still smouldering and when has gone down heretofore.
any one. But this session there is a decided
Bro. Reddig wrote of the many superiorities
Yours in the Bond,
impi'ovement
in the attendance of students
of this fraternity every one was favorably
SCOTT BONHAM.
and we are hard at work filling our ranks
impressed.
with the best of them. Our roll has already
A thorough examination of the letters
Pennsylvania Beta.
been increased by the names of three capital
proved to our entire satisfaction that the Phi
fellows who are wearing the shield and dagPENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE, Getty,»burg, Pa.,
Delta Theta Fraternity was not only a moral
ger to the chagrin of other organizations.
Nov.
l
l
t
b
,
1879.
but an intellectual organization. A telegram
The Sigma Chis are working too, and judgIt
would
puzzle
the
inventive
genius
of
"
J
.
started Bro. R. : he came, he saw, he coning
from the class they are taking in, one
quered. We are delighted more and more C. J . " or any Phi who has the desire to read, would think they were running on quantity
and further developments prove more conclu- the ability to compose and the inclination to not quality. They are taking any and everysively that our fraternity is higher, infinitely write chapter reports filled with news, spark- body they can get. Not so with us, for we
higher than our imagination could have con- ling with wit and marked with literary excel- search to-day for what we have always searchlence, to write a newsy report for this chapter
jectured.
at
present. We have received no new mem- ed and that is quality, being particular that
And now, of our members, need—I say bers,
no new hall, taken no prize (thei'e no slouch wears our emblem. We continue
more than that they are fully up to the rig- being rented
no
opportunity),
nor in any way has the to work hard and will initiate another man
orous requirements of the Bond, and deserv- chapter, or any of its members,
done anything next meeting making our number seven.
ing of the good will of every brothor, East to bring either notoriety or present
The other frats. here are not flourishing,
renown.
and West.
We hope no one will infer from this that we Sigma Chi having the most members (8^ only
With amazing rapidity the chapter has have been inactive. We have had our regu- one good man.
The Deltas number six.
placed herself on an equal footing with the lar meetings where our regular literary and, Others are not worth mentioning.
other societies here and to-day commands the other exercises were fully carried out with
Yours in the Bond,
respect of society men, the reverential fear of gratifying results. Every member has been
W. H. L A K E .
the neutrals and the admiration of the ladies. faithful in his college work, as well as in fraWe number twelve "mentes same in corpor- ternity relations. Thus while not making
Indiana Deltaibus sanis," and with senses ever on the alert any remarkable changes there has been a sure
FRANKLIN
COLLEGE, Franklin, Ind.,
for the interest of our fostering mother.
and steady, progress, which it is hoped with
Nov. 4, 1879.
Our prayers are, that we may never be be- reason will bear abundant fruit in years to
trayed or disgraced by foolish choice of an come. In a word our members all seem fully
The Indiana Delta has great cause to be
unworthy man. Our motto in weighing men to realize the meaning of the Bond, and they exultant over its prospects for the coming
is •'Palmam qui meruit ferat," "Let him who do not merely give it their outward assent, year. Recently a new feature has been dehas won it, wear the crown."
but with them its principles are living and veloped in the fact that our brother society,
I should delight to write more, all about active. All have a high standard of morali- viz., the anti-secret, is on the verge of removour ceremonies, and by-laws, but time and ty. The promptness with which all the du^ ing from their constitution a clause relating
space are wanting. With the best wishes for ties of the fraternity are met, the effort, care, to secret societies. Notwithstanding the
the welfare of every brother who enjoys the and ability shown in their discharge, the fact that they have preached the funeral serhearty, cordial sociability of the members, mons of all secret societies and circulated
privileges of our beloved order, we remain,
and their marked honesty, integrity and high without limit tracts for that effect, they are
Yours cordially in the Bond,
moral character, all alike show that while in compelled at last to give up in despair. ' W e
H. M. WOODS.
want of meteoric flashes to make au interest- have fought them bravely and nobly, we have
ing chapter report, we are not without sub- shown ourselves to be invincible, and as a reOhio Delta.
sult we have conquered.
stantial progress. Yours in the Bond,
OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, Delaware, Ohio,
We have this year opened with brighter
Nov. 12tb,1879.
H. MAX. LENTZ.
prospects
than any previous year. Their exEDITOR SCROLL :
ertions for the right (?) have terminated in
Ohio Delta begs leave to make her bow to
Georgia Gamma.
the disgust of a majority of the new students
the Phis through the SCROLL. Bro. C. W.
because of such conduct. We have virtually
EMORY COLLEGE, Oxford Ga.,
Marshall, of Indiana Gamma, Butler Univerobtained
most of the new students who are
Nov.
tth,
1879.
sity, reorganized Ohio Delta Chapter, Oct. 8,
worthy of being Phi Delta Thetas, and should
1879, at the Central House, this city. The D E A R SCROLL :
I am happily moved to the pleasant duty of this clause be removed in the so-called antiundaunted three who first were made brothsending
our report at this moment on account secret society, we would beyond all doubt obers in the Bond—W. P. Fulton and T. H.
of
the
fact
that I have just returned from the tain some of their members. Some have exMcConica of '81 and Scott Bonham of '82,
initiation
of
a new member iuto our Frater- l)ressed themselves to be heartily in favor of
will have a distinct remembrance of rain and
secret societies, and one has gone so far as to
struggling moonbeams and "wee sma' hours" nity. The new brother is quite young, being say that if he could have had any assurance
about
fourteen
years
old.
But
he
has
given,
connected with their entrance upon the mysof being a Phi, he would never have joined
teries of Phi Delta Theta. Armed with the such fine assurance of success that his ex- such a society.
implements of Grecian warfare, they attack- treme youth ceased to be a consideration.
We have elected several good men for our
ed Barbarian rank, and now Ohio Delta num- He is a son of the eminent physician, Dr.
chapter, and are only waiting a short time to
bers eight. The additional ones are D. D. Battle, of Rome. He is the third whom we perform
the initiation ceremonies. Soon we
Woodmansee, L. W. Squier, A. H. Smith,'81, have taken in since the opening of this term.
to report a large number of members
F. S. Rosemond of '82 and J. E. Randall of Our chapter now numbers eighteen members. hope
to the brilliant cluster already compos'83. We h .ve fair prospects for another We are having quite a lively contest at pres- added
ing the Ind. Delta.
ent
for
the
son
of
Rev.
Young
J.
Allen
who
member at our next meeting.
Our chapter has at present thirteen activis
We have secured the use of a hall connect- has recently come among us. We have, howmembers.
Since the last issue of the SCROLL,
ever,
the
fairest
hope
of
success.
ed with Masonic Hall, which is furnished
Bro. Howren is again with us, and it is to we have initiated one member, Bro. J. M.
with chairs and tables, lighted by gas and

T H E SCROLL.
Roseberry, who is at present teaching iu aj By the way we do have most delightful meetgraded school near Franklin. He is a mem- ings and never, no never, does anything hapber who associated with the Phis and one pen to interrupt the harmony and good feelwho will now be an honor to the cause of Phi ing. There is something peculiarly inspiring
Delta Theta.
to me in our meetings. Exactly what that
At our last regular meeting, tlie members something is I can't say. Perhaps
engiiged in a general discussion of the Bond "'Twas that friends, the beloved of my bosom,
as it impressed each one most. It was a
were near,
meeting which aroused all our Phi spirit, and Who made every dear scene of encharituient
we went to our rooms resolved to do more in
more dear."
the work which Phi Delta Theta is designed
I would like to hear the opinions of some
to do.
of the brothers as to the feasibility of having
At other meetings certain ones of our a Va. convention of Phis in this State, somemembers have read selections from some fa- what similar to the Indiana State Convenvorite poet; thus, we have made our associa- tion. We now have six chapters and nearly
tion profitable as well as pleasant. It has two hundred members resident in the Old
been determined by our chapter to have a Phi Dominion, and our strength might be increassocial, at least once a month, at the house of ed by a State convention. I merely make
some good Phi sister. We have already had this suggestion and would like to hear what
one social with brilliant success.
Next Friday evening the ladies fraternity the Phis think about it. Nothing that could
of Franklin College gives a social in town. further the interests of Phi Delta Theta
They hope to have a number of visitors from should be neglected.
Yours in the Bond,
other colleges, particularly ladies from ButJ A S . T . DICKINSON.
ler University. Of course the Phi boys are
chosen as escorts.
Georgia Beta.
Our chapter sent a large delegation to the
ATHENS, GA., Oct. 31st, 1879.
anniversary of the Ind. Alpha, and all came
back in jolly spirits ; well pleased with the D E A R SCROLL :
As corresponding secretary of the Ga. Beta
work of that chapter, reporting a hearty reception by the members of Phi Delta Theta it affords me much pleasure to report that
and ladies also. One of our boys became so our chapter is flourishing. We opened with
thoroughly taken in as to receive in less than eleven old members, two of whom were from
a week a Photo from his girl. Bravo, Bro. the Ga. Delta and one from the University of
Miss. We have taken in two new men
Dick !
Bro. Matthews, a student in the Theol. making thirteen our sum total. I can say
Sem. of Chicago, has visited us once this with great truthfulness that the pick of the
year. He came partly for the purpose of at- University of Ga., are in our ranks.
In regard to the other fraternities here, the
tending a convention, and partly to see her
Kai>pa Alpha is the strongest numerically.
no doubt.
Rev. T. H. Morgan, a professor in the same The Chi Phis and Sigma Alpha Epsilon have
Sem., and an old Phi Delta Theta, has been each a membership about equal to ours. Tlie
among us. While here he delivered a lecture Alpha Taus are not doing much, and have a
on Univei-sity life, or the characteristics of very small membership. We have made a
University life iu Germany. He has during combinaton with the Kappa Alphas, by which
we will get one Anniversarian this year, they
the past year been studying there.
Our badges have been draped in mourning getting the other. More anon.
W. G. BRANTLEY.
for some time in consequence of the death of
our Bro., an active member, John T. Parr.
Ohio Epsilon.
He was the pride of our chapter, a natural
orator, one of great social qualities, and as a
ATHENS. 0., Oct. 3d, 1879.
close and thorough student excelled by none. D E A R SCROLL :
In the Bond,
The commencement of the college year
E. E. STEVENSON.
once again unites the worthy "seven'' of the
Ohio Epsilon. Refreshed by the su m mer vacaYirginia Delta.
tion, and animated by the smiles of the "gals
we left behind us," no wonder that a student
RICHMOND COLLEGE. Nov. 5th, 1879.
in astronomy finds on the page of his book the
D E A R SCROLL :
We were more than pleased with the Octo- horizontal parallax of a young lady's face, or
ber .number of the SCROLL and you little vies with Roscoe in the analysis of a comknow how our hearts were gladdened and plex compound—in this case, a piece of femcheered to read of the new chaptei-s founded ininity. We have not been idle. The Ides
and the old ones re-established, and to see of September had no sooner been replaced by
such encouraging reports from so many col- the grey dawn of the following morrow, than
leges. Truly our fi-aternity seems to be en- two more trembling beings were brought in
tering a new era of prosperity and we should from the "by ways" of this carnal world,
be all the more inspired to strain every nerve purified and robed in the spotless garment of
and stiffen every sinew for her welfare. We Phi Delta Thetaism. Amid the fantastic
have probably a better chapter this session and varied playings of spectral light, at that
here than ever before. Our membership now time "when graveyards yawn—and hell
is ten and we have our eyes on several other breathes forth contagion to the world," the
students. Our youngest is Geo. Bryan, of trembling • Yes" of the convert was seized by
Pittsburgh, Pa. Though but a "baby" in the angel of fate and, amid the silent amens
the Phi world, he is already doing us credit of the assembled brotherhood, was recorded
in black and white beneath our Bond. So
and honor.
During the State Agiicultural Fair, which let it be.
The other frats, Beta Theta Pi and Delta
was held last week in Richmond, we had
some ten or fifteen Phi visitors in the city. Tau Delta, have done nothing as yet. The
There were representatives from the Va. two we have received—is it worth while to
Military Institute, the University of Va., describe them ? Just look at the essential
and Randolph-Macon College here. Right composition of a Phi and you have it. One
glad we were to see them too. One of the most of them, although "Poor," will become a
pleasant things in the world to us is to meet staunch t h i , while the other will ever furnish
a Phi and take him around and introduce an "Arm-strong" as that of the worthiest
him to the Delta boys. We had a very enthusi- champion of our cause.
Yours in the Bond,
astic meeting during the fair, our hall being
TOM. A . .IONES.
fairly crowded with earnest, working Phis.
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and is the idol before whose shrine the
world bows in humble adoration. It is
I.
the god to be carried before the nation
We've met again, joy reigns supreme.
or secret organization if power and presWe grasp each brother's hand.
And show, by word and action, that
tige would be won. T h e influence wieldThis is a happy band.
ed by a powerful mind is wonderful.
And now, in one grand chorus joined,
We'll raise a joyous song.
No man can resist its magnetic tendency.
We'll sing of our Fraternity,
This mind—and by mind we mean a
With voices loud and strong.
IIWith voices loud and strong, ||
powerful one, innate or extraneous—must
We'll of Phi Delta Theta sing,
rule. It will draw to itself those of lesWith voices loud and strong.
II.
ser abilities, as the stronger loadstone
Our Bond of Unity sets forth
draws
the smaller pieces to itself. It will
Our object and our aim.
We'll ever keep that aim in view,
become the nucleus around which they
And act tow'rd each the same.
cluster.
We'll strive in learning to excel.
We'll virtue cultivate.
Now what position does the consideraWe'll keep our pledges, one and all.
tion of this element enter into the qualiIn th' Bond inviolate.
||In t'.i' Bond inviolate,||
fication of a man whom the Phis seek to
Our pledges and th' mystic Bond
initiate into their mystic order ? Its conWe'll keep inviolate.
sideration is of prime importance—a first
III.
Our Brotherhood of kindred souls,
thought. W h e n a man is sought whom we
A strong united band.
wish
to take the noble vows, we should
H a s thousands kneeling at its shrine
All over this broad land ;
first see that he has high intellectual
Triumphant it has been before.
ability, aside from his moral qualities that
Its path ahead is bright.
Our obligations we renew.
we hold are essential too. D o not stop
And shout its praise to-night.
simply to inquire if he is a good sociable
II And shout its praise to-night, ||
W e pledge ourselves to it again.
fellow, but go further and see how he
And shout its praise to-night.
stands in his classes, how he shines in
IV.
With armor worn by loyal Phis,
his literary society. In fact see that he
The golden sword and shield.
is a man that will reflect credit upon the
Our noble Order we'll defend.
Determined ne'er to yield.
order when he leaves the university—a
For passing are our college days.
man to whom succeeding Phis can look
Not long these haunts we'll roam,
Too soon we'll all each other leave.
and point with pride, and exult that "he
And this fraternal home.
is a Phi Delta Theta."
||And this fraternal home,||
Too soon we'll say good-bye, and leave
Every collegian knows the intellectual
Our dear fraternal home.
boy is one whose influence is widest and
V.
greatest in the college. They see that
When settled we've become in life.
And fame and fortune made,
he has the highest honors conferred on
Phi Delta Theta never shall
him by the Faculty and students. H e is
From out our mem'ries fade.
We'll still assist our glorious cause.
indeed a power, and as the common
The cause of which we're fond.
aphorism
goes, "Brains will tell in this
And ever be, though parted far.
United in the Bond.
age." His very intellect will attract oth||United in the Bond,||
ers of like abilities. H e will give tone
Though sundered far, we'll always be
United in the Bond.
and name to the literary society to which
W. B. PALMER.
his name is attached.
Outsiders will
Nashville, Tenn., Au». 28th. 1879.
judge it by the standing of its best men,
Some Qualifications to be Consid- and the new student who has any ambition will join that society in which there
ered in Selecting a Phi.
is the most intellect and talent. Intellect
BY J. H. DORTCH.
In this age of eternal progress the hu- likes to rub against intellect, to find
Minds
man mind occupies the central figure. something worthy of its steel.
United in the Bond.
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can only be sharpened b y attention, as
the diamond is cut by rubbing against
another. T h u s we see that wherever our
talehted student goes he is certain to
carry others like him or of lesser merit.
This then is the student to choose out of
the man}' who throng out institutions of
learning. Having thus obtained such a
man, you will surely get others like him
in the college. T h u s when the literary
societies choose their honor men, you
will have no hesitancy in urging his claim
and none can say you voted for a weak
man simply because he was a fraternity
man, a charge often brought against secret societies. T h e prestige thus gained
will be carried on from year to year, and
new men will judge you by the number
of men taking positions in the years previous.
T h e consideration of these few points
which I have fully thrown out, will show
the thinking Phi how necessary it is that
only strong intellectual men should be
chosen. Our boast-—true or false the future will tell—now is that we have and
have had the most intelligent men in the
American colleges. Let us maintain this
high standard, so that in the future we
can point back with pride to the long list
of Phis whose talents have gained them
lofty places in the broad arena of life.
T h e good resulting from an adherence to
these lofty principles will be felt as well
in the living present as in the future.
A s far as it is in our power let no man
be chosen for whom apologies must be
made now or hereafter. If we will strive
only for men of these lofty casts of
thought and noble chivalry, such as we
see exemplified now in the eloquent Blackburn, the success of our beloved order is
doubly assured.
Some of the other fraternities place
social standing as the par excellence of
noble qualities. W e should not be deceived by such gaudy tinsel, but let us
inscribe on the Scroll we love so well—
H i g h moral cliaracter and lofty intellectualitv.

THE

A New Catalogue.
There can be no doubt but that fraternity rivalry is greater than ever before.
Its field is rapidly widening. It is gradually assuming a more complex character
and a more varied aspect. Forces that
have hitherto remained dormant are now
springing into action. Things that at
one time were of but little import are becoming I'mportant factors in fraternity
work. Influences are brought to bear on
those sought that were scarcely thought
of a few years since. Anything that can
have the least possible weight with a
prospective member is held up as an inducement. And in my opinion one of
these recent (but not least) influences is
the fraternity catalogue. It has come to
play no small part in the Greek world,
and fraternities, seeing this, are taking
advantage of it by showing and comparing their catalogues with those of their
rivals. Hence the fraternity that presents the finest catalogue has the advantage.
Now before proceeding farther I desire
to state the reason of this article. I
want to hear an expression of the various
chapters concerning a new catalogue and
desire the matter discussed in the SCROLL.
Nor do I propose to find fault with the
patriotic brothers who volunteered to arrange our last catalogue. They deserve
the praise of their brethren. Though
many mistakes appear in it, let us not
shift all the blame on to the editors
shoulders, but seek to remedy the evils.
I for one want a new catalogue and want
it for the fraternity's good. Our catalogue fails to do us justice. The general
design is faulty.
In comparison with
other catalogues it dwindles into pitiable
insignificance. It is far below that of the
Sigma Chis and is not up to that of the
Delta Taus, whom some of us are too apt
to deride. Furthermore it has been the
cause of many jeers and insinuating remarks (and not without reason) being
cast upon the fraternity. When such
things stare us in the face it is time to be
doing something. I do not advocate the
immediate publication of a new catalogue; but want to set the ball rolling
and bring forward the new issue next
year. In this stretch of time there will
be ample opportunity for obtaining the
complete records of all the various chapters. Then it "will not put forth in a day
nor perish in a night." But will be the

SCROLL.

result of a year's labor and will remain
for years to come an honor to the organization and an object of pride to all its
members.
As stated above the general design of
the present catalogue is faulty. And in
view of this fact and for the future benefit of our order, I advocate a catalogue
that will contain a correct and complete
list of all members together with their
residence ; a catalogue that will give the
name of each member in full; a catalogue with a fine frontispiece representing the insignia of the order; a catalogue with an appropriate engraving of
the order preceding each chapter; a catalogue that will contain an index of membership, alphabetically arranged ; a catalogue covered with a decent leather
binding, making a book fit for any parlor,
and besides all this a catalogue that will
not be hampered with the words sub rosa,
thus rendering it possible to have a book
that we can show to our friends with
pleasure to ourselves and honor to our
fraternity.
w. D. C.

Our Old Catalogue.
MR. EDITOR:

An article in a recent number of the
SCROLL animadverted quite severely
upon the catalogue of 1878. If the good
brother who wrote that article had ever
had anything to do with that catalogue
and so became acquainted with a few of
the mountains which rise in the path of
the catalogue makers, he would not have
written as he did. And because he was
thus ignorant we forgive him—he knew
not whereof he spoke.
In the first place that catalogue was
knocked about from pillar to post, or
rather from editor to editor, was a literary
foundling in fact, for its parents abandoned it when very young and it was raised
by hand. The two illustrious gentlemen
whose name adorns its title page were
probably green barbarians when it was
conceived. They found it crying in its
cradle over in Ohio, and were requested
by the foster father who then had it in
hand to relieve him of it, as he had no
time to attend to its wants. Where he
had found the waif is not to this writer
known, but probably he had received it
from its real parents who had abandoned
it in disgust.
The undaunted youths who had taken
hold of it and who finally did publish the

concern, soon found that they had drawn
a whole drove of elephants in a lottery.
In the first place the thing was two years
behind time. The manuscript was known
to be very incomplete and defective;
many names were not in it that should
have been in it. So a wholesale and very
laborious correspondence was begun with
numberless Phis who persistently neglected to answer the frantic appeals to their
Phi spirit. A few chapters had no report at all. These had to be obtained.
In some chapters the list of names was
huddled together in a confused mass
without regard to age, sex, color, or previous condition of servitude. These had
to be straightened out and arranged by
classes, and in one or two cases the only
way this could be done was by referring
to files of the catalogue of the colleges,
which fortunately the volunteer editors
had. Many names both of persons and
places were illegible and as we had to
guess at them, we will never know to our
dying days what they did mean.
There was about ^150 in the treasury
awaiting the order of the catalogue managers. It would cost not less than ;$400
to print it. There was a hiatus, so to
speak—^an aching void of ^^250 had to
be filled.
In the mean time, howl upon howl
arose from chapters and members as to
when we could send them that blessed
catalogue. That was the only kind of
correspondence we could get out of any
one in fact. Members shrieked for the
catalogue who had not subscribed for it
and who have not to this day subscribed.
Thus although our manuscript was
very incomplete and we knew it to be so,
and we had hardly one third enough
money, we took courage from despair and
gave our copy in to Baker & Randolph.
They did a good job for the price they
charged, $2 per page, especially when
we reflect that they have nbt got it yet.
The work was done, a bill of ^^400.70
was handed in, and our noble G. B. came
to the rescue by giving his individual
note for the difference' between the bill
and cash in hand. We will always have
a warm spot in our hearts for our big G.
B., for he stood by us. If any brother
wants to make fun of the catalogue of
'78, let him go to the G. B. and he will
be wonderfully enlightened upon catalogue making, especially the financial
part.
ONE OF THE EDITORS.
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dy, N. Y., has been decreasing, and the chap- and is now proprietor of one of the best farms
ter at Ann Arbor is worse. Vermont Alpha in Boyle Co., Ky.
—R. C. Warren, Ky. Alpha, '62, was canhas strong hopes of overriding Sigma Phi in
E B E X D. EI)SON,
didate for Commonwealth Attorney for Boyle
University of Vermont, Burlington.
Indiana" Alpha, '84, died in ]!fovember, 1879,
Beta Theta Pi decided at their Cincinnati and adjoining counties in Kentucky and was
while at College, Indiana University, Bloom- Convention to make the Alumni Chapter at ehcted. At least he ought to have been.
ington, Ind., of pneumonia.
—W. L. Yerkes, Ky. Alpha, '67, is travelthat place their permanent presiding chapter,
and not Wittenberg as stated recently in the ing in Europe for his health. He is one of
SCROLL. This fraternity did not absorb the t! e most gifted men that have gone out from
J O H N T. P A R R ,
Indiana Delta, '83, died at the residence of "Rainbow" at Oxford, Miss. See report from Centre College.
—C. G. Jones, Va. Beta, is practicing law
his father, a few miles from Franklin, Ind., Phi Delta Theta chapter there.
The Delta Gamma (ladies) is making ar- in Staunton, Va. Clagget is a first rate felOctober aeth, 1879.
and is sure to succeed whereever he goes.
Deceased was an active member of the rangements to establish chapters at Danville low
— J. C. Gentry, Va. Delta, is in GordonsDelta chapter and entered college this year as and JMillersburg, Ky. This fraternity now ville,
He has not gotten out his law lia Freshman, intending to finish his college has eleven chapters, mainly in the South. At cense Va.
yet
but,
like some other persons aud
their
last
Conveiition
in
Oxford,
Miss.,
they
course and then to engage in the study and
practice of law. He was manly in his actions declared their undying love for Phi Delta things, does considerable work sub rosa.
—J. W. Flint) Va. Delta, medalist and good
and his example will survive as a model for Theta.
Delta Kappa Epsilon held its thirty-third fellow generally, is reading law at King and
others. His work in the class-room and in
the department of literature gave the earnest convention with Pi chapter, Dartmouth Col- Queen, Va. He ought to have a trump some
of determination and power. As an orator lege, Oct. 23 and 24. The business of the how sure enough.
—Alston Ellis, Ohio Alpha, received the
he gave evidence of talents surpassed by few. convention required three sessions each day
honorary
degree of Ph. I), from Wooster
and
was
of
interest
to
members
only.
About
In regard to his death Indiana Delta adopted
sixty delegates were present, rejiresenting all University. He is considered one of the best
appropriate resolutions.
but four chapters. The next convention will Institute lecturers in the State of Ohio.
—Hon. W. F. Vilas, Wis. Alpha, '58, rebe held with Alpha Chi Chapter, Trinity ColI. A L E X A N D E R L A N I E U ,
ceived the Democratic nomination for Govlege.
Alabama Beta, '78, died at his father's resiTheta Delta Chi held its thirty-third con- ernor but refused. Being a LL. D. and Judge
dence in Huntsville, Ala., Sept. 3rd, 1879.
vention Oct. 22 and 23 with Lambda Chapter of Sui)renie (.'ourt and Law Pi-ofessor in UniDeceased was born in Huntsville, Madison at Boston University. C. C. Kneisly, of Day- versity of Wisconsin and so on he could afford
Co., Ala., Aug. 9th, 1859. He was oue of ton, O., was re-elected President of the Grand it. But just give us a chance at such a thing
the charter members of Alabama Beta of the Lodge. The business of the convention re- once.
Phi Delta Tiieta Fraternity, and one of the quired four sessionsof about four hours each.
—Col. J. F. Phillips, Ky. Alpha, '55, gained
most brilliant stars that glittered in that The several chapters were fully represented. his case in tlie St. Louis Courts. His fee is
mystic crown. He entered Ala. A. & M. The literary exercises were particularly fine. $10,000 instead of $5,000. We would like to
College at Auburn in the fall of '73, graduatThe other fraternity publications are as fol- go "halves." Even a slice would not go bad.
ing with honors at said institution in '78.
lows : Delta Tau Delta Crescent, monthly, W. —President C. J. Reddig, Pa. Beta, '77, our
Possessing those admirable traits of char- L. McClurg, Meadville, Pa., publisher, $1.00 handsome head and front, was elected Secreacter whicit constitute "Nature's gentle- per year, not sub rosa. Chi Phi Quarterly, tary of the National Lutheran S. S, Convenmen," and that gifted genius that cliaracter- published last year at Alonroe, N. C , $1.00 tion, held recently in Pennsylvania. He is
iz s the scholar, it is not strange that he won per year, not sub rosa. Phi Kappa Psi jour- also General Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. of
the applause of all with whom he came in nal, published by Dr. Edgar F. Smith, Univ. Shippensburg, Pa., and entertains Phis at his
contact, and was justly pronounced,a true or- of Pa., Philadelphia, probably sub rosa. Beta delightful house in a princely fashion.
n;im"nt to society. His aspirations were high, Theta Pi, W. O. Robb, editor, Delaware, Ohio,
—Geo. W. Plack, Pa. Alpha, '79, and late
honorable and noble, and nothing groveling, J^l.OO per year, monthly, sub rosa. Phi Gam- member of our Executive Committee, is at
low or me.nily seltish came near the head or ma Delta, monthly, W. F. McDowell pub- No. 3 Winthrop Place, New York city, and
heart of "Aleck" Lanier.
lisher, Delaware, Ohio, $1.00 ]ier year, not has preached twice on Long Island. He had
The flower that bloomed with ineffable sub rosa. Southern Kappv Alpha Journal, a rich experience that we ought to know
sweetness has faded, but not to lose "its fra- monthly, Richmond, Va., $1.00 per year. more about. Sorry to lose Bro. P. from the
grance on the desert air," for this shall ever Psi Upsilon Diamond, strictly sub rosa, not Executive but know he will still be a working
remain to remind us of him who tho' dead now published. Theta Delta Chi Star\% now Phi.
^
yet speaketh in the noble example he has left out of print. Alpha Tau Omega will pub—C. D. Moore, Ind. Gamma, '83, is out of
as a legacy to those who shall enshrine his lish this year with J. R. Anderson Jr., Rich- College this year but says he cannot do withname in lasting remembrance.
mond, Va., as editor. Kajipa Sigma will also, out us and sends a dollar. We would like to
"Cold in the dust his perished heart may lie. begin this year.
have Mooie of that kind of compliments,
But that which warmed it once—can never
best wishes for success, and soon. Bro. M.'s
die."
address is Clarksburg, Decatur Co., Indiana.
Personals.
—Prof. Salvador De Soto, Ky. Alpha, '50,
A. F. W.
—Rev. C. B. Martin, Ohio Alpha, now better known down there as "Sox," is the
Greek Profi ssor and most popular member of
writes his name with a D. D.
Other Fraternities.
—Arthur Clark, Ohio Zeta, is traveling in tlie Faculty in Centre College, Danville, Ky.
He is a Spa^iiard by birth and speaks six lanSigma Chi has 1727 names in its catalogue Wyoming Territory for his health.
of 1876.
—.7. S. McCampbell, Ohio Zeta, is studying guages. He was formerly Professor of Latin
and Greek in the University of Florence, and
Beta Theta Pi makes the newly initiated law at Marysville, O.
eat raw beef.
—Rev. M. D. A. Steen, Ohio Alpha, has was also Professor of Modern Languages in
Phi Gamma Delta has revived its chapter changed his address from ^Vorthingtol), O., the University of Jena, Germany. He is now
an ardent Phi and renders efficient aid to
at Marietta College, Ohio.
to Ludlow, Ky.
The Sigma Chi Grand Chapter is the Alpha,
—George M. Bulla, N. Carolina Alpha, '79, Kentucky Alpha.
—Col. Vilas, Wisconsin Alpha, was present
formerly the Gamma, Delaware, Ohio.
is in Greenboro, N.C., studying law.
Phi Gamma Delta held its last convention
—J. D. Bundy, N. Carolina Alpha, trims at the Grant reception in Chicago and was
early in November at Cleveland, O. The next urchins minds and pants at Pleasant Garden, called on to respond to a toast. Of his speech
the Louisville Cour'cr 7i3«r/z«/has thisto say:
will be held in Baltimore.
N. C.
The Grand .\rch Chapter of Phi Kappa
—Charles T. Jameson, Ohio Zeta, '75, is "Then came Col. Vilas, a rock-rooted DemoPsi is at Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.
editor of the Urbana, O., Citizen &= Gazette. crat from the Badger State. As he progressed
Tiie Phi Gamma Delta paper published at
—C. D. Bell, N. Carolina Alpha, has gone in his response to the toast, "Our First Commander," he paid the most matchless tribute
Delaware, Ohio, is about one half as large as to Europe. He did not tell us for what.
the .SCROLL.
- L . T. Blair, N. Carolina Alpha, has left fo Grant as representative of American geniHai-vard strongly opposes fraternities. Al- Trinity and is working on young ideas at En- us ; to national unity ; to tlie wide, all-pervading, cumulative spirit of love for the
pha Delta Piii entered there last spring as an field. N. C.
open literary society. Delta Kappa Epsilon
—W. N. Mateer, Pa. Alpha, '78, is in busi- Union, which reaches to the remotest conhas been th MC secretly for 25 y.^ars.
ness and is popular among the ladies in Shi))- fines, that ever fell from human lips. He
carried all before him. He swept the field.
Beta Theta Pis say that the faculty of the pensburg, Pa.
Univ. of California will permit their chapter
—Hally G. Armstrong, Ohio Epsilon, is He stamped himself the Western wizard of
there provided they will show their constitu- now traveling for the firm of Towell and Mc- oratory, and, when he had finished, indescribable excitement prevailed. Col. Vilas, of
tion. Not a hard thing for a Beta to do. But Farland, Portsmouth, Ohio.
how about Wooglin V
—Judge J. K. Summers, Ky. Alpha, '57, Wisconsin, has yiroven himself the coming
Since 1871 Sigma Phi in Union, Schenecta- has retired from a successful law practice man of the West."
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will have exhausted themselves. We would
gladly welcome, we might say there is a need
for, a new and imposing catalogue. But we
are not in favor of its publicaton by the fraternity, meaning by this that the fraternity
ought not to be responsible for the expenses
of the work. The makei'S should have the
sanction of the Executive and the whole
body of the fraternity. Then the makers, or
the publisher, should at their, or his, own
risk get out a catalogue of such style and
value as to make it desirable for its worth in
dollars and cents. There should be no secret"
in the catalogue or its manner of publication.
Phis would then feel that they ought to have
the book because it is worth the money, and
not because the finances, consequently the
honor, of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity are
involved. The responsibility for the failure
or success of a catalogue brought out this
way will be on some individual's shoulders,
and cannot be shifted about until it is spread
over an area of several states. It will be a
That Catalogue.
matter of personal loss or gain, hence the utWe give prominence this month to the submost will be done to make it successful. Is,
ject of fraternity catalogues. There seems
it objected that no one can be found to unto be a widespread interest in this direction
dertake the work in this way ? Then we
among the Phis in all parts of the land. This
are not ready for a new catalogue and had betis our apology, if any apology is necessary,
ter drop the subject. The way which has been
for giving so much space to the subject.
pointed out is the only way in which the idea
All that we have to say now can be said in
can be carried out with honor to the fraterthree short paragraphs.
nity and without loss to the finances. It is
In the first place the catalogue of 1878
well enough to theorize but a bit of experought to have a short rest. It has been hanience back of us ought to pin us down to the
dled without gloves, has been criticised withpractical.
•
out stint, has been laid bare unmercifully.
If a book out beyond the Phi world had been
"American College Fraternities."
so treated by the critics, curiosity would have
The above work has appeared under the full
exhausted the edition long since. Yet, with caption on the title page as follows : "Amerall its faults, we reiterate what we have said ican College Fraternities : a descriptive analin this column before, namely, that the cata- ysis of the society system in the Colleges of
logue of 1878 is the best by far that bears the the United States, with a detailed account of
name of Phi Delta Theta and is not quite so each Fraternity. By Wm. Raimond Baird.
bad after all as the accounts make it, not Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1879."
even excluding the defense in its favor in this The work comprises 212 pages, 40 less .than
issue by one of its makers. As it was issued the prospectus promised. A frontispiece
by the fraternity. Phi patriotism ought to shows badges of 43 chaptered fraternities.
gurantee its sale without loss to the fraterni- Phi Delta Theta having a conspicuous place
t y ; but aside from this the book is in itself in the top line. The table of contents gives
worthy a place among Phi literature.
the following heads: "Greek Letter FraterniAs to the defense of the catalogue in this is- ties—their origin, progress, manners, cussue, we give it place for two reasons. The toms, etc., General Fraternities, Defunct
first is that we are inclined to protect the ma- Fraternities, Local Fraternities, Local Frakers of the catalogue because we thjnk they ternities Defunct, Ladies' Societies, Class
did the best they could under the circumstan- Fraternities, Greek-Letter Literary Societies,
ces. But the columns of the SCROLL are not Unknown Societies, Statistical Summary, Diopen to charges and defenses on the subject. rectory of Chapters, Fraternity Colors, ColThis must be. distinctly understood. The lege Annuals, The Fraternities: Have they
second and stronger reason for giving place to a right to live." The volume closes with an
the communication referred to is the fact that Index, carefully prepared and a valuable adit will, better than any other kind of explana- dition to its worth and, use. I t is marred
tion, give some idea of the difficulties under however by errata noticed after going to press
which makers of catalogues labor. To this to the number of ten. The name of Lippinend we call careful attention to it, the atten- cott is a sufficient guarantee for the mechantion especially of those who have taken upon ical make-up of the volume, which does them
their shoulders the responsibility of making credit and presents a fine appearance.
a new catalogue. It is a most worthy but
As we will have occasion to refer to the
laborious, and we had almost said a thankless, work hereafter we omit any critical analysis
undertaking.
of the contents at present, only saying that
A word or two concerning the new cata- we take issue with the author, who is rather
logue contemplated, and our three paragraphs loose in general statements, as to some points.
begs pardon for the silence of that chapter.
The Secretary has been changed and we will
make correction in our January number.
Here are a few sentences from the letter before us which we consider it no breach of
faith to give to the fraternity at large: "We
have never had so nice a set of fellows or as
encouraging a prospect since our organiza
tion here. We have admitted to membership
four new men this term and hold a very enviable position among the members of other
fraternities here, and I think by outsiders we
are looked upon as having a decided character. I do not know but that a certain tendency to exclusiveness militates against a
more rapid increase of membership. I do
not know though but that it is better in the
end." From such words the N. G. must certainly be doing a good work, and the fraternity ought to know it. Let us by all means
have a report for our next issue.

'•mmmmA'
A Monthly Paper Devoted to the interests of the Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity,

M. F.
M.F.

PARRISH,

Editor,

TROXELL, Bus.

Man.

. . Lee, Ohio.
Gettysburg, Pa.

AM communications for publicalion sliould be sent to the Editor by tbe 1st of each month. Business correspondence should
be addressed lo the Publislier.

GETTYSBURG, PA., DECEMBER, 1879.
WANTED—A correspondence with Jas. T.
Dickinson of the Virginia Delta.
F R A N K PEGUES,

Spartanburg, S. C.
To all Phis in this and other lands the
extends the compliments of the season, wishing for each and for all the merriest
kind of a Christmas and the happiest sort of
a New Year.
SCROLL

There has been some complaint about the
names in the Directory. We do not change
names until authorized properly, and make
corrections invariably in the first print of the
Directory after notification. If not notified
promptly the fault is not ours.
As to the arrangement of chapter reports
in some regular order we have received some
good suggestions which we would gladly
adopt if practicable. But as reports come to
hand in every kind of order we are compelled to give up system and to listen to the
appeal of the printer for copy. As it is we
are often obliged to wait on the pleasure of
our correspondents in getting reports. We
would be pleased therefore if each sub-editor
would try to be the first in mailing his
monthly letter.
We publish an interesting report from S.
C. Alpha in this issue. This chapter although
but a few months old manifests a life and energy characteristic of those older and stronger
in the cause, and while we congratulate the
boys down there on their eminent success we
see no reason why they should not go on winning victories until their chapter is not only
the best in Wofford, but a peer of any in the
land.
The January number promises to be rich
in interest. The Grand Banker will furnish
us with a full statement of the finances,,there
will be an interesting account of "Our Phi
Jap.," from the pen of a corresponding member of the National Grand, we hope to have
reports from Alumni Chapters, some minutes
of the Convention of '64 w"ill appear, and we
expect a poem from a gifted Phi of thirty
years experience in fraternity. We will also
publish some very important information
concerning one of our chapters and its members, that may occasion surprise. With our
usual news and reports an interesting SCROLL
may be looked for in January.
A private letter from the National Grand

T H E SCROLL.
Notes.
—A change has been made in the Executive Committee, according to requirement of
the Constitution. Bro. G. W. Plack, who
represented the National Grand on the committee, retired when he graduated from college last year. Bro. John T. Morrison has
been elected to the position. His address
may be found in the directory.
—We call attention to another new advertisement, that of Mr. J. E. Wible. The
printing done at this establishment should
need no recommendation to Phis, for they
have been complimenting it in all quarters already. In fact this is where the SCROLL is
printed, but it must be kept sub rosa. We
hope our printer will get numerous and large
orders for cards, &c.

soon forgotten by the members. He is holding court at this place now arjd the shield and
dagger which he wears adds new dignity.to
the bench. If these old members knew how
much good it did the boys to meet with them
I believe they would oftener put themselves
in the way to be met.
The Alpha now smiles serenely when the
G. B. bursts forth in the SCROLL with his
supplications to the chapters to pay up, for
she is now square, holding his receipt for
$29.00. She is consequently in a position to
urge upon the other chapters the necessity of
squaring their accounts with the G. B. Pay
up boys. Nothing will be gained by delay.
It also strikes us forcibly that we might, in
view of our clear account, be allowed an extra SCROLL for the benefit of the Chapter
Archives.
CHAS. BANTA.

itx ffiorrespottbena.

Ohio Zeta.
WOOSTER, 0., Dee. Sth, 1879.

possession of their constitution through the
instrumentality of the latter.
Although we are not a Va. chapter we desire to say that we agree with Bro. Dickinson
in regard to a Va. State convention and we
would do something of that kind ourselves,
but the number of Ky. chapters is too small.
As we have enough of debating, etc., in
the literary societies, wehave decided to have
a change and are now reading Richard VIII.
We are sorry to say that another of our
men has been called home, but this is the last
one we will have to part with as the rest are
regular old stagers.
I would be pleased if one of our boys in
each chapter would be kind enough to mark
the fraternity men in the catalogue of the
respective colleges and forward to me at once.
Yours in the Bond,
GEO. B . THOMAS.

Pennsylvania Beta.
PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE, Gettysburg, Pa.,

The statement in a former report that but
[^®~Our purpose ij to issue each number by the
Deo. 9, 1879.
IOth of the month. Chipter Editors will please m lil few good men have entered the University EDITOR SCROLL :
reports accordingly without further notice BEFORE THE this year proves only too true and consequently
Another month finds us passing successFIRST DAY OF EACH MONTH
Each Chapter is required we are only able to report the initiation of two
fully ou in the regular routine of duties and
to report monthly. Promptness in ihis matter is decollegiates up to this time, with the prospect pleasures incident to college life as expersirable.—B. M ]

^^f one more. These men, C. W. Pepper, Ju- ienced by earnest Phis. We cordially extend
nior, and J. W. Criswell, Freshman, are men merry holiday greetings to all our noble brothof undoubted ability and well worthy of Phi erhood, and sincerely wish them all to realize
INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY,
Delta Theta. We have taken in more than the bright hopes they have of future success.
Bloomington, I n j . , Dec. 4th, 1879.
Yours in the Bond,
any of the other Fraternities this year except
The unfortunate Corresponding Secretary the Betas ; the Phi Kaps adding only one to
H. M A X . L E N T Z .
of the Alpha is catching Hail Columbia on their number, while the Sigs have done
all sides because he has been so engrossed in about the same. We do not intend to take
Ohio Delta.
the busy pursuit of knowledge as to, for once, in a single man unless he be worthy, even if
neglect to send in his accustomed report to we dwindle down to nothing. Hoping to be
0. W. UNIVERSITY, Delaware, 0 .
Dee. 2, 1879.
the SCROLL. These fault finders, for the able to report greater accessions by the next
EDITOR SCROLL :
most part from his own chapter, no doubt time, we remain,
In our last we spoke of a man we had fair
have a laudable desire to see the noble deeds
Youi-s in the Bond,
prospects of getting. We got him—Frank
of their chapter and themselves heralded
W I L L . FREMONT H A R N .
L . Davis, '82. But Oliver Twist like, we
through the columns of the SCROLL. Perwanted "more ;" so, last Tuesday morning we
haps their modesty over sounding their own
Kentucky Alpha.
donned the "white and blue" for Bro. R. B.
trumpets is the reason that it never occurs to
Carter, '83, although we had to give the Sigs
them that they might occasionally come to
CENTRE COLLEGE, Danville. K.,
and Delta Taus the G. B. to do it. He is
the rescue of the Corresponding Secretary
Deo. 1st, 1879.
said to be able to kick foot-ball harder and
and even show him the error of his ways.
D E A R SCROLL:
The chapter has had its good and bad forAfter partaking of a splenid Thanksgiving play base ball longer than any-other man in
tune during the past month or two though dinner the Ky. Alpha boys were made happy college of only 166 pounds avoirdupois.
Our chapter is sorry to lose Bros. McConica
the former has predominated. Our total by the appearance of the SCROLL, and you
number of men initiated so far this year is may be certain that the contents were quick- and Fulton, who go out to teach for a short
ten, and we have lost two ; the one of these, ly devoured and properly appreciated. We time. Bros. Jack Randall and Dock Smith
Mr. J. F. Randolph, by resignation, and the enjoyed perusing the ehapter reports and are had to go home Thanksgiving for turkey and,
of course, well. Dock has not got back
other, Bro. E. D. Edson by death. We yet pleased to hear of the success which is crownhave our hall draped in mourning in memory ing our eiforts in the college world. Al- at this writing. We hope to be a,ble to report
of Bro. Edson. The names of those whom though deprived of "other fraternities" and him alive in the next SCROLL.
For literary exercises in our chapter, we
we have initiated since our last report are some other matters, we considered their loss
Bros. Frank Aruott, 'Jake' Halderinan, B. more than compensated for by Bro. Boaz's have been trying the plan of a reading club,
F. Thompson, Oscar E. Bradfute, Esquii-e, iarticle, in praise of which our boys are unan- devoting a half hour or more each evening to
Albert Weatherby and Addison L. Roache, emous. Indiana Delta will please accept our reading. Holland's "Bitter Sweet," as someJr. Bro. Weatherby was one of those tough compliments on having such a master mind thing not very difficult to commence with,
has been lying on our dissecting table. We
old barbs that it is so hard to convert, and in her ranks.
though he had successfully warded oif for We have been gliding gently along since our should be glad to hear from other chapters
three years the spikes of several other frater- last communication and nothing has occurred what they make their literary exercises consist
nities, he at last fell a victim to an invincible to give spice to the dull monotony of college in, how they conduct them, etc. This can and
spike administered by the unerring hand of life except a little effigy scheme, in which should be made an important feature of our
our worthy chaplain, Bro. Shirk. He is as most of our boys figured prominently. Hal- fraternity, though, of course, not to the negyet sub rosa, and we will no doubt astonish low e'en some naughty students made figures lect of the moral and social. Bro. Rosethe natives when we bring him out next term. representing the worthy members of our facul- mond, our historian, read us a short spicy
We have been fortunate in having three of ty and, while engaged in suspending them sketch of our chapter's history at a recent
the Patres Conscripti with us at different on a wire across Main street, they w^ere sur- meeting. In addition to writing an occatimes this term. First was Judge Banta, prised by the night watchman and two of sional song for the chapter, he never fails to
who graduated here in '55 arid is consequent- their number captured, one of them a Phi. call at the Female college every Sg^turday afly getting to be quite an "old boy." He evi- Of course they had an interview with the ternoon and take in some unwary Sem.
We have received our new badges aud even
dently had not forgotten Phi Delta Theta President, but by some technicality they eshow^ever. Next we had Bro. Al. Fullerton caped punishment. The effigies are still ex- other fraternity men acknowledge them the
prettiest in college. The Sems., dear creawith us who, though yet a young man, is tant and will go up at an early date.
nevertheless one whom we honor with the
The Beta Theta Pis are contemplating tures ! are going into ecstacies of superlativeness over them.
name "Daddy Fullerton" for the reason that building a hall and will probably do so,
in '72 when all others deserted the old stand- if they can get the wherewithal. They had
Quite a sensation was produced in O. W.
ard, he stuck to it and fought the thing better look around for some more men as U. circles Thanksgiving morning, and partlirough ; thus becoming in truth the father they have only one Soph, and one Freshie, ticularly no little consternation in the Phi
of Indiana Alpha. Our next visitor was and neither one of them take any interest in Kajipa Psi camp, on finding the Phi Kappa
Judge Robinson, of Siiencer, who met with their fraternity and could not do much if left Psi constitution printed and pasted up about
us at our last meeting. Tiie Judge gave us to their own resources. They had a rub with town, revealing signs, form of intiation, etc.
an address which I do not suppose will be the Sigs when they learned that we were in The Phi Kaps stood it pretty well, though a
Indiana Alpha.

bad "give away." It seems to be the result
of a common enmity towards them by other
fraternity and non-fraternity men, possibly
on account of their capacity to blow, which
appears a characteristic of the fraternity, or
of this chapter at least.
The suggestion of a State Convention by
Virginia Delta reminds us that it has been
also suggested that Ohio Phis hold a convention at some early date at Columbus or Delaware, or some other convenient point. Such
a convention could not but result in the improvement of the various chapters from a
better acquaintance with one another. We
should like very much to hear from Ohio Zeta,
by whom the suggestion was made. Also
from our other Ohio chapters through the
SCROLL. By all means let us have it, for assuredly an Ohio convention will be a success,
even though'we are few.
Yours in the Bond,

not near as enthusiastic as we sliould have agreed to become a member of the Phi Delta
been, but we will try and make it up in the Theta. Bro. Buckner happened to be visiting here at the time and, being asked to aid
future.
in the Bond,
in the initiation of Bro. Watson, readily conLOUIS F . BOWLING.
sented. With his help we soon initiated Bro.
Watson and sent him forth to bear the shielp
Virginia Beta.
and dagger.
UNIVERSITY OF V A . . Dec. 1, 1879.
We soon concluded that we had more maAt last the Virginia Beta comes out with terial to work upon and so brought out our
its report. I suppose you have thought us machine again. This time wesucceeded in getneglectful of our duty in not sending one be- ting Bro. j ; H. Moss. We initiated him last
fore, but, on the principle that a poor excuse night. He is small, but, to use a common
is better than none, like the Alabama Beta, expression, he is "loud." Both of our new
we have a few words to say in our vindication. men are good students and take a good stand
We wrote you a report last month but greatly in
their classes. We will try our machine
to our surprise a few days since we discovagain this week.
ered it had not been mailed.
The Gamma sends greetings to all chapters
We have as good a chapter as any frater- of the Phi Delta Theta. Wishing to all sucnity here, and this with our tremendous op- cess, I am yours in the Bond,
position is saying a good deal. I suppose we
S. A. W A L T O N .
have more fraternities to work against than
any chapter in our order. There are in all
SCOTT BONHAM.
about seventeen here, varying from the poorVirginia Epsilon.
est up to the best, among which latter I am
WASH. A L E E UNIV., Lexington, Va.
glad to say we stand. The Betas are here
South Carolina Alpha.
Nov. 9th, 1879.
with a good chapter. So are the Phi Kaiipa D E A R BROTHERS :
WoFFQRD JOLLEGE. .-^piirtMnburor, S. C ,
Psi, Kappa Alpha, and Chi Phis, especially
Will you be so kind as to insert my name
NOV. 29 1879.
the latter. The Zeta Psis are not as well in the SCROLL, as wanting a correspondent
D E A R MESSEN^GER OF P H I D E L T A T I I E T A :
represented
as
formerly.
Delta
Kappa
Epsifrom the South-Western chapters? WashYou are welcome always, for every visit
from you has the effect of warming our la- lon also has a fine chapter here, perhaps thi' ington & Lee is almost destitute of good men.
tent energy and of stimulating us to more largest of all, numbering about seventeen. Those few who are good men were spostrenuous efforts for our beloved fraternity. Our own membership is at present eleven, ken to before they came to college. The
what we claim to be one of the Delta Kappa Epsilon chapter here has no
Would that S. C. Alpha had many trophies constituting
of the "clubs" here. Among our acces- men and is therefor a non-entity. Phi Kapto be recorded for you. But while we have best
from other chapters are Bros. Chalkley pa Psi has only one man and is not going to
not yet made vast conquests and swept from sions
Powers of Virginia Delta, and Bro. get any more. Beta Theta Pih as one man
the field every foe, we are steadily advancing. and
(our quiet (?) man) of Randolph- here, a right good man. Phi Gamma Delta
We have since last repoit gained two con- Stevenson
Macon college. Five of last year's chapter has only one, a splendid man. The Sigma
veits from barbarism and have safely placed are
with us ; Bros. Fletcher, Black- Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi, and Kappa Sigma
them under the enlightening veil of Phi-ism. burn,again
Patterson,
and last but not Kappa, have the largest chapters here.
They are brothers Taylor and Alsbrooke, both least, that festive Bristow,
belonging to the introductory class, but they nast, Tom Phister. chap and champion gymWill some brother tell me through the
are giants there.
SCROLL -whether the Black Badge has gone
We opened this fall with nine men, one of up Salt River or not ? They do not wear
We will enter a hall next week permanently. And we purpose to begin the regular lit- whom, Bro. Poyntz, of the brilliant Ken- their badges at this college. Does any
erary exercises at our next meeting, which tucky Alpha, had to leave us shortly after the one know why ? The B. B.'s themselves are
exercises hitherto, on account of paucity of commencement of the session. We have silent and never say anything on the subject.
Yours in the Bond,
initiated into the mysteries of our Bond but
men, we have neglected.
H. P. SCRATCHLEY.
Our new badges, received a few weeks ago two new ones, Bros. Bryan and Gaitskill,
from Messrs. Burgess & Co., are models of both excellent men ; the former of whom, by
beauty and have elicited much warm admira- the way, is also a very quiet (?) man. Like
Ohio Eta.
tion and praise from the ladies. One says— the Georgia Delta, we have had to work
BUCHTEL
COLLEGE, Akron, Ohio.
"The Phi Delta Theta badge must be, and among a sorry lot of new students. Most of
Nov. 6th, 1879.
can't be other than an emblem of gallantry." those who are worth anything, came here
SCROLL :
Bro. W. D. Simpson is our Corresponding members of fraternities, having joined at DEAR
It is with pleasure that Ohio Eta again
Secretary and will keep you posted in the fu- other institutions. The two upon whom we
the SCROLL and through it learns of
ture as to our movements. May the fires have placed the badge of Phi Delta Theta, are greets
the
grand
success which has been inaugurahowever
well
worthy
to
wear
it.
So
much
burn bright in all Phi halls.
ted all along the line. Let the good work go
for the report of any facte.
Yours in the Bond,
Ky. Alpha, allow us to congratulate 5'ou on on.We have added to our number one worthy
T. I. ROGERS.
your success. From Bro. Thomas' reports we brother,
N. Hineline. Our friends the
would judge you to be "booming." May you Delta TauAir.
Virginia Alpha.
Deltas,
have initiated two or three
continue to prosper.
men to whom, so far as we are concerned,
RoANOKP. COLLEGE. Salem, Va ,
To
the
baby
of
Pennsylvania
we
would
say
they are entirely welcome. At the last colNOV. 16th 1879.
that we feel a sincere interest in your infant lege social, one of the lady students came out
D E A R BROTHER :
It is with much pleasure that we forward a antics. May you pass safely through your wearing the Delta Tau Delta badge. This
of infancy and enjoy a long and suc- was too much for the gallantry of the Phis,
report of theVa. Alpha, which is now working period
and now the "shield and bright golden dagunder such favorable auspices.
Though cessful life.
Wishing all manner of success to our order ger" adorn the form of many a lovely one.
there were only two of us old members left
Yours Fraternally,
It is needless to say our friends have learned
from the former session to resume the duties I am,
JNO. S. MOORING.
how we are regarded by the ladies.
of our chapter, we went to work and have
augmented our band by the addition of five
By the way, let me not forget to mention
Virginia Gamma.
members and energetic workers, who recogthe Senior banquet given at the close of last
nize in their initiaton the cause for which the
R. M, CoLLEGR, Ashland, Va., Nov. 24, 1879.
year by the Senior Phis. Many corresponD E A R SCROLL:
Phi Delta_ Theta is organized.
dent members were present and enjo3'ed with
It affords me great pleasure to make a re- us the pi'incely feast. We had only one reWe regret to say that two of our best members failed to return, viz : Bros. Shipman and port for our chapter. College opened Sept. gret, namely, that our Wooster friends were
Thurmond ; also Bro. Wildbahn, but he be- 18th. We had only two Phis at the opening unable to be with ns.
ing a graduate was of course given up to re- this session, as Bros. Terrell and Buckner did
At present we hold our meetings in the
turn to his home in Texas, where he is now not return. As Bro. Buckner had our books parlors of the Empire House, but we desire
studying law. And it is worthy of remark we could not get to work until one month to see the time when Ohio Eta has a hall of
that he, being the only graduate from our had rolled away.
her own, consequently for the purpose of hasAfter getting our books from Bro. Buck- tening that time we have decided to give a
fraternity in his class, took the highest honors. Bro. Thurmond is deputy sheriff of Vic- ner I must confess we were very much dis- course of lectures. Mrs. Livermore has been
couraged but finally determined to get out engaged, and several other noted lecturers
toria county, Texas.
There have been too few reports from our our "spiking machine." We at once brought are under our consideration.
chapter the past two years. In fact, there it to bear upon Bro. F. C. Watson, who, afYours in the Bond,
were so few of us last session that we were ter considering the matter for sometime,
CHAS. PLEASANTS.

THE
North Carolina Alpha.

PHIL. HOLLAND, JR.

Indiana Gamma.
361 Mass. Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 16,1879.
Our former sub-editor, Bro. Campbell, has
been obliged t o leave college on account of
failing health and t h e chapter has placed
upon me t h e important duties of correspondent. I t is with some little trepidation t h a t
I address my first report t o t h e fraternity a t
large ; b u t t h e progress of t h e Indiana Gamma has been so marked t h a t it does n o t re
quire a gifted pen to point out its improvement . W e have altogether sixteen men,
having initiated six since t h e year opened.
T h e last S C R O L L was received with joy as it
brought t h e news of continued prosperity and
extension of our order. T h e Gamma takes
pride in having established, through Bro.
Marshall, t h e Ohio Delta. From recent letters
we learn t h a t t h e new chapter is sound and
healthy.
Why is it t h a t we never hear through t h e
S C R O L L of t h e Hlinois and Missouri chapters?
Every chapter should report monthly, and we
t h i n k these reports should be given space in
preference to anything else.
Bro. Palmer, in Oct. S C R O L L , inquires for
the m i n u t e s of convention of '71. I think
he can get t h e m from t h e G. B . They are
n o t in t h e archives of Ind. Gamma. We send
our heartiest congratulations t o t h e K e n t u c k y
Alpha. " M a y she live long and never d i e . "
I n t h e Bond,
H . W. B R O W N .

Indiana Epsilon.
HANOVER COLLEGE, Hanover. Ind., Nov. 10, 18?9.

Septem sumus. W e are a small but growing
band. Tliree of us responded to t h e roll-call
at our first meeting. W e went to work earnestly and tremblingly, and secured t h e men
we wanted.
We are now working upon several othei-s,
t w o of whom are already converted and
promised t o join us soon. By extending our
"feelers" in all directions we have found
t h e r e is still available material enough to
w a r r a n t us in hoping t o reach at least t h e
teens. Meanwhile we have a w^orking number a n d are striving t o carry out t h e noble objects of our order. Experience has t a u g h t
us t h a t i t is t h e best t o combine pleasure and
pro6t a t our meetings. A t present we have
exercises similar to those of a literary society, a n d t h u s gain much benefit.
We are glad t o learn t h a t our fraternity
is marching onward in its work, and intend
t o make our voice heard regularly throughout
the year's campaign, shouting for t h e victories of P h i Delta Theta.
In t h e Bond,
H . C. M O X T G O M E K Y .

Fhi Delta Theta Directory.

Michigan Beta.

TRINITY COLLEGE. N. C , Nov. Sth, 1879.

Our first greetings we fear will cast a gloom
over t h e members of t h e fraternity. Our
college faculty have passed laws forbidding
any fraternity t o exist here—hence we had to
yield up t h e Ghost, open our doors aud dispose of what property we had on hand ; b u t
before t h e law was passed we succeeded in
initiating three of t h e best men in college, t o
w i t : Bros. May, Welsh, and Pierce. We are
waiting to see what course t h e other fraternities will pursue. W e have not abandoned our
ship yet, nor do we expect t o , for we believe
the law will be repealed, b u t if i t is not, we
will perhaps r u n our machine the laws of t h e
college t o t h e contrary notwithstanding. We
would be pleased t o hear from any brother
giving us advice as t o how we could safely
solicit persons t o join us. Hoping t h a t t h e
g r e a t boom of P h i Delta T h e t a may go on in
its good work we remain,
In t h e mystic Bond,

SCROLL.

AGRICULTORAL COLLEGE, Lansinjr. Mich.,

Nov. .ith, 1879.
DEAR BROTHERS:

Mich. Beta has been made glad by another
number of t h e S C R O L L and although our
chapter will be closed for t h e winter on account of t h e long winter vacation of our college, we can still enjoy more numbers like
the last. We ended our pleasant meetings
with a grand oyster supper, Nov. Sth, which
is not only our anniversary b u t also our ceU'*
tennial, for we have held just two hundred
meetings. W e graduate three men this fall
with honors and leave t h e chapter with sixteen good men t o t a k e up t h e good work in
the Spring. We have money in our treasury
and owe not a cent except t h e Permanent
F u n d fees which we intend to leave in our
own treasury. By t h e way, what think you
of t h a t P . F . ? W e believe it an unsafe and
unsound policy t o pursue and earnestly hope
the next convention will repeal t h e article
t h a t keeps i t alive.
Yours in t h e Bond,
C. B. C H A R L E S .

T

^

Mississippi Alpha.
UNIVERSITY OF .MISS., O.tford, Miss., Nov. 2, 1S79.

E D . SCROLL :

Since last writing, t h e number of members
of t h e Miss. Alpha have increased to fifteen,
and we have three more in view. We have
three lawyers, three Juniors, five Sophs, two
Freshmen and two Preps. Although we have
a goodly number of boys, I cannot comment,
as some of t h e chapters, upon their good
looks ; but I can safely say t h a t t h e deficienc)'
is supplied by a great deal of sense.
Our tempers have slightly been ruffled by a
Delta Kappa Epsilon, who imagined t h a t he
could dislodge t h e noble Phis from their guy
room, which is a hall of one of tlie literary
societies, by introducing a resolution t o t h e
effect t h a t no secret club be allowed to meet
in said hall, t h a t t h e guying of said club in
t h a t hall was detrimental to t h e carpet,
chairs, etc. W h a t do you think of t h a t piece
of impertinence. B u t their little game was
too thin not to be seen through. T h e members of different clubs spoke t o us concerning
this m a t t e r and expressed their sentiments to
the effect t h a t they would vote against that
vile measure.
The Delta Kappa Epsilons were once very
powerful a t this University b u t they are
crumbling away, like t h e walls of some vast
fortress before t h e bombs of t h e enemy, and
soon they will be surrounded by t h a t impenetrable gloom from which they can never
emerge.
The Delta Psis made a feeble effort t o revive their fast sinking fraternity ; b u t cannot
hold out another year, as their leader graduates this year, and there will be no experienced niembers left t o work for the fraternity. T h e Beta Theta Pi did a bad job when
they swallowed up t h e Alpha Kappa Phis
at this place. F o r t h e Alpha Kappa Phis,
alias Beta Theta Pis ai-e t h e most detestable
set of fellows t h a t were ever in this University. There is some mistake about t h e Rain
Bows going over to t h e Beta Thetas. B u t
from what I heard tiie Beta Thetas proposed
to t h e Rain Bows, and were indignantly rejected.
T h e Sigma Chis are in fine working
order. B u t t h e old Piii Delta Theta has risen
above t h e m all. When our chapter was first
established i t was made t h e jest of t h e Campus, and it was not expected to live, but it
did live, and is now on t h e high road to prosperity and fame. A n d with t h e wish t h a t
the Almighty may ever shower His blessings
upon t h e fraternity, I am, with love to all
the noble Phis, vours fraternallvin t h e Bond.
W. E.

BARKER.
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IOWA ALPH.-V—John R. Foulks, Mt. Pleasant.
Iowa.
GEORGIA BETA—W. G. Brantley, Athens,
Ga.
GEORGIA GAMMA—H. C.Carney, Oxford, Ga.
GEORGI.A. DELTA—J. K. Battle, Macon, Ga.
OHIO ZETA—Wiih Y. Harn, Wooster, Ohio.
PENNA. ALPHA—M. G. Tull, 19 McKeen
Hall, Easton, Pa;
MICHIGAN BETA—C. B. Charles, Lansing,
Michigan;
X'IRGINI A BETA—J. S. Mooring, University of
Virginia Postoffice, Albemarle Co., Va.
VIRGINIA GAMMA—F. C.Watson, Ashland,
Virginia.
OHIO ETA—H. A. keilev, Akron, O.
PENN.A. BETA—H. Max. Lentz, Gettysb'g, Pa.
VIRGINIA DELTA—J. T. Dickinson, Richmond, Va.
T E N N E S S E E BETA—(Sub rosa) \S. H. Goodpasture, Nashville, Tenn.
PENNA. GAMMA—M. A. Denman, Washington, Pa.
MISSOURI BETA—Eddie Ball, Fayette, Mo.
MISSISSIPPI ALPHA—W. H. Magruder, Oxford, Miss.
VIRGINIA EPSILON—H. P. Scratchley, Lexington, Va.
NORTH CAROLINA ALPHA—Phil Holland,
Jr., Trinity College Postoffice, Ni Carolina.
TEXAS BETA—J, H. Gillespie, Tehuacana,
• Texas.
.AL.\BA.M.A. BET.^—Alva Fitzpatrick, Auburn,
Lee County, Ala.
INDIANA .ALPHA ALU.MNI—T. C. Donnell,
Franklin, Ind,
VIRGINIA ALPHA ALUMNI—C.N.Chalkley,
210 Governor St., Richmond, Va.
SOUTH CAROLINA .A.LPHA—W. D. Simpson, jr., Spartanburg, S. C.
PENNA. EPSILON—W. G. Warner, Allegheny
College, Meadville, Pa.
T E N N n S S E E GAMMA—F. A. Vincent, Knoxville, Tenn.
VERMONT ALPHA—H. M. Woods, Box 407,
Burlington, \'ermont.
OHIO DELTA—Scott Bonham, Delaware, O.
IND1AN.\ I'.ETA ALUMNI.
Iniianapoli?, Indiana.
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CHARLES COOK,

S.§.§urgess'$0110^0.,

No. 1 Stud, rxact s i z e .

N o . (O P l a i n S t r e e t ,

OFFIC^IAL

JEWELERS

FOR T H E

No. 4 Stndg, exact size.

Phi Delta Theta Fraternity,
MANUFACTURE

WATCH

CHAIN CHARM.

"

BADGE N o . * .

[SOMETHING N'KW.]

BADGES, BUTTONS,
STUDS, CHARMS & RINGS.
W e have for many years made
the manufacture of College

PHI DELTA THETA FRATERNITY,

FRATERNITY JEWELRY
A SPECIALTY.

^atrga, pings, BintiB, S^atcl^ S^feains, ftarms, §tt.

Using only the best materials and
employing only skilled workmen enables us to produce a line of Goods
which for beauty and durability of
finish are unsurpassed. T h e merits
of our Goods are :

FORMER OFFICIAL JEWELER FOR THE

MANUFACTURES

My New Style Badge originated in the fact that 1 received many letters from parties asking me to get
up a new design
I complied and designed my New Style, which was much admired wherever .seen.
Finding, however, some objections thereto, I have concluded to cease its manufacture and have not therefore annexed it to my revised Price List. Instead of it I have designed a Watch Chain Charm which I think is a
model in neatness of design for personal adornment. I t can be made to cost little for »uch a piece of Jewelrj,
and with £ne sets can also be made expensive.
Prices for Badges, Rings, etc., of any description, furnished upon application. Send for illustrate 1 catalogue of our Phi Delta Theta Badges, etc. For further information address C. COOK, Fifth and Smith
Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
C d 1 y N 79.

DREK:^,

They are all Gold of good qualid^ /^•^>U<^^'
''^^
ty, handsomely and substantially
made, set with stones which are IWl Chestnut St., - - Philadelphia. nicely printed on line Bristol Board, only jocfs.
By Mail j2 cts.
selected and real, and sold at reaAlso Programmes, Invitations, and all kinds
of fine Book and Job Work.
sonable prices.
FINE STATIONERY
J. E. WIBLE,
Washington & North Sts., Gettysburg, Pa.

AND

We furnish

Refers by permi.ssion to Bus. Man. of SCROLL.

set ENGRAVING HOUSE.

B A D G E S in Plain Enamel and
in Garnet, Turquoise, Pearl, Ru
by, Sapphire, and Diamond.

S W O R D S ornamented, and also
set to match the Badges.

Send for .sample book of papers and prices.

S T U D S , of Shield pattern and also
in separate letters, either orna- Handsomely Engraved Invitations
mented or set.
for Colleges, Weddings,

B U T T O N S of Shield pattern, in
Enamel.
R I N G S and Charms in assorted
styles.
Designs, Price Lists and all other
information furnished promptly.
ClyN79.

CATALOGUES.

In order to place the Catalogne in the hands of
FINE ENGLISH
and DOMESTIC
PA- every P h i . the Executive Connnittee has authorized the Grand Banker to furnish them at
PERS
stamped in Gold, Plain Colors or the following rates :
With Paper Cover,
50 cents.
handsomely Illuminated with CLASS
DIE,
With Linen Cover,,
75 "
MONOGRAM.
CREST, Sfc.
Send orders at once to

VISITING

Receptions,

PHI DELTA THETA

SONG BOOK.

The P h i Delta Theta Song Book is in tlie
hands of the Executive Committee. Send to
the Grand Banker for copies which will be
DESIGNS, mailed at 75 cents per,single copy.

CARDS,
MONOGRAMS,
SOCIETY

and HERALDIC

Sec.,

C. D. WHITEHEAD,
Grand
Banker,
1 & 3 Thorpe's Block, Indianapolis, Ind.

ENGRAVING
EXTRA COPIES of

furnished

in the best manner and correct taste.

Designs submitted for approval.
h C 6m N 79
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will be mailed at 10 cents each by
BUSINESS MANAGER,

11 X J

• • • • • " • • • • • • • J

C_Q>T>rrrMK/2_S

r"ccP~-*y^*--T:yT;)

SUB
VOLUME I V .

G E T T Y S B U R G , PA., J A N U A R Y , 1880.

I Enjoy this Scene with Thee Alone.
The sun is sinking in the west.
The stars are peeping one by one.
The vesper-hymn is now at rest,—
I enjoy this scene with thee alone.
The bright and modest queen of night
Meekly looks from her starry throne.
And bathes this earth with mellow light,—
I enjoy this scene with thee alone.
The silver brook in cascades hies,
And breaks in plaintive, softest tone.
The breeze in sylvan bowers sighs,—
I enjoy this scene with thee alone.
The sweetest odors fill the air
From fragrant flowers freshly blown,
And touch and kiss a loving pair,—
I enjoy this scene with thee alone.
Eyes silent meet, hands gently press.
The pain is sooth'd, the doubt is gone ;
Two hearts have breath'd the longed-for Yes,
This scene 's enjoyed by them alone.
A manly form, a blushing bride,
Solemnly vow e'er to be one.
And make their years in bliss to glide,—
This scene 's enjoyed by them alone.
S. D E SOTO.
DANVILLE,

ROSA.

Dec.

Sth,

1879.

"Our Jap."
T h e familiar title above is that usually
given to our brother H. T. Yegawa,
whose high merits of head and heart,
well and proudly known among us, have
brought him into the complimentary notice of t h e Philadelphia Times and the
Peekskill Democrat, and now bring him
before t h e readers of the SCROLL as their
brother. T o know him personally was
to esteem h i m ; to know him as this
sketch presents him I feel sure will be to
warmly recognize him as an honor to the
Fraternity.
Bro. Yegawa belongs to one of the old
families of t h e feudal nobility of Japan,
which no longer holds powef as an institution in t h e government, but still retains
some rank and favor. A t t h e death of
his parents he was when quite young taken into t h e care of an uncle who held a
high position in the government and who
no doubt afforded him a careful and fatherly training. His sister, whose beauty
bears no mean comparison with winsome
American types, is t h e wife of the Japanese Minister to Italy.
In 1872 Yegawa came to this country

NUMBER 4.

under government appointment, and at- rarely met with, and showed talent in the
tended school at the Peekskill Military main not unworthy the flattery and credit
Academy, where, after a short struggle so largely accorded him.
with and a fair mastery over the English
T h e Peekskill Democrat thus notices
language, he studied until the following the crowning effort of his college career:
June when he joined his friends Soma "His commencement oration. T h e TreaOkubo and Makino in the school at ty Relations of Japan,' was a scholarly
Highland Falls. After about one year production and delivered with a grace,
he returned to Peekskill Academy and force and distinctness thet rendered it
resumed zealous study under Messrs. Don- scarcely second to any of the day." W e
ald and Wright, two first-class educators, can say more. W h e n Bro. Yegawa spoke,
the latter of whom is now an honorary the audience, before rather listless and
member of the National Grand, being in languid, became eager and attentive,
every respect a great honor to us and to pressing from all quarters close up to the
the Fraternity at large.
stage. T h e energy of the applause, the
Bro. Yegawa was more than studious, richness and abundance of the bouquets,
he was ambitious, and the two combined the congratulations of prominent men in
made him surmount all natural difficulties the audience, and the comphments of
and soon placed him over his fellows as Gen. Patterson and the Hon. Edward
captain of cadets, besides budding him Wells at alumni dinner, all testify in a peforth as an orator of "honorable men- culiar manner, to Bro. Yegawa's last
tion" in a regular contest. In t h e fall of brilliant, farewell college effort, as well
1875 he entered the Technical course of as give some earnest of prominence and
Lafayette College, passing a most credit- influence hereafter in life.
able examination, equalled by very few
Let us also hint here that his fondness
members of a large class.
for good, solid, substantial reading and
During the Freshman year while he for the best books was well marked, and
was attaining a high standard in his stud- his absorptive and assimilating qualities
ies and attracting general curiosity and of mind will make him a cultivated masadmiration, he was undergoing a most ter of much information.
critical inspection at the hands of our Phi
To omit his social qualities would be
boys. W e were cautious in trying an the grossest error. United with tasteful
entirely new experiment, but early in the and elegant dre.ss, Bro. Yegawa had a
Sophomore year, all delicacy gone, Ye- very genial, polite address, and was not
gawa signed the constitution and, once only fond of ladies society, but was pecuwithin the mystic vale, he became an liarly favored by the best of the fair sex
overwhelming zealot and was the delight wherever he went. His attractive perof t h e brothers as well as the apparent sonal appearance and the novelty of because of .envy of other fraternities.
ing a foreigner must by all means be
Henceforth in his college course Ye- made subordinate to his warm, earnest,
gawa enjoyed t h e warm sympathies and winning, and often humorous conversaintimate associations of those who were tional powers. H e was quite fond of
morally and intellectually after his own jokes in the abstract, but became a trifle
heart. H e took the Mathematical Prize dry when America was practically against
of the Technical department, and at the him.
Junior Oratorical Contest he proved his
Let us acknowledge his record in so
power and ability as an orator, receiving far as it promises something marked in
sensational applause and congratulation. the future, and let us hope to see our
T h o u g h he failed in getting a prize at the Japanese Brother Yegawa attain t h e goal
regular contest, he evinced a measure of of his ambition,—distinction in t h e govpersevering and spirited effort which i^ ernment.
G. \v. p.
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A New Catalogue.
Brothers W . B. Palmer and George
Banta, having been authorized by the
Executive Committee, are now actively
engaged in preparing a new catalogue of
the Fraternity. They will leave it to the
convention to devise a plan for raising
t h e funds necessary, but they are resolved
to begin the compilation of the catalogue
at once.
Many who are now active
members and can give assistance will
soon leave their chapters, and as to the
dead chapters, the sooner they are begun
on the better.
T h e editors are determined to make the most complete Fraternity catalogue extant. Every fact of
interest obtainable concerning every member of the Fraternity will be given The
catalogue will have an alphabetical index,
and also a geographical index, by which
may be seen the Phis living in any town.
There will, in addition, be given as full a
history of the Fraternity and of each
chapter as the information that can be
obtained will permit. T h e editors are
aware of the immense labor they have
undertaken, but they are determined to
work on this catalogue until it is completed, for it is impossible to make a perfect
catalogue when it changes hands in preparation so often. T h e labor to them,
however, will be much lightened if the
different chapters will heartily assist
by sending correct and and full reports
of members. A careful man in each
chapter should at once be elected to
make up its list of members, and another
to write its history. T h e following directions for making out lists are furnished.
- I. Give FULL names of all members,
including middle names. Divide according to classes. Give all whom the chapter has received by transfer, stating the
chapters from which they came. Give
all lost by transfer, stating the classes
they, were in before they left, and the
chapters to which they went. Give separately the names merely of all who have
resigned or been expelled, not to be inserted in the catalogue, but that the editors may make no mistake.
2. Give post office addresses in full.
If members are itinerant, give permanent
address. If living in cities, give streets
and numbers.
3. Give exact date and places of birth.
4. Give exact date of initiation and of
reception of members from other chapters.
5. State the courses in college taken.
6. State whether members graduated
or not, and give the baccalaureate degrees
of all graduates.
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7. Give all subsequent degrees, stating
whether in course or honorary, and giving the colleges conferring them and the
year in which each was conferred.
8. Mention with dates all honors and
distinctions taken in college, including
class day officers, and poets, essayists,
and orators on anniversary, commencement, and other public occasions.
9. If members attended any other colleges, state what, giving years inclusive
and classes.
10. If any members have been principals of'any high schools or seminaries,
or tutors, professors, or trustees of any
colleges, state what institutions,, the
chairs occupied, and the years inclusive.
11. Give the names of papers, magazines or other publications, including college papers and annuals, which members
have edited, and of which they have been
contributors or correspondents, stating
when.
12. If any member is the author of
any book, pamphlet, address, essay or
poem, give the title, size, number of
pages, and place and date of publication.
13. Give exact dates of marriages of
married members, with their wives'
maiden names and residences.
14. If any member was ever a delegate
to any general political, religious or other
convention, give date and place, and state
whether he was an officer or orator on
.such occasion.
15. If any member was in the army
during the late war, state on which side,
and give regiment and rank, with date of
enlistment and appointment, and years of
service.
16. If any member ever held any civil
office, municipal, county, state or national,
legislative, judicial or executive, state
what, and give years inclusive.
17. If any member ever held any official position under any large corporation,
give the name and years inclusive.
18. If any Phis are members of any
scientific or similar societies, give names
and years of membership.
19. State present occupations of members, and how long they have been engaged in the same, and give former occupations with years inclusive as far as
known.
20 In case of ministers, state what
theological seminaries they attended, giving the years inclusive and degrees, or
state when they were licensed or ordained.
Give the denominations of ministers, and
their synods, assemblies or conferences,
and name the charges they have held
since entering the ministry.
21. In case of physicians, state what
medical schools they attended, giving the
years inclusive, and mentioning whether
degrees were obtained.
22. In case of lawyers, state what law
school they attended, giving the years inclusive and degrees, or state when they

were admitted to practice in the state
courts and the U. S. courts.
23. Mention all instances known of in
the whole Fraternity of fathers and sons,
brothers, and business partners who are
Phis, giving chapters and classes.
24. Denote deceased members by *,
and give exact dates and places, and if
under peculiar circumstances, the manner
of deaths.
W h e n as perfect reports from the chapters as they are able to furnish are received, circulars will be sent out to the
members to obtain additional facts, but
most facts can most correctly be obtained
from the chapter and college records.
F o r dates of initiations see the chapter
minutes. F"or full middle names, classes,
courses, degrees, etc., examine the matriculation boo.k of the college and literary societies, and the catalogues and
archives of the college. Also examine
files of college papers, and consult old
Phis, class secretaries and members of
the faculty who keep posted as to alumni. T h e editors, trust that every Phi
who reads this will forward to them full
and lengthy "personals" of himself and
other Phis. Every Phi will please examine his 1878 catalogue, and forward as
many corrections and additions as possible. Even a slight assistance, as furnishing a full middle name, will be valued.
Phis can greatly aid by preparing full
city lists of members. Much difficulty
will be had with dead chapters. A n y
Phi familiar with the membership of any
of these, will confer a great favor by preparing and forwarding a revised list of
the same, or furnishing any information
concerning them. A n y Phi particularly
acquainted with any part of the history
of the Fraternity or of any chapter,
will please give the editors the benefit of
his knowledge.
It is most earnestly
hoped that each chapter "will at once prepare and forward a complete and carefully prepared report.
The list of the
Ohio Delta, Epsilon, Zeta and Eta, Missouri A l p h a , T e x a s Beta, and of all chapters in Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Iowa
and Nebraska should be sent to George
Banta, Franklin, Indiana. The lists of
the Ohio Alpha, Beta and Gamma, Missouri Beta, Texas Alpha, and of all chapters in Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, North
Carolina, Virginia, Pennsylvania, New
York, Wisconsin and California should be
sent to Walter B. Palmer, Nashville,
Tennessee.
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Convention of 1864.
Abstract of the Minutes of the National Convention of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity,
session of 1864.
By previous arrangement, the second biennial Convention of the Phi Delta Theta Society assembled at 10 A. M., June 29th, 1864,
in Philomathean Hall, Indiana State University, Bloomington. The Ind. Alpha and Ind.
Gamma were represented by authorized delegates—the Alpha by Messrs. E. N. Ramsey,
'64, A. C. Mellette, '64, S. B. Hatfield, '64,
W. H. Owen, '66, J. S. Broadwell, '60, J. M.
McCoy, '60 and R. A. Wilbanks, '65; the
Gamma by Messrs. D. Hillis, '64, M. W. Wylie, '64 and J. W. Elstun. Bro. D. Hillis was
chosen chairman, and on assuming the position he returned thanks in a short and appropriate speech, expressing his gratitude for
the honor conferred and his interest in the future prosperity of the society. Bro. Wilbanks was chosen Secretary. Bro. Robt.
Morrison, '49 of Ohio Alpha then opened the
convention with a fervent prayer. Tlie minutes of the last convention held at Danville,
Ky., in 1860, were called for and approved.
By request of the convention, Bro. Robt.
Morrison was admitted to a seat as delegate
from Ky. Alpha. He accepted the seat, but
declined to vote without instructions. On
motion each chapter was allowed but one
vote. On motion of Ind. Alpha, the Grand
Chapter was permanently established with
the Ky. Alpha.
The Ind. Alpha moved that a committee of
one be appointed by the President to collect
the names and materials for the purpose of
revising the catalogue. Motion carried, and
Bro. Wilbanks appointed.
The Ind. Gamma moved that a committee
of three be appointed to superintend the publication of the catalogue after the names and
materials shall have been collected. Motion
carried, and Messrs. Morrison and AVilbanks
appointed, and by request of convention,
Bro. Hillis also. The Ind. Alpha moved that
the provisional charter granted by it to 111.
Beta at Jacksonville, be on recommendation
of the convention confirmed by the Grand
Chapter. Motion carried.
On motion of Ind. Alpha the thanks of the
convention were returned to Bro. Robt. Morrison for his presence and for his efficient services rendered in the publication of the catalogue.
The representation in the convention being
so small the delegates present deera'ed it inadvisable to discuss or take action in regard
to other business. The convention hopes
that a greater degree of interest will actuate
the members of different chapters in the next
biennial convention, and that th^ proper
steps will be taken by each chapter to send
at least one delegate. A number of lengthy
and able speeches were made in behalf of our
organization by members present reviewing
its formation, history, jirogress, present membership, and the field open in the future for
the accomplishment of the grand object for
which all true Phis should assiduously labor
—a stronger union for ourselves, and "those
that may be regarded as worthy of being associated with us." On motion the convention adjourned sine die.
D A V I D H I L L I S , President,
li. A. WILBANKS, Sec'y.
On the evening of the 28th of June, the
Ind. Alpha held a reunion of its members.
A goodly number were inesent. Bro. N. E.
Cobleigli, D. D., '54, Ind. Alpha, of Boston,
Mass., delivered an address to a crowded
chapel, and all without exception pronounced
it the most eloquent, logical and piacticable
address that had ever rung through the
old classic groves of the Ind. State Univer-

sity. A supper was given to Phis exclusively
and many were the kind words and cheering
sentiments expressed in the form of toasts
during the gala evening. It was a proud
day for the Ind. Alpha—one long to be remembered. May she see a thousand such !
She sends greetings to other chapters and
bids them do likewise, and emulate or excel
her annual festival iu their next.
R. A. D. WILBANKS.

Other Fraternities.
—Phi Kappa Psi held a symposium in Philadelphia in the latter part of December.
—Zeta Psi held its annual convention in
Philadelphia, on .Jan. 7th, this year. Nothing of great importance done.
^ D e l t a T a u Delta recently founded a chapter at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
N. Y. This makes six there.
—Anti-frat. laws at Purdue University,
Ind., subtracts one more from Sigma Chi's list
of twenty-one living chapters.
—Phi Gamma Delta has a chapter at Russelville, Ky., in a college that is scarcely
known beyond the borders of the county.
—Purple is the color of flve different fraternities, blue of three. Our combination of
white and blue is also the colors of Delta Phi.
—One of the former chief potentates of
Sigma Chi from Ohio AVesleyan University,
was recently elected Grand Alpha of the Chi
Phi.
—Chi Phi was in a criitical condition at
Dickinson College until recently. Phi Kappa
Sigma is even yet in an almost helpless way
and Sigma Chi began with two men there
last fall.
—Delta Beta Phi had a chapter in embryo
in the class of '83 at Butler University last
jear, but the Phis having taking two of the
three charter members it was indefinitely
postponed.
—Alpha Sigma Chi claimed that although
they sold out to Beta Theta Pi, their name
should never die and that they should be
called the Alpha Sigma Chi chapters of Beta
Theta Pi. This idea don't seem to be relished by the latter, so the distinction is already
falling into disuse and Alpha Sigma Chi will
soon be no more.
—The faculty of Butler University at Indianapolis, Ind., has forbidden young ladies
to belong to secret societies with the young
men. 'This order was caused by a belief that
in the initiation ceremonies each female candidate was kissed by all the male memV)ers in
turn, as she was led between two lines of
them. What a naughty faculty.
—Phi Kappa Sigma held the tenth annual
conclave of the Grand Chapter at the Continental Hotel, Philadelphia, 30th December,
1879. Delegates were present from Lafayette, Washington-Jefferson, Franklin-Marshall, Long Island Medical College, University of Pennsylvania, and University of Virginia. An oration was delivered and a poem
read.
Phi Kappa Sigma has nine active
chapters.
—The number of ladies' fraternities is seven,
founded at the following times and places:
Alpha Phi, 1872, in Syracuse University, one
chapter ; Delta Gamma, Oxford Institute,
Oxford, Miss., having five chapters; Delta
Sigma Rho, 1877, North-westei-n University,
Evanston, Ills., one chapter; Delta Chi Alpha, 1878, Ohio Wesleyan University, one
chapter; Gamma Phi Beta, 1874, Syracuse
University, one chapter; Kappa Alpha Theta,
1870, Indiana Asbury University, seven chaj)ters ; Kappa Kappa Gamma, 1870, Monmouth
College, Monmouth, 111., ten chapters. The
last named has the largest number of chapters, but Kappa Alpha Theta has the largest
membership.

Personals.
—Bro. Geo. Wm. Cone's address is 472, 26th
St., Galveston, Texas.
—Abel Risinger, Ohio E., '79, is studying
law at Eaton, O.
—W. H. Pleasants, Ohio E. '79, is in the
dry goods business at Vevay, Ind.
—Geo. S. Pleasants, Ohio E., '75, is practicing law at Vevay, Ind.
—W. H. Jones, Ohio E., '79, is tutor in
Mathematics at Buchtel College.
—Jos. Hidy, Ohio E., '76, is practicing law
at Washington, C. H., Ohio.
—A. A. Stearns, Ohio E., '79, is rusticating awhile and will take np law in a few
months.
—W. D. Shipman, Ohio E., '77, is tutor in
Greek at Buchtel College, Akron, O.
—J. H. Gill. Va. E., '79, is assistant Professor in his institution this year at Lexington, Va.
—Hon. W. B. Flemming, Ky. A., '65, is a
member of the Kentucky legislature, and a
most loyal Phi.
—Rev. C. S. Trump, Pa. B., '77, and now
a Seminarian, has received a call to supply
Pleasant Valley, Carroll Co., Md.
—Clarence J. Reddig would marry, but has
not found anything to suit his taste yet.—
Shippensburg Daily Vsitor, Dec. 2gth, iS^g.
—Hugh C. Smith, Va. D., '79, is the popular pastor of two or three churches near
Petersburg, Virginia.
—A. S. Jones, Ga. D., '75, is principal
of the Senoria Male and Female Academy,
Senoria, Ga., and teaches the classical course.
—C. C. Tear, 111. E., is at West Point, having received an appointment to a cadetship at
the United States Military Academy.
— A. Ramsey Speel, Pa. A., '78, a nephew
of our new Secretary of War, is in the Treasury Department at Washington, D. C. How
would it do to ask him about incorporation ¥
—Jos. Bell Reed, Ky. A., '75, died in Denver, Colorado, Nov. 24th. His remains were
brought to Danville, Ky., on December 1st,
and were interred there.
Many brothers
mourn with the Alpha.
—C. H. Chalkley, Va. D., '79, will be valedictorian at Richmond Medical College in
March at Commencement. He is the only
representative of the Delta at the Medical
and is hard at work for all the honors possible. We hope to record more.
—Hon. J. C. S. Blackburn, Ky. A., '57,
was invited by the literary societies of Richmond College to deliver the address at their
final celebration next June. After writing
the committee from the societies, of which
Bro. Dickinson was chairman, his inability
to accept the position, he added in a private
note to Bro. D., the following : "Have the
kindness to remember me to all the members
of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity whom I
hope some day to meet in brotherly conclave."
—Hon. Alexander Ramsey, Pa. A., our
new Secretary of War, was born near Harrisburg, Pa., September 8, 1815, and from his
boyhood has been intrusted with important
public offices, the first of which was clerk in
the office of the register of his native county,
when he was but 13 years old. He was appointed by President Taylor, in 1849, territorial governor of Minnesota, holding that
office until 1858. During this period he took
part in negotiating several treaties with Indian tribes, for the extinction of the Indian
titles, which resulted in the rapid development and settlement of the present state. In
1855 he was elected mayor of St. Paul, and
three years later was made governor of Minnesota, continuing in the latter office until
1862. He was elected United States senator
in 1863, and served two terms, retiring in
1875. During his senatorial career he was a
member of some of the most important committees.
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A Monthly Paper Devoted to the interests of the Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity.

M. F. PARRISH, Editor, .
M.F. TROXELI,, BUS. .Man.,
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publication, price of the work, and so on. Of
course Bros. Banta and Palmer can at their
own risk and on their own responsibility
gather the necessary materials and publish
the catalogue if they see fit, without reference
either to the executive committee or to the
convention. And we are heartily in sympathy with such a plan for we hold, as stated last
month, that the fiaternity cannot afford to
take the risk, in view of past experience, of
publishing another catalogue. There will be
no particular responsibility, no hope of personal reward, and it will therefore be a failure. As to the call of the authorized editors
for cash on subscriptions it is rather premature. Names of subscribers, however, should
be sent in as soon as possible and we look for
a large number.

A Chapter Expelled.
Welcome to the new Alumni Chapter.
Last month we intimated that there would
We are done with 7s for 7 years—At least
we ought to be.
be some important news concerning one of
our chapters in this issue. We would rather
Phi correspondents must have had too
another hand should pen the news we have to
much New Year—At least reports come in
give.
For the first time since the SCROLL
slowly.
has been in the hands of the present manageWe issue at the promised time and hope
ment we must record the expulsion of a chapthat nothing will occur to delay any future
ter. For open violation of our general laws
number. Our labor is far heavier than any
and for conduct unworthy of those who have
body else's in this field but we cheerfully bear
accepted the Bond of the Phi Delta Theta,
it for the sake of Phidom. Do all Phis
the Executive Committee has oi-dered the
feel thus ? Then be prompt in matters perwithdrawal of the charter and the expulsion
taining to the SCROLL.
of the entire membership of the Illinois EpThe Missouri Beta is dead. It is nearly two silon, Wesleyan University, Bloomington, 111.
years .since it ceased to exist and it is quite The names of the expelled members will be
singular that the SCROLL has Just discover- given iu our next issue.
It is sad to be compelled to record the
ed the fact. The fraternity at large we presume has been ignorant of the unwelcome above of those who, whatever may now be
news lalso. The correspondent of the dead their faults and wrong actions, were once
chapter whose name appears in the directory worthy of being associated with us. Let the
states that he wrote to several chapters in- mantle of charity cover their mistakes, and
forming them how things stood and that the while we must say farewell forever to them
Beta was not in existence. This makes it as Phis we but echo the voice of our holy
more singular that we have not heard of it Bond when we wish for them a noble, exalted
before. Peace to its ashes. But we trust manhood. Only let the principles of the
Bond be remembered and their lives will
that out of the ashes a new life may arise.
abundantly testify that there is a noble, exIn the minutes of the Beta Theta Pi con- alted manhood.
vention held last October, the total memberLet not the lesson be lost on other chapters.
ship of each chapter is given and it foots up We are solemnly bonded for good and noble
3919 members in the fraternity. Yet the au- ends, and too often neglect our duties as Phis
thor of "Am. College Fraternities," who is and seem to forget our responsibility. Our
now a Beta, says that Beta Theta Pi has 5000 aim is to elevaete, ennoble, purify; elevate our
members. Comment is unnecessary.
minds, ennoble our friendships, |)urify our
inner lives. Unless we do this we fall short
As will be seen we give up the second page to of our agreement. Just now, in the opening
the subject of a new catalogue. The detailed year, is a good time for self-examination,
plan of work that is laid down we approve of and an examination in the light of the Bond
in the main and urge a prompt response to is always right and cannot fail to be benefithe circulars sent out by the authorized com- cial.
pilers of the work. But it must be underLouisville Alumni and Illinois Delta.
stood that the editors whose names are appended to the article and the circulars have
It is with much pleasure that we give place
not been appointed by the Executive Commit- to the Kentucky Alpha Alumni, Louistee, the Committee not having power to do ville, Ky. The honor of founding it belongs
anything of this kind. The Committee has to Bro. C. L. Godwin, of Indiana Gamma,
simply authorized the editors, at the request who canvassed Louisville in person, and the
of the latter, to work up the material for result is an enthusiastic alumni chapter consuch a catalogue as is contemplated and to sisting of eleven members as follows: Hon.
submit the same to the convention. The Thos. W. Bullitt, '58, Hon. J. G. Simrall,'57,
convention must decide as to the manner of Dr. Edward O. Guerrant, '60, Rev. Jno. J.

Cook, D. D., '66, Hon. W. D. Flemming,'65,
St. John Boyle, ''66, G. H. Mourning, '64, Jno.
Cochran, '78, all of Ky. Alpha ; Mr. John E.
Hays, '78, Indiana Epsilon ; Dr. Benjamin J.
Baldwin, Va. Gamma, and Mr. W. T. Harris, Va. .Delta. The secretary is Dr. B. J.
Baldwin, Cor. Walnut and Centre Sts, The
eleven names above are signed to the petition
for charter. There are several more Phis in
Louisville and Bro. Goodwin says that all will
most probably unite with this alumni chapter. Most of the charter members are prominent as lawyers, doctors, or divines. This is
one fourth alumni chapter and it bidsfair to
outrival the older ones. Abundant success
to it.
A good account of the revival of the 111.
Delta will be found among our reports. Bro.
Swigart deserves praise for patient but persistent holding on to the Phi standard, and we
trust that it is now firmly planted in Galesburg. Let our other chapters send cheering
words and messages to these new fledged
Phis, who although born some time ago are
just beginning to find out where they are and
into what kind of a brotherhood they have
been admitted.
Thus the work goes on. From whom and
where shall the next good news come?
An Alumni Number.
Without saying much about it we had
thought to make this a special alumni number. How well we have succeeded the reader
must judge. The' poSm on the flrst page is
from one of our very best alumni Who, while
loving a simple, retired and unobtrusive life,
says that "my books, studies, my students
and teaching, religion and Phi Delta Theta
are my delight." We trust and have reason
to believe that Prof. De Soto will favor us
often with the fruit of his pen. "Our Phi
Jap.," by Bro. Plack, is an interesting sketch
of a most interesting Phi alumnus. The second page must be interesting to both active
members and alumni. On the third page we
give some more minutes of an old convention. We made special efforts to secure reports from all our alumni chapters but only
one, from Bro. Chalkley, came to hand in
time to print. Thus we give nearly all the
matter promised in our last except the statement of finances fi'om Bro. Whitehead. For
some reason, no doubt a good one, the statement has failed thus far to reach us.
But to return to the subject of alumni. It is
ourp urpose to interest the alumni members
and chapters as much as possible in the work
and progress of the fraternity. The correspondent of Indiana Beta in his present report
points out some things to which it would do
well for us to give heed. We should like to
have all our alumni take and show by acts
and questions a lively concern as to the doings
of Phi Delta Theta. This will strengthen
and encourage the whole body of the fraternity, and we trust these will not be considered idle words, but that every alumnus who
reads them will give earnest heed to more
than is said and to all that is meant.

T H E SCROLL.
some facts in explanation. I will do this as the poet, philosopher, and champion of Engclearly and concisely as I can.
lis'i liberty ; the beauty of the imagination
Illinois Delta was first established in Knox and expression of our old classic writers ;
Alabama Beta has recently initiated flve
men and says as many more may be looked College at this place in 1871, and met with re- tlie reverence that the Jones tribe receives ;
for by next report. The word says "Count verses and successes up to two years ago. At all these we trust will be to us and to Phi
that time Phi Delta Theta was nearly dead, Delta Theta in general, both an assistance
on the Beta henceforth."
Georgia Gamma has made some fine ac- the faculty of Knox having a violent feeling and an lionor. Of course we have not the
quisitions and is increasing "both in numer- of opposition to Greek letter societies. It originals except in connection with the Jones
ical nnd mental strength."
An unusual was then that steps were taken to remove the family.
Bros. Xorris, Sec. of Phi Delta Theta,
compliment has been paid Bro. Howren of Delta to our own institution, and the transthe Gamma by the publication in pamphlet fer happened in this wise. Here at Lombard Black of Butler University, and Chas. Banta
form of the address at the Few Society and we had a society called the Phi Sigma, estab- of the State University, spent Xew Year in
anniversary. The speech had more than the lished in 1857. It never was very widely ex- Fianklin, keeping open house with some of
tended, not exceediug the bounds of the the Delta boj's. We welcome all Phis here
usual merit.
State.
and hope that these same brothers may reTennessee Gamma is tugging along at up
But here at Lombard where it originated turn, and that others will also be inclined to
hill speed but there are strong hopes that the there
has always been a flourishing chapter, j visit us. Bro. Christian of Ind. Gamma
chapter will succeed. It would be a fine
total of whose membership is over six ,spent one day recently with us. May he also
thing if it would and every Phi should send the
hundred, some of whom now hold high places | call again and let the Delta know he is still
them words of encouragement, sympathy and in
their respective callings.
full of zeal for the cause.
cheer. Our other Tennessee chapter, the BeIn the fall of '77 we had seven or eight
Our chapter is in good order to begin the
ta, still leads in membership, and the latest members.
Becoming dissatisfied with a non- new year. We are sixteen but ere long that
from there tells us that they have thirty-four extended fraternity
took steps to merge number will be chang'ed for a greater.
active members and will add three more at our organization intowe
Phi
Delta Theta, being
We wish every Phi a happy new year and
their next meeting.
partly induced to do this by Bro. Jas. Wake- extend to them our heartiest greeting. May
Bro. W. B. Palmer is completing a list of field, of Bloomington, a former Phi Sigma, future years bring you all success, but may
the family relationships of those fatliers and who established Phi Delta Theta at Wesleyan they never weaken your zeal for Phi Delta
sons and brothers as well that are Phis. He University, Bloomington. After some cor- Tiieta.
In the Bond,
will be glad to receive any statistics on this respondence with Mr. George Banta the transE. E. STEVENSON.
point from any quarter. We have quite a fer from Knox to Lombard was made. Our
number of Phi sons of Phi fatliers in the chapter here did scarcely anything but organWest, and still more instances of brothers in ize nntil this last fall, having little underIndiana Beta.
a double sense of that word. Such a list as standing as to general fraternity work, not
W A B A S H COLUEGB, J t n . 5. 18S0.
is contemplated cannot fail to be of interest having been oflScially recognized and not re- D E A R SCROLL :
to all membeis of Plii Delta Theta.
ceiving the SCROLL. We had no regular
Owing to a lack of news Ind. Beta "laid
meeting until this 3'ear, when the three mem- out" last issue and did we not fear you would
bers who remained initiated seven new men think us dead would do it again. Our chap^l^aptcr ^orrcsponbencc.
and began work. We have now ten mem- ter has made no brilliant strides this year, have
bers.
conquered no new worlds. On the other hand
[ ^ ^ ^ O u r purpose i^ to issue e.ich number by the
Lombard, though not well filled with stu- we have let slip, into the Beta fold, a man we
lOch ol the muntb. Chapter Etlit irs wiil p l e a s e m . i l dents, graduates a high per centum of those
desired very much. And by the way the
reports ace iriliujily without further notice BBFORE THK
FIRST BAY OF BACH HOSTH
Each Chapter is required who enter, and her standard of scholarship Beta is the only fraternity that we are afraid
to report iDonthiy. Promptness in ihis matter is de- is second to none in the state. Knox College of. and believe this to be true as a rule where
still flourishes and we are thinking of taking the Phis have any rivals at all. When we
sirable.—B. M ]
some of its students into Phi Delta Theta here get after a man, and tlie Beta takes a similar
at Lombard.
liking to him we are not so sure of success.
Virginia Alpha Alumni.
Our boys are all enthusiastic though their Xow we are not writing this for that frat.
RiCHMOSD, Y A . . Dee. 29th, 1879.
ardor is somewhat cooled by the fact that and you need not tell them but it is best to
D E . \ E SCROLL :
I must apologize for not having sent in a since life was infused into us we have not yet be candid. We get some of tiie "disputed"
report sooner, bnt the truth is that we have gotten the run of tiie business of the frater- men but not all.
Now wherein does their strength lie and
had nothing to report. Our members are at nity at large. We have now, however, begun
present scattered. Bro. W. S. Gordon, is at to get much needed intelligence. A SCROLL how shall we manage to excel them more
Philadelphia preparing to enter the navy as came down upon us the other day and cap- than we do ? One chief element is the fratersurgeon. Bro. Clopton is studying for the tured us completely ; but we turned upon it nity spirit they manage to infuse into their
ministry at Alexandria, and Bro. Carrington and eagerly devoured it. Its spicy and in- alumni. It seeins to be a fact that they are
has quit the drug business and taken to ag- telligent articles and chapter reports are ex- more noted in tliis respect than almost any
riculture. Our membership now consists of cellent—just the thing to enliven the mem- other fraternity. Is it not because they are
divided into districts, enabling them to hold
only four, but we hope for a reunion soon and bers of Phi Delta Theta.
Our rivals, the Delta Tau Deltas, are not conventions oftener and not only oftener but
expect to add several more to our roll next
summer. Although not as prosperous now quite so boisterous now as in the early fall. in different sections of the country? Contrast
the effect this would probably have upon
as we would like to be, we are not at all dis- They will likely remain cool and quiet.
I will just add that we have among our young men, with dispositions similar to our
couraged for this state of affairs is only temporary. All of us take great pleasure in at- members the different classes well represented own, with that of our own biennial conventending the meetings of the Va. Delta, which as follows: one senior, one junior, three tion. It is questionable whether or not it
by the way, is far ahead of every thing else sophomores, and 2 introductories. We should was economy to make tlie meetings of our
at Richmond College, both in quantity and be glad to hear from any of the members of convention so far apart. The time from one
Phi Delta Theta from any quarter. My next to the other is so long that few men ever get
quality.
the direct beneflt of more than one convenOur present attending members are Broth- will hardly be so long.
- Very truly in the Bond,
tion and to a portion of the fraternity the
ers C. M. Shields, M. D., physician to city
O. H. SWIGART.
place of meeting is so distant that a newshospital, \Y. R. Savage in the drug business,
paper account is about all the returns that
C. W. Tanner in the iron business and conare received.
templating matrimony very soon, and myself
Indiana Delta.
I The next bestthing is for states to organwho hope to graduate in medicine next
F R A N K L I N , I N D . , J a n . Ist. 1880.
I ize, as the Ind. and possibly the Pa. chapters
March.
D E A R SCROLL :
With much love for the SCROLL and all the On the night of Xov. 6th, 1879, the Ind. have done, holding conventions at least once
Phis I remain.
Delta initiated three new members into the j a year. Get the alumni out and infuse new
Yours in the Bond,
mystic Bond of Phi Delta Tiieta, to enter • zeal into tliem and they in turn will help us.
CHAS. H . C H A L K L E Y .
into our brotherhood and to form new links I The name of our paper might be changed
in this chain of fraternal union. With our I from SCROLL to Phi Delta Theta, and some
new members, Milton Hutto, Virgil Harper, j means taken by which it could be regularly
Illinois Delta.
and Elda Jones, we feel that we are able to placed in the hands of every man who has
LOMBARD U-N-IVERSITY, G!ale<burg, III.
combat against the united efforts of all other been in tbe fraternity. This could be done
December, 1879.
fraternities. Who can surpass the greatness in the course of time. Here is a crude plan:
D E A R BROTHERS IX P H I D E L T A :
It is my duty as well as pleasure to report of a Milton ? Who can hope to approach the establish a viermanent SCROLL fund, and let
the coming to life again of the Illinois Delta. grandeur of the classic jioet Virgil V Whoevery man who would pay into that fund say
In order to fully understand the situation of can deny the universality, jiopularity and ten dollars, be entitled to one copy forever.
affairs here it will be necessary for me to give rank of the Jones family V The virtues of Subscriptions would of course be arbitrary,

Fhi Scraps.
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by real substantial offices of kindness and
aid.
We have good prospects for some new men
J a n . l , 1879.
next session. We believe in putting things
DEAR PHIS :
where they will do the most good ; therefore
The work of another term is ended and we we put the best men into our fraternity.
have passed out of the old into the NewMerry Christmas to you and all the boys.
Year. Here at Pennsylvania Beta all Phis
Yonrs in the Bond,
have kept their places in their respective
• W. G. W A R N E R .
classes and a review of the term's various and
varying doings and duties is tolerably satisfacGeorgia Gamma.
tory. Phi Delta Theta is i-epresented by officers in the Linnsean Scientific Association, in
EMORY COLLEGE, Oxford, Ga.,
the Young Men's Christian Association, in
Jan. 3d, 1880.
the different class organizations, in the col- DEAR SCROLL:
lege foot-ball association, and is also repreI was too late in my last communication
sented in the list of orators at Phrena Society and fear that I will be"in this. Promptness
Biennial to take place February 22d, 1880, not, is a habit that I fully appreciate, but other
however, quite to the extent in the latter necessities make me derelict in its practice.
that Georgia Gamma claims for herself.
The fact is the Phis run Emory College, and
At this holiday vacation season all our of course find enough to do in doing it.
Phis, from our Prep. Tutor Dysinger and While our society is only about equal in numCollege Proctor Lentz, down to the humble ber with the others here, we occupy a much
Freshman, with two exceptions, have left the more commanding position and really dictate
classic halls for other and perhaps more en- terms to them. Our champion debaters elecrapturing halls, or parlors. The exceptions tion takes place to-day. W^e are running two
are Brothers William Dosh Earnshaw Scott, out of the three in each society. We conwhose long name and other tender attach- template a sweeping victory in the way of
Texas Beta.
ments keep him here at his home, and Albert essay medals at next commencement. A
TuiNiTV UNIVERSITY, Tehuacana, Texas.
Bell, who, though having a splendid home in strong religious influence has prevailed over
Dec. 8tli, 1879'
"My Maryland," yet takes such a lively in- the community during the past two weeks,
D E A R SCROLL:
terest
in a certain Cash compound here that much to the beneflt of all, bnt especially to
We Phi boys are still jolly, not having gone
he
is
prone
to make this his abiding burg even the Kappa Alphas, for if something of a puriquite crazy yet over our Christmas. I spoke
in
vacation.
It might be well to add that fying nature had not come to the rescue, that
of our anticipated supper in my last. It
society would soon have fallen to pieces of its
proved to be a grand success. There were Bro. Bell is a Seminarian. There are strong own rottenness. Of course we all appreciate
reasons
too
why
Brother
Charles
Samuel
ten couples of us and such a jolly time was
the change for we do not recognize that prinnever spent at Tehuacana. I hope you all Trump, another Sem. who now writes his ciple that teaches that "what is one's loss is
name
with
Rev.
before
it,
should
remain
here
had just such a Christmas as we. Our girls in vacation ; but he has had a call already to another's gain."
wore off our badges and still wear them.
for a congregation down in
Yours in the Bond,
The following poem will describe to you serve as preacher
and he must hie away every other
H. C. CARNEY.
our supper and give the name of each Phi Maryland
Sunday, his own and some body else's i maybe
girl; the credit of the poem we give our no- I had better say his own too) private feelings
ble Bro. J. W. Pearson.
South Carolina Alpha.
to the contrary notwithstanding. And onr
Come rouse np boys and listen to me
Proctor, another Sem., says his work in vacaWOFFORD COLLEGE, Spartanburg, Nov. 29, 1879.
While I sing to you this song.
tion was like eating soup with a fork, it took DEAR SCROLL :
The Texas Phis are jolly and free.
a long time to get enough. What was he doThe worthy editor having made such havoc
As they move their boat along.
ing ? Surely not a kissin'. Ah, these Semi- with our last report, we hardly know how to
And while the festal bowl goes round
narian sons of Adam are just as easily caught begin this. However as this is the last one I
by the dear daughters of Eve now as when may ever write to you I will endeavor to
That brings our Christmas cheer,
ripe apples flrst were passed around in the make it short and concise.
The boys are near their partners found
garden of long ago. And yet Seminarians of
At our last meeting, officers were elected
That love the shield we wear.
all others must, bej^ond all peradventure, be for the ensuing term, and to my joy a SophWe sing, we play, the fun goes on.
familiar with that apple story. Was it not omore was elected to fill my office.
While supper is prepared.
Job, that meek monarch and man-monument
We have at last succeeded in procuring a
The table that with viands groans
of patience, who said that he, she, or some- hall and now I think we are as safe as safe
By every Phi is shared.
body, taketh the wise in their craftiness ?"
can be.
Our Annie and our Jennie dear.
Our men still seem to cling to "Tom" for
The time of new starts and new resolves President,
That live at "Twilight Vale,"
and I am sure they are right too.
and new openings is upon us. What shall
Will always furnish rousing cheer
By the way I had forgotten to inform you
the
year
1880
do
among
the
many
Phi
Delta
To Phis who never fail.
at the last annual debate of the Calhoun
Thetas of the land? The year just closed that
Alice, Georgie and Mattie too
literary
one of our men took off the
was one of marked advancement. Let us medal. society,
I
need
not
say who.
Were ne'er so sweet in life,
so work and act and live that we can say the
And noble Phis were kind and true
In my last report I announced two new
same of this year twelve months hence. We
In a wish to take a wife.
are bonded together that we may advance to- members. I now add two others: Bros. J. D.
Pretty Nora and Jennie true
gether. To this end let us not say so much Alsbrook, and E. P. Taylor, two thoroughTo Phis who never quail;
but do. More anon. Until anon I subscribe bred Introductories as true as steel. We
elected two others at our last meeting and
With lovely cheeks of rosy hue
myself to all true Phis,
hope to report them as Phis in our next.
Were pretty Emma and dearest Dale.
Your brother in the dear old Bond,
Each new member is almost sure to say, "1
All the girls were looking nice,
MOMUS.
have been born again," as he retires from
And shut our eyes. Oh ! never.
the hall. God bless our baby Phis is my
To look once you would look twice,
prayer.
Pennsylvania Epsilon.
Perhaps would look for "Eva."
S. C. Alpha is in a flourishing and prosperous
ALLEGHENY COLLEGE, Meadville, Pa.,
condition and we shall certainly be second to
Then rouse up boys for time still moves,
Dec. 28tb, 1879.
none before long. We have recently purAnd every one must try
EDITOR SCROLL :
Ignorance and folly to reprove
After a very prosperous term as a frater- chased three new badges and will get two
And to be a noble Phi.
nity we now come to its close and the holiday others before June.
With friendly greetings to all Phis, I am,
Bro. W. J. Lackey was with us at Christ- vacation is at hand. The only shadow that
Yours in the Bond,
mas. He is preaching at Rice, Texas. Bro. has crossed our pathway is the sickness of
F R A N K PEGUES.
S. E. Kennon, one of our best boys, arrived one of our boys. Mr. Blair, of Illinois, has
just one day too late for our supper. He has been suffering from a severe attack of interturned out his chin whiskers and does not mittent fever for about two weeks. He is
Virginia Delta.
move about so fast. He is also spreading the now slowly recovering. We resolved ourRICHMOND COLLEGE, Va., Dec. 21st, 1879.
"joyful news."
selves into a committee of the whole to look
The SCROLL like fine old Madeira is imTexas Bota sends a happy greeting to all after him and see that he has the best of care.
The true fraternity spirit comes to the front proved by "the topth of time" and each numfor 1880.
when a member is taken sick, and it is shown ber seems to be better than its predecessor.
Yours in the Bond,

and if each year only produced an average of
one man from each chapter the fund would
soon be large enough to pay all the expenses
of running the organ,
Another feature that is well calculated to
add stability to the fraternity is alumni chapters. There is no reason why one might not
be established at every college of long standing, and, as at Indianapolis, the proximity to
a college is not entirely unnecessary. Our
own chapter proposes to try and see what can
be done in this line during the coming term.
The class of men wno go to make up the active membership of a college fraternity must
of necessity be rapidly changing and render
perfect organization impossible, but by a free
interchange of thought in the SCROLL we
can improve greatly.
Now from this don't infer that we would
take the Beta as a model of perfection for it
is not and we despise them as much as it is
possible for any one to despise even Beta
Theta Pi.
In the Bond,
L. E. OTT.

J. H. GILLESPIE.

Pennsylvania Beta.

PENNSYLVANIA COLLEOE, Gettysburg. Pa.,

I t s necessity t o t h e well being of our fraternity is now an establislied fact and we may
well congratulate ourselves on having so talented an editor as Bro. Parrish and such a
wide awake, whole souled B . M., as Bro.
Troxell.
Siiice our last report we have initiated one
man—G. B. Taylor, J r . This gentleman is
one of t h e editors of t h e Richmond College
Messenger a n d will taRe A. B. next session.
Our chapter has now eleven members safely
nestled in its protecting arms and we feel as
though we might well " t h a n k God and take
c o u r a g e . " Ttie Betas have now six men
here, tlie Kappa Alphas eight and t h e Alpha
T a u s three. N o t only are we ahead of t h e
fraternities numerically, b n t also in every
other respect which should be taken into consideration in the choice of a man to enter our
ranks. Of t h e four men we have taken in
this session, three were solicited by other fraternities. In every brancli of college life a t
this institution Plii Delta Tiieta leads. W e
have t h e " c r a c k " players in the base-ball and
foot-ball teams ; in t h e literary societies, we
have t h e President of one and several smaller
offices in both ; a t t h e final our boys are certain to obtain t h e lion's share of the honors
and m e d a l s ; and, in short, towards everything worthy of a Phis endeavor we are
" m a r c h i n g conquering and to conquer."
A m o n g t h e girls of Richmond, so famed for
its beauty and intellect, we hold a heavy
hand. They all declare the shield and dagger
the prettiest badge ever made and are flrm in
their allegiance to the white and blue. Bro.
Sands who is our foremost ladies man, has
done much towards making our fraternity
popular with t h e fair sex in general and with
a certain charming young lady in particular.
Richmond is becoming quite a Phi Delta
T h e t a centre now. There are some fifteen or
twenty of us living in t h e city and there are
often others passing through. ' There are several Phi visitors in the' city now and as we
expect others down in a day or t w o from t h e
University of Va., we will have a big time
some night in this (Christmas) week. To t h e
V e r m o n t Alpha t h e Va. Delta sends its especial greetings. Though Mason and Dixon's
line may separate us, though mountains, rivers and states may be between us, we still
feel drawn close to you by t h e silver cords of
fraternal love and greatly rejoice in t h e valiant start you have made in t h e good cause.
I n the Bond,
JAS. T .

DICKINSON.

Vermont Alpha.
BDRLINGT0^f, VERMONT, D e e . 10th, 1879.
D E A R SCROLL :

F o r the last month we have been experiencing t h e vicissitudes of disappointment
and success which an infant chapter is heir
to. On t h e whole we can say truthfully t h a t
we are gratified with t h e retrospect.
We have to report no splendid and soul
stirring achievements ; no conquests gained
over some ignorant and superstitious barbarian ; no new chapters organized, or some
dead one revived under our immediate supervision. Our labors are quite silent and unobserved and t h e good accomplished is more
distant in t h e prospect.
Here and there, among our fitting schools
we find a young man possessed of piety and talents. He is sought out by some brother who
knows his worth, and encouraged to pledge
himself a Piii, and so, although he may not
enter college for two years, yet when he does
come we shall have a worthy man. I admit
t h a t a dark cloud o'er shadows our prospects.
However our confldenee is unshaken. We
aim to be strenuous in fraternal piety and respect, t h u s daily performing t h e social duties
and t o be firmly attached ,to each othf r and
a i m 1,1_1_||J.11 i I B • m i l I a a 1^1

our fraternity, so t h a t union and concord
Phi Delta Theta Directory.
may ever, with us, reign supreme.
NATIONAL GRAND C H A P T E R — P e n n s y l Y o u r s fraternally,
vania Alpha.
V T . A L P H A , per H . M. W .
NATIONAL
OFFICERS.
Texas Beta
President—C. J. Reddig, Shippensburg, Pa.
TRINITY UNIVERSITY, Tehuac.ina, Texas.
Secretary—James C. Norris, 231 Peru street, InDec. 8th, 1879dianapolis, Ind.
D E A R SCROLL :
Grand Banker—C.
D. Whitehead, Room i,
I am sorry t h a t our chapter has been silent
Thorpe's Block, Indianapolis, Ind.
so long a time. I t seems t h a t we are r a t h e r Executive Committee—C. J. Reddig, President;
backward in welcoming our sistar chapters a t
James Norris, Secretary; C. D. Whitehead,
the beginning of another year in t h e great a n d
John T. Morrison, 11 Martian Hall, Easton, Pa.
glorious cause we are advocating. Though Scroll Managers—Editor, M. F . Parrish, Lee,
we have been silent we have not been idle.
Ohio ; Business Manager, M. F . Troxell, GetAfter a vacation of three months, seven of
tysburg, Pa.
us met with mirth and joy to hail the begin-"
CHAPTER
SECRETARIES.
ning of a^new year's work. Several of our
members did not return to college this year, INDIANA ALPHA—Charles Banta, Bloomingbut we hear from them often and they seem
ton, Ind.
to be doing well. W e lost four of our oldest KENTUCKY ALPHA—Geo. B. Thomas, Danmembers by helping them t o graduate last
ville, Ky.
June.
INDIANA BETA—Lyman E. Ott, CrawfordsThere are two other fraternities in college,
ville, Ind.
the Beta Theta P i and .\lpha Gamma. Both INDIANA GAMMA—H. W. Brown, Irvingare increasing some in membership, but we
ton, Ind.
have taken t h e lead so far. W e have added MICHIGAN ALPHA—
three noble fellows to our list this year. W e INDIAN.4 DELTA—E. E. Stevenson, Frankare to have a supper on Christmas eve, and
lin, Ind.
anticipate .a fine time, as we expect t o have INDIANA EPSILON'— H. C. Montgomery,
our girls along. We would be glad to have
Hanover, Ind.
some of our brothers from other chapters OHIO EPSILON—T. A. Jones, Athens, Ohio.
with us on t h a t occasion, b u t we are so far VIRGINIA ALPHA—Louis F . Bowling, Salem,
off to one side t h a t we never get any visits.
Va.
Our members are all young boys yet, only one MISSOURI ALPHA—Fred. H. Austin, Columbeing old enough to be married.
bia, Mo.
" O n e of our number has found a wife
IOWA ALPHA—John R. Foulks, Mt. Pleasant,
And thus has been made happy for life.
Iowa.
But, nevertheless, for good or ill
GEORGIA BETA—W. G. Brantley, Athens,
Tiie most of us are bachelors s t i l l . "
Ga.
B u t how long t h e boys will stay this way I GEORGIA GAMM A—H. C. Carney, Oxford, Ga.
do not know. We have literary exercises GEORGIA DELTA—J. K. Battle, Macon, Ga.
every two weeks and t h u s find a source of OHIO ZETA—Will. F . Harn, Wooster, Ohio.
improvement. Would gladly meet with our PENNA. ALPHA—Jno. T.-Morrison, i l Marlady friends oftener, but t h e rules of school
tien Hall, Easton, Pa.
forbid it. Rest assured you will hear from MICHIGAN BETA—C. B. Charles, Lansing,
us oftener in t h e future.
We extend a
Michigan.
hearty upward and onward to all t h e chap- VIRGINIA BETA—J. S. Mooring, University of
ters.
Yours in t h e Bond,
Virginia Postoffice, Albemarle Co., Va.
VIRGINIA GAMMA—F. C.Watson, Ashland,
J. H . G I L L E S P I E .
Virginia.
Indiana Gamma.
OHIO ETA—H. A. Kelley, Akron, O.
BUTLER UNIVERSITY, Irvington, Nov. 30, 1879.
PENNA. BETA—H. Max. Lentz, Gettysb'g, Pa.
D E A R SCROLL :
VIRGINIA DELTA—J. T. Dickinson, RichIndiana Gamma was not heard from in
mond, Va.
Nov. S C R O L L , her report being "counted o u t " T E N N E S S E E BETA—(Sub rosa) W. H. Goodon account of its late date. T h a t this may
pasture, Nashville, Tenn.
not occur again we will take pains to respond PENNA. GAMMA—M. A. Denman, Washingby t h e 1st of each month.
ton, Pa.
F r a t e r n i t y agitation over new men has MISSOURI BETA—Eddie Ball, Fayette, Mo.
about ceased, yet indications are t h a t we MISSISSIPPI ALPHA—W. E. Barker, L. B.
shall have one or two additions to report be117, Oxford, Miss.
fore this department of our work is closed.
VIRGINIA EPSILON—H. P. Scratchley, LexH a v i n g secured what men we want, we
ington, Va.
shall direct our attention to intellectual, NORTH CAROLINA ALPHA—Phil. Holland,
moral and social culture—the grand aims of
Jr., Trinity College Postoffice, N. Carolina.
our order. T h e suggestions of " W . B. P . " on' TEXAS BETA—J. H. Gillespie, Tehuacana,
fraternity songs are timely and happy ones.
Texas.
Every chapter should have Bro. Search's ALABAMA BETA—Alva Fitzpatrick, Auburn,
song book. We use them a t every meeting
Lee County, Ala.
and t h e off-shot has been the organization of INDIANA ALPHA ALUMNI—T. C. Donnell,
a P h i Glee Club. As long as Irvington has
Franklin, Ind.
no police force t h e club will \>e safe and t h e VIRGINIA ALPHA ALUMNI—C.H.Chalkley,
ladies happy. By all means let us have some
219 Governor St., Richmond, Va.
new songs, b u t can't we dispense with t h e G. SOUTH CAROLINA ALPHA—W. D. SimpB.'s feet ? As a theme they are becoming so
son, Jr., Spartanburg, S. C.
stale t h a t they literally "smell to h e a v e n . " PENNA. EPSILON—W. G. Warner, Allegheny
The next convention, October, 1880, will be
College, Meadville, Pa.
held here, and t h e Beta Alumni and t h e T E N N E S S E E GAMMA—F. A. Vincent, KnoxGamma are already canvassing its prospects.
ville, Tenn.
Let us begin in time and make it t h e largest VERMONT ALPHA—H. M. Woods, Box 407,
and most enthusiastic convention ever held.
Burlington, \'ermont.
The S C R O L L gives great satisfaction. Re- OHIO DELTA—Scott Bonham, Delaware, O.
ports from new chapters a r e particularly en- INDIANA BETA ALUMNI.—A. B. Kirkpatcouraging. Congratulations all around.
rick, Boston Block, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Y o u r s in t h e Bond,
ILLINOIS DELTA.—O. H. Swingart, Box 1407,
Galesburg, 111.
H. U. B n o w x .
H J U U i m r T . « « i i » B H T - a t ! i e r T i t a t i i ! a i i-x-.
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CHARLES COOK,

g.§.§urgess'(Son^^(§o.,

No. 1 S t u d , e x a c t s i z e .

No. 10 P l a i n S t r e e t ,

OFFICIAL J L W L L E R S
FOR T H E
jKfo. 4 S t n d s , e x a c t size.

Phi Delta Theta Fraternity,
MANUFACTURE

W ATCH CHAIN t!HftRi'I.

BADGES, BUTTONS,
STUDS, CHARMS & RINGS.
We have for innnv venr.s tiinde
the mnmifactiire of Collooje
FRATEI-NITY .lEWELRY
A SPECIALTY.
U.sirig only the be.sl materials and
employing only skilled workmen en
able.^ us to pro(iiice a line of Goods
which for beauty and durability of
finish are unsurpas.sed. The merits
of our Goods are :

."

*"

BADGE

[SOMETHI.NG NEW.]

No. 4 .

FORMER OFFICIAL JEWELER FOR THE

PHI DELTA THETA FRATERNITY,
MANUFACTURES
e ^

m^\t^tB, Bings, SttttJS, <m^ick fflti'ttSt ttanns, %tc.
My New Style Badge originated in the fact that I received many letters from parties asking me to get
up a new design
I complied and designed my New .Style, which was much admired wherever seen.
Finding, however, some objections thereto, I have concluded to cease its manufacture and have not therefore annexed it to my revised Price List. Instead of it I have designed a Watch Chain Charm which I think is a
mndel in neatness of design for personal adornment. I t can be made to cost little for such a piece of Jewelrj,
and with fine sets can also be made expensive.
Prices for Badges, Ring.', etc., of any description, furnished upon application. Send for illustrated catalogue of our Phi Delta Theta Badges, etc. For further information address C. COOK, Fifth and Smith
Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
C d 1 y N 79.

DHEK^,

They are all Gold of good qualiOly
f'/,j//V/'/r, ~( rr /r/j'-:.
ty, handsomely and substantially
made, set with stones which are 1121 Cliestnut St.,
Philadelphia. nicely printed on line Bristol Board, only
By Mail J2 cts.
selected and real, and .sold at reaAlso Programmes, Invitations, and all
FINE STATIONERY
sonable prices.
of fine Book and Job Work.

Refers by permission to Bus. Man. of SCROLL.

ENGRAVING HOUSE.
FINE
PERS

S W O R D S ornamented, and also
set to match the Badges.

ENGLISH
stamped

handsomely

and DOMESTIC

in Gold,

Illuminated

MONOGRAM.

CREST.

Plain

with

PA-

Colors or

CLASS

DIE,

Sfc.

Send for sample book of papers and prices.

S T U D S , of Shield pattern and also
in separate letters, either orna- Handsomely Engraved Invitations
mented or set.
for Colleges, Weddings,

B U T T O N S of Shield pattern, in
Enamel.
R I N G S and -Charms in assorted
styles.
Designs, Price Lists and all other
information furnished promptly.
01yN79.

kinds

J. E. WIBLE,
W'ashington & North Sts., Gettysburg, Pa.

We furnish
B A D G E S in Plain Enamel and set
in Garnet, Turquoise, Pearl, Ruby, Sapphire, and Diamond.

jocfs.

VISITING

Receptions,

In order to place the Catalogne in the hands of
every Phi. the Executive Committee has authorized the Grand Banker to furnish tliem at
the following rates ;
With Paper Cover,
50 cents.
With Linen Cover,
7.") "
Send orders at once to
C. D. WHITEHEAD,
Grand
Banker,
1 & 3 Thorpe's Block. Indiiuiiipolis, Ind.
Alumni

Siibsc'i-i])tions
TO

THE SeilOLL

kc,

are solicited. Mailed to address of any alumnus
or corresponding member, postage paid, at one
dollar per annum. Terms cash in advance.
Send all subscriptions to
M. F. TROXRLL,
DESIGNS, Gettysburg, Fa.
Business Manager.

CARDS.
MONOGRAMS,
SOCIETY

and HERALDIC

CATALOGUES.

ENGRAVING
EXTRA COPIES of

furnished

in the best manner and correct taste.

Designs submitted for approval.
h C 6m N 79

THE

SCROLL

will be mailed at 10 cents each by
BUSINESS MANAGER.

5_2_Qa,(fhe-as_e

»(!__a.i>iiTti<Kri_5

»xr«naianj>-tre. 9ircr?Ji>Vcnrt

J rT^c^j-^oi'-co^j^

SUB
VOLUME

IV.

ROSA.

G E T T Y S B U R G , PA., F E B R U A R Y , 1880.

[From the German of DR. M . J. SCHLEIDEN.

Sabbath-Morn.
So still and mild the day,
So solemn too;
No leaf on hedge or tree
The zephyrs woo.
The grass' tiniest spears
Are jeweled bright,
Mild kissed by sunnyt ears
Rejoice in light.
Woods and fields are lonely.
There sings no bird ;
From distant village only
The chimes are heard.
There^pious customs seek
To God to pray ;
Here Nature, too, so meek
Hallows the day.
Stay, thou wanderer, stay I
'Tis Sabbath-rest;
A prayer, while all doth pray,
Breathe from thy breast.
S. DE SOTO, KY. A.

Col. J. F . P h i U i p s .
Col. J. F . Phillips is a native of Boone
Co., Mo., where he was born Dec. 31st,
1834.
H e entered Mo. University in
1852, where he pursued a regular course
until the end of Sophomore, when he left
that institution and went to Centre College, Danville, Ky. There he completed
his course and in 1855 became a member
of Phi Delta Theta.
While in college he held a prominent
position in his class and was one of the
best students, both mentally and morally,
in the institution. H e was chosen to represent his literary society at their public
exercises held Feb. 22nd, 1854.
After graduation he began the study of
law and was admitted to the bar in 1856.
By close application and strict attention
to business he has gained for himself
one of the largest and most lucrative law
practices of Missouri, and to-day stands
second to no member of the bar in his
state. A t the beginning of the rebellion
he was one of the first to respond to the
call of his country and in 1861 was commissioned Colonel of the 7th Mo. Cavalry,
and served as such until the close of the
war, being yet known by his familiar military title.

leaders, and was elected to represent his
district in the forty-fourth Congress, a
position which he filled with honor to
himself and to his constituents. H e has
not been a candidate since, until called
upon to fill the vacancy occasioned by the
death of his successor recently. H e was
elected over his competitor by a majority
of three thousand votes, and ha^ now
taken his seat in Congress. H e bids fair
to be the next U. S. Senator from Missouri.
In 1868 he was a delegate from Mo. to
the National Democratic Convention held
in New York city. Aside from his political life he has always been well known
as a Christian gentleman, and was a delegate to the Pan Presbyterian Convention
held in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1877.
In 1873 Col.Phillips was invited t o a d dress the literary societies of William
Jewell College and was honored by having his address publi.shed, and in 1878
he received a like honor from Mo. University. A t the convention of Phi Delta
Theta held at Athens, Ohio, in 1873,
he was elected orator of the next convention held at Crawfordsville, Indiana,
1874. It being absolutely impossible for
him to attend at that time on account of
professional duties, he wrote to the president expressing his disappointment at
not being able to be there in the following w o r d s : "I beg to assure you that it
is with the greatest reluctance and sincerest regret that I make this announcement,
for I had looked forward to that reunion
with an almost boyish impatience and
enthusiasm. I bow to my inexorable fate
with a keener and deeper sense of disappointment than you and the Brotherhood
can feel, for I doubt not that my loss will
prove your gain."
Col. Phillips will address the alumni of
Centre College in June, and the resident
members of his class assure the members
of Kentucky Alpha that they will be glad
to see the sword and shield gleaming
upon his breast at that time.
'83,

In politics he has been for many years
—The true aim of Phi Delta Theta is to make
one of the most prominent Democratic men worthy of high positions in church and state.

N U M B E R 6.

Alumni Chapters.
The most successful Fraternities are
those which retain the interest and sympathy of their Alumni members. If the
patriotism of the Alumni is kept alive,
they will be of manifest assistance to
their chapters. It gives great encouragement to the young Phis to see the
older members taking an active interest
in the Fraternity. Frequently Alumni
are able to give more direct assistance to
their Fraternity by. pledging men to join
it.
The most powerful auxiliaries for keeping up a patriotic spirit among the older
members have been found to be Alumni
or Graduate Chapters. All Fraternities
now have such Chapters in cities where
sufficient members reside, and Phi Delta
Theta rejoices in having four. Members
thus associated together can be of mutual assistance to one another in many
ways. It is the purpose of the Phi Delta
Theta that the friendship of its members
shall exist through life. If the men who
work and struggle side by side during
college days are, after leaving college
walls, to be as strangers to one another,
the Fraternity is a failure. T h e obligations of the Bond are binding, not temporarily, but permanently. Each member
pledges himself that he will, truly and in
good faith, endeavor, each in his own
sphere of action, and under the circumstances in which he is placed in life, to
attain the highest standard of moral and
intellectual character and cultivation. And
no less binding for life are the pledges of
friendship.
Now let us look at the utility of
Alumni chapters, and the proper method of managing them. T h e constitution
of Alumni chapters, furnished by the
Alumni National Grand Chapter, at
Franklin, Ind., and adopted by the 1878
convention, gives all rules and directions.
I am certain the reason the resident Phis
of several cities have not organized
themselves into Alumni Chapters is that
the way of conducting such organizations
is not understood. Of course the culti-

THE
vation of the social qualities is the main
benefit of Alumni Chapters. Meetings
should be held every month. In some
places it may be convenient to meet
alternately at the residences of the members, and in such cases the ladies can be
invited to attend. In other places it may
be better to rent a furnished I. O. O. F.
or K. P. hall, which, for monthly meetings, costs about $25. per annum in most
cities. The exercises of each meeting
should consist of reading, a literary address, and of music, joined in by all, or
rendered by an appointed choir. And it
would not be in proper at each meeting
to collect an assessment to provide for a
supper to conclude the next meeting.
To point out more particularly the
benefits of Alumni Chapters, I will refer
to Atlanta, Georgia. Atlanta is centrally
located with reference to the three college chapters in the State. Twenty or
more Phis reside in the city, and not a
day goes by but that Phis are passing
through on the various roads centering
there. If an Alumni Chapter were there
some transient Phis would be present at
every meeting. The Alumni Chapter
there ought to prepare each year to hold
a Grand Reunion about the commencement season. On such occasions an elegant Banquet should be given at a suitable place, and an oration and poem delivered by some of the prominent young
Alumni of the State, elected at the
Reunion of the year previous. Old Phis
from all portions of the State would attend, and the college chapters would send
large delegations. This annual gathering
together would awaken the ardor of the
older members, and enthuse the younger
members, and much better work would
follow in the College Chapters. An account of the Reunion and Banquet would
be published in the daily press, drawing
attention to the Fraternity throughout
the state. A pamphlet or small paper,
like The Scroll Jr. issued by the Indiana
Phi Association, should be published,
describing the Symposium, giving the
oration and poem, and reports from all
the Chapters in the state, showing their
condition, with items about commencement honors. Phi personals, etc. This
paper would be a splendid thing to spike
with in the fall campaign. A State Association of the College Chapters might
be formed, to meet at the same time as the
Reunion. An Alumni Chapter in At-
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lanta, conducted in this manner, would denoted in common figures, but blanks
be of very great benefit to the College are not uncommon.
Chapters in Georgia, and there are a
THIRD EDITION, 1872.
number of other cities where such orThis edition contains TOO pages. On
ganizations would be equally beneficial
both outside and title page is "Catalogue
to the Fraternity.
P.
of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity. Sub
Rosa. 1872. Cincinnati: Wrighton &
Catalogues of the Fraternity.
Co., 167 Walnut Street, 1872." A table
As many members have never seen the of abbreviations is followed by a short
earlier editions of the Catalogues of the "Introductory" by W. M. Fisher, '72,
Phi Delta Theta, and as they show the Jno. A. Rankin,'."^2,and H. R. Buckinggrowth of the Fraternity, the following ham, 'yi, all of Ohio Alpha. The titles
summary of their contents is given. In of the chapters are given together in a
some cases the old titles of chapters were list with the places and years of their
different from the present titles, and the establishment. The chapter lists are
latter are given in brackets.
then given in the following order and
numbers :
FIRST EDITION, I83O.
The first edition was edited by Robert
Morrison, '49, of Ohio Alpha. It contains 14 pages. On the outside are Phi
Delta Theta in large Greek letters, the
shield of the Fraternity, and the letters
Alpha Omega Chi. On the title page is
"Catalogue of the Phi Delta Theta. Louisville : Hull & Brother, Printers, i860."
A list of abbreviations is in the front.
Following are the names of members all
thrown in one long alphabetical roll. The
number of members catalogued in the
fourteen chapters is 292.
The chapter titles are in small Greek
type and the years of initiation are given
in the common form of Greek notation.
The residences and vocations are given,
though a good many blanks occur. At
the close is a request from Robert Morrison for all members to forward corrections and additions to him at Cedar
Creek P. O., Jefferson Co., Ky.
SECOND EDITION, I 87O.

This edition contains 24 pages. On
the outside is "Catalogue Phi Delta Theta. Sub Rosa. 1871," and the Fraternity's arms. On the title page "Catalogue
of the Phi Delta Theta. Sub Rosa. 1870.
Cincinnati: Elm Street Printing Company, 176 and 178 Elm Street, 1870." A
short "Introductory" is made by D. E.
Platter, '71. B. F. Thomas, '72, and F. K.
Raymond, '72, all of Ohio Alpha. The
abbreviations made use of are then ^iven.
Following are the chapter lists, the members being put under their chapters in
alphabetical order. The "Recapitulation"
at the end gives thirteen chapters and
555 members.
The residences and vocations are given
and the class and year of initiation are

Ohio Alpha
Ohio Beta (Epsilon)
Ohio Gamma (Delta)
Ohio Delta (Zeta).
Ind. Alpha
Ind. Beta
Ind. Gamma
Ind. Delta
Ind. Epsilon
Ind. Zeta (Eta)
Ind. Eta (Zeta)
Ky. Alpha
in. Alpha (Beta)
111. Beta (Gamma)
III. Gamma (Delta)
Va. Alpha
Mo. Alpha
Ga. Alpha
Ga. Beta
Ga. Gamma
Ga. Delta
Iowa Alpha
N . Y . Alpha
Chapters

23

187
39
7
3
92
92
80
21
17
26
16.
144
38
19
20
20
25
13
17
17
4
; 24
4
Members

925

The attendant and correspondent members are separated and given under their
chapters alphabetically. The residences
and vocations of most members are given.
The classes are not indicated, but the
years of initiation are denoted by common figures. The deceased members are
given again on two pages with black
borders. This is followed by an alphabetical "Recapitulation" of all the names
in the Catalogue.
FOURTH EDITION, J 8 7 8 .

This edition contains i88 pages. On
the outside is "Catalogue Phi Delta Theta. 1878." On the title page "Catalogue
of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity. Editors, A. Gwyn Foster, George Banta.
1878;" besides the arms and the common
Greek numerals for 1848 and 1878. The
book was printed by Baker and Randolph,
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33 and 35 S. 111. St., Indianapolis. A table of abbreviations is furnished and also
an "Explanation" of a system denoting
the year of initiation by large Greek let-

Ithe Roman numeration. The residences
Fersonals.
and vocations, with few exceptions, are
—Bro. Bunies, Ya. Epsilon, is in Baltigiven. Brief notes in small type are more.
— Bro. J. B. Beverly, Va. Epsilon, is at
given under names in a few cases. W.B.P.
home.
—Bro. J. L. Gill, Va. Epsilon, is a sub Prolers and the order of initiation in each
Q^^^^ F r a t e r n i t i e s .
fessor in Ya. MiL Institute.
year by the smaller letters. A separate
_^^^.^ p^j ^^^ ^^^^^^^ Columbia,
—Bro. T. W. Keitt, Ya. Epsilon, is no
—Sigma Chi is striving hard to get iuto longer a "pedagoguer" and will soon be a full
list of the titles of the chapters, with the
College, Richmond, Ya.
fledged pettifogger, as he is takiug the law
places and years of establishment, is Richmond
—Phi Kappa Psi have changed their Quar- course in Columbia College, N. Y.
given. T h e chapter lists are then given terly to a monthly under the name of the
—Bro. J. P. Ward, Ind. Epsilon, '83, is
Shield.
teaching this year, near Princeton, Ind.
as follows:
—D. G. K. (German letter), with oue chap—Bro. J. E. Taggart, Ind. Epsilon, '79, is
ter at Mass. Ag. College, has placed another in the clerk's office at Jefferson ville, lud. He
Ohio Alpha
138
in Boston University and has added another will enter the legal profession.
Ind. Alpha
162
to the list of Fraternity journals by publish—Two of the good looking brothers of Ind.
Ky. Alpha
169
ing the Cycle.
Epsilon, H. L. Woodburn, '77, and Coleman
Ohio Beta
13
—Southern Kappa Alpha is ignored in the Rogers, '78, are in business at Madison, Ind.
engravings of badges contained in '•AmeriOhio Gamma
7
—Bio. X. B. McKee, Ind. Epsilon, '72, is
can College Fraternities." For this no doubt teaching in the Deaf and Dumb Asylum, InInd. Beta
128
Mr. Baird has been duly raked over the coals. dianapolis, Ind.
Tenn. .Alpha
i
—At the convention of Zeta Psi held in
—Bro. AV. J. Orum, Ala. B., '78, has a poTex. Alpha
5
Philadelphia, January 7th, there was a full sition in Montgomery, Ala.
representation from the various chapters. E.
Ky. Beta
8
—Rev. John V. Smith, Ala. B., '78, is a
Coppee Mitchell, LL. D., of the University member of Ala. M. E. Conference.
Wis. Alpha
24
of Pennsylvania, presided. In the afternoon
—Bro. Jos. L. Armstrong, Ya. G., is a ProWis. Beta
11
of the second day's session an election of offi- fessor at Fort Royal, Ya.
Ind. Gamma
Ii8
cers took place. The next annual meeting ot
—Bro. James H. Claggett, Ky. A., '79, val111. Alpha
17 the fraternity will be held next January at edictorian of his class, is teaching near DanToronto.
ville, Ky.
Ohio Delta
40
—The Chi Phi Quarterly, edited by Oscar
—Bro. J. C Finnell, Ky. A. '75, is attendInd. Delta
80
Meyer, Allentown, Pa., is a handsome maga- ing a law school in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mich. Alpha
17
zine of 64 pages. The price of it is SI.00 per
—Bro. J. D. Fleming, Ky. A. '75, is in the
III Beta
37
year, and as it is not sub rosa, subscriptions red tape business in Denver, Col.
are received from any one. It is well edited,
Ind. Epsilon
44
—Col. J. F. Phillips, Ky. A. '55, is now an
and ornamented with various cuts of the Fra- M. C , and his son Emmett, Ky. A. '77, is at
Ind. Zeta
16
ternity's emblems. The Jan. issue shows the Columbia Law School, N. Y.
Ind. Eta
37
number of active chapters to be twenty, not
—Hon. J. F. Phillips' middle name is Finis,
Ohio Epsilon
55
including the U. of Cal. and Trinity Coll. because he was born on the last day of the
(X. C.) chapters, which have been recently year and the last hour of the day.
Va. Alpha
36
killed by adverse legislatiou. No chapter has
—Bro. Chas. A. Hardin, Ky. A., '56, is a
Mo. Alpha
72
less than 8 active members. At the conven- candidate for Judge of Circuit Court for
111. Gamma
32
tion of Chi Phi at Cincinnati last July, 17 Mercer and surrounding counties in Ky.
Ilk Delta
43
delegates, representing 12 chapters, and 41
—Bro. R. L. Thornton, Ala. B., '78, is Edvisitors, were present. The most important itor of the Tuskegee News, an able weekly
Iowa Alpha
59
proceedings were the reorganizatien of the journal published in Tuskegee, Ala.
Ga. Alpha
14
Quarterly, the creation of the new office of
—Bro. Junius Hobson, Tenn. B.,'78, of SomGa. Beta
68
Grand Historian, and the regeneration of the merville, Tenn., has been elected Master in
Ga. Gamma
53
chapter at U. of Ga. The next convention Chancery of his county for six years at a salGa. Delta
40
will be held at Allentown, Pa., Oct., 1880. ary of .?2,000 per annum.
The Fraternity has lately issued a song book
—Bro. H. Marshall Buford, Ky. A., valeN. Y. .Alpha
30
called "Carmina Fraternitatis Chi Phi," dictorian of '64, is candidate for successor to
Ohio Zeta
47
which is fine in printing but poor in matter. Hon. J. D. Hunt, Ky. A., valedictorian '57,
Cal. Alpha
47
Chi Phi has long held that it was founded who is Circuit Judge of Fayette and surroundPa. Alpha
49
in 1824, and that Rev. Jno. McLean, D. D., ing counties in Kentucky. He is the handex-president of Princeton, was one of the somest of Ky. .A's alumni and will be elected.
Mich. Beta
72
founders. The Rev. Dr., in a letter published
—Bro. Logan McKee, Ky. A. '68, is DepVa. Beta
13
in the Cornell Era Nov. llth, denies the soft uty U. S. Collector, Editor, Stock Broker,
Va. Gamma
19
impeachment t h u s : "'I never knew of the Correspondent of Cincinnati Gazette, LouisOhio Eta
29
Chi Phi Fraternity until I became president ville Commercial, New York Tribune, and is
of the college in 18.54, and it is my belief that a solid Phi amid it all.
Ky. Gamma
5
it had no existence before that date." The
-^Bro. Chas. M. Beckwith, Ga. G., '73,
Neb. Alpha ...'.
5
"Kiffies" thus being left in tlie plight of not delegate to the '72 and '75, conventions and
Pa. Beta
13
knowing their origin, the Grand Historian of late principal of L^niv. of the South GramTenn. Beta
8
the Fraternity wrote a letter to the Era say- mar School, Sawanee, Tenn., is at present
ing it only was traditionary that Dr. McLean studying theology at Middletown, Conn. He
Va. Delta
25
was a founder of the Fraternity, and that its was a charter member of the Gamma.
Pa. Gamma
12
claim to have originated in 1824 is founded
—Bro. J. B. McCabe, Va. G., has recently
Pa. Delta
2
on "the positive evidence of three gentlemen, been elected by the legislature of Virginia
Mo. Beta
9
two of them reputable Christian ministers, Judge of Loudon County.
and the third an officer of the U. .S. Army,
Miss. Alpha
18
—Bro. W. T. Hutchings, Va. D., is reading
who state that they saw and held in their law in Danville, Va. He will go to Yale
Ala. Alpha
9
hands in 18.54, a book containing the consti- next session.
Va. Epsilon
3
tution, etc., of the Chi Phi Fraternity, bear- B r o . J. T. E. Thornhill, Va. D., is secing the date of 1824. That book and all the retary of the Young Men's Christian AssociaChapters
49 Members
1929
early papers of the Fraternity were destroyed tion at Montgomery, Ala.
by
fire in 1858, and thus our claim to 1824 rests
—Bro. R. F. Hoskins, Va. E., is building
Thirteen names are also given under solely
upon the testimony of these gentle- up a fine reputation as a successful teacher.
the Indiana Alumni Alpha Chapter. T h e men." There is so much tradition and ro- He passed through Richmond, Ya., a few
about all this that we think the Chi days ago and was warmly welcomed by some
attendant, correspondent and honorary mance
Phi's claim to antiquity is very doubtful. It of the Delta boys.
members are separated, and are given s all a mistake about Chi Phi having a chap- —Rev. David Swing, D. D., L. L. D., Ohio
alphabetically under the classes of their ter at Edinburgh, Scotland. The more hon- B. "52. is now preaching to immense audiL ^
...
1
uJ
.ji_
est "Kiffles" say so and the chapter is not put ences in Central Music Hall, Chicago. He
chapters, the classes being denoted by down in the list with the others.
is one of Chicago's most eminent divines.
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GETTYSBURG^ PA., FEBRUARY, 1880.
Our Alumni chapters are giving us a round
of good reports. Let the ball roll on.
Indiana Eta and Missouri Beta are dead,
but we have more than enough to fill their
places.

Bro. Fitzpatrick of Ala. Beta writes thus
under date Dec. 5th, 1879: "We graduate
this sessibn six, all of whom will be recipients
of honors, both military and academic. In
the military display at the last State Fair in
Montgomery, three companies of the corps
of Cadets, each commanded by Phi Captains,
competed for prizes and bore off three of the
four, taking the highest."
In this connection we will state that interteresting reports from Vermont A., Kentucky
A., Ohio D., Virginia B., Tennessee B., Indiana E., and.Georgia G. have been received
but crowded out of this issue.. The brothers
who are secretaries of chapters, will please
notice that reports to be published must be
mailed BEFORE THE FIRST DAY OF EACH
MONTH.

In Atlanta, Ga., there is a good,ly number
Bro. Scratchley, Va. Epsilon, promises us of Phis, and we desire to call their attention
the Va. Zeta soon. We w;ill joyfully hail its to the article in this number regarding alumni
chapters. We have the names and addresses
appearance.
of some of the Atlanta Alumni and to these
The National Grand has decided to hold we send copies of this SCROLL, hoping thus
the charter of the Tennessee Gamma uutil it to help them on towai'd an alumni chapter.
is evident that the chapter will succeed.
Such a chapter could be easily organized and
would
be a great help to Phi Delta Theta not
From Bro. Sams, Tenn. Beta, we have a
very pretty poem entitled " A Poetic Triad," only in Georgia but throughout the South.
the publication of which is delayed on ac- From Bro. Chas. B. Gaskill we have in times
past received several warm, brotherly letters
count of its length. It will appear soon.
full of Phi love and devotion, and we look
The prospectus of the Auburn Cadet, an for a strong effort from him in this matter.
eight page monthly to be issued at the A. & We hope soon to be able to chronicle the
M. College, Auburn, Ala., lies on our table. establishment of the Georgia Alpha Alumni.
The Editors ai-e Bros. A. Fitzpatrick and E.
Grand Banker.
A. Price, both of Alabama Beta. We extend
Our Grand Banker, Bro. C. D. Whitehead,
our heartiest wishes for success.
has removed from Indianapolis, Ind., to
The Bond unites the North and South. Maryville, Mo. All Phis who have business to
The following is so terse and ^ell put that transact with him will address accordingly.
we give it entire, calling the attention of VirAll catalogues, song books, minutes, etc.,
ginia Alpha to the same :
are now in the hands of Bro. J.^C. Norris,
BuRLiNGTOK, Vt., Jan. 12, '80.
231 Peru St., Indianapolis, Ind., who will
D E A R SCKOLL :
furnish at same rates as heretofore.
Perhaps a correspondence between the
"First Families of V . " (refer "by permisOne! Two!! Three!!!
sion" to "Orpheus C. Kerr Papers") or, what
For some time our heart has beat anxiously
is the same, the V. Alphas would be interesting as well as beneficial to both chapters. If about Michigan Alpha, and we have not been
any member of Va. A. thinks he would like able to give any cheering or even hopeful
a correspondent iu Vt. A., I would be happy
news regarding it. But a letter from Bro.
to answer.
Ira W. Christian just received says: "The
Yours in the Bond,
H. L. V A N NOSTRAND,
Michigan Alpha of the Phi Delta Theta FraBurlington, Vt.
ternity was reorganized on this the 31st of
Several chapter reports that should have January, 1880, in the University of Michigan.
appeared in the January SCROLL reached us Please remember that it is STRICTLY SUB
too late for publication. The following items ROSA." Mich. University has over a thousand
stundents. We have not space for more than
from them may be of interest.
The Secretary of Ga. Delta writes : "Since mere mention now but will give particulars
you last heard from the Delta she has initiated in March number. Bro. Christian is Sec'y.
Wisconsin Alpha started iu 1856 at Wis.
two men, sterling fellows, with good positions
University,
Madison, Wis., but died in 1862.
in their class and in the literary societies. We
intend to do our duty and keep a clean rec- This chapter was reorganized on Jan. 24th,
1880, by Bro. Walter B. Palmer, aided by
ord."
A writer from Indiana Alpha wants to see Hon. W. F. Vilas, who was the first man inreports from Illinois and Missouri. The for- itiated when the Alpha was organized in 1856.
mer has been heard from. We would like to Bro. Dan. S. McArthur is Secretary. Wisknow ourselves about Missouri. Will some- consin University has 481 students. Particbody tell us ? This brother also urges the ulars in March.
Our gallant and wide-awake President Redchapters South to have State Conventions.
dig adds another chapter, and it is entirely
Why not ?

new-born. It came into existence on Wednesday night, Feb. 4fh, at Dickinson College,
Carlisle, Pa., and will therefore be christened
Pennsylvania Zeta. Its father and uncle are
our zealous President, Bro. C. J. Reddig, and
Bro. W. Newton Mateer, representing the
National Grand. The Zeta has six members,
one being a Junior, three Sophomores, and
two Freshmen. The Secretary is Bro. George
E. Kleinhenn, Carlisle, Pa. More in March.
Just to keep things level we will hold one
or two other cheering announcements for our
next issue. Meanwhile we most heartily welcome these new Phis and sha,ll expect them to
become better in every way from this union
in the Bond of Phi Delta Theta. We trust
that all oiir chapters will send words of hearty
greeting.
Convention Matters.
As the time approaches for our next biennial convention it would be well to canvass the
ground, in pai't at least, over which that body
will be. expected to pass. While we do not
desire to dictate any policy to the Fraternity
in regard to any of its important interests,
we are auxious that every legislative act
should be characterized by wisdom and prudence, and candid disciission of proposed
changes through the columns of the SCROLL
would certainly insure more intelligent and
perhaps more harmonious action in convention. I t is impossible in the few short days
offered at convention for discussion and examination of newly sprung questions, to determine accurately their merits and demerits,
or to see the full extent of their practical
workings.
.
It is certainly, the duty of all Phis to exercise
thought and care at alf times for the good of
the Fraternity; and.especially at this time
when we so soon expect to discuss the merits
of our manifold interests should careful and
mature deliberation be the every-day business
of all interested in her welfare, and not only
this but the free exchange of sentiment
through the means of the SCROLL, or by
private correspondence, or both, should be had
in order that no one may be required to vote
upon a measure in convention of whose policy
he is not entirely certain.
It is patent to every one that our financial
interests sadly need doctoring, and as this is
one of tbe most important and vital interests
of the order, it should not be meddled with
by hasty or imprudent hands. We trust that
our juvenile Shermans will submit their ideas
upon the best financial policy for the future
to the consideration of their fellow members
through the SCROLL, and thus secure an interchange of opinion on these importent matters. While this is perhaps the most vital
issue that will present itself to the convention
there are other matters that will demand attention according to their respective merits
and should be carefully canvassed previous to
the meeting.
We want also to awaken a lively Convention interest, and to make the convention of
1880 the most important and enthusiastic in
the Fraternity's history. We want to see

l^HE SCROLL.
every Chapter represented there by a live,
wide-awake man, full of wisdom as well as
fire, and the result will be surprising to the
most sanguine Phi in the land, and the Barbs
and rival Frats will look on in utter bewilderment. This is not fanciful theory; we have
the meu both in quality and number aud let
every chapter make calculations to have a
man there to represent her interests.

ful and no doubt ere long will be Professor
of Natural Sciences.
Horner Hill, a physician of high rank, is
located in this place. During a part of last
year he attended lectures at Bellevue hospital.
Bro. Hall has spared neither money nor labor
to acquire his present position which is
among the foremost of his profession.
This chapter chartered Ky. Alpha Alumni
chapter Dec. 28th 1879 at Louisville, Ky.
RECORDER.

ship is not desirable, except on the purely
theoretical supposition that they are aU good
men. Practically this will seldom be the
case, a fact which experience has impressed
upon the National Grand by several unpleasant lessons. Let the chapters endeavor to
gain as many worthy men as possible for Phi
Delta Theta, but remember, it is always better by far to lose a dozen good men than admit one who will in the least degree fall short
of the high moral standard of this fraternity.
But enough ! We believe with Sam Weller, that the art of letter writing is to be so
brief that your reader will w-ish there was
more. Whether this is a possibility in chapter correspondence we will not pretend to say,
but we are confident that the length of this
letter will destroy all longings for more.
Yours in the Bond,

Kentucky Alpha AlumniLouisville is the home of many noble an 1
worthy Phis—men of sterling character ani
high intellectual attainments, occupying th.'
most "-prominent positions in the Cluirch, at
the Bar, and in commercial and social life.
As sufficient evidence of this statemeut I
W. V. OLYPHANT.
—Michigan Beta is preparing to publish a need mention but a few of the most promisong book for its own use. About twenty nent Alumni : Rev. Stuart Robinson, D. D.,
songs in addition to those in Bro. Search's the orator-elect of the next Convention, Rev.
Indiana Epsilon.
book have been obtained, and new sougs are E. P. Humphrey, D. D., Rev. E. O. Guerrant,
Hanover College, Hanorer, Ind., J a n . 28th, 1880.
solicited from Phis of all chapters. Addres.s D. D., Hon. Thos. W. Bullitt, Hon. W. B.
Will R. Hubbert, 559 Second St., Detroit, Fleming, Dr. Benj. J. Baldwin, Messrs. Jno. D E A R EDITOR :
You surely succeeded in making the last
Mich.
G. Simrall, W. G. Anderson, St. John Boyle,
number of the SCROLL interesting to our
and many others.
Alumni. While doing so yon made it all the
Carefully surveying the field and its latent more interesting and inspiring to us.
trr CDrrrspfiitbrnrf.
possibilities, our young brother, C. L. GoodThe catalogue boom struck us suddenly
win, determined to establish an Alumni Chap- and unexpectedly. It is seasonable. Let the
[ ^ S ~ O u r purpose is to issue ench number by the ter in this city. And right nobly and suclOtti of the month. Chipter Gditors will please mail cessfully has he done his work. Pursuant to new editors profit by past catalogue experience. Let them give us what they propose
reports accordingly without further notice BEFORE THK
FIRST DAY OF BACH MONTH. Each Chapter is required his call a meeting was held Tuesday evening, and they shall deserve our deepest gratitude.
to report monthly. Promptness in this matter is de- Jan. 13th, in the office of Bro. Thos. W. BulWe have a home now, a "Dear Phi Home."
litt, and the organization of the chapter Our chapter has had for several years a regsirable.—B. M.]
effected. Many pleasant reminiscences of ular place for meeting, a room beautifully
Indiana Alpha Alumni.
college days were recalled and much enthusi- furnished, but too small, and we have always
asm for the success of the chapter enkindled. longed for a hall of suitable dimensions. Our
Franklin, Ind. Jau 3rd 1880.
D E A R SCROLL :
We all felt as though we were "boys" again, wishes scarcely shaped themselves in words
Your correspondent finds himself at a loss and rededicated our hearts aud hands to the as there was little hope of having them gratto "write u p " his chapter, yet the imperative noble work of the Phi Delta Theta. To one ified, but fortune favored us and we are happy.
command of the Ed. and 13. M. of the Scroll who has once entered within the building and
The past term was one of activity with .u^.
must be obeyed. We cannot come before the learned to know that it is the home of his We worked, and the fruits of our labor^.,arfe
fraternity flushed with victory, as we have not most cherished friendships and hallowed as- seen and will continue to develop. Since my
been initiating anybody, have not had any sociations, such a meeting could but awaken last, two brothers have made their appearance
bums, nor indeed any of those affairs that delightful memories.
in our family circle. We are in love with a
make up the college chapters.
Our object in organizing is to develop and certain healthy Freshie, and he with us. His
But as this is to be an alumni number of sustain social relations among the resident parents want us to postpone the ceremony
the SCROLL we will tell you something about Phis and keep abreast with the work of the till next year, but I guess it will not break
our membership. Judge D. D. Banta, patri- Fraternity at large. And in order best to their hearts if we elope with him a little bearch of our flock, an old Ind. A. boy, class accomplish this our meetings will be held at fore that time.
'55v is practicing law with his son George for the residences of the members.
We will be represented upon the public
a partner. G. M. Overstreet, ex-Mayor of
All honor to the energetic, noble-spirited entertainment given here ou Feb. 22, also at
Franklin, also deals in the red-eyed law and is C. L. Goodwin, of Sellersburgh, Indiana. the annual spring exhibition at the close of
City Attorney. S. L. Overstreet also practices Would that the Fraternity were blessed with this term.
law. He has just been married to a popular a host of such workers. Success to Phi DelBro. Coulter will secure the valedictory in
and accoinplished young lady of this city. ta Theta.
this year's graduating class.
L. U. Downey, a popular young man among
Yours in the Bond,
Our number now is that which has been
the ladies, is quite successful in business,
W M . F . HARRIS, Recorder. usual for this chapter, our men are enthusiasbeing in partnership with another young man
tic, we have a good hall and every reason to
National Grandand owning quite an extensive book store.
hope for greater prosperity in the future than
LAFAYETTE
COLLEGE,
Easton,
Pa.,
Jan.29,
'80.
He started here a few years ago as clerk in
in the past. We could secure several more
the store but at last has'taken upon himself DE.4.U B R O T H E R S :
men but do not seek that notoriety which
The National Grand certainly owes you an comes from numbers alone, preferring to use
the responsibility of proprietor. T. C. Donapology
for
being
so
remiss
in
its
communinell, practicing physician and indeed a promour energies now in improving ourselves.
inent one, graduated at Indianapolis medical cations, but as it has no excuse to offer, it
Having done this to the greatest extent we
college. He located in this place with his only remains for it to atone for the past by can, the good of our order will be apparent
father, who likewise is a physician but has regularity in the future. The commencement and whenever we solicit a sensible student,
given up most of his practice since Bro. T. of this college year found us comparatively our battle will be already half won.
C. entered the office. J. G. Smith, a very weak in numbers, as in addition to the loss of
Yours in the Bond,
prominent young man, is book keeper in the five seventy-nine men, Bros. Dewing and
H. C. MONTGOMERY.
Second National Bank of this place. Joe Scott of eighty had also left college; the
like some of the other Alumni members is former to take a responsible position in the
Pennsylvania Epsilon.
not entirely devoted to his business, nor has California Military Academy. As to the reahe entirely forgotton his college days, but son of Bro. Scott's departure we are rather in
ALLEGHENY COLLEGE, Meadville, Pa.,
frequently is present at the meetings of Ind. the dark; rumor says it was due to financial
Dec. 30th, 1880.
Delta. Guy Day for about two years has embarrassments, and probably it was, only EDITOR SCROLL :
measured Calicoes, Muslins, etc., behind the we never heard it called by that name before.
Our school vacation is past, and with the
counter in his father's store, but at present is Subsequent events show that his pecuniary beginning of the new year the members of
in the west seeking his fortune. Calvin .Mc difficulties culminated in matrimony.
our chapter have come in from their homes
Cormick graduated at Franklin college last
The vacant places were however soon filled and have again begun the work of another
year and is now wieldin j; the scepter over the by some of the best stock from eighty-two term. The Brothers all seem to be very much
heads of timid country youth. Bro. McC. and three, and although we are still numeri- refreshed by the festivities of the holidays,
expects to enter Yale College next year to ically weaker than in the past, the chapter and each one has commenced work with his
pursue a special course in the sciences. D. has never come nearer the true ideal of a fra- usual energy. We find our number full now;
A. Owen, a graduate of Franklin college '78, ternity in mutual congeniality. It may seem but we are sorry to say that Bro. Blair, of Hliis tutor in said college. He is quite success- strange, but in ouropinion a large member- nois, who was for time prostrated with a seOur printer is receiving orders from Phis
for work and is exerting himself to please all.
He has now a fine cut of our coat of arms
suitable for letter-heads and envelopes. Also
prints Phi cards. See advertisement.

B

T H E SCIIOLL.

vere attack of intermittent fever, is about to would be good. I rather think it would be a j Texas B. would be kind enough to make
leave us for his western home. Bro. Blair is good thing to do about as follows: Let us their existence known.
one of our best members, and it is with re- continue the Permanent Fund but let the inIndiana Gamma will please accept our
gret that we see him leave us on account of terest go to increasing the size of SCROLL. thanks for her hearty congratulations, and
too close application to study, which his Phy- Let us still compel all to take SCROLL at one we assure her that she need have not the
sician regards as the pricipal cause of his dollar each and we will soon have a paper least fear of our dying. We are here, and
sickness. We feel that we have lost an effi- double its present size. Say the intere.st of here we intend to stay until we run against
cient and consistent member and only hope P. F . is iglOOand subscriptions $250; you see some more difficult stump than Sigma Chi or
that his general health will so improve that the result at once. Again, I think we ought Beta Theta Pi.
he can be with us at the beginning of the to have a law compelling chapters to send in
By the way we saw Bro. Poyntz a few days
next collegiate year.
all SCROLL moneys before holidays, and if since and he says that decidedly the pick of
The Alumni of our chapter are prospering. after holidays any are initiated let their sub- the University boys are in Va. Beta's ranks.
Bro. Nelson is still a student in Theological scriptions be sent on date of initiation. In
We have it from a reliable source that the
Seminary in Allegheny City, Pa., and Bro. this manner we would save SCROLL Managers Beta Theta Pis receive the SCROLL as often
Bowser has now assumed the responsibilities a good deal of anxiety. We give these opin- and regularly as we do and receive more than
in his new and far-off field of labor in the ions free. Let us hear from others.
one copy. The pumber before the last the
Southern Indiana Conference. They have
Yours in the Bond,
Betas have and did not get it here. They are
begun a great and noble work, and we have
as mad as March hares about our last report
CHAS. BOAZ.
confidence in their ability to succeed in the
and vent their ire on our unoffending correswork in whatever field they may be placed.
pondent. Our boys will please take notice of
Pennsylvania Gamma.
It is with pleasure too that I write you in
this and be more careful of their SCROLLS
WASH, AND J E F F . COLLEGE,
regard to the unity and prosperity of our
in the future.
Washington, Pa., Jan, 2nd, 1880.
chapter. Our relations with the other fraWe sympathize with N. C. Alpha in her
The holidays with us began Dec. 24th and affliction and can only say "Do not desert the
ternities in the College, against whom of
are
not
over
as
yet.
The
grades
are
out
howcourse we must contend more or less, are
ship." Could you not do as Alpha Delta
pleasant. At least by tlieir actions they recog- ever and in the Sophomore class, where most Phi once did? Make your men honorary memnize us as not being inferior either in strength of our men belong, the Phis hold the fort bers of the nearest chapter and initiate men,
or ability. We number fifteen, all men of from 1 to 10 in rank. We have but one Sen- not into the N. C. Alpha, but make them
ability and perseverance. We united in the ior, who ranks second, but who possesses the honorary members of S. C. Alpha ? Of course
Bond three excellent men during the last ability to stand head and shoulders above the the fraternity will understand the matter and
terms which was our quota, and we have good rest. We have but one Junior who is doubt- you will not be violating the laws of Trinity
prospects for our share of such men as we less ranked with the first. Nine Sophs, and College.
want during this term. In the elections of three Freshmen, making in all 14 active memWe received a postal from Bro. Goodwin
the different literary societies of the College bers is our force now in college.
to-day about his "pet," the Louisville Alumni
Bro.
Van
Cleve,
who
was
with
us
at
the
which took place recently, our chapter is well
chapter, aud calling on us for ours. We can
represented. In truth we can say that al- flrst of the term, is teaching and of course not arrange things at present, but before next
though young in age we command our siiare will make his mark. A few years ago because October we will come forward with a number
of honors as a chapter and are fast becoming of some Phi's peculiar religious and benevo- one chapter, for you may depend upon it that
old in infiuence and prosperity. We are very lent proclivity, I suppose, some fool belong- Ky. A. never gives up anything she attempts.
much interested in the new catalogue, and ing to one of the other fraternities, either
We hope to be able to write something
the Betas or Phi Delta Kappas, gave to our more
are working up our report.
interesting next month.
chapter
the
name,
—"Sisters
of
Charity."
I
Yours in the Bond,
Yours in the Bond,
remember
that
once
before
a
name
given
in
W. G. W A R N E R .
GEO. B . THOMAS.
derision at Antioch became honored among
the nations of the earth. So the "Sisters of
Virginia Beta.
Ohio Epsilon.
Charity" have in these latter days shown to
UNIVERSITY OF VA., J a n . 10th, 1880.
ATHENS, OHIO, Janup.ry l l t h , 1880.
the Betas and Delta Kaps that they (the Betas and Delta Kai)s) are nothing more than a EDITOR SCROLL :
D E A R SCROLL AND B R O . P H I S :
8ince our last report we have pinned the
Vacation being over we have once more re- pack of nondescripts, with peculiarly assinine badge
of our order upon two more brothers.
qualities which mark their iudividuality as a
turned to our duties as students.
Bro. Street, one of these, whom we initiated
Two of our new students are—we think— set of quadrupeds.
about two weeks ago, is the best man in the
worthy of our cause, and we have "spiked"
But I did not mean to be so hard on the Medical Department. Bro. Blakey, the other,
them.
"beasts." I hope we will be forgiven for is also a good man. I t is useless to say this,
Previous to vacation we had only two knowing them, for to know them is to write however,
as we never take in any oth'er kind.
badges in our chapter, but during vacation hard things about them.
I
am
sorry
to report that we have lost our
six of us procured badges, and now we shine
The Phis will be represented in the next genial friend, Bro. Bristow, from among us.
like the noon-day sun. By unanimous consent contest by Bro. John R. Grosser, who will, of He stood a special examination tor his B. L.,
—among the girls—our badges are considered course, sustain our high reputation.
and, having made it, left for home shortly
nicer and much finer than those of the Betas
The Delta Taus now have the same num- after Christmas. By the way, Bro. B., in
or Deltas.
ber of men as ourselves and are quite of the company with Fletcher and Gaitskill, became,
We think there should be some letter cor- same turn of mind with us. We work to- as
describes it, mate sobrius on Christrespondence between chapters. Very seldom gether and by united effort can do whatsoever masSeneca
night.
1 wish some of you many Phis
do we hear from, a chapter except through the we wish. They once tried the "beasts" and had been here.
I am satisfied you would
SCROLL.
say they cannot be trusted.
have been convinced, had these gentlemen
We have not held a meeting since our return, ' With the best wishes for every Phi, and found
out your fraternity, that Va. Beta can
but will in a few days, hence next report will especially for the SCROLL, we are.
boast
the
three most enthusiastic Phis in the
be longer and more interesting.
Yours in the Bond,
world. I had the misfortune to be the only
Yours in the Bond,
M . A . DE^fMAN.
one present, and the amount of hugging I reF R A N K STERNBERGER.
ceived made me sore for a week.
Kentucky Alpha.
Bro. Phister, our gymnast, has taken the
Indiana Delta.
four medals given in that line here this fall.
CENTRE COLLEGE, Danville. Ey.,
FRANKLIN, IND., Feb. 1st, 1880.
Jan. 5th, 1880. So you see Phi Delta Theta puts up a "curt"
D E A R SCROLL :
in everything she undertakes.
DEAR SCROLL :
At a recent meeting of Indiana Delta the
Success to our chapters everywhere. May
As all our boys have besn out of college for
undersigned was elected sub-editor for the two weeks and more we have nothing to say they all do as well as Va. Beta.
remainder of the year, so now we begin our which will interest the boys, but wriXe to let
Yours Fraternally,
work. Since our la.st report wehave initiated you know that we are still alive.
J O H N S. MOORING.
one man, Bro. S. P. Smith. He is a FreshCollege opened Friday with a slim attenIndiana Alpha.
man and a good man. We have yet one more dance, and as but one new student has as yet
to initiate, perhaps the last oue for this year. appeared, our number has not been increased ;
INDIANA UNIVERSITY, Bloomington, Ind.,
Most of our boys aredoing good work. We but should any of the proper kind make their
Jan. IOth, 1880.
elected all the delegates for the State oratori- appearance Ky. A. will have her share.
D E A R SCROLL :
cal contest, three in number.
We were pleased with all the chapter reThe boys are now all back from vacation,
We do,'not agree with Bro. Ott in regard to ports last month and especially as Va. B. and the chapter starts out for another year in
changing' name of SCROLL. But we do agree and Miss. A. were heard from for the first excellent condition. Before we separated for
with him in some other matters, for instance time this session.
the holidays we gave a finishing touch to the
We would be delighted if Mo. A. and old year by initiating Fred. W. Cook, Jr., of
changing the permanent fund for SCROLL

T H E SCROLL.
Evansville. On coming back this term we
We have the pleasure of reporting one adPhi Delta Theta Directory.
went to work vigorously on two old spikes dition, making our total membership for the
NATIONAL
GRAND CHAPTER—Pennsylleft over from last year, aud in one we were year seventeen. Our convert from "barbarvania Alpha.
successful. Bro. Cook also brought with him ism" is Bro. Leland Sulgrove of this city,
Mr. Chas. E. Johnson who, in company with class '81, and also instructor in chemistry.
NATIONAL
OFFICERS.
Mr. — Clugston, took a ride on the Phi Delta Thus three of four tutors are Phis. Bro. S. President—C. J. Reddig, Shippensburg, Pa.
Theta goat at the last meeting.
has been besieged by Betas, Sigs, and Delta Secretary—James C. Norris, 231 Peru street, InThe Phis here are admitted by all, and espe- Taus, but the "shield and the dagger" gave
dianapolis, Ind.
cially by the ladies, to bear off the palm in them their quietus.
Grand Banker—C. D. Whitehead, Room I,
music and now have organized a chapter orBro. Kirkpatrick, Sec'y Ind. Beta Alumni,
Thorpe's Block, Indianapolis, Ind.
chestra. There are several pianists, three assures me that their constitution will soon be Executive Committee—C. J. Reddig, President;
violinists, three guitar performers, two whoready and that then he will publish through
James Norris, Secretary; C. D. Wliitehead,
perform on the cornet, two on the flute and the SCROLL what has been done and what
John T. Morrison, 11 Martien Hall, Easton, Pa.
one on the harmonica. The Betas turned will be done by the Alumni for the conven- Scroll Managers—Editor, M. F. Parrish, Lee,
green with envy when our orchestra went out tion at this place next October. Suffice it
Ohio ; Business Manager, M. F. Troxell, Getserenading one night last term. With all this now to say that, Minerva-like, all have sprung
tysburg, Pa.
musical talent which the Alpha has (we have into action bespe'aking a glorious boom in
CHAPTER
SECRETARIES.
three musical composers, Bros. Hunter, Cook 1880.
Fraternally,
and Smalley) she can be relied upon to furH. tJ. BROWN.
INDIANA ALPHA—Charles Banta, Bloomingnish some of the music for that new song
ton, Ind.
book whenever it is to be published.
KENTUCKY ALPHA—Geo. B. Thomas, DanSouth
Carolina
Alpha.
In the Bond,
ville, Ky.
WOFFORD COLLEGE, Spartanburg. S. C.
CHAS. BANTA.
INDIANA. BETA—Lyman E. Ott, CrawfordsDec. 25th, 1879.
ville, Ind.
E D . SCROLL :
Georgia Delta.
INDIANA GAMMA—H. U. Brown, IrvingThe
condition
of
our
chapter
is
steadily
imton, Ind.
MERCER UNIVERSITY, Macon. Ga.,
proving,—not so rapidly in numbers as we MICHIGAN A L P H A Jan. 6th, 18S0.
could wish, but in the zeal and energy which
D E A R SCROLL :
each inember shows in all matters requiring INDIANA DELTA—Chas. Boaz, Frankhn, Ind.
Your humble servant has just returned assistance. Whenever the members of any INDIANA EPSILON—H. C. Montgomery,
from a, two weeks' visit to his home and society are filled with the importance of ad- Hanover, Ind.
sweet-heart, and you can well imagine that vancing the interest of that body it is bound OHIO EPSILON—T. A. Jones, Athens, Ohio.
he is now in no humor for beginning work to succeed, and the members of the S. C,Al- VIRGINIA ALPHA—Louis F. Bowling, Salem,
Va.
again; but fearing lest he be considered ego- pha love their chapter with the warmest detistic, he will now try and make out his votion. Considering this we think the time MISSOURI ALPHA—F^red. H. Austin, Columbia, Mo.
monthly report from the Georgia Delta.
is not far distant in which we will see our
Our chapter is in a very flourishing condi- chapter take the lead in the race and overcome IOWA ALPHA—John R. Foulks, Mt. Pleasant,
Iowa.
tion at present, having about thirteen mem- all opposers.
GEORGIA
BETA—W. G. Brantley, Athens,
bers, all "true and tried" Phis, solid to the
We are now enjoying the Christmas holiGa.
bone. On last Saturday night we met for the days and hope that all Phis may have as
first time this new term, and a very encour- much pleasure as we are having With many GEORGIA GAMM A—H. C. Carney, Oxford, Ga.
aging meeting it was too. Bros. Gross and wishes for the future prosperity of all Phis, GEORGIA DELTA—J. K. Battle, Macon, Ga.
OHIO Z^TA—Will. F . Harn, Wooster, Ohio.
W. T. Cheney, of Athens, were with us, and I remain
PENNA. ALPHA—W. V. Olyphant, li Marby their eloquent addresses, rich in sound
Yours in the Bond,
tien Hall, Easton, Pa.
Phi-Delta-Thetaism and wholesome advice,
W. D. SIMPSON, J R .
MICHIGAN BETA—C. B. Charles, Lansing,
completely won the hearts of all the Delta
Michigan.
boys. Bros. Carson, Wood and Pollock, of
VIRGINIA BETA—J. S. Mooring, University of
our own chapter, made creditable speeches,
Alabama Beta.
Virginia Postoffice, Albemarle Co., Va.
while Old Frank Cheney's was just splendid.
ALABAMA A. AND M . COLLEGE, Deo. 22,1879.
VIRGINIA GAMMA—F". C. Watson, Ashland,
Bro. D. H. Hill was duly initiated, and doubt- E D . SCROLL :
Virginia.
less he will some day be among the very
The approach of our Christmas respite imbrightest of the host of brilliant stars that pels each Phi to beat his retreat homeward, OHIO ETA—V. E. TomUnson, Akron, O.
shed their glory on DEAK OLD P H I D E L T A and soon each of us will be enjoying those PENNA. BETA—W. D. E. Scott, Gettysb'g, Pa.
DELTA--J. T. Dickinson, RichTHETA.
blessings incident to "Home, Sweet Home." VIRGINIA
mond, Va.
On Sunday night last, Bro. W. T. Cheney
We look back with pleasant memories upon TENNESSEE
BETA—(Sub rosa) W. H. Goodpreached in the ITirst Baptist church iu this our associations with our mystic brothers,
pasture, Nashville, Tenn.
city. From the beginning of the discourse and rejoice in the hope that we shall soon
PENNA. GAMMA—M. A. Denman, Washingto the end, the closest attention was mani- meet again.
ton, Pa.
fested, and at times the large congregation
Our chapter is indeed in a flourishing con- MISSISSIPPI
ALPHA—W. E. Barker, L. B.
was fairly spell-bound by tiie strings of pearls dition, which fact is evinced by the interest
117, Oxford, Miss.
that flowed from the lips of ouii young and each member displays. We have initiated
EPSILON—H. P. Scratchley, Lexeloquent preacher.
five members recently and all bid fair to prove VIRGINIA
ington, Va.
We are all delighted at the idea of having worthy of their new names.
CAROLINA ALPHA—Phil. Holland,
a new catalogue, and from the hands of Bros.
We have at last procured us a rendezvous NORTH
Jr., Trinity College Postoffice, N. Carolina.
Palmer and B^inta we may well expect some- and can now convene without dreading the
thing superior to the average fraternity cata- wakeful eye of the barbarous intruder, and TEXAS BETA—J. H. Gillespie, Tehuacana,
Texas.
logue. With love to the Brotherhood, l a m . can remain unmolested.
ALABAMA
BETA—Alva Fitzpatrick, Auburn,
Fraternally,
Our first meeting was honored by a salute
Lee County, Ala.
J. K. BATTLE.
in the shape of a pistol shot by a citizen who INDIANA
ALUMNI—T. C. Donnell,
occupied an adjoining apartment and who Franklin, ALPHA
Indiana Gamma.
Ind.
doubtless was disturbed in his nocturnal
361 MASS. AVE , INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.,
slumbers by the advent of those who had no VIRGINIA ALPHA ALUMNI—C.H.Chalkley,
219 Governor St., Richmond, Va.
Dec. 27th 187!).
right, yet dared such an untimely and unproSOUTH CAROLINA ALPHA—W. D. SimpD E A R SCROLL :
pitious visit.
son, Jr., Spartanburg, S. C.
I think I have an item that will be of inHowever "our brave man" "allured him
terest to tlie readers of the SCROLL. Bro. J. with 'rocky' persuasions" to desist from his P E N N A . EPSILON—W. G. Warner, Allegheny
College, Meadville, Pa.
W. Christian, class '81, leaves Butler after belligerent undertaking, and it is supposed
the holidays for Ann Arbor. While the Gam- the man returned to his couch to dream of TENNESSEE GAMMA—F. A. Vincent, Knoxville, Tenn.
ma will lose, yet the fraternity at large will "strange dreams and wild visions."
ALPHA—H. M. Woods, Box 407,
gain. Bro. Christian is devoted heart and soul
We meet often because we love to drink the VERMONT
Burlington, Vermont.
to Phi Delta and is made of the right material pure waters that flow from our mystic founnot only to establish a chapter at Ann Arbor tain. Once we have tasted we are con- OHIO DELTA—Scott Bonham, Delaware, O.
but to maintain it. He enters the Junior strained, "like Homer's Giant quaffing at the INDIANA BETA ALUMNI.—A. B. Kirkpatrick, Boston Block, Indianapolis, Indiana.
class and will be assisted by the President of goblet of Ulysses, forever crying
ILLINOIS
DELTA.—O. H. Swigart, Box 1407,
the class, and Bro. Spencer, also of the JuGive me more."
Galesburg, 111.
nior class. Phis who are already at the University. We confidently expect to hear good
In the Bond,
KLNIUCKY ALPHA ALUMNI —Wm. F.
news from Bro. Christian at an early date.
Harris, Elliott House, Louisville, Ky.
A L V A FITZPATRICK.
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That Naughty Greek Girl.
BT PROFESSOR J . B. L. SOULE.

M I S S ALPHA, tjiough she led the class.

W a s yet a most unlovely lass ;
She had a little sister d,
And she would often bang and yg^
And push and pinch, and pound and pelt her.
And many a heavy blow she d ,•
So that the kitten, e'en, would yu,
When Theta's sufferings she v.
This Alpha was so bad to B^
That every time she chanced to meet her,
She looked as though she longed to 77 •
And oft against the wall she jammed her.
And oft she took a stick and ;\. •
And for the pain and tears she brought her
She pitied her not one t •
But with a sly and wicked eye
Would only say, "Oh, fiddle (p!"
Then 0 cried with noisy clamor,
And ran and told her grief to y^
And y, with a pitying ^ ,
Would give the little girl some TT,
And say, "Now, darling mustn't ^ . "
Two Irish lads, of ruddy cheek,
Were living just across the creek—
Their names, o a.nd co,
The one was small, the other bigger;
For Alpha, so demure and striking,
£1 took an ardent liking;
And Mike, when first he chanced to meet her.
Fell deep in love with little f) ;
And oft at eve the boys would go
And on the pleasant water p.
So when the little hapless B
A''Alpha was about to yS,
She down upon the bank would 3,
And cry aloud, and shout like fun—
"Run, Mike ! run, Mikey ! o !"
MORAL.

Have you a sister ? Do not treat her
As Alpha did her sister B.

The Badge and Book.—A Fable.
BY A PHI.

A fraternity pin chanced to be thrown
into a drawer in which was a book containing the Bond, constitution and bylaws of the Phi Delta Theta. The pin
soon grew fretful and began to soliloquize thus:
"I can't see why I am made to lie in
such a place as this. I'm sure"—
"Indeed ?" interrupted the book, "why
I am at home under the lock and scarcely ever see the light. Of course, we live
in different spheres^ I'm so glad we have
met. Let us go over some of our 'ups
and downs.'"
After musing awhile the book went on:

"How nice it must be to move among
the Phi boys, who love, help and encourage one another; never offend, but are
always in sympathy with one another.
It must be so nice; it must be a heaven
on earth. I imagine"—
"Ah yes," said the pin, "you know the
letter only, you never see the active
part.—What bliss in ignorance ! Yet why
should I blame you? If you were to
know the number of bibles in the land,
you would surely suppose everybody a
saint."
There was a strange twinkling in the
pin's "eye" when it ended this piece of
reflection.
"But pray," began the book, whose
nature is very m.oral and credulous, "do
J nbt know all the laws, etc., of the order,
and did the members not all swear to
keep them, in my presence ?"
"Well, yes ; but still—well, I'm out of
sorts to-day. I do think that I might
have been loaned to one of the Phis who
has no pin. It's a shame to leave me in
this gloomy place. How it vexes me !
But still, are you not the only book in
the Chapter ? And how many, do you
think, are able to state the gist of what
you contain ? You blush, and indeed
your tender heart would have been broken had you seen what I have. You
don't know human nature, that's it."
*
*
*
*
"Well," said the book, "when I think
over it, it seems quite true; for there are
some who have seldom touched me and,
indeed, all they know they must have
heard on the evening of initiation. Indeed, and you will not tell any one about
these matters, [m low voice'\ the fault
lies with the 'boys' when anything occurs
that mars the beauty of events. It does
not lie with me. The moral young man
finds nothing in me that he cannot well
put to practice ; and how funny it would
be if those who profess to live by that
Book of books, (over which I hear a big
ado), should fail to act according to their
vow."
"Men are strange beings," yawned the
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pin, and added: "funny that nearly all
are so fond of me, and that you are so
much overlooked. I often think there is
more in the pin than in the Order itself;
for take away the pin, and what would
hold the Order together ?"
"Well," said the book, "I think you are
funny. I'm surprised, shocked ! You're
a giddy worldling; I'm done with you,
for"-^
At this juncture the oWner of the badge
put it to its usual place, on the lapel of
his coat, and there was quiet in the
drawer.

Our Dead and Living.
A writer in the November SCROLL
brought forward a subject which should
sink deep into the heart of every Phi
Delta Theta in the land. Look at the
long list of dead chapters which the
ghoulish hands of opposition are unearthing to aid them in the conflict against us.
This is the only hindrance to oui" progress that is of any importance; the only
effective argument against us in the hands
of our enemies. Is it not then of the
highest importance that we should immediately make the best possible disposition of these dead chapters ?
There are nineteen of them upon our
list; a bad, bad showing. Of these, four,
Ohio Gamma, Tenn. Alpha, Texas Alpha
and 111. Alpha were killed by the war.
Four, Ind. Eta, New York Alpha, Penn.
Delta and California Alpha have succumbed to that most fatal of all things
to a fraternity chapter, internal dissensions. The charters have been withdrawn from Ind. Beta and 111. Epsilon.
111. Beta and Nebraska Alpha have died
from a lack of energy. Ky. Beta, Wis.
Beta, Mo. Beta, Ky. Gamma and Alabama Alpha have been killed by antifraternity laws. Ohio Alpha and Ga.
Alpha have died with their respective
universities. Ohio Beta was nothing
more than a part of Ohio Alpha. Of
these, 111. Alpha, Ind. Eta, N. Y. Alpha,
111. Beta, Nebraska Alpha, and possibly
Ohio Gamma and Penn. Delta are the.

T H E
only ones which it is possible or desirable
to reestablish.
These dead chapters indicate an unpardonable looseness, at some time or
other, in our fraternity
government.
T h e y are the result of zeal and enthusiasm in a perfectly pure and innocent
state unadulterated by any of that rare
drug, discretion. W h e r e is the logic in
founding a chapter which, be it ever so
prosperous, is a reproach to the fraternity
owing to the low grade of the institution
in which it is located ? Or what progress is made in establishing a chapter
which requires constant "djctoring" in
order to maintain a pitiful existence,
which, as soon as the outside support is
momentarily removed, sinks into its most
natural state, a nonentity ? And yet this
has been the fate of many a chapter
founded amid a grand flourish of banners'
and a blast of trumpets. It is a ruinous
policy, and one of our brightest omens of
future prosperity is the spirit which our
leaders have shown that it shall be a
thing of the past. It is well enough to
extend where it is wisely and judiciously
done, but it is of far more importance to
hold what has been gained. Secure the
conquests that have been made and then
use the surplus power in extension.
-There exists the idea that the east is
the Utopia of college fraternities; and
very profound is the reverence and admiration with.which the average western
student regards anything in the fraternity
world stamped with the magic word
"eastern." His toadyism is usually in
proportion to his ignorance. Western
fraternities seem to think that in order to
rank high as a fraternity it is necessary
to have chapters in the strong eastern
institutions. This idea grew up at a
period when the west was in a comparatively undeveloped condition, and while
the south and west were suffering from
the depression of the war. But this state
of affairs is rapidly changing, and the
greatest errors which western fraternities
are making to-day, are the offspring of
this idea. Is it not the height of folly
for western fraternities to be drawing
away their strength from the west and
attacking eastern fraternities in strongholds which the latter have spent years
and years of labor and thousands upon
thousands of dollars in fortifying ?
T h e gift of prophecy is not necessary
to accurately foretell the result. T h e
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universities of Missouri, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Virginia, Georgia, Mississippi and Vanderbilt are fast becoming
of equal rank with the best institutions
of the extreme east. If western fraternities persist in draining their resources in
the west and south for the purpose of
pursuing their Jack-o'-lantern of eastern
acquisitions, whenever eastern fraternities choose to step into the above named
institutions they will meet with no opposition of importance, will immediately
proceed to fortify themselves there as
strongly as in the east, and then where
will be the western fraternities ?

western acquisitions, realizing that the
Mississippi valley is fast becoming the
centre of wealth and power.
Then let us enter manfully upon this
work of refounding and strengthening.
It will require work just as do all things
whose results are of value. There is
nothing like hard work to bring success
and renown. It is the best luck in the
world. It is necessary to the success of
any cause.
Phi Delta Theta is a glorious reality.
She is worthy of our noblest efforts.
Then let each brother do his duty. Let
us carry our grand old fraternity higher
than ever before. Let us repair the ravages of time, the scarred and broken
places in our column which mar so much
its beauty and its symmetry. Let us
reclaim for Phi Delta Theta her lost
territory, her ancient power and her
ancient honor there.
C. L. G.

Not that eastern fraternities are to any
extent superior to those of the west.
Their points of superiority lie simply in
the fact that they are older, consequently
wealthier, and have a practical knowledge
of what is necessary to firmly establish a
chapter ; not in brains or scholarship are
they at all superior.
The South and the West.
In the light of these facts do we hesiThe
Fraternity will more rapidly and systate as to our future action ? In the teraatically
be extended if all members know
states of Penn. Ohio, Ind. and Mo., we what Institutions are really desirable to enter
what are not worth working at. I have
have not a superior. But we have two* and
specially informed myself about the Instituor three dead chapters in these states tions of the West and South, and I will now
what facts I have learned concerning
which should be revived, there are two state
them.
or three institutions which it would be
In the flrst place, we should under no cirwell to enter, and some of our chapters cumstances enter any more anti-fraternity
Institutions. It would have been better for
are not as strong as they should be.
us if we had never gone near them. We
The south, since the abolition of slavery should try to maintain our present sub rosa
Chapters, but we have too many dead chapand the consequent development of her ters in our catalogue now, and we should not
add to their number by establishing Chapresources, is fast rising to a position sup- ters
where they will meet with faculty oppoerior even to her former glory. This sition.
Last year's Register of Johns Hopkins Uniland of beauty, chivalry, and intellect, is
versity, Baltimore, shows 123 students. Beta
ours, and it behooves our southern chap- Theta Pi, Alpha 'Tau Omega and Phi Kappa
ters to guard carefully what they have Psi are there now, and the first also has an
Alumni Chapter in the city. Most of the
won, and to still more firmly establish students are graduates, they board widely
themselves by building chapter houses apart, and there are several other difficulties,
but Phi Delta Theta must have a chapter
and by every other available means.
there. The Phis in that part of the country
The states of Illinois, Wisconsin, Min- must be np and doing.
In W. Va., Bethany is a good college, but
nesota and Iowa, prejent a field of grand is practically almost closed to us, for while it
proportions and inexhaustible richness, is not very large, it has 3 Fraternities, Phi
Kappa Psi, Delta Tau Delta, and Beta Theta
and before any of us expect it they are Pi, which were established there before the
going t o be the centre of wealth, culture war.
In Va. we only want a chapter at Washand power in this nation.
ington-Lee University, at Lexington. The
Most of our dead chapters which it is Fraternities there are Phi Kappa Psi, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Delta Kappa Epdesirable to reestablish are in these north- silon, Beta Theta Pi, Kappa Alpha, Alpha
western states. Towards this field then Tau Omega, Sigma Alpha, Kappa Sigma, and
Kappa Sigma Kappa. The last 3 are very
should our efforts mainly be directed.
small affairs, and no doubt one of them could
Meanwhile every chapter should take be "lifted." Now is a good time to strike
there, for the Phi Gamma Delta and Delta
every opportunity to plant itself im- Psi chapters at that place have just given up
movably in its respective institution. the ghost. We look to the Va. Epsilon boys.
Wm. & Mary has about closed its doors, and
W e will have no more than time to firm- all the Fraternities there have withdrawn the
ly establish ourselves, so that we can suc- charters of their chaptei-s. Hampder-'^idney,
a poor little college, is overrun with 5 Fratercessfully resist the onset of eastern frater- nities. Emory and Henry is anti-fraternity.
nities which are even now reaching for
A chapter could be established in 3 months.
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with a little energy, at the Univer. of X. C , there now. Delta Kappa Epsilon will probaChapel Hill. The faculty do not forbid Fra- bly go in very soon, and Beta Theta Pi just
ternities, but say none can organize there as so(m as it can. The Phis in Minneapolis
without their permission. This is certainly and St. Paul owe it as a duty to the Fraterreasonable. What is to inevt^nt our going in nity to plant a chapter there without delay.
there ? I believe these are the only S(uithern
Beloit, Racine and Lawrence (where was
Institutions, open to Fraternities, wliich are our Wis. Beta) are all anti-fraternity.
worthy of Phi Delta Theta. Several men at
The Univer. of Iowa and Univer. of Cal.
Davidson Coll. were initiated a year or two (where was Cal. Alpha) are closed to us for
ago by the Ind. Delta, but the bans upon the same reason.
Fraternities prevented them from organiziiio-.
Beta Theta Pi has a chapter at WestminThe S. C. Univer. at Columbia is filled ister Coll., Mo., but as it has only 28 collegiate
chiefly with negroes, and Furman is an In- students, we will not intrude.
stitution of low grade.
It is not at present expedient to reorganize
All Institutions in .\la. are hostile to Fra- our Neb. Alpha, because the college classes
at the U. of Neb. are small and the Prep,
ternities.
The Univer. of La., at Baton Rouge, is a classes large.
But Kan. Univer. at Lawrence is a desira
low grade military school, with laws iigaiii.'^t
ble place to enter. Beta Theta Pi and Phi
Fraternities.
Austin Coll., where was our Tex. Alpha, Kappa Psi are the only Fraternities there.
The other Southern and Western instituhas but 3 i)iofessors and is too small to enter
again. Baylor and Georgetown are also too tions are too insignificant to consider.
So there are 3 Institutions in the South
small.
Cumberland Univer., (where was our al- '.Tohns Hopkins, Washing-Lee and U. of N.
leged Tenn. .Mpliai used to have a fine rep- C l and 7 in the West (Wittenbnrg, Ind. Asutation but it has run down until it has bury, Northwestern, Chicago, U. of Mich.,
hardly any standing or students. It is now U. of Minn, and U. of Kan.) where we
nothing but a diploma mill, and nearly all of ought to have chapters to make us dominant
its students change every year. Alpha Tau in those sections of the country. We already
Omega is at Univer. of the South, but the lead in those sections, but with these chappreparatory department of the Institution is ters established, we would be in a position
much larger than the collegiate department, where our competitors could only "view with
and Phi Delta Theta would gain nothing by alarm." Chapters could be established at
everyone of these places by a little hard work.
a cha))ter there.
Sigma Alpha Ejisilon and Chi Phi are at Now let each Phi do his duty. Remember
Ky. Mil. Inst., but the Institution has only that the Fraternity's success Will always be
85 cadets, including tlie preparatory, and is due to personal effort, and unless individuals
below our standard. So we need not try to interest themselves the result will be nihil.
revive our Ky. B. there. The college where
Since the above was forwarded news reaches
our Ky. Gamma was is too sn)all to support
a Fraternity. Phi Gamma Delta lias a chap- me that has an important bearing on the
ter at Bethel Coll., but no other Fraternity Western and Southern situation. The antiwill likely dispute the ground, as the Institu- fraternity laws at the Univer. of Cal. have
tion has no reputation. Now let us look at been repealed. Nothing can- be done there
this year, for it closes the flrst of June, but
the West.
In Ohio we should by all means re-estab- we must prepare to start there next year,
lish the Gamma at Wittenbnrg College, which begins the first of August. Phi Kapi)a
Springfield. It had 111 .students in the col- Psi has entered Chicago Univer. with 10 men.
legiate and 00 in the nreparatory department While we have slept, others have worked.
last year. Phi Kappa Psi and Beta Theta Beta Theta Pi has sent a man from centre
Pi are there now. Rev. .\. M. Geiger, '51, Coll. Ky. to Cumberland Univer. Tenn. who
and Rev. G. F. Stelling, '53, of Ohio Gamma has started a chapter there of 10 men. Last
are Trustees of the college. The Ohio chap- year the LTniver. had 16 in the theological
ters must look to this work. Kenyon and school, 37 in the four college classes, and 43
Western Reserve, though small, stand high, in the law department. Tenn. Beta Phis
but they are packed with Fraternities. living in Lebanon say there is not a man in
Marietta is small and of i)oor grade. Ober- the theological school or college classes who
is worth taking in a Fraternity. The law
lin and Dennison are anti-fraternity.
The Ind. Phis must re-establish the Eta at students are some better, but the law school
is one of the poorest in the country, for it
Ind. Asbury, Greencastle.
Our 111. Aljjha at Northwestern Univ., gives diplomas in 9 months, and without reEvanston, and 111. Beta at Chicago Univer., gard to merit. Then there is a new set of
Chicago, must by all means be reorganized. students every year, and a chapter cannot be
Northwe.stern la.st year had 173 students, ex- sustained at such a place. Concerning the
clusive of those in the preparatory and pro- Institutions in Ln. Bio. W. H. Magruder, '79,
fessional schools. Phi Kappa Sigma, Beta Miss. Alpha, of Baton Rouge, La., writes :
"There are two Institutions in onr State
Theta Pi, Sigma Chi and Phi Kappa Psi are
there now. Chicago last year had 119 in its which are very frequently confused with each
college classes, and Zeta Psi, Psi Upsilon and other. The Univer. of La. is at New Orleans,
Delta Kappa E))silon are there now. Beta and comprises Law, Medical and AcademiTheta Phi once had a chapter there which it cal departments. The Academical i)art is
expects to revive. There are Phis in Chicago onl\ a tliird rate affair, really preparatory in
who ought to be roused and made to re-estati- its character, though it is incorporated, and
may give diplomas. It catalogues about 130
lish these chapters.
It is hard for AVestern Fraternities at .Ann students. 'The La. State Univer. and Ag'l
Arbor to compete with those from the East, and Mech'l Coll. is located here and has about
which have finehouses. Sigma Chi claims a the same number of students. It is military
chajiter there, but has none. Beta Theta Pi in its system, and is without any advanced
blows about its chapter there, bnt it lost students. At present I do not think it advisaheavily last; year by the resis:nation of mem- ble to introduce into either of them a Frabers who \v;mted to join other Fraternities. ' ternity of as high a character and pretensions
w. B. P.
Phi Kapna Psi in the same way lost all but 6 as the Phi Delta Theta."
men. 'There is reason to hope, however, that ^
the energetic Phis-now at .\nn Arbor will
Rumor has it that the Southern Kappa
succeed in reinstating the Mic'>. .\lpha.
1 Alpha Q'tirterlv has suspended publication.
The Univi v. of Minn., at Miimeai olis. cat- It was published in Richmond, Va., but its
alogued .386 students last year. Chi Psi is constituents were two few to support it.

Other Fraternities.
—D. K. E. at its last convention refused
charters to two colleges. It is growing conservative.
—Phi Kappa Sigma has lost its chapter at
Dickinson, and the Franklin and Marshall
chapter has but 3 men.
—Injunction has been granted in California, restraining the faculty of the State
University from interfering with students
because of connection with Zeta Psi, that
being an incorporated society under the State
laws ; also on the grSund of violating the bill
of rights of U. S.
—Delta Tau Delta has withdrawn from
Western U. of Pa. and entered Rensselaer
Polytechnic.
—Alpha Delta Phi's Harvard chapter, now
existing as an open literary society, has the
names of its members in the last edition of
The Index.
—Chi Phi and D. K. E. are mad over the
articles about them in "Am. Coll. Frats."
—Psi U. has absorbed Beta Beta a local
society in Trinity Coll., Conn. The chapter
will retain its name and peculiar customs.
—Phi Gamma Delta is dead at Washington
and Lee. It claims chapters at Yale and
Columbia, but there is not a member at either
place.
—D. K. E's. new catalogue shows 63 honorary members. Seven of these certainly
belong to other Fraternities, and the same
number are non-collegians. They have
usually been elected when a chapter wanted
to build a house and could not pay for it itself.
—It is rumored tliat Delta Psi has recently
jiurchased a chapter house in Philadelphia.
The chapter at Washington and Lee has died.
—Sigma Alpha, or Blackbadge, has 9 degrees ; Phi Gamma Delta 3, and Theta Delta
Chi, Zeta Psi and Alpha Tau Omega have
each more than one.
—Alpha Delta Phi and D. K. E. have song
books with music. Beta Theta Pi and Phi
Kappa Psi have song books in preparation.
—Alpha Delta Phi, D. K. E., Sigma Phi,
Chi Phi, Beta Theta Pi, Zeta Psi and Delta
Tau Delta are preparing new catalogues.
Almost all will take the late Psi u. catalogue as
a model.
—A small local society, organized in 1877
at Marietta, named Phi Theta Pi, after petitioning several Fraternities, was captured
by Phi Gamma Delta, reviving an old chapter
of that Fraternity.
—The Psi U. Diamond was published for
oue year by the Cornell chapter. It w^as
adopted as the organ of the Fraternity by the
convention of '78, but no one has seemed
willing to publish it since.

Personals.
—p. F. Jacobs, Ohio E. '79, is teaching in
Jackson County, Ohio.
—C. W. Metcalfe, Ky. A. '55, is connected
with the firm of Bishop Bros., Cincinnati.
His son "Cuter," Ky. A. '81, is at present engaged in coloring a meerschaum pipe.
—Abner Rogers, Ky. A. '75, charter member of Ky. G., is Professor of Languages in
Daughters Female college, Harrodsbnrg, Ky.
His brother John, Ky. A. '77, is farming
near the same place.
—Rev. J. M. Worrall D. D., Ohio A. .53, is
pastor of the Sth Presbyterian church of
Chicago, 111., and his son, W. R.. Ky. A. '79,
is connected with a prominent Railroad Law
firm of Chicago. His address is 10 & 12 Ashland Block.
—Emmit Tompkins (Captain Jack), Ohio
E., was at last election made prosecuting
attorney of his county. He has a large criminal docket to begin with. We wish him his
usual success.
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to unite and enthuse, the members. The !huacana, Texa.s, recently, seven Phis took
in the exercises.
rendition of a few songs at each meeting part
—Hon. John AV. Foster, Ind. A., '55, has
tends to make the occasion more pleasant been recalled from Mexico and will be sent
and attractive than it otherwise would be, to the court of the Czar of Russia, at St.
The Mexicans are sorry to lose
A Monthly Paper Devoted to the interests of the Phi Delta Theta and if there is more pleasure and profit to be Petersburg.
Fraternity.
derived from a Phi meeting than elsewhere, him. He was quite prominent in the cordialities bestowed upon Gen. Grant recently
M. F. PARRISH, Editor, .
. . Lee, Ohio. the members will be pretty certain to be in the Aztec region. We hope Bro. F. will
M.F. TROXEU-, Bus.
Man.,
Gettysburg, Pa. there ; if not, the meetings will lack life and keep shy of Russian explosives.
—We acknowledge invitation from Richinterest, and the attendance will not be good.
All commiinie.itions for publicntion sliould be sent to the Ed- If a chapter poet produces a song, even though mond Medical College to attend commenceitor hy the Ist of e;ich niontli. Business correspondence should
and would like to be there. Because
it may be of a local nature, it should be ment,
he addressed to the Publisher.
*
Bro. Chas. H. Chalkley, Va. D., '79, is valecommunicated to the other chapters, either dictorian. Phis have been doing this for a
by private correspondence or through the year or two down there, taking the vat.
GETTYSBURG, PA., M:ARCH, 1880.
SCROLL, SO that all may have the beneflt of it. Bro. C. is also on committee of invitation as
chairman.
Kentucky Alpha desires to open a corres'
—A programme of the pnblic debate of the
pondence with each chapter in the fraternity.
Private intelligence of the life and pros- Websterian Literary Society of A. and M.
All those desiring to correspond with this perity of Mo. Alpha is supplemented by a College, Auburn, Ala., has been received.
chapter will drop a card, giving address, to live and vigorous report from the secretary Thanks. There are ten Phis on the prothfe secretary. See report.
of that chapter, which will be found in the gramme. We call that a sort of Phi sweep.
—Numbers 1 and 2 of the first volume of
proper place. This will allay all apprelienWe call attention to the short but excellent sions in regard to her welfare, and give us The Auburn Cadet have reached us. Bros. A.
Fitzpatrick and E. A. Price are the editors.
report of Wisconsin Alpha, in another col- reason to expect at no far distant day one of The Cadet is an eight page monthly, and is
umn; This chapter speaks out after a silence the strongest and most active chapters in filled with a charming variety of short arof nearly eighteen years. Let all the fra- the order at Columbia. The U. of Mo. stands ticles on almost every subject. We trust
that the Phis will so drill it as to make of it
ternity rejoice.
at the head of the educational institutions of a veteran soldier.
—Ohio Zeta records two deaths: Bro.
Our space will not permit us to give the that State, and we want to see Phi Delta
Montgomery, '75, a minister, and Bro. SenTheta
represented
there
in
a
manner
becomExtended reports of the founding of Mich.
ior, '78, a theological student...Mississippi
Alpha and Penn. Zeta, as contemplated. ing the dignity not only of the institution, Alpha is in excellent condition, with nineWe hope to liave reports from secretaries of but of herself as a powerful and growing teen men, eleven being initiated this term.,.
college order. This can be done, and judg- Virginia Beta has initiated a good man since
both bhapters for our next issue.
ing from the tone of our Brother's letter, last report...Georgia Gamma expects to have
finest hjill in the state by commenceR,ev. Bro. David Bittle Floyd sends his which, by the way, has the genuine progres- the
ment...Pennsylvania Zeta isdoingfinely for so
subscription and writes thus : "I'm glad to sive ring, it will be done.
young an infant...Tennessee Beta still consee the stir about the publication of a new
tinues as the largest chapter, and has taken
Illinois Gamma.
in several more men.
catalogue, in various sections of the FraterSome correspondence has resulted in the
—Bro. W. B. Palmer wants immediately
nity. I'm ready and willing at any time to placing of the Illinois Gamma in the directhe minutes of the Chicago Convention of
lend a helping hand in anyway the editors tory. Thus we add another to our swelling 1869, and of the Indianapolis Convention of
may see proper to use me, for the compila- list and yet look for more. Monmouth col- 1871, to condense for publication in our coltion of a good, accurate catalogue. * * i lege has some objections to fraternities, so umns. Will Ohio Zeta and older chapters
can give information about the Indiana Eta that the chapter there is sub rosa as yet. There search their archives for them ? Bro. P.
would also like to get vols. I and II of SCROLL.
and Virginia Alpha perhaps that cannot be are, however, two ladies fraternities there, Anyone having any or all of the numbers and
gotten elsewhere, having been connected with viz., the I. C , and the K. K. G. If they can who is willing to dispose of the same is rethose two chapters from the beginning. I exist there quietly, certainly Phis should do quested to write, stating price, to Bro. P.,
Nashville, Tenn.
know mistakes concerning both these in the so.
—The following is from the Louisville
last catalogue."
The Gamma has had some trouble, but has Courier Journal of a recent date : " A t a
These words have the true helpful ring and held its charter through all, and is the only reunion of the resident members of the Phi
should characterize the whole fraternity. fraternity at Monmouth that has done so. Delta Theta Fraternity last night, at the
Bro. F ' s address is Uniontown, Carroll co., Bro. J. Mac. Glenn is the secretary, and we office of Bullitt & Harris, the following
officers were elected : Hon. Thomas W. BulMd.
look for a report for our next issue. Our litt, President; Rev. Wm. F. Harris, SecreInd. Gamma places three men on the Pytho- President, Bro. Reddig, is doing much to tary •, Wilkins G. Anderson, Treasurer ; Dr.
Benj. J. Baldwin, Committee on Rules.
nian Spring Exhibition, while the Betas have build up the fraternity, and every Phi should Among the members of this chapter are Rev.
do
what
he
can
in
this
work.
But
let
us
one and the Bai-bs one. The Phis always
Stuart Robinson, D. D., Rev. E. O. Guerrant,
Rev. E. P. Humphreys, D. D., John G. Simlead. This same chapter has been instru- shape every chapter by the rules of the Bond.
rall, St. John Boyle, Hon. W. B. Fleming,
mental through its individual members in
—There are several articles of interest that and many other prominent citizens. The
doing some solid work for the Frat. See its
have been crowded out of this issue. We meeting was quite enthusiastic, and many
report.
thank our Brothers for the interest mani- interesting recollections of college life were
recalled."
Why not have a Cincinnati Alumni. There fested in the work of the fraternity, and'es—The author of "American College Fraterare a number of noble Phis there to our per- pecially in the SCROLL. Regarding the latter nities" devotes six pages and an addendum
sonal knowledge, and they ought to have an there will likely be some changes necessarily to Phi Delta Theta, rather more space than is
organization. Will not Bro. Baker or Bro. made as to form and management at the given to any other fraternity in the book.
The statements concerning us are in the main
next convention. We will advance some fair and just. We are credited with 35 living
Goodwin work the matter up ?
opinions in an article to appear in onr next chapters,- 20 dead, and .3 alumni chapters,
Will not the correspondents take a little issue and trust that the matter will be con- with 26 hundred members, and with two
more interest in our Personal column ?
sidered calmly and wisely before the conven- chapter houses. The total number of fratergiven is 64, having 487 living, 293 dead,
tion meets for action. Other articles of in- nities
and 76 alumni chapters, and 35 chapter
We notice that new interest is springing
terest and importance will appear in due time. houses. The total membership is given as
up in our fraternity music. Our song book
65,256. The work itself as a whole shows
is no doubt a good one, bnt we should have
Fhi Scraps.
considerable care in its preparation and is not
new songs distributed through the Order oc—At the celebration of the Ratio Genie likely to get the circulation it deserves for
casionally. They have a decided tendency Literary Society of Trinity University, Te- the labor expended upon it.
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T H E SCROLL.
Ifl^rtptcr ffiorrcsponbcnce.
[jl^'Our
purpose is to issue each number by the
IOth of tbe month. Chapter Bilitnrs wiil please miiil
reports accordingly without further notice BEFORE THE
FIRST DAY OP EACH MONTH
Each Chapter is required
to report monthly. Promptness in this matter is desirable.—B. M ]

Wisconsin Alpha.
MADISON, Wisconsin, Feb. 28th, 1880.
D E A R SCROLL :

After a silence of nearly eighteen years,
Wisconsin Alpha again lets its voice be heard
in the Phi Delta Theta world.
We are getting along as well as could be expected, starting at this season of tlie year,
and although we have not as many men as
another Fraternity that is trying to establish itself here, we flatter ourselves that we
have better men, both morally and mentally.
At present we number but six, viz : two
Juniors one Sophomore, two Freshmen
and one Sub-freshman, but we have spotted
two good men whom we think we will be
able to run in about next month. The
Fraternities that we have to contend with
are Beta Theta Pi, Phi Kappa Psi, and Chi
Psi. There are two ladies' fraternities here,
viz., K. K. G. and Delta Chi (local).
Will write more next time.
Yours in the Bond,
D A N . S. MCARTHTJR.

Missouri Alpha.
UNIVERSITY OP THE STATE OP MISSOURI.

Columbia, Mo., Feb. 24th, 1880.
D E A R EDITOR SCROLL :

For quite a long time our chapter has been
asleep, so to speak, but I am indeed happy to
say, and I suppose the Order will be glad to
hear, that we are again on "good footing."
We liave a few new members this year, and
are "on the lookout" for a few more good
members who will be an honor to the Fraternity, and take some pride and interest in
the Society.
We have been doing very little for a year,
owing to various circumstances which we
were, in part, unable to control. But from
present indications, the Mo. Alpha will hereafter stand not as a Society in a dormant
-state, but as one of the principal chapters of
the Phi Delta Theta.
The Zeta Phis have about twenty members,
and the consequence is that a feeling of opposition is noticed, for they are striving hard,
indeed, to keep in the lead. They have had
but little trouble in so doing for some time,
but now since we have begun to "show our
colors" they are greatly alarmed, and well
they may be, for the Phi Delts are determined
to take precedence over all opposing forces.
Our members, though few, are among the
most prominent in the University. We have
learned that it is better to have a small membership and those the select, than to have a
larger membership, including some we can
not affiliate with so well.
We intend to have a reunion the latter
part of May, and we anticipate a general
good time. We expect quite a number of
our old members, all of whom, we believe,
are "battling with the storms of life" successfully, to be with us on that occasion.
Hoping to be able to make you a better report next month, and with best wishes for
the future prosperity of the fraternit.'-, also

with local matter, I wish to call attention to
one thought connected with the character of
our fraternity that is most pleasing, and has
impressed me as being worthy of the highest
consideration. Since the rise of modern civilization, society has assumed a variety of
features. At one time she appears under the
guise of a peculiar kind of chivalry, at another in the robe of priesthood; again, she
puts on the dress of antiquity, and admits
none to her majestic presence except such as
are able to establish their lineage to an issue
from royalty. But in modern times she becomes more coquettish, and having established the "fashions," lays down as the basis of
her policy-wealth. And speaking generally,
any one who posseses the dimes, is always a
welcome visitor. He is admitted to her presence without a question. His homage is even
sought by this despotic queen. And such is
the audacity that her condescension awakens
that he even dares to propose a flirtation, and
he succeeds. Any man of sound sense knows
that the present basis of what is generally
called first-class society, is as faulty as was
that of the dark ages. And pure minds are
giving evidences of an approaching revolution
in society. The only true basis of a first
class, the only true grounds of an aristocracy
in the social world, are virtue and intelligence.
Until these principles are thoroughly disseminated, and duly established from the lowest
to the highest circles in society, true merit
need not look for its just reward without
such principles as recognized conditions and
the only conditions to admission into the
highest circles of society, aristocracy is a contemptible farce, a bloated humbug. Now it
is to me a most pleasing observation that our
noble fraternity rests upon these eternal principles. They are the sine qua non to admission into our society. We recognize them as
the only principles of society that can stand
the test of just criticism. It is gratifying to
contemplate the prominent part that Phi
Delta Thetaism will play in the impending
revolution in society, which shall flx its principles as the principles of all flrst class society. We are prosecuting a greater work than
perhaps even some of us are aware of. It
would be well to impress the fact upon all of
our members, that our sphere is not limited
to college circles, but has for its mission the
elevation of aristocracy, throughout the broad
domain of society, to principles that govern
even the court of Heaven itself.
Yours in the Bond,
H. C. CARNEY.

Indiana Gamma.
361 MASS. AVE., Indianopolis, Feb. 22, 1880.

D E A R SCROLL :

The SCROLL has become an absolute necessity to the happiness of the Gamma. It has
enlarged, united, solidified our Order already,
and its good effects are just beginning to be
felt. One object of the next convention will
be to see that the SCROLL is kept on a solid
financial basis. Ind. Delta suggests that the
interest on permanent fund be applied to this
end. -That is very good, but I think that the
P. F., or part of it, can be put to no better
purjiose than the extinction of the old catalogue debt. Let us wipe this debt out and
stand square before the world. There will
be something left, and it will really be our
"fund," as tlien we shall owe nothing, and
own something.
Indiana colleges, and especially Ind. fraternities, are "torn up" over the inter-collegiate
for the SCROLL, I am.
oratorical contest next April. It is too early
Yours in the Bond,
even to guess at the result, but Hoosier Phi
SAMUEL H . K E L L E Y .
Orators have heretofore taken no mean posiGeorgia Gamma.
tion in these contests.
Ind. Gamma feels proud of her work this
EMORY COLLEGE, Oxford, Ga. Feb. 26, 1 880
year, not only at home but elsewhere. See
DEAR SCROLL:
In my gi'esent communication, dispensing the list :

Bro. Marshall re-established Ohio Delta,
Bro. Kirkpatrick established Indianapolis
Gamma, Bro. Christian re-established Michigan Alpha^ Bro. Goodwin established Louisville Alumni. But the honor of these noble
Phis belongs rather to the whole fraternity,
than to any one chapter.
Yours in the Bond,
H. U. BROWN.

Michigan Beta.
AGR'I. COLLEGE, Lansing, March 2d. 1880.

WORTHY BROTHEJIS :

Michigan B. has not been heard from
through the SCROLL for some time, as our
long vacation occurs during the winter. Now
that the college, as well as the chapter, is
actively at work, we hasten to report our
well-being.
At our opening meeting last Saturday evening, twelve responded to the roll call, and
after our regular exercises, twelve jolly brothers gathered around the wedding cakes—not
that any of the dozen "have come to the end
of life's troubles," but some one's sister has.
It remains one of our failings to enjoy a
quiet (?) little supper after our meetings, and
it appears to be growing on us. Each member returned with new life, and new love for
the order, and with a purpose each in his own
sphere to promote the welfare of all and to
act his part as a man, student and brother.
We have received a letter from Mich. Alpha, which again revives our hopes ; but talking and writing will not resurrect the dead.
it will take active and hard work, and that
from every chapter. Only by keeping our position in such institutions can we lay claim
to "the formost fraternity of the West."
Why is not Phi Delta Theta there? Express
your answer not in words, but in active
work towards revivkig it as soon as possible.
HALO.

Georgia Delta.
MERCER UNIVERSITY, Macon, Ga., Feb. 25t'a, 1880.

D E A R SCROLL :

Nothing of peculiar interest has befallen
our chapter since I wrote last. Our meetings
are all well attended, and it is useless for me
to say that all of us enjoy them, for the Ga.
Delta is made up of true Phis.
During a recent visit to Columbus, Ga.,
your humble servant had the pleasure of
meeting Bro. Cantey, of the Alabama Beta;
was disappointed at not seeing more of him.
The Alabama Beta has some stunning raen,
as we all know. I would like to be informed
as to the whereabouts of the Georgia Alpha;
I have never heard of it since I have been a
Phi. I hope to have a more interesting report, next time.
Fraternally,
J. K. B A T T L E .

Pennsylvania Beta.
GETTYSBURG, P A . , March 3rJ, 1880.

D E A R BROS, I N T H E BOND :

We take our quill to make the monthly
report. We missed last month, because we
had nothing important to report.
Beta sends greetings to all the chapters.
She wishes that prosperity may attend all,
and that ttre true interests of Phi Delta Theta
may be dear to every Phi.
We had a visit lately from Bro. Cleason
Musselman. Glad to see you. We are always
glad to have those old familiar faces and
forms, like the dreams of our childhood, come
back to us, and remind us of pleasant, bygone days. Next!
Ye Phis witness what we now record.
At our last meeting we rescued from the
ranks of the "heathen" a fine, and w^e believe,
a noble fellow, such as Phis always are ; and
now Bro. Fred. G. Strock wears the shield
and dagger. May be, and every other Phi,
ever keep bright as the badge he wears, the
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honor and name of our beloved Phi Delta
Theta.
We are also glad to report that we have
obtained a flne room. Ever since Beta was
born, she has been as a stranger in a strange
land. She could enter no place and say this
is home. She was at first called hard names,
and her existence thought to be of short
duration. But she has shown to outsiders
that her life depended not on what they
might say, but on what she would do. Today, Penna. Beta stands higher in the estimation of the general body of students than
any of her rivals. We make no show,, nor
boast of what we are, but we act rightly and
in a quiet way, and others do the praising.
More "good news comes o'er the sea."
Bro. Troxell was awarded the GraefE Prize,
which is thirty dollars, for the best essay on
a literary subject assigned to each Senior
class, by the English Professor. The subject
assigned this year's class was Goldsmith's
"Deserted Village." Tiie essay will be read
in College Church on the 22nd of March. Bro.
Troxell was also one of the speakers who
represented the Phrenakosmian Societv of
College at the Biennial on the 2:kl of Feb.
At the last election of the Phrenakosmian
Society all the officers elected except two.
Vice President and one Critic, were Phis.
This shows that the Phis are respected and
honored.
That prosperity and progress may attend
all chapters everywhere, and honor and manliness characterize every Phi, is the wish of
Your Bro. in the Bond,
W. D. E. SCOTT.

Alabama Beta.
AUBURN, 4LA., Feb. 21st,

1880.

D E A R BRO. :

We are yet pursuing "*he smooth and even
tenor of our way," and rejoice in the prospect
of a brilliant and promising future. N"ever
was the Beta in a more prosperous condition,
and never has she had so just a cause to rejoice. The chapter numbers thirteen, each
imbued with that spirit peculiar to our order.
Notwithstanding tbe fact of the Faculty's
stern opposition to secret organizations of
any kind or nature, there are three Frats. in
existence here, due I suppose to the "rising
tendency" of the College. Alpha Tau Omega
is the latest instituted, and it is justly credited
for some good material. The Websterian
Literary Society gives a Public Debate on 12
prox., and out of the eight speakers six
are Phis. We congratulate the Tenn. Beta
upon its prosperous condition, and as a sister
in our common family are proud of her.
We can especially sympathize and rejoice
with her when we realize that her motto,
like ours, is Sub Rosa.
In the Bond,
A. FITZPATRICK.

Texas Beta.
TEHUACANA, Feb. 3rd,

1880.

DEAR SCROLL:

As the tide moves along it occasionally
throws out on the shoals a prize to be gathered into the safe retreat of the "Phi Delta
home." At our last meeting, we received in
the Bond of the Phi Delta Theta, Bro. M. M.
Vaughn, a true Phi from the word go. Thus
we move our boat along gathering in the
jewels of the sweeping current, and thus we
propose to ever move onward.
I have been trying to arouse our members
more in regard to members of different chapters corresponding with each" other. It will
not only be a benefit in a literary point of
view, but will tend to strengthen the ties of
brotherly love, and create a more congenial
spirit in the one great cause we are all advocating. Then let us cheer up on this subject.
Since I wrote last I hear that another one of
our noble boys, Bro. J. T. Walker, has taken

to himself a better-half ; the second one of
us that has broken the ranks of single blessedness, but I hope we will have several more of
our Texas girls names to appear in our next
catalogue as the wives of Phis.
Our number in regular attendance is nine,
but we hope to increase to fifteen anyway,
before close of session. At the last intermediate celebration of the Ratio Genie Literary Society of Trinity University, the Phis
were well represented upon the stage, as three
out of the four debaters were Phis. Your
liumble servant had the honor of being president of the occasion. Phis will appear on
every corner. We were glad to see our dear
Bro. H. H. Wright, who is now paying us a
visit. We think he is fixing to record another
name in the catalogue. Are we mistaken
Harvie ?
Bro. Frank Drane, one of our whole-souled
boys, who has been confined to his room for
some time, we are glad to say is improving
very fast. We hope soon to hear his merry
voice among us again. Our love to all the
Phis, and to all tiie Phi girls.
Yours in the Bond,
J. H. GILLESPIE.

Vermont Alpha.
BURLINGTON, VT.. Jan. 30th, 18S0.

D E A R SCROLL :

Away up here in Vt., where, as Henry
Ward Beecher says, everybody is virtuous,
we are enamoured of our Executive Committee, who liave lately shown so much
sagacity in executing the requirements of
our beloved Order. We refer to the expulsion of one of the chapters. The question
was discussed among us, whether sucli a
course was justifiable or not.
Our decision is, that the Executive Committee would not have taken such a step
w'ithout it were absolutely necessary, in which
case it was their duty, and that they, in so
doing, render the fraternity a great favor.
We have been waiting long to hear from
Missouri Alpha, as well as Michigan Alpha.
These chapters are in large Colleges and we
ought to have thriving chapters at both.
Does any one know the condition of Iowa
Alpha ? With much love to all, we are fraternally.
T H E V T . A.

celebration of 22nd of February, and another
is master of ceremonies on that occasion.
The first and second speakers for the other
Society are also Phis and we will be well represented on commencement day, both in the
new Society and one of the old ones.
At the close of each of our last two meetings we have had quite a nice little festive
season ; one, an elegant oyster supper, through
the kindness of Bro. Dick King, who is here
on a visit, the other, a repast of fruit; cake,
lemonade, &c , which was a general "set up,"
or Pittsburg treat.
We have just received a letter from Mich.
Alpha asking us to send them a good looking
man with his head well stored with brains,
but hardly think we can furnish them with
any as we need them all ourselves. We are
very anxious to see them succeed, and think
it would be a disgrace to the fraternity to
let the chapter die, when we have three such
energetic workers on the ground, who would
do anything for the common good, if they
only receive the assistance of the Ir.it. at large;
so we hope that some of the members of
chapters nearer Ann Arbor will be induced
to give the boys a lift on account of the
superior advantages offered by them and for
the advancement of our Order.
We have been thinking for some time that
there was not enough correspondence between
the members of different chapters, and after
discussing the matter with one of our sister
cha])ters, we have determined to make each
of our members a corresponding secretary,
and thus caiHy on a correspondence with ALL
the chapters, well knowing that we will derive much pleasure and advantage from such
a correspondence.
We would be pleased if the members of all
the chapters w'ould notice our advertisement
for correspondents, and answer at once. We
also hope that more of our chapters will
follow our example in this respect.
Those who com|)lied with our request in
Dec. SCROLL will please accept our thanks
for their kindness, and we would like others
to comply with it also.
In the Bond,
GEO. B . THOMAS.

Ohio Delta.
0. W

U., DELAWARE, 0., Feb. 2, 1880.

ED. SCROLL :

Kentucky AlphaHALL OP THE KENTUCKY ALPHA,

Fbb. 1st, 1880.

The Kentucky Alpha, although not heard
from last month, on account of her report
not coming to hand until after going to press,
still prospers, and has had some lively times
lately.
Our position toward our old enemies, the
Betas, is at present rather peculiar, and the
state of affairs is one which does not often
exist between Phis and Betas. In fact we
are on rather friendly terms, and have for
some time been working together like the
best of friends.
In justice to our boys, we will say that it
was not of our seeking, but on the contrary,
they came to us. As it was to our advantage
to do so, we united with them for mutual
support.
The Sigma Chis and non-frats, having
cliqued in one of the Societies for the purpose of ruling out Phis and Betas, naturally
brought us together. By the way, the last
man taken into the Sigma Chis was a defeated candidate for membership in Phi Delta
Theta.
Our faction proposed a man for membership last Friday night, who was promptly
black-balled by the opposition party, whereupon all the Phis, all the Betas and several
non-frats immediately handed in their resignation, and formed a new Society, of which
a Phi is president and first speaker for the

We are glad to be able to report Ohio Delta
starting her bark before prosperous breezes
for the New-Year. The more we meet and
act upon the noble principles of our Bond, the
more we feel imbued with our ideal of the
true fraternity spirit and honor Phi Delta
Theta.
At our first meeting this term we were
placed under "peculiar" obligations to Bro.
Randall for a "set-up," without a moments
warning, consisting of nuts, cake, cider, etc.,
which, of course, was assaulted in the true
Phi spirit and rapidly vanished.
We can also report another accession to
our ranks—Fraidi R. Williams, who entered
college this term, in the preparatory department. Bro. Doc. Smith did not return with
us this term, but will be back in the spring.
The winter term is the season of elections
at the O. W. U., and in these we have received our full share of honors, in fact more
than we expected, there being so many rivals
to us.
Our first was in securing two places on the
programme of the Sophomore Banquet, given
at the principal hotel, in the city, near the
close of the term. Our only two members of
the class in school, Rosemond and Bonham,
were placed on responses to toasts.
Next came the Society elections for "Spring
Publics," literary entertainments given during Commencement week by the three literary
societies. From the Athenaeum society where
the Phi Gams have six men, all of literary

T H E SCROLL.
ability, a n d we have flve, we got two on the
programme, and t h e Phi Gams got none.
T h e two lucky ones wera Woo:linan3.is, on
deb.vte, and Rosemond, on declamation. In
this Society there were only four fraternity
men elected, t h e two others b.nn;.? members
of different fraternities. These honors are
usually given to members of t h e Senior class
as far as possible, but we have none in t h e
Senior class and so feel the more honored.
Last Saturday occurred the election t o
positions on the Transcript, the college paper
in t h e hands of t h e Senior class, by the
Juniors. Again Phi Delta came t o the
front, and of the four frateniity ram elected,
two are Phi Delts. Of the others, one is a Phi
Gam, the other a Phi Kap. We might also
add t h a t having Juniors in b u t one of the
Societies, we obtained two of the three men
elected there. Bro. L. W. Squier was elected
literary editor, and Bro. D. D. Woodmansee, business manager. A n d so Ohio Delta
has been receiving congratulations.
W e have recently "added t h a t solemn appurtenance to every well furnished P h i Delta
hall, and it is no thirty-six-inch one either.
T h e night Bro. Williams was initiated, Bro.
O. J. Richards, an old Phi, now Principal of
the High School, Marysville, O., was with us
and gave us a speech full of encouragement.
But our letter is already too long, and in
deference to t h e manipulator of the boiling
down process wa will subside.
Yours in the Bond,
SCOTT B O N H A M .

Virginia Epsilon.
WASHINGTON AND L E E UNIVERSITY,
Lexington, Va., J a u . i3th, 1880.
DEAR BROTHERS:

The V a . Epsilon is still alive, but we liave
not many members. I have received from
the Ga. Gamma an address delivered by Bro.
Howren, of the 6amm;i. Bro. Dickinson, of
V a . Delta, wrote to me concerning a State
Convention of the Va. chapters. T h e Va.
Epsilon is heart and .soul for the idea. There
could not be a inm-e profitable thing thought
of for t h e good of the Phi Delta Theta. One
has only to t u r n t o the Indiana chapters to
see how much good has been derived from a
State Convention.
W h a t is meant by "Classes" in the S C R O L L
for J a n u a r y ?
We will soon initiate a new man, who is
worthy t o wear t h e shield and dagger, and
who does well in his class.
Soon there \ij,ill a new " B a b e " be born unto
our A l m a Mater, the P h i Delta Theta. A t
t h e commencement of next session, or may
be bdfore then, t h e Va. Zata will appear.
Yours in the Bond,
H. P. S C R A T C H L E Y .

Virginia Delta.
RICHMOND COLLEGE, Richmond, Va.
Feb. 1st, 1880.

" T h e r e was a sound of revelry by n i g h t " —
and t h e Phis were there of course in all their
glory. T h e occasion referred to was a sumpt u o u s banquet tendered our chapter, a week
or so ago, by Bro. Chas. W. Tanner, of t h e
V a . Alpha A l u m n i . Everything t h a t could
delight t h e palate and gratify the inner-man —
both solid and liquid—was served up in handsome style. A glorious time was had by all,
and after leaving, with stentorian voices we
gave three cheers and one cheer more "for
Phi Delta T h e t a and Bro. C. W. T a n n e r . "
Bro. T a n n e r is one of t h e most loyal of the
Phis, a n d this is only one of t h e many substantial proofs he has given of his love and
devotion t o P h i Delta Theta.
A t t h e last regular election in t h e Mu
Sigma R h o Literary S )ciety of O'.ir collag.^,
Bro. J. H . Nelm^ was elected Final Or.itor of
t h e Society. T h i s is one of t h e highest honor.^

given by t h e Society, and we feel very jubilant over Bro. N e l m s ' success. W e had quite
an exciting time over his election, the Betas
and Kappa Alphas combining against us.
The vote was a tie, b u t , the writer of this
being President, the result was not long in
dubiis. "We have recently heard from all the
chapters in the state, on the subject of a Va.
State Convention of Phi Delta Theta. While
they all heartily commend t h e project and
think t h a t it could not do otherwise than
further t h e best interests of our fraternity,
still the general impression seems to be t h a t
the initial meeting had better be put oif till
next session.
The Sigma Chis are making a desperate
effort t o get a foothold here. They have t w o
members here now, and a charter has been
granted t h e m to organize a chapter. All
the fraternity material here has been well
worked over, and they will find their task
almost an impossible one. Meanwhile Phi
Delta T h e t a is gaining fresh laurels daily,
and our boys are reverenced by the barbarians, dreaded by the other fraternities, and
wondered at by all.
I n the Bond,
JAS. T . DICKINSON.

Ohio Eta.
BUCHTEL COLLEGE, Altron, 0., Jan. 20th, 1880.
D E A R SCROLL :

This term finds all the Phi boys back except Bro. W. H. Jcmes, who was tutoring here
last session ; although he has left college his
interest is with us, and he will ever be found
an ardent Phi. As no new meu have as yet
been initiated, we number thirteen.
The weather for t h e week preceding J a n .
6th, the date of Mrs. Livermore's lecture,
given under the auspices of the chapter, w-as
wet, and the evening of the lecture was decidedly s o ; nevertheless the attendance was
quite good, and a small amount of lucre was
added to t h e treasury. I t is needless t o say
the lecture was fine, and enjoyed by all.
Of the six contestants at the home oratorical contest, to be held J a n . 30th, four are
Phis, one is a lady, and only one a Delta Tau,
which does not speak well for t h a t fraternity
as their chapter here is numerically as large
as our own.
Ohio E t a is heartily in favor of a convention of the Ohio chapters of Phi Delta Theta,
a t some central location, and if practicable,
during the month of February. We would
send a delegation to such a meeting, and are
sure good would result, and our fraternal
bonds be made still stronger.
Our members are unanimous in their opposition to the permanent fund, as it now
stands, and with Michigan Beta a t t a c k i n g
the centre, we will endeavor to make a flank
movement, and we hope the combined action
will cause all the other chapters to see its
evils, and vote for its a b o l i s h m e n t ; or at
least its revision, at the next convention.
Would we were so inspired t h a t we miglit
conclude this epistle with a poetic effusion
on our girls a la Texas Beta, b u t as we are
not gifted in t h a t direction we close with
best wishes to every loyal wearer of the shield
and dagger.
In the Bond,
V . E. T O M L I N S O N .

L A T E R . — T h e first honors at the oratorical
contest were won by t h e lady. One of the
Phi boys, Bro. Irving C. Tomlinson, came
in for t h e second place, but as the fair cont e s t a n t has worn t h e shield and dagger since
the occasion we do not feel as bad as we
might. T h e " s t a t e oratorical c o n t e s t " is to
e held in this city during the latter part of
March, and if any Phis should be in attendance we would give thein a hearty welcome.
l?ro. Stearns, class of '79, added cheer to our
last meeting by his presence. In the Bond,
V . E . T.

Phi Delta Theta Directory.
NATIONAL GRAND C H A P T E R — P e n n s y l vania Alpha.
NATIONAL
OFFICERS.
President—C.. J. Reddig, Shippensburg, Pa.
Secretary—James C. Norris, 231 Peru street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Grand Banker— C. D. Whitehead, Marj'ville,
Missouri.
Executive Committee—C. J. Reddig, President;
James Norris, Secretary; C. D. Whitehead,
John T. Morrison, 11 Martien Hall, Easton, Pa.
Scroll Managers—Editor, M. F . Parrish, Lee,
Ohio; Business Manager, M. F . Troxell, Gettysburg, Pa.
CHAPTER
SECRETARIES.
INDIANA A L P H A ^ C h a r l e s Banta, Bloomington, Ind.
KY. ALPHA--Geo. B. Thomas, Danville, Ky.
INDIANA BETA—Lyman E. Ott, Crawfordsville, Ind.
INDIANA GAMMA—H. U. Brown, Irvington, Ind.
MICHIGAN A L P H A ^ ( S u b rosa) Ira W. Christian, Ann Arbor, Mich.
INDIANA DELTA-^Chas.Boaz, Frankhn, Ind.
INDIANA E P S I L O N — H . C. Montgomery,
Hanover, Ind.
OHIO EPSILON—T. A. Jones, Athens, Ohio.
VA. ALPHA—Louis F . Bowhng, Salem, Va.
MISSOURI ALPHA—Sam. H. Kelley, Columbia, Mo.
IOWA ALPHA—John R. Foulks, Mt. Pleasant,
Iowa.
GA. BETA—W. G. Brantley, Athens, Ga.
GEORGIA GAMM A—H. C. Carney, Oxford, Ga.
GEORGIA DELTA—J. K. Battle, Macon, Ga.
OHIO ZETA—Will. F . Harn, Wooster, Ohio.
PENNA. ALPHA—W. V. Olyphant, 11 Martien Hall, Easton, Pa.
MICHIGAN BETA—Henry E. Owgn, Lansing,
Michigan.
VIRGINIA BETA—J. S. Mooring, University of
Virginia Postoffice, Albeiriarle Co., Va.
VA. GAMMA—F. C. Watson, Ashland, Va.
OHIO ETA—V. E. Tomhnson, Akron, O.
PENNA. BETA—W. D. E. Scott, Gettysb'g, Pa.
VA. DELTA—J. T. Dickinson, Richmond, Va.
T E N N E S S E E BETA—(Sub rosa) J. M. Barrs,
Nashville, Tenn.
PENNA. GAMMA—M. A. Denman, Washington, Pa.
MISSISSIPPI ALPHA—W. E. Barker, L. B.
117, Oxford, Miss.
VIRGINIA EPSILON—H. P. Scratchley, Lexington, Va.
NORTH CAROLINA ALPHA—Phil. Holland,
Jr., Trinity College Postoffice, N. Carolina,
TEXAS BETA—J. H. Gillespie, Tehuacana,
Texas.
ALABAMA BETA—Alva Fitzpatrick, Auburn,
Lee County, Ala.
INDIANA ALPHA ALUMNI—T. C. Donnell,
Franklin, Ind.
VIRGINIA ALPHA ALUMNI—C.H.Chalkley,
219 Governor St., Richmond, Va.
SOUTH CAROLINA ALPHA—W. D. Simpson, Jr., Spartanburg, S. C.
PENNA. EPSILON—W. G. Warner, Allegheny
College, Meadville, Pa.
T E N N E S S E E GAM.MA—F. A. Vincent, Knoxville, Tenn.
VERMONT ALPHA—H. M. Woods, Box 407,
Burlington, Vermont.
OHIO DELTA—Scott Bonham, Delaware, O.
INDIANA BETA ALUMNI.—A. B. Kirkpatrick, Boston Block, Indianapolis, Indiana.
ILLINOIS DELTA.—O. H. Swigart, Box 1407,
Galesburg, 111.
KENTUCKY ALPHA ALUMNI — W m . F .
Harris, Elliott House, Louisville, Ky.
ILLINOIS GAM MA—(Subrosa) J. Mac. Glenn,
Monmouth, 111.
WIS. BETA—Dan. S. McArthur, Madison Wis.
P E N N . ZETA—Geo. E. Kleinhenn, Carhsle, Pa.
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No. 4 Studs, exact size.
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BADGES, BUTTOKS,
"^
STUDS, CHARMS & RINGS.

•^
W A f C H CHAIN CHARM.
[SOMETHING NEW.]

FORMER OFFICIAL JEWELER FOR THE
W e have for many years made
the manufacture of College

PHI DELTA T H E T A FRATERNITY,
MANUFACTURES

FRATERNITY JEWELRY
A SPECIALTY.

ai

atrg^s, lings, Jjttibs, ®atci^ &ains, &arms, §tt.

Using only the best materials and
My New Stj'te Badge originated in the fact that I received many letters from parties asking me to get
up a nevr design. T complied and designed my New .Style, which was much admired wherever seen.
Findemploying only skilled workmen en- ing, however, some objections thereto, I have concluded to cease its manufacture and have not therefore annexed it to my revised Price List. Instead of it I have designed a Watch Chain Charm which I thinli is a
ables us to produce a line of Goods model in neatness of design for personal adornment. It can be made to cost little for such a piece of Jewelrj,
and with fine sets can also be made expensive.
which for beauty and durability of
Prices for Badges, Rings, etc., of any description, furnished upon application. Semi for illustrate-l catof our Phi Delta Theta Badges, etc. For further information address C. COOK, Fifth and Smith
finish are unsurpassed. Tiie merits alogue
Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
C d 1 y N 79.
of our Goods are :
50 VISITING CARDS, THIS STYLE,
They are all Gold of good quality, handsomely and substantially
Philadelphia. on line Bristol Board, only 30 c. By Mail j2 c.
made, set with stones which are imi Chestnut St.,
Envelopes and Note Paper with <?. A. 0 . Coat of
selected and real, and, sold at reaArms at reasonable rates.
FINE STATIONERY
Also Programmes, Invitations, and all kinds
sonable prices.

DREKA-,

of fine Book and Job Work.

W e furnish
B A D G E S in Plain Enamel and set
in Garnet, Turquoise, Pearl, Ruby, Sapphire, and Diamond.

ENGRAVING HOUSE.
FINE
PERS

S W O R D S ornamented, and also
set to match the Badges.

J. E. WIBLE,
Washington & North Sts., Gettysburg, Pa.

AND

ENGLISH
stamped

and DOMESTIC

in Gold,

handsomely Illuminated
MONOGRAM.

CREST,

Plain

PA-

Colors or

with CLASS

DIE,

Sfc.

Send for sample book of papers and prices.

S T U D S , of Shield pattern and also
in separate letters, either orna- Handsomely Engraved Invitations
mented or set.
for Colleges, Weddings,

B U T T O N S of Shield pattern, in
Enamel.
R I N G S and Charms in assorted
styles.
Designs, Price Lists and all other
information furnished promptly.
ClyN79.

Refers by permission to Bus. Man. of SCROLL.

CATALOGUES.
In order to place the Cataloprne in the liands of
every P h i . the Executive Committee has authorized the Grand Banlter to furnish them at
the following rates :
With Paper Cover,
50 cents.
With Linen Cover,
75 "
Send orders at once to
G. D. WHITEHEAD,
Grand Banker,
1 & 3 Thorpe's Block. Indianapolis, Ind.

Alurani Subscriptions
TO

T H E

SOI^OXJL

Receptions, &-c.,

are solicited. Mailed to address of anyahimnns
or correspondinsr member, postage paid, at one
VISITING
CARDS,
dollar per annnm. Terms cash in advance.
Send
all subscriptions to
MONOGRAMS,
M. F. TROXELL,
SOCIETY
DESIGNS,
Gettysbnrg, Pa.
Business Manager.
and HERALDIC
ENGRAVING
EXTRA COPIES of
furnished

in the best manner and correct taste.

Designs submitted for approval.
h C 6m N 79
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pha ; G. M. Overstreet, '69, Ind. Alpha; of each chapter shall appoint members
O. F. Baker, '6^,, Ind. Alpha; Chas. to correspond regularly with each of the
Blushing fair as a flower,
Groyendyke, '69, Ind. Beta; B. Marshall other chapters.
So pure and sweet thou art;
Mills, '68, Ind. Beta; Matthew White3. That a National Convention of the
I gaze on thee, and sadness
ford, '67, Ind. Beta.
Society be held annually. That the next
Steals soft into my heart.
The committee on permanent organi- Convention be held in Chicago, comUpon thy head I feel as if
zation reported the following nomina- mencing on the second Wednesday of
My hands I should lay there
Praying, that God would keep thee
tions all of whom were unanimously June 1869. That the President of the
So pure, so sweet, so fair.
elected : President, O. F. Baker; Vice Convention appoint an Executive ComS. D E SOTO.
Presidents, B. P. Jones, Elam Fisher, S. mittee, consisting of two members from
E. Mahan, L. W. Flora, R. C. Story, the chapter located at the place of holdConvention of 1868.
J.
C. Mgaill, E. F. Stearnes, and F. A ing the convention and one member
Abstract of the Minutes of the National Convention of the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity, Smith ; Secretary, W. J. Elstun ; Assist- from each State represented by the OrSession of 1868.
ant Secretaries, C. O. Perry and B. M. der. This committee shall elect its own
S E N A T E C H A M B E R , I n d i a n a p o h s , Ind.
Mills ; -Marshal, Lee Roy Pattison.
officers (a President and Secretary) and
June IOth, 1868.
The National Convention of the Phi Bro. Baker was conducted to the Pres- make arrangements for the meeting of
Delta Theta Fraternity assembled ac- idential chair by a committee of two ap- the convention. Of this committee, each
cording to appointment. At 10 a. m.pointed by the temporary chairman. On member shall have a general supervision
the meeting was called to order by Orlan assuming the office, the President briefly of the chapters of his State.
4. That copies of the oration and poem,
F. Baker, Ind. A. '63, of Vincennes, Ind., thanked the convention for the honor
who moved that Henry C. Gufifin, Ind. conferred upon him, and referred very sufficient for the use of the Order, be
G. '63, of Indianapolis, be elected tempo- pertinently to the duties of the conven- pubhshed in pamphlet form, at the genrary chairman. The motion prevailed, tion, recommending that it proceed im- eral expense of the Society.
A committee on permanent rules for
and Bro. Guffin assumed the chair with mediately to business. Committees on incorporation,
catalogue,
and
general
state
the
government of the National Convena brief happy speech of welcome to the
Fraternity. W. J. Elstun, Mich. A. '67, of the Fraternity were appointed. On tion was appointed. On motion, the
of Indianapolis was chosen temporary motion, it was ordered that in voting on convention adjourned, to meet at 8.30 p.
secretary. On motion, the chair ap- important questions, the vote be called m., to hear the oration and poem, and at
pointed a committee on permanent or- by chapters, allowing one vote to each 9 a. m. for business.
The convention assembled at 8. p. m.
ganization and one on credentials. After chapter. The convention then adjourned
until
2.30
p.
m.
The oration of the occasion was delivered
a temporary suspension of business, the
The convention reassembled at the ap- by Henry C. Guffin ; subject, "What the
committee on credentials reported the
following delegates and members present. pointed hour. The committee on incor- American Scholar owes the Age." The
Resident and other correspondent mem- poration of the Fraternity reported the poem was delivered by Charles P. Jacobs
bers are credited to the chapter to which plan impracticable. The report was of Indianapolis; subject, "Greeting to the
unanimously adopted. The committee Phi Delta Theta."
they belong.
B. P. Jones, '68, Ohio Alpha; Elam on catalogue reported, recommending
J U N E n t h , 9 a. m .
that
the
Grand
Alpha
collect
data,
and
Fisher, '70, Ohio Alpha; F . A. Smith,
Convention called to order by the Pres'66, 111. Beta; E. F. Stearnes, '69, 111. publish a catalogue as soon as possible, ident. Committee on permanent rules of
Beta ; C. O. Perry, '69, Ind. Eta ; Geo. and that the aforesaid chapter shall issue the National convention reported the folWright, Ind. Eta; L. W. Flora, '67, Ind. a catalogue every three years. Report lowing, which were adopted.
Gamma ; A. C. Ayres, '68, Ind. Gamma; adopted. The committee on the general
Rule I. The officers of all national
D. B. Williams, '70, Ind. Gamma; Lee state of the Fraternity made the follow- conventions shall consist of a President,
Roy Pattison, Ind. Gamma ; S. T Quick, ing report, which was adopted by sec- and one Vice President from each State
'70, Ind. Gamma; W. P. Stanley, '68, tions.
represented, a Secretaiy, with an AssistInd. Gamma; H. C. Guffin, '6^, Ind.
Resolved, i. That the Grand Alpha be ant Secretary for each State represented,
Gamma ; E. L. Brevoort, '63, Ind. Gam- changed from the Ky. Alpha to the 111. and one Marshal.
ma ; Jonas Stewart, '68, Ind. Gamma; Beta.
Rule 2. The officers of all conventions
Riley C. Story, '68, Mich. Alpha ; W. J.
2. That Art. IV of the Articles of shall continue to discharge their duties
Elstun, '67, Mich. Alpha; George Moore, Union, referring to correspondence, be until their successors are elected and inInd. Alpha; S. E. Mahan. '71, Ind. Al- strictly enforced ; and that the President stalled.
Du bist wie eine Blame.
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Rule 3. Upon being c^led to order F. Goodkins of Chicago, who had for the
the convention shall first appoint a com- .second time been chosen "Reunion Singmittee on credentials and one on nomi- er," to A. C. Ayres of Indianapolis, exnation of officers.
plaining that previous enga^emci.ts of
the
-writer would prevent his attendance,
Rule 4. On all questions of order
and expressing his deep interest in the
"Cushing's ManLial" shall be authority.
Rule 5. Every convention shall elect advancement of the Fraternity.
a n orator and poet, and their alternates,
The following nominations for orator
for the succeeding convention.
of the next convention were made. R.
Rule 6. T h e Secretary and Assistant A. D. Wilbanks, '67, of 111. Beta, Orlan
Secretaries of every convention shall fur- F. Baker and J. C. Magill. Eighteen
nish a true copy of all its proceedings to votes were cast, Bro. Baker receiving ten,
Bro. Wilbanks six, and Bro. Magill two.
the Alpha chapter of each State.
Rule 7. T h e vote upon all except pre- Accordingly, Bro. Baker was declared
liminary questions shall be taken by the orator and Bro. Wilbanks alternate.
chapters, each chapter being entitled to The following nominations for poet were
made. Col. W. P. Black, Jno. W . Elstun,
one vote.
and
J. F. Goodkins. Nineteen votes were
T h e thanks of the convention were
tendered through the Secretary to the cast. Col. Black receiving eight, Bro.
Rev. B. F . Foster, State Librarian, for Goodkins eight, and Bro. Elstun three.
having procured the Senate chamber for On motion Col. Black was declared poet,
the use of the convention. The thanks and Bro. Goodkins alternate. In order
of the convention were also tendered the to defray the expenses in part of the
orator and poet. It was provided that publication of the oration and poem of
the President and Secretary of the Exec- the present convention, the President
~ utive committee should fill vacancies oc- and Secretary asked a tax of one dollar
curring in the committee. It was re- from each delegate. Members of the
solved that each delegate charge himself Ind. Gamma stated that the Gamma
with making the convention at Chicago a would defray all expenses of furnishing a
success and worthy of our ^cause and hall for the present convention. The
order. T h e following was then adopted. thanks of the convention were returned.
Resolved: T h a t it shall be the duty of The convention then adjourned.
the E x . Com. to draw up and transmit
to the various chapters a schedule of the
expenses of each convention, together
with an apportionment in proportion to
membership, recommending a tax or subscription according to that basis for the
purpose of defraying such expenses; that
the President and Secretary of this convention are hereby authorized to apportion and levy a ta.x on the various chapters, and collect the same, to defray the
expenses of this convention.
It was resolved that the catalogue
when published should be furnished by
the Grand A l p h a to the various chapters,
and by them to their respective members.
T h e President reported the Executive
committee as follows: R. A. D. Wilbanks
and F . A. Smith, 111. Beta ; Chas. Groyendyke, Ind. Beta; R. P. Jones, Ohio
A l p h a ; D. C. Bennington, Mich. A l p h a ;
Robt. Morrison, Ky. A l p h a ; and W. M.
Thurslow, Va.
.
A motion to publish the minutes of
this convention was laid on the table. A
letter was read by the President; and
ordered spread on the minutes, from Jas.

lieve the catalogue of any Fraternity was
ever issued as a private speculation. T h e
known fact that Bro. Search lost heavily
on the song book he issued on his own
account would debar any one from embarking in similar ventures. The catalogue will be a much more expensive
publication than was the song book.
There is no more reason that the catalogue should be published as a private
enterprise than that the SCROLL should.
You say that the Fraternity must not
be involved in issuing the catalogue, and
that if one cannot be issued without incurring debt, we are not ready for a new
catalogue, and had better drop the subject. Now we do not know what action
the convention will take, but we will
submit to it this plan. Each active member in the Fraternity at the time of the
convention shall be required to subscribe
for a copy of the catalogue, and also
each member initiated thereafter until
the requisite amount is obtained. If this
plan is adopted, the catalogue will not be
issued until a sufficient amount is accumulated to meet the cost of publication,
however long that may be. This will be
precisely like the present plan for supporting the SCROLL, and

as the

SCROLL

and the catalogue are both Fraternity
publications, we see no good reason why
they should not be published in the same
ORLAN F . BAKER, President.
way. Phi Delta Theta's plan oipro rata
W . J. ELSTUN, Secretary.
assessments is the most perfect one that
A Card from the Catalogue Editors. can be adopted to raise the money to
E D I T O R SCROLL : W e were authorized conduct a Fraternity.
Again you say that if the catalogue is
some time since by the executive comnot
issued by private means, there will
mittee to gather material for a new catalogue of the Fraternity, and we are now be no hope of pecuniary reward, and
prosecuting the work. W e intended from hence it will be a failure. W e do not
the first to leave it to the convention to see the force of that argument. You
devise a plan for raising necessary funds, might as well argue that the duties of
but as you have advanced in the Decem- our executive officers or of the managers
ber and January SCROLL a plan for pub- of the SCROLL will not be well performed
lishing the catalogue, which you say is because they are not paid a salary. Certhe only plan by which it can be pub- tainly no one is going to be found who
lished with honor to the Fraternity, and would publish the catalogue expecting
without loss, you will please permit us to to make a profit. If there could be, the
chances are ten to one that he would not
say a few words in regard thereto.
In the first place, let it be understood get back anything like the amount of
that we have no idea of publishing the his outlay, much less anything additional.
catalogue at our own expense. If any- No matter how the catalogue is issued,
one else wishes to publish it in tliat way, the editors will not be repaid for their
we will cheerfully resign to him. But labor. W e do not expect to be rewardwe are confident that there is not a man ed, but we will incur no personal liability.
in the Fraternity, nor any two, five or As to our call for cash subscriptions,
ten men, who will assume the cost of while it brings in the names of many
publishing a catalogue. W e do not be who promise to take the book, it brings
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in no money. It must occur to you,
however, that we are incurring considerable expense in the way of stationery,
postage, etc. W e will submit a detailed
report of our work to the convention,
and if it sees fit to confirm us as editors,
we will do our work faithfully, and make
the publication all that we have promised
it shall be.
Fraternally,
GEORGE BANTA,
W B. PALMER.

March 15th.

Prom the Grand Banker.
EDITOR SCROLL :

Many have asked of ine information in regard to the Permanent Fund. I beg leave to
answer all through the SCROLL.
This fund was worked up by Bro. G. O.
Perry in '72 and '73. He procured subscriptions and got notes bearing 10 per cent, interest, payable to this fund. At convention of
'73, met at Athens, O., he made repoit, as
Treasurer, which all can find on page 10 of
minutes of '73. This report s'lowed 1355.00
cash paid in, §29-2.00 subscribed bnt unpaid.
The same convention established the office
of Grand Banker, (see page 9, min. '73,) and
gave him a general management of this fund
together with the other monies of the fraternity. The resolution reads thus :
" I t shall be the duty of the Grand Banker
to manage the permanent fund of the Phi
Delta Theta fraternity in such a manner as
will in his judgment produce the largest possible income ccrasistent with safety. He
shall pass to the credit of the general fund
all the earnings of the Permanent Fund, and
at no t.me and under no circumstances sliall he
use it or any part of it, more than the earnings of the same, in payment of claims
against, or of expenses incurred by the fraternity."
The fund up to this time only consisted of
subscriptions and subscription notes which
Bro. Perry counted in his report as so much
cash. But the convention of '74 met at
Crawfordsville, Ind., (see page 35, min. '74,)
adopted a resolution like this :
Sec. 1. "That every chapter through its
Treasurer, be required to collect from every
candidate for initiation the amount of one
dollar (11.00), which shall be forwarded at
the end of each college term to the Grand
Banker, to be added to the Permanent Fund,
who shall return to the Treasurer of the respective chapters a receipt for the same."
Sec. 2. Provides for an agent to solicit contributions in each chapter for P. F.
Sec. 3. Reads as follows : "That the interest, and the interst only of said money, excepting by unanimous consent of all the active
cliapters, shall be expended in such a way as
the convention may authorize."
Sec. 4. Provides as penalty, forfeiture of
charters, for violation of the above sections.
At this convention C. 0. Perry, G. B., reported on Permanent Fund :
Cash on hand
$179.50
Invested at 10 per cent
210.00
Subscriptions unpaid
164.00
Total
$5.53.50
The report of 1875, shows the Permanent.
Fund to contain the following :
Subscription notes at 10 per cent
$260.00
Invested
179.50
Unpaid subscriptions
139.00
Collected from initiation fees
74.00
•

Total
Due the fund

$652.50
$39.00

I have not the report of '76 before me, but
the report of '78, the next convention, which
met at Wooster, O., shows the P. Fund to
consist of tlie following :
Subscription notes
•'?4G0.00
Unpaid subscriptions
139.00
On account past initiation fees.
186.00
Cash received on note, (C. O. Perry,
Ex. G. B.)
140.00
Balance on same
14.50
First installment on note, E. M. Wilson
5.00
On account initiation fees since last
report
60.90
Total
$1,00.5.40
Since last report I had received up to Jan.
1st, 1880, for this fund :
Cash
$ 161.00
Which added to amount in report.... 1,005.40
Makes a total
$1,166.40
This will yield quite a revenue to help to
bear the current expenses of the order. In
my opinion it ought hot to be used only as an
endowment fund as it is. The object of having such a fund is or ought to be very obvious
to all.
1st. It creates a financial interest. "Where
our treasure is, there will our hearts be also,"
is as true now as when uttered by the Saviour
from the Mount. Any one knows that we
are liable to meet with disaster, growing out
of great difference of opinions, and if we have
no financial Fund to bind us, we may go to
pieces as many other Societies have. When
if we have this substantial tie we will be
most likely to harmonize and heal these differences.
2nd. It is no more than justice to those
who have established the order, and wish to
see it flourish, that those who come into it
now should give the small sum of one dollat
to this fund which in time will be enough to
build a hall in some city which will yield a
fine income by rents. The idea that it ought
not to be fostered for fear some rascal will
some day default and carry off the money is
born of idle caution. Such a thing may occur, but I don't think it will. I don't think
any members of our order will for the small
sum which we may collect, brand himself a
thief and ostracise himself in all business
society. I think our men are made of better
stuff. I am willing to risk my investment
in the order, which will average with any in
the hands of any one our convention commits it to. This is the only objection I have
heard argued to the P. Fund. I'd like to
hear a full discussion of this matter.
C. D. W H I T E H E A D .

Other Fraternities.
—Phi Kappa Sigma has several degrees.
—Sigma Chi has revived at Denison University.
—Alpha Tau Omega has entered Ala. A.
and M. College, Auburn, Ala., subrosa.
—Phi Kappa Psi is dead at Missouri Univ.,
and their former hall is now used by a colored
lodge.
—A printed copy of tlie "Legend of Wooglin," bearing the "compliments of Hutler
University." is floating around the country.
—Zeta Psi is said to have been founded by
men who were Masons, and its internal machinery is said to be a modified form of
Masonry.
—The Boston University, Stevens Institute
and Rutgers chapters of Beta Theta Pi are
now working hard to put chapters in Princeton and Brown.
—The first fraternity paper ever issued
was the Shield by Theta Delta Chi. It was
born and di d in 1868. The fraternity afterwards issued the Star, now also deceased.

. Personals.
—Bro. W. Kuhns Hill, Penna. B., '79, has
a Prof's, position in Dayton, (Pa.) Academy.
—Bro. John R. Foulks, Iowa A., '79, is
Principal of Public Schools, Bloomfield, Iowa.
—Bro. D. B. Kelley, Mo. A., is farming
near Marysville. Mo.
—Bro. S. C. Rogers, Mo. A., '73, is county
commissioner of Caldwell co., Mo.
—Bro. T. C. Earley, Mo. A., valedictorian
of '75, is meeting with success in the practice of law in Sedalia, Mo.
—Bro. Fred. H. Austin, Mo. A., graduated
in the Law Dep't of Mo. State University,
Mar. 25th, and will practice in Hamilton,
Mo. His own vote beat him for class valedictorian.
—Bro. Victor B. Bell, Mo. A., is a prominent young capitalist of Kansas City, and is
cashier in a bank. He is also the happy possessor of a Kansas City belle, and says he
wouldn't be a bachelor for anything.
—Bro. Emmet E. Phillips, Ky. A., '77, is
in New York city, 200 W. 23rd street.
— Bro. Paul Jones, Tenn. B., '79, now Ass't
Financial cl'k of U. S. Senate, will be glad
to greet any Phi passing through Washington.
—Bro. Wm. Lowndes Calhoun, Ga. B., '74,
att'y at law in Atlanta, Ga., is a grandson of
the great South Carolina states' rights exponent.
—Phi Delta Theta representatives in congress at present are: Hon. Jno. A. Anderson, Ohio B., '53, from Kansas ; Hon. Jno.
F. Phillips, Ky. A., '55, from Mo. ; Hon. J.
S. C. Blackburn, Ky. A., '57, from Ky.; Hon.
A. E. Stevenson, Ky. A., '60, from 111. ; and
Hon. Geo. A. Bicknell, Ind. A., (hon. mem.)
from Indiana.
—Bro. D. G. Wilcox, Ohio B., has graduated from the Cleveland Med. College, ranking 3rd in a class of 58. He has since entered
into partnership with one of the leading Dpctors of Akron, and bears the title of M. D.
—Bro. H. A. Kelley, Ohio E., who has
served during the past year as the efficient
secretary of the Ohio Collegiate Association,
has been chosen one of the delegates to the
luter-State Collegiate Association which
holds a meeting at Oberlin the first Wednesday in May.
—A recent issue of Harpers Weekly contained an excellent likeness of our brother,
Hon. J. W. Foster, U. S. Minister to Russia and ex-Mini.ster to Mexico. We feel sure
that even the climate of Russia will not cool
his affections for the order which is honored
with him in his political successes.
— Rev. W. F. Harris, Va. Delta, is a Master of Arts of Richmond College, and will
soon be a full graduate of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. IS'otwithstanding
all that, lie still finds time to be an active
" P h i " and' to act well his part as Sec'y of
the Ky. A. Alumni.
— Elder J. A. Roberts, Ind. G., '71, has removed from Irvington to Dublin, Ind. He
has charge of the Christian Churches at DubJin, Milton. Harrisburg and Bentonville.
—Elder R. S. Blomit, Ind. G., '76, has recently moved into his new residence in Irvington. It is said that he has carved on his
mantel-piece two beautiful Phi Delta Theta
badges. A long life to Bro. Bob, and may
his tribe increase—for all the Blounts are
Phis.
—Bro. J. T. Barton, Ind. G., 77, is principal of the Irvington School, and Superintendent of the Sunday School. The Phis
will lead.
—Bros. S. H. Reynolds and A. B. Kirkliatiick, Ind. G., '77 aud '78, respectively are
at Indianapolis, preparing themselves for
positions on the Supreme bench of the U. S.
May success attend them.
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and egotistical Junior, a man who is President of his class, and said to be quite sharp.
He took up with it at once under the impression it was an organization for hazing, and
A Monthly Paper Devoted to ths interests of the Phi Delta Theta
after that was knocked out of him, he said
Fraternity.
he belonged to the Sons of Temperance, and
M. F. PARRISH, Editor,
. . Lee, Ohio. one secret society was as much as he could
M.F. TROXELL, BUS. Man.
Gettysburg, Pa. stand. I did not kill him, but permitted him
to live in order that he might some day learn
All coiumiinications for publicalion should be sent to the Eda little something." Rather a bad lay out.
itor by the Isl of each month. Business correspondence should
be addressed lo the I'ublisher.

GETTYSBURG, PA., APRIL, 1880?
W A N T E D — A copy of the 1860 catalogue of
the Fraternity. Also information as to the
records of the Ohio Alpha.
W. B. PALMER, Nashville, Tenn.
The Phis in Congress are mostly Democrats.
How would Gen. Ben. Harrison, Ohio Alpha, '52, do for Vice President ?
The Illinois Gamma is in good living trim
with 9 members. Report next month.

There has been much misunderstanding
about the Permanent Fund. We call attention
to the article concerning it from the G. B. on
our third page. All Phis should read the article deliberately and without prejudice. It
is a matter that demands calm and deep consideration. It will likely come before the
convention for change, and the best and wisest views should be made to control in the
management of the fund. We may have
more to say on this subject before the convention assembles.

The call of the Grand Banker to chapter
We give the first report from Penna. Zeta
this month. We look for good work from treasurers appears on the fifth page. It comes
early enough to have the collections made
this chapter.
and forwarded this year. Let there be reThe Virginia Beta has been doing things sponses from each chapter. Then each chapup fine iu the banquet line. We suppose their ter can have no hesitancy in sending a delenew addition from Ky. Alpha will hardly gate to the convention, as each chapter is
retard the movement. See reports from these entitled to one delegate with expenses paid
chapters.
provided the chapter has squared with the
Grand
Banker.
Here's a secret. Our wide-awake President is going to take a trip west in May or
A Few Suggestions.
June, and will visit chapters along the route
Without
presuming
to dictate the future
to Chicago. A Chicago Alumni may result.
policy
of
the
Fraternity,
we venture a few
The President will attend the Republican
Convention and cast his vote for Blaine and suggestions which seem, in the light of our
HARBISON. There are Republican Phis and experience, to be practical and sensible. We
Democratic Phis. This is from a private let- think, in the flrst place, that the present
ter, but, then, you know, there should be no provision for SCROLL management is a mistake. One man, both Editor and B. M., or,
secrets among Phis.
if two, both situated in the same town, would
Each chapter in the Fraternity should have have much better facilities for performing
a large photograph album to hold the pictures the work, and the whole machinery would
of all its members. There should also belong doubtless run smoother. The present methto each chapter a good sized autograph album od is necessarily heavy and conduces to delay,
to keep the signature of members, their clas- as all matter mu'st be sent to the Ed. and
ses, addresses, date and places of birth, and then to the B. M. Many secretaries, howlike facts.
ever, habitually, and others in their haste at
the
last moment, send reports directly to the
The three cardinal duties upon the performB.
M.
(although distinctly requested to send
ance of which hinges every Phi's loyalty to the
them
to
the Ed.) and thus deprive the Ed. of
fraternity are his promptness in response to
all assessments, his unfailing attendance the very matter he needs in preparing his
upon the biennial convention, and his perpet- editorial page. Only the actual expenses of
management should be paid. The G. B. should
ual subscription to the SCROLL.
have exclusive control of all moneys and of
Bro. Ed. S. Palmer, '79, Mich. Alpha, all collections, not only of general taxes but
writes that it is not at all advisable to start of all SCROLL funds including ads. and
alumni subscriptions. He should pay monththe Neb. Alpha again. He says :
"The objectionsto it are many. 1st—Facul- ly, upon the certification of the Editor, the
ty down on 'em. 2d—The college classes are expense of publishing one issue of the SCROLL
small and the prep, classes large. 3rd—Al- including postage and all necessary expenses.
most an entirely new set of students come in We have been strengthened in our opinion
at the first of every term. 4th—The only real on tliis matter by similar suggestions from
smart chap in the college classes was expelled our worthy President, to whom is due, also,
a short time ago. The lack of respectable in great measure, the following:
material and the constant going out and
1. The Permanent Fund should be transcoming in of students are the two chief ob- ferred to the General Fund.
jections. I broached the subject to a bigoted
2. Every member should pay upon his ini-

tiation into the Fraternity, one dollar to the
General Fund and should receive the SCROLL
for one year, after which he should be taxed
one dollar per annum for SCROLL purposes.
3. A new catalogue should not be issued
until enough subscriptions have been received
to clear the enterprise of all indebtedness.
'We have only to add that the men chosen
for these honorable and responsible positions
should be the best and most competent that
the Fraternity can boast. The Editor should
be centrally located. He should be a wideawake, thorough-going newspaper man, one
who has had experience with the quill and
who appreciates the wants of the Frateruity,
and withal a man of nerve and independence
to stand by the right and fight against the
wrong, and to pursue the even tenor of his
way regardless of the many whimpering objections and impractical suggestions which
will constantly come to his ears. He should
at the same time be a mild and patient man
whose influence would tend to heal all
wounds, cement all fractures, harmonize all
discordant elements, and unify and streugthen
the whole Fraternity. The Grand Banker
should be a thorough business man, a competent book-keeper, scrupulously honest, yet
knowing how to put money at "usury" and
make the most of it for the Fraternity. He
must be willing to subordinate his own interests to the interests of the order at large.
He must be able to obtain and hold the confidence of the Fraternity, otherwise our
finances- will fail. These two positions,
barring that of President, are the most important and responsible in the gift of the
Fraternity, and should be very carefully bestowed. Other suggestions aud criticisms
will be gladly received and published next
month.
It is not too much we hope to ask for short
and pointed reports of the work and condition of chapters for our May issue. We
should be glad to hear from^z/^rKf/itj/Z^r before
the close of another college year. The chapter Editors will please notice, and then cheerfully respond.

By the Way.
—Where will the next chapter be ?
—The SCROLL would like to know who
furnishes copies of our new constitution.
Can Bro. Norris inform us?
—The National Grand and the Ohio Eta
have been getting some fine plates of our
coat of arms for publications to be issued at
their respective institutions.
—Bro. Jno. E. Hays, Ind. E., '78, and Ky.
A. Alumni, has t a k ^ the gold medal for
best examination at Louisville Med. College,
and gets au appointment to the hospital
which is also one of the honors.
—Thanks to Bro. Fitzpatrick for the neat
and tasty programme of the joint celebration
of the literary Societies, April 9th, at Ala. A.
and M. College. We note as Phis two of the
three officers of the occasion, a leader in debate, the chairman and a member of the committee of arrangements. Ala. Beta shows a
noble standing.
—A voice comes from the Lone Star state
and says that Bro. Geo. Wm. Cone, Va. D.,
'78, had a double promotion on March 1st, in
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the ofticial business of his railroad. The
sjime voice says that Bro. Cone is going to
visit some of our Texas Phis. We congratulate the Phis.
—Dreka, of Pliiladelphia, is preparing flue
steel plates for printing paper aud all kinds
of stationery for the principal fraternities of
the country. This is a new move made by a
house that is well established and which executes very fine work. We hope the venture
may be successful and see no reason why it
should not pay.
—Indiana Delta is making arrangements
for another grand banquet and anniversary
on May 28th. ...Penna. Beta is about entering a new hall. ...Tennessee Beta comes out
this month with two reports. Still ahead. ...
Iowa Alpha is going ahead now and there is
liopesof strong work next year. ...Penna. Beta
has just badged three fine fellows who were
wanted muchly by other frats. ...Bro. Plack
of the National Grand is working up an
alumni in a large and well-known city.

seem very bright, and the air is fnll of prizes
and honors which are to be taken by our
boys. It will not be advisable to say more
of these till our expectations are realized, but
we are confident that our hopes are well
grounded, and that our victories will make
a good subject for some future report.
Yours in the Bond,
W. V. OLYPHANT.

Virginia Beta
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, April 5th, 1880.

DEAR SCROLL :

coal black waiters in their white gloves and
swallow tailed coats, nor the recherche air
that was lent to the table by the bouquets of
full blown roses. I can not tell of tbe courtly toasts that were sung, nor the sweet soft
things that were said. To appreciate them
it would have been necessary to have seen
them, and if, like the Phis of Beta chapter,
you have toiled since last October
" 'Twere worth ten years of studious life
One glance at that array."
Having finished supper the company once
again entered the drawing rooms, and after
an hour or so of pleasaat conversation our
chaperoue iu the name of the ladies thanked
us for the pleasant evening, and we knew that
the Phi Delta Theta Banquet was a thing of
the past. Our advice to our sister chapters
is, do likewise.
In the Bond with best wishes to all our
Brothers,
Yours,

At Brother Mooring request I will try to
give the fraternity as large an account of the
greatest success in fraternity circles that has
been achieved by the Phi Delta Theta or any
other club for this many a day.
About eight o'clock last Friday evening a
careful observer might have seen our boys—
who, by the way, are noted as a rule for their
violet-like modesty—walking across the lawn,
JUDEX.
with that air of conscious dignity wliicli belongs only to the truly great, and arrayed in
Pennsylvania Beta.
all the pomp of Eastern splendor. If the
Notice.
GETTYSBURG, PA., April ist, 1880.
observer had remarked on this unwonted
D E J V R SCItOLL :
display
and
had
followed
the
Phis,
he
would
To Treasurers of all Chapters of Phi Delta i
Tlie opening term finds all the Phis back
have seen them take possession of the four
Theta Fraternity Greeting :
best hacks in Charlottesville aud disappear in at college and work except Bro. Fred. Strock,
who will not return to college this term.
You will hereby take uotice that, for the the darkness of the night. In the morning
We set sail for a prosperous voyage, and if
he might have heard some vague rumors of
we may judge the end from the beginning, it
purpose of defraying the expenses of the Na- the Phi Delta Theta Banquet.
And, Brothers of the Phi Delta Theta, this will be equal to our hopes and desires.
tional convention of our order to assemble in
Last uight we initiated into the mysteries
supper was an occasion to which an abler pen
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct.
1880, aud for than mine might do scant justice. Our com- of Phi Delta Theta three new men, Chas.
Reiuewald, John M. Schwalm, and Ed. Hill,
other expenses of the order, your chapters mittee of arrangements had secured for the all first-class fellows.
night the parlors and dining rooms of the
These men were " r u n " hard by all the
are assessed Three Dollars and Fifty Cents best hotel in the town, and had spared neither
other fraternities, and we have won a comtime,
trouble,
nor
expense,
in
their
efforts
to
(^.3.50) per capita upon each attendant memprovide the best table that has been in Char- plete victory over them. Some will feel
ber. This amount you will collect from each lottesville since that lovely village graced the pretty "sore," aud others ought to feel
ashamed of their contemptible actions in
member and forward to me either by N. Y. face of Albemarle county.
It would have made Chesterfield turn green trying to persuade pledged meu to break their
exchange or P. O. Money order, before the with envy if he could have seen the courtly word.
We are increasing in numbers, and in chargrace with which the whiskered Blackstone
end of your college year.
Respectfully,
and his able associates received the ladies at acter and talent not less. As numbers are
C. D. W H I T E H E A D .
the door of the larger dining room. The not what we want so much as men and charbeauty
of the ladies and the pride and exul- acter, we always choose our men, aud in
Maryville, Mo., April 1st, 1880.
tation of the happy Phis who acted as their consequence are brothers in the best and
escorts are things which, like the fellow iu highest sense.
the poem, "1 can ne'er express but can not We will hold our flrst regular meeting for
this term in our new hall, next Saturday
all conceal."
After the evening had partly commenced evening.
Our hall is on the third floor, and it is the
r^©~Our purpose is to issue each number by the it would have done your hearts good to have
10th of the mimtb. Chapter Eilitors will please mail seen how under the genial influence of the finest location in town. We are in the same
reports accordingly without further notice BEFORE THE "calico" the medical brow of Street was un- building and on the same floor with the Phi
We will celebrate the
FIRST DAY OF EACH MONTH
Each Chapter is required bent and the legal lore of Gaitskill was for- Kappa Psi fraternity.
to report monthly. Promptness in this matter is de- got, and how we host of vulgar "accadems." fifth anniversary of the establishment of Beta
sirable.—B. M ]
casting aside all thoughts of "moral" latin chapter ou the coming fifth of May. With
and other horrors of college just gave our- the most hearty wishes for the prosperity of
National Grand.
In the Bond,
selves up to the pleasure of the moment. All all Phis, I am yours.
W. D. E. SCOTT.
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, Easton, Pa., Mar. 20th, 1880. were in the seventh heaven of happiness save
poor Tom Phister.
D E A R BROS :
Georgia Gamma.
The estimable and Apollo-like gymnast was
It is a bright spot in the life of a correEMORY
COLLEGE,
Oxford, Ga., April 1st, 1880.
sponding secretary when he can truthfully sitting in a corner of the room, with his
make a good report, and this time the lines heart like the clouds on the mountain, "dark DEAR SC O L L :
are fallen unto us in pleasant places. We and dreary and gray," brooding over his sad I am just from a visit to the oracle of Georhave made real progress since we last wrote, fate in being unable to take his "heart's gia Gamma, E^hi Delta Theta, aud am happy
and feel correspondingly elated. The first anointed" to the supper table. Suddenly a to say that I am the bearer of good news to
cause for rejoicing was the resignation of flood of light broke over him. He would all your readers. We have just initiated into
Chas. N. Williams, whose questionable chai-- inveigle the lady's escorfe into sitting near our mystic order—as an honorary member—
acter had long been a heavy load to carry. him.
Prof. R. Mcintosh, the celebrated Southern
Fortunately, however, he identified himself
He suceeded but too well, and the conse- vocalist. I say Southern, simjily because his
with us so seldom, that comparatively few quence was, the poor deluded and unhappy career has been in the South. But his repuknew of his membership. On his retirement escort, a good natured but green young man, tation is rapidly widening, and promises to
from Phi Delta Theta, he was received into unnoticed and uncared for, ate his supper in place him at the very head of his profession
the ranks of Phi Kappa Sigma, and has there silence and neglect, whilst Tom, the sly, en- in America. He is not only a distinguished
obtained that congenial companionship of joyed a pleasant little chat with the coveted man, but really one of the most genial souls
kindred spirits, which we need not say he lady.
that ever graced the social world. He posfailed to find with us. Soon after this we
At eleven o'clock supper was announced, sesses all the elements of an ideal Phi, is
had the pleasure of adding to our number C. and again I feel the helplessness of my lim- virtuous, amiable and learned. We must
S. Melvin, of eighty-two, and though it would ited vocabulary.
congratulate the Phi Delta Theta Society,
be interesting to all, we will not embarrass
There was every imaginable good thing North, South, East and AVest upon the acthe new Brother by telling how much we which could cheer the heart or tempt the cession of this distinguished man to its ranks.
think the chapter has gained.
palate—from duck to salad, from champagne And, Brothers, whenever you make the acThe other reasons for feeling hopeful are to chocolate. I can not describe the halo of quaintance of Prof. Mcintosh—if such should
the prospects for the future ; these at present glory that was shed over the scene by our ever be your good fortune—if he fails to win
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your very best graces, we must say that you
are certainly a cross-grain in human kind
and an anomaly in nature.
Our chapter is in a most flourishing conditio:!. W ' are doing our b°st t ) giva a y^t
greater elevation to the reputation of our
fraternity, at the approaching commsacemeut.
Your last issue was read with unusual interest. Brother Palmer's investigations ard
certainly very suggestive to every enterprising, wide-awake Phi. We are pleased to see
that a chapter has been established at Ann
Arbor. May success, thus, ever crown the
efforts of our noble brothers.
This communication may reach you too
late for publication, but we.know that you
will be rejoiced to hear the news contained
iu its opening.
Yours iu the Bond,
H. C. CARNEY.

Missouri Alpha.
ITNIVERSITY OP THE S T A T E OP M I S S O U R I ,

Columbia, Mo., March 27th, 1880.

D E A R SCROLL :

.My^ast report seemed to be received with
so much satisfaction by the other chapters,
that I am almost afraid to venture on another
for fear that they will think we are not continuing to "boom," if I may be allowed to
use the word, inasmuch as my report will be
"on the decline." But attribute the dullness
of the report to tlie individual, not to the
ehapter here.
Our chapter still continues to prosper, and
next year will flud us in a neat and nicely
furnished hall, and able to stand alone. We
thought it best not to rent and furnish a hall
for the few months remaining in this scholastic year, because it would incur too great an
expense upon the members, and we want to
get started on a good financial basis. It is
sometimes the case that a chapter can go in
debt for furniture and other necessaries, and
pay it off without any trouble. This thing
has been discussed by us, and we have come
to the conclusion that it is far better to "live
within your means," and "pay as you go."
The Phi Kappa Psi undertook to run a
chapter house here, and for want of means
the chapter is now defunct. You will find
that when you press too heavily on the boys
pocket-books, especially on starting out, they
object. Now we have an exceedingly liberal
chapter; that is, each m'^mber is willing to
devote his time and money for the good of
the chapter. And we could, if necessary,
furnish a hall, but we think it far better to
wait until next year.
I read with some interest the report from
Georgia Gamma, in March SUC.OLL, in which
the writer omits the usual local news and
discusses a subject that is a benefit to the
Fraternity. I would like to see tlii.s carried
farther. Let the members discuss each and
every thing that is of interest and a benefit
to the Fraternity.
The March SCROLL contained two well
written articles, viz. : "Our Dead and Living" and "The South and the West," which
were unusually interesting, and should receive the attention of every Phi.
Wishing the Fraternity general prosperity,
and with kind regards to all Phis, I remain
Yours in the Bond,
SAM.

H. KELLEY.

Michigan Beta.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEG;;, Linsinw, Mich .
March 26th, 1880.

D E A R SCROLL :

Another month has rolled around bringing
with it one more number of the SCROLL to
gladden the heart of every member of Mich.
Beta. The condition of our chapter is steadily improving. Since our last report we have
pinned the badge of our order upon one more

SCROLL.

brother, and think we will be able to report
others by next mouth.
We are pleased to see Ohio Eta declare her
opposition to the permanent fund, and hope
other chapters will follow her example, and
let th?ir views be known to the fraternity at
large.
Hoping to send a more interesting report
next time, aud wishing success to every Phi,
we remain
Yours in the Bond,
O. S. BRISTOL.

lediiessee Beta.
N A S H V I L L E , Tenn , Mar. 29th, 1880.

DEAR SCROLL :

Our active membershii) now is 41. No
rival has as yet shown its head. This year's
valedictorian and all the oli iers of the Alumni Association are Phis. We may have a row
with the faculty about commencement, but
if we pass this year without any active demonstrations on their part we apprehend no
trouble hereafter. We intend to aid in reviving two chapters. We have decided to
send Bro. J. M. Barrs, '80, to Knoxville,
about the last of May, to stir uj) the Tenn.
Gamma. The trouble I think with the Phis
there initiated last fall is that they are all
freshmen, and could not get a stand iu the
higher classes. Bro. Barrs is the be.st hand
in the South for spiking men, he has friends
in K. who will recommend him what students
to select, he will remain loni enoug i to initiate a num'i-'r of m°n, and will no doubt
succeed. Bro. C. H. E. Hardin, '80, of Santa
Rosa, Cal., will undertake to reorganize the
Cal. Alpha next year. Bro. D. A. Walker,
'78, of Ga. Gamma, will leave in May for San
Francisco to practice law. Bro. F. Lee Cook,
'78, of this chapter, is a lawyer there. W.
C. .lones, '75, J. N. E. Wilson, 76, G. E. De
Golia, '77, of Cal. Alpha, and a score of other
solid Phis will assist. Besides, Leonard S.
Clark, '.59, of Wis. Alpha, the original founder
of Cal. Alpha, is still there. Bro. Hardin
will summon by notices in the papers and
through the mails a conference of all the Phis
in the vicinity of San Francisco to determine
on plans, and will if necessary himself attend
the University long enough to build uj) the
chapter. This is an opportune time to strike
there, for the Fraternities are weak, but will
no doubt improve. Bro. Hardin was a Harvard man last year. He is just the man for
the work. Phi Delta Theta may well be
proud of liim^f he succeeds, and succeed I
think he will.
P.
Pennsylvania Zeta.
CARLISLE, Pa., March 29th, 1880,

DEAR BROS, IN THE BOND :

Our zealous President, Bro. Reddig, with
a soul alive for the best interests of the Phi
Delta Theta crossing the threshold of Dickinson College in the midst of four other fraternities, rescued from the shoals of non-fraternityism and ushered into the m steries of
the Phi Delta Theta, six young men.
Though up t(vthe'present our voice has
not been heard in the SCROLL, yet we have
not been asleep ; we are at work, and our
prospects are encouraging.
While in appearance we are as a David contending with Goliath, we mean to surprise
our opponents by the reality of our work.
The aim of the Penn. Zeta is to bring honor
to Phi Delta Theta. Yours in the Bond,
GEO.

E . KLEINIIEN^N.

LATER.—The Zeta boys were exceedingly
delighted yesterday (March 30th) by a visit
from Bros. Herman and Johnson, of Penn.
Beta. These are the first Phis that we have
met, since our organization by Bros. Reddig
and Mateer, and already do we taste the
sweets of our fraternity.

We were only too sorry that the Brothers
could not make their visit more protracted.
We hope to meet them soon again, and gladly
will we meet all other Phis.
G. E. K.
Kentncky Alpha.
CENTRE COLLEGE. Danville, K y . , Mar. ,?Oth, 1880.

DEAR SCROLL :

Tiie time comes when the best of friends
must part. Never was more sincere regret
felt than at the parting which took place last
night. Bro. G. B. Thomas leaves us to-day
for his home at Maysville, Ky., and thence
to Va. Beta. In him, Ky. Alpha loses her
brightest star, and most cherished son. It
was through his instrumentality that Ky.
Alpha was re-established, and mninly through
his efforts that she is the best fraternity in
Centre College. We extend our congratulations to Va. Beta, on receiving such a valuable addition to her ranks.
Last uight we met in our hall with Bro.
Tliomas, perhaps for the last time. After
expressing our regrets at his leaving and
singing a parting song we adjourned to partake of a "bounteous repast" given in his
honor. After this we went serenading and
disturbed the peaceful slumbers of the Phi
ladies.
Ou the evening of March 6th, much to the
chagrin of the Beta Theta Pi and Sigma Chi,
a Knigtit was rescued from the darkness of
Barbarism and initiated into the mysteries
of Phi Delta Theta. W. E, Knight is the
new man and a good one too he is.
We are sorry to say that our advertisement
in March SCROLL for correspondents, brought
in only two resjionses. We would be glad if
all the chapters would answer, as we are prepared to correspond with any niim4)er.
In the Bond,
F R A N K FXTHIAN.

Ohio Eta.
BUCHTEL COLLEGE, Akron, 0 . , Mar. 20th. 1880

BROTHER PHIS :

Another pleasant event has passed and only
its memories remain with us. We refer to
our meeting the Ohio Zeta boys and the little
spread that followed the Oratorical contest
ou the evening of Mar. 17th. But the following article, which appeared the following day
in the Akron Daily Beacon, will explain things
as well perhaps as we :
, PHI DELTA THETA F U N .

A Jolly "Spread' at the Empire House Last
Night.—The festive board of mine-hosts Phillips & Ailes, of the Empire House, was
graced last midnight by one of the most thoroughly congenial companies that has partaken of Akron hospitality in many a day.
A long-standing invitation from the Ohio
Eta chapter of the Phi Delta Theta Frateruity, located at Buchtel College, to their
brethren of the O'lio Zeta, at Wooster University, had brought together this "jolly company."
The Akron and Wooster chapters and a
delegation from Pennsylvania Ep.silon at
Meadville, who had been invited to meet with
them, filled 30 places in the sjiacious dining
hall of the Empire, and for full two hours,
amid feasting aud toasting aud song, enjoyed
themselves as only a rollicking crowd of spirited collegians can. The tntm. comprising
all that the most fastidious could desire, was
served in a m.inner which reflects the highest
credit on the gentlemanly proprietors.
Supper over, toasts were announced and
happily resiionded to, as follows, H. A. Kelley, of Buchtel, ofiBciating as toast master :
"Welcome," C. B. Wright, Ohio Eta ; "Phi
Delta Tiieta," H. W. Luccock, Ohio Zeta;
"the Shield and Dagger," Geo. Carpenter,
Ohio Zeta; "Ohio Zeta,"Charles M. Pepper,

Ohio Z e t a ; " P e n n s y l v a n i a Epsilon," A. D.
Collins, Pa. Epsilon.
N o t content with t h e toasts assigned, the
feasters proposed impromptu sentiments,
which were responded to by D. G. Wilcox,
M. D., of this city, H. A. Kelley, of Buchtel.
A. I. Findley, of Wooster Univereity, and
others. Beforeadjournment, steps were taken
looking to t h e holding of a State Convention
of the Ohio chapters of Phi Delta Theta,
which will probably meet at Delaware before
the close of the present college year, on invitation of t h e Ohio Delta chapter, located at
the Ohio Wesleyan U n i v e r s i t y . "
I t might also be stated t h a t actiim was
taken toward drafting a constitution for a
permanent organization of t h e Ohio chapters.
Bro. Crofoot has left college with the intention of entering business, and Bro. Sam.
Thompson is home for the remainder of the
term.
We will close this alreaily long report with
a word regarding our last " s c o o p " on the
Delta Taus. He was a noble freshman and
they endeavored to take him in. They h u n g
about him in small squads, they mustered
their whole chapter around him, they directed
him to consult a member of the faculty, who
l)y the way was one of their alumni members.
They had a special programme prepared for
the evening of his initiation. B u t it was all
of no account, for Bro. F r a n k . O. Payne
now wears the shield and dagger.
In the Bond,
V. E. ToMLixsox.
Indiana Delta.
FRANKLIN, Mar. 9th, 1880.
D E A R SCROLL :

We have not much to note from the lud.
Delta this time. Since last letter we have
initiated one man, Bro. Sweet. We think
he is a good man. Before my next, we will
know of t h e success or defeat of our genial
Plii orator, Ed. Stevenson. H e will have to
contend in t h e primary against an antigreek, but we liave good reason to believe, if
justice is done him by judges, t h a t he will be
among the contestants at Indianapolis. Bro.
J. R. Edwards will lecture for us at our coming anniversary. Bro. C. McCormick is now
connected with a daily paper of this city.
Our .spring vacation commences Mar. 17th,
and lasts one week. Some of the boys will
not be in next term. Greetings of Ind. Delta
to all sister cliapters.
Y o u r s in the Bond,
CHAS. BOAZ.

Tennessee Beta.
VANDERBILT UNIV., Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 29, 1880.

Last month we forwarded to t h e S C R O L L
a report detailing our plan of evading t h e
anti-fraternity laws here, b u t it was forwarded too late for publication. When the Beta,
who went from Centre College, Ky., to Lebanon, Tenn., to start a Beta T h e t a Pi chapter
there, passed through here, he visited Vanderbilt, and we have just heard t h a t a petition for charter with 12 names was sent from
here to Beta Theta Pi as a result of his visit.
T h e nearest chapters of Beta T h e t a P i would
not endorse t h e petition, and it was turned
over to Phi Kappa Psi, which wishes to revive
its Tenn. Gamma. For fear t h a t t h e SCROLL
may fall in some alien enemy's hands we have
decided not to publish our modus operandi.
I t is sufficient to state t h a t we initiate men
sub modo only. AVe will keep a sharp lookout
for snakes, and be still more industrious to
obtain good men. W e now have an active
membership of 39, and a total membership of
68, of whom all but five have been initiated
since Oct. li-!77, which we think is good work.
F r o m the State Normal Coll., in another
p a r t of t h e city, we get the very best of men.

From the law, academic and pharmacy del)artments of Vanderbilt we have no trouble
in getting any student. We do not solicit
students from the theological department,
for they have strong objections to breaking
the Univer.'s rules. Next year we hope to
get a stand in t h e medical and dental departments, though they are not situated near the
rest of t h e Univer. In one of t h e Literary
societies t h e Phis elected all four of the commencement orators without outside opposition. The other society is run by the theologues, who elected all of their men. A Phi
represented one of the societies on Washington's birthday. A theologue represented the
other. The Alumni orator who is to speak
a t Commencement is a Phi. Leaving out
one literary society, it might be said t h a t the
Phis control this institution. We meet every
other week in the finest furnished hall in the
city. Our boys attend well. N o t h i n g but a
star actor being in the city on the night we
meet keeps them away. Our meetings are
very social. A Quartette has been elected
whose duty it is to furnish new music at
every meeting. One of them performs on the
piano, another on the violin, and another on
the guitar. We have a copy of " C a r m i n a
Collegensia" and 10 of the F r a t e r n i t y ' s song
books. One of our men will unite with the
Va. Beta next year.
P.
Indiana Alpha.
INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, Feb. 28, 1880.
EDITOR SCROLL :

Our worthy corresponding secretaiy, ChaS,
Banta, more familiarly known as "Brick
T o p , " asked me to write t h e report for Ind.
Alpha, this month.
Ind. Alpha is now flourishing, but she has
gone through some misfortimes since our last
report. W e were obliged to expel Bro. Johnson for misconduct. He immediately joined
the Betas. We are praised for expelling him,
and the Betas are condemned for taking him
in, although he suits them. , H e is about to
be expelled from the University.
Bro. Cook presented his resignation, and
before the time came for taking action on it,
we were fully convinced t h a t he was not the
man to be a P h i , so we just let him slide.
I suppose he will be another honorable acquisition to t h e Beta F r a t e r n i t y ; for surely he
was no honor to the Phis.
Our men are all solid now, 18 in number,
and everything works smoothly. I n numbers
we are equal to any frat. here. T h e Betas
have been our worst enemies, but they are so
rotten t h a t they are playing out.
Several of t h e members of t h e Beta, Phi
Kappa Psi, Sigma Chi and Piii Gamma Delta
fraternities have been before the Grand J u r y
and also the College Faculty this term. Our
boys all escaped without being suspicioiied.
We have spiked a cousin of one of our
Profs., a Second Prep, and he has pledged
himself to go in with us soon. H e said he
had been talking with his cousin, t h e Prof.,
who is a Psi Upsilon, about frats. before we
had spiked him, and t h e Prof, told him he
was not very strongly in favor of fraternities,
but if he were going to go in any, he would
join the Phi Delta Theta.
Bro. A. L. Roache, J r . , became ill about a
month ago, and I'eturned to his home in Indianapolis, where he has been quite sick since.
We are glad to hear his health is improving.
He was one of our most active members.
Our clmpter has lacked for badges, not in
quality but uumiier. We have some very
fine badges, and I am gratified to know that
four or five of our boys are going to send for
pins next week.
" B r i c k T o p " aud I are working up our
chapter for the " n e w c a t a l o g u e . "
Yours in the Bond,
JNO. C. SHIRK.
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INDIANA ALPHA ALUMNI—T. C. Donnell,
Fraiklin, Ind.
VIRGINIA ALPHA ALU.VINI—C.H.Chalkley,
219 Governor St., Richmond, Va.
SOUTH CAROLINA ALPHA—W. D. Simpson, Jr., Spartanburg, S. C.
PENNA. EPSILON—W. G. Warner, .Allegheny
College, Meadville, Pa.
T E N N E S S E E GA.MMA—F. A. Vincent, Knoxville, Tenn.
VERMONT ALPHA—H. M. Woods, Box 407,
Burlington, Vermont.
OHIO DELTA—Scott Bonham, Delaware, O.
INDIANA BETA ALUMNL—A. B. Kirkpatrick, Boston Block, Indianapolis, Indiana.
ILLINOIS DELTA.—O. H. Swigart, Box 1407,
Galesburg, 111.
KENTUCKY ALPHA A L U M N I - W m . F.
Harris, Elliott House, Louisville, Kv.
ILLINOISGAMM.A—(Subrosa) J. .Mac. Glenn,
Monmouth, 111.
WIS. BE T.A—Dan. S. McArthur, Madison Wis.
P E N N . ZETA—Geo. E. Kleinhenn, Cariisle, Pa.
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S.(§.§urgess'ion^.^o.,\ C H j ^ R L E S
N o . IO P l a i n S t r e e t ,

A.l-.:BJ^lST^ir,
OFFICIAL

COOK,

No. 1 Slufl, e x a c t s i z e .

1ST. •'ST.,
JEWELERS

FOR T H E

Phi Delta Theta Fraternity,
No. 4 S t n d s , e x a c t size.
MANUFACTURE

BADGES, BUTTOl^S,
STUDS, CHARMS & RINGS.

WATCH

CHAIN

[sUMBTIil.vG

CHARM.

B A U G E No. 4 .

NK\V,J

FORMER OFFICIAL JEWELER FOR THE

W'e have for many years made
the manufacture of College

PHI DELTA THETA FRATERNITY,
MANUFACTURES

F R A T E R N I T Y JEWELRY
A SPECIALTY.

^atr0B$, §in08, Stubs, ^atcl^ S^^iws, Marms, fe.

Using only the best materials and
My New Style Badge originated in the fact that I received many letters from parties asking me to get
up a new design
T complied and designed my New Style, which was much admired wherever seen.
Findemploying only skilled workmen en- ing, however, some objections thereto, I have concluded to cease its manufacture and have not therefore annexed it to my revised Price List. Instead of it I have designed a W»tch Cliain Charm which I think is a
ables us to produce a line of Goods model in neatness of design for personal adornment. I t can be made to cost little for such a piece of Jewelrv,
and with fine sets can also be made expensive.
which for beauty and durability of
Prices for Badges, Eings, etc., of any description, furnished upon application. Send for illustrate I catof our Phi Delta Theta Badges, etc. For further informaiion address C. COOK, Fifth and Smith
finish are unsurpassed. T h e merits alogue
Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
C d 1 y N 79.
of our Goods are :
50 VISITING CARDS, THIS STYLE,
They are all Gold of good quality, handsomely and substantially
Philadelphia. on line Bristol Board, only jo c. By Mail J2 c.
made, set with stones which are 1121 Chestnut St.,
Envelopes and Note Paper wiih ^. A. 0 . Coat of
selected and real, and sold at reaArms at reasonable rates.
FINE STATIONERY
Also Programmes, Invitations, and all kinds
sonable prices.

DREKJV,

of fine Book and Job Work.

J. E. WIBLE,
Washington & North Sts., Gettysburg, Pa.

AND

We furnish

set ENGRAVING HOUSE.

B A D G E S in Plain Enamel and
in Garnet, Turquoise, Pearl, Ru
by, Sapphire, and Diamond.

FINE
PERS

S W O R D S ornamented, and also
set to match the Badges.

ENGLISH
stamped

handsomely

and DOMESTIC

in Gold,

Illuminated

MONOGRAM.

Plain

with

CREST,

PA-

Colors or

CLASS

DIE,

Sfc.

Send for sample book of papers and prices.

S T U D S , of Shield pattern and also
in separate letters, either orna- Handsomely Engraved Invitations
mented or set.
for Colleges, Weddings,

B U T T O N S of Shield pattern, in
Enamel.
R I N G S and Charms in assorted
styles.
Designs, Price Lists and all other
nformation furnished promptly.
ClyN79.

Receptions,

Refers by permission to Bus. Man. of SCROLL.

CATALOGUES.
In order to place the Catalogue in the hands of
every P h i . the Executive Committee has authorized the Grand Bunlier to furnish them at
the following rates :
With Paper Cover,
50 cents.
With Linen Cover
75 "
Send orders at once to
G. D. WHITEHEAD,
Grand
Banker,
1 & 3 Thorpe's Block. Indianiipolis, Ind.

Alumni Subscriptions
TO

T H E

SOR.OJL.3L.

Src,

are solicited. Mailed to address of any alumnus
or corresponding member, postage paid, at one
VISITING
CARDS.
dollar per annum. Terms cash in advance.
Send all subscriptions lo
MONOGRAMS,
M. P. TROXELL,
SOCIETY
DESIGNS,
Gettysburg, Pa.
Business Manager.
and HERALDIC
ENGRAVING
EXTRA COPIES of
furnished

in the best manner and correct taste.

Designs submitted for

approval.
h C Bin N T9

THE
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will be mailed at 10 cents each by
BUSINESS MANAGER,

r m

B t r i ri-riiTr»»-B^-BTrirTr^nr^-r^nrTTTiT^iTTB¥lTri¥TTTT1^1T ITniT • • • • • tJ^

C-CMKrhfKrL.?

r~'::0T-*iiyx^yy^

SUB
VOLUME IV.

ROSA.

G E T T Y S B U R G , PA., MAY, 1880.
Blue Eyes>

Dost know how restless 'neath a mountain crag.
Grass-banked and fringed with branch-dipped
shading trees,
A blue eyed laughing lake, whose waters pure,
Refreshing, show a bottom pebbled white.
And gleam and lull with changing sky and breeze?
I know just two such eyes: the surface gleam
Of a deep and flowing sea below—the soul.
They are blue because the heavens are, with
truth;
And clear and pure, drawn from a healthy source,
They hide no murky slime of thoughts diseased ;
And honest as all Nature's works, and scorn
The trickeries of her lesser sister, Art.
Quick to flash forth, they are quick to lull again.
The wide world sought through has no match,
I ken.
GESHOO.

A Fhi Among the Aztecs.
DEAR SCROLL :

In a former number you asked of me
information concerning the Phis who tread
the halls of the Montezumas, and in compliance with your request I have collected the following data. But know, O
Scroll! that that balmy clime of perpetual spring is not the native soil of Phidom, and our gallant knights being but
transient dwellers there may be likened
to angels' visits, a power for good, but few
and far between. Listen then to the
echoes which murmur through the labyrinths and sweep boldly down the corridors of the palaces of the Aztec Kings,
Manuel Maria Corella hails from Magdelena, State of Sonora, and is the only
Phi born on Mexican soil. The echoes
were never tired of singing his praises.
He is the wealthiest, most intelligent and
influential man in the State of Sonora—
has held high positions of State, and has
represented his state in the Mexican
Congress. He was also Secretary of the
Mexican Commission at the Centennial.
He has a large and sympathetic heart,
and while at college in California was
captured by the beauty and bewitching
ways of the fairest daughter of Los Angelos. At present they are residing in
Tucson, Arizona, where his talents are recognized in the court rooms and through
the columns of The Mexican, of which he
is editor and proprietor.
Amos William Butler came to the

NUMBERS.

be settled finally by the next Convention.
Our plan. of requiring each initiate to
give one dollar towards the endowment
of the Fraternity is, in my judgment,
showing too much solicitude for our successors at the expense of our present
active membership. The plan I think is
wrong in principle. It would have been
folly in our Revolutionary forefathers to
have accumulated an endowment fund
for our benefit. Posterity will take care
of itself If our successors do not maintain and advance the Fraternity, they
will be unworthy of their noble heritage
and undeserving of our aid. The active
Phis 20 years hence will surely be as well
off financially as we; but the present P.
F. plan is based on the assumption that
they will be poorer as well as moire Incompetent than we are.
When a nation goes into war, the generation of the time furnishes the soldiers,
and generally a national debt is incurred
to meet the expenses of warfare, which
debt is thrown on the succeeding generation to cancel, as that generation reaps
the main benefits of the contest. Our P.
F. plan is diametrically the opposite of
this. We are in fact laying up for our
successors, although the present are our
fighting days. Now we need to revive
and extend our Fraternity, and all our
energies and resources are needed to keep
abreast with our active rivals.
Besides the P. F. being wrong in principle, it will take forever to collect enough
to yield anything. Since the Convention
of 18/4, when the plan was adopted, the
G. B.—according to his report in the
April SCROLL—has received in the P. F.
from initiation fees but $407.90, or about
;^8o a year. A t this rate, it takes 12
years to accumulate ;^i,ooo, which, invested in 4 per cent Government bonds,
yields
only ;^40 yearly. Would it not be
A. GWYN FOSTER.
much better to make the P. F. dependent
on contributions, and use this money
That Permanent Fund.
from
initiation fees for the general exEDITOR SCROLL :
Please allow me some of your valuable penses of the Fraternity, such as prospace to make a few observations on that curing a steel charter plate, reducing
vexing question, the P. F., which must convention assessments, etc. ?
Capitol in November last, bringing a letter from the Smithsonian Institute, and
spent the two following months collecting the winter birds of the Valley of
Mexico. From time to time letters from
him appeared in the Naturalists papers
on the subject of Mexican Ornithology.
Since his return home report has it that
the Smithsonian wishes him to engage in
explorations for Aztec remains, but report also says that he is too much engaged
otherwise.
I have but one other Phi to mention
and that is the late Minister, Hon. John
W. Foster. My most extravagant praise
would be but tame compared to the opinions of the Mexican people and the foreign colonies. They not only loved and
esteemed him, but they worshiped him.During his stay he made a thorough
study of the people and their institutions,
traveling in all parts of the country to
acquaint himself personally, and now he
is recognized as being the best versed
man on Mexican affairs outside the
country. The English, French, and
some of the other governments are not
represented there, and our legation attends to their business complimentary;
and on his departure, to show their admiration and regard, they presented him
with an original painting from the Academy of Fine Arts, where form and color
are as truly mastered as in its rival, Italy.
During his stay in our Sister Republic he
was Dean of the Diplomatic Corps, although the youngest of his colleagues.
His promotion to the post of Minister
Plenipotentiary at the Russian seat of
Government makes him a /peer of the
princely diplomats, and his long service
makes him the senior but one in our own
Government's foreign bureau.
Very Truly,

CTEEH

3
W h e n a new College is organized, it
does not cripple itself by laying aside
part of its receipts for an endowment,
but it uses all of its revenue for its immediate necessities, and depends for an
endowment on the liberality of its friends.
In m y opinion, it would be wisdom in
Phi Delta Theta to adopt the same policy.
T h e dues from initiations, however,
should be direct from the assessments
for the SCROLL. T h e paper should not
be furnished free the first year to new
members. It is certainly worth a dollar
to any man to become a member of the
Fraternity, and the SCROLL is worth its
price to members, new and old. It is
absolutely essential for the Fraternity to
have some working capital. W e could
make s«)me important extension now if
we had a little money to judiciously use
in that way.
I wish further to make a suggestion
about t h e time of collecting dues. It is
now required that each chapter shall
monthly send to the G. B. a report with
$\i for each new member. This is most
too frequent to be observed, and often
the money is never sent. It is also required that on the l o t h of Sept. of each
year each chapter shall forward $\. for
each active member as a subscription to
t h e SCROLL. T h e result, in many cases
is, that men initiated and coming in after that date pay nothing for the paper.
Much trouble would be obviated by requiring that both amounts be sent on
together, and they should be sent about
twice a year, and at times when all members are in college. W h e n the remittances to the G. B. do not occur as
frequently, the times when they are to
be made will be remembered, and the
chapters will respond promptly, instead
of falling behind. T h e amendments I
propose to our financial policy then are
these:
1. Continue the P. F., but make it dependent on contributions.
2. Require each chapter, on the rst of
April and the ist of Nov. of each year,
to forward to the G. B. 50 cts. per capita
for SCROLL purposes, and $\. towards
the general fund from each member initiated subsequent to the previous report.

T H E SCROLL.
before our next national convention, it being
added that there will be little time for such
consideration as many of them deserve, when
it assembles.
There is no doubt that our next convention
will be one of unusual interest and impor
tanee. Though the cry of "reform" nowadays suggests nothing very definite, yet we
believe teform should be the watchword of
our next national convention. All true and
loyal Phis believe that Phi Delta Theta stands
on an equal footing with any other western
fraternity; still, he is the truest and most
loyal Phi who is ever on the alert to the fraternity's interests, not only ready to praise
it for the history of its past, but to criticise
it wherein it has made mistakes and where
there are elements which will retard its progress, and ready to suggest, devise and do
whatever will improve the fraternity and
place it upon a higher plane.
The publication of our new catalogue is
probably the most important thing for the
convention to act upon. We need a new
catalogue, one that is complete and that we
will not be ashamed to show to any other
college man in the United States. Why
should Psi U. have any better catalogue in
any respect whatever, than Phi Delta Theta ?
Let it be the sentiment of the convention to
have only a first-class catalogue which shall
reflect credit upon our fraternity, if they
decide to publish at once, or else postpone its
publication until they can do so. Have we
not the "ay" of every Phi who reads the
SCROLL ?

Another subject to be wrestled with by the
convention will be the disposition of the
"Permanent Fund." What shall we do with
it ? There is a rapidly growing feeling of
dissatisfaction among Phis against piling up
their dollars in some Grand Banker's coffers
simply for the pleasure of thrusting their
hands unconcernedly in their pantaloon v'ockets and of jostling elbows with other fraternity men with the delivery of this bit of
information to them that we have three,
thousand dollars at home locked tip in a
trunk and we can not get pur hands upon it.
Surely it is far more practical and sensible
to put this money where the chapters can
derive some individual benefit, for, after all,
the chapters make the fraternity.
But we want to suggest another-change.
It is in regard to our initiation ceremony.
We do not want to change what we have,
but there is not enough of it. Make it twice
as long. Let us have something added of a
purely lively character which shall have the
real college ring and not seem to have the
ear-marks of some faculty. Such addition
in contrast to what we now have, would
only make the entire ceremony so much the
more interesting.
o. w. u.
March 26, 1880.

"Mr. Fresident!"

Now it always a)ipears to me that there is
something ludicrously incongruous in the
tenns Phi Delta Theta Chapter,SciiOLL Grand
Banker, &c. on the one hand, and Mr. President, Secretary, Treasurer, &c. on the other.
I do not know the general custom of fraternities in this regard, but it seems to me it is
in far better keeping with the spirit of any
secret organization, and especially a "Greek
Society," to adopt a set of terms peculiar to
itself and appropriate to its nature. I do not
wish to be understood as advocating the
adoption of a set of bombastic titles, such as,
"Most Mighty and Worshipful Sachem," but
would urge that such changes be made as
will render our chapter officers distinguishable from those of mere open literary societies ; such as will let a candidate more easily
back into the world than is done by dropping
him from the clutches of supernatural denizens of other climes into a commonplace
scene in which a president and a secretary are
the only "powers that be." It's like eating
unromantic chips for dessert, after a meal of
roast turkey.
The Masons, and that class of societies, as
well as many College Fraternities, conform
to the rule which simple uniformity of surroundings demands. Let us distinguish ourselves from literary societies. Let the first
duty of the Committee on Revision of the
Constitution at the next convention be that
of changing the names of our officers.
YELLBK.

Convention of '80.
D E A R EDITOR OP SCROLL :

Your well-timed article on "Convention
Matters" in the last SCROLL is deserving of
much attention. The work of the next convention will be binding upon us for two years.
What we do ought to be well done. The
better a thing is tmderstood before acted
upon, the more nearly perfect will be the
legislation on that point.
We can apply this statement particularly
to our finance department which you especially request to be discussed ; for, I think,
there is more ignorance among the members
in general on this point than any other
which is of vital interest to the fraternity.
Therefore, I should like to .see in T H E SCROLL
a full exiilanation of our finance system—especially of the P. F.*—and a statement as to
the present condition of our exchequer.
Another point to be thought of before the
convention is the lack of uniformity in our
badges. At present, they are not alike in
shape, size, or material; Cook's "New Style"
was quickly "squelched" by a little effort;
and it seems to me it would be well to send
several of the others on the same road. We
ought to be able to recognize our badge before getting close enough to read on it, "Phi
Delta Theta." Of course there must be some
variation according to the price of the badge;
bnt surely the cheapest and the most expensive could be made so nearly alike that even
a barb, "though a fool, need not err" in reference to them. At least, this is the case in
the greater number of western fraternities.
My own preference is for the Burgess'^ double
shield. I should like to hear from others on
this point.
The third and la.st point to which I wish
to call attention in this article is the fact
that the signs of recognition, &c., authorized
by the last convention never reached us.
Of course this matter cannot be discussed
through T H E S C R O L L ; but I should like to
suggest that every chapter discuss it in its
meetings and give some instruction to its
delegate, in order that it may be attended to
and reported on before the convention adjourns.
L. c. H.

All classes of organizations have certain
traditional marks and peculiarities which
distinguish them from other associations ;
and these peculiarities are nowhere more
noticeable than in the type of names and
symbols adopted in their organization.
College Fraternities are usually distinguished by names taken from the Greek
Alphabet, by coats of arms copied from ancient patterns and designs, and by many
other emblems which render them peculiar
in their symbolisms. But in the midst of
all this collection of the unique and antique
p.
of onr nomenclature, sitting in our chapter
meetings surrounded by mystic symbols, we
Our National Convention.
gravely rise and, with no appreciation of
It has been very, properly sttggested that eternal fitness whatever, address the dignithere be a full and free discussion through tary who occupies the chair as "Mr. Presithe SCROLL of the questions which will come dent !" or perhaps as "Bro. President I"
*See April number for such statement.—ED.
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Second Annual Convention of the
Indiana Chapters of Fhi Delta
Theta.

T H E SCROLL.
"The south wind will search for the flower,
Whose fragrance late he bore,
But will sigh to find this one, in the wood
And by the stream, no more."

has not been remunerated. Debate and criticism generally constitute the fraternity's literary exercises.
—Delta Psi, said to be the most secret of
GRAND UOTBL. Indiannpoli:), Ind., April 17, '80.
all fraternities, has a chapter house at TrinJ. H. GILLESPIE.
Convention called to order 10.30 P. M. by
ity College (Conn.) which cost .'^40,000, and is
Pres. L. E. Ott of Ind. Beta. Prayer by Bro.
the finest fraternity building in the country.
JAMES W.\.TS0N DODDS,
Boaz of Ind. Delta. The Sec. not being pres- Vermont Alpha, died at Burlington, Vt., Tiie Columbia chapter has completed a three
ent, Bro. Hawley, of Alpha, was appointed April, 1880. In regard to his deatli the mem- storied brick hall, built in the French Re^
Secretrty pro tem., as was Bro. Black of Gam- bers of the Alpha passed the following reso- naissance style, on 28th street, N. Y. city.
ma as Warden. Report of committee on the lutions :
—The "Wash, and Lee chapter of Chi Phi
revival of Ind. Eta at Asbury University:
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in (now defunct) was chiefly instrumental in
remarks concerning which were made by His infinite wisdom to remove from among the union of the two northern and southern
Bros. Shirk, Weatherby, Black and others. us our beloved brother^ James Watson Dodds, orders of the same name. The U. of Va.
Moved by Bro. Black "that the work of re- and
chapter has now a dog cart and tandem team,
viving the chapter be under the direction of
I4%eteas, "We, the members of the Vermont with "Chi Phi" on the panels, and rosettes
Bro. Weatheiby of Alpha, and that he have Alpha of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity, feel of the fraternity's colors ou the horses, in
power to call ou rest of chapters for neces- that in his death we have suffered an irrepar- which the "Kiffies" and their ladies are
sary aid." Suggestions were made as to the able loss; therefore be it
driven ; the Brown chapter has theatricals,
mode of working for the desired end.
Resolved, That we take this opportunity to with an orchestra, on a stage in its outer
Moved by Bro. Day of Delta, "that each express our profound sorrow at the death of lodge room; the Ohio Wesleyan chapter has
chapter be assessed to pay the expenses of one who has endeared himself to us by his dancing, with no ladies, in its hall; and the
such work." Remarks by Bro. Floyd of Gam- warm, generous heart and pure life, and to Cornell chapter indulges in the manly art of
ma concerning the controlling of the High whom in a great measure our chapter owes boxing.
Schools of tlie State. Remarks also by Bros. its existence.
—Tlie men who formed the Alpha Sigma
Banta, Boaz, Brown and others. Appointing
Resolved, That we do sympathize most Chi chapter at Me. Ag'l Coll. petitioned Phi
of working committee for the benefit of the deeply with the sorrowing family of our de- Delta Theta for a charter in Ai)ril, 1875, and
fraternity at large. Chair appointed Bros. ceased Brother in this great bereavement, were refused. St. Lawrence U., where anShirk of .\lpha, Hood of Beta, Hoss of Gam- and can only commend them for consolation other chapter was formed, has only 56 stuma, E. Stevenson of Delta, Lee of. Epsilon. to Him who orders all things for the best.
dents, 24 of whom are girls. TheJJ other
Remarks by Bro. Black concerning the genResolved, That we, as a mark of respect, Alpha Sigma Chi chapters, at Rutgers, Coreral crookedness of some of the other fraterni- wear a badge of mourning for a period of nell and Stevens Institutes, which were
ties among which the Sigma Chi stood prom- thirty days, and that we, also, in order to scooped by Beta Theta Pi, though in good
inent. His remarks were sanctioned by the give further expression of our regard for him Institutions, stand poorly compared with
Convention. Election of officers being next and our appreciation of his services, set their rivals.
iu order, Bro. Banta of Alpha was elected apart one regular meeting to be devoted
— Phi Kappa Psi initiated 2 men from
President, the Secretary being instructed to especially to eulogies upon him.
Beloit at Wis. U. recently for the purpose of
cast tbe vote. Bro. Dickey of Beta elected
Resolved, That a copy of this heartfelt tes- starting a chapter at tiie former college,
in same manner as Vice Pres.; also Bro. W. timonial of our sympathy and sorrow be for- which is anti-fraternity.
Floyd of Gamma as Secretary; Bro. E. L. warded to the family of our departed Brother,
—Phi Kappa Sigma and Zeta Psi are still
Stevenson of Ddlta as Treasurer ; Bro. S. B. that it be entered upon onr records, and sent at Princeton and a number of former Alpha
Smith of Delta as Chaplain ; Bro. C. Blith of to the SCROLL for publication.
Sigma Chis are there who will doubtless start
Epsilon as Warden. Moved by Bro. G. Banta
a chapter of Beta Theta Pi soon.
GEO. E . BERTRAND,
that the proceedings of the Convention be
—The best catalogue as to chapter cnts is
E . A . EXRIGHT,
published in the SCROLL. Bro. Mark Brown
that of Theta Delta Chi. The new D. K. E.
C. H. BAILEY,
being present made a spicy and useful speech
Committee. catalogue has no cuts.
before the Convention. Bro. Black made re—Alpha Delta Phi has decided to enter the
marks concerning the building of a chapter
Univers. of Pa. and Va. as soon as it can.
Other Fraternities.
house for the Ind. Gamma, and stated that
—The 3 remaining Phi Kappa Sigmas at
the work would commence in the next col—Delta Phi, at its recent convention, de- Franklin and Marshall have returned their
lege year. Motion by Bro. "Weatherby that cided to establish 3 additional cliai»ters.
charter.
when we adjourn we adjourn to meet in this
—Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain, lately so —The Psi Upsilon fraternity grew out of
city in the year of 1881, on the morning fol- consfiicuous in the Maine trouble, has been an association formed for electioneering purlowing the contest, at 8 A. M. Bro. G. Ban- chosen President of the New England Asso- poses, and almost accidentally. The letters
ta, in behalf of Delta, extended an Invitation ciation of Alpha Delta Phi.
were first chosen and a suitable motto was
to the Phis to their anniversary and annual
—Phi Kappa Psi held its last convention in subsequently framed for them.
banquet .May 28, 1880, and the convention to "Washington, Feb. 18-20. The next will be
—Chi Phi once had a chapter of 12 memhold an adjourned meeting. Bro. Day moved at Pittsburg.
bers, mostly from the southern States, at the
that we adjourn to meet for an adjourned
—Psi Upsilon's chapter house at Ann Ar- Univer. of Edinburgh, Scotland. Though it
session in Franklin, May 28th, 1880.
bor Is nearly completed. It faces the cam- has been dead 10 years, "Kiffles" still claim
pus, has an average length of 6-5 feet, and it is active. The impression thus made is
Convention adjourned 2 A. M.
width of 40 feet, a tower of 80 feet, and is unfavorable.
L. E. OTT, Pres.
built of brick, with foundations of blue —Last year Zeta Psi established, through the
W. H. H.\WLEY, Sec'y.
stone, trimmings of terra cotta, bands of chapter at Ann Arbor, a chapter at Univerblack brick, and a roof of slate. The inte- sity of Toronto, Canada, and since then sev3E[n ilHemorfam.
rior is finished in hard woods. A long dining eral fraternities have received petitions from
J. X. CHAPMAX,
hall, a kitchen, furnace room, and janitor's Dalliousie, Queens', Fredericton, and other
Texas Beta, died at the residence of his room are in the basement. On the first floor Dominion Colleges.
—The D. K. E.s of Toledo, Ohio, have orfather at Ovilla, Ellis Co., Texas, Feb. 26th, are the reception room, library, and several
1880. He was born at same place Sept. 16th, smaller rooms. On the second floor are 7 ganized an alumni chapter.
rooms for students, and on the tliird floor are
—Recently two Ann Arbor Delta L^psilons
1857.
initiated 15 men at Northwestern, most of
He was one of the charter members of 3 more besides the chapter lodge room.
—In the roster of chapters of Phi Gamma them theologues and "rejected candidates."
Texas Beta of the Plii Delta Theta fraternity
and one of the truest gems that sparkled in Delta in "Am. Coll. Frats.," 3 chapters are A Freshman society called Kappa Nu has
that mystic crown. He entered college as a blank, as the fraternity was unwilling for just originated there also.
—On March 26tli the Brown chapter of BeJunior, but at the time of his death he had their locations to be given. Gamma was at
not been connected with college for the past U. of Nashville in 1850, and enrolled but 10 ta Theta Pi. established in 1847, and susyear, intending to enter again in the near fu- men. Zeta was at Washington Coll., Tenn., pended in 1851, was reorganized with 36
in 1852, and had but 7 men. Iota was at members, absorbing' Phi Kai)pa .\lplia, a loture and complete his course.
His standing in the class room was exceed- Centre Coll. in 1856, and had but 5 men. The cal society founded in 1871, and getting a
ed by none. His aspirations were liigli aud fraternity is arranging to hold State conven- furnished hall. In the same month the chapnoble, possessing the qualities that go to tions in Ind. and Penn. The U. of Va. ter at Iowa Univer.. an anti-frat. instituchapter is on the decline. There is a preva- tion, was revived. In the West and Smith
make np a true man.
He was the first to depart from our little lent dissatisfaction throughout the fraterni- the Betas have mapped out to enter Minn.
band, and although this flower has passed ty with the grand chapter, composed of the Univ., 111. Wesleyan. Lawrence Univ., Mo.
from earth away, still it blooms in our mem- N. Y. city alumni. The member who ad- L^iiiv.,01iio State. Western Reserve. Marietta,
vanced the money to publish the catalogue Ky. Wesleyan, Ga. Univ.,Emory and Wofford.
ory never to fade.
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Let every Phi in the class of 1880, before
leaving College, subscribe for the SCROLL for
next year. The proceedings of the Convention will be fully discussed next year in our
columns.

The White and the Blue.
Not long since a young man who opposes
fraternities—to all appearances at least—espied an envelope stamped with the Phi Delta
Theta coat of arms. Examining it closely
he said to a Phi, standing near : " I suppose
all that means something." "Yes,"answered
the Phi, "it means more than you think."
It is one of the glories of Phi Delta Theta
that it all means something. This was illustrated again at a meeting recently, when a
Phi, in an oration, said that our characters
are temples ; each one is mutilating or adorning the walls of his temple ; over the portal
of each Plii's temple are circled those grand
mystic words of which our Greek letters
<?. A. &. are the symbols. Those words—
our motto—mean something. Our letters,
our organization, our mystic signs, our words,
onr sword and shield, our Bond, our symbols
in our coat of arms, all mean something. So
with our colors. What more happy, more
expi'essive blending could we have ? The
White and the Blue ! Symbolic, are they
not, of the pure and the true ? The White is
the robe of •faultless innocence—the Blue the
dress of confiding trust. As we wear and
use our mystic symbols let us not forget their
meaning. They are not empty nothings—a
thousand times no. The help we get through
them, the ties of friendship we form by means
of them, the character developed with them,
should cause us to place them high on the
walls of the temple each one is building, in
ever living light.

The editors of the Catalogue desire all delinquent chapters, before the close of the
year, to forward to them full reports of members, according to directions in the January
SCROLL. This must be done in order that
The Indiana chapters have just held their
they may report to the Convention as great
second State Convention of which we present
an advancement of the work as possible.
a condensed report. These State organizaAn entertaining kind of literary exercises tions vve believe to be good for the individual
is to have the members of the chapter, se- chapters and for the Fraternity at large. We
lected in turn, to edit, and read at each meet- hope to see other States follow Indiana's sucing a written paper, divided into various de- cessful lead in this direction, and that next
partments such as editorial, contributed, po- year will see conventions held in every State
etic, literary, answers to correspondents, where Phi Delta is represented; or if too
puzzles, advertisements, etc. Each number weak for a convention in one State, two or
should contain the gossip of the chapter, tln-ee might combine. The benefits are too
items about the rival frats., and spicy articles patent to need argument. The report of the
by all the members. This plan makes good Indiana convention will speak for itself, and
writers of the members, and their work is we bid them God speed in the good work they
have taken upon themselves to do.
preserved in a file of the papers.
The Missouri Gamma has just been established at Westminster College, Fulton, Mo.,
with Bro. W. B. C. Brown, Secretary. Bros.
Kelley and Rathbun of Mo. Alpha did tlie
work. The new chapter sends for six copies
of the SCROLL—an indication of wisdom and
energy. Thus the work goes on, every month
witnessing some new victory. Let our brothWe place at the head of this column an ers send their congratulations and encourageimprint of our coat of arms, and are glad to ments to the new chapter.
announce that they can be furnished at such
rates that eveiy chapter can well afford to
Those are noble sentiments expressed by
own a plate. Electrotype plates of the above, the Virginia Delta's correspondent in his
such as any letter press printer can use, will final report as the S. E. of his chapter. We
be sent postage paid at $1.50 each. Thus pay Bro. Dickinson a high compliment when
chapters can do their own printing, at very we say that we have never had an inferior
small cost. Send all orders to the Business report from him, and we but echo the desire
Manager of the SCROLL, or to J. E. Wible, of Phi Delta Theta when we express the hope
that his life-work may be crowned with lofty
Gettysburg, Pa.
We acknowledge an invitation to attend
the 21st anniversary of the Phi Sigma Society (literary) of the University of Miss., and
take occasion to notice that the Phi Delts
figure very conspicuously on that occasion, as
they are wont to do under all similar circumstances.

success. Meanwhile we trust that our columns will be at times enriched with the products of Bro. D.'s pen.
June Number.
We shall issue a number in June. Although
there has been much space given for several
months to articles on convention matters,
there is still much to be said. As there was
no September issue we feel justified in this,
particularly as there are some important articles in our hands that ought to be brought
before the fraternity anterior to the Convention. We want to issue by June 10th, and
would ask the chapter secretaries to inform
us at once of any change in address at that
time. Unless we have word to the contra?y,
the June number will be ^mailed according to
present mail list.
Once more we ask for short reports from
all chapters for June issue. We place here a
word of thanks to all for so well responding
this month, but quill-drivers are never satisfied perfectly, and so we ask just one more
slight effort in this collegiate year. And now
we have a suggestion. Suppose each S. E.
sends as a repoit, or includes in his report,
the names and home addresses of all brothers
now in his chapter. This would doubtless be
useful for our brothers who may be visiting
this summer. Would it not be a good thing
to try ? If so, let the brothers write out the
lists and send them in at once.

in ffiorrcspottirentc.
[^®~Our purpose is to issue each number by the
10th of the month. Chapter Editors wiil please! mail
reports accordingly without further notice BEFORE THE
FIRST DAY OF BACH MONTH Each Chapter is required
to report monthly. Promptness in this matter is desirable.—B. M.]

Indiana Alpha.
I. S. U. Bloomington Ind., April 30, 1880.
DEAR SCROLL:

Nothing has occurred to change the ordinary chapter life since our last report except
the initiation of two noble youths into the
mysteries of Phi Delta Theta. Both of these
young gentlemen were ardently solicited by
other frateruities but in vain, for their hearts
were set upon Phi Delta Theta. Their names
are H. F. Solliday and Wm. H. Holland.
When Bro. Solliday appeared as a Phi, the
rage of the Phi Gams knew no bounds, and
certain of their members exhibited an idiotic
desire to pick a quarrel with Phi Delta Theta
in general and with Bro. Solliday in particular. But we took no notice of their babyism
and they have again sunk into their former
state of insignificance.
Seven from the Alpha chapter attended the
State Convention at Indianapolis, and took
part in its deliberations. Each convention
renders the state organization more complete,
and the chapters of this State now know
more of what, the other chapters are doing
than they ever did before. Other fraternities are beginning to follow our example in
this regard. The Sigs held a pretty good
convention at the same time we held ours,
and the Phi Gams made an attempt—but it
was only an attempt. No other fraternities
can come near Phi Delta Theta in this State.
In the Bond,
CHAS. BANTA.

T H E SCROLL.
few" who wear the shield and dagger, let us the Phi Gamma Deltas will return because
cherish her interests with a sacred fidelity; they have a sub-professor at college; but
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, May 1st, 1880.
and let us strain every nerve and stiffen every neither are likely to return.
D E A R SCROLL :
sinew in the great battle of life in order that
Yours in the Bond,
Our Secretary being sick last month, we we may attain to some laudable end and thus
H. P. SCRATCHLEY.
failed in sending a report.
reflect honor on our fraternity. As for me,
We made a raid last month and now "the in whatever station in life I may be placed
Pennsylvania Beta.
glittering gem of our order" may be seen on it matters not where I am or what fortune
PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE, Gettysburg, Pa.,
the pei-sons of Will M. Merriam, '81, and betides me—my continual prayer will be for
May 12th, 1880.
N. G. Durfee, Preparatory, who join heartily the beloved order which has done so much D E A R SCROLL :
with us in advancing the interests of the for me and which has cemented with fraterPerhaps this may be called "The Golden
chapter and the fraternity.
nal vows friendships which, I hope will last Age" in the history of Pennsylvania Beta.
We regret to say that Bro. H. H. Beazer is during all my life; and now I feel that I can That we are making some grand advances,
compelled to be absent from us this term ; but re-echo Byron's toast to Tom Moore as and achieving silently but surely new victorbut next fall he will come to the front again. most expressive of my sentiments towards ies every day, no one at Gettysburg will atOur junior Ex. came off last night and Phi Delta Theta.
tempt to deny. We need only adduce two
we were represented by Bro. C. A. Foster,
facts to prove this.
"Wer't
the
last
drop
in
the
well.
whose production was acknowledged by all
1. Our new hall. This possesses certainly
As I gasp'd upon the brink.
to be the best, both in composition and dethe best location in town. Neatly but not exEre
my
fainting
spirit
fell,
livery. The Chi Psis had one man on but
travagantly furnished, we dare say, that
'Tis to thee that I would drink."
the Phi Kaps and the Betas had no raprewithin and without, it will compare favorasentative.
In the Bond,
bly indeed surpass any other hall at G.
AVe fully agree with the Mo. Alpha in
JAS. T . DICKINSON.
2. Our Fifth Anniversary. This transpired
regard to getting a hall before we can supon Wednesday evening. May 5th, the chapport it welt, and consequently will wait until
Yirginia Epsilon.
ter's natal day. Every Phi Delta soul in G.
next fall before we do so. By the way, we
was present, 17 (save one, whom, no doubt,
WASHINGTON AND L E E UNIV., Lexington, Va.,
don't care to be called the Wis. Beta in the
a pressure of duties or something else kept
April 23rd, 1880.
Directory any more than we can help.
away). While ^ few things may have been
DEAR BROTHERS :
Yours in the Bond,
better, it was altogether a splendid affair.
I
have
not
been
able
to
write
my
report
to
D A N . S. M C A R T H U R .
the SCROLL before on account of sickness The narrow compass of a chapter report will
and excitement caused by, first, the meeting but detract from the interest of the occasion
Virginia Delta.
rf)f the third class of the Va. Mil. Inst, on and do it in justice. Nevertheless we venture
RtCHMOND COLLEGE, V a , M a y .?rd, 1880.
the aetli of Feby last, which very nearly a brief account of the events of the evening.
Bro. Palmer's "United in the Bond" was
D E A R SCROLL :
caused the extinctiim of the Va. E. Half of
Since our last report we have taken in oneour members were in it, but luckily for them sung by the whole chapter as the opening
new man—Bro. G. G. Valentine. This gen- and for us, they were reinstated on account exercise. Bro. W. D. E. Scott prayed. Bro.
tleman is a young man of firstrate abilities, of their previous good behavior. Secondly, Holmes Dysinger delivered the "Salutatory"
lives in the city and is certain to do us credit. the nearness of the elections of the medalists in an earnest, thoughtful, well-prepared adOn the night of his initiation we had quite a of our societies here, which takes place next dress. The speaker mentioned the position
handsome little banquet in our hall. Ice- Saturday night. We have not initiated any and influence which "our boys" occupied
cream, cake, confectioneries, et id omne genus men lately because the meeting caused seven- and exerted, "socially, mentally and morally,"
combined to tickle our palates and renew our teen men to leave, and leaves very few men upon each other and all their fellows and
love for Phi Delta Theta.
at the Institute. We have a man in hand at associates outside of the Fraternity. Bro.
Looking over the history of our chapter for W. and L. U., whom, if he proves to be what D. is a good writer, and an orator; and we
this session we can but feel iiappy in regard we think he is, we will take in as soon as know every Phi present found an echo in his
to her prosperous condition. We have initi- possible. Bro. J. L. Gill has resigned his heart to his cheering, welcoming words. Bro.
ated five good men, making our number position as sub-professor of the V. M. I. and M. F . Troxell's "History" was full, clear,
new and entertaining. His lucid arrangetwelve in aU. Of those taken in this session, returned home, where he is now.
the majority were solicited by other fraterniW. and L. Univ. expect to play a match ment of occurrences, novelty of facts, and
ties. Every man in our ranks is an enthusi- game of base ball with the Univ. of Va. comments, showed that he was the very man
astic worker in the good cause, and our meet- We expect to see some of the Va. Beta boys for th,e position, and that his knowledge of
ings are always punctually held and attended. then. The game of ball is to be played on or the chapter's history from its babyhood to
the present events is complete. The "oration"
Next session we will have even a better start about the 20th of May next.
tlian we had this, as some nine or ten Phis
Wouldn't it be a very good plan for each was delivered in the unusually rippling,
will return to college. I suppose of course historian to write a history of his chapter musical words of our "Proctor," Bro. H.
our chapter will have a delegate at the Nat- and a short biography of each member to be Max. Lentz. He was perhaps unusually hapional Convention in Indianapolis, but thepublished in the SCROLL ? If it did not suit py this evening in his oratorical "flights,"
boys are grumbling powei'f ully over the assess- to do that, why can't the short biography of if they may be called that. Tliey were lofty,
ment which is fifty cents more than it has the distinguished members of the Phi Delta melodious and instructive. The "Poem"
ever been before.
Theta be written ? Some enterprising Phi, followed, which will appear in the SCROLL.
With this report the Corresponding Secre- like Bro. Palmer, could do it in little or no S. "Duett" was liere admirably rendered by
Bros. J. B. Johnson and M. C. Remsberg.
tary of the Va. Delta would bid an affection- time and with very little trouble.
ate farewell to the Phi brotherhood. This is
Fraternity matters are at a stand still here. The sentiment, "We should love each other
his last year at college and he feels that with Nothing new, the same old state of affairs. more," was in sympathy with the occasion,
this, which is perhaps the last number of the Bro. Palmer wrote to me to say that W. R. while at the same time the fact was evident
SCROLL for session 1879 80, he would fain Baird had told him "that the Phi Kappa Psi that Beta boys have musical as well as other
pronounce a blessing on Plii Delta Theta.
will hold out and so will Beta Theta Pi. talents. Bro. C. M. Eyster gave us a spicy,
Brothers, let me beg you to remain ever Beta Theta Pi has the strongest chapter at and perhaps sure "Prophecy" of the future of
true to her interests and to prove yourselves V. M. I. and several University officers and Phi Beta boys. His frequent allusions to
no unworthy standard bearers of snch a p^pble town residents. The Delta Kappa Epsilon's "mustaches" showed, however, that he had
fraternity. I think that there are few things will go back I guess but I don't think Phi consulted "the oracle" more earnestly as to
in life so necessary to our happiness and wel- Gamma Delta can." I t remains for me to the individual "upper lips," than to the
fare as true friends —those to whom we can answer this. Phi Kappa Psi at the begin- avferage Phi's higher mental and moral nature.
look in times of sorrow and trouble. That ning of this year had only one man at college; The "Valedictorian" was Bro. Chas. S.
most fascinating of English writers, the about Christmas another man was initiated Trump. The speaker, very properly in acauthor of "Vanity Pair," well put it when and that is all. They have a Professor in cordance with his title Rev., gave a devoted,
he said ; " I want a sofa, as I want a friend, I college, and one or two residents in town. earnest, christian, closing oration. And,
upon which I can repose familiarly. If you The Beta Theta Pi have one man in college with pleasure, we record the fact, just here,
can't have intimate terms and freedom with here and an officer of the Univ., but no resi- that a spirit of manliness, thoughtfulness
one and the other, they are of no good." dents of the town that I know of. Their and enthusiasm, free from all puerility or
Now there is no other instrumentality so con- chapter at V. M. I. is not the strongest there ; youthful notions, prevailed during the entire
ducive to pure and unalloyed friendships as a it has only seven members, while the Alpha evening, displaying an individual sense of
college fraternity. And there is no college Tau Omega's have a good many more, so refinement, and of mental culture.
At supper, tlie following toasts were refraternity so admirable in its foundation and have the Kappa Sigma Kappas. I don't
whole scheme of action, and so wise in its think that the Delta Kappa Epsilons will sponded to : "Penna. Beta," J. F. Herman ;
precepts and laws, as Phi Delta Theta. So return because there is not one here either at "Phi Girls,",H. D. Withers; "Our Future
let us rejoice that we are among that "happy college or in town, and it is more likely that Prospects," H. H. Weber ; "Our Chapter's
Wisconsin Alpha.

T H E
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Bro. Dodds, of the class of '82, is dead.
but we confidently look forw-ard to a time
when the Phi Delta Theta society will be the He was sick about four weeks and as we suppredominant one, not only in South Carolina, posed was getting better, when the Messenbut throughout the South. When our chap- ger of death appeared and onr brother passed
ter was organized we had three societies to away. As a scholar he was brilliant and
contend with, but nevertheless our number thorough, as a man upright and noble, and
is good for the time we have been organized as a Phi ardent and hopeful. Few more
and the number of students in this college. worthy wear the shield and dagger.
Not only are we prospering in the number of
At our last meeting suitable resolutions
our men, but they are all men of high moral were unanimously adopted.
character and good ability. Most of us are
Yours in the Bond,
young fellows, having only one senior, but
ED. A . ENRIGHT.
he ranks among the best men of his class in
Ohio Delta.
every department of college duty. In truth
he
ranks
above
the
rest
in
elocution,
having
OHIO
WEHLEVAX
UNIVERSITY, Delaware Ohio.
JUNIUS B . FOX.
received the medal last year at the annual
April 26th, 1880.
debate,
and
has
also
been
appointed
valedicEDITOR
SCROLL
:
Pennsylvania Epsilon.
torian by the literary society to which he
Owing to the absence of Bro. Bonham,
MEADVILLE Pa., May 1st, 1880.
belongs.
which we hope is only temporary, the underD E A R BROS, IN P H I D E L T A T H E T A :
We had quite a stirring time over our last signed was appointed Cor. Sec'y. The Bro.
Through a mistake our last month's report initiated member, Bro. Eleby. So eager were has'falleu a victim to one of those ills that
was not forwarded to T H E SCROLL ; but al- the other societies to get him that they sent infancy is generally heir to, but which he has
though silent in its pages we have not been a committee to wait on him at a station fif- hitherto escaped, viz., the meazles.
inactive in our Aima Mater. We are taking teen or twenty miles from here, and the rest
Brother Fiank Williams did not retuim
a firm position as one of the leading frater- were stationed ready to receive him at the this term on account of poor health but, as
nities here. By bold and courageous action depot. We waited until he was established he is improving rapidly, will probably be able
we carried the recent elections in both our in bis room, and there one of our number to be in college next year. Bros. Fulton,
literary societies, and also paved the way for went to him, and he was ours thenceforth. McUonica and Smith, who were out last
future success. Our chapter was well repre- We immediately called a meeting and initi- term, are back again, so we are in quite good
sented in the comic declamation contest for ated him. Next morning he appeared vvitli condition.
the championship of the college for '80, and the Phi badge on, to the surprise and chagrin
The Phi Gams, who are our greatest rivals,
when the judges came to render their decis of the other societies.
and who have hitherto been taking the lead
ion it was declared that Bro. C. W. Miner—
Hoping that I have laid before yon the here, are now greatly weakened by internal
a Phi—was the funniest man in Allegheny ; condition of onr chapter, which is the object dissensions. Two of their number have already left them, one of them joining the Phi
then he was called to the stage and the of these reports, I remain,
Kajipa Psi and another is said to be on the
champion belt was presented, and fastened
Yours in the Bond,
ragged edge.
'round his delicate waist amid the cheers of
W. D. SIMPSON, J R .
the audience.
The Betas have only four men, and the
Sigma Chis have only one man, in the college
We received an invitation from Rev. Bro.
Indiana Gamiuii>
A. Z. McGogney, of Cochranton, to gather 361 MASS. AVE., Indiannpoli.^, Ind., Mar. 27th. 1880. classes. The latter is a .lunior and the
Grand Migul of tiie fraternity, this being
'round his festal board and spend an evening
their G rand Chapter.
with him and his genial lady, whom we have DEAR SCROLL :
March SCROLL came full of cheer and good
Last Saturday night was made illustrious
visited before, and are only waiting for a
convenient time when we will all accept. advice. It found the Gamma united and in the annals of the frat. by two note-worthy
We were cheered by the genial countenance flourishing, devoted to the glorious Phi Delta events ; the initiation of Bro. Rush Bigley,
of a Brother from Ohio Eta, who made us a Theta that makes brothers of us all. The and the banquet that followed which was due
short visit, and we cheered him and ourselves Ind. State. Association of Phis will be held to the generosity of Bro. Davis, the genial
with an impromptu convivium. The fact is in this city, April 15th, it being also the oc- proprietor of the Central House. Bro. Bigwe have a weakness for "Spreads" which is casion of the State oratorical contest. We ley is a freshman of rare talent and fine social
take this opportunity of extending an invi- qualities. He had been repeatedly invited
quite remarkable.
tation to all Phis to attend. Suitable head- by the Betas, and it was to their great chagrin
The boys felt somewhat collapsed when quarters
will be provided, and we hope to see that they saw him wearing the sword and
they read the G. B's gentle invitation to a large gathering
of the bone and sinew of sliield yesterday morning
"come down," which was in the last number Ind. colleges.
.\fter the initiation which took place in
of the SCROLL ; but they have recovered and
In the Spring Exhibitions of this University our hall we proceeded to the Central House,
the chapter treasurer is busily engaged in
calling in the assessments which we hope will be two Betas, three Sigs, and six Phis. wliere we were cordially received and feasted
soon to have ready to forward. There is Always ahead! Even in the foot and base in a royal manner. After the banquet sevwe keep tiie lead. Fi-ater- eral extempore toasts were given, overflowing
great enthusiasm manifested here in compil- ball associations
rivalry is very high here. It exhibits with wit and wisdom. We then reasseml)led
ing an inter-fraternity catalogue. The Phi nity
everywhere ; in the class room, in the in the parlors, installed our officers, and transGamma Deltas sat down on it, but we con- itself
hall, on the ball ground, and in the acted general business.
cluded that we could well spare them, so the Society
"hash-houses." The most exciting election
Bro. Davis, though not in college, is one of
work has gone (m finely. The Delta Tau of the year was in the selection of base-ball
Delta, Phi Kappa Psi, and our own chapter officials for the ensuing season. The other our most active members and takes great
are represented. We are getting up a fine frats. combined against u s ; but the .staid interest in the fraternity as is shown by the
coat of arms, and expect to take a position preachers, the gay and festive tutor, the aliove.
Will the editor please inform ns where our
in the catalogue second to none.
staunch, stalwart friends of Phi Delta Theta
Our chapter orchestra is (luite a success. from every department of the University chapter houses are ?
Yours in the Bond,
It consists of first and second violin, flute, came to the rescue, and Bros. McElroy and
A. H. SMITH,
guitar, harmonica, and piano accompani- Kuhns, the best men for the places, were
ment. We also have a quartette to lead the triumiihantly elected. I was shown the last
Ohio Epsilon.
chapter singing.
number of the Delta Tau Crescent. Most of
We send "our best" to all who wear the its space, it seemed to me, was filled with
OHIO UNIVERSITY, May 3rd, 1880.
dagger and the shield.
• articles on Phi Delta Theta. Better devote EDITOR SCROLL :
Yours in the Bond,
its feeble efforts to reviving the sickly and
It is said that hope is as essential to anyW. G. W A R N E R .
emaciated chapters it rejiresents instead of thing as present success or gratification, prokicking its life out against the solid bulwarks viding, of course, that that be not the only
of Phi Delta Theta. Yours in the Bond,
food, but that it be seasoned a little with
South Carolina Alpha.
expectation. Although we have had no livWOFFORD COLLEGE, Spartanburg. S. C ,
H. U. BROWN.
ing issue lately, we are not barren ; and albeit
Airil22nd, 1880
we have grown a little ravenous, we expect
D E A R EDITOR :
Vermont Alpha.
soon to have a high feast and "Hobgoblin's
I take great pleasure in informing you that
BnRLiNGTON, Vermont, April 26th, 1880.
Banquet," furnished with a modern Colossus
the affairs of the .South Carolina Alpha are
for the first course and a pigmy for dessert.
in a flourishing condition. Each member EDITOR SCROLL :
Ohio Eta sent an expediency detective
Until now no mournful pen has chronicled
does his duty like all Phis should do, and all
are intensely interested in every thing that the progress of the Vermont Alpha. But down to our University lately. Bro. Smith
pertains to the society. Our chapter is the stern reality, over-riding our hopes and ex- is a fine fellow and a worthy Phi. Seud down
some more boys. There seems to be a want
only one of our brotherhood in South Carolina, pectations, at length necessitates its use.

Social Life,"C. Reinewald; " T H E SCROLL,"
Geo. W. McSherry; "Anti-Frats," J. \i.
Johnson ; "Our Sister Frats,"J. M. Schwalm;
"The Goat we ride," J, Eliner Musselman ;
"Good Boarding," M. C. Remsberg; "The
Phis of Armstrong Co.," Ed. Hill; "The
Professors of Pennsylvania College," W. D.
E. Scott.
Everything that occurred at the table added to the enjoyment of all there. But
nothing was so much enjoyed as young Bro.
Schwalm's "Jew Story" and " I ' m foolish"
and we are sure none caused such convulsive
laughter.
Yours in the Bond,

T H E SCKOLL.
of P h i pins among t h e boys, which, however,
is n o t their fault so much as it is of t h e fair
sex, who seem to have a partiality for t h e
shield and dagger. T h e Permanent F u n d
question has not been agitated much in our
chapter, b u t t h e drift of opinion is slightly
against it. " W e are s e v e n " still, a number
characteristic in biblical and profane history ;
always lucky except in t h e seven-eight commission.
But we are afraid t h a t this is t h e last time
we shall have occasion t o use the expression,
" W e are Seven."
I n the Bond,
TOM

A . JONES.

Ohio Zeta.

quite a pleasant visit from neighboring chapters, including Bros. Brown, Hoss, Kuhns
and Ford from Gamma, Bros. Stevenson
Day and Brown from Delta, and Chas. Banta
of t h e Ind. Alpha Alumni, our former Grand
S e c , and a Phi whose fidelity cannot be
questioned. His reply to Mich. Alpha was
a twenty five dollar subscription.
Our visiting brethren made an impression
long' to be remembered, not only by Ind.
Beta b u t t h e college. W e say, come again.
Bro. Magill has been announced as one of
the Baldwin prize men and we are hopeful
of success on t h e 6th of May.
In t h e Bond,
L. E. O T T .

WOOSTER, 0., May 27th, 1880.
D E A R SCROLL :

Bro. H a r n having more work t h a n he could
a t t e n d to, asked me to remind t h e S C R O L L
t h a t we still live. W e , as a body, are like
Sammy J . Tilden, a mighty live corpse, a n d
are always t u r n i n g up at some point least
expected by our opponents. T h e last time
we surprised the Sigs and took from them a
much coveted prize. In other words Joe W .
Grizill (onr Grizzly) was lifted from t h e darkness of Barbarism into t h e good, t h e true,
t h e beautiful light of F r a t e r n i t y . If all reports are t r u e he will soon have a " b i d " from
t h e Phi Kaps.
Bro. Geo. H . Carpenter, '82, was called
home on account of t h e death of his Sister
H e will not be with us again this year ; but
when t h e college opens next fall, we expect
t o find him here fighting, as he always has
done, for the advancement of those interests
he holds so dear, the intersts of P h i Delta
Theta.
Perhaps this will be the last t i m e this year
t h a t we will report an addition, b u t in reviewing t h e work of the past year we find
t h a t five men have found shelter under t h e
wing of P h i Delta.
Though may be n o t as many have joined
us this year as formerly, yet we can truly say
ours has been a year of success, for we have
men in every sense of the word. W e hereby
warn our worthy President t h a t if he comes
West without giving us a call t h a t there will
be blood on t h e moon the next time we meet.
Yours in the Bond,

Texas Beta.
TEHUACANA, Texas, April 9th, 1880.
D E A R SCROLL :

T h e Phis of Texas Beta are still alive, and
cannot restrain from having a jolly time occasionally, as this report will show. On Mar.
24th, with t h e permission of Dr. Beeson, our
President, each P h i boy with his lovely choice
repaired t o t h e residence of our noble Bro.
J. H . Gillespie, who, in celebration of his
twenty first anniversary, gave a sociable and
fine supper t o his brother Phis. Many who
are strangers t o our Bond t h o u g h t t h a t preparations were being made for the wedding of
J i m m i e and his dulciness, so the expectations
of t h e poor fellows whose curiosity had borne
so high in t h e hope of beholding t h e scene
they had so vividly pictured was brought to
naught. B u t who knows b u t t h a t their expectations may be realized ere long. I can
tell you it was a jolly time anyway, and t h e
supper was excellent. Some persons thought
t h a t your humble correspondent had not eaten
anything for a week. A n d it was all because
he p u t a little cake in his pocket for somebody else. H e will n o t t a k e cake home in
his pocket anymore.
Bro. J . W . Johnson, who is in the hard-ware
business in Corsicana, Texas, was with us
and escorted his " L o v e " t o t h e sociable.
He is a noble old Bro. in the Bond and we
would be more t h a n glad to have him with
us oftener. T h e following poem by our loved
Bro. J n o . W. Pearson, (whose pen productions were seen in t h e J a n u a r y number of
LOU H . M C L A I N .
the S C R O L L ) will give an idea or two of the
occasion, and will give t h e names of t h e Phi
Sisters p r e s e n t :
Ohio Eta.
TO J. H . GILLESPIE.
BDCHTEL COLLEGE, Akron, 0 , May 2nd, 1880.
They
say,
my
boy, you are twenty one.
EDITOR SCROLL :
To night t h a t you are free,
You afsk for " s h o r t and iiointed reports
Through all t h e years t h a t you have run
for this m o n t h ' s " S C R O L L . " Oui's will be
The worst are left for thee.
" s h o r t " if not necessarily " p o i n t e d " . Ohio
E t a is, as it has always been, an united and
Could we b u t know t h a t those t o come
prosperous chapter, whose highest interest is
Would be as those now past.
P h i Delta T h e t a ' s highest good. Although
Our troubles now would be as none,
five of t h e boys graduate tliis year, the ones
And joy would always last.
remaining are of t h e energetic kind to whose
But see, there's Jennie's pretty face,
h a n d s the chapter can be safely trusted. Bro.
I t some times grows too sad.
Joe Hidy, class '76, was with us last week.
A n d A n n i e with her brilliant grace
Joe is one of t h e rising lawyers of WashingLoses t h e joy she had.
ton C. I L , Ohio, a n d still remains a loyal Phi.
In t h e Bond,
There's " d a r l i n g " with her piercing eye,
SEC'Y PRO TEM.
Some times she gets so mad
P. S.—Pres. Reddig m u s t not forget Ohio
T h a t she makes me feel like Cupid, shy.
E t a on liis Western trip. T h e boys all want
And treats me rather bad.
to see him.
W h a t joy, what cheer, with such Phi girls.
A s E m m a , Jennie and Dale,
Indiana Beta.
Georgia, Bettie, with Willie's curls.
WABASH COLLEGE. Crawfordsville. April IOth, 1880.
And Nora cannot fail.
DEAR BROTHER PHIS :
Mattie with her radiant smile
Altiiough t h e Beta T h e t a has not been
A n d Alice as our " B e l l e , "
heard from for some t i m e she has not been
Came with Jennie t o beguile
declining in excellence.
And work a magic spell.
Since our fcn-mer report we have taken in
Texas Beta again sends greeting t o allthe
Bro. M c K n i g h t , and before rejiorting again
we hope t o add another " K n i g h t " t o our Brothers in t h e Bond.
FRANK N . DRANE.
number. A t t h e close of last term we had
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The Scroll.
We've chanted the praises
Of loved white and blue.
Of dear shield and dagger.
Of Phis, brave and true.
The Bond and our sweethearts :
But never a soul
Was inspired by the Muses
To sing of T H E SCROLL !

And so please allow me,
A singer uncouth.
To sing of our organ.
The organ of Truth,
That, Samaritan-like,
Lives to cheer, to console
The knights of Phi Delta,
Our own cherished SCROLL.

The life of our order.
Its counsel and guide.
Its kind elder brother,
\ friend true and tried !
Mind its precepts, my brother,
It points to the goal
Where are love, joy and peace !
Let us prize, then. T H E SCROLL.

It will build up and strengthen,
And spread far the name,
And give to our order
A national fame !
'Twill remain staunch and steadfast
While years o'er us roll:
Then support and sustain it,
Our treasure, T H E SCROLL.
ORLANDO.

A Poem,
Read at the Celebration of the Fifth Anniversary of the Penna. Beta, Phi Delta Theta,
May §th, 1880,
BY JUNIUS B. FOX, '8o.

Inspiring memories of another day,
When gallant hearts with new-born hopes were
fired,
And young love in each vein first traced its way.
Now fill our souls. And as imagination, tired.
Paints its pictures and glowing charms imparts.
Memory, on the altars of our hearts.
Places her new garlands, this joyous hour.
And binds again my Beta's bond with power.
And, as the huntsman, weary in the chase,
Turns to some gushing stream t' allay his thirst.
SO now we quaff the crystal, golden flood
That, springing whence no other's footsteps trod,
Flows sweetly, calmly, through the vale of
years
Singing its songs, and telling of the tears
Whence it c a m e ; of the prayers that were
prayed.
Of heroic deeds and victories made.
The murm'ring stream moves o n ; the whisp'ring
breeze
And vocal nature, with her livmg trees,
Join in one symphonious melody
That echoes and reechoes still to-day ;
But more eventful, more glorious far
Were the songs of angels and "morning stars
That sang together" one sweet Fifth of May,
My Pennsylvania Beta's natal day.
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That heard, with blissful joy, the sweet angelic
song.
While joyful tidings, by heaven proclaimed,
Spake peace to their hearts, and strength was
regained.
In w o n ^ r they watched the bright Eastern
Star—
Pennsylvania Beta's bright harbinger—
While fol'wing the heaven-directed way.
That joyous, brightest, sweetest Fifth of May.
'Tis ours to bring our offerings now of praise.
Emblems of honor for the tasks of other days ;
To raise, with brave hearts, the banners we love.
As worthy conquerors ourselves to prove.
And when Earth's ages have passed away.
And all are rolled in Eternal Day,
And the Angel proclaims that "Time is now
o'er,"

chapters and men manifests itself, one
great and essential principle of our order is necessarily ignored, viz.: Acquaintance with the men to be admitted as
brothers.
Haste, which, preeminently in
the admission of members should be
made slowly, can produce only pernicious results. A n element is thus intronuced, not only detrimental to success
and progress, but which becomes a canker preying upon t h e vitals till death
ensues.
2. Zeal for breadth often occasions the
We'll swell the glad chorus of VICTORY E V E R neglect of chapters already
established.
MORE !
Even the oldest and most firmly estabBreadth and Strength.
lished need careful attention to keep
The uneasy desire to extend our bor- them thrifty and vigorous; but how
ders, to increase our number of chapters much more necessary is this for newly
and men, is fraught with evil to our best organized chapters! They require t h e
interests, and calls for the voice of warn- careful supervision of experienced guaring and counsel.
Such indiscriminate dians ; otherwise they are often shortzeal for t h e enlargement of our boundar- lived. In their inexperience the slightest
ies, as appears at present in many locali- shock may produce prostration from
ties, can attain its end only at t h e ex- which recovery is impossible. Accordpense of other and more important con- ingly, the wisest plan often is to put t h e
siderations. Such a tendency involves chapters already in existence on a firmer
consequences that are not only antagon- and more secure basis. O u r own history
istic to t h e objects to be attained by our will furnish sufficient examples of t h e
order, but also subversive of the funda- danger of neglecting these considerations.
mental principles on which it is based. W h e r e is t h e New York Alpha ? t h e
Therefore, attention is called to t h e ne- Penna. Delta ? and t h e many others that
cessity of strength as well as breadth in have sunk—some from internal decay,
our fraternity, and their mutual relation occasioned by the admission of a foreign
and interdependence.
element; others, because they never were
Breadth is often regarded as synony- strong, and, being neglected have fallen
mous with strength. Nothing is more before t h e resistless influence of a betterspecious. It is often one of t h e most appointed and better organized opposifruitful sources of weakness. A fraterni- tion ?
ty with a chapter in every college in t h e
That breadth is very important and
land may be among the weakest of such should be earnestly striven for is not disorganizations. However great the num- puted. O n the contrary, effort in this
bers, unless the members possess charac- direction is t h e legitimate outgrowth of
ter worthy of confidence, with attain- internal activity, when carried on within
ments and means that will command t h e proper limits. While a failure to make
respect of friends and foes; unless the additions to t h e number of chapters is
chapters be organized so as to unify and not necessarily an evidence of weakness
consolidate t h e different, and often con- and decline, prolonged inactivity in reflicting, elements, breadth can only gard to extension would be dangerous,
weaken. Let us particularize.
and in t h e end might prove fatal. ColI. W h e n an anxious and indiscriminate lege fraternities are nothing if not a g Their activity, objec-

Happy are our hearts; but happier far the
zeal for a rapid and extensive increase of gressively active.
throng

TME
tive and subjective, is their vitality.
Inactivity produces stagnation, inefiflciency, and in the end impotency. It
weakens the pulse, dries up the blood,
and ultimately destroys the life. Active,
energetic, persevering effort is, therefore,
a necessity.
But this energy need not necessarily
be spent on an outside element. It is
often wisely consumed in developing inward strength and efficiency. Breadth
is desirable ; yea, earnestly urged. Let
the Phi Delta Theta be organized in
every college from Maine to California,
exerting her benign influence in every
institution in the land, urging men to
cherish unfeigned friendship, to strive
for the attainment of a high degree ot
scholarship, and to combine and sanctify
both by an upright life. But this breadth
must never be sought at the expense of
strength.
So important is this last consideration
to the interests of our fraternity, that if
dare not be passed by unnoticed; and,
in the short space yet left to which this
paper is limited, attention is earnestly
solicited to a few of the characteristics of
our fraternity which preeminently constitute our strength.
1. The character of our members. It
has been our pride and our boast that
our members as a class are not only
without reproach, but even above suspicion. This fact receives additional
force and significance, when acknowledged by our rivals and antagonists.
This is our strength, our impregnable
fortress. As long as we do not voluntarily surrender our stronghold by admitting enemies within, all attempts to
assault or injure must fail. That such
a character is and should be required of
every Phi needs neither argument nor
defense. Only such are the "true blue."
2. The scholarship of our members.
This is another important element of
strength. Scholarship carries with it
respect and influence. To hold a high
position in a class is always a credit to
the student as well as the fraternity to
which he belongs. For the attainment
of this end our fraternity has ever striven,
and has mostly won "the lion's share" of
the spoils. When the true Phi spirit
manifests itself this object is still kept in
view ; and as a consequence our men are
not only found at the head of their
classes in college, triumphantly bearing
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away the prizes and honors from their
rivals, but afterwards in active life are
found in the front rank of their profession, models worthy of being imitated by
their less fortunate associates.
J. The resources of our members is
another source of strength. By this is
not meant merely those who have plenty
of the "ready cash." This is important
and necessary for meeting the expenses
of the organization. But this does not
include all. Every Phi should b ^ e n t l e ,
modest, obliging, affable, sociable, frank,
and should possess business tact, an honest purpose in life, and in short, such
qualities as will develop in himself a full
and rounded character, and will contribute to the social enjoyment, intellectual
attainments, and moral influence of his
associates.
The character, scholarship and resources of our members are a few of the
pillars on which the Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity rests. Tamper with them, the
building will totter; remove them, it will
fall. The conclusion, therefore, is forced
upon us, that the admission of such men,
and the organization of such chapters
only as possess the above qualifications,
can either be a source of strength or of
value to the fraternity at large. Otherwise, widening can only be the synonym
of weakening.
HOLMES DYSINGER.
GETTYSBURG, PA., May

28, 1880.

"Sub Rosa."
Do not some of the fraternity journals
in finding fault with the SCROLL for
speaking in detrimental terms of the
action of some rival, compromise their
honor a trifle? They must forget that
the SCROLL is published by Phi Delta
Theta for Phi Delta Theta, and Sub
Rosa, a warning that in the days of
chivalry would have kept the pages of
our organ unsullied by the touch of profane hands, is prominently displayed on
every issue. Alas that those days are
folded with the past!
The SCROLL is as sacred as a personal
letter. In such a letter would not the
rival who especially delights in saying
unkind things of the SCROLL on this
score, state its opinion candidly of some
move or project of a rival ? Most certainly ! They surely discuss fraternity
matters among themselves, and just so
surely they have the prerogative to do

so and the right to their opinions. Have
they not the charity to give the same
liberty and freedom of thought to Phi
Delta Theta? We do not publish our
opinions to the world any more than
they, and if, by unfair means, they learn
our opinions, to discuss them openly
requires, to say the least, an inordinate
amount of pure cheek,
i This is written in the most charitable
spirit. Phi Delta Theta has malice for
none, and, personally, I have many noble
ifriends who are members of rival fraternities of whom I would not speak unkindly. If our paper were published to
the world perhaps other fraternities
would have a right to complain if we
express our opinions too freely, but the
SCROLL is simply a means of communication between the members of our order.
The seal of Sub Rosa is placed upon it,
and a true standard of honor will allow no outside hand to break it.
When, hovvever, it is broken, the act
applauded, and the contents of the
SCROLL . discussed openly, then honor
has sunk so low that we dislike to notice
the matter even as briefly as we have.
Soon we shall have a cover with seals,
a personal letter, and write thereon in
plainest characters Procul o, procul este,
profani.
G.

Reconstruction and Extension.
In the March number of the SCROLL I
discussed the desirability of our entering
the various southern and western institutions, and recommended that "chapters be
established at Johns Hopkins, Washington and Lee, Univ. of N. C, Wittenberg,
Ind. Asbury, Northwestern, Chicago,
Univ. of Mich., Univ. of Minn., Univ. of
Kan., and Univ. of Cal. This has been
gl6riously carried out at Northwestern
and Ind. Asbury ; other fraternities have
meantime made moves on the chess
board; I have endeavored to get still
more accurate information concerning
the institutions of the West and South;
and therefore I will make some observations supplemental to those before expressed.
I am now very doubtful about the expediency of opening a chapter at Johns
Hopkins. Of the 123 "Fellows" there
last year, almost every one is a graduate.
In fact, Johns Hopkins is a post-graduate
Univ. Men go there to take very advanced courses. In my opinion such men

T H E
are so great book-worms and "grinds"
they would not make good fraternity
workers. Each "Fellow" pursues separate studies, they do not meet in classes,
they have no celebrations bringing them
together, and they board widely apart all
over the city. T h e Univ. is modeled after the German Univs., and it is generally
agreed that secret fraternities would not
thrive in them. T h e Beta Theta Pi chapther there has no vitality. The Phi K a p pa Psi chapter has but 6 men and is weak
from lack of interest. A chapter of our
fraternity there would be but an experiment, and Phi Delta Theta cannot afford
to start any more experimental chapters.
-Under the circumstances would it not be
well to leave the field to the Betas and
Phi Psis ?
With regard to W . & L., it seems one
charter ought to do for both it and V. M.
I. While men should be initiated from
both, it might be well to have the location of the chapter changed from V. M.
I. to W. and L.
The Pres. of the Univ. of N. C. writes,
" T h e Univ. of N. C. is closed forever to
fraternities." So good-bye to that place.
S. A. E. has retired from the Univ. of
Tenn., and we have little encouragement
to start a chapter there. T h e petition
for a charter from there has been held in
abeyance by our fraternity authorities. In
view of the failure of the attempt to put
a chapter in the institution, I suppose a
refusal to grant the charter will now be
forwarded to the petitioners.
Now let iis turn to the West.
A t Wittenberg, where was our O.
Gamma, the students have issued this year
an illustrated annual of 60 pages, called
the Aloha, which reflects credit on the
College. T h e number of students catalogued is, theologians 16, Seniors 20, Juniors 17, Sophomores 15, Freshmen 23,
Select 20, Preparatory 60, total 171. Phi
Kappa Psi has 15 active members, and
Beta Theta Pi 8. I still think that we
should organize at Wittenberg if good
material can be found.
My opinion of Marietta has changed.
T h e college resembles eastern institutions, and is rapidly improving in numbers and wealth. Its being a Phi Beta
K a p p a college is proof of its high standard. It issues a splendid illustrated annual of 66 pages called the Mariettian.
T h e fraternities there are Alpha Digamma (local). Alpha Sigma Phi (local). Del-
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ta Upsilon (anti-secret) and Phi Gamma
Delta. Our Ohio chapters desire a chapter there. Beta Theta Pi wants to get in.
Chicago Univ. has been searched by
Bro. W . R. Worrall, '79, Ky. Alpha. H e
wrote in April as follows : "I have talked
with the Pres. of Chicago Univ., and he
is very much discouraged in regard to the
future of the institution—says, 'Something must happen within the next two
or three m o n t h s ; either the institution
will die altogether, or she will rise. Just
at present we have no prospects.' T h e
denomination that controls the Univ. is
not at all strong in this city and are divided among themselves. There is not
an endowed professorship, and the only
sources of revenue are from tuition and
charity." This confirms reports of other
western Phis. Beta Theta Pi some time
since was talking of reviving its chapter
at Chicago, but the nearest chapter,
which is at Northwestern, opposed it,
and the subject was dropped. So there
is no u.se to bother ourselves about Chicago for the present.
The Phis now at Ann Arbor are resolved upon t h e noble work of reestablishing our Mich. Alpha if they receive
the support and assistance of the fraternity. It is absolutely necessary that they
open a Phi boarding and club house, as
the other fraternities there have either
rented houses Or buildings of their own.
The expense of fitting up such a house
will be considerable, and pecuniary aid
should be given these brothers who are
trying to establish Phi Delta Theta in the
greatest Univ. of the West. All Phis
who have not determined what college to
attend next year, should if possible decide to go to Ann Arbor, for good, enthusiastic and hard-working Phis will be
greatly needed there next fall.
W i t h regard to Minn., Kan. and Cal.
Univ., I will only say it is important that
we enter them as soon as possible. There
is going to be a grand fraternity revival
at the latter place next year.
Beta Theta Pi has lately revived at
Iowa Univ., but as the institution has
heretofore been hostile to fraternities, we
can well afford to wait and see if t h e hostility does not continue.
There are a number of insignificant
southern and western institutions which
I have not noticed, as I do not suppose
that any one wishes us to charter inferior
institutions. Our fraternity now has so
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many chapters that it should raise instead
of lowering its standard. Phi Delta Theta
is not like^the Grangers or blue ribbon
movement that it should plant chapters
all over creation.
W e ought not to
think of starting chapters at places where
they will probably exist only a few years.
Let us leave these uncertain "chances,"
"openings"- and "opportunities" to the
small calibre frats. Phi Delta Theta has
made wonderful progress during the past
year, both in building up and extension,
and should now take great care that no
mistakes are made.
T o recapitulate : In the South we are
so nearly dominant that we only need to
get a stand in W . and L. In the West
we should establish chapters at Wittenberg, Marietta, Mich. U., Kan. U., and ,
Cal. U. W e can carry every one of these
places next year if we all will put our
shoulders to the wheel and push as we
have in the year past.
w. B. P.

A Catalogue Flan.
Two controversial subjects have arisen
in the fraternity within t h e same number
of y e a r s : finance and catalogue. T h e
opposition to the present system seems
confined to the per capita tax for the catalogue fund. It has been urged that unless the catalogue bears its face value to
each member, he should not be compelled
to purchase. That may be a correct
view, but it is not business. If the fraternity thinks best to make its publications commercial transactions, I propose
that enough enterprising Phis take hold
and make them successftal.
Suppose a stock company of 50 shares
of twenty-five dollars each be organized.
This gives a capital of ^1250, which
would be abundant for publishing a catalogue equal to that of the Psi Upsilon.
Each subscription could be subdivided
into fifths payable monthly. T h e catalogues would be sold for cost and the
money returned to the capital, which
with its annual interest would keep it
abreast of the growth of the fraternity.
A copy is due each subscriber; and the
increasing capital, being transferable,
gives good interest on the investment.
Is such a scheme practicable ? Unless
I greatly mistrust Phi spirit, assuredly it
is. I know Indiana can furnish ten subscribers, and believe the other States can
bear this proportion: Penn., Ohio and
Georgia each 6, Virginia 5, Tennessee 4,
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Illinois 2, Kentucky 2, leaving but nine
to be filled elsewhere.
Great credit is due to Bros.. Banta and
Palmer for the excellent style in which
they are arranging the facts for the next
catalogue ; they deserve all the aid liberally extended them and more. But what
is the value of their laborious undertaking, if, after the facts are collected, the
fraternity refuses to recognize their work
by not publishing it? It would be a
s h a m e ! If the time is ripe for this undertaking, I suggest Bros. Banta and Palmer as a committee on subscriptions, and
they are at liberty to open the list with
my name.
Allow me two after-thoughts. By the
time the facts can be collected and arranged a new catalogue will be a necessity. H o w shall it be published, cheaply,
or in good style; by a tax, or by subscription ? It is well to look at these
matters in time, and avoid the troubles
and dissatisfactions of the preceding editions. Again, if a stock company for
publishing the catalogue prove successful,
it could extend its labors over the SCROLL
and other publications.
A. GWYN FOSTER.

April 24th, 1880.
Flactus.
O Virgo amabilis I
Humilem me crede.
Cano si mirabitis
Indigno cantabalis.
Amam te cretante.
Virtus deserit pulcram
Labor ejus vide :
Quum ne fragissem hostam,
Vice verbuTn et versam,
Audax naturante.
GESHOO.

Phi Delta Theta Needs.
W i t h o u t professing to be one of "Our
Juvenile Shermans," we venture to suggest a policy which, if not the best, may
serve as material for a sound financial
structure.
T h a t organization desirous of unity
and brotherhood, which hopes to perpetuate itself and would accomplish the
greatest benefit t o all concerned, should
not be content with simply asserting its
existence to those most intimately connected ; rather it should proclaim its
distinctive character, and merit recognition by becoming a body corporate.
W e believe the Phi Delta Theta fraternity possesses the quality of continued
existence, seeks unity and advancement,
and deserves for these, if for no other
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reasons, to be incorporated. W e r e such
the case the fraternity would be associated in partnership with all chapters
and in case of the disintegration of any
chapter, as Cornell, could claim and obtain all property of said chapter.
It
furnishes additional safeguards of security, insures a stable government, and
offers an inducement for voluntary subscriptions to increase the Pernianent
Fund. That measure will strengthen us.
It will furnish an adamantine foundation
for future greatness, and hasten the day
of Phi Delta Theta supremacy.
Let us not delay this step ; no more favorable circumstances will present themselves. Let those in authority urge
forward the movement and bring about
this important measure.
That our worthy G. B. has done his
duty no one questions. But do we not
need a business manager empowered
with greater responsibilities? Should
we not have a financial head who can
devote his time to Phi Delta Theta first,
last, and foremost ? That such a policj'
would be successful, a glance at the thorough work of our efificient president fully
testifies.
In order to provide for convention and
incidental expenses, let the interest on
permanent fund and the tax on initiations
be tributary to the general fund. This
will with a moderate permanent fund and
the increasing number of initiations
greatly lighten and finally obliterate the
dreaded convention tax.
According tp resolutions adopted at
the last convention, subscriptions for
T H E SCROLL are due the loth of September, and it has been assumed that
those initiated after the loth, receive the
SCROLL free.
Wfe believe t h a t . every
man should pay full value for what he
receives whether that be Government
Bonds or T H E SCROLL.
Therefore to recapitulate:
1. Incorporate the fraternity.
2. Let the G. B. be as heretofore a responsible person, who shall control the
finances, solicit subscriptions to the permanent fund, and who, holding the interests of Phi Delta Theta nearest his heart,
will have the time to correspond whenever and for whatever purposes fraternity
interests demand.
3. Strengthen and increase the permanent fund by voluntary subscriptions.
4. Let the interest on permanent fund

and the initiation tax furnish
fund for defraying convention
dental expenses.
5. Let every SCROLL sent
publisher be paid for.

a general
and incifrom the
I. C. T.

Permanent Fund.
At the National Convention of Phi Delta
Theta, held at Danville, Ky., in 1872, a resolution was passed authorizing the raising, by
individual donation, of a permanent fund.
The interest upon this fund was to be used
to defray the general Fraternity expenses;
but at no time, or under any considerations,
should any part of the principal be used. A
committee was appointed to .solicit donations.
The donations were generally in the form of
notes payable within ten years, interest at
ten per cent, payable annually. At the time
of the Convention of 1873 the total amount
of subscriptions was $547.00, which, minus
the subscriptions not paid and the expenses
from purchase of stationery, stamps, etc.,
left the total amount of cash in the fund
$324.84. This Convention also instituted the
ofiice of Grand Banker, Bro. C. O. Perry
being chosen to fill the position for two years.
Accessions to the permanent fund were at
this time wholly voluntary. To increase the
fund more rapidly the Convention of 1874
proposed the present plan of initiation tax.
What the present law is in regard to this tax
it is impossible to decide from the minutes of
the Convention, as, of the two recommendations made, neither is recorded as adopted.
We are left in the dark, as, indeed, we often
are in the minutes of the Conventions, as to
exactly wliat action was taken. But be that
as it may, the fact remains that for every
initiation one dollar is due the permanent
fund.
The Grand Banker's report at the Convention of 1874 gave the cash assets of the fund
as $389.50, with $139,00 unpaid subscriptions.
Of the amount at his command the Grand
Banker invested $210.00, at ten per cent,
interest.
At the Convention of 1875 a sort of a report of the permanent fund was made, but
the report is too ambiguous to enable one to
get an intelligent idea of the condition of our
finances. The aggregate footing is probably
all right; I believe it i s ; but whether the
$210.00 invested in '74 is included in the
$260.00 of "subscription notes at 10 per cent.,"
as it probably is not, leaving an increase of
$50.00 to be accounted for in some other
way, or whether the investment is not included at all, we cannot tell. At any rate
$652.50 is given as the total amount of assets,
of which $139.00 is still unpaid, leaving
$513.50 cash (?) in the treasury.
The report at the Convention of 1876 shows
an aggregate of $8.30.00 then in the fund, of
which $130.00 is unpaid. The same ambiguity arises from this report as from the p'revious one.
At the Convention of 1878 the total assets
of the permanent fund were given by the
Grand Banker as $1,005.40, with $1.39.00 unpaid. The items of this report fail to explain
themselves, and we are unable to decide from
the report itself what is the amount of cash
on hand.
Such is a rough sketch of our permanent
fund. What is its application ? The fund is
to be invested at the largest rate of interest
possible, and the earnings taken to defray
general expenses. In 1874 $210.00 was invested ; in 1875 $179.50 was invested ; in
1876 only $88.00; and in 1878 nothing \fas
invested. The subscription notes, however,
bring ten per cent, interest. Tliese notes in
1875 amounted to $260.00 ; in 1876, to $365 ;
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in 1878, to 6460.00. Now, in 1878, .?1,00).40
—Phi Kappa Psi has sub rosa chapteis at
Personals.
was the value of the permanent fund ; SU'J Monmouth, Racine, and Iowa University ;
—Harry M. Woods, Yt. A., is station agent
of this draws interest; nothing was invested; Delta Tau Delta at Mt. Union ; and H.-ta
and telegraph openitor at Essex Centre, Vt.
what disposal is made of the remainder? Theta Pi at Beloit, Denison and Harvard.
Again, 8139 of this 3^1,005.40 is not available
—Charlton Du Pont, Ga. B., is practicing
—Monmouth College was given 825.000 on
means, for this same amount ha.s been carried conditii)ii that Fraternities be excluded. Sev- law at 135 Bay St., Savannah, Ga.
over.as "unpaid subscriptions" since 1874. eral of them continue nevertheless. Some
—F. H. Terrell, M. D., U. S. Xavy, Va.
Hence we have no assurance of more than weeks ago the faculty obtained a Phi Kappa -A., '71, is Physician to the Xaval Hospital
8460 being at present on interest.
Psi catalogue and from it learned that a on Mare Island, San Francisco, Cal.
—M. M. Hargrove, Va. A., '72, is ProfesXow let us reflect. The convention of chapter of that fraternity existed there.
1878 L'ost over $500. The cost of publishing Three members were dismissed from college sor of Modern Languages in the Military
catalogue once iu two years is .8400. Add to and ten signed an agreement to disband. Academy at Charlotte, X. C.
—Wm. McK. Murrell, Va. A., '74, is
tliese a multitude of smaller e.xusnses, and Three of the latter afterwards revived a deelected Commonwealth's attorney for Campwe will call the biennial expenses 81,000, or funct chapter at Chicago University.
•6oi)0 a year. .:r460 at 10 per cent, earns -846 —Beta Theta Pi has been incorporated in bell Co., Va.
annually. -Apply this amount to the pay- Ohio and has its head-quarters in Cincinnati.
—Frank E. Hunter, Esq., the pride of
ment of 85i)0! But it is not expected that Of tjie nine members of its Board of Direc- Zephyr Hill, is at Indianapolis this week,
the permanent fuud will cover our expenses tors six are required to live there. The con- making a "mash" on some of the Capital city
at present. At the present rate of increase vention is required to meet there every three daisies.—Bloomington, Ind., Journal. What
it will be very many years before our fortun- years.
does that mean, Bro. H.?
ate successors will be materially benefited, a
—A. Gwyn Foster, Ind. A., '78, having re—Delta Tau Delta has appointed an Exfact the m(n-e true from the growing tendency tension committee. Lookout!
turned from Mexico, is now at his home in
to make our conventions more expensive.
—All Betas have to order their badges Henderson, East Carroll Parish, La., where
Wliy should we tax our Order in its -youth through their general treasurer and the fra- he will remain until summer. In the fall he
will begin a two years' course in mining enfor the benefit of future Phis who will in all ternity obtains a revenue on them.
probability be better able to bear their own
— At its last convention Beta Theta Pi gineering in the east at Lehigh, or Columbia.
burdens than we are to bear the burdens for adopted a new Constitution and Ritual. The I We look for good Phi work wherever Bro.
them ?
former will be printed but not published to Gwyn goes.
—Chas. R. Pence, Ohio Eta, formerly of
Also, Phi Delta Theta has no legal exist- the world. The famous "Legend of Woog'79, left in Sophomore, went to Yale, graduence. We are not chartered, hence not capa- lin" is still worshiped.
ble of sueing or of being sued. How unsafe
—Chi Phi is breaking ground for a hall at ated there in '79, and is now at Mich. University Law School.
then is a permanent fund ? Discreet business Amherst.
—Douglass Glessner, Ohio Eta, '78, is edimen will invariably denounce it from this
—Beta Theta Pi, which entered Kenyon
cause alone.
only last year, is getting ready to build there, tor of the Haticock Courier, published at
-Again, such institutions have caused like and would build at Ann Arbor if it had the Findley, O.
—Wm. H. Jones, Ohio Eta, '79, is studying
Fraternities to come to grief, as, for instance, money.
the Alplia Delta Phis, and Psi Upsilons.
—"Carmina Fraternitatis Chi Phi," size law at his home in Jeifersonville, O.
—Lee S. McCallister, Ohio Eta, formerly
Again, our Order is at present in debt 8140 6x8, with 110 pages, bound in cloth, cost
of '80, is now a Junior at Tuft's College.
for catalogue. How shall we meet the obli- 8525. for an edition of 500 copies.
—Cleason M. Musselman, Pa. B., formerly
gation ? Let us hope not by individual tax—Zeta Psi has transferred its Phi chapter
of '83, is located in Abilene, Kansas.
ation.
from N. Y. U. to Columbia.
—Harry B. Walter, Pa. B., formerly '82,
In short, to say nothing about its effects
—It is reported that Kappa Sigma has
upon our future brains, tlie permanent fund granted a charter to U. of Cal., vice Alpha is practicing as an M. D. in Harrisburg, Pa.,
1105 N. Third St. Every inch of Harry's six
is not called for, under its ])resent regulations, Tau Omega, backed out.
by our Order ; it is of no present use ; it is
—The use of caps as a Fraternity badge feet two frame is full of Phi blood.
—Geo. B. Thomas, Ky. A., formerly '82,
not safe ; it is an unsound business transac- has been advocated. Psi Upsilon proposed
tion.
it last year, and Phi Kappa Psi and Delta has a position in First Nat. Bank at his home
How shall we change the permanent fund? Tau Delta liave taken up the idea, which is Marysville, Ky. He recently paid a visit to
The money donated with the wish that it derived from the practice of the German our Virginia chapters, and will go to LTniversity of Va. in the fall.
should form a i)art of such a fund, can be put student corps.
—H. Max. Lentz, Pa. B., '78, will preach
to no other purpose by us ; it must remain as
—Beta Theta Pi's chapter at AVashingtonit is. But the portion raised by taxation is Lee is composed of one solitary student. this summer for the Lutheran congregation
at our command. Of tliis amount, let us ap- Delta Kappa Epsilon, Phi Kappa Psi and in Freep(n-t, Pa.
—C. W. Daniel, Texas B., is doing good
priate enough to cancel the catalogue debt, Phi Gamma Delta al.so have about one man
work in thegospel ministry in the vicinity of
and apply the remainder to convention pur- each there.
poses. This done, do away with all direct
—Beta Theta Pi is working to enter Mo. U. Jewett Texas.
— President Reddig was made Secretary, for
and indirect taxation for the support of the
—The N. Y. City Coll. chapter of Alpha
fund. Put the portion donated in good shape, Delta Phi owns an island of 10 acres, in the the fourth time, of the S. s. Assembly of
and let all those wlio wish to do so still con- form of the Fraternity's crescent, situated Cumb'd Co., Pa., at its last session May 27th
tinue to contribute, voluntarily, to a less ob- in Lake George. This island is christened and 28th. He was also honored by being
noxious perinaueut fund.
"Camp Manhattan," and every summer the unanimously chosen delegate to the World's
L . H . B.VILEY, J R .
alumni picnic there for two weeks. The S. S. Assembly which meets in London this
campers have their tents, boats, etc., aud summer. We should like lo see him go, but
Mich. B.
keep a record of everything done, which is are far better contented to know that he will
Other Fraternities.
sealed in a bottle, and, on the night before remain on this side the water until after our
—Beta Theta Pi entered University of Pa. breaking up, buried, with solemn ceremonies, Convention.
—Will A. Black and H. U. Brown, Ind.
in a place tliat can only be found again by a
in May.
Gamma,
will both graduate this year with
mathematical
formula,
as
were
buried
the
—S. A. E. has withdrawn from Tenn.
treasures of Camp Kidd. The members of honors from Butler University.
University and revived at Furman.
—Gen. 15en. Harrison, Ohio A., is being
—Delta Tau Delta has revived at Mich. Delta Kappa Epsilon in the three alumni pushed
by his party in Indiana for the second
chapters
of
northern
Ohio—Xorwalk,
Toledo
University and withdrawn from Simpson
place
on
the Republican presidential ticket.
and
Cleveland—and
in
the
adjacent
cities
Centenary, Iowa Wesleyan, 111. Wesleyan,
—John B. Elam, Ohio A., has become one
have on foot the purchase of Sugar Island in
and Indiana Asbury.
the leading lawyers of Indianapolis. He
—The 47th convention of Psi Upsilon was Lake Erie, containing about twenty acres, of
has
been prosecutor of Marion county for two
for
the
puriwse
of
fitting
it
up
as
a
permaheld in Ann Arbor, Mich., May 26th. At
and is considered the most forcible
the public exercises the oration was delivered nent summer resort. The resident members years,
in that court. John will be heard
by Clarkson Nott Potter, and an essay was of Toledo met lately with a special committee speaker
from
in
Congress
inside of ten years. Mark
from
the
Fraternity
to
negotiate
about
the
read by Clias. ].)udley Warnei*.
the iirediction.
matter.
Contributions
are
being
made
by
—Beta Theta Pi has lost its chapter at ]
—H. J. Landers, Ind. Gamma, is connected
William and Mary, and Washington (St. I members in that part of the state. How with
the largest pork-packing firm in Indiwould
the
Western
Phis
like
to
plant
a
Phi
Louis .
I
anapolis. Jack has the making of a fine
Delta
Theta
banner
on
some
small
island
iu
—Delta Tau Delta and Piii Gamma Delta I
business man in him.
are making desperate efforts toward publish-i the lakes aud play Robinson Crusoe every
—Hon. John C. Robinson has received
Slimmer ?
ing song books.
unanimous
re-nomination as Judge in his
—
Delta
Tau
Delta
will
hold
its
next
con—Zeta Psi at the University of Cal. will I
He has been on the bench for past
publish this year's Blue and Gold, heretofore j vention in Chicago next October ; Beta Theta district.
6 years.
published by the Juniors.
| Pi in Baltimore, August 1880.
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A Monthly Paper Devoted to the interests of the Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity.

THE

SCROLL.

in view of convention matters and without
extra cost to the chapters. We want to give
all views a fair hearing aud are glad to see
the interest manifested.

We desire to make the flrst issue in the
. . Lee, Ohio. fall the Convention number, and must have
Gettysburg, Pa. it out by October 1st. Let all those who
want space have their articles in so as to
All eomiminieations for publication sliould be sent to the Editor hy the Isl of each month. Business correspondence should reach the B. M. not later than Sept. 15th.
be addressed to the I'ublisher.
Chapter correspondents are earnestly requested to report number of members, name
GETTYSBURG, PA., JUNE, 1880.
of S. E., and condition of chapter by the
same time. Let us have a sparkling number for the Convention floor.
M. F.

PARRISH, Editor, .
M.P. TROXELL, BUS. Man.,

noticing the action mentioned ; but the Crescent thinks it right and proper to use much
harsher language toward us than we used
concerning a chapter of Beta Theta Pi. We
fear the green-eyed monster is troubling its
delicate vision. Or perhaps it feels badly at
seeing its diminishing chapter list, as we see
in its issue for May (lying before us) the
notice of withdrawal of charters from two
chapters.
Our compliments also to the Phi Gamma
Delta, which organ we notice kindly copied
the friendly (?) advice given us by the A. T.A.
organ.

A private letter from President Reddig
gives us an invitation so warm-hearted that
we want all Phis to know of his brotherly nature. He says: "If any Phi Delta Tljeta
comes within fifty miles of my home let him
remember that the President of 0. A. €).
is waiting to clasp hands with him, and that
I will treat him as only a Phi knows how,
111. Alpha was resurrected since our last with a royal welcome in my home." We reissue with five members. Bro. Ed. S. Ship- turn a hearty thank you in behalf of our
pen is their standard bearer. Give honor for readers.
the work to Bros. C. L. Goodwin and W. R.
Notice.
We are glad to give place to the names and
Worrall. So the good cause moves on.
residences of so many Phis sent by our corTo Treasurers of all Chapters of Phi Delta
In order that there may be no delay next respondents, and also gladly note the kindly
Theta Fraternity Greeting :
year in beginning the publication of the spirit of hospitality shown in the invitations
You will hereby take notice that, for the SCROLL, let every chapter send promptly its therein. These are evidence of fraternal love,
purpose of defraying the expenses of the Na- quota of the tax recently levied by the G. B. and are but part of the result of the teachings
tional convention of our order to assemble in The call is timely and if the payment is post- of the Bond. As fruit of this effort on our
poned until next year, it will be forgotten or part we trust that many fraternal visits may
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct.
1880, and for
neglected until another call is necessary. One be made, and that faces may be familiar as
other expenses of the order, your chapters of the works of a good Phi is readiness and
names now are. Vacation is a time of visiare assessed Three Dollars and Fifty Cents willingness to meet the reasonable demands tation, and this may be the means of cement($3.50) per capita upon each attendant mem- of the Fraternity upon him and his pocket. ing friendships by personal communion.
ber; This amount you will collect from each Let there be an unprecedented promptness in
the discharge of this matter.
Bro. H. U. Brown, of Ind. Gamma, speakmember and forward to me either by N. Y.
ing of the Delta Tau Delta Crescent's chronic
exchange or P. O. Money order, before the
The B. M. returns thanks to Will. Fremont tirades against our Fraternity, says a good
Harn, Ohio Z., for a copy of The Index, a thing t h u s :
end of your college year.
Respectfully,
joint publication of the fraternities of Woos"Better devote its feeble efforts to reviving
C. D . WlIITEnEAD.
ter
University.
It
is
a
work
of
104
pages,
the
sickly and emaciated chapters it repreMARYVILLE, Mo., April ist, i88o.
finely printed on tinted paper, and is worthy sents instead of kicking its life out against
Every chapter should sit for a group picture of merit. Bro. L. H. McClain represents the solid bulwarks of Phi Delta Theta." We
Phi Delta Theta on the corps editorial.
before the collegiate year closes.
have only to say that we cannot afford to
devote the columns of the SCROLL to answerI. C. T. presents some good points in "Phi The "Phi Editors" of the Argo, Buchtel ing the puerile twaddle of this insignificant
College, will also accept our thanks for a
Delta Theta Needs."
rival. We have more important work to do.
copy of their work. The Argo contains 112
The article in this number on our vexing pages, and is issued by the class of ,'80. Of Our policy is to fight others' interests only
P. F. suits us exactly. It is a cool business- the seven editors, five are Phis, including so far as is absolutely necessary to foster our
like review of the whole thing from its be- the chief and B. M. This work cannot be own.
ginning. We claim for it the attention of praised too highly as to its contents, and
Work for Vacation.
the whole Phi world, especially the leaders might serve as a good model for similar pubWe publish in this issue the names and
in Convention matters. The P. F. is a ques- lications. It is fresh and sparkling with wit. home addresses of a large number of active
tion that requires not theoretical castle-build- It is a fine evidence of what Phis can do.
Phis, and our object is to encourage and asing, but business tact and business treatment.
sist correspondence between the membei-s in
Since T H E SCROLL refused (and very prop- vacation. The advantages in this are too
We earnestly commend "Breadth and
erly, being sub rosa) to exchange with the numerous to be all recorded here, but we
Strength," on our first page, to all Phis to be
Delta Tau Delta organ, said organ has been would observe they are two-fold: first, to the
read slowly and carefully. The article merout of tune toward us, so to speak. It some- individual members, information may be
its thoughtful study.
how (dishonestly of course, as we are sub rosa) gained on many important points; convention
Our call for liberal and free discussion on obtained a copy, or at least an item, from matters should be discussed, and the many
topics likely to demand the attention of our T H E SCROLL, touching the bad conduct of a views as far as possible harmonized. Second,
approaching Convention has been responded chapter of a sister frat. Using this item the to the Fraternity at large ; next year ought
to so freely that we have more than we can Crescent tried to make it appear in a recent to open up, after a summer of careful and inpossibly publish, although we liave added number that we were overstepping the telligent general correspondence, much more
four extra pages. We make this extra size bounds of the Greek fraternity limits in enthusiastically, much more prosperously
Ind. Eta swings forth her banner once
more with twelve men to start on and six
initiated since. Long may she wave,. Bros.
Weatherly of the Ind. Alpha and Ford of the
Ind. Gamma are the parties to whom honor
is due on this occasion.

T H E SCROLL.
Pennsylvania Zeta is doing well according
than ever before. Work would be planned '79-'80 we congratulate Phi Delta Theta as
for the year and there would be no hesitation, having a high position among fraternities and to private advices. Bro. Spangler won the
second place in the Sophomoric contest held
•no delay in taking hold of it. The influence as having passed through one of the most in Carlisle, May 28th.
on our convention would be most salutary. prosperous years of her history. We say this
Indiana Delta celebrated their anniversary
There is much work to be done on that occa- not boastingly. Our success has been won, May 28th by a grand banquet, literary exersion and it is tbe earnest desire of every true not laid at our feet by others. It has been a cises, and a hop. See report of same. The
Phi that it be of a character so well adapted year of work and persistent effort. It is on Phis at Franklin carry the town.
Tennessee Beta has eclipsed even herself
to our circumstances and requirements that this account that we speak without glorifying
it will not need revision until those circum- ourselves when we congratulate the frater- this year in carrying off prizes and honors.
Their report tells about it. That banquet
stances are entirely changed, which will be nity.
must have been a veritable "banquet of the
many years. This is no mere school-boys'
Our relations with our correspondents have gods." We believe there is much in what
work. It is a work invested with the dearest been exceeding pleasant. Reports have been the report does not say.
The members of our N. C. Alpha stand
interests of hundreds of the most intelligent numerous and regular. We feel proud of our
and enterprising men of our land. The re- Chapter Editors in remembering that we well. Both Bro. Bodie and Bro. Holland are
class orators from their respective literary
sponsibilities of that body can only be faith- have had reports from every chapter in our societies. Phis also control society offices
fully discharged by careful, studious and well Directory. Let this spirit continue and no generally. Though the faculty have taken
away visible fraternity symbols they cannot
advised action. Good progress has been one can doubt our success.
take away invisible Phi zeal and devotion.
made in the past few months in this matter
To our contributors we return thanks for
Thanks for invitation to Richmond College
but still much remains to be done. The their work with the pen and brain, and trust
societies'
anniversary. Three Phis on proSCROLL is small and while it can accomplish that they will not suffer their quills to grow
gramme. . . . Thanks for invitation to
a great deal it must not be relied on entirely. pointless. We hope for a continuance of all Trinity College, N. C , commencement. Five
Now, brothers, keep the ball rolling in vaca- present subscriptions and new ones besides. Phis hold the five best positions.
tion ; don't let the enthusiasm flag for a mo- Wehave formed strong attachments through Penn'a Beta Freshmen stand well. At Livy
exercises commencement week
ment ; and next fall open up the matter these columns, and should be glad to con- cremation
two Phis hold best positions, viz., Priest and
through the SCROLL again, and it will require tinue forever and aye these fraternal bonds Valedictorian.
no prophets eye to discern in the near future that hold us together. To all the dear Brothfor us not only the largest and most import- ers who bear the symbols of ^ . A. 0 . withitx ^0rresponbence.
ant Convention ever held by our Fraternity, out and within we wish a prosperous future,
but a prosperity and growth next year with- while we now say our farewell for a brief sea[^@~Our purpose 'u to issue each number by the
out a parallel in our history.
son in behalf of T H E SCROLL.
lUtb ot the month. Chapter Editors wiil please mail
reports accordingly without further notice BEFORE THE
FIRST DAY OF EACH MONTH. B)ach Chapter is required
Oood-Bye!
Indianapolis—October, 1880.
to report monthly. Promptness in this matter is desirable.—B. M.]
AIR :—"AULD LANG SYNE."
The preparations for our next convention
Good-bye ! but we will ne'er forget
are rapidly pushing forward. A letter just
Indiana Gamma.
The merry, merry times,
received from Bro. J. C. Norris, Secretary
IRVINGTOX, IND. June 4th, 1880.
When oft we've met, and lingered yet.
Phi Delta Theta, writes very cheerfully of
D E A R SCROLL :
Beyond the midnight chimes.
the prospects. Among other things he says :
It becomes my duty to announce the exHas sweetest memory then no soil
pulsion from Ind. Gamma of Phi Delta Theta
Within the kindly heart,
"Indiana Phis, especially Ind. Gamma and
B. F . McElroy, of Howard, Ohio. Serious
But that her fibres 'round us coil
Indianapolis Alumni chapters, say that the
charges were preferred and sustained, and
To
wither
when
we
part
?
convention shall be a success, and they prothe chapter could maintain its honor only by
Can scenes like these be e'er forgot ?
pose to give every Phi that comes a hearty
the action it took. Hoping tiiis will reach
Can
friendship
burn
away
?
the publishers in time for publication, as it
welcome. More than that they want to help
Can love-flowers, cluster'd 'round this spot. may avoid mistake,
to make this convention far excel any other
Like earthly plants decay ?
Yours,
We'll never meet again as now.
in usefulness to the fraternity, and in enjoyH. U. BROWN, S. E .
All
reunited
here
;—
ment to those who participate. We have a
Death stamps his signet on the brow
Pennsylvania Beta.
splendid hotel here for liolding the sessions
Of those we hold most dear!
GETTYSBURG, P A , June 10, 1880.
of the convention and for giving the banquet
The grave shall claim her lawful prize;
DEAR SCUOLL :
and hop, and a vei-y grand Hall for the public
The earth, her kindred clay ;
Few- clianges have occurred since our last
performances. We have the plan of the conAnd many a form, before our eyes,
report for Penna. Beta. One or two may be
vention mapped out nicely, and we propose
Like star-beams melt away I
mentioned. Bro. H. Max Lentz left GettysThe warmest love can never hope
with the help of the G. B. and the Ex. Com.
burg a few days since for Freeport, Pa.,
To shield the vernal flower;
where he will spend his vacation preaching.
to carry it out."
Ere scarce to heaven its petals ope.
We wish him a happy and successful stay,
The programme is nearly complete, and we
The ruthless frosts devour!
and a pleasant time with the Phis of old
have thought best to keep back parts that we
Armstrong Co. Bro. M. F. Troxell was
Yet oft, as future years roll by.
elected to the position of "Proctor'' in Penn'a
might have given to Phis until we publish
Some few of this gay band
College, vacated by Bro. Lentz leaving. Two
May meet; and then th' moistened eye.
the whole in our first issue next year. Phis
Phis filling that position in succession is so
The
grasp
of
friendship's
hand,
should labor earnestly to make the convenfar a fulfilment of the prophecy made by a
Shall
tell
that
in
our
meniories
yet
tion all that it now promises. To this end
certain outsider that " i t seems that the
Linger the scenes of yore ;
'Tliates' mean to run the Proctorship."
early attention should be given to the G. B.'s
'n\2Xfriends shall r^ewerfriends forget.
Two of our number have been given imcall at the head of sixth page. Another good
Nor joys that are no more !
portant positions in Phren'a Society at the
M. S. SAMS, Tenn. Beta.
l)oint will be made if all chapters have reports
annual election recently held. Bro. H. H.
Feb. 16th, i88o.
in the first number next term.
Weber, '82, was made .Librarian, and Bro.
H. D.Withers,'81, was elected Business Editor
Notes.
of the Penn'a College Monthly. There was
Over our Shoulder.
In
the
oratorical
contest held in Blooming- lively competition in the election, but the reA brief glance over the college year just
ton, 111., May 20th, Bro. J. A. Fullinwider, sult is on the side of real merit.
closing is gratifying. We began tlie year in Illinois Epsilon, carried off the second prize. The chapter is working on quietly and sucfear, lest the SCROLL must be rolled up and
cessfully every day. The interest taken in
The Indiana Gamma will give a grand replaced among the things of the past. The ception and hop at the residence of Bro. Jack the regular meetings is commendable. Every
seems to love and to be proud of the
trials were overcome, the difficulties sur- Landers, in Indianapolis, June llth. It will Phi
"Mater" that gave him birth into the Phi
mounted, and in this last number of the year be a brilliant affair.
Delta Theta world. The hour for parting
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in a few weeks is looked for with regret, and
by none with as much as your correspondent.
A melancholy feeling of sadness steals over
hiin as belays his pen down for the last time.
It is a pleasant task to tell the "boys" of our
Beta'.s progress and success. And were vve
not conscious that a more entertaining and
instructive pen will record for your columns
tlip achievments and victories which si.e will
make in coming days, this last sentence
would 1,-ave a greater "aching void" in our
heart. We bespeak for the Fraternity at
large great success in our land, and only hope
that the banner under which we conquer
may float more and more proudly in the
North, East, West and South.
Ever yours in the Bond,
JUNIUS B. Fox.

Indiana Eta.
GREENCASTLK, IND., May 22d, 1880.

EDITOR OF T H E SCROLL :

ing class. For two weeks past the Juniors
have been taking a hasty review of Chemistry, French, and Geology, preparatory to
their final examinations, which come off next
week, and if we do get both of the honors,
wont there be some tall yelling iu this "land
of cotton?" Piii Delta Theta at Mercer, is
still on friendly terms with her rivals; in
fact I think she has never been otherwise.
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon has a very good
chapter at Mei'cer ; so have the Kappa Alpha,
but we are absolutely independent of both,
and could hold our head above water with
the greatest ease even if we had half dozen
such opponents to fight. The Chi Phis had
a chapter here, but its charter seems to
have been withdrawn, as they never me^t
now, and have not taken in a new man in a
year, although they have some very good men.
I suppose it is a very wrong feeling, but I
cannot suppress a slight feeling of satisfaction when I hear that any of our rival chapters have fallen tlirough, leaving Phi Delta
Theta unscathed.
Our boys are busying themselves with getting up our annual banquet, which will come
off in about three weeks ; we expect to have
a grand time, and would be only too glad to
welcome any Phi, who may happen along
about that time. Bidding the SCROLL a
long farewell as a contributor to its columns,
I ask God to abide with it and our much
loved and noble fraternity. Brothers North,
brothers East, brothers West, inayyou return the sincere love which the Georgia
Delta bears you. Farewell!

Our reunion and reception given at the
Power's House last night was indeed a success in every particular. Missouri Alpha
spared no pains to make it a success. All
seemed to enjoy the occasion splendidly.
Four members of the Mo. Gamma were present. Toasts were responded to as follows:
.Mo. Alpha, Jas. R. Pharr, Pres.; Shield and
Sword, C. B. Sebastine ; Phi Delta Girls, Ed.
Russell: Mo. Gamma, Geo. S. Ratiibun ; Mo.
Gamma Plii Delts, W. B. C. Brown of that
chapter.
Several members of the chapter were present from abroad, and the occasion served to
bi ing back to their minds the pleasantries of
their college days.
Our boys are preparing to leave for the
summer vacation. The University closes
June 3d. Most of us, it is to be hoped, will
meet again next September^ and will endeavor
to use our influence to still further the interests of the Fraternity.
To all Pills I wish a happy vacation, and
hope that they will ever hold dear the shield
and sword. With best wishes for all, I bid
them good bye. As ever,
' Yours, in the dear old Bond,

Indiana Eta is no longer a dead chapter,
but resurrected into purest white and truest
blue.
About the first of this term Brother Weatherly of Ind. Alpha and Bro. Ford of Ind.
SAM. H . K E L L E Y .
Gamma, came to Asbury and began the wcnk
of reviving our chapter. Two or three of the
"non frats" liked the idea and went quietly
Indiana Alpha.
to work and, having completed the arrangeI. S. U. BLOO,VINGTON, IND., May 29, 18B0.
ments, twelve men were duly initiated into
DEAR PHIS :
the mysteriesof the "Mystic Bond" on the
For the last time in the year Indiana Alpha
evening of May 10th. On Tuesday morning
comes forward to report tlirough the SCROLL
we all came out wearing the shield aud dagher progress during the past month. Tiie
ger. Of course the other "frats" opened
year has been one of great prosperity to the
J. K. BATTLE.
their eyes, but, when they found we had
chapter. Although there have been some
picked our men and had the very ones whom
Indiana Epsilon.
discouragements, yet, if in the coming years
•they had spiked in vain, and some even iu
as much advancement is made, as much solid
whose ears the sound was still ringing, they
HANOVER COLLEGE, Hanover, Ind.,
work done, as diiring the past year, the chapwere still more surprised and chagrined.
May 2d, '80.
ter will be so far aliead of anything here that
But we had gained such a foothold that they DEAR SCROLL :
The close of the college year finds us in very nothing can compare with it.
were compelled to acknowledge us.
No startling deeds have been performed
We h<ive since taken in six preparatory good condition. Our year's work is, on the
students, namely, M. S. Miller, W. M. Ran- whole, quite satisfactory to those of us who during the past month, but the regular chapdel, Jas. L. Randel, E. McClean, J. B. Cur- have labored earnestly and anxiously for our ter work has gone steadily aud quietly on.
Since our last report was written, however,
chapter.
tis, and W. H. Jordan.
Besides getting several new members, we we have had tlie pleasure of initiating twelve
We expect our chapter to stand now, if
earnest work will have anything to do with have secured a hall which the ladies tell us is men at Asbury University under the old
our success. Our only draw-back is the want the best in this place, and it has been ac- ciiarter of Ind. Eta. As their Cor. Sec. has
of a hall. There are five other fraternities knowledged to be so by members of one of already written a report, a brief account of
the proceedings will be all that is necessary
here, each having a good hall, and we must our rival fraternities.
We have met regularly every week for from us. The revival of tlie Ind. Eta has
stand equal to them in this. Our aim is to
have a hall all furnished by the opening of business, and several times to pay our respects long been the dream of the Alpha, but it was
to the refreshments which our kjnd friends not until this year that we felt strong enough
next year, if we can raise the means.
to undertake any very well concerted measW^e want to hear from our brothers all over furnished.
As being especially generous in ministering ures towards reviving the ciiapter. We are
the country. We need an abundance of advice. We have already received many en- to our appetites I must mention Misses Kate now strong, however, and we could no longer
couraging letters, and seven of the Ind. and Annie Blythe, whom I hope every Phi endure the repeated attacks of Bro. W. B.
Palmer on the Indiana chapters on account
Gammas were over and spent a day with us. who comes to Hanover will meet.
We already realize how good it is to be a Phi. To return the favor of our lady friends, we of the Ind. Eta. Bro. Weatherly (not Weathhave invited them to a banquet which we are erby as his name has been hitherto printed in
Yours in the Bond,
to hold before commencement.
the SCROLL) of this ciiapter made a short
A. STEPHENSON.
Bro. James B. Swing, Batavia, Ohio, '76, visit to Greencastle at the beginning of this
surprised and delighted his many friends term aud came to the conclusion that there
Georgia Delta.
here, a short time since, by a call, in com- was an excellent time to attempt our pet
MERCER UNIVERSITY, Macon, Ga , May 28th, 1880.
pany with his newly won bride. Bro. Swing scheme, and the necessary funds were quickly
D E A R SCROLL :
received the high compliment from ex-presi- raised and on April IOth Bro. Weatherly
You have not heard from the Georgia dent Heckman, as being the ablest man the landed at Greencastle determined to re-estabDelta for some time, simply because there college turned out during his administration. lish the chapter. On the 14th Bro. Shirk
ha,s been nothing of much imiiortance, for
Our chapter has been encouraged and joined him, and, together they beseiged some
its S. E. to write up. However, since you strengthened lately by a visit from Bros. J. of the best liarbarians and a Delta Tau Delta.
have heard from us, our Faculty have selected E. Blythe, '77, and J. E. Taggart, '79. They It took some of tliem an apparently long
speakers from the Junior and Sophomore attended one of our meetings and helped us time to make up their minds for they were
classes. We are well represented in either initiate Walter N. Millican, a bright little not initiated until May IOth, but now that
class, having as many speakers as any other star of the preparatory department.
they have made up their minds tliey are the
fraternity. We think it not creditable to
With the best wishes for every Phi I hereby kind of men who will not be dismayed at difthe jndgment of our "noble Faculty" that bid you adieu, remaining ever faithful in the ficulties. But let them tell the rest.
two of our boys in the Soph, class, were Bond.
Bro. Butler, of this chapter, has resolved
knocked out of speakers' places, for both
that on and after the 2nd of next month he
H. C. MONTGOMERY.
were considered, by the boys generally, to be
will lead a bachelor's life no longer. Bro.
Missouri Alpha.
among the very finest speakers in college.
Butler thinks he is keeping this a big secret,
Taking it all in all, we are considerably
but of course he couldn't hold such a thing
Mo. STATE UNIVERSITY,
ahead of any of our rival fraternities, in as
Columbia, May 29, 1880.
from an army of inquisitive Phis, and now
much as we are even with them in the Soph, DEAR SCROLL:
we propose to surprise him by sending him
and Junior classes, and as we are confident
Since you desire short reports from each a handsome silver water set.
of getting both of the honors in the graduat- chapter, I will act upon that suggestion.
The editor asked for the names of each
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They signified their willingness to V)ecome Imake the cause of the Phi Delta Theta Framembers of so honorable a body, and one af-' ternity a grander success during the next
ternoon they made a flying visit to Chicago, year than ever before.
and through the humble instrumentality of
I am, yours in the Bond,
Bro. Boddie, Tenn. Beta, '79, and myself,
J. W. GILLESPIE.
were initiated into the mysteries which form
such a beautiful halo around our shining
Ohio Delta.
light, the Bond.
0 . W. U. DELAWARE, 0., May 23, 1880.
The before-named gentlemen are very en- E D . SCROLL :
thusiastic, and have gone to work in earnest.
By action of our chapter at its last meeting
They have elected Bro. Wood, class '80, as Robt. H. Mefford, Chas. S. Barnes, Chase
President, and Bro. E. S. Shippen, Secretaiy. Stewart and Joe K. Owen were expelled from
Their finances are to be well attended to, and the Phi Delta Tiieta Fraternity. These genin all respects 111. Alpha is flourishing.
tlemen were members of Ohio Delta when its
It has lieen deemed prudent to remain sub charter was returned iu 1877, but have since
rosa till fall when they will give a grand joined other fraternities, the two former the
banquet after a formal initiation—tliis to Chi Phis, the two latter, the Phi Kaps.
keep down the rivalry of the other frats who Tliough they ceased long since to have any
are strong and closely united. The Phi Kap- connection with Phi Delta Theta, we felt
pa Sigma and Phi Kappa Psi have ex- ourselves required by our constitution, even
pressed their determination to keep out any at this late date, to take the action we have.
other fraternities, and besides them we have
When this issue of the SCROLL shall reach
the "Mushroom" Betas to contend against. the many Phis to whom it wiU be directed,
The chapter shall be very happy to hear most of them will be in the midst of the hubfrom all sister chapters, especially in regard bub of commencement. Literary spreads,
to their methods of carrying on their work. class-day nonsense, re-unions, etc., making
Brothers write to them, and you will receive preparations for the summer vacation, dreamsuch answers as will do your hearts good, and ing of long visits, multitudinous jnashes,
give you renewed vigor and enthusiasm in glorious ease and freedom from college rouyour several departments. Remember though tine. To each we heartily wish the most
that they will be for a while sub rosa. By pleasant realization of his most pleasant
CHAS. BANTA.
the time the next SCROLL comes out you dream.
may expect a fuller account from the "editor"
Indiana Gamma.
When this term closes we will be a college
elect of the chapter.
361 MASS. AVE., INDIANAPOLIS,
year old. Since our re-organization, the 7th
Allow me to say, before closing, that Phi of last October, we have increased onr numMay 26, 1880.
Delta Theta may well be proud of the mem- ber from the three adventurers of that not
D E A R SCROLL :
Indiana Gamma makes the following final bers of Illinois Alpha. 'They are as true, altogether most auspicious occasion to twelve
report for the year '79-'80: We began the good and useful a set of young men as it has brothers in the Bond, only two of whom are
year with ten men ; have increased in fra- been my fortune to see so pleasantly united. not with us now. Bro. Fred. L. Rosemond,
All letters should be directed to E. S. Ship- one of our earliest acquisitions, accepted a
ternal love and diligence ; have contributed
time, energy, and money (and have plenty in pen, N. W. University, Evanston, 111. All lucrative position last February on the edireserve) to maintain our position at the lead; formalities for making this a working chap- torial stall of the Hamilton Daily News and
and have guarded sacredly the rights, privi- ter will have been gone through ere this Telegraph, and has bid farewell to college
reaches you. Once more I ask that a hearty, life. Bro. Frank R. Williams was compelled
leges and immunities of Phi Delta.
Since my last report we have initiated two, cheering welcome be given them by each to leave college on account of failing health,
W. R. Blair, of Fredericktown, Ohio ; and chapter, and by individuals also. All honor and is now traveling in Colorado with hope of
Bro. Conklin, Kenton, Ohio. Following the is due Bro. Goodwin for his work.
improvement.
Very respectfully,
suggestion in last SCROLL, I will give the adWe have been rather nomadic, now occupyW. R. WORRALL,
dresses of some of our members : O. P. Hubing the third hall we have rented this year,
Ky.
Alpha,
'79.
bard, Dublin, Ind.; J. B. Kuhns, Greensand are not yet satisfied. We have resolved
burg, Pa.; J.M.Goodwin, Bowling Green, Ky.;
to return next year with the determination
Texas Beta.
M. A. Morrison, Frankfort, Ind.; W. M.
of furnishing well a hall that will suit us, to
TKHL-ACANA, May 25, 1880.
Floyd, St. Paul, Ind., etc., etc.
have a real fraternity home. All the boys
In and about this city is an innumerable DEAR SCROLL:
who are with us now will return next year,
As this is the last report for the collegiate so that we shall be in a fair way to make a
host of Phis, all ready and anxious to show
themselves and their hospitality at the con- year we will make it brief. At our last good start.
meeting we elected another man and anticivention in October.
Making a hasty review of the past year, we
We hear with pleasure of the re-establish- pate giving our goat some exercise once more feel no little degree of satisfaction in the
ment of Ind. Eta, Greencastle. Every first- before we place him to spend the summer work we have done by the sword of Phi Delta
class college in Ind. now has a chapter of Phi months in his couchant and dormant state.
Theta, united by her golden chain, and deI like some suggestions in last number of fended by her broad shield.
Delta Theta—six in all. Bro. C. L. Goodwin
has re-established 111. Alpha, N. W. Univer- SCROLL on subjects to be agitated at convenAgreeable to your request I will give the
sity, Evanston, 111. Another feather. This tion, such as adding more to our initiatory names and addresses of our boys:ceremony; and also like P.'s suggestions in
last chapter is, as yet, sub rosa.
T. H. McConica, Marengo, O.; W. P. FulThis closes my correspondence with the regard to P. F., and am very much in favor ton, Dinsmore, Pa.; D. l3eM()tt WoodmanSCROLL, as an active member, but my heart of more uniformity in our badges.
see, Carthage, -Mo.; A. H. Smith, ReynoldsAt the election of honor men of the Rati burgh, O.; L. U. Squier, Delaware, O.; F .
will ever be with you, and my subscription
always ready. At the above address Phis Genie Literary Society for final celebration iu L. Rosemond, Hamilton, O.; Scott Bonham,
will meet a hearty welcome from one who June, five out of the six are Phis, the other Medviay, O.; F. L. Davis, Delaware, O.; J.
now, as chapter editor, takes "an affectionate being a Beta. According to request I will E. Randall, Troy, O.; R. B. Carter, Welgive the summer address of our boys :
farewell."
lington, O.; Rush Bigley, Bryan, O.; Frank
F. H. Drane, Corsicana, Tex.; T. F. Hef- R. Williams, Colorado Springs, Col.
H. U. BROWN.
ner, Weimar, Tex.; L. P. Sears, White
.\ another inkslinger will, perhaps, be
Illinois Alpha.
Wright, Tex.; J. .M. McCarty, Rice, Tex.; U. chosen next year to flourish the quill and
J. I>ackey, Waco, Tex.; B. E. Bowmer, Hur- keep the Phis informed of our existence, I
NORTH WESTBRN UNIVERSITY, Evanston III.
nett, Tex.; J. W. Pearson, Georgetown, Tex.; humbly beg leave to give the farewell shake
T O EDITOR SCROLL:
By request of the 111. Alpha Chapter I make U. A. Patterson, Mansfield, Tex.; J. R. Bell, to my fellow sufferers in the bonds of scribthis their first report to the SCROLL, and send Tehuacana, Tex.; J.W. Gillespie, Tehuacana, bledom, and make my modest bow—down
greeting to all Phi Chapters.
j Tex.; M. M. Vaughn, Weatherford, Tex.; J. and out.
Fraternally,
Sometime ago it was thought advisable to' B. Nicholson, Greenville, Tex.
We hope we will be paid in sending these
SCOTT BONHAM.
re-organize this chapter. Accordingly a correspondence was begun by Bro. C. L. Good- addresses by having the honor of a summer
Georgia Gamma.
win, Ind. Gamma, with Mr. E. S. Shippen, visit from some of our distant Brothers. We
OXFORD, GA., May 24, 1880.
of the class of '83, this University, which re- each one extend a cordial invitation to all
D E A R SCROLL :
sulted in the selection of Messrs. Shippen, who may feel inclined to accept.
I hope that all, after the summer rest, will
My last communication was so unfortunate
Rice, Webster, Wood, and one or two others
return with renewed vigor, determined to as to miss your columns. I was rather disapas candidates for Phi honors.
chapter's members. We give ours and as
Commencement here is on the 9th of June
our papers will have to be sent to our respective addresses. They are:
Franklin Gillmore Arnott, Bloomington,
Ind.; Charles Banta, Franklin, Ind.; Oscar
Edwin Bradfute, Xenia, Ohio ; Samuel Walter Bradfute, Bloomington, Ind.; Philemon
Harry Clugston, Larwill, Whitley Co., Ind.;
John Thomas Foster, White Hall, Owen Co.,
Ind.; Jacob Halderman, Larwill, Whitley
Co., Ind.; William Henry Harrison Hawley.
College Corner, Ohio ; William Horatio Holland, Leesville, Lawrence Co., Ind.; Frank
Louis Mulky, Bloomington, Ind.; Frederick
Henry Ogle, Prurieton, Vigo Co., Ind.; WallaceCromwell Palmer, Elkhart, lud.; Charles
Francis Randall, Aurora, Ind.; Addison
Loche Roache, jr., 593 North Penn.sylvania
St., Indianapolis, Ind.; John Clarkson Shirk
Brookville, Ind.; John Goudie Smalley,
Springfield, Franklin Co., Ind.; Horace Foster Solliday, 491 N. E. Street, Indianapolis,
Ind.; Benjamin FranklinThoriipson, Larwill,
Whitley Co., Ind.; Albert Weatherly, Spencer, [nd.; Lemuel Burton White, 110 -Auburn
Ave., Mt. Auburn, Cincinnati ; Thomas
William Wilson, New^ Harmony, Posey Co.,
Ind.
In the Bond,

LllM^l'.,
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pointed, as I wished to give prominence to
the last, and one of the most valuable acquisitions tliat we have made to our number
during the present college year. This was
Edgar P. Allen, son of Rev. Young J. Allen
of China. H e is t h e most promising youth
of Ills age t h a t I have ever met, and has been
a bone of sharp contention between the several frats here ever since he first entered College.
I like your suggestion and will add, just
herp, tiie names and addresses of our preseiic
members:
Seniors: Henry D. Howren, Nennasville,
F l a . ; Ralph B. Fullwood, Tallehasse, Fla.;
I. W. Hill, A u b u r n , Ala.; W. A. P i t t s , Sherm a n , Texas ; W. F . Smith, Kirkwood, Ga.;
J. R. Smith, Oxford, Ga.; E. M. North,
Sharpsburg, Ga.; J. G. Lee, Crowfish Spring,
Ga.; W. H . P a r k , Lafayette, Ga.
Juniors:
O. G. Mingledorff, Springfield,
Ga.; J. Byron Wight, Cairo, Ga.; Morgan
Calaway, Oxford, Ga.
Sophomores ; Richard Harwell, Oxford, Ga.;
G. E. T. H a r d e m a n , Oxford, Ga.; W. S. iMcLarin, F a i r b u r n , Ga.; L. A. Gibson, Thomson, Ga.; H. C. Carney, Tampa, Fla.
Freshmen: L. P. Herrington, Waynesboro',
Ga.; E . C. Merry, Birzelia, Ga.; B S. Willingham, Thomson, Ga.; T. B. Harwell,
T u r i n , Ga.
Sub. Freshmen .- Robert Batley, Rome, Ga.;
E d g a r P. Allen, Oxford, Ga.
Honorary: Prof. R. M. Mcintosh, Oxford,
Ga.
We close with a cordial invitation t o our
brothers of other chapters to attend our annual banquet on Thursday night of Commeneeiuent.
Y o u r s in the Bond,
H. C.

CARNEY.

Indiana Delta.
FRANKHN, Ind.,
D E A R SCROLL :

May 31st, 1880.

SCROLL.

ternity are strong. We shall not forget it,
but while Phi Delta T h e t a lives, she will
have an ardent supporter in your brother in
the Bond.
I send you a list of our boys' names with
post office address.
Tliey each ask t h a t
brothers everywliere correspond with them.
R. A. Brown, F r a n k l i n , Ind. ; E. L. Stevenson, Franklin, Ind.; F . B. Day, Franklin,
Ind.; E. H. Sweet, Franklin, I n d . ; S. II.
Thomson, Franklin, Ind.; John Mugg, Centre, Ind.; Rob't Sellers, F r a n k l i n , Ind.; S.
W. P. Smith, New .Market, Ind.; E. E. Stevenson, Kirkwood. 111.; J. W. Daugherty,
Walesboro, Ind.; Eugene Hall, Peru, Ind.;
Chesley Holmes, L e t t s Corner, Ind.; W. W.
Smith, Sardinia, Ind.; E. F . Jones, Hope,
Ind.; Virgil Harper, Franklin, Ind.; M. W.
H u t t o , Oakford, Ind.; J. B. Thomas, Sardinia, I n d . : R. M. Tiioinas, Sardinia, Ind.;
Chas. Boaz; B u n k e r Hill, Ind.
Long live the Phi Delta Theta and the
SciioLL.

CHAS. BOAZ.

J. II.

AYDELOTT.

Tennessee Beta.

Ohio Zeta.
WOOSTER, May 31st,

to give it to you in inklings.
J u s t about t i m e
for the postman, and he must have t h i s , if
possible.
Here we go. Brother Phis, "fill
in !" I know you can do it.
May 20, 8 P . M., 10 Delta Gamma girls,
10 Phi boys. Phi rooms at Empire House, 8^,
grand ' H o w d ' do ? " 8f, seat your partners
and stay with 'em awhile, chin music and
reciprocal grins, games, waltzes, song by t h e
girls, encore, song by Phis, encore, Bro.
Wright steps in, had been unexpectedly
called away during the day, adieu to Empire,
in grand phalanx to ice cream &e. parlors,
fine spread, (Brothers, d o n ' t forget to "fill
i n " here), waiters bring on strawberries and
cream, waiters encored, eat, welcome, your
hearty, toasts by, boys and girls, 11 P . M.,
grand au revoir, 11 P. M. to 2:^ A. M., longest way around, shortest way home.
Hoping these few lines may find you enjoying the same great blessing,
I am, fraternally,

1880.

D E A R SCROLL :

Our chapter has been heard from but very
few times this year. Nevertheless we have
made real progress. Our number has been
small, less than half as many as any one of
the other fraternities here. We have been
rather unfortunate in losing a great many
meu before they finished their course. At
present we have seven men. Two of these
are seniors, and both are on class-day entert a i n m e n t . Bro. Harn graduates this year
and will study law in Wooster. The chapter
will have the benefit of his advice next year.
We have also two juniors, two sophs, and
one freshman.
Notwitlistanding the fact t h a t we have
been few in number, we have never lost our
standing and influence in college politics.
The other fraternities here are all in a very
flourishing condition. But they will all lose
this yeai' by so many of tlieir men dropping
out. Several of our old men, who have been
out of college for this year, will be back next,
and we will start with at least ten solid
nien. We will take tlie Philosophical honor
this year, and other fraternity men concede
to us one of the Junior prize honors. We
have initiated this year three solid men, two
juniors and one freshman, and no fraternity
has beeii more fortunate in their choice of
men or more successful in getting them.
Pleased with the past record of our chapter
we are satisfied t h a t our future will be fully
as bright.
In the Bond,

On the 28th of May occurred the 20th anniversary of the I n d i a n a Delta. I t was celebrated by a lecture and banquet. The lecture
was delivered by Rev. J. R. Edwards, who
graduated here in '77, and at Chicago Theo.
Sem. a few weeks ago. The ICQture, " T h e
meaning of the word O u g h t , " was a grand
one. T h e church was nicely decorated.
After the lecture we went to the banquet.
The tables were spread in Hulsman Hall, a
very large room. About 50 couples were
present. The supper was fine, toasts were
given by all the colleges represented. Bloomington led the procession by sending us five,
Crawfordsville sent us two, Butler four, and
H. W. L U C C O C K .
Greencastle (the new chapter now a few
weeks oldi two. Toasts were also given by
Ohio Eta.
J u d g e Banta, Rev. Edwards, Dr. Stott and
Prof. Chaffer. Their remarks were of a very
AKRON, Ohio, May 31st, 1880.
encouraging n a t u r e , and must infuse new- E D I T O R S C R O L L :
life into the boys. I would like to send you
Ohio E t a stands one degree above the
a copy of each of their tall<s, but 'twould take superlative in every thing t h a t pertains to
up too much room. After su))per the party her internal economy.
It seems fore-orreturned to Odd Fellows Hall, a beautiful dained, fore-stalled, and totally clinched, t h a t
large room. Here the social was prolonged Ohio E t a shall be the perpetual heir of every
until 2 o'clock. A piano had been jilaced in concomitant of success. I would like to subthe liall and the ladies furnished us good side my enthusiasm with a long article in
music. We had a grand time.
which I might talk at length of the glorious
S;iturday t h e convention met and trans- past, present, and prospective, of our chapter.
Your humble servant is an "old v e t e r a n "
acted some imix>rtant business, the most
important being with reference to the Green- in the ranks of Ohio Eta, having enlisted
castle chapter. Measures were taken to put soon after she was organized, and no one
would enjoy more than he, a general mention
it upon a solid.foundation financially.
Tiie Ind. Delta has been doing some good of all that pertains to the life of the ciiapter.
work, but we ho\>e to do better next year and The tardiness of this report however, and
use more discretion in some matters than we the S C R O L L ' S request for short reports, argue
have this. Recently the chapter had their t h a t I forego this pleasure and look to a hasty
finis.
pictures t a k e n in a group of 20.
I will close, therefore, after a brief mention
A s an active member we write our last letter to the S C R O L L . We have been a inember of the principal event t h a t has transpired
for 5 years and the ties for our beloved fra- within our realm since our last. I am going

VANDERBILT UNIV., Niisbville, Tenn..

May 29th, 1880.
The Tenn. Beta has been victorious in
everything at the commencement just concluded. A t the Normal college our boj^s won
the highest honors. A t the Vanderbilt the
boys were apprehensive t h a t the faculty
would make things disagreeable for them,
but the chancellor announced t h a t the Board
of T r u s t had decided t h a t he had no right to
administer an obligation to the boys t h a t
they were not connected with any secret Fraternity, as he had announced he would do,
for there was no law^ requiring a man to
criminate himself. I n fact "Old G r e y , " as
we call him, overlooked his hand, and to his
great mortification, and our satisfaction, he
had to back down as gracefully as he could.
Next year then there will not be near as
much danger in r u n n i n g the chapter as there
has been this, still the boys will have to be
cautious, and probably cannot send reports
to the S C R O L L , for some of the papers are
lial)le to fall in the faculty's hands, as one
did this year which almost had the effects of
a bombshell in our camp. But tlie boys can
run a fine chapter here by keeping its existence unknown.
Our boys were working for prizes this year,
and won all but a few unimportant ones not
competed for. Bro. J. H. Bryant won the
"Owen Prize" ($30.) for the best class standing, the " F o u n d e r s P r i z e " (.f.50.) for the
highest standing in the University, and a
" F e l l o w s h i p " worth ($500.) a year ; Bro. M.
R. Patterson won the " Y o u n g P r i z e " ($30.)
for oratory, and Bro. C. H. E. Hardin the
" F o u n d e r s Prize" ($50.) for the same. These
are the medals over which are the greatest
contests. Our boys did magnificently. The
students, the audiences, the judges and the
city papers were unanimous in the opinion
t h a t our boys had a clean walk over, and we
were proud of them I can tell you.
Although the pleasures of the week, with
the compiim;^iitary party to the campus girls,
the alumni dinner etc., were extraordinary,
the grand finite to the commencement was
our Ra-union and Banquet yesterday afternoon. The exercises at the Univ. closed a t
1 o'clock. Medals, prizes and diplomas were
secured, and we were then perfectly reckless
about discovery. A t 3 we had a final meeting in our hall, and initiated two men we
had been trying all the year to get. At 4
precisely we repaired to tiie ladies private
dining room of the Maxwell House, the finest
hotel in the South. I t would take a more
eloquent pen than muie to adequately rlescribe t h a t occasion. Seven of our returned
alumni were with us, and when 32 Phis took
seats at the festive board cries of, " H o w ' s
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this for a sub rosa chapter ? " " O h , we're the honor over J . B . Clark, P h i Delta Ps:,
not r u n n i n g here this y e a r ! ! " "Send for and a Senior.
'Old G r e y , ' " etc., were heard above the genBro. W . C. McClelland h a s been selected
eral clatter a n d confusion. T h e table was by t h e F . & W. t o represent them as Essaythe best t h e Maxwell House could get up; ist a t next contest.
alumni dinner was nothing t o it. T h e en- After consulting our worthy President
thusiasm increased with each sentiment Reddig, a committee of three made a visit t o
toasted.
Such cheers a n d h u r r a h s were Trinity Hall for the purpose of consulting the
never before heard in any house in Nashville, excellent a n d genial Principal, Dr. Earp, as
and collected wondering crowds on t h e to t h e chances of establishing ourselves
streets below. O u r printed programme of among t h e m in some way. T h e Doctor retoasts was as follows :
quested time t o think of t h e matter, b u t
" M a s t e r of Ceremonies," Lytton Taylor, spoke most encouragingly. This is one of
T e n n . ; " T h e Mystic B o n d , " J . H . Dortch, the best preparatory schools in the State, and
T e n n . ; " T e n n e s s e e B e t a , " G . C. J o n e s , T e n n . ; is situated a short distance o u t of town, so
" O u r Normal College B r o t h e r s , " J . R. Dean, why not have a separate Ciiapter there V
T e x . ; " T h e Goat we r i d e , " T . A. Atchison,
Also, what do you say t o a Ciiapter a t
T e n n . ; " T h e B a r b s , " M. R. Patterson, Wayhesburg College, the only College under
Tenn. ; " O u r Beloved (?) Chancellor," W. control of t h e Cumberland Presbyterian
H. Goodpasture, Tenn. ; " O u r F r i e n d s (?) Church ill this part of t h e country. T h e
the Theologs.," J . M. Barrs, Fla. ; " O u r field is white t o t h e harvest, good men are
Liberal Minded Board of T r u s t , " W . B. Pal- there and no F r a t e r n i t y .
mer, Tenn. ; " O u r P h i Sisters," D . U .
Yours, in t h e Bond,
Fletcher, Ga.; " T h e Victorious Philosophic,"
M. A . D E N M A N .
E . R . Lyons, La. ; " O u r Limbs of the L a w . "
R. F . Jackson, T e n n . ; " T h e Campus Girls^"
Pennsylvania Zeta.
E . D . Steger, Tenn. ; " L o v e , " J . Hobson,
DICKINSON COLLEGE, Carhsle, May, 1880.
T e n n . ; " O u r Progeny who will be P h i s , " C.
H . E . H a r d i n , C a l . ; " P h i Delta T h e t a , " R. D E A R B R O T H E R S :
The victor's crown is ours. Since last I
H . Hamilton, T e n n .
wrote we have brought under the protectioi
A l l of t h e responses were splendidly.deliv- of t h e Shield and Dagger a gem of grea'
ered. When Bro. Hardin mounted a chair, value, J . Malvern Colaw of Virginia ; a noble
and, supported by t w o Brothers, made his young man, an excellent student, and a true
side splitting response, the whole table rose Phi. By our success the Beta T h e t a P i were
t o . their feet, throwing up their napkins, defeated, much t o their regret.
clapping their hands, cheering a t t h e top of
We are gradually entwining a wreath of
t h e i r voices, and almost going wild. Bros. love around t h e heads of several P r e p s ;
Dortch a n d Hamilton, in speaking of our from- present appearances we almost have
great a n d noble F r a t e r n i t y , stirred t h e pa- them encircled. T h e Zeta boys a r e doin?
triotism of all t h e boys so profoundly t h a t very w e l l ; we hold some of the most promiround after round of applause arose on t h e nent positions in the Literary Societies, and
air. A motion t o make an annual banquet last week Bro. Weaver was elected t o t h e
on Friday afternoon of commencement week principal office in t h e Order of Good Tempan established custom was unanimously car- lars, there being six candidates.
ried with applause, and every graduate swore
W e have secured a room in which to meet,
he would be here next year.
Three last and though n o t entirely our own we feel
cheers a n d a tiger were then given t o our much more settled. On t h e whole everychapter, and t h u s gloriously ended the bright- thing is passing on smoothly and pleasantly.
est, happiest a n d most t r i u m p h a n t day in
Y o u r s in the Bond,
t h e history of the Tenn. Beta.
GEO. E . K L E I N H E N N .
W. B. P A L M E R .

Missouri Alpha.
MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY, Columbia.

April 30th, 1380.
D E A R SCROLL :

As you desire a brief report from t h e chapters for this number, I will not take up much
room in your columns. We are getting along
as usual, though a few of pur members have
left t h e University for their homes. One
good result o f - o u r active work is t h a t Bro.
R a t h b u n a n d myself went t o Westminster
College, F u l t o n , a n d established t h e . Mo.
Gamina. W . B . C. Brown is Secretary, I
t h i n k . We have every assurance t o believe
t h a t the Mo. Gamina will live long and succeed. W e a r e determined t o do all in o u r
power t o keep t h a t chapter r u n n i n g until i t
can stand alone.
Would it n o t be well t o continue t h e
S C R O L L throughout the sumnaer vacation ?
With best wishes t o all members of t h e
F r a t e r n i t y , I am.
Y o u r s in the Bond,
SAM. H , K E L L E Y .

Pennsylvania Gamma.
D E A R SCROLL :

Since our last report several things of interest have transpired. We commenced this
t e r m , April 8th, with our usual number, Bro.
V a n Cleve having returned, and Bro. Barton
being in the Academy.
A t the annual contest between t h e Philo
& Union, and Franklin & Washington literary societies, B r o . Crosser, Soph., received

Alabama Beta.
ALA. A. AND M. COLLEGE, April 29tb, 1880.
ED. SCROLL :

Your failure t o hear from Alabama Beta
through t h e last SCROLL is by no means an
indication of her indifference t o our noble
order, for if ever her members were engrossed
with love for P h i Delta Tiieta it is most assuredly now. Those of our many brothers
who can appreciate t h e trials and inconveniences incident t o our sub rosa existence will
^rejoice in our favorable prospect of having
p u r "disabilities removed," as the indications
of being recognized by t h e Trustees of t h e
college a t their next a n n u a l meeting t r a n s cends probability itself. This is indeed news,
and fully appreciated by those who for two
years have braved opposition a n d defied t h e
authority of our august Faculty.
i There are now t w e n t y members within"the
imystic fold, constituting the most prominent
Jnen in. college, (if you will pardon this degree of egotism). T h e Sigma Alpha Epsilon a n d Alpha T a u are each
figuring
jextensively and not without results, therfore
both have good chapters, with some prospects. The two "Sister Belles" of t h e Loveliest Village are both earnest and enthusiastic
Phis, and their station in tiie circles of society
(for they are both stars t h a t brightly shine)
renders our rivals sick of their choice. When
such a s these own o u r colors, and bear our
n a m e , " i t makes us justly p r o u d . "
. •
I n , t h e Bond,
A. FITZPATRICK.
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CHARLES COOK,
N o . 12 P l a i n S t r e e t ,

No. 1 Stnd, exact s i z e .

OFFICIAL J E W E L E R S
FOR T H E

Phi Delta Theta Fraternity,
No. 4 Studs, exact s i z e .
MANUFACTURE

BADGES, BUTTONS,
STUDS, CHARMS & RINGS.

TVATCH CHAIN

CHARM.

BADGE No. 4:.

[SUMETHI.NG NEW.J

FORMER OFFICIAL JEWELER FOR THE

W e have for many years made
the manufacture of College

PHI DELTA T H E T A FRATERNITY,
MANUFACTURES

FRATERNITY JEWELRY
A SPECIALTY.

^

abgcs. Sings, §tttbs, %^tck &ains, Si^arms, ^tc.

Using only the best materials and
My New Style Badge originated in the fact that I received many letters from parties asking me to get
up a new design
I complied and designed my New Style, which was much admired wherever seen.
Findemploying only skilled workmen en- ing, however, some objections thereto, I have concluded tp cease its manufactnre and have not therefore a n nexed it to my revised Price List. Instead of it I have designed a Watch Chain Charm which I think is a
in neatness of design for personal adornment. I t can be made to cost little for such a piece of Jewelrj,
ables us to produce a line of Goods model
and with fine sets can also be made expensive.
which for beauty and durability of
Prices for Badges, Bings, etc., of any description, furnished upon application. Send for illustrated catalogue of our Phi Delta Theta Badges, etc. For further information address C. COOK, Fifth and Smith
finish are unsurpassed. T h e merits Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
C d 1 y N 79.
of our Goods are : •
50 VISITING CARDS, THIS STYLE,
They are all Gold of good quality, handsomely and substantially
Philadelphia. on line Bristol Board, only jo c. By Mail j2 c.
made, set with stones which are 11£1 Chestnut St.,
Envelopes and Note Paper with ^ . A. 0. Ooat of
selected and real, and sold at reaArms at reasonable rates.
FINE
STATIONERY
Also Programmes, Invitations, and all kinds
sonable prices.
of fine Book and Job Work.

DREK^,

'^.C^.S.

J. E. WIBLE,
Washington & North Sts., Gettysburg, Pa.

AND

W e furnish

ENGRAVING HOUSE.
set

BADGP^S in Plain Enamel and
in Garnet, Turquoise, Pearl, Ru
by. Sapphire, and Diamond.

FINE
PERS

S W O R D S ornamented, and also
set to match the Badges.

ENGLISH
stamped

handsomely

and DOMESTIC

in Gold,

Illuminated

MONOGRAM.

Plain

with

CREST,

PA-

Colors or

CLASS

DIE,

Src.

Send for sample book of papers and prices.

S T U D S , of Shield pattern and also
in separate letters, eifher orna- Handsomely Engraved Invitations
mented or set.
for Colleges, Weddings, Receptions,
^c,
B U T T O N S of Shield pattern, in

VISITING

MONOGRAMS,
SOCIETY

R I N G S and Charms in assorted
styles.
Designs, Price Lists and all other
information furnished promptly.
ClyN79.

and
furnished

HERA

LDIC

ENGRA

in the best manner and correct taste.

Designs submitted for
a^ERA

CATALOGUES.
In order to place the Catalopne in the hands of
every Phi, the Executive Committee has authorized the Grand Banker to furnish them a t
the following rates :
With Paper Cover,
50 cents.
With Linen Cover,
75 "
Send orders at once to
G. D. WHITEHEAD,
Grand
Banker,
1 & 3 Thorpe's Block, Indianapolis, Ind.

Alumni Subscriptions
TO

T H E

SGI^OXJI.

are solicited. Mailed to address of any alumnns
or corresponding member, postage paid, at one
dollar per annum. Terms cash in advance.
Send all subscriptions to
DESIGNS,
M. F . TROXELL,
Gettysbnrg, Pa.
Business Manager.
VING

CARDS,

Enamel.

Refers by permission to Bus. Man. of SCROLL.

approval.
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G E T T Y S B U R G , PA., O C T O B E R , 1 8 8 0 .

VOLUME V.

A Poetic Triad.
TO ADDIE.

I loved thee first, when first I met thee;
And can I for one hour forget thee ?
An endless future can't efface
The impression of thy smiling face.
No !_age may quench my mem'ry's power,
But ne'er obscure the blissful hour
When first my young heart knew to love,
And you, its sweet enchantment wove!

TO KATIE.

Bloom like the roses, my sweet,
Blushing in beauty to-day ;
Scattering firagrance as they.
Fading, when hope is complete ;
Dying, when fond trust is given ;—
Living, as spirits, that play,
Entranced, in the raptures of Heaven !
STANNY SAMS, Teen. B.

" Violet Cottage," Aug. 15th i8-/g.

Chapter Correspondence.
TO "MANNIE,
ON PRESENTING TO HER A BASKET OF FLOWERS.

Accept these flowers, my budding fair.
Thyself a flower without compeer,
From him, whose holiest, happiest call
Would be, a supphant at thy feet.
To lay his heart, in bondage sweet,
An offering there.
In every bud and bloom I see
Some trait, that speaks to my heart of thee.
In the lily's form, thy,grace is shown ;
The rose's tints are all thine own ;
The violet's modesty is thine ;
Thine is the beauty, half-divine.
Of that bright flower, which op'd to the skies
In the mellow noon of Paradise,—
Now only known
In those soft vales
Where all is mute
But the lover's tales,
And the lover's lute.
Thou art fair as the roseate tint of dawn ;
Gay as the laughter of gladness born ;
Fresh as a hairbell steeped in dew ;
Bright as the golden sunset's hue ;
And sweet as the perfume of subtlest power,
Which steals from the down of the orange
flower.
Say, "Mannie," say, when these are gone.
For the loveUest things are soonest flown.
Will a few bright flowers, retained by thee,
Give life to some thought, some dream, of me ?
Will verdant memory find repose
Amid the ashes of the rose,
And spring around my name ?
And will some amorous tendril twine.
And bind thy heart in coil with mine,
Till both shall grow the same ?
Happy such destiny would be ;
But o h ! too high,.too bright for me.
Yet think of me, my precious one;
Yet think of me, when I am gone.
Think of him, who set apart
His all-devoted heart
To worship thee alone.
By day and night, I'll dream of thee ;
Thy witching face in dreams I'll see;
And meet the sparkle of thine eye.
And feel thy joyous presence nigh ;
And catch thy footfalls on my ear.
When 1 gaze on this lock of soft brown hair.
Yet a token more dear than a wavy strand
Of hair, enclasped in a silken band.
Is mine to guard with jealous care;
'Tis as precious and bright as an angel's tear,
In the innermost depths of my being consigned
Where the vestal Love, that never sleeps.
Unceasingly o'er it her vigil keeps ;
In my heart is thy image enshrined !

This subject has been briefly alluded
to in several late numbers of the SCROLL,
and one needs only to consider it to see
its vast importance to the prosperity of
Phi Delta Theta. Let the thoughtful
mind turn his attention to the condition
of the chapters throughout the land and
behold the list of those inactive and dead,
and the examinatio,n will always be followed by the thought, "These are the effects of ignorance both in chapters and
individual members." And such will be
the state of affairs till all the chapters and
members of chapters stir up and begin
to feel interested in the work and prosperity of the fraternity.
It is scarcely necessary to say that ignorance in the fraternity is the principal
cause of the dissolution of chapters, and
this ignorance and lack of energy, and
their causes and effects, are the points
which I shall attempt to present.
The old and profoundly true proverb
that "Ignorance is a curse," is appropriate anywhere, but especially so here.
Ignorance of the condition of the fraternity at large in any chapter is the surest
seed of death that could be sown, and
always proves destruction to the chapter
in such a condition.
The Phi Delta Theta fraternity system
is one of a noble and elevating character,
and looks forward and gives the true Phi
a happy and instructive road to travel,
laying for him the foundation of fame if he
will but use those opportunities which the
fraternity so liberally offers. Of course
to gain the desired benefit from the fraternity one must take an interest in its
work and welfare, and keep himself posted both concerning the present and past
conditions of the fraternity; and must
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work to try to make her excel in the future and even surpass her former prosperity.
It is natural for man to take no interest in that of which he knows nothing,
and hence ignorance is followed by inaction, a most loathsome disease. How
then can it be expected of a chapter to
prosper when it is ignorant not only of
the condition of other ch^ters, but of the
government and nature of the fraternity
of which it is a part. When I speak of
a chapter I mean each member of the
chapter. The first step then for a chapter to take, is to become thoroughly
acquainted with the government and objects of the fraternity and to know for
what purpose they are in the fraternity.
And second to keep well posted about
the condition of other chapters. This is
done by correspondence, and correspond-.
ence might justly be called the joining
link of the chapters. What is more encouraging to a weak chapter than to receive encouraging communications from
stronger sister chapters far and near ?
What could check the decay of a chapter
quicker and strengthen the courage of
the members more than a continued and
instructive correspondence coming from
chapters throughout the whole fraternity.
It shows them, by a fair knowledge of the
fraternity's condition, where they might
stand if they would continue to push on,
it makes weak chapters feel of more importance, brightens their prospects, and
makes their members feel that they are
yet a part of the glorious old Phi Delta
Theta and that they are yet members of
a great and grand institution.
It is true that the SCROLL gives much
information to the different chapters of
the condition of others, and we should
feel proud of it; but we need something
to draw the chapters more closely together and address each other more
directly and intimately and give the conditions and workings more minutely.
This can be done only by correspondence, and this should greatly increase.
A chapter or a member can do no
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good in approaching a man for fraternity
unless he is pretty well posted as to its
condition. Then chapter correspondence,
inasmuch as it is the only true way of
getting direct information and giving the
condition of affairs minutely, is necessary
both for the maintenance of old as well
as the establishment of new chapters.
Let us congratulate and imitate Ky.
A. upon her energy and enthusiasm in
this important feature of fraternity life.
She is seeing the importance of a good
knowledge of the vast brotherhood.
Correspondence gives the fraternity a
sweet savor, and gives the members a
higher idea of the order, inasmuch as Phi
Delta Theta is of a higher character than
one ignorant -would expect. Chapter
Correspondence gives the members a
zeal to excel that otherwise they would
not exercise, teaches them how to work,
and above all joins them more closely
together in the glorious Bond of Phi
Delta Theta.
Let every chapter consider this carefully, and begin a more extensive correspondence with other chapters.
Let each of us feel that the fraternity
will richly repay us for our work if
rightly executed. Let the old members
of the chapters teach and train the young
members how to work as they are taken
in, and let the less experienced lend their
energy also to the fraternity and make
themselves useful to the cause, knowing
that they shall be benefited. Let us
feel and be well assured that we are
laboring for a cause entirely deserving of
our most valiant efforts. Let the chapters be more closely consolidated into
one common body. Let us do cheerfully whatever we can to advance the
cause of Phi Delta Theta, redeem her
lost ground and connect her Northern,
Southern, Western and Eastern chapters
by a cord of harmony and brotherhood
which shall cause to vibrate in sweeter
harmony than the music of any harp the
melodious accents of Phi Delta Theta
love.
J. M. G.

Our Dead Chapters.
During 1879-80 Phi Delta Theta made
more advancement, in the way of establishing new, and reviving dead, chapters,
than during any other year in its history.
Probably as much good work of the same
kind will be done during the coming year.
But without noticing now our prospects
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for entering Institutions where we have
never been before, let us turn to our dead
chapters.
There is probably no Phi who does not
regret that we have so many dead chapters, and does not realize that they are a
great hindrance to our progress. The
regret is more serious when we consider
that a majority of those chapters we will
not wish to revive, because they were located at Institutions which have suspended,
adopted anti-fraternity laws, or deteriorated below our standard, and that, therefore, they must rerriain to mar the symmetry of our fair chapter roll for all time
to come. Such a number of dead chapters impresses the mind with the idea ot
a want of care in granting charters, and
a looseness on the part of our administrative authorities, and hence, is a great
drawback to the Fraternity.
We are now resolved to reinstate our
N. Y. Alpha at Cornell, Mich. Alpha at
Mich. Univ., 111. Alpha at Northwestern,
and Cal. Alpha at Cal. Univ., as early as
we can, and the Neb. Alpha as soon as
the number of students at Neb. Univ. becomes larger. But there remain Ohio
Beta and Gamma, Ky. Beta and Gamma,
Ind. Zeta, Pa. Delta, Tenn. Alpha, Ga.
Alpha, Tex. Alpha, Mo. Beta and Wis.
Beta, which for special reasons, such as
mentioned, we will not wish to revive.
Now, as each of these chapters had very
few members, and none of them exi.sted
as long as a year, and as several of them
were only experimental chapters, and
probably were never chartered, I propose
that they be stricken out of our catalogue,
and their members be given to the other
chapters to which they would most appropriately belong. Cultivation does not
alone consist in nourishing and grafting,
for there is such a thing as pruning, and
judicious pruning is well calculated to
assist a healthy growth. There is no
sense in our remaining handi-capped forevermore by these dead chapters.
At Miami Univ., in 1852, the Ohio
Alpha became so large that it divided
into two chapters. The second chapter
was known as the Beta, but it continued
a separate existence only a short time.
Its 13 members should be placed under
Ohio Alpha. The present active Ohio
chapters oppose the reorganization of the
Ohio Gamma, because of the poor standing of Wittenberg Coll., and because there
is strong prejudice against Fraternities

there. Our catalogue shows 7 members
of that chapter. One of the names is a
misprint, and I have a denial from 2 of
the men that they were members. The
other 4 should be put in the Ohio Alpha
list. The Tex. Alpha sprang from Ohio
Alpha, and Austin Coll., where it was
located, is now a very inferior Institution,
with only 3 professors. It is not a fit
place for Phi Delta Theta, and the 5
members of the chapter should be combined with the Ohio Alpha. It is a mistake about our having had a chapter at
Cumberland Univ. Among the archives
of one of our oldest chapters I found that
it was only proposed to establish a chapter there. I wrote to the gentleman
whose name is the only one that appears
under the Tenn. Alpha, and he denies
ever having belonged to our Fraternity.
That chapter should, therefore, be expunged entirely. Ky. Beta was at Ky.
Mil. Inst, which is now conducted by an
individual as a private enterprise, and is
below our standard. Ky. Gamma was at
Georgetown Coll., a small anti-fraternity
Institution. Each of them numbered
about 8 members, and they should be
united with Ky. Alpha. The Ga. Alpha,
formerly at Oglethorpe Univ., shows but
14 members in the catalogue, and 5 of
those went to Ga. Beta after Oglethorpe
died, and are, by rights, members of that
chapter. The others, therefore, might
properly be placed in that chapter's list.
The Ala. Alpha was established at Ala.
Univ. just a few weeks before anti-fraternity laws were enacted. It consisted of
9 members, and 5 of them became connected with other chapters. The remaining 4 should be incorporated with Ala.
Beta, organized shortly after, and which
is now flourishing. Under Wis. Beta,
which was at Lawrence Univ., 11 names
appear. One is a misprint and the other
10 should be placed in the Wis. Alpha
list, as the Institution is hostile to Fraternities. For the same reason Mo.
Beta, which numbered 8 members at
Central Coll., should be put with Mo.
Alpha. The charter of Ind. Zeta, at the
State Normal School, was withdrawn by
the Convention of 1875, ^"d the Executive Committee in 1878 refused to recharter it. Its members ought to be put
with Ind. Alpha, for it is not very creditable to have had a chapter at such an
Institution. The Pa. Delta was founded
by Pa. Alpha at Lehigh, which is verj'
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near Lafayette, and should be combined
with that chapter's li.st, for it is simply
preposterous to have a chapter of only 2
members in our catalogue.
By these changes the odium of 11 defunct chapters would be removed at one
stroke. Of course it should be denoted
in the catalogue at what Institutions
transferred members were initiated, and
this can be done conveniently by notes,
as the new catalogue will have a great
many notes. T h e transposition would
make no difference to the members, and
the Fraternity Ought not to be retarded
longer by its load of dead chapters.
T h e titles of the chapters in some
States would be changed b y this arrangement. T h u s the Ohio Delta, E p silon, Zeta and Eta would become the
Beta, Gamma, Delta and Epsilon, respectively ; the Ga. Beta, Gamma and Delta,
the Alpha, Beta and Gamma, respectively ; the Pa. Epsilon and Zeta, the Delta
and Epsilon, respectively; the Ind. Eta,
the Z e t a ; the Tenn. Beta, the A l p h a ;
t h e Ala. Beta, the A l p h a ; and the Tex.
Beta, the Alpha. Altogether, the titles
of 13 chapters would be changed. But
some one may object to changing the
titles because Phis are now accustomed
to them, but the benefits more than outweigh the objections, and, moreover, the
titles of many chapters have been changed
once or twice before without any injury.
In both the 1870 and 1872 catalogues
the members of all dead chapters were
included under Ohio Alpha. T h e Ohio
Epsilon was known as the Beta, the Delta as the Gamma, the Zeta as the Delta ;
the Ind. Zeta as the Eta, the Eta as the
Z e t a ; the 111. Beta as the Alpha, the
Gamma as the Beta, and the Delta as the
Gamma.
In fact, the chapters were
known by the latter names for a period
of over 10 years, from the time o t the
war until 1875, when the roll of chapters
was revised. This can also be seen in
the minutes of the Conventions during
those years.
Beta Theta Pi, which has a long hst of
dead chapters, will expurgate nearly all
of them, and revise its chapter roster, in
its forthcoming catalogue. Delta Kappa
Epsilon drops all its dead chapters, except what were at Miami and Harvard,
and all the members belonging to them.
Let the members of Phi Delta Theta
consider whether it would not be well for
our Convention to make the changes I
have indicated.
w. B. P.

mourn with them—a brotherhood united in
the same Bond to which our Brother subscribed.—B. M.]
Class of 1880—William Vernon Olyphant,
immediately after passing the final examination went to his home in New York. Though
naturally strong and active he had for a few
weeks been feeling unwell. He died quietly
on tiie morning of June 12. His friends saw
no cause for alarm until a day preceding his
death. His last act was to select the subject
of his honorary oration for Commencement.
His i-are mental endowments and pure, manly
character won the esteem of his teachers and
college mates and promised a very successful
life. His sudden and untimely deatli has been
frequently referred to in the Commencement
exercises. We append the testimonials which,
with floral tributes, were sent with the college
friends who attended his funeral.
EASTON, P A . ,

June 13, 1880.

Bereaved Friends :

Our class, at a meeting this afternoon, directed US to send a testimonial of the sudden
and deep sorrow that has come upon us all in
learning of the death of your son and brother,
our dear classmate. William V. Olyphant
held no ordinary position among us. His invariable good nature, honorable and gentlemanly bearing and his uniform Christian deportment won our warmest esteem. We were
proud of him as a scholar. Throughout his
course he was recognized as a man of remarkable ability and commendable faithfulness.
Our esteem for him, as our sorrow at iiis loss,
is fully shared by our teachers. Tlie high
graduation honors which were awarded him
we gladly acknowledged and liis absence from
our Commencement will cast a sadness over
all we do. We shall, during what remains of
our course, wear a badge of mourning. We
had high hopes of our classmate's future.
No one seemed of brighter promise. Our
disappointment is sincere and our sympathy
with his sorrowing relatives is more than we
can express. May God, whose doings are
wise and merciful, as they are inscrutable,
bless those wliom He has aflfl^icted.
Most sincerely,
A. M. LUPFER,
W. W. SMITH,

W. S. Y'OUNG.
To Mrs. G. T. Olyphant and daughter,
New York City.
P H I DELTA TIIETA HALL, 1

Lafayette College.
j
It hath pleased God in his wisdom to remove from us our friend and brother,
William V. Olyphant, therefore be it
Resolved, That we as a fraternity, while
submitting to the inscrutable will of God, do
deeply mourn the loss of our brother, whose
genial, manly. Christian character had endeared him to us in the strongest ties of
friendship, and
Resolved, That we do sympathize most
deeply with the sorrowing family of our
brother in their great bereavement, and commend them for consolation to Him that doeth
all things well, and
Resolved, That as a token of respect we
drape our hall, and wear badges in mourning
for a period of thirty days, and
Kn ittemorlam.
Resolved, That a copy of this heartfelt tes[The following is taken from theCommence- timonial
of our sympathy and sorrow be sent
ment number of tlie Lafayette College Journal. to the family of our departed brother, and
be sent to the fraternity monthly and
It is H just tribute to departed worth. Bio. copies
the L A F A Y E T T E COLLEGE JOURNAL.
O. was held in high regard by the SCROLL
JOHN T . MORRISON,
management, and we can assure those most
A L E X . McC. L U P F E R ,
A. C. M C C A U L E T .
bereaved that a large brotherhood of hearts
•xaxii-UTB-rn
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Other Fraternities.

—Sigma Chi has entered Southern University, Ala., sub rosa.
—Alpha Tau Omega at Johns Hopkins died
in 1878, after less than a year's existence.
—Kappa Kappa Gamma has entered Univ.
of California, and.is the first ladies' fraternity
there.
—Beta Theta Pi's chapter at Beloit College came out from under the rose at commencement. Tlie faculty will probably allow
them to continue.
—A chapter of Delta Gamma (ladies) was
organized at the Univ. of Wisconsin last
spring with eight charter members, but the
charter was handed in because of disagreement with the Alpha chapter.
—Beta Theta Pi has a new song book, catalogue, and history ready for the press. So
they say.
—The house building scheme of the Chi
Phis at Amherst has collapsed. It was, in
other words, "a castle in the air."
—The sixteenth convention of Phi Gamma
Delta was held in Baltimore, Sept. 8-10.
About thirty delegates were present, half of
that number being from four chapters. The
oration was delivered by a member of the
Baltimore bar, the poem was read by a New
Y'ork Plii Gam. The frat. territory was divided into four districts, following the policy
somewhat of Beta Theta Pi. Steps were
taken toward extension. The next convention will be held in 1881 at Chautauqua, N. Y.
—It is notable that the convention of Alpha Delta Phi at Rochester, last May, sent a
congratulatory telegram to the Psi Upsilon
convention, assembled at the same time at
Ann Arbor.
—Greek letter fraternities have never flourished at Harvard, because of the opposition
of the faculty and of the prominence and influence of the class societies. A chapter of
Alpha Delta Phi was started there in 1836,
and died in 1865. It was revived in 1879,
aud appeared in last years Index, the students
annual, as an open literary society, with 26
members. In 1848, six Beta Theta Pis tried
to start a chapter there, but it died still born.
Several Betas who were there last year organized a chapter in May, under the direction of
W. R. Baird, and it began with 9 members,
all but one being in '82, but they expect to
get members from all the classes. A chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon was organized
there in 1852, and nominally killed by the
faculty in 1857, but it flourished sub rosa until about 1870. No men initiated since then
are included in the fraternity's catalogue,
and the chapter has since existed as a mere
sophomore organization called the "Dickey
club," which numbered last year 26 men.
All the Harvard Alpha Delta Phis are also
"Dickies." A regular chapter of D. K. E. will
probably be formed this year. The other
fraternities that have existed there are. Delta
Phi, 1845-51; Psi Upsilon, 1851-8 and 18714 ; Zeta Psi, 1852-7 and 1865-70; and Phi
Kappa Sigma 1865-5. The "Hasty Pudding''
'(which all readers of "Hammersmith, His
Harvard Days" will remember) annually
chooses 72 men from the junior class, usually
taking moneyed chaps, for it is a very expensive club. "O. K." selects the literary element. These organizations are gregarious,
instead of fraternal, and there ought not to
be any conflict between them and the general
fraternities, for there could be no objection
to a fraternity man belonging to as many
class societies as he pleases. The fraternities
are determined to go in, and it will probably
not be long before they outrank in popularity,
if they do not break down, the class societies
at "Fair Harvard."
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electrotype plates and with notes. It will be
a most welcome addition to Phi publications
as well as to the spirit of song that ought to
be cherished among us. Lyrical Phis in parA Monthly Paper Devoted to the interests of the Phi Delta Theta
ticular ought to exert themselves to see that
Fraternity.
all the shares of stock are subscribed for
M. F. PARRISH, Editor, . . . . Lee, Ohio. quickly. But this publication should not
M.F. TROXELL, Bus. Man., . Gettysburg, Pa. hinder the work on the catalogue.
All communications for publication should be sent to the Editor by the Isl of each month. Business correspondence should
be addressed lo the Publisher.

GET'fYSBURG,PA7, OCTOBER, 18807
WANTED—To find the address of William
Page, Esq., Illinois Alpha, '61. Send information to
H. H. WEBER, Penna. B.
Gettysburg, Pa.
This number is issued later than usual because of the convention taking place so late
in the month.
We received much Phi mail this vacation
past, all of which gave proof of deep interest
in fraternity affairs and especially in the
coming convention.

The Spirit of Change.
A great deal has been said through our
columns about existing rules, ordinances,
and statutes. There seems to be considerable dissatisfaction with some of our institutions in the Phi Delta Theta government,
and almost every writer wants a change made
in this or that at the Convention.
A free expression of opinion ought to be
given, and the best measures and views ought
to be adopted. But nothing should be done
hastily. There seems to be a spirit of change
agitating our whole fraternal body, and it is
to offer a word of caution that we pen these
lines. Long established rules, statutes that
have been framed by those as wise, perhaps
wiser than ourselves, ought not to be ruthlessly laid aside, repealed, or amended. There
should be coolness of judgment exercised, and
all things should be done in wisdom. Among
the multitude of opinions and views, only the
best should prevail. Changes should come
slowly and surely.

We have the pleasure of announcing convention speakers as follows : Historian,
Judge D. D. Banta, Ind. Alpha, '55; Poet,
A. Gwyn Foster, Ind. Alpha, '78; Necrologist, Major Geo. W. Grubbs, Ind. Delta, '61;
Orator, Hon. Alston Ellis, Ohio Alpha, '67.
The names of other officers may be seen in The New Year—Its Prospects and Possibilithe Directory.
ties.
To all Phis, whether numbered among the
The call of the National Secretary for the forty chapters of active workers or scattered
Convention will be found in the Convention in every department of life, through the busiSupplement which accompanies this number. ness circles of our vast country, we send
In the Supplement will be found also the Di- greeting. We can hail you all with joy at
rectory, revised as fully as possible at this this opening of the year's work, because from
date, articles on living topics, alumni chap- every quarter have come the most encouragter reports, notes, etc. We are doing our ing and enthusiastic reports. The unpreceutmost to give room to all important matter dented success of last year so inspirited the
and ask the indulgence of those whom we entire Fraternity that it requires no effort
may seem to slight. The sti-ain on our space whatever to start the ball rolling ; in fact we
is great.
think that it has not been permitted to stop:—
We trust the Supplement will prove valu- the boys have done some of that vacation
able to all, especially to delegates at Indian- work that we suggested in our last issue, and
apolis.
the result is apparent now. The rank and
Some good work has been done during the file of this great fraternity are beginning
summer among our alumni. Bro. Alva Fitz- more than ever to appreciate the fact that
patrick, Ala. B., '80, went to work with a healthy, permanent growth can only be atwill on his return to Montgomery after grad- tained by unabated activity on the part of
uating, and the result is the Ala. Alpha every individual. There is nothing so fatal
alumni. An active member of Penna. Beta as apathy, nothing so life-giving as honest,
who resides in Baltimore made a strong effort earnest labor.
Last year was a year of extension and resurto found an alumni chapter in that city also.
rection.
This year, we think, should be a
An account of his effort is given in the Supyear
of
internal
growth, solidifying, fortifj'plement. Both these chapters have been
ing
and
making
permanent the results of
chartered, and we trust that they will grow
strong in numbers and influence in their re- previous labor. There ought, perhaps, to be
spective cities. All honor to those who were a few new chapters established, but we think
the Fraternity has now reached that numerithe means of starting them.
cal magnitude, both in men and chapters,
The subject of a new song book has been where it ought to go very slow and be very
worked up in a business way that ought to careful in extension—where, indeed, extendsucceed. I t is in the hands of pronounced ing should be made secondary to strengtlienenergetic Phis who will make it prosper if ing. Neither ought we to be blind to the
such a thing can be done. The book con- future condition of this country, in establishtemplated is a fine volume of songs from ing chapters. While it is desirable to have

our order represented in the old bed rock
institutions of the east, still we know that it
is very difficult in the flrst place to get a hold
there, and it will not probably be more difficult ten or fifteen years hence. But in the
west it is quite different. The inexhaustible
natural resources of that region, consisting
of many millions of acres of land unsurpassed
for agricultural purposes; iron, coal and
many other valuable minerals in quantities
exceeded by no region on the globe ; gold and
silver in aggregations attracting thither the
wealth and influence of the world; all these
things, we say, will ultimately make that
country a region of wealth, education and
civilization. This can be as certainly predicted as any future event, and, accepting
this, would it not be the part of wisdom and
prudent foresight to expend whatever energies we may have to spare, in establishing
ourselves firmly in the present and prospectively powerful institutions of the west?
Power in the west will not prejudice our
cause in the east because we have already
sufficiently establi-shed ourselves there to give
us prestige. On the other hand that would
give us great advantage there, as it is well
known that many western students take postgraduate courses in the eastern colleges, and
if we have a great many members in the west
we will be more likely to find them congregating in the east, and there, at the proper
time, chapters could be formed.
These thoughts we offer, leaving the active
workers to judge of their soundness and propriety. If they are good and the Fraternity
decide to adopt some such line of action we
sincerely trust that the same energy and enthusiasm will be manifested that characterized the last ytar, and whatever plan be
adopted "let not a stone be left unturned"
to make it a perfect success.
About Taxes.
There may be danger just now of some
chapters faltering and stumbling under the
two taxes due at the beginning of this year.
Having this in mind the G. B. issued the call
for Convention tax last April, thus giving
all chapters ample time to prepare to meet it.
We trust that most of the chapters have forwarded the amount of their assessment long
before this is read. To those who have not
we urge the utmost speed in'the matter The
time is at hand when it is needed, and the
satisfaction of doing our duty and of getting
all the benefits that will accrue from the Convention will more than repay present sacrifices that may have to be made. The delegate
going from a chapter is usually willing to pay
at least half of all the tax due from liis chapter, and this lessens the burden, for those
who must remain.at home, considerably.
As to the SCROLL tax we do not think it
necessary to urge payment—we believe the
active members of Phi Delta Theta who get
the SCROLL regularly are imbued with too
much love for the matter it contains and have
too much honor to feel that they ought to receive it gratis. In dollars and cents the
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is worth what is paid for it by those j considered a very efficient instructor. He is W. M. Floyd, L. C. Hoss ; Sophs, L. D. Gufalso an enthusiastic Piii as far as his position fln, J. B. Landers, M. R. Morrison, C. L.
who read it each month of the college year.
permit.
Goodwin ; Freshmen, O. P. M. Hubbard, J.
These taxes do not come often, and both will
I noticed some time ago something was B. Kulins, W. R. Blaird.
ought to be paid without a sigh for the money said in the SCROLL in reference to having the
The Sigma Chis start this year with 3 men,
invested. Let there be no faltering, then, in Fraternity incorporated. I think this is a the Delta Taus with 2, and the Beta Theta
meeting the requirements of the fraternity. matter of great importance. With our in- Pis with 5, the latter mostly composed of
The address of the Grand Banker is well creasing strength and influence, we should "Preps."
have a more permanent organization. Let
The campaign has scarcely opened, but we
known.
each chapter discuss this subject aud instruct have obtained the consent of a man whom
its delegate to the convention.
we "spiked" last year, and will initiate him
We send as our delegate Bro. A. C. Mc-to-morrow night. Our prospects are very
ter ^0i:rcsponbcn«
Cauley, whom you will find a fair representa- bright. We will do all in our power to make
tive of the National Grand. I hope the the convention a success, and trust that a
brothers will guard him from the bewitching large delegation from each chapter in the
National Grand.
influences of the ladies, as he is "awfully" fraternity will be present. Hoping that the
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, Easton, Pa., Sept. 18th, 1880. bashful, and "hardly ever" goes into their outlook of each chapter is as bright as that
of Ind. Gamma, we remain,
society.
D E A R BROTHER PHIS :
y ours fraternally,
I believe I have made a sufficiently long bow
It is always with feelings of regret that the
C. L. GOODWIN.
new S. E. assumes the duties of his predeces- to the SCROLL and its readers. I will close
sor who has gone to return no more as an with the best wishes of the National Grand
active member of his chapter. But regret for the abundant success of the Phi Delta
Wisconsin Alpha.
becomes extreme grief when he realizes that Theta wherever the Shield and Dagger may
MADISON, WISCONSIN, Sept. 18, 1880.
the hand that penned the last communica- be found.
DEAR SCROLL:
Yours fraternally,
tion is now still iu deatli. Such at least is
Once again Wis. Alpha sends a greeting to
A. N. HAGERTY.
my experience as I tell you of the sudden
the "boys." We commenced the year with
deatli of our dear brother, William Vernon
six members and have just initiated one more
Pennsylvania Zeta.
Olyphant, which occured on June 12th last,
this evening.
at his home in New York City. It is not my
DICKINSON COLLEGE, Carlisle, Sept. 27th, 1880.
We think that we will be able to double
intention to dwell upon the particulars of his D E A R EDITOR :
our number this year, tho' the number of
sickness and death. His sickness was short,
After a pleasant vacation of ten weeks, all new students is not as large as usual, owing
and caused but little pain. He fell into the members of young Penna. Zeta returned to the abolishment of tlie Preparatory depeaceful sleep to awake in- "That Sweet By to college with renewed zeal to work for the partment of the University. It is not proband By," of which he sang but a few minutes interests of the Phi Delta. Though our able that we will send more than oue man to
before. The grief aud pain are ours; the joy chapter has been but recently established in the Convention.
and triumph his. We have realized the stern this part of the State, yet through the ardor
A vote taken on the subject of the P. F . ,
truth of one of his sweetest songs, "We have of our boys we had the pleasure of initiating showed that the Chapter is unanimously opmet, and we have missed him." We miss on 24th inst., Messrs. A. At wood Thompson posed to it.
hiin everywhere. But especially in our meet- and J. Wesley Perkinpine. Both are memWe moved into a new hall to-day. I t is in
ings, where he was always the centre of life bers of the Freshman class. They are good the same building as the Beta Hall, but not
students
and
we
feel
that
they
will
reflect
and cheerfulness. But he is gone. We will
on the same floor. The Betas have about
hear his voice no more among us here. We honor upon our ranks.
nine men to begin with, the Phi Psis about
bow humbly to the infinite wisdom that has
The addition of these two young men swells 18, and the Chi Psis about 14.
thus bereaved us. "The Lord gave and the our number to nine solid Phis. Several of
Yours iu the Bond,
Lord hath taken away, blessed be the name the other fraternities in the college are as yet
D A N S. M C A R T H U R .
above us in point of numbers, but of course
of the Lord."
it
is
at
once
understood
that
they
are
superior
We received our share of honors on comMichigan Beta.
mencement day. Our banquet was a very to us in no other respect.
AGBICCLTCRAL
COLLEGE,
We have secured a hall, and consider our
pleasant affair, but of necessity quiet. We
Lansing,
Mich., Sept. 20, '80.
chapter
as
permanently
established
in
Dickall unconsciously fell into a solemn, rather
E D . SCROLL :
than gay and lively mood, on account of the inson.
In reply to your circular we make the folOur prospects are good for several more
recent death of our brother. We had with
us brothers Angle, '76, Alex. Speel, our "sen- members. With these few particulars I am. lowing report:
1. We have twelve men.
Yours in the Bond,
ator," '78, Bixby, '76, Moore, '77, and Scott,
2. We expect to initiate four or five this
F R A N K A. BERGSTRESSER.
'80. The occasion was one long to be reterm.
membered.
3. One frat. opposes us, the Delta Tau
We are all back this term, with the excepIndiana Eta.
Delta.
tion of Bro. Lud ington, who, we are sorry to
ASBURY UNIVERSITY, Greencastle, Ind.,
4. They have twenty-two men. They are
say, has been quite sick, but is recovering
Sept. 14th, IS80.
"rancid." All the literary institutions of
now. We have gathered one excellent young D E A R SCROLL :
against them and say to the
man from "wanderings from afar," into the
College opens to-morrow. Fifteen of the the college work
"if you join a fraternity go to the
sheltering fold of the Phis. We initiated boys are back ready for business. Material Freshmen,
Brother Capwell last Saturday night. We is plenty and good. Our aim is to get some Phis."
5. We will send one delegate and perhaps
expect at least two more of the choice ones good meu from the lower classes. We are two
other members to the convention.
of '84 to cast their lots with us before the already well represented in all classes. The
6. We are unanimously opposed to the perclose of this week. We do not hurry in vacation has dealt fairly with the boys. We manent
fund.
taking in new men. We are a perfect unit have met many Phis. We have our hall
We
are
and awake to the work of
in our old men. There could not be greater nicely fitted up, but are not much in debt, keeping ouralive
the best literary instituharmony in a family than there has been in owing to the earnest work of our Treasurer, tion in the chapter
college, and of advancing the
our chapter during the past year. We are Bro. Elrod. We very gratefully acknowledge highest interests
of our loved fraternity. We
exceedingly careful whom we take into the fifteen dollars from Bro. Floyd, of Indiana have interesting and
profitable meetings, and
sacred bonds of our brotherhood. I think the Gamma, as a personal gift.
forward to the convention as a means of
National Grand—as I trust all sister chapters
We are now in correspondence with several look
do, realizes in the true sense the nature of the chapters, but I want a letter from every great improvement to us all.
Yours in the Bond,
Bond. I think one of the objects of our or- chapter, for we believe that Phi Delta Theta
J . M . HOLLINGSWOKTH.
ganization is social improvement, and, with- needs our chapter and we want to be helped
out boasting, I feel that this end is attained by encouraging letters from more experienced
Vermont Alpha.
in a marked dagree by the Penna. Alp!ia. If men. We hope to report new accessions next
any one doubts just let him show himself month.
Yours in the Bond,
UNIV. OF VERMONT AND STATE AGR'L COLL.,
about Lafayette.
J. S. W H I T E .
Burlington ,Vt., Sept. 14, '80.
D E A R SCROLL :
We have been honored here, and the FraIndiana Gamma.
Vermont Alpha's prospects are good. We
ternity at large as well, by Berlin, of '76, behave just had a room "made to order" and it
IRVINGTON, IND., Sept. 16tb, 1880.
ing chosen to fill the vacancy in the Faculty
will soon be ready for us. Those Brothers
caused by the resignation of Prof. Baker from EDITOR SCROLL :
The college year at Butler University who, thro' the misfortune of graduation, &c.,
the chair of Civil Engineering. It shows
where they have to go for good men. He is opened on the 15tli inst. Nine of Ind. Gam- are not with us in the flesh, manifest the
quite popular among the boys already, and is ma's members have returned, viz. : Seniors, true Phi spirit. They have given ns promise
SCROLL
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of material aid, and this promise lends additional strength to our own zeal.
The Freshman class has some flne young
men. We hope for more than a fair share.
Indeed, present prospects lead us to expect a
fair share in number with a large preponderence of the brains of the class.
We have nine of our old members here
with a possibility of one more in the winter.
We thus need only a few to give us about
the right number.
Bto. Owen, '81, suffered a stroke of matrimony Aug. 18. If lie recovers sufficiently he
will be back to graduate. His wife is a graduate of Vermont Univ., and is an intelligent,
estimable lady of recognized artistic powers.
The ceremony was quite a college affair—
Prof. Petty, our oldest and "most beloved,"
performing the knotty work, while '81 boys
stood around to see fair play. Prosperity!
Vt. A. is quite satisfied with her members.
At the election of officers, Sept. 11, three
were re-elected. That certainly shows a degree of satisfaction that will tell in a speedy,
complete organization of working methods.
Everything betokens renewed and incrfeased
zeal, while the desire to live up to the Bond
and constitution seems to be the ruling passion of each.
To the other chapters Vt. A. sends the
greeting of the New Year. Like her own,
she hopes their prospects are better than
ever.
We excite, it seems, the ire of the Locals.
But we return thanks to Chi Phi for more
than one favor—among the latest for a beautiful catalogue of their Fraternity.
With, then, the pledge of Vt. Alpha's Phi
Delity, believe me.
Yours Fraternally,
H. L. V A N NOSTRAND.

Virginia Delta.
STAUNTON, VA., Sept. 10, 1880.

D E A R SCROLL :

According to your request in the June
number, I write a few lines from Va. Delta.
It is by no means a pleasant task however, as
I have painful news to communicate. About
ten days before the end of last session some
students gave positive proof to the chairman
of the faculty that James T. Dickinson, who
was one of the applicants for the degree of
A. B., had used unfair means to pass on one
of his examinations. Upon being summoned,
he confessed his guilt. This gentleman having held a prominent and respected position
among his fellow students, the news of his
fall spread rapidly through college, nor did it
stop within the bounds of the campus. The
sadness felt by us, his brothers in the sacred
Bond of Phi Delta Theta, was very profound,
still we realized that some action must be
taken. After calm deliberation and thought,
the chapter requested him to offer his resignation. He did so and it was accepted.
This course was adopted with the firm belief
of all the brothers that this was only one
false step in the life of one who, in future
years, will make his name to be known and
honored, and with the expectation of reelecting him at no distant day. At the same,
meeting, the undersigned was elected Corresponding Secretary to fill the vacancy caused
by J. T. Dickinson's resignation. I feel my
unfitness for the position but promise to do
my best. "Angels could do no more."
Of course we may be somewhat injured
next session by this sad occurence, as it will
be used against us by the other fraternities;
nevertheless I think our prospects very good.
Eight of our last year's men are certain to
return and perhaps nine. We also expect
that three will return to take Law, who were
at College several years ago.
We send Bro. George Bryan as our delegate to the convention. I hope that this will
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be the grandest and most valuable conven- ' ment seems to have doubled the ardor and
tion our noble Brotherhood has ever had, and energy of every member. New men have
that its beneficent results may be felt in every been elected, and before long the initiatory
chapter from Vermont to Texas.
paraphernalia will be needed. The prospects
Truly, in the Bond,
are flne for scoring a large membership this
year. More students have eiitered the UniGEORGE B . TAYLOR, J R .
versity than during any previous-year. The
chapter will be vigilant, but, as it has no riOhio Delta.
vals, it can afford to be deliberate in selec0. W. U., DELAWARE, 0 , Sept. 19, '80.
tion of men. However, there are representaE D . SCROLL :'
tives of almost all fraternities in the south
In reply to the requests in your late con- here, and the S. A. E.'s have eight or ten
gratulatory letter we shall be brief, as an- men here, and, owing to the modification of
other has already written something from the laws against fraternities, may conclude
Ohio Delta.
to start up a chapter. But the Phis will
We shall start with eight active members. have no difficulty in keeping ahead. So far
We have not yet done much work on men as Phi Delta Theta is the (mly fraternity that
the fitting up and furnishing our new hall has been able to sustain a chapter at Vanhas taken almost all our leisure time. We derbilt.
have, however, spotted a few good men—as
Two, and perhaps three, members will go
not a large amount of good material has
come in this fall—and expect to increase our to the Convention from here. The chapter
numbers soon. Six frats oppose us, of which has decided to have a special meeting on Satthe Phi Gams are the strongest. The Betas urday night, Oct. 23, in honor of the delereturn with four men, although they have gates who will pass through here, and for the
been promising to a "spiked" man during purpose of discussing the ])rospectH of the
the summer to return with ten. He says Convention over oysters and accom))animents. All delegates from the south of us
Beta taffy and rock-candy don't go down.
The article which appeared in the June are hereby invited to be with us on that ocnumber of the Beta Theta Pi paper has been casion. We expect one from Tex., one from
circulated among the other frats here ; it has Miss., two from Ala., three from (ia., and
raised the ire of most of them, so that Theta one from S. C. to meet at this point and to
chapter of Betas will have a hard current to go on from here in a party.
This chapter is against the permanent fund
stem, with a »300 debt in addition, during
"by a large majority."
the coming year.
In the Bonds of
Most of the frats return considerably deciPHI DELITY.
mated, especially the Delta Taus.
We will send one man to the National
Our Mother Chapter.
Convention. Bro. Scott Bonham was elected
The following highly interesting letter gives
as our delegate at the flrst meeting this term.
Our vote on the permanent fund stands three an important chapter in the history of tlie
for it as it is, and five against. Tlie demo- Ohio Alpha, and shows that our alumni do
cratic five want a "change."
Our boys have returned determined to not lose their ardor for Phi Delta Theta.
work with a vim, and with our new and ele- The writer is one of the Trustees of Ohio
gantly fitted hall we shall feel able to cope in State University, and one of the three mem"rushing'' with any frat. in the O. W. U.
bers of the Executive Committee of the instiFraternally,
tution, and is the most prominent man conT. H. MCCONICA.
nected with public education in the State.
The Ohio Alpha, after ten years of great
Tennessee Beta.
prosperity, suspended in 1858, owing to the
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY,
failure of most of its members to return, and
Nashville, Tenn.. Out. 1980.
DEAR SCROLL :
it remained inactive until revived as deThis chapter has opened well, 15 members scribed below. Our Chapters now should
having returned. It will continue sub rosa,
but will not have as much difficulty in run- strive to attain the high standard whicli the
ning as la.st year. The chancellor last year Ohio Alpha so long held. In this connection,
announced that those students who could not it may be stated that the finances of Miami
affirm at commencement that they had not University are so rapidly improving that the
belonged to secret fraternities while here
should be deprived of diplomas and honors. Trustees hope, in a few years, to reopen its
But the trustees, while they did not repeal doors. Our Mother Chapter will then be rethe laws against fraternities, decided that stored, and again placed on the high plane it
the chancellor had overstepped his authority, formerly occupied. We give the letter entire:
and could not make students criminate themCOLUMBUS, OHIO, June 1st, 1880.
selves. So the Phis this year have no dread
M Y DEAR SIR : Yours of the 26th ult.
of a sword hanging over their heads ready to
fall at commencement, and they can conduct reached ine in due season. I have been trythe chapter with almost absolute safety. It ing to refresh my memory, since my last, as
is only necessary for them to refrain from to persons and things and I find that I am
wearing badges, and to be careful. They possessed of more information regarding the
also cannot mention the names of any at- Ohio Alpha of Phi Delta Theta than I at first
tendant members in reports to the SCROLL, supposed. A brief search through some old
for a copy of it might accidentally fall into papers brought to light a Phi Delta Theta
catalogue of 1871, when the Ohio Alplia was
the hands of the faculty.
Edwin A. Price, one of the staunch mem- the Grand Alpha. I mail you the catalogue,
bers of Ala. Beta, has removed to Nashville, as there is a possibUity that you may not have
and has been chosen S. E. for this year. He it. In case you have a copy, please to return
is reading law privately this year, and next the one sent you to-day.
year will attend the Vanderbilt Law School.
A glance at the names in the catalogue
The Phis have lost no time in getting to brings vividly to mind the history of the Ohio
work, and are determined to make as good a Alpha since its revival in 1866. I know
record as they did last year. The first meet- nothing about the chapter as established at
ing has been held, at which much enthusiasm Miami University, Oxford, O., in 1848. An
was manifest. The glorification we had on inquiry addressed to Dr. G. Volney Dorsey,
the occasion of our banquet last commence- Piqua, Miami Co., O., might bring out some
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facts in relation to the early history of the
chapter.
When my college life at Miami University
began, September 1864, there was no chapter
of Phi Delta Theta in the institution. The
leading college'societies were the Delta Kappa Epsilon, Alpha Delta Phi, and Beta Theta
Pi. I have no recollection of any other college society at Miami. The Delta Kappa Epsilon frateruity was the most powerful, both
as to numbers and the ability of its members.
Tlie Alpha Delta Phi came next in imjiortance aud power. These two societies virtually controlled what is known as "college
politics," taking to themselves all the college
and hall honors that were obtained by vote of
college students or members of the Erodelphian and Miami Union Literary Societies.
All college and society exhibitions were controlled by one or the other of these college
fraternities. The members of Peta Theta
Pi, being few in numbers and weak in power,
would attach themselves to one or the other
of these two fraternities as policy dictated,
and by so doing were sometimes allowed to
carry off a few minor and unimportant honors.
At the time when I was a student at Miami University it was customary to hold numerous exhibitions during the college year.
The "Junior Exhibition," i. e., that of the
Junior class, was usually held in October or
November. The annual exhibitions of the
Erodelphian and Miami Union Literary Societies were held at the close of the first term
of the University, in December. Then came
the college celebration of Washington's birthday. Class speakers for this occasion were
chosen from the different college classes by
class vote. The valedictorian and the presiding officer were elected by the college at
large. The sessional exhibitions of the Literary Societies were held in the spring, usually in March or April. In addition to all
these exhilrftjons, public debates were established by the literary societies before mentioned, and the best members of each society
eagerly sought positions on the programme.
These facts are mentioned to show lipw natural it was that college politics should be an
exciting affair.
Among the "Independents," as they were
called, were a number of able men who were
unwilling to join any of the existing societies
and who found themselves unable, without
organization and co-operation, to secure any
honor not conferred by the Faculty as a reward for scholarship. In September 1865,
James Z. Moore, of Owensboro, Kentucky,
who had previously attended Centre College,
Danville, Kentucky, entered the Junior class
of Miami University. While at Centre College, he had been a member of the Kentucky
Alpha of Phi Delta Theta. The need of a
new organization was recognized by the leading independents of Miami and there was no
great difficulty in re-organizing the Ohio Alpha. The leaders in this movement were
James Z. Moore, of Owensboro, Ky., Alston
Ellis, of Covington, Ky., and Robert A.
Strong, of Cincinnati, O. Others did equally
efficient work after the re-establishment was
effected.
The reorganization of the chapter was
sanctioned by the Grand Alpha, and the
work of getting the best men of the independents into the new society was successfully accomplished. The work of the originators of the movement was really done during the last four months of 1865, but a permanent organization was not effected until
the beginning of 1866. The catalogue of
1870-'71 shows that in the flrst year of its
new existence the Ohio Alpha had thirty-two
members. These members were judiciously
selected, and generally represented the best
element of the different college classes.

There were suspicions in the minds of the Fitzpatrick, Midway, Ky. ; and Alston Ellis,
members of the other fraternities of the ex- Covington, Ky. The celebration of February
istence of a new and powerful rival in their 22, 1867, above referred to, was remarkable
midst, but these suspicions were not fully in that the college speaker, the presiding officonfirmed until about eighteen students, sup- cer, and the nine class speakers were memposed hitherto to be independents, filed into bers of Phi Delta Theta. The society turned
the college chapel one morning, each wear- out its representative men on that occasion.
ing the familiar and loved badge of Phi Delta
Ten new members were added in 1867, and
Theta on the lapel of his coat. The members eight in 1868. (I don't know the exact time
of the older fraternities called- the new soci- the Ohio Alpha became the Grand Alpha of
ety the "swords," and tauntingly said that the United States.) The prestige thus gained
they who took up the sword should perish by the Miami chapter was maintained until
by the sword.
the suspension of the University in .June,
From the beginning of 1866 to the suspen- 1873.
sion of Miami University, some eight years
It was customary for the Literary Societies,
later, the Phi Delta Theta fraternity was the before mentioned, to meet in joint convention
most powerful secret organization connected to elect a former graduate to deliver an adwith the college. The men put forward by dress and present the society diplomas to the
this society as its candidates for elective hon- members of the graduating class. This honor,
ors were almost always successful. This from the reorganization of the Ohio Alpha of
success was secured in part by the number Phi Delta Theta, to the suspension of Miami
and ability of the fraternity members and was, with possibly one exception, conferred
partly by the general support given by college upon a former Phi Delta Theta graduate,
students not connected with any secret so- thus showing that the power of the fraterciety. The other societies could not conceal nity was supreme in college affairs as long as
their alarm at the displayed power of the new the doors of the institution were open to reorganization, and soon united to oppose what ceive students.
they regarded as a common foe. The flrst
A prominent characteristic of the I'lii Delta
conflict came on in the Erodelphian Literary Theta fraternity of Miami University was
Society in April 1866, the occasion being the the high moral character and scholastic atelection of a President and Secretary wlio in tainments of its members. They were gendue course of time would be required to sign tlemen and made it a point at all times to
the diplomas of the graduating members of deport themselves as such. Their associathe society. James Z. Moore was elected tion with one another was frank and brothPresident, and Alston Ellis, Secretary, by a erly. Each member felt a personal interest
decisive vote, the first victory of the new fra- in the success of his fellow members and
ternity over leagued opposition.
manifested that interest by words of cheer
At the beginning of the college year 1866- and prompt assistance when occasion de'67, there was unusual activity manifested manded. The most fluent speakers, the deepby all the secret societies ; the object of the est thinkers, and the ablest writers of the
old fraternities being to regain lost prestige University students were members of the Phi
and that of the new chapter being to retain Delta Theta organization. When the Miami
the field so gloriously won. The contest be- Student was issued in 1867, the society was
came so bitter that much bad blood was en- well represented in the editorial corps.
gendered. The main fight was carried on in
Some now successfully threading the avethe Erodelphian Hall. At one time the strife nues of a chosen field of duty can look back
became so violent that an adjournment was with gratitude to the associations formed and
had to the college campus in order to settle facilities enjoyed when they were active, zealby physical force what could not apparently ous members of the Ohio Alpha of Phi Delta
be adjusted by debate and ballot. Happily Theta. The personal history of some who
no battle took place. At another time, dur- have achieved honor and distinction in the
ing the pendency of an important election in various walks of professional life would be of
the Erodelphian Hall, a number of Delta deep, encouraging interest to many younger
Kappa Epsilon's members of the Miami members of our fraternity. The names of
Union Hall forced their way into the. room, eminent lawyers, skilled physicians, learned
presumably to render assistance to their educators, able ministers, successful business
brethren in case of defeat. The defeat was men, and others possessing no less ability
so overwhelming, and the bearing of the Phi and industry can be found on the Ohio AlDelta Thetas so cool and courageous, that the pha's roll of members. When Miami re-opens
parties bent on war soon deemed discretion her doors, let us hope that the old chapter
the better part of valor.
will be re-established and made to do more
The elections for speakers at the annua! effective service than it did in the well-loved,
exhibitions of the Erodelphian and Miami well-remembered days of yore.
Union Literary Societies, December, 1866,
In what has preceded, I have not attempted
were carried by the Phi Delta Theta frater- to write a history, but to jot down a few
nity. The first college contest, i. e., where points which, put with other points elsethe whole body of students voted, between where obtained, will enable some one to write
the new fraternity and its rivals came off in an intelligible history of the Ohio Alpha as it
December 1866, the occasion being the elec- existed at Miami University. If you have
tion of a college speaker and presiding officer not already gained the information you defor the following celebration of Washington':* sire from the chapters at Wooster University,
birth-day. In this contest all the other so- Wooster, O., and Ohio University, Athens,
cieties combined to defeat the Phi Delta O., I will take great pleasure in having some
Theta candidates. The Delta Kappa Epsilon one send it to you at once. I am personally
and Alpha Delta Phi fraternities claimed the acquainted with the faculty of both instituhonors and sought to secure them by a com- tions and can easily get whatever informapact whereby a member of the former society tion you wish concerning chapters therein.
was to be Valedictorian and one of the lat- The Wooster chapter is in good condition.
ter President. The result was the election Please to express your wishes fully and
of Alston Ellis, of Covington, Ky., College clearly. It will afford me real pleasure to
Speaker, and J. El wood Morey, of Oxford, be of service to you. Address Prof. R. H.
0., President.
Bishop, Oxford, O., for Miami University
The First Annual Exhibition of the Ero- catalogues. He has been Secretary of the
delphian Literary Society was held in the Board of Trustees for many years.
College Campus, May 24th, 1867. All the
Yours fraternally,
speakers were members of Phi Delta Theta,
viz. : R. O. Strong, Cincinnati, O. ; C. B.
ALSTON E L L I S .
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They are all Gold of good quality, handsomely and substantially
Philadelphia. on line Bristol Board, only jo c. By Mail j2 c.
made, set with stones which are 1121 Chestnut St.,
Eiivflopes and Note Taper wiih <?. A. 0. Coat of
selected and real, and sold at reaArms at reasonable rates.
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T
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Y
Also
Programmes,
Invitations, and all kinds
sonable prices.
of fine Book and Jols Work.
AND

We furnish
B A D G E S in Plain Enamel and set
in Garnet, Turquoise, Pearl, Ruby, Sapphire, and Diamond.

ENGRAVING HOUSE.
FINE
PERS

S W O R D S ornamented, and also
set to match the Badges.

ENGLISH
stamped

handsomely

and DOMESTIC

in Gold,

Illuminated

MONOGRAM.

CREST,

Plain

with

PA-

Colors or

CLASS

DIE,

Sj-c.

Send for sample book of papers and prices.

S T U D S , of Shield pattern and also
in separate letters, either orna- Handsomely Engraved Invitations
mented or set.
for Colleges, Weddings, Receptions, Sec,
B U T T O N S of Shield pattern, in

VISITING

CARDS,
MONOGRAMS,

Enamel.

SOCIETY

R I N G S and Charms in assorted
styles.
Designs, Price Lists and all other
information furnished promptly.
OIyN79.

and HERA
furnished

LDIC

ENGRA

CATALOGUES.
In order to place the Catalojrne in the hands of
every Phi. the Executive Committee has iinthorized the Grand Banker to Inrnish tiiem at
the following rates :
With Paper Cover,
.50 cents.
With Linen Cover
75
"
Send orders at once to
C. D. WHITEHEAD,
Grand
Banker,
1 & 3 Thorpe's Block. Indianapolis, hid.

Alurani Subscriptions
TO

T H E

SOI?.OXJIJ

are solicited. Mailed to address of any alumnns
or corresponaing iiiemher. postajje paid, at one
dollar per annum. Terms cash in advance.
Send all subscriptions to
DESIGNS,
M. F. TROXELL,
Gettysbnrg, Pa.
Business Manager.
VING

in the best manner and correct taste.

Designs submitted for approval.
e^-FRA

J. E. WIBLE,
Washington & North Sts., Gettysburg, Pa.
Refers by permission to Bus. Man. of SCROLL.

TERNITY
STA TIONER Y
always on hand.
5-80. 1 y

EXTRA COPIES of

THE

SCROLL

will be mailed at 10 cents each by
BUSINESS MANAOEB.

•

Gettvsburi?-, P a .
A Convention Leaflet.
Full many a time we've met in thought—
We meet now face to face.
Fair Fancy's wings now soar for nought:
Our Brothers' forms we trace.
And as we grasp each Brother's hand
Let clasp be firmly met:
Resolved, that nought in Phidom's land
Shall ever cause regret.
Thus shall we cast full many a seed
For ripening years to come.
And Phis shall clasp Phi hands indsed
In the last, great harvest-home.
October, 1880.
PA. B.

CONVKNTION

SUPPLE.MENT.

articles. By a general correspondence and
not a limited one, a wider range of ideas will
be gathered into its columns and a more
rapid advancement will be the natural result.
Such correspondence will, of course, flood
the editor and he would be tniable to find
room for all of the good material. This is
just the result I should like to see. T H E
SCROLL can be increased in size—not in number of pages—without injury to its neat appearance. But this is the change of less importance. I desire a still greater one ; viz :
let T H E SCROLL be published semi-monthiy.
Arguments for this change are abundant.
According to the present method, the majority of the chapter reports are very stale before they are read by the members. Reports
are frequently crowded out. Members do not
write up matters of importance that they
would, if they had the assurance of publication that they would have under the proposed
reform. Many items of importance would be
inserted, if there were any hopes of their publication soon enough after the event to be
regarded as news. The main point is, a
quicker circulation of news is necessary.
There is nothing like brisk exercises to make
a man feel vigorous, energetic, enthusiastic;
so the brisk movement of news among all the
chapterSjthroughthemediumof a.fc;«2-W(?«^V)'
SCROLL, would have an influence for good
more than doubly equal to the extra expense
and trouble it would bring, invigorating, energizing, enthusing alumni and active members alike wherever it should go. L. C. H.

An Annual Convention.
Our National Convention will occur soon
and we are expecting to derive great benefits
from it for the fraternity. We will not have
another, for two years. What is left undone
at this one, or is just commenced, will probably have to remain in statu quo for two
years. By that time, almost an entirely new
set of college men will constitute our active
membership. What we mean to say is, can
our fraternity be benefited as it should be
from our national conventions wlien they
meet only every two years ? We think it can
not. Phi Delta Theta with all the interests
of forty chapters to promote, will be coml)elled, as we think, to hold annual conventions from this time. The expense of holding
a convention may be urged as an objection,
though not a valid one. Phi Gamma Delta
holds annual conventions, and this has been
Permanent Fund.
one great factor in the work she has been reThe writer is no stickler for this fund, but
cently accomplishing. Should the money would like to see it treated fairly. In June
annually invested in the Permanent Fund be SCROLL an article under this head seems to
devoted to this purpose it would be far better be incited by prejudice and based upon gross
in its i-esults.
error.
By all means let us do away with the bienThe "sort of report" made in 1875 of this
nial and have an annual convention.
fund was complete and full in every detail,
SIGMA BETA.
and audited by a committee appointed by the
convention; bnt the report was cut down by
The Scroll.
the Secretary who prepared the minutes for
We often see in the reports to T H E SCROLL publication, on account of its being so volusue!: as the following: " T H E SCROLL has be- minous, and only the general statements were
come a necessity," "We are unable to do published. Xo one is to blame for their preswithout T H E S C R O L L , " &C., &C. It is a fact ent condition except the secretary, and perhaps
that T H E SCROLL has become a very impor- he is not, because he did the best he could
tant factor in our organization, so much so, with the limited funds at his command with
that, undoubtedly, without it, the order which to publish the minutes. We have not
would languish as ^'-the sick man'''' in Europe. time nor complete data with which to anaBut these needless repetitions as to its value lyze the article in June SCROLL further than
do not increase its worth or aid any in its de- to say that the reports of the Grand Banker
made to the subsequent conventions were all
velopment, or in the advance of the order.
Prompt payment of the SCROLL tax by clipped of their details in the same manner
every chapter is the first requisite to the suc- as was the report of 1875. If any one fails to
cess and prosperity of the paper. More than see the condition of affairs don't charge it to
this, every chapter should make the publisher "ambiguity," but to scissoi-s and pencil
feel perfectly easy about funds, in case the reg- scratches made necessary by a depleted treasury. Conventions meet and order the grand
ular tax should be insufficient.
This point well settled, it will be well to banker to pay this and that as though they
look after a second, of secondary importance had the treasury of the United States to draw
only because T H E .SCROLL cannot exist un- on; and then complain because things are not
le.ss thefiivstis attended to. It is the duty of done in the most elaborate style.
The Permanent Fund consists of the items
every member to take a personal interest in
T H E SCROLL. DO not hold back because mentioned on page 14, min. '78, as follows :
1. Subscription notes .$460. These are notes
you have not been elected correspondent of
your chapter. Every member should be al- at 10 per cent, interest on which very little
lowed a voice in T H E SOROLL, if his ability interest has been paid in the. last four years.
with the pen justifies him in writing articles Most of them, given by minors, are worthless
contracts except as the parties are disposed to
for it.
T H E SCROLL is not designed to be oligarch- affirm them after coming of age. They have
ical. It is so, to a certain extent, but only not yielded an income of 2 per cent, of their
because the members do not send in tlieir face per annum.

^

•

-

^

^

October, 1880.

2. Unpaid Subscriptions S130. We have
frequently attempted to collect these, or get
a note for them, but could not. Many of
these are made by minors, hence are not enforceable as contract obligations." They are
wortliless.
3. On accountp ist initiation fees.
$186.00
4. Cash o-r ':,te[ C. O. Perry, Ex. G. B.) 140.00
5. " bat.
"
"
"•
14.50
6. First installment en note E. M.
Willson,
5.00
7. On acc't initiation fees since last
report,
'
60.90
$406.40

These last items are what the report indicates to a fair mind. GASH in our possession,
and on which the fraternity realized over
nine-tenths of the receipts of interest noted
on page 15, min. ''78, viz. $54.62.
If Bro. Bailey had enjoyed our experience
with voluntary subscriptions made by irresponsible boys who, in a gush of loyalty,
would deed the fraternity their fathers' estates, but who, in the pressuie of hard times,
pay no attention to polite invitations to pay
interest on notes, &c., he would appreciate
our feelings of the- necessity of a direct tax
to build np this fund. If it ever is maintained it must be by fees of some kind. It
may be that it ought to be abolished altogether. We are glad of any discussion of the
subject that will lead to permanent good for
our beloved order. But while the statutes
are as at present, requiring such fees to be
paid, they will have to be paid, and delinquent
chapters to this fund must prepare themselves to pay what the law now calls for to
this fund, or lose their vote in the next convention, and possilDly their charters. It is
not fair to take the initiation fees of chapters in Mo. and Georgia and Miss., and other
states and apply it to this fund and excuse
the chapters in Mich, and Pa. or in any other
state. We must deal fairly with all. Then
when all are square and come into convention and calmly and deliberately discuss the
question, we shall be prepared to abide the
result, and shall always be found complying
with the orders of the fraternity; which is
more than our Bro. Bailey can say for his
chapter. Stand by the law, Bro. Bailey, and
pay your back initiation fees and have Mich.
Beta come up like men and abide the rules
until they can have them changed. Until
you do that, other chapters who have paid
this tax will not be enthusiastic champions
of your cause to break down the Permanent
Fund.
C. D. W H I T E H E A D .
Catalogue and Song Book.
The new catalogue is a frequent subject of
conversation and it is earnestly desired that
the convention will form some plan for its
publication. An article in the last SCROLL
arguing for a Stock Company is at this time
deemed inadvisable, as the sum necessary for
its printing is larger than individuals are
willing to experiment on. The way to print
the catalogue is to print it. A work as is at
present needed by the fraternity will cost upwards of 810)0, but the catalogue editors
think that by an assessment of only $2 per
capita, they can print one equal to that of
Psi Upsilon. Both our editors are practical
printers, and they will do the work economically and well.
During the summer the experiment of a

CONVENTION S U P P E E M E N T .
Stock Company for publishing a Song Book a very good law for these three Fraternities,
The Greek World.
was planned and it is hoped the boys will but very bad for others that want to start
—Seventeen frats. at Univ. of Va.
take hold of the matter and complete the chapters there. At Emory Coll., Ga., a simwork. The idea is to print a song book with ilar law exists, recognizing Phi Delta Theta,
—It is said that a chapter of Kappa Kappa
music in the highest typographic style, and Chi Phi, Kappa Alpha and no others. Our Gamma is to be started by some fair ones at
to furnish the book to the fraternity at the chapter at Auburn was the first one there, Lutherville (Md.) Female Seminary.
minimum price that will save their invest- and has always kept the lead. It was estab—Several frats. are making desperate efments. The Companv is to have a capital of lished in 1878 by that gallant Phi, T. M. forts to get into Johns Hopkins, notably Chi
$500 divided into 20 shares of $25 each. To Hobbs, of Athens, Ala. "The institution has Phi and Sigma Chi. They have little hope
refund the money, the estimated number of a large number of students, and a high cur- of success, although the former has a man
books to be subscribed for is to equal the riculum. This favorable action of the trus- there. The couple of frats. there now have
cost, so that when the money is collected the ' tees leaves Tenn. Beta our only sub rosa little or no vitality, and keep a sort of organishares will be recalled and the company dis- clmpter.
zation mainly by men from other chapters.
solved, or it will continue in other fields as
—The Ga. Gamma boys have a way of
—During vacation a party of Phi Gamma
the shareholders think proper. Abundant keeping ahead at Emory. Bro. M. J. Callainducements are offered to those subscribing way, '81, received last term the second high- Deltas tramped across Pennsylvania. They
for shares or in clubs for books. Subscrip- est mark in a class of 24, Bro. W. S. Mc- were hospitably entertained at the homes of
tions fall due on formation of Company,— Larin, '82, the highest in a class of '43, Bro. the members of the fraternity along the way.
and though .§150 are already thus condition- E. C. Merry, '83, the highest in a class of 40,
—Just at the end of 1879-80 Sigma Chi abally subscribed the Company will not be and Bro. E. P. Allen, '84, the highest in a sorbed "Athenaeum" at Wabash.
effected unless the whole subscription is class of 30. Bros. H. D. Howren, J. G. Lee
—Sigma Alpha Epsilon claims 1,000 memtaken. It is designed that shareholders form and J. R. Smith, all of '80, were among the bers. It has 8 active cliapters located at K.
the Company during the Convention. If fur- six speakers on the "Commencement Cham- M. L, Ga. U., Mercer U., W. & L. U., Further information is desired, it can be obtained pion Debate." Bro. H. C. Carney, '82, re- man U., N. Ga. Ag. C , Ala. Ag. C. and
from Walter B. Palmer, George Banta, or A. ceived the medal for the best sophomore de- Southern U. The first is the Grand chapter.
Gwyn Foster, 343 N. Delaware St., Indian- claimer, Bro. E. C. Merry, '83, the medal for The latter four have been established in the
apolis, Ind.
* * *
best essay by member of freshman class, and last two years. Alumni chapters exist at
Bro. E. P. Allen, '84, the medal for best Atlanta and Augusta, and one is forming at
Mobile. These chapters are empowered to
Fhi Straws.
reader in sub-freshman class.
initiate now—collegiates! A medal valued
—Our N. G. took a lion's share of honors at
—The Convention will meet for organiza$10.. called a "Founders Medal," is awardtion Tuesday evening, 26th inst., and will at commencement. Bro. John T. Morrison, ed by the Grand chapter to any member who
ex-member
of
the
Executive
Committee,
reclose with public exercises and banquet Friestablishes a chapter of 5 men and maintains
ceived the Astronomical Prize, wliich is the it one year ! The fraternity proposes to issue
day evening 29th.
—All chapters and individual members highest given to the Seniors at Lafayette. a catalogue every 6 years, beginning in 1881,
having Phi Delta Tiieta banners should send Bro. Wm. V. Olyphant, the last S. E. of the and an annual supplement during tlie interthem to the convention, in charge of dele- chapter, and Bro. Morrison, were appointed ims. The last convention was lield in Nashto deliver Honorary Orations, only 5 in a ville, Dec. 1879. There were present 10 delegates. They will do us good service.
—"After fifteen years." In 1865, Friday class of 50 receiving the same high distinc- gates, representing 6 chapters, and 14 visitors,
evening, June 80th, a reunion of the Phi tion. Bro. Olyphant, however, died just 8 representing 7 chapters. It was resolved not
Delta "Theta was held at Masonic Hall, In- days before the time he would have gradu- to unite with any other fraternity North or
dianapolis, Ind., with following order of ex- ated. We mourn with onr N. G. in his un- South. The publication of the Sigma Alpha
ercises : Music, Invocation, Music, Poem by timely death. In another column are given Epsilon Record was begun in March last. It
J. F. Goodkins, Chicago, Music, Oration by the memorial notices jmblished in the com- is a quarterly of 40 pages, price $1. per anJacob S. Broadwell, Bloomington, Ind., mencement number of the Lafayette College num, and as it is not sub rosa, subscriptions
Journal.
are received from anyone. It is edited and
Music, Benediction, Music.
published by Maj. R. H. Wildberger, one of
—(Concerning a chapter of Phi Delta Theta
From the X. S.
the professors of K. M. I., Farmdale, Ky.
at Westminster College, Fulton, Mo., Bro.
In both press work and matter it is a credit
Rob't Morrison, Ohio Alpha, '49, one of our
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Sept. 30th, 1880.
to the fraternity, and it will certainly raise
founders, says: "The chapter here should D E A R P H I S :
S. A. E. in importance. Besides giving fraby all means be chartered. It is a field of
As your Secretary it becomes my duty to ternity news, it will be devoted in part to
good promise, perhaps better than any in the
state—not in the number at present attend- give you some information as to the prepara- education and literature, aud will even ocing the college, but in the high character of tions and prospects for the coming conven- casionally discuss politics !
the Institution, and its prospects of perma- tion. As to the preparations:
—The publication of the organ of Phi Kapnence." Bro. Morrison now resides in FulThe headquarters of the fraternity during pa Psi has been somewhat intermittent. The
ton, Mo. He will be at the Convention, and
we feel sure that he will be warmly wel- the sessions of the convention will be at the Phi Kappa Psi Monthly was issued in 1875.
comed. For a decade and a half after gradu- Grand Hotel, one of the first-class houses of The Phi Kappa Psi Quarterly commenced in
ation he did as much work for the fraternity Indianapolis. The visiting brethren and del- 1877, but it also died. In 1879 some of the
as any active member. "Once a Phi, always egates will be met at the depot and escorted members of the Pa. U. chapter started a
monthly called the Shield, and it was adopted
a Phi."
—Driblets from our mail-bag: "Indiana to their headquarters. The sessions of the as the organ of the fraternity by the convenAlpha is a booming. Send us 21 SCROLLS." convention will be held in the parlors of the tion last Feb. It is an 8 paged pamphlet,
..."Our chapter (Penn. Zeta) is unanimously same hotel and on the evening of the last day poorly arranged, and with no editorial department. It will not be sent to those who
in favor of the Permanent Fund, 9 votes."... the banquet will be served.
are not happy enough to be Phi Kaps.
"Illinois Delta reports itself in good working
The prospects are that in size it will be one
order, and will be represented at Conven—Gen. Garfield, candidate for Pres., is a
tion. '
"Please send 15 SCROLLS for Ind. of the grandest of our conventions. It will member of the'Williams chapter of Delta
Eta boys. We are opening up finely."
be a very important one in the character of Upsilon (anti-secret,) and is the only Presi"We (Texas Beta) had Bro. Geo. Wm. Cone, the work it will have to do. We have grown dential nominee that has been a regular
of Galveston, with us, and it did us a great
member of a Greek letter society. Gen. Ardeal of good. He is all Phi."
"There are in the last two years, and many new things thur, candidate for V. P., is a Psi Upsilon,
four Phis in Harvard law school this year, will be up for consideration. Let every chap- Union chapter, class of '48.
all of Ohio Eta, '79. We wish to know about ter see to it that it is represented by at least
—The forty-first annual convention of Beta
SCROLL and will send subscriptions as soon one delegate—let no excuse stand in the way.
as information is received."
"The Delta Let every brother who can, whether in or out Theta Pi met in Baltimore, August 24-26.
About 50 delegates and visitors were there.
Gammas are known as our sisters, and as a
frat. we (Texas B.) are their choice by far." of college, lend us his presence and help us to A large banner brought from the west was
hung across the street where the convention
"The Phis lead in Indiana Colleges. We enjoy our convention.
was quartered. The city press noticed it—
have a list of 125 men we expect to be at
In the Bond,
the banner—saying that many people took it
Convention." ,
JAS. C. NORRIS, N . S.
as a Ku Klux arrangement. The orator and
—The trustees of Ala. State Coll., at Auburn, at the last commencement, enacted a
The College Chronicle column of the New poet were not on hand, though there was an
statute recognizing three Fraternities, Phi York World has passed its two hundredth oration delivered. The poet was re-elected
for the convention next year in Chicago, and
Delta Theta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Alpha Tau Omega, but declaring that no others number, and is a deservedly popular feature a committee was authorized to select the orator within 3 months.
should be allowed to organize there. This is of each Monday's issue.

CONVENTION SUPPL1:AlENT.
are now collected by the G. B. only as our
sense of honor and zeal for our cause helps
him to collect them, and will also be able to
hold our property and maintain our right.s
A Monthly Paper Devoted to the interests of the Phi Delta Theta regardless of hostile sentiments or unfriendly
Fraternity,
faculties.
As to how this act of incorporation shall
GETTYSBURG, PA., OCTOBER, 1880.
be brought about we leave for the convention
to determine. A suitable committee and
This Supplement.
some funds could readily bring the matter to
The October number comes to all Phis ac- pass, through the aid of our members of Concompanied by this supplement which we gress. We hope the convention will not neghave named in honor of the Convention. It lect this important matter.
comes without extra cost to the chapters or
subscribers, and we feel that it will be appreciated. To all the brothers who must remain
at home during the Convention it may give
Indiana Beta Alumni.
some idea of the work that is to be done
.S43 N. DELAWARE ST., Indianapolis, Ind.,
there. To delegates it may give some direcSept. 28th, 188(1.
tion and intelligence on questions to come D E A R BROTHERS :
A charter, granted during Sept. 1879, to
before us.
Ben. Harrison, Sen. A. C. Harris, Judge
Should our effort to satisfy and enlighten Gen.
B. K. Elliott, Hon. Cass. Byfield, Hon. J. B.
our brothers be appreciated, place it to our Elam, Hon. W. H. Ripley, and Judge C. D.
credit and discharge the debt in return ef- Whitehead, all of whom are leading lawyers
forts toward securing subscribers among our at the city bar, was never used in effecting a
chapter until the present month. These genalumni, and toward the improvement of onr tlemen
with ten others are now organized and
columns. It is our desire to improve and im- have held several enthusiastic meetings. Some
prove and improve until we may become a fifty Phis are residents of the city, and as
truly model^ fraternity organ. A fraternity soon as the campaign is over, all will join
journal is a thing peculiarly .raz generis, and and you may look to us as the liveliest chapter in the order. We want to see an initiais a thing to be carefully watched over by its tion again and some of these nights we are
patrons and managers lest it overstep its going out to Irvington in a body and help the
Butler boys manage the goat. Our plan of
properly prescribed limits.
is to have a meeting once a month
No doubt there will be some changes made operation
in the parlors of the respective members of
in things pertaining to the SCROLL at the the chapter, to which of course our lady
Convention; but let whatever change be made friends .will be invited ; and as a reminder of
that shall be made we want to see the SCROLL collegiate days, some 40 minutes will be debecome more than ever a live, dignified, just voted to literary exercises of some character,
and the remainder of the evening to cultivatand strongly rooted exponent of all that ing the acquaintance of some one else's girl.
clusters about our Bond. Let this be the The chapter stands sponsor to our approachaim of all the action that shall be taken con- ing convention, aud invites you all to be
cerning the SCROLL and we do not fear for present; and those who come may expect a
royal time.
its future management.
Let me add a word about correspondents.
A general awakening is taking place through
Shall we be Incorporated.
the different chapters and the different classes.
The subject of incorporation will doubtless Our fraternity has long suffered from the
be up for discussion at the Convention. It need of an active Alumni, and the hastening
of such an event is greatly to be wished. A
has been considered at previous conventions very good way to vivify these fossils is for
and some action has been taken at different every active member always to greet them as
times in the past toward this desirable end, Phis, and find occasion to tell them of the
but the decisive progress made has amounted spread of the cause. They want to hear of
things and are glad to be accosted as
to nothing. We want to see the fraternity such
Phis. It is no uncommon thing—be it much
incorporated by act of Congress. The only to our shame—to hear an old Phi remark that
argument against the step is the expense that he has not heard of the fraternity for years.
it w^ill entail, with perhaps a shadow of an Rake up the embers in the ashes of memory,
argument about the publicity connected with breathe a little freshness of your vigor upon
them, add the rich fuel of facts, and the dorit that might be made capital of by some.
mant fire slumbering on the filial altar in the
Incorporation will give strength and sta- heart of many a true Phi, will glow again
bility to our government, which has been too and shoot anew its heaven aspiring flames.
A. GWYN FOSTER.
lax, perhaps, in the past. From a letter
written by a former active member of the
Maryland Alpha Alumni.
fiaternity, but who is now away down in
Florida, vve quote these words: "Our governBALTIMORE, MD., Sept., 1880.
ment has been entirely too loose, and I think D E A R SCROLL :
one of the important questions to be consid"Still the ball rolls on." These were the
eied is as to just how strong a government words used by our worthy President, as he
we are to have. I think that it should be a announced to ns that Bro. Alva Fitzpatrick
stronger government than we now have, but was organizing an alumni chapter at Montthink that there is also great danger of going gomery, Ala. But its course was not imtoo far t\i-c\t way."
peded at Montgomery; the ball rolled on
It will not be going too far to have our or- until it reached the shores of our noble city,
ganization on the solid, lawful footing that Baltimore.
incorporation would give us. As an incorOn the evening of the 21st of July, five Phis
porated body we will gain greater power, met at the private residence of Bro. Thomas,
have a higher regard for ourselves if that is and after a jolly conversation about college
needed by any, be able to push claims which days, we proceeded to organize ourselves as

I^HE^^^OLM

an alumni chapter and applied for a charter.
Several of our members are out of the city
for the time lieing, and therefore we have not
been able to have a regular meeting since we
have received our charter. But we expect to
have a grand one soon.
We will give you a list of onr members:
W. H. II. Raleigli, who graduated at the N.
W. University in 1860, was a member of our
original 111. Alpha, and although away from
Phidom for twenty years, he is yet as enthusiastic as ever. He is with Hodges Bros.,
the largest Notion and Dress Goods House in
Baltimore, and in the words of another "is
virtually at the head of that flrm." J. L.
Armstrong, Va. Gamma, is for the present
Principal of the High School at Rockville,
Md. W. J. Thomas, who was initiated some
three years ago by Bro. Palmer, is also teaching. Wilbur F. Smith, one of the charter
members of the Va. Delta, is Vice-Principal
of one of our largest Public Schools. Frank
Burns, (Va. Epsilon), has received an apjiointment from the B. & O. R. R. Company,
as Civil Engineer. He writes us that he will
soon be in Baltimore and take an active part
in the chapter. He also gave us the names
of two other Balto. Phis, who, no doubt, will
al.so join our ranks. W. S. Bryan, Jr., a
member of the Va. Beta last year, will also
join us. Although we are small in members,
we are rich in zeal and love for our fraternity,
and we see before us a prosperous future.
Address all communications to W. H. H.
Raleigh, care of Hodges Bros., Baltimore,
Md.
Yours in the Bond,
HARRY H . WEBER.
Penna.
Beta.

Alabama Alpha AlumniMONTGOMERY ALA., Sept. 16th, IfSO.
D E A R BROTHERS :

As regards "an account of our new born
chapter " I would say that we sally forth under propitious and encouraging circumstances,
in that we areimbued with that love for Phi
Delta Theta that is a characteristic of every
good Phi. I shall not enter fully into detail
here, I shall leave that for our S. E. in November SCROLL, and will only give names
and a brief line of each brother.
Bro. J. J. Mickle, Ala. A., '76, is a Salesman in one of the largest business houses in
the city—a mammoth establishment, and Bro.
M. is one of the men in it. Bro. J. T. E.
Thornhill, Va. Delta, '76, was Gen'l Sec. Y.
M. C. A. here, but we hear will go to Louisville, Ky., to serve in same work. Bro. W.
J. Orum is a Clerk in one of the finest warehouses in the State, located here. Bro. Gus.
Orum, Ala. Beta, '80, is also Clerk in a business house here. Bro. Sam. Callaw^ay, Ala.
Beta, has a fine position, with large salary at
mills near the city. Your humble undersigned is interpreting Blackstone in the office
of his guardian, H. C. Tompkins, Att'y Gen'l
of Alabama. We will constantly be getting
additions to our ranks from the institutions
of this State and Georgia, and you may hear
of some good work being done under our influence in this part of the Phi world. We
will be glad to hear from active and other
alumni chapters.
In the Bond,
A L V A FITZPATRICK.

Alabama Beta.
A . A M . COLLEGE, Auburn, Ala,, Oct. 10th, 18S0.

EDITOR SCROLL :

Our chapter promises to be as good this
year as last. Then we had twenty-one members, six graduating. We opened this year
with ten. Last night we initiated into the
Bond of the Phi Delta Theta, three noble
youths, Messrs. Harpe, McCary and Redd.
We anticipate for these brothers a glorious

CONVENTION S U P P L E M E N T .
future, believing t h a t their conduct will ever
shed glory on us and bring them to honored
places in life. There are three or four other
boys who have almost decided t o unite themselves with us.
We have t w o flourishing fraternities here
^o compete with, t h e Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and Alpha T a u Omega. Hoping by next
m o n t h t o report four or five accessions, I
remain,
Y o u r s in the Bond,

especially sizes, and what Bro. Bell d i d n ' t say
kept the chapter in a roar.
Our new Phis are as follows : H . L. Y a r ger, P a . , ' 8 3 ; M. L . Holloway, Pa., and J .
N . Lentz, P a . , '84 ; Thad. B . Seigel, N . C ,
' 8 5 ; J . P . Biehl, Pa., special in Chemistry.
Some of these new Phis were eagerly sought
by our rival frats., hence ours is the greatey
gain in securing them. All of them can do
us honor in one way and another, and we do
not doubt their willingness to do all they can
for their own good and our common cause.
Penna. Beta's representatives a t t h e convention will be Bro. Holmes Dysinger and

P h i Delta Theta Directory.

NATIONAL GRAND C H A P T E R — P e n n s y l vania Alpha.
NATIONAL
OFFICERS.
President—C. J. Reddig, Shippensburg, Pa.
Secretary—James C. Norris, 231 Peru street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Grand Banker^
C. D. Whitehead, Maryville,
Missouri.
Jos. C A L L A W A Y .
Executive Committee—C. J. Reddig, President;
James Norris, Secretary; C. D. Whitehead,
Virginia Beta.
A. C. McCauley, 13 McKeen Hall, Easton, Pa.
Scroll, Managers—Editor, M. F . Parrish, Lee,
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, Oct. 6th, 1880.
the SCROLL B . M . A S to the P. F . , the
Ohio; Business Manager, M. F . Troxell, GetD E A R SCROLL :
tysburg, Pa.
A s we a r e j u s t entering upon another col- voice of the convention will be the Shibboleth
of
Penna.
B.
When
we
have
an
explicit
law
CHAPTER
SECRETARIES.
lege year, which we intend t o dp j , l l in our
power t o make fruitful in new victories for, no chapter has a right t o do exactly the oppo- INDIANA ALPHA — Wallace C. Palmer,
and plenteous in advancements of the inter- site of the law. Law must be abided by until Bloomington, Ind.
ests of our beloved order, we have cause to be repealed, else there could be no law. When KY. ALPHA—Frank Fithian, Box 237, Danthe question of change comes up then Penna.
ville, Ky.
exceedingly encouraged nt our prospects.
B.'s voice will be heard. So also with some
T h e university opened Oct. 1st, with good other things not t o be discussed in this space. INDIANA BETA—Lyman E. Ott, Crawfordsville, Ind.
attendance, a n d a t our first meeting thirteen
Another year is upon us with its opportuni- IND. GAMMA—C. L.Goodwin, Irvington, Ind.
royal Phis were present, Ky. and I n d . cont r i b u t i n g t o swell our ranks. T h u s starting ties and responsibilities. L e t us, as Phis, MICHIGAN ALPHA—(Sub rosa) Ira W. Christian, Ann Arbor, Mich.
with a good membership which is greater nobly take advantage of the former and earnIND. DELTA — J. B. Thomas, Frankhn, Ind.
t h a n any of our rivals and with flne prospects estly discharge the latter.
In the Bond,
INDIANA EPSILON — H . C. Montgomery,
of additions from the barbarian world we are
M. F. T .
Hanover, Ind.
very much flattered a t the outlook. We have
OHIO EPSILON—C. A. Wright, Athens, Ohio.
about seventeen frats. to contend with, very
Ohio Epsilon.
VA. ALPHA—Louis F. Bowling, Salem, Va.
few of which however aspire to the honor of
ATHENS, C , Sept. 22nd, 1880.
MISSOURI ALPHA—Sam. H. Kelley, Columbeing our rivals. Probably the strongest are
bia, Mo.
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Chi P h i a n d Beta E D I T O R S C R O L L :
As this is our first report of this year we IOWA ALPHA—P. W. Kaufifmafi, Mt. PleasTheta Pi.
will make it brief.
ant, Iowa.
We a r e very anxious t o send a representaA t our last meeting we elected one man.
tive to Indianapolis, and although all would This makes t w o we have elected, a n d t h e GA. BETA—W. G. Brantley, Athens, Ga.
be pleased t o a t t e n d we fear t h a t none of us name of another has been proposed. W e GEORGIA GAMMA—H. C.Carney, Oxford, Ga.
can spare t h e time, as all our "shining l i g h t s " hope t o be able to " t a k e 'em i n , " as they GEORGIA DELTA—J. K. Battle, Macon, Ga.
are trying for their B. L., and the " A c a d e m s " seem t o possess t h e qualities requisite for OHIO ZETA—Will. F . Harn, Wooster, Ohio.
PENNA. ALPHA—A. N. Hagerty, 47 McCarthave a horror of failing on their finals. We Phis.
ney St., Easton, Pa.
will t r y t o be represented however, and hope
1. W e have five men to start with.
MICH. BETA—J. M. Holhngsworth, Lansing,
t h e convention will be a success in every par- 2. " O u r prospects of incribase" are good.
Mich.
ticular.
I n the Bond,
'6. There are two "frats?' t h a t oppose us.
VIRGINIA BETA—Geo. .•». Thomas, UniverGEO. B . THOMAS."
4. One of them is strong in numbers but ity of Virginia Postoffice, Albemarle Co., Va.
weak in more than one other respect.
VA. GAMMA—F. C. Watson, Ashland, Va.
Indiana Delta.
5. W e will send t w o or three men to t h e OHIO ETA—V. E. Tomlinson, Akron, O.
FRANKLIN, IND., Oct. 1st, 1880.
convention.
PENNA. BETA—M. F . Troxell, Gettysb'g, Pa.
E D I T O R SCROLL :
6. W i t h o u t stating our reasons why, we
I n d i a n a Delta s t a r t s o u t with fourteen are unanimously against t h e Permanent VA. DELTA —Geo. B. Taylor, Jr., 90J W .
Frankhn. St., Richmond, Va.
men,- good a n d true, a n d plenty of good ma- F u n d .
T E N N E S S E E BETA—(Sub rosa) Edwin A.
terial t o work on. Certainly we have o u r
We have not much of interest a t present to
Price, Nashville, Tenn.
eyes open a n d will " t a k e t h e best and leave communicate, but hope to have by next time.
PENNA.
GAMMA—M. A. Denman, Washingthe r e s t . " Bro. Thompson, our married man,
Yours in the Bond,
ton, Pa.
•swings the gavel with parental dignity. Most
C. A . W R I G H T .
MISSISSIPPI ALPHA—W. E. Barker, L. B.
of our boys expect t o shake the hands of Phi
117, Oxford, Miss.
Delta T h e t a a t the convention this month a t
Indiana Alpha.
VA.
EPSILON—H. P. Scratchley, Lex'gton, Va.
our capital city. W e also expect visits from
BLOOMINGTON, IND., Sept. 16th, 1880.
NORTH CAROLINA ALPHA—Phil. Holland,
Phi Delta T h e t a ' s President a n d other disOur new corresponding secretary is a little
Jr., Trinity College Postoffice, N. Carolina.
tinguished Phis before and about convention bashful and so requests me t o send in t h e
TEXAS
BETA—J. H. Gillespie, Tehuacana,
time. We shall consider all t h a t come dis- chapter's first report. H e is a firstrate boy,
Texas.
tinguished, and so a l l who desire so t o be though, and will write some number one letconsidered b a d better accept our invitation. ters when his timidity wears off a little ; so ALA. BETA — J o s . Callaway, Auburn, Ala.
INDIANA ALPHA ALUMNI—T. C. Donnell,
Fraternally,
substitute t h e name of Bro. AVallace C. PalFranklin, Ind.
J. B. THOMAS.
mer in place of the old S. E . The latter feels VIRGINIA ALPHA ALUMNI—C.H.Chalkley,
somewhat sorry to have his name come down
219 Governor St., Richmond, Va.
Pennsylvania Beta.
from opposite " I n d i a n a A l p h a " where it has SOUTH CAROLINA ALPHA—W. D . SimpPENNA. COLLEGE, Gettysburg, Pa., Oct. 2nd, 1880.
stood for t w o years, b u t he must make way
son, Jr., Spartanburg, S. C.
D E A R SCROLL :
for the new boys.
PENNA. EPSILON—W. G. Warner, Allegheny
Our hall to-night held a score of Phis all in
College opened here on t h e 2nd, and Phi College, Meadville, Pa.
t h e best of humor and highly gratified a t t h e Delta Theta was promptly on hand. Twelve VERMONT ALPHA — H . L. Van Nostrand,
present condition of Penna. Beta. College of last year's men came back, besides Bro.
Burhngton, Vermont.
opened on t h e 2nd ult., and the Theo. .Semi- Gibson who was out last year, and Bros. Wil- OHIO DELTA—T. H. McConica, Delaware O.
nary two days ago. N i n e of our active mem- liams a n d H u t t o who came from t h e I n d . INDIANA BETA ALUMNI.—A. B. Kirkpatbers, returned t o college, beside t w o corres- Delta to this chapter.
rick, Boston Block, Indianapolis, Indiana.
pondent members officially connected with
Every effort we have made so far has been ILLINOIS DELTA.—Milo C. Summers, Box
the Institution. F o u r old members came crowned with success. These efforts have
1407, Galesburg, 111.
back t o t h e Seminary this week, a n d there resulted in t h e initiation into the mysteries KENTUCKY ALPHA ALUMNI — W m . F .
were five new-born Phis to welcome them— of Phi Delta Theta of Messrs. Herman H .
Harris, Elliott House, Louisville, Ky.
five whom they had never grasped by t h e Finley, Lewis H . Clevenger, James H . Shirk, ILLINOIS GAMMA—(Sub rosa) J. Mac. Glenn,
hand with t h e Phi grip. Counting all these A. J . Dillon, who came here holding erroneMonmouth, IU.
together you have an even twenty, a n d we ous views concerning t h e Sigs. bnt soon dis- WIS. ALPHA—Dan.S.McArthur, Madison, Wis.
t h o u g h t it in order t o have a welcome meet- covered his error, and A . V . Spivey, who P E N N . ZETA—F. A. Bergstresser, Carlisle, Pa.
ing and social reunion to-night.
came with a Sig., b u t was brought into t h e INDIANA ETA.—J. S.White, Greencastle, Ind.
After a hearty greeting all around we had fold of Phi Delta T h e t a notwithstanding.
ILLINOIS EPSILON.
In t h e Bond,
some five-minute speeches on " V a c a t i o n E x ALA. ALPHA ALUMNI—W. J. Orum, Montp e r i e n c e s . " There were all sorts and sizes,
gomery, Ala.
CHAS. BANTA.

